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IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
(The siuing uas opened at 5 p.m.)
l. Resumption of the session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament, adjourned on 25 March 1982.1
2. Tribute
President. 
- 
The House will have learned with sadness
of the death of one of our number, Mr Francis
Combe, on l5 April 1982, ar the very early age of 55.
Francis Combe was an ardent champion of the cause
of the skilled [radesman, rising to become President of
the Chamber of Trade in France. His rwin objectives
were to lead a coordinated campaign in favour of
anisans and to win acceptance by the authoriries of
their economic imponance in the country.
Although he had at first thought of seeking a career in
the army, he become a baker at Bondoufle, in
Essonne. He then took up the cause of his fellow anis-
ans in 1955, and in 1970, following violent demonstra-
tions, put forward a series of fiscal and social propo-
sals, many of them enacted in 1973 in rhe loi Royer.
He gave his life literally for the cause for which he had
fought for so long, as he died soon after delivering a
speech at Versailles to the representatives of trades-
men in the Paris region.
Francis Combe was elected to the European Parlia-
ment in 1979 on the list of the Union pour la France en
Europe and jointed the Liberal and Democratic Group.
He served with distinction on our Commirree on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Pro-
tection, and brought to their discussions an unrivalled
experience and mlent for expressing the hopes and
fears of those whom he led with success.
(The House rose and obsented one minute\ silence)
Honourable Members, it is also my sad duty to record
the death on 29 March, on the 25th anniversary of rhe
treaties, of Professor \Talter Hallsrcin, the first Presi-
dent of the Commission of the European Economic
Community. I would like to take this opponunity of
paying a y/arm tribute to him on behalf of the Euro-
pean Parliament.
'!flalrcr Hallstein can nke his place with the greatest of
the creators of Europe in the decades from 1950 to
1970. Thx place was almost assured even by 1958,
when he became the President of the new Commission
of the European Economic Communiry, for his Presi-
dency sealed his great work for Europe. His training
was in law and by 1942 he had already been a Profes-
sor of Law for 12 years. Having met Konrad Adenauer
at the Congress of Europe at The Hague in 1948, in
1951 he became Secretary of State, the chief official at
that time at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Bonn.
After that, in quick succession, he negotiated the Saar
Treaty and led the German delegations to the talks on
the Schuman Plan in 1951 and to the Messina Confer-
ence of 1955. \firh Chancellor Adenauer he had the
the distinction of signing the Treaty of Rome on
behalf of the Federal Republic of Germany and then
faced up to the challenge of presiding over the new
Commission. He used to describe it as a motor, a
watchdog and an honest broker for the pioneering Six
of the young Community and believed it essential to
preserve its newly-won unity against attacks from
within and without.
Professor Valter Hallstein was elected to the Bundes-
tagin 1959 as a representative of the Christian-Demo-
cratic Union for Neuried-Altenkirchen. Although
modest and in private life redring, his steel-willed
determination and total devotion to the cause of a
united Europe embodied in a political union founded
upon supranational institutions led ineviably to
narional challenges to his position and that of the
Commission.
I conclude with some of the last words spoken by Pro-
fessor Hallstein to European Parliamenr on 2l June
1957 when, having spoken of the r6le of technocrary
in political life, he paid this ribute to the Parliament,
and I take it from the Dutch text:
that in this Parliament are subsumed rhe human
element of human collectivities, in other words
that which is genuine and which determines both
the destiny of nations and rhe success of their
enterprises, such as this Community, as well as its
endeavours in compledng the work of construc-
tion enjoined on us by the Treaty of Rome.
(Tbe House rose and obsented one minute\ silence)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I wish to draw
your attention to a fact which is, I believe, of serious
concern to the whole House.
At 11 o'clock (European time) this morning in the
capimls of the Varsaw Pact countries 
- 
Moscow,I Approval of the minutes: see Minurcs.
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Bucharest, Budapest, Sofia, East-Berlin and Prague 
-fony young Europeans publicily demonstrated their
support for the 'objectives of the Nobel Prize Vin-
ners' Manifesto and the objectives of the European
Parliament's resolution against the extermination by
hunger of millions of human beings each year'.
Mr President, I believe that this goes ro show thar our
Parliament sometimes manages ro make its presence
felt to the public and become a source of militanr hope
in men's heans.
I am able to inform you [ha[ rhe chancelleries have
now obtained a guarantee that the young persons
arrested in Moscow will be released tomorrow. It
appears that these young demonsrrarors received a
very democratic welcome in Bucharest and may be
appearing on television to explain the objectives of the
European Parliament and of the Nobel Prize Vinners;
in the four other cities, the young people are still
under arrest.
Mr President, I hope that after seeking such informa-
tion as you may consider necessary, you will feel able
to put on record, on behalf of our Assembly, rhe hope
that these young people who were mking pan in a
peaceful and non-violent manner in demonstrations in
these cities in the name of the Chaner of Human
Rights and the Helsinki Agreement will be immedia-
tely released and have their rights recognized. I also
hope that the Commission will follow suit even if it is
continuing to obstruct the resolution adopted by our
Parliament after the manner of rhe \Tarsaw Pacr coun-
tries which we often have cause to regrer.
I would point our thar this demonsrration took place
eight days after the great march by 50 000 persons in
Rome; the specific objective of rhat march was ro
secure application of the European Parliament's reso-
lution 
- 
it was not a march for peace as some repons
claimed.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Pannella, I am glad that you pointed
out that the impact of the resolutions passed by the
European Parliament reaches not only beyond the
Chamber but even beyond the frontiers of the Com-
munity. I shall find out what consequences are suffered
by those who take pan in these demonsrra[ions and
consider what measures should be adopted.
3. Membership of the Parliament
President. 
- 
At irs sitting of 26 March 1982, the
House was informed that Mr Coust6 would resign his
seat in rhe European Parliamenr on 30 March 1982.
Mr Coust6 has since informed me that he is withdraw-
ing his resignation.
The withdrawal of the resitnation has been noted.
(Apphuse)
I see that Mr Coust6 is a highly valued member of the
Housel
In irc letter of 6 April, the Committee on the Verifica-
tion of Credentials considered, at the request of the
Enlarged Bureau, Mr Fergusson's objections to Mr
Fanton's resignation and to the declaration that his
seat was vacanl.
The committee stressed that a rotation system,
referred to as the 'tourniquet' system was in operation
in the case of Members elected to the DIFE list in
France, whereby those elected to that list were
required rc resign their seam afrcr a cenain period of
time in order rc enable other candidates on the list to
be appoinrcd.
The Committee on the Verification of Credentials will
look into the matter. However, it stressed that Mem-
bers can protect themselves against pressure to resign
their seats before the end of their term of office by
invoking Rule 2 (2) of the Rules of Procedure or
Anicle a (l) of the Act of 20 September 1976.
In the case of Mr Fanton, the Committee, which con-
sidered in detail the objections raised in the House,
concluded on the basis of the considerations referred
to above that Mr Fanton's resignation had been duly
and properly nodfied and rhat the legal objections
raised by Mr Fergusson could not be raken inro
account.
It therefore recommended that Parliament formally
establish the vacancy resulting from Mr Fanton s resig-
nation. I therefore invite the House to establish thar
the vacancy exists.
I call Mr Fergusson.
Mr Fcrgusson. 
- 
Mr President, may I ask first that the
House be allowed to study the rcxt that you have just
read out before voting, which I think it has to, on
Mr Fanton's resignation? It appears to me rhar the
committee, which has been quite clear on rhe political
and the moral issue, the impropriety of the rourniquet,
does sound as if it had ducked the legal issue. Indeed,
it has been somewhat craven about ir. I think therefore
that we should have some time just ro consider, as a
House, how to react to this panicular reporr.
Evidently, Mr President, the tourniquet turns on, and
if we cannot stop the flow of Members out of this
Chamber, we can perhaps stop the flow into this
Chamber of Members who have undenaken improper
obligations in respect of their membership and of how
long they intend to stay with us. Vould you confirm,
Mr President, now [ha[ you have received my letter to
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you of 12 March asking you to refer to rhe Committee
on the Verification of Credentials the question of obli-
Bations undenaken by new Members in respect of
early resignations? And if this is not rhe way to tackle
this panicular issue, perhaps you would give me guid-
ance on how to do so.
President. 
- 
Concerning the issue arising out of Mr
Fanton's decision to resign as a Member of this Parlia-
ment, I perhaps could ask Mr Prout to explain the
reason advanced by the Committee on the Verfication
of Credentials.
Mr Prout. 
- 
It is not often, Mr President, that I am
actually asked to say something. I usually have to
force my political attentions upon you.
(Laaghter)
I think you put it more eloquenrly rhan I could.
(Laughter)
Therefore I do not have very much to add. The com-
mittee felt, in its wisdom, that Mr Fanton had the
opponunity, if he wished, ro remain in Parliament;
and he would have been protected both by the Treaty
and by our own Rules of Procedure. It was quite clear
that he did not wish to avail himself of the opponuni-
ties that clearly exist in the Treaty and in rhe Rules of
Procedure and, we felt that we could not recommend
to the Parliamenr [hat we should order him to sray.
That was the main reason why we took the position
that we did.
On the question of the tourniquet itself, thar is still a
matter under study by the committee, and we shall be
reponing to the House in due course.
President. 
- 
Thank you very much, Mr Prout, for
this explanation. It simply means that by accepting the
resignation of Mr Fanton we do not pronounce on the
system of the tourniquet, which is still under study.
That is mainly what I wanted [o extract from your
committee and from you, in panicular. So I would
invite the Assembly nov ro accepr the vacancy.
Are there any objections?
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I heard the inter-
preter say 'accept the vacanry'. I think he meanr
'establish the vacanry'.
Mr President, how do we esublish it?
President. 
- 
It is very simple, Mr Pannella.
It is, I think, quite clear that Mr Fanton resigned of his
own free will and with full knowledge of his rights.
Parliament then, with full knowledge of the facts,
noted Mr Fanton's resignation.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, our Rules of Pro-
cedure and the Treaties use rhe term 'establish' and
not 'take note'. 'S7'e must esnblish the fact by a con-
sensus or by taking a vote after you have made a pro-
posal to us; it is not simply a marrer of raking auto-
matic note. That is why I wanted you to rell us, Mr
President, how we establish a vacanry: by consensus
or by a vote?
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, when Parliament is
informed by the President rhat a Member has stated
that he wishes to resign, it notes the statement and
then that a vacanry exists.
In the case we are considering, cenain difficulties
arose concerning the establishment of the vacancy.'S7e
therefore refer the matter to the Committee on the
Verification of Credentials which established that we
could take note. It is then for Parliament to establish
that a vacanry exists and that is what I am submitting
to the House.
Are there any objections?
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(FR) Yes, Mr President, to make sure
that the precedent is clear.
Vhat happens now that the objection has been made?
President. 
- 
Is is noted, Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(FR) Of what?
Mr President, it is for the Assembly rc decide.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemm.. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, perhaps you
should find an opponuniry outside this Chamber to
explain to our honourable colleague, Mr Pannella, the
difference between a legal declaradon 
- 
which con-
sists in saying yes or no 
- 
and the establishmenr of a
fact.
If Mr Pannella decides to get married -. h", ,o ,"y
yes. Therefore nobody can just try to'establish' that
he is married. That is a matter for his own free will.
But if a Member of Parliament declares of his own
free will that he is leaving our Parliament it is nor a
kind of divorce for which our consent is needed; ve
can simply establish that the colleague has left us.
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It may be regrettable, but it is a facr that we can only
'establish'. Perhaps if Mr Pannella gives the marter
close thought he may be able ro establish the differ-
ence for himself.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
\7e rherefore nore, rhar Mr Fanron has
left us. Even Mr Panneila should rherefore be satisfied.
It is therefore esablished rhar a vacancy exists.l
4. Withdrawal of a report
President. 
- 
Sir Fred Catherwood, chairman of the
Committee on External Economic Relations wishes to
withdraw the repon by Mr De Clercq on relarions
between the Community and Comecon since it no
longer corresponds with the presenr situation. Are
there any ob.jections.
I call Mr Radoux
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the Socialist
Group is able to agree ro rhe referral of this repon back
to Committee because the Commirtee irself wishes to
revise the text. Bur thar is the only reason for which
we agree to reference back ro Committee.
President. 
- 
Mr Radoux, rhe marter is somewhar
more complicated than thar. Ir is nor a question of
referral back to committee since the report is no[ on
the agenda, but of the withdrawal of the repon by rhe
committee. That can only occur with the approval of
the House. That is why I formularcd ir in rhat way, bur
I think we are now in agreement.2
(Parliament adopted tbe proposal)
5. Agenda
President, at its meeting of 30 March the enlarged
Bureau dreat up the drafi agenda athich has been distri-
buted. 
- 
At the meeting this morning of the chairmen
of the political groups it was agreed that I should sub-
mit the following amendments to the House:
Membership of Parliament (continuation) Membership of
Committees 
- 
Petitions 
- 
Documents received 
- 
Texts
of Treaties forwarded by rhe Council 
- 
Authorisation of
reports 
- 
Referral to' Commitree 
- 
Competence of
Committees 
- 
motions for resolurions (Rule 49) 
-Vithdrawal of a motion for a resolution: See Minutes.
Urgent procedure (Rule57 of the Rules of Procedure):
see Minutes.
Tuesday
At the request of Mr Aigner, chairman of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, the repon by
Mr Coust6 on rhe borrowing and lending activi-
des of the Commission of the European Commu-
nides (Doc. 1-103/82) within the framework of
the joint debate on several reports by his com-
mittee, abled as Items 27 to 34.
Vl'ednesday
Two oral questions by Mr Fanti and others (Nos
0-19/82 and 0-18/82) to the Commission and ro
the Council on the institutional balance of the
Community and the strengthening of the powers
of the European Parliamen[, have been included
in the debate on the mee[ing of the European
Council under Item No 39.
At 3 p.m., after the vote on motions to amend the list
of subjects for urgent debate, the President-in-Office
of the Council will make a sratement followed by a
debate on the embargo on trade with Argentina. After
this debate the President-in-Office of the Council will
answer all questions included in rhe debare on rhe
European Council.
Afrcr this statement, a debarc will be held on the state-
ments by the Council and the Commission on rhe
European Council Meering of 29 and 30 March 1982.
This debate will be closed at 7 p.m. to enable Quesrion
Time (Questions to the Council) to take place until
8.30 p.m.
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, is ir possible rc
take the de Pasquale item, No 37, by imelf on rhe
agenda for Vednesday? I understand thar Miss de
Valera's report has not in fac[ been ro the Commirtee
on Regional Poliry and Regional Planning and that we
have only just had it rcday. It seems inappropriate,
therefore, to put ir in with an item that has been under
consideration in the committee for nearly a year 
-well, for eight months.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Henry Plumb.
Sir Henry Plumb. 
- 
It is really not, Mr President, on
the question of splitting the two 
- 
the de Pasquale
repon and the de Valera report 
- 
but on rhe de Val-
era report 
- 
Item 38 that I wish rc speak. I am quite
sure that no one objects to having an interim report on
the situation of women in Europe, whesher they are in
the less-favoured areas or regions or not. Quite
frankly this committee is a committee of enquiry, and
if one looks at the Rules, Rule 95 does not, for that
reason, permit references to committee. That means
that that committee of enquiry makes proposals to rhe
various committees. In that sense, as I understand it,
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no reports have gone to the committees. Repons
should be sent and therefore the final report should
come to this plenary from the parliamennry commit-
tees and not from any committee of enquiry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de la Maldne.
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I want to
draw your artention to two points.
Firstly, the procedural problem which Sir Henry
Plumb has just raised: is a Committee of Inquiry enti-
tled to mble an interim report at the Plenary sitting?
Secondly, since we shall be sitting until 8.30 p.m. on
\Tednesday, should we not adjust the speaking time
arrangements?
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr de la Maline, the problem raised by
Sir Henry Plumb is not provided for in the Rules of
Procedure. I therefore think that the House has rhe
right rc decide on its own authority.
On the second point you raised, I also think that
speaking time should be adopted as proposed.
I call Mr Gendebien.
Mr Gendebien. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should like to
point out that we received the De Pasquale reporr on
Friday morning. The deadline for tabling amendments
had been fixed at noon on Friday in Luxembourg. I
therefore formally ask for the deadline for ubling
amendments to be extended.
Secondly, I suppon the observation by Mrs Kelletr
Bowman on the division of the debate on the repons
by Mr De Pasquale and Miss de Valera.
Vithout wishing in any way to underestimate the
scope of the repons on the situation of women in the
Community regions. I think that the De Pasquale
report on the reform of the ERDF regulation is far
more imponant and deserves our undivided attention.
I therefore think our debates would be more effective
if these two items were taken separately.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom.
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I wish ro put
a question about the vote on rhe Key reporr. This is an
interim report on the budgemry discharge. I was told
that the vote would be taken on Thursday following a
debate on the report on Tuesday. Bur I find no men-
tion of this in the agenda. If that is nor now the inten-
tion, I wonder if you could see to it that we do pro-
ceed in this way. This is not a report to which amend-
ments need to be submitted; the issue is whether or not
to grant the discharge or whether to defer it. Discus-
sions may be necessary in the political groups and that
will not be possible if the debate on the report is com-
pleted on Tuesday and a vote taken only one or two
hours later.
Mr President, is your intention still to take the vote on
this repon on Thursday and, if not, can we now
decide to do so?
President. 
- 
Mr Notenboom, I think that, in general,
the political groups appreciate the problems concern-
ing the consideration of the Key repon and that the
changes in the deadline for abling xmsndrnsnr 
-which I still have to put to the House 
- 
also enable us
to take them into consideration. The problem is that if
all the votes were to be taken on Thursday 
- 
as
would be the case 
- 
nearly all of Thursday would be
mken up with voting and this would be bad for rhe
order of business. However, if you wish to have all the
vorcs held on Thursday, it will have rc be submitted to
the House.
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, as you may
perhaps know I am very relucrant rc disturb the order
of our business but this is no ordinary repon; rhe
budgetary discharge is a power which rests with Par-
liament alone and I am therefore entirled, and indeed
see it as my duty, to make this proposal, especially as
this seems to have been the original intention of rhe
Bureau. I now propose that rhe vote on the Key
repon be taken on Thursday.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seligman.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
I presume, since rhe Falkland Island
debarc will still be an emergency debate, that the vote
will be taken at rhe end of that debate on Vednesday
evening.
President. 
- 
No sir. It is a debate in the context of the
meeting of the European Council and the discussion
related to that topic so rhat rhe vote will be taken nor-
mally on Thursday. There is no other cray.
I callMrs Maij-Veggen.
Mrs Maij-Vcggcn. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I wish to
comment very briefly on Mrs Kellett-Bowman's
remark about the de Valera reporr. I am doing so
because the chairman of the Committee of Inquiry
into the Situation of Vomen is not with us and misun-
derstandings might arise as a result. Miss de Valera
was specifically asked to investigate on behalf of the
Committee of Inquiry whether account was taken in
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the reform of the regional fund of the resolution
which we adopted last February on the position of
women. That is the subject of the repon and it seems
perfectly normal to me for it to be taken jointly with
the De Pasquale report. 'We are of course all aware of
the importance of the De Pasquale report but it seems
perfectly proper to consider the paper by Miss de Val-
era in this context especially as she was asked to pre-
pare it; now that the repon has been submitted it
seems srrange to suggest that something out of order
may have been done. Panly because Miss de Valera is
not now here with us, I should be very sorry and
would consider it a strange political developmenr for
Parliament novr to decide to refer the de Valera
report back to the Committee of Inquiry. The Com-
rnittee of Inquiry cannot work in that way. '!7e try to
adjust our activities as far as possible to the ordinary
work of Parliament. I therefore wish to protest once
again against Mrs Kellett-Bowman's request and I
would urge Parliament to keep Miss de Valera's
report on its agenda.
President. 
- 
As we must get on with the business of
the sitting I am obliged to point out that requests to
amend the draft agenda are not admissible unless they
reach me one hour before the sitting begins. I regret to
have to point out that Sir Henry Plumb's request to
delete Miss de Valera's report because of the special
position of the Committee of Inquiry on !7omen's
Rights is not covered by the Rules of Procedure. '$7e
must therefore trea[ this repon as a normal report
which means that the only,course open is to refer it
back to committee. I think that that is what Sir Henry
Plumb had in mind and that is what I shall put to the
House.
I call Mr D'Angelosante.
Mr D'Angelos.trte. 
- 
(17) Mr President, Rule 95 of
the Rules of Procedure defines the tasks of the com-
mittee of enquiry, and there can be no doubt that Miss
de Valera's report exactly conforms to the terms of
the mandate granted to this committee by Parliament
concerning the situation of women in Europe.
If a question vere to be raised about the interpretation
of the Rules, you would not be able to go ahead and
take a vote on this point; you would be obliged, under
Rule III (1) of these Rules to refer the question to the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Pedtions.
There the matter stands. In fact, earlier Sir Henry
Plumb did not ask 
- 
in the terms you mentioned 
-for a change in the agenda. Moreover, Rule 95, in my
opinion, is sufficiendy explicit, and it should be inter-
preted in a manner totally different than that advanced
by Sir Henry Plumb and his group.
President. 
- 
Mr D'Angelosante, I do not see where
the problem is. Sir Henry Plumb is entitled under
Rule 85 to request that the de Valera report be
referred bade to committee. The terms of reference of
a committee of inquiry are the same as those of any
other committee.
Any Member can at any time request referral back to
committee.
I call Mr Prout.
Mr Prout. 
- 
Mr President, the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions is going to ask Par-
liament to refer the whole question of the status of
committees of enquiry to it for an interpretation. Now
obviously that interpretation has not been made yet . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Prout, that is a very different subject.
I agree that it is fine for the Committee on the Rules
of Procedure and Petitions [o sort it out but on this
problem the situation is extremely clear. The question
concerns the matter of referring back a rePort to a
committee or not. From that point of view we deal
with reports by an enquiry committee in exactly the
same was as the reports of a normal committee. So it is
a different suby'ect.
Mr Prout. 
- 
M"y I just finish what I was going to
say, Mr President?
I can ask you then that any vote taken on this matrcr
now will not prejudice any future decision taken by
this House about the status of committee of enquiry. Is
that quite clear?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patterson.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Mr President, there is one matter
which is very termane to this particular issue Mrs
Maij-l7eggen is quite right in one respect, namely that
both the de Pasquale repon and the de Valera repon
are on [he same matter, namely a Commission text and
both suggest amendments to that Commission text.
Now it seems to me you cannot have a procedure like
that; either one committee or the other is the com-
mittee responsible. If I may refer you to Anicle 101, I
would like to ask you as President whether the Com-
mittee of Enquiry on'Women's Righm asked you and
obtained permission to produce an opinion on this
Commission text because, if not, the repon should
never have appeared on our agenda in the first place.
Either one committee or the other is the committee
responsible, and you cannot have two committees
reponing on [he same Commission rcxt. So it is not a
question of referral back to committee, it is in pracdce
a question of this repon being out of order in the first
place.
President. 
- 
Yes, Mr Patterson, but that is in fact the
problem indicated by Mr Prout. Ve still have to
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become a litde bit clearer on the competences of rhe
enquiry committees and we have not soned it out. So I
now have rc deal with them under the Rules as they
are established, and from thar point of view I think
there is no orher way rhan ro accepr rhe proposal by
Sir Henry Plumb and vore on whether or not the
report. by Miss de Valera should be referred back to
commrttee.
(Parliament rejected Sir Henry Plumb\ proposal)
I call Mr Pearce.
Mr Pcarcc. 
- 
Mr President, on that vore that you jusr
took you said the reporr, was being senr back ro com-
mitree. The vote was abour which commitree the
repon should be referred back to. It seems to be highly
unclear in the way you pur the marter to [he vo[e as to
whether we were talking abour sending it back to the
Commitrce on 'lfomen or to the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning. That is whar
you should have said in purting it ro the vorc. I think
what Sir Henry Plumb meanr was that it should go to
the latter committee.
President. 
- 
Nor at all Mr Pearce. If we refer a reporr
back to a commirree ir goes back to the committee ir
came from and thar in this case is the Committee of
enquiry into the siruarion of Vomen in Europe.
However the proposal u/as nor adopted.
Tltursday
At 3 p.m., vore on the motion for a resolution by
the chairmen of the political groups on rhe com-
position of the parliamentary delegarions.
The deadline for ubling amendmenrc has been fixed at
midday tomorow.
I call Mr Fonh.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Mr President, could I ask you, please, ar
what stage we will be debating the resoludon from the
group chairmen on delegarions. Presumably the House
will want an opportunity to discuss this imponant mat-
ter and to make irs views clear to the public who are
much concerned about delegations. At what srate are
you proposing we debate ir?
Presidcnt. 
- 
The proposal, Mr Forth, is a clear one.
No debare.
Mr Forth. 
- 
In that case could I oppose that propo-
sal, Mr President?
Prcsidcat. 
- 
I call Mr De Goede.
Mr De Gocde. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I heard you
announce that a vore would be taken on Thursday on
the membership of our delegations. I suppose that this
has been the subject of discussions berween and within
the political groups. May I point out that rhe Non-
attached Members sdll have no information wharever
about the proposals from the group chairmen. Could
you see to it that we are apprised of those proposals to
avoid unnecessary discussion on Thursday.
President. 
- 
I would suggest, Mr De Goede, that you
contact the political group chairmen who, I believe,
are meeting tonighr rc discuss rhese marters and who
have not yet reached full agreemenr on rhe resolution
they inrcnd to submit. The next of the resolution
should be available romorrow morning so that there
will be time formally ro table amendmenrs.
'!7e have nor yet received the motion for a resolution
from the polidcal group chairmen on the membership
of the delegations. I had proposed thar the deadline
for rabling amendmenrc should be rcmorrow midday.
In view of the situation I think it would be berter if we
extended it until 5 p.m.
I call Sir Fred Catherwood.
Sir Fred Catherwood. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, on this poinr
and, indeed, on a point of order. Ve discussed with
your predecessor [he problem of establishing a func-
tional relationship between rhe committees and the
delegations, because we feel thar in order to make sure
that the delegadons are seen in public to be functional,
the whole business of briefing and debriefing delega-
tions should be incorporated in a mocion like this. It is
not incorporated. Therefore, I think rhar you should
at least consult the committee, Mr Presidenr, before
this goes forward and see if rhey wanr ro make any
amendments.
Secondly, it is very imponant that it should nor appear
as something which we are trying rc ger through the
Parliament withour debate. Those of us who have had
to defend the position of delegations as something
useful to rhe Parliamenr in conjunction wirh the func-
dons which are being performed in the Committees 
-I speak panicularly of my own commirree 
- 
feel that
there is a very good case ro be made. Therefore, if the
enlarged Bureau ries to push it rhrough, simply by a
vote and wirhout a debate it will appear rhar someone
is trying ro cover up something, when they are not.
Therefore, I very strongly urge you, first of all to con-
sult the commirree chairman about ir in the meeting
that you will shonly have with rhem, and, secondly,
not to pur it through wirhour a debate.
Prcsident. 
- 
Sir Fred, I thank you very much for
words I very much agree wirh, but I have to point our
that Rule 106 (3) says: 'the political groups shall
appoint the members of the delegations'. That means I
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suppose that you have to discuss the matter with your
group chairman.
It is a problem of the rules. In fact we have tried to
implement what you are advocating, and I think it is
right. But we are in the hands of the group chairman
as far as the final proposal is concerned. Amendments
can then be put by the Assembly. But there is no other
u/ay.
Sir Fred Catherwood. 
- 
Mr President, there are two
quite separate issues here.
One is who is put on the delegations and that, of
course, is for the group chairman to decide. No one is
questioning that.
Secondly, there is the question of this panicular reso-
lution that is before the Parliament, and my under-
snnding was that your predecessor said to the group
chairmen that we would be consulted on what would
be put to Parliament and that Parliament would
decide. I do not really see how Parliament can come to
a proper decision unless it also discusses it. Therefore,
I do not think that this should be pushed through sim-
ply without a debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, this matter
was discussed by the group chairmen and I am able to
inform you, and the House as a whole, that three
chairmen of small groups proposed a change in the
system under which we would only appoint the Bureau
of each delegation in order to have a fixed nucleus;
Members would then be appointed to the delegations
on an ad hoc basis from rhe individual committees
depending on the topics of discussion. That, I believe,
is what our colleagues wished.
Unfonunately, however, I must inform you that two
of the large groups do not agree to that system so that
the chairmen of the small groups are in a minority. \fle
have therefore not changed the system. In other words
we are still using the old system and if it is to be
changed the change would first have to be approved
by the two large groups concerned. To put it clearly, if
the Socialist and Christian Democratic Groups agree
- 
and also the Communist and Allied Group which
supponed the old system 
- 
we can change it. But the
group chairmen are dependent on majorities and since
the groups I have mentioned which want to adhere to
the old system have a majority in the House, the sys-
tem was not changed.
I think therefore that the House will have to continue
to apply the exisdng system however much I may
regret the fact that it prevents us from appointing gen-
uine expens to the delegadons depending on the top-
ics for discussion.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Bangemann, I do not
think there is any point at this time in discussing the
background and motives. That is something we shall
have to do on Thursday if we decide to hold a debate.
I call Mr Enright.
Mr Enright. 
- 
In a spirit of inquiry, Mr Presidenq I
wish rc clear up what is clearly ignorance on my paru. I
do not quite understand how we staned taking a vote
which has suddenly turned into a debate. I do not
know under what Rules of Procedure we are doing
that. The vote had staned.
President. 
- 
Some people were under the impression
rhe we had smned to vote, but we did not really start
it yet.
(Laugbter)
I call Mr Seefeld.
Mr Seefeld. ' (DE) Mr President, you said a few
minutes ago that the deadline for submitting nomina-
tions for the various delegations would be 5 p.m. on
Tuesday. On behalf of the Socialist Group I would
urge you to fix a somewhat later deadline. Our group
will not have an opportunity to reach its final decision
until tomorrow evening. I should be grateful if the
House could take account of that and postpone the
deadline until late tomorrow evening.
President. 
- 
Mr Seefeld, we are concerned not with
names bur with the text of the motion for a resolution.
The names have been agreed by the chairmen of the
political Broups.
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr President, I do not know why we
are having this discussion now and why you are allow-
ing Sir Fred Catherwood a second bite at a longstand-
ing cherry that he has been putting forward.
The proposal that came forward to the enlarged
Bureau previously was basically that Sir Fred Cather-
wood's committee and the members of that committee
were the experts on delegations and membership of
delegations. That was fully discussed and at that time.
Vhen I was a member of the enlarged Bureau I under-
stood that it had been turned down and all the politi-
cal groups,.with the exception of one. or two.minor
ones, were in agreement that the position should smy
as it is.
Now, when this Parliament was reconstituted, as I
understand it, it was again decided that we would pro-
ceed under the old situation that penained. All that we
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are doing now is acrually consriruring rhe delegations
of Parliament.
Now the functions of rhese delegations and their
reponing capacity and so on are laid down in the
Rules. And there is a rule in rhe Rules of Procedure
which says that if you wanr ro amend the Rules rhere
is a cenain way of going abour ir. It cenainly is not by
gedng up at the beginning of a session, like Sir Fred
Catherwood, and seeking ro rerread ground that has
been gone over so many rimes before.
Now I think we ought to proceed as you have sug-
gested. Ve should receive the nominations as they are
put forward by the groups and ler rhat be rhe end of it.
I do not think we should open this debarc again. If Sir
Fred Carherwood wants ro alrer the Rules, then he
should pur a norice down for that and should go ro the
Committee on Rules of Procedure and Peritions.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Rogers, I think rhe situa-
tion is clear: tomorrow morning rhere will be a motion
for a resolution by the group leaders. That proposal is
open to amendment unril tomorrow at 5 p.m.'We have
to vo[e on the proposal to debate or not ro debate rhat
motion for a resolution.
(Parliament approoed Mr Forth's request)
That means that we will have a limited debate on
Thursday before we vore on the amendments.
I call Mr Van Minnen.
Mr Van IVlinnen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, you haoe noa)
said that amendmenrs may be tabled to rhe rexr of rhis
resolution bur you did not reply to the objection by
my colleague, Mr Seefeld. Is ir not ra[her unrea-
sonable and surprising for you ro place a political
group in this Parliamenr before the fait accompli that
amendmenr have ro be mbled without rhe possiblity
of prior discussion in the group? I see that Mr Bange-
mann is looking askance at me bur the fact is that the
matter has been arranged by the group chairmen
behind closed doors and has now come ro light more
or less accidentally. Mr President, I ask you once
again to posr.pone the time limir for tabling amend-
ments until after rhe group meerings.
President. 
- 
Mr Van Minnen, rhis resolution is nor
concerned with names. The names have been supplied
by the political groups themselves on rhe basis of the
d'Hondt sysrem. That lies oumide the plenary sitring.
The sitting is concerned exclusively with the text of
the resolution submitted by the group chairmen. The
names play no parr in it. That is what I pointed out to
Mr Seefeld.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(DE) Thank you very much, Mr
President, for making that statement but I wish to
make a brief additional commenr. I have really had
enough of the suggesrions that I belong to some kind
of Mafia!
(Laugbter)
If I did, I would not be with you here. I am the chair-
man of a democratic group and of a group which does
its work. This proposal was discussed by rhe group
chairmen more than six weeks ago and my own group
adopted its position in gobd time. If rhe Socialisr
Group is unable to define ir opinion in time that is its
own affair, but please do not accuse other group
chairmen of belonging to a Mafia! You yourselves are
unable co rake a decision at the righr time 
- 
that is the
only reason I
President. 
- 
I wish [o announce rhat the repon by
Mrs Salisch, on behalf of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employmenr, on the free circulation of
workers within rhe Community, entered as ftem 4l on
Thursday's agenda, has been wirhdrawn.
Moreover, at rhe request of Mr Collins, chairman of
the Committee on Environment, Public Healrh and
Consumer protection, the repon by Mr Provan on
processing of foodstuffs scheduled as Irem 47 on
Thursday's agenda will be replaced by Sir Peter Van-
neck's repon on [iranium dioxide.
I call Mr Balfe.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
On the agenda for Thursday, Mr Presi-
dent: in recent monrhs we have had some difficulties
with the allocation of time for urgent debates and I
would like your assurance, rhat the time allocated this
month will be used for subjects of urgent debarc which
reflect wishes of rhe back-bench Members and some
Members of this House and that it will not be used as
an ex[ension of dme used elsewhere. I am thinking in
particular of the telegram which you will have received
from me during the week-end, if you spenr rhe y/eek-
end in your home . . .
President. 
- 
I received your telegram, Mr Balfe, but I
do not know where.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
. . . drawing your arrenrion ro rhe need for
a debate on a resolurion rhar was abled many monrhs
ato on the subject of plastic bullets, that is of a plastic
bullet fired by British soldiers ar an Irish child 
- 
to be
debated within this Parliament. This is the firsr priority
of the Socialisr Group, as decided at its March meet-
ing. I would hope that, while we are talking about
human rights and things which are going on oumide
Europe, thar we will discuss at leasr now, after many
months, what is going on inside Europe. That is what
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a plasdc bullet looks like . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Balfe, you know as well as I do that
tomorrow there will be a preliminary discussion on the
priorities for urgent debate and I hope to hear from
the chairman of your group what his priorities are.
I call Mr Deleau.
Mr Deleau. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I wish to make a
point about Thursday's agenda on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
Our colleague, Jacques Moreau, is due to present two
reports on the Community's borrowing and lending
policy on Thursday. The Council consulted us as,a
matter of urgency and it was right to do so because an
urgent solution must now be found to this problem. In
view of the fact that the conciliation procedure has
been followed with a negative outcome because of the
differences of opinion between the Council and Par-
liament 
- 
a facr which you yourself, Mr President,
have rcrmed a serious disappointment 
- 
the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs felt it desir-
able for the reports by Mr Moreau to be discussed in
the presence of rhe Council i.e. on !(ednesday. In
common with all the other Members of rhis Assembly I
have noted that l7ednesday's agenda is already very
heavy but I am nonetheless obliged to fulfil the man-
date given to me and ask you for the reports by
Jacques Moreau to be placed on the agenda of
'\flednesday's sitting so that they can be examined in
the presence of the Council. However, should that
prove impossible, as I imagine it may because of our
heary agenda on Vednesday, I would consider it
necessary for the Council which made no great effon
to reach agreement during the conciliation procedure,
to be present when the repons by Jacques Moreau are
debated; the Council will then have an opponunity to
take note of Parliament's concern over this matter and
of the importance which we attach to the problem.
That is all I wanted to say, Mr President. In brief, the
presence of the Council is necessary because it will
then have an opportunity to put its views to the whole
ParIiament.
President. 
- 
You are therefore proposing rc bring
forward the debate on the report on the NIC from
Thursday to Vednesday. The President and the chair-
men of the political groups considered this question
which was submitted to them this morning. The
request was not accepted in view of the fact that
'\flednesday's agenda is already extremely full. How-
ever, [he House may decide otherwise if it so wishes. I
therefore ask the House to decide on Mr Deleau's
proposal rc bring forward from Thursday to'!(ednes-
day the urgent debate on the NIC.
(Parliament rejected Mr Deleau\ request)
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(17) Mr President, I am rather
disconcened by the ease with which changes have
been made in the agenda. The directive on titanium
dioxide has been included, but we are not allowed to
present amendments, for such amendments 
- 
even if
the deadline for their presentation is put back a day 
-require an entire dossier which I did not bring along
with me rcday.
There are Members who have worked in committee
for months on an issue, and are then put in a position
where they cannot even present an amendment once
the final phase has been reached. I ask you, Mr Presi-
dent, to find out how we arrived at this decision,
which placed me in a profoundly embarrassing posi-
tion; and this is true not only for myself, but also for
others who would have liked to table amendments, or,
in any case, to take part in the debate.
President. 
- 
Mrs Squarcialupi, no amendment has
been made to the agenda so far. !7e have had a
proposal from Mr Collins to replace the Provan repon
by the Vanneck repon. You state that you have objec-
tions in view of possible amendments. I fully appre-
ciate that. If you wish to request that a vote be taken
to amend the agenda, you are perfectly entided to do
so. I am interpreting what you have said as a request to
put Mr Collins' proposal [o the vote.
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Mr President, I am not worried
whether my report is taken during this pan-session or
at [he next, pan-session. But I would suggest to you
that as it was adopted unanimously in committee, and
is nor of high significance, it could be taken this
session without debarc and thus allow the Vanneck
report in as well. I would therefore suggest. to you that
it be taken without debate. I have consulted the chair-
man, Mr Collins, and I believe him to have no objec-
tion to this arrangement.
President. 
- 
Mrs Maij-Veggen, do you wish to
object to Mr Provan's proposal that his repofl be
taken without debarc?
Mrs Maif-lVeggen.- (NL) Mr President, I think that
Mrs Squarcialupi is perfecdy right. I too am not
opposed to a debate on Sir Peter Vanneck's repon on
Thursday but I do think we should have an opponun-
ity to submit amendmenm until !flednesday. If the
deadline for tabling amendmenm is postponed until
Tuesday evening or'Wednesday morning I think it will
be perfectly acceptable to debate the report. However,
arrangements must then be made to see to it that the
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report is actually available because I for example did
not bring my copy with me.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mrs Maij-\fleggen, when, as in this case,
a report is added to rhe agenda, one musr obviously
allow sufficienr rime for tabling amendments. You
mentioned !flednesday; I think that is the minimum
amount of time to place at Parliamenr's disposal.
( Parliament rejected Mr Collins' request)
I call Mr Deleau.
Mr Deleau. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, a few moments
ago Parliamenr rejecred my proposal concerning the
presentation of the repons by Mr Jacques Moreau. I
also proposed an alternarive solurion. I asked for the
Council to be present in view of rhe negative ou[come
of the conciliation procedure. Mr President, could you
invite the Council to be presenr when the repons by
Mr Jacques Moreau are debated, presumably on
Thursday evening or during the night sitring? That
will enable borh rhe Parliameht and the Council to ger
off to an excellenr srarr rhar evening.
President. 
- 
Mr Deleau, I must point our that
requests to amend rhe agenda musr be submirred one
hour before rhe pan-session opens. Thar is why the
request for a swirch from Thursday to !flednesday was
made. The Commitree on Economic and Monetary
Affairs did not wish to be seen as guaranteeing that the
Council be present. Of course, I shall forward your
requesr ro rhe Council but I do not think thar rhe
Council will be able ro comply with ir.
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, I asked to speakjust now ro supporr Mr Deleau's proposal.
(Tbe President read out lYednesday\ agenda)t
President. 
- 
The Group of the European Peoples'
Pany, the Liberal and Democratic Group and the
Group of the European Progressive Democrats have
requested that the mo[ion for a resolution by Mr Hop-
per on the current status of the Mandate of 30 May
1980 be referred back to commirtee.
I call Mr Abens.
Mr Abens. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the Socialist Group
supports that proposal.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bonaccini.
Mr Bonaccini. 
- 
(17) Mr President, we will vote
against. this proposal because, apan from cenain
doubts as to its procedural legirimacy, rhere also exists
a substantive question of legitimacy c/hich concerns
the political aspecr of rhe quesrion and rhe role
already played by Parliamenr on rhis issue. There are
two reasons: the first is that none of us has the right to
frustrase the effort made by Mr Hopper; rhe second is
that we should finally take rhe opponunity to presenr
something before the Council makes its decision.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Hopper.
Mr Hopper. 
- 
Mr President, I understand that the
group chairman this morning decided rhat the repon
should be sent back ro committee and I understand
this decision was raken on rhe grounds that the 3 April
meeting of the European Council had already taken
place. May I say rhat all this proves is rhar the group
chairmen do not read their newspapers. The European
Council meering was posrponed until 27 April and
there is therefore every reason why this repon should
be voted on today. I believe rhat Parliament does itself
enormous injury when ir makes decisions and then
reverses them for no reason at all. I also believe that
we Members do enormous injury to our relations with
our excellent staff when we make rhem work under
impossible condirions ro meer impossible deadlines 
-which they do with grear skill and willingness 
- 
and
then simply set aside their work at rhe last minute.
Having made this very vehemenr. proresr, Mr Presi-
dent, I shall bow ro the irrational {fid not objecr.
President. 
- 
Mr Hopper, I have to correcr you. The
group chairman cannor decide anyrhing. The Mem-
bers decide and I ask rhem now to vore on wherher or
not they want ro vore in favour of rhe referral back of
the Hopper reporr..
(Parliament approoed refenal back to committee)
Mr Fonh and nine orhers asked rhar the urgency
debates scheduled forThursday from l0 a.m. to I p.m.
take place from 9 p.m. unril midnighr.
I callMr Fonh.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Mr President, this move arises from the
fact that for many monrhs we operared the system very
successfully ro rhe benefit of all in rhe House whereby
urgenr debarcs were held ar rhe larc Thursday sitdng.
A brave and bold experiment was introduced by your-
self, Mr President, and I regret ro say rhar I do not
think that it succeeded. I say this for rwo reasons. One
is that, if I recall correcrly, one of the main reasons fior
moving it rc rhe Thursday morning was rhar rhe
Council could be presenr, and my recollection is rhat
the Council was nor here on the Thursday morning ofI See Minutes.
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the last session in any case. The second reason is this. I
was very disappoinred that the Group chairmen were
unable to make any real selection of urgencies last
session, nor to give them any real sense of priority. My
fear is that whilst it is given the Thursday morning
position on our agenda, it will attract a rather large
number of somewhat frivolous resolutions whereas
with the old system, on the Thursday night it was only
those of substance and imponance which tended to
come to the House quite simply because only those
who felt very sincerely about it came along for that
late Thursday night session. So I offer the House the
opponunity again of restoring urgent deba[es to the
three-hour-position, where I believe they belong, and
thac is the late-night Thursday sitting.
President. 
- 
Mr Fonh, I wanted to make one remark
regarding the Council's presence on Thursday morn-
ing. As you know, the Council does not work that
speedily so that the problem could be solved within
two or three months. But we are discussing this point
and I think there is a better chance of getting the
Council to be present on Thursday morning than on
Thursday evening. I do not know whether we shall
succeed, but the problem is still under discussion.
I call Mr Fergusson.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
This is a matter to which I referred
before, Mr President, and I do not want to try your
parience any funher. Bur t hour and 10 minures ago I
asked you a particular question about the letter I
wrote to you earlier and I would much appreciate a
reply. The question is whether resignations, forced or
otherwise, are a suitable subject for the Committee on
the Verification of Credentials, when new credentials
are considered. I said in my letter to you that I would
let you know any reply I had from the chairman of the
Committee on the Verification of Credentials about
Mr Monchel who replaced Mr Cl6ment, as you
remember. The chairman of the Committee on the
Verification of Credentials has since told me that the
committee did not ask about Mr Monchel's credentials
in this panicular respect. They did not find out
whether we had been given any assurance that he
would resign in due course. Therefore, unless Mr
Monchel can assure the House that he is going to be
with us until the end of the parliamentary term, I
would like, under Rule 7(7), to refer his particular
case to the Committee on the Verification of Creden-
tials, if that is in order.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Fergusson, but I will
have to look it up; I can not tackle all these problems
simply from memory. I will look into it.
(Parliament rejected Mr Forth\ request and adopted the
agenda as amended)l
I Deadline for tabling amendments 
- 
Speaking time:
Minutes.
6. Action tahen on the opinions of Parliament
President. 
- 
The next i[em is the communication
from the Commission on action taken on the opinions
and resolutions of the European Parliament.2
I call the Commission.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DA) Mr
President, during Parliament's last part-session, we
discussed farm prices. Since Parliament adopted its
Opinion on 25 March, there has been a further meet-
ing of the Council of Ministers, and the Commission
has amended im proposal. I think it important that I
make an immediate starcment [o you here in the
House, so that Members of Parliament may have full
and clear information on the current situation.
As you know, there is to be another meeting of the
Council, starting tomorrow in Luxembourg where, let
us hope, new progress can be made. I think we are all
disappointed that the Council was not able to reach
agreement at its last meeting. All the other institutions
have discharged their obligadons in respect of farm
prices. The Commission has presented proposals, Par-
liament and the Economic and Social Committee have
delivered their opinions. The Commissions has even
presented an amended proposal.
I hope that all Members of Parliament present will join
with me in calling on the Council to perform its duty
and to take decisions, so that the difficult situation in
European agriculture is not further exacerbated.
During the last pan-session, Parliament adoprcd a
Resolution which gave detailed expression of its views
on the farm price proposals. I said on that occasion
that the Commission, even if it could go along with
some of Parliament's ideas, could not meet some of
Parliament's demands in full. For example, it was and
still is the Commission's view that it would be unwise
to increase the common prices by 140/o or to abandon
the principles underlying the co-responsibiliry levy.
As I pointed out during the debates, the Commission
has taken note of Parliament's views and has accepted
the need for flexibility. \7e therefore decided at the
last meeting of the Council rc put forward revised pro-
posals, in the hope that this will lead to agreement on
the price package as a whole. I will therefore first give
an account of our revised proposal and then indicate
the position last saken up by the Council.
In view of the imponance of this question, I hope that
you will allow me a few minutes, so that I can quickly
inform the House.
Having regard to Parliament's Opinion and the views
pur forward by the Council, we decided to make a
2 See Annex.
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modest increase in the price proposals. The revised
price package provides for increases of berween
l0 . 50/o and llo/o for a number of products and 8- I 40lo
for some other products. The main proposal, in the
first instance, affects products for which the increase is
on average (and it applies to mosr animal products):
10.50/o for milk, sheepmeat and pigmeat, ll0/o for
beef, in three stages, ll0/o for wine and olive oil. In rhe
second instance, there are lower increases for cenain
crops: 8Vo for grain, but for durum whear of minimum
quality only 6. 5o/0,80/o for rape and 90/o for sugar. In
the third instance, there are bigger increases for a
number of Mediterranean producrs, including 130/o
for co[ton, flax, hemp and sunflower seed, 120/o for
most fruirs and vegerables, berween 8% and 160/o for
tobacco and between ll0/o md 140/o f.or protein-bear-
ing and oleaginous products.
The revised price package also comprises a considera-
ble reduction in the monerary compensarory amounts,
According to the proposal, the green exchange rates
will be devalued by 5-10/o for Belgium and Luxem-
bourg, 3.60/o for Italy,3.20/o for Denmark, 1.8% for
France and l0/o for Greece, and rhe green parities will
be revalued by 4.40/o for the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, 3.10/o tor rhe Nerherlands and 2.70/o for the
Unircd Kihgdom. I should add here that cenain minor
amendmenm have been introduced, because the mone-
tary compensatory amounts may change from one
week to the next, and arrangements have been made
on a sraightforward pracrical basis for a few items.
Ve have also retained in in our proposals the concept
of production thresholds, rc which we attach great
imponance. The package conrains a number of special
measures to help countries with high rates of inflation.
For Greece, we propose to bring prices for olive oil,
soft wheat, red wine and lemons up to rhe Community
level immediately. The premium for new-born calves,
which is currently being paid in Italy, will also be paid
in Greece, Ireland and Nonhern lreland. !7irh regard
to durum wheat, we have followed Parliament's advice
and withdrawn our proposal to limit suppon ro rhe
first ten hectares. Instead, supporr will be limited to
the traditional seccors of production.
These are the most imponant elemenr in our com-
promise proposal. Ve rhink that rhe cosr which flow
from it can be covered by appropriations in the 1982
budget, if we take into account rhe expected savings
and the fact that expenditure on agriculture will con-
tinue to rise at a slower rate rhan the Community's
own receipts. This revised proposal from the Commis-
sion is a bal4nced atrempr ro reach a basis for an
agreement. It meets the wishes of Parliament [o a large
extent, and it has been well received ar the Council. I
am convinced that the solucion eventually adopted will
be very close to whar the Commission is now propos-
rn8.
However, there was disagreement on a number of
points, which was sufficiendy srrong ro prevenr rhe
Council from reaching a final decision. These points
can be summarized as follows: first, the common
prices for cenain producr. Second, the agrimonetary
arrangements, although the Council did accept a
devaluation of the Danish green krone with immediate
effect. Third, the co-responsibiliry levy for milk.
Founh, the introduction into the package of changes
in prevailing Community law, the so-called acquis com-
munautaire. . . the proposals on Mediterranean prod-
ucts. Fifth and lasr, the possibility of giving special
support to countries with high rates of inflation.
Tomorrow in Luxembourg, the Council will make a
serious effon to resolve these oursranding problems
and reach a decision this week. !7e in the Commission
will do all we can to ensure that this aim is achieved.
IN THE CHAIR: MR TALOR
Vce-President
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr President, ir is on rhe general point
of the statement by the Commission on action raken
on the opinions and resolutions. Ar rhe last plenary
session I questioned rhe format in which the statement
is given and I asked President Danken if he would dis-
cuss with Commissioner Andriessen the possibilities of
a new format, to be presented ro Parliament. 'S?'e have
the old format and I presume that nothing has been
done about my requesr lasr rime, which I rhought was
generally agreed.
This statemen! on action is nothing but a recital of
what happened ar the last session, and we already
know what happened ar rhe lasr session. All it says is
that the Commission delivered six opinions, rwo mar-
ters were discussed, the Parliament asked the Commis-
sion to alter irs proposals, during the debare, the Com-
mission expressed its views and took note. !7e know
this, so all this is is a summary of rhe minures of the
Parliament. There is no word in this rhar says what
action the Commission has raken on any proposal of
this Parliament, neirher ar the lasr session, nor in any
other previous session.
'!flhat I am asking, Mr Presidenr, in case there is some
misunderstanding, is that we should have a rolling
repon from the Commission on the action it has
taken, or whar mighr be more appropriate on some
occasions, the acdon it has not taken, as a result of
the opinion of this Parliament. Ve will be learning
tomorrow, in the course of the budgetary control
debate, of some acrion rhar has been aken without
our permission, although we are pan of the budgetary
process. And on more than one occasion, of course,
we have seen Parliamenr pass opinions with no
account being taken of them. If rhe Commission is not
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going to sake account, well that is fine, but it really
ought to let us know. So, please, could I ask, through
you, that President Danken discuss with Commis-
sioner Andriessen, who has a special responsibility for
relations with the Parliament, the format of the Com-
mission's reponing back.
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr President, criticism of the way in which it has
long been our established practice to presenr the repon
on the action uken by the Commission on the Parlia-
ment's proposal! was, if I remember righily, clearly
expressed for the first time in this House two months
ago; the criticism referred to the decision that this
agenda item should be confined to matters debated at
the previous part-session and to the Commission's ac-
tion thereon. On that occasion, following I believe a
question by Mr De Goede, I indicarcd our willingness
to look into ways of improving this procedure, if only
because the Commission is often unable to indicate its
opinion in the course of a debare on the definitive text
of the resolutions. Often, however, the Commission
does adopt a clear position during the debates so that
there is no reason to set down again on paper what the
Commission has already said. The Commission, is now
working on a modified procedure and I expect that we
shall be able to hold an exchange of views on it with
the Bureau in a few weeks'time; the purpose of our
consultations will be to determine how Parliament can
be kept informed as effectively as possible of action
aken by the Commission and of measures which the
Commission does not feel able to take; our aim is to
give Parliament an opportunity to exercise its control-
ling function effectively.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
I shall immediately take up the"point
which Mr Andriessen just raised. He said that the
Commission, in the course of a debate, gives its opi-
nion and sees no reason [o change it. Vel[, of course,
the Commission's statement in the course of the
debate takes place before the vote itself 
- 
the vote
must be a matter of some interest to the Commission.
Therefore I think it is perfectly reasonable ar a later
meeting for the Commission to come forward with
further thoughts, panicularly in the light of that vote.
This brings me, Mr President, to the point I really
wanted to raise with the Commission. !7e have this
sta[ement by the Commission. It is, as Mr Rogers says,
skimpy. Could I remind the Commission that Parlia-
ment adopted, by 160 votes to 10, on 11 March a reso-
lution based on Mrs Maij-!fleggen's report which
called for an EEC regulation to ban the impon into
the Community of products coming from young harp
and hooded seals, or seals whose stocks were depleted,
threatened or endangered.
Parliament's resolution also called for the Commission
to propose now to the Council that all seals should be
included in Annex C of the draft Community regula-
tion on prorection of species which is actually being
debated by the Council now with a view to adoption
on 8 June at the Environment Council. Now, please,
Mr President, can the Commission actually tell us
what action it has taken in the light of the Parliament's
resolution last March. I have a newspaper in front of
me which says 'for the Commission, Karl-Heinz
Narjes said he would approach the Canadian
authorities with a view to ending this slaughter'. Has
he done so?
Point2: has the Commission actually proposed in
Coreper that all seals be included in Annex C of
the Council regulation?
Point 3: what is the timemble for the presentation of
the draft regulation? This is a matter of great impon-
ance.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Can I again repeat that an undenaking
was given to me by President Danken last time that he
would discuss this form of reponing back with Com-
missioner Andriessen. I realize the problems but please
would Commissioner Andriessen take on board the
fact that he really ought to discuss this matter with Mr
Danken? Perhaps if we do it the other way round we
might get some resuh. '
President. 
- 
Mr Rogers, I will convey your message
to President Danken.
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, the Commission has given careful consider-
ation [o the content of the resolution adoprcd by this
House in March on trade in sealskin producm, in
panicular producm of the skin of young white harp
and hooded seals. The Commission has approved the
statement which I made during the debate that all
available instruments of commercial policy would be
used in order to implement the European Parliament's
resolution. The Commission attaches great imponance
to this matter and is resolved to pursue it energetically.
'!7ith that end in view the Commission has taken the
following initiatives pursuant to the cooperation
agreement with Canada:
1. I asked the head of Canada's diplomatic mission
to the European Communities to visit me as a matter
of urgency and I handed m him the text of the Euro-
pean Parliament's resolution together with the verba-
tim repon of the sitting of 11 March. I asked him to
apprise the Canadian Government [o the political
implications of this matter and to point out that the
Commission hopes to see a considerable improvement
in this situation before the next hunting season opens.
2. \7e agreed at shon notice with the Canadian
Ambassador to hold a two-day working meeting of
Commission officials and representatives of the Cana-
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dian authorities on this subjecr. Thar meeting took
place last week.
3. It was agreed that rhe European Parliament's
resolution should be placed on the agenda of the next
regular high level consultations between rhe European
Community and Canada which will be mking place
later this week.
4. \(e have taken the necessary sreps [o obrain more
detailed scientific information immediarcly in order to
determine wherher stocks of these seals are rhreatened.
These steps were necessary and desirable because the
most effective possibility for action would arise if ir
can actually be shown rhar rhese seals can be classed as
endangered species.
Ve have contacted the Nature Conservancy Council
and asked it to examine rhe latest available scientific
data and submit an independenr experr opinion. Ve
hope that the first results of this work will be available
in June. A study of that kind is also necessary if the
effons to have seals included in annex C to rhe !7ash-
ington Convention on the Protecrion of Endangered
Species are to succeed.
'S(/'e consider it desirable for this scientific data to be
recognized by all panies as a joint basis for funher ac-
tion. The Commission rherefore intends to discuss the
results of these independenr srudies with rhe Canadian
authorities as soon as [hey become available. Suitable
measures could then be taken, preferably under rhe
aegis of the Organisation for Nonh !flest Atlantic
Fisheries and in the conrexr of rhe Vashingron Con-
vention on the Prolecrion of Endangered Species.
However, I must take this opportuniry to inform the
House that many political circles in Canada felt irc
resolution to be an impermissible interference in rhe
internal affairs of rheir country; ro some exrenr also,
the view of the situation expressed in rhe resolution
was rejected as inaccurate.
As I mentioned earlier, rhe working meering with sen-
ior officials took place in Brussels on 15 and 16 April.
Several aspecrs of rhe problem were discussed, includ-
ing in panicular: 1. hunting merhods and supervision
of hunting, 2. scienrific evaluarion of the biological
status of the harp and hooded seals and 3. rhe possibil-
ity of drawing a distinction between commercial hunt-
ing and hunting in rhe subsistence economies of the
Inuits. In the course of these discussions rhe Commis-
sion was rcld by the Canadian authorities that they
will be continuing their effons to develop and apply
alternative hundng merhods and practices. The Cana-
dian representatives also gave assurances about the
admission of observers. They offered ro cooperare
with the Commission in bringing scienrific information
on the biological sratus of rhe harp and hooded seals
completely up-to-dare.
As regards the srocks of monk seals in the Medirerra-
nean, I am pleased ro be able to inform you thar
the Commission is now working out with the Greek
au[horities deniled arrangements for Community sup-
port for the necessary conservation measures. All other
aspects of the Parliam'ent's resoludon are at present
being studied. Before reaching our definitive posirion
we shall of course also have ro consider the political
implications in other areas such as external relations in
general and fisheries poliry. I expect the Commission
to be able to give funher informarion on rhe progress
of ir work to Parliament or its committee responsible
on a number of occasions in the course of this year.
Mr Muntingh. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am very
impressed by the acrion which the Commission has
already taken so soon after the adoption of this resolu-
tion by Parliament. I welcome this rapid response by
the Commission on a matter which has attracted wide
publicity and is very imponant. I do however have one
question relating to [he Commissioner's last point. The
Commission has indicated that ir will use rhe possibili-
ties available to it in so far as that is commercially
acceptable. I find that last rider somewhar rhreatening
and I should like to know exactly what it means. In a
resolution on the world conservation sr.rategy Parlia-
ment asked the Commission whether ir would give
precedence [o the requirements of nature conservation
over commercial arguments. The Commission's
answer was a clear yes. Later on I put the same ques-
tion to the Commission again and the Commission
answered: 'Yes, in she case of endangered species the
Commission will give precedence ro narure conserva-
tion over commercial arguments.' That being so, I
should like the Commissioner to tell us exacrly whar
his words mean on this occasion.
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) The
rider refers to the following fact: if ir should prove
impossible to proceed on the basis of rhe \Tashingron
Convention on [he Protecrion of Species, i.e. impossi-
ble to create the necessary conditions for implementa-
tion of that convention, rhe general agreemenr on
commercial poliry will naturally apply. In the case of
Canada rhese begin wirh the bilateral cooperarion
agreement whose procedural provisions musr be fully
utilized. Then there is GATT; under certain circum-
stances Article 20 of GATT may be relevanr to rhe
applicadon of the measures decided by the House. It
cannot be applied auronomously bur only in conform-
iry with rhe staturory provisions established by the
Community. To rhat exrenr rhe quesrion as ro rhe
precedence of commercial policy or conservarion of
natural species does not arise. In so far as the Vash-
ington Convention is applicable the matter is settled.
Our aim, and we hope we shall succeed, is either to
create in agreemen[ with the Canadian authorities the
conditions necessary for application of the Vashing-
ton Convention or [he Nonh Atlanric Fisheries Con-
vention 
- 
in which case resulr will be relatively easy
to obtain 
- 
or alternatively to reach agreemenr,
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through consulrarion wirh the Canadian aurhoriries,
putting an end to the pracrices against which objec-
tions have been raised.
Mr Harris. 
- 
In the hope rhat the Commission will
give an equally full and up ro dare reporr, could I ask
about another marrer which was taken in the first
part-session of March and rhar is what is its response
to the Aigner report, rhe repon of the Committee on
Budgetary Control, on rhe exporrc of Community
agricultural products to the USSR? The paper sers our
the position of Parliament, panicularly the request by
Parliament for a full report on rhe upsurge in expons
of foodstuffs to the Sovier Union in 1980. Now is the
Commission's view still that set our in rhe document
because, if so, I believe many of us would find ir ro be
woefully inadequate and a posirion which really raises
more questions than it answers?
Is the Commission going to give a full report, panicu-
larly bearing in mind the debate due to be held by rhis
House tomorrow on the discharge of rhe 1980
budget? Is it going to produce a full report and if so,
when is it going to produce a full repon ro the Parlia-
ment in response to rhe very serious allegarions made
by this House?
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DA) As
has been pointed ouc by the Honourable Member, rhe
whole question of the Aigner repon will be debated in
Parliament tomorrow, and any questions which
remain unanswered will be answered then. I can say
that a number of questions having to do with agricul-
tural expons have been pur ro rhe Directorate Gen-
eral, and these are being reletransmirted to Parlia-
ment's Commitree today, so rhar rhey can be included
in the debate tomorrow morning.
Mr Vurtz. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the Council of
Ministers of Agriculture will be meering tomorrow. It
is already 20 days late in fixing farm prices, a fact
which is pre.iudicial ro rhe inreres$ of our farmers. As
we heard just now, progress has been made beyond
the inidal position bur rhe facr of rhe matter is that we
are still in a state of deadlock. In order to break that
deadlock, is the Commission prepared rc take fuller
account in its proposals to rhe Council of Ministers of
Agriculture, of the resolurion on farm prices adopted
at our extraordinary pan-session? Is the Commission
prepared to propose full application of rhar resolution?
I would remind you that the resolution called for a
14Vo increase in farm prices, dismantling of the mone-
tary compensatory amounrs and abolirion of the
co-responsibility levy on dairy producm.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DA) The
answer to the Honourable Member's question is not
so simple, as one might perhaps imagine. I am cenain
that, if the Commission followed the proposal pur for-
ward here, it would give rise to such negoriating diffi-
culties for cenain delegations rhat it would nor be pos-
sible for them to accept the Commission's revised pro-
posals at all. I am not in a position ro give an accounr
here of the Commission's strarcgy wirh regard to the
netotiations which are to be conducred, but I can say
that what the Honourable Member has suggested
would create considerable difficulties in the negotia-
tions for some of the most imponant delegations and
for some Member States which will be particularly
closely affected by the farm prices. I do not therefore
think that it would be a good idea to mke up this
suggesrion.
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I wish to
return for a moment to Commissioner Narjes' answer
to the question concerning sealskins. Parliament will
naturally welcome the fact that the Commission, act-
ing in conformiry with our resolution, is embarking
upon the political and commercial policy negoriarions
to which the Commissioner referred and conducdng
them with great care and circumspecrion. But does che
Commission not rhink irs position would be stronger if
it were at the same dme to discuss at the level of rhe
European domestic market wirh rraders, importers and
big depanment stores whether the larter would be
willing and able to boycott these sealskins nexr season?
There would then no longer be any political issues and
a commercial solution could be found rhrough the
play of market forces. I think the Commission would
have a real advantage in the negoriarions if it could
inform the Canadian Governmenr of such a situation
on the European market.
Mr Naries, Member of the Commiss;on. 
- 
(DE) I am
most grateful to Mr Blumenfeld for his question. The
Commission does not wish to rule our any possibiliry
in advance but at the presenr stage of application of
the consultation agreemenr, v/e do nor consider it
appropriate to take immediate initiatives.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Firstly, let me welcome rhe sra[emenr
that Commissioner Dalsager has given us rhis afrer-
noon und thank him for his efforts to keep the House
informed as to whar is happening on rhe issue of agri-
cultural prices. Ve would join with him in urging the
Council of Ministers to come ro a conclusion on these
price negotiations as quickly as possible and urge all
vigour rc be used by the Commissioner in his role as
conciliator in these ma[[ers. lrt us hope that he can
reach agreement with the Council and yet maintain
the price package wirhin the existing budget require-
men6 of the Communiry as laid down so far by Parlia-
ment.
Ve are sorry, hourever, that he cannot accept the
change that was proposed by Parliamenr in the aboli-
ton of the linear co-responsibiliry levy on milk. Afrcr
the Coun of Auditors repon last year we would have
thought it was almost mandatory on the Commission
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to try and get rid of this co-responsibility levy as it is
an iniquitous tax on farmers and the consumer. But
will he in fact do all in his power to go ahead and try
and get atreement wirhin the next few days because it
is an urgent matter for the farmers in this Community
that prices be agreed as soon as possible. \fle do not
like, however, the revaluation of the MCAs that is
proposed and bearing these two things in mind we
would urge him rc do all in his power 
- 
and all power
to this elbow 
- 
to reach agreement.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DA) Mr
President, I must comment on Mr Provan's last
remark,.'we do not like the revaluation of the mone-
tary compensatory amounts'. I do no[ know whom he
means by 'we' in this context. If he means Parliament,
then I have a different impression. Parliament is in
favour of the revaluation of the green monetary com-
pensatory amounts. I know that there are cenain dele-
garions which are not enthusiastic about rhe revalua-
dons, but that is a different matter. I think it is neces-
sary for us to stick to our proposal in this area or
perhaps present an amended proposal. How can I
know? I cannot negotiate with the Council while I am
standing here, the Council is not here.
Concerning the other question raised by Mr Provan, I
also think that this question 
- 
if the Commission
abandoned its attitude on the matter 
- 
would give
rise rc added negotiating difficulties for some delega-
tions other than you, with whom it is already difficult
to negotiate on the co-responsibility levy. It is not
therefore a simple matter of saying that, if the Com-
mission abandons its attitude, there will be broad
agreement. in the Council, for there will be some mem-
bers of the Council who oppose any abandonment by
the Commission of its present position on the two
points raised by Mr Provan. \7e could cenainly get
agreement from some delegations, but we want agree-
ment from all delegations. That is the reason, there-
fore, why it is not possible for me at this moment to
say what the Commission will eventually do in its
endeavours to bring about agreement in the Council.
It may be something that crops up at the last hour at
the last Council meeting before we get a final decision
on these prices.
Mr Gcrokostopoulos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we shall
read Commissioner Dalsager's remarks on the new
Commission proposals with panicular interest when
we have the minutes of proceedings because he read
his observations so quickly that the inrcrpreting ser-
vices were unable to render the exact percentages and
more especially the products to which he referred. I
should like to join my other colleagues in urging the
Commission to continue to make every possible effon
and to exert every possible pressure to find a solution
as quickly as possible to the pending issue of agricul-
tural prices, an issue which is of vital imponance to the
agricultural populations of the Community as a whole.
In panicular, I should like rc ask Mr Dalsager to
answer the following quesdon: during the sitting of
26 March, the Parliament approved the motion for a
resolution tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture totether with the amendments.
Among these amendments uras one by myself signed
and tabled by other colleagues urging the Commission
to implement Regulation No 355 of. 1977, as amended
by Reguladon No 1361 of 1978 to extend the assist-
ance provided by the European Agricultural Guidance
and Guarantee Fund for the Italian Mezzogiorno to
include Greece as well. This amendment was adopted
by the House and incorporated in the final draft of the
morion for a resolution as paragraph 10. Can the
Commissioner say what attitude the Commission
adopted in its proposals to the Council on this subject?
Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DA)I am
able to say to the Honourable Member that the Com-
mission's attirude on the question put by him is abso-
lutely positive. It has already resulted in the presenta-
tion by the Commission of a proposal for structural
projects in Greece to which all the funds we have
available under the the EAGGF structural budget up
to 1984 have been allocated. '!7e have simply used all
the money we had. A sum in excess of that to which
we were obligated under the Accession Treaty has
been budgeted for Greek structural projects. I think
the amount the Commission has provisionally pro-
posed is 199 million unirc of account. It is of course
the Commission's opinion that the sructural problems
which Greek agriculture quite clearly has can only be
solved with the help of the Community, and it will be
the Commission's policy in the future to put forward
proposals for solutions.
Otherwise, I can assure the,Honourable Member that
the Commission will spare no efforts to secure the
speediest'possible conclusion to these price negotia-
tions, for every day that passes means that Europe's
farmers have to do without the money rhey could
otherwise have reckoned with on the strength of
the Commission's price proposal.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
Mr President, I am obliged to return to
the question of the action mken on the Parliament's
resolution about seals. I am obliged to Commissioner
Narjes for telling us what he did, and I am pleased
that the Commission is having meetings wirh various
people on this subject. But the Commission's response
rc what my colleague Mr Johnson said a little while
ago seems to misunderstand the whole nature of what
we are about. To quote from the document on the act-
ion taken on our last pan-session's work:
The European Parliament requested the Commis-
sion to inroduce, by means of a regulation, a ban
on impons of all skins and products coming from
seals whose stocks were endangered, in panicular
young hooded and harp seals.
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A regulation, Commissioner, for a ban; not a series of
conversations around the place. 'We represenr in this
millions of people: 3 million people signed the peri-
tion, and I have answered hundreds of letters from my
own constituency alone. Vhar we want from the
Commission is information on a date by which it will
introduce a regulation for a ban on seal imporis.
Nothing else, nothing shon of that, is adequate. And if
I may put forward a personal view on this, if rhe Com-
mission cannot come forward at our pan-session in
June with a date for a regulation for a ban in rhe not
too distant future, I believe the Commission will have
failed. This is an opportunity, Mr President, for the
Commission to demonstrate lhat it is not just a
bureaucratic exercise, not just a lot of penpushers
in Brussels, but that is concerned with doing what the
people of Europe wanr. k is also an opponunity, if
ever there was an opportunity since direct elections,
for the Commission to demonstrate its oft repeated
wish to respond to the expressions of view of rhis Par-
liament. If ever there was a case where we gave the
Commission a mandate, it is this issue.
Please, Mr President, will the Commission give us a
date by which it will introduce a regulation ro ban
these imports?
Mr Narjes, Member of the Comnission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, I can only repear to rhe honourable Mem-
ber that the Commission and Community are nor ar
libeny to impose arbitrary bans on imports without
first taking the necessary measures under internarional
law. In this particular case the requirements of inrerna-
tional law are laid down in rhe Convention on rhe
Conservation of Species 
- 
under which cenain
requirements must be mer 
- 
and in GAfi to which
the Community is a contracting pany and which must
be observed in our fundamental interest.
I have explained to you in derail the efforts which we
are at present making in various quarters in order to
create the conditions necessary for a ban on impons of
the skins of young whire seals. I might also point out
that the 4 million signatures are not the only aspect. If
the Community were to impose a unilateral ban on
impons without an adequate legal basis for doing so,
the Canadian Government would be enrirled [o re-
taliate; it might for example limir our access ro rhe
Canadian fishing grounds which would result in sev-
eral thousand more unemployed in Europe and put an
end to one of our ocean fishing activities: If rhe Com-
mission is to act responsibly it must respect the inrer-
national commitments entered into by the Community
and also consider the consequences if it should itself
infringe legal provisions which ir is in our own interest
to respect. That is how marters srand.
President. 
- 
I know that some Members are anxious
to come back to this topic, bur this is nor a debate and
I still have five more Members who want to ask ques-
tions of the Commission, we still have two resolutions
to deal with and we have very little rime. So I will ask
Members not to try coming back but to try to get
helpful ansvers from the Commission and to accept
them. Maybe some of the five who still have questions
to ask could take up some of the issues.
Mr Tolnan. 
- 
(NL) I should like to put one more
question to the Commissioner. In connection with the
farm price proposals he pointed our thar the Council
must do its duty. I wish now ro pur a peninenr ques-
tion to him: if the Council fails rc take decisions at its
meeting this week, is the Commission prepared to
show the necessary flexibiliry and adjust its price pro-
posals in such a way that European farmers do not
suffer funher prejudice as a result of the postpone-
ment of a price decision?
One funher question: a highly infectious disease
affecting animals in Denmark is creating a very diffi-
cult situation at present. Impons from the German
Democratic Republic to \7est Germany are still going
ahead; this is extremely dangerous in that it may cause
the disease rc be propagated through the European
Community. \7hat action is the Commissioner propos-
ing to take or has he already taken in this connection?
I should welcome funher information on this urgent
matter.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Comrnission. 
- 
(DA)The
fact is that, when the Commission has unanswerable
questions put to it, some of the answers may not
always be endrely satisfactory. It is, of course, impos-
sible for the Commission to say whether the Council
will reach an agreement this week. Ve very much
hope so. Vhen the Honourable Member asks whether
the Commission is prepared to show flexibiliry, I
would answer that the Commission has shown flexibil-
ity. The Commission has presented a compromise pro-
posal which attempr to adjust the Commission's ori-
ginal proposal to the wishes put forward from various
quarters in the Council. Vhat we need now surely is
for the Council to show equal flexibility and to reach
decisions regardless of the distance srill separaring po-
sitions in certain areas, and I have said before rhat the
Commission intends to do all in its power ro ger rhe
Council together to take the decisions which 
- 
I
agree with the Honourable Member 
- 
are of such
great imponance to European agriculrure. I think that
the question of impons from East Germany ro '!7'est
Germany has already been resolved, [o rhe ex[en[ rhar,
until the Commission has full information on rhe carrle
disease, which is at present rife in both East Germany
and Denmark, there will be a cessation of impons into
'!7est Germany of beasts which could be carriers of
infection from East Germany.
Miss Quin. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to ask the
Commission a question relating to [he report by Mr
Battersby on a fishing agreement between the Com-
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muniry and Norway. The repon was adopted in the
first pan-session of March. The document that the
Commission has given us on the action that it has
mken said that this repon y/as favourable to the Com-
mission proposal and did not request any formal
amendment. This is true, but Mr Battersby did ask the
Commission to undenake a study into aspecu of
sprat-fishing in the Nonh Sea, which is cenainly of
interest to fishermen in my own area, and I would like
rc ask rhe Commission if this study into cenain aspects
of the sprat fishery has been begun, and if not,
whether it is likely to begin in the near future.
Mr Andriessen, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(NL) I
am not entirely sure, Mr President, whether work on
the study has already begun but I can assure you that
it will be put in hand very rapidly if work has not
already begun.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, at this point on the
agenda in previous months, the Commission has been
asked what progress has been made on the resolutions
of the Parliament on the question of the special rate
for gas given to horticulture in Holland. Can the
Commission tell us whether the repons in the press are
true that some agreement has actually now been
reached with the Government of Holland whereby
there will be step-by-step increases up to next April?
Can the Commission also now tell us if it will allow
other Member States to continue their subsidy to the
honiculturists until that period?
Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DA) |
can inform the Honourable Member that the Commis-
sion and the Government of the Netherlands are on
the point of concluding an agreement 
- 
I hope so, at
least 
- 
on this question, which has lingered on for
many years and has been under discussion in the Com-
munity for a long time. I do not think that rhe Com-
mission will be ready to take a decision this week,
since I cannot attend the meeting of the Commission
because of the Council meeting. But next week, my
colleague, Mr Davignon, who has responsibiliry in the
Commission for energy questions, and I myself will
presenl a proposal which may solve the Dutch prob-
lem, provided the Dutch Government accepr rhe
Commission's conditions, which have been presenred
to it. I hope that we shall have a solution to this prob-
lem in two weeks' time 
- 
perhaps not precisely the
solution to which the Honourable Member refers, but
a solution which we believe will be acceptable to the
Community.
Mr An&icssen, Member of the Commission. 
-(NL) Mr Dalsager was kind enough to answer the
honourable Member's last question but I musr point
out that when the Commission gives its action reporr
under the procedure agreed two part-sessions ago, we
can only consider matters raised at the previous part-
session. The problem of Dutch natural gas was not
raised at the last pan-session so that a question of this
kind cannot be taken at this point on the agenda.'We
should find other ways of giving Parliamenr informa-
tion on matters of this kind. The Commission is natur-
ally willing to provide information but I felt it appro-
priate to make this commen[ noy/ tha[ we have just
introduced a new procedure.
President. 
- 
I appreciate the Commissioner's point of
view and I do nos think I will call Mr Moreland for a
supplemenmry question. Maybe he can say that it was
a subject that he wanted to discuss last month and that
we might cover it that way, but I think we have to
appreciarc the difficuldes that the Commissioners have
in this regard. I also want the House to appreciate the
difficulties I have at the moment in trying to get
rhrough today's agenda. I know Mr Moreland is anx-
ious to apologize for having asked the question ar all.
(Laughter)
He doesn't?'S7ell, then, we will go ahead to a funher
question. I have two more people who want to ask
questions.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
I did not know, Sir that you were a
mind-reader as well. I would only make the point 
- 
I
think it is an important one 
- 
that obviously many of
us realize that a month after a resolution, the Commis-
sion cannot necessarily come up with all the action it
has taken. Sometimes it takes months, and there is
clearly a logic in saying that the Commission should
tell us at a later date what action has been taken on pre-
vious parliamentary resolutions. For example, I have a
suspicion that this will not be the last time rhar my col-
league Mr Johnson will be asking about the resolution
he asked about today.
Mr'Wurtz. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I shall respecr the
discipline of our proceedings and put a quesrion which
is in order. In March the European Assembly adopted
a resolution calling for a concened reduction in
interest rates in the Communiry. In the present sirua-
tion this concened reduction remains essenrial since ir
would enable the Ten to find a more effective,
coordinated response to American economic policy;
this poliry of low interest rates, logether with the dol-
lar parity, are exening pressure on the currencies in
the International Monetary System and on rhat system
itself rc such an extent tha[ its cohesion and the rela-
tive monetary stabiliry within the Community are now
threatened.
A funher essential consideration is thar coordinared
action of this kind might prevent speculative transfers
of capital to the United States. The advantage of a
reduction in interest rates to the European economies
is self-evident since it would funher the cause of
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economic recovery and promote invescments which
tenerate new jobs.
Ve would like the Commission to tell us what action
it proposes to take to implement the resolution
adopted by our Assembly.
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr President, during the debate on this impor-
tant matter, Mr Onoli, on behalf of the Commission,
broadly outlined the action which the Commission
would like to take on this point. As the honourable
Member knows, further consultations will be taking
place with the Member States in May on the streng-
thening of the EMS panly through measures to pro-
mote convergence of the monenry policies of the indi-
vidual Member States, including the aspect of interest
rates. At the next meeting of the Council in May, the
Commission intends to hold a full exchange of views
with the Council on this matter in an endeavour to
bring about measures leading to the coordinated
approach whose importance is fully recognized by the
Commission and Parliament alike.
Mr Verges. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the Commission
has been cour[eous enough to use this debate as an
opportunity to inform Parliament of disaster aid and
financial and food aid granted to Third countries. The
document mentions 100 000 ECU for Tonga follow-
ing hurricane Isaac and 320 000 ECU to repair a
bridge in Malawi destroyed by hurricane Elecrra. May
I remind you that our Parliament unanimously
adopted a request for emergency aid following the
natural disaster which hit the whole island of Mada-
gascar? The Commission informed us that it had made
available emergency aid of 100 000 ECU which does
not seem to reflect the scale of the disaster; this subject
was discussed at the last mee[ing of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation.
I shall therefore take this opponunity to ask the Com-
mission whether it agrees that 
- 
quite apart from aid
to bring the ricg fields back into production, repair
dykes and carry out other work which is currently
being discussed between the Commission and the
Madagascar Government 
- 
the initial endowment of
100 000 ECU should be substantially increased espe-
cially as the Commission felt able to allocate three
times more funds to repair a bridge in Malawi (and a
similar amount following the hurricane in Tonga)
whereas the scale of the disaster in Madagascar is such
that it affects the whole island.
Mr Pisani, Member of the Comrnission. 
- 
(,FR) As
soon as y/e were informed of this event, we made
available inidal emergency aid of 100000ECU to
Madagascar; at the same time we asked the govern-
ment of the island to inform us of the nature and scale
of its needs.
As soon as we were in a position [o assess these needs,
and this is a very recent development, we decided to
allocate funher aid of I 000 000 ECU to Madagascar.
\7e shall continue to study the matter as and when
funher information is brought to our attention; the
figure of one million ECU which I mentioned just
now is not all we are doing and must be seen in con-
junction with substantial food aid since 6 thousand
tonnes of cereals are being shipped to Madagascar and
funher decisions will be taken shonly.
I would like rc remind Parliament, and the honourable
Member in panicular, that we cannot move beyond
emergency aid as soon as we receive reports of a disas-
ter, in order to provide aid for repairs or food aid
without detailed information on the extent of the dis-
aster; we must also have a deniled request from the
government which is facing so serious a problem. Par-
liament tends to criricize us for not responding quickly
enough to the Madagascar problem; but if we impro-
vised our aid it might equally criticize us for wasting
public funds. Ve always have to steer a middle course
between these two extremes.
7. Summertime
President. 
- 
The next item is the second report (Doc.
l-975/81) by Mr Baudis, on behalf of rhe Committee
on Transport, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-163/81) for a second Council directive on
summenime arrangements.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Baudis, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the proposal to harmonize summer-
time dates is based on considerations of logic and effi-
ciency. In that spirit the Commission of the European
Communities submitted to the Council as long ago as
February 1976 a proposal for a directive seeking to fix
the beginning and end of summenime at the same
hour on the same day in all the Member States in the
years 1983 to 2000.
On the basis of an initial proposal for a directive from
the Commission and the repon by Mr Seefeld, the
Council adopted a uniform regulation on the begin-
ning of summerr.ime in 1981 and 1982. On the orher
hand the Council was unable to reach agreement on
the end of this period which will terminate this year on
Sunday, 25 September in Belgium, Denmark, the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany, France, Greece, Italy, The
Netherlands and Luxembourg, but only one month
later on Sunday, 24 October in Ireland and the United
Kingdom. I must say that without creating a single
time zone this reform has the undoubted advanage of
avoiding confusion surrounding the adjustment of
international timetables for air, rail and road traffic.
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Moreover, this coordination undoubtedly facilirares
telecommunications berween the Member States jusr
as it defers by one hour the time at which anificial
lighting has to be switched on; this clearly saves
energy. The Commission noted rhat the Member
Starcs had different preferences as ro rhe dates for the
end of summertime. After discussion the Members of
the Committee on Transpon approved the Commis-
sion's proposal for the beginning of summenime
which will be on the first Sunday in April unless thar is
Easter day in which case rhe previous Sunday would
be raken.
The Committee on Transport felt rhat, on the more
delicate issue of the end of summenime, the second
Sunday in October was undoubredly a suiable date;
the 18 Members of rhe Commitree on Transpon who
were present unanimously accepred rhe Commission's
proposal to this effect.
Your Committee wishes ro srress rhe real advanrages
of this reform and gives its unreserved approval to the
proposal for a directive on summenime. The inrroduc-
tion of uniform Communiry provisions with the pani-
cipation of our Parliamenr on a matrer which is readily
understandable ro all our citizens, gives clear pracrical
evidence of European solidarity in an area of general
concern.
In conclusion, ladies and genrlemen, I very much hope
that the Council of Transpon Ministers which is ro
meet on l0June nexr will endorse the Commission's
proposal if it is approved by Parliamenr.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Socialisr Group.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ir. was no easy mar-
ter to draw up the proposal for a directive on provi-
sions relating to summenime. A well earned triburc
should be paid to rhe Commission for ics tenacity in
conducting negoriations. Ve now have a compromise
on the time change in the continenral Member States
and the United Kingdom and Ireland have also made
their contribution. There is little need to dwell here on
the advantages of summenime. The benefim which
spring most readily to mind relare ro recrearioil and
holidays but more recenrly interest has focused on
possible energy savings which are considerable. Then
there is the aspect of road safety. The longer vehicles
can be driven in daylight, the less risk of accidents.
This rco was felt to be an imponant consideration by
the Commirtee on Transpon.
As explained in the documenrs, rhe coordination of
the beginning and end of summertime is not merely a
symbol of agreement within rhe European Communiry
but also a marrer of great praclical significance. Air,
rail and road transpon rimetables are imponant exam-
ples while inland waterway navigation has an interest
in identical times for passage through locks; in the
case of [ransfrontier traffic too, e.g. for frontier work-
ers and goods raffic, rhe maintenance of identical
times is extremely imponant. This applies panicularly
to telecommunications. Last September when the mat-
ter was discussed for the first time, our colleague, Mr
Hutton, worked our tha[ British Airways alone would
save 5 million pounds on the printing of timetables and
so on if agreement could be reached on summertime.
The original objections to the second Sunday in Octo-
ber as the date for the end of summenime 
- 
objec-
tions made by our colleagues from the Federal
Republic 
- 
weighed heavily on our discussions to
begin with but the observations by Mr Megahy who
spoke of a devilish plot on the pan of Parliament to
deprive the population of the United Kingdom of
three weeks of summenime, made it impossible for us
to reach a decision on September. The fact that agree-
ment has now been reached in the Committee on
Transpon gives us reason for satisfaction.
This proposal is nor at all complicared and rhere is no
need for long discussion. I might point our however
that the Council asked for our opinion one year ago.
If in our resolution we now urge [he Council to act
quickly we musr ourselves reach a clear decision. I
hope this will be possible. I wish to thank our col-
league, Mr Baudis, warmly for his perseverance on
this matter. Finally, I wish to inform you rhar rhe
Socialist Group will be voring unanimously for this
proposal and for the resolution.
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, it gives me
great pleasure to inform my friend, Mr Baudis, of the
unreserved supporr of our group for his repon; as Mr
Baudis well knows I have always advocated action on
this matter.
I have always made a stand on this matrer because 
-if I may continue in Dutch, Mr Presidenr 
- 
it is
something which the man in the street can understand
as my colleague, Mr Albers, knows roo. I have always
advocated the European clock, the European posrage
stamp, the European driving licence and the European
passport. But, and I hope the Council is lisrcning,
where have we gor with the European passporr.?
I am pleased that acrion is being raken on summer-
time, Mr President, because it is a matrer of concern
to all our cirizens just as delays ar frontiers are a con-
cern to frontier workers. It was a most unsatisfactory
sate of affairs for the clocks ro show 12 o'clock in
Germany and I o'clock in France or vice-versa. There
was a time when businessmen arriving late in their of-
fices in London found that their counterpans in Paris
had already left early for lunch so rhar rhere was no
contact beiween them. That is now a thing of the pasr
and I am delighted that the Council has reached
agreement, albeit with such difficulty. I now hope that
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the European clock will be a symbol and lead to fur-
ther progress in other areas which mean something to
the man in the street in Europe.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Pisani, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) The
Commission asks the Assembly to adopt the report by
Mr Baudis.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
8. Food aid in 1982
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. l-34/
82), by Mr Lezzi, on behalf of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation, on
the proposals from the Commission rc the Council
(Doc. 1-1045/81) for regulations concerning food
aid in 1982.
I call the rapponeur.
Mr Lezzi, rdpporteur. 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in its concern to make food aid more
effective Parliament has already clearly underlined the
importance that it attributes to the long standing issue
of the division of responsibilities between the Commis-
sion and the Council regarding the management of
food aid and consequently, the interpretation of the
relevant Regulation.
The conciliation procedure has finally been initiated.
Although we are aware of the difficulties involved in
arriving at a positive and rapid conclusion, we reaffirm
that:
- 
the programme of food aid in cereals should
have as im legal basis Anicles 113,235, and 43
of the Treaty,
- 
food aid should be classified as non-compul-
sory expenditure,
- 
the recipients of food aid should be indicated
by the Commission,
- 
the Management Committee on food aid
should act only as a consulting body. Parlia-
ment's objective is to render this aid as effec-
tive as possible and to situate it in the context
of an overall policy of development.
The lack of a detailed report on the effects of Com-
munity food aid on the peoples and economies of the
countries receiving it and the Commission's failure to
carry out the commitments indicated in the Ferrero
repon do not permit us to make an overall judgment
on the Commission's proposals regarding the food aid
programme for 1982.
Nevenheless, there his been an increase in the quota
of Communiry food aid obligations estimated by the
Commission (an increase of 17.20/o over 1981), a
quota which is funher increased by the making up of
delays accumularcd in the implementation of the
annual programmes. For the first time, indeed, the
Council was able to conclude its work on the 1982
programme in March.
In the face of the constant increase in the annual need
for cereals and in view of the fact that the overall
demand for food aid in the form of cereals communi-
cated to the Community by the countries concerned is
well in excess of the amounts available, it is necessary
to increase the quota of Community obligations.
It is true that the short-term food estimates in the
developing countries are more promising than those of
last year. They also include several positive factors
which, for example, have permitted food aid in cereals
to be concentrated in some of the poorest countries
with the largest cereal deficits.
It is also [rue that some countries which have received
food aid in the past, such as Pakistan and Zambia,
have not requested it for 1982; but the lack of a valid
analysis makes it impossible to identify the reasons for
the increases in production, and therefore precludes
the attainment of a relative self-sufficiency.
Is it attributable to the way in which food aid has been
linked to national or regional food strategies in the
recipient countries?
Such a link is panicularly imponant in places where
the Community can provide technical assistance in
drawing up such strategies and ensure that they reflect
th-e needs of the population accurately and contribute
to the agricultural development of the recipient coun-
tries.
Food aid 
- 
we repeat 
- 
should not be merely a way
to dispose of agricultural surpluses (in addition such
an approach would do serious damage to the already
precarious agricultural economies of the developing
countries); rather it should play an active part in agri-
cultural and rural development. This cannot be accom-
plished over the shon term; it must be done in the
framework of the Commission's multiannual pro-
Srammes.
Another necessity for effective Community food aid is
rhe availability of an adequate range of food products'
From this derives the importance of the 'three-way
operations', which allow the Commission to obnin
farm produce in regions close to the recipient coun-
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tries and make it possible ro respecr local eadng habits.
The 'three-way operations' also reduce impon costs
and the risk of was[e, and rhey minimize the delays
connected with long-disrance operations.
'V'e 
can only regrer rhat in rhe programm e for 1982
the Commission did nor refer specifically ro rhe use of
the 'three-way operations', and rhat because of this no
general programme of food aid in the form of sugar or
vegetable and orher products was devised; conse-
qu€ntly there is a risk that Parliamenr mighr not be
informed before measures are initiated which include
the granting of this type of food aid.
The motion for a resolution being studied by Parlia-
ment calls for the overall quanriries of food aid for
each individualyear to be derermined in the conrext of
the general budget of the European Communities. The
motion further shres rhal more realistic budget esti-
mates could be obtained by inrroducing graduated
appropriations for food aid, especially in view of the
fact that specific mulriannual programmes will be pre-
pared in the near future. New programmes should be
more precise, and make a clear disrinction between
food aid in rice and food aid in other cereals.
The programme of food aid for 1982, allowing for rhe
reservations I have menrioned, represenrc 
- 
within
the limits of the funds available 
- 
a srep forward, and
for this reason ir can be approved. It should be stressed
however that many steps taken in rhe Ferrero resolu-
tion, along with rhe measures relating to them, have
not yet been adopted. This is rhe case, for example,
where the smff of DG VIII are concerned.
The Commission has announced the introduction of
multinarional programmes for food aid and has srated
that emergency supplies will be maintained for use in
the event of famine. Ir has esmblished criteria for
financing rhe costs of rranspon and reaffirmed its
commitment to keep Parliamenr adequately informed.
These are imponant steps, but we are still in the realm
of good intentions, and much remains to be done ro
provide a more efficient adminisrration for the Com-
mission's food aid programmes.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mrs Rabbethge. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the Chrisrian Democratic
Group I wish to congratulate Mr Lezzi on his excel-
lent repon and motion for a resolution. Given the bal-
anced and comprehensive presentarion 
- 
especially of
the present shoncomings and problems 
- 
it is nor sur-
prising that his morion for a resolution should have
been approved unanimously by our Committee on
Development and Cooperadon. I hope rhar Mr Lezzi's
motion will also gain the unanimous approval of the
House.
I do not wish to look yet again ar rhe underlying prob-
lems of European law which were discussed in our
committee according to which Parliament might very
well oppose the procedure which has been followed.
However, to do so might jeopardize food aid in 1982.
My group also endorses the view of rhe Commitree on
Budgets thar in future the Commission would be enti-
tled to implement the food aid programme wirhout
annual Council regulations.
The conciliation procedure which is currently in pro-
gress on this fundamental point must surely take prior-
ity 
- 
let us have cooperation rarher than confronra-
tion in order to ensure smooth implementadon of the
aid programme.
Mr Lezzi has righdy and resolutely 
- 
I think this is
important to us all 
- 
ser down once again the essen-
tial demands which have been repeatedly made by the
Committee on Development and Cooperation espe-
cially since rhe report on world hunger. I have in mind
paragraphs 2,3, 17, 18 and 20 of his motion. '!7har are
we asking for? Ve are simply repearing rhe demands
made in various ways by individual commirree mem-
bers in other reporrs on food aid:
- 
firstly, the urgenr definirion of a food srraregy
- 
secondly, concenrrarion of all aid on the least
developed counrries
- 
thirdly, we are asking the Commission ro
draw up what is known as a reporr of evalua-
tion, something to which my group has
always attached panicular imponance; to pur
it simply, a reporr on rhe impact of EEC food
aid on the populadon and economies of the
individual recipient countries
- 
founhly, the non-governmental organizations
which have not received sufficienr arrenrion
up ro now, must be involved much more
effecdvely in the various tasks.
Finally, a panicularly imponant demand, by which my
group and I personally have always se[ great srore, is
repeared: food aid musr nor be made dependent on the
rype of governmenr or polidcal situation in the devel-
oping counrries but sreps mus[ be taken ro ensure
under all circumsrances rhat aid actually reaches the
needy population groups.
Mr President,I realize how difficult it is for the Com-
mission to give pracrical shape to all rhe demands
made by the Members of our Parliamenr 
- 
for close
on three years we in Parliament have been drawing up
creative proposals and the marrcr has now been dis-
cussed enough. As a grear German poet, Friedrich von
Schiller, said: '\(e have talked long enough, the time
has come to act.'
The poorest citizens of the developing countries have
a right to a more effective food aid srrareg.y
coordinated in the long rerm with their own agricul-
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tural development. But the citiziens of our countries
too are entitled [o more effective action with better
conrols than we have seen up to now. The repon by
Mr Irmer will cenainly be giving more detailed infor-
mation on this aspect later this week. At all events, I
and my group fully endorse Mr Lezzl's report.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr C. Jackson. 
- 
I too would like to congratulate Mr
Lezzi on his very thorough and rapid report. My
group is glad to give general support to his resolution,
alrhough they abled one amendment to paragraph 20,
on matter to which Mrs Rabbethge referred designed
to make it plain that while we may provide food aid to
countries that do not respect human rights, we should
do this on condition that we ensure that that aid goes
direct to those suffering. I think this is obvious and I
suspect we all agree that we do not want the aid to
support obnoxious regimes rather than the people who
are suffering.
I think the House will unite in its dislike for the regu-
lations before us. \flhat we want is a better, more flexi-
ble and effective food aid management programme,
and it is indeed just such a regulation that is the sub-
ject of conciliation with the Council at the moment.
My group believes that it is very important indeed that
this conciliation should be successful in order to ena-
ble the Commission to manage food aid more effec-
tively.
Food aid is in fact an increasingly controversial sub-
ject. This Parliamenr has always, rightly, had parti-
cular concern for hunger in rhe world. In our budget
discussions we give much atrention to food aid, to
types of food aid and amounts of food aid. Many
Members feel that such aid is not only symbolic of our
will to help those who are starving, but that it actually
provides direct help. The reality is somewhat different.
Only a few weeks ago [he Executive Director of the
Unircd Nations !7orld Food Commitsee presented
President Arap Moy of Kenya, who is also President
of the OAU, with a repon saying, and I quote 'The
massive food aid to Africa has in many cases not only
proved not very effective, but even pernicious.' Now
in Asia and Latin America there has been real progress
in food production but in Africa the situation has wor-
sened.'
Our Community food aid in the main does not go
direct to the hungry, it is balance of payments support,
usually sold in the towns and che proceeds then used
for other development projects. Irc benefit for the hun-
gry, directly, probably comes mainly from substitu-
tion, i.e. our food aid is eaten by better off people in
the towns of developing countries, but this in turn
frees local food for poorer people in the rural areas. I
look forward to proof of this in the demiled report
due to come to us from the Commission later on this
year.
My group is well aware, of course, of the criticisms of
European Community food aid to be found in the
Coun of Auditor's report; criticisms of administradon
as well. !7e know that not all this is the responsibility
of DG VIII. Indeed, I hope that the President of the
Commission will personally investigate the relationship
between DG VIII and DG VI insofar as food aid is
concerned, with the aim of making distribution and
programming more effective.
At this point I would like to ask the Commissioner a
direct question. From time to time Parliament has
voted more staff to DG VIII for food aid. I would like
to ask him how many additional staff are now
employed on food aid?
The worries that we have had as to whether food aid is
itself effecdve or pernicious, the worries about admin-
istration and programming, all place food aid in some
doubt. Yet we in the Community are spending very
large sums each year on food aid 
- 
some 400 million
ECU. I exclude the expon restitutions from this
figure. So our support for the programme as presented
is, I think, rather conditional and I hope that we shall
not again be asked to support. such a programme and
such regulations.
Mr President, I have been somewhat critic4l in my
comments because there are real grounds for concern
about food aid, but I also want to express my appre-
ciation to the Commission for the effons that I know
they are making to improve the situation. The inrcn-
tion of the Commission to use food aid in support of
food strategies in developing countries must be the
right way to proceed. That is a programme to which
my group will lend its full support. Recently the Com-
missioner himself has said, and I quote him, 'Only
lengthy analysis, definition and organization can make
the rich countries' contribution towards combating
hunger effective and useful.' That seems to me to be
an admirable statement of the situation and I can
promise him that proposals following that philosophy
will receive our support.
I will end with a personal view. In most areas where
food production per head is falling, this is mainly
because the population is rising fast. Mr Lezzi has
hinted at the imponance of population increases in his
resolution. I am increasingly concerned that the Com-
munity should not ignore, as some developing coun-
tries themselves seem ro ignore, the difficult issue of
population planning. Population planning is indeed
the other side of the coin to the problem of food pro-
duction and world hunger. I hope we will in the future
find it possible to provide some aid for this as well.
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mrs Pruvot. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Commissioner,
food aid is a weak instrument when measured against
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the existing development needs but it has a decisive
role to play in the shon term. Man's first right is to
food. No economic, social, political or even human
progress can be made while men, women and children
are still dying of hunger.
The European Community has been engaged in food
aid operations since 1958 and rhe efforr made by it is
by no means negligible in terms of rhe volume and
number of countries covered. I might also point out
that an equivalenr effon is nor being made by all the
industralized counrries, Japan, the Unired Srares, or
the countries in the socialisr camp.
'Ve are therefore bound to welcome the Commission's
proposal to increase deliveries of cereals by 17.20/o as
compared with rhe 1981 figure. If rhey are accepted
these proposals may 
- 
although I am not sure of rhis
- 
.ieopardize the outcome of the conciliation proce-
dure currently under way between the Council and
Parliament on the legal basis for food aid.
But, Mr President, when human beings have to be
saved from malnutrition or even dearh, should we
really sir back and wait for the ourcome of a dispurc
over terms of reference? Cenainly nor. My group
therefore fully endorses the excellenr, repon by Mr
Lezzi who approves rhe Commission's proposals while
stressing the imponance of the conciliarion procedure
on [he proposal for a regularion concerning the man-
agement of food aid. Here, Parliament must make
sure that account is taken, as has been done by the
Commission of the appropriations adoprcd by it in the
1982 food aid programme.
After our debate in October 1980 on world hunger
and prior to our second debare in rwo months rime,
we would be doing ourselves a disservice if we were to
proceed otherwise.
I shall not look at the Commission's proposals in detail
except to point to rhe effon to achieve grearer effec-
tiveness in the list of beneficiary counrries. To avoid
scattering the available aid too widely as had been
done in previous years, the Commission has only
entered 2l beneficiary countries as against 43 in 1981
on the list for cereals deliveries.
In the light of their privileged ties with us ir is perfectly
normal for the list of countries selecred to include
many African nations, among rhem Angola and Mo-
zambique. '!fle welcome the fact rhar the two larter
countries will be able to benefit from EEC food aid
since we are aware of rheir difficuldes as fronr line
states and of their hesitation ro join rhe Lom6 Conven-
tion.
In conclusion, I wish to poinr our rhar my group
agrees to a substanrial increase in the quanrities of
cereals placed in reserve; this will give the Community
a wider margin of manoeuvre to meer unforeseen
requests following natural disasters.
Mr President, the Commission and Parliament are
united on this matter. They must oppose any delaying
tactics by the Council of Ministers. If the manoeuvre
by the Member States were to succeed it would have
the effect of reducing the quantities earmarked for
each country by 150/0. This would be contrary to our
commitmenr at both European and national levels.
Let us not have shon memoriesl we should read again
the declarations made about the least developed coun-
tries following the Paris Conference and the Cancun
Summit.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr Israil. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the EPT Group
naturally gives its full support ro rhe ideas ser down by
the rapponeur and I am pleased to inform him of our
approval. He will of course not be surprised if I lay
emphasis on the section of his repon dealing with
human rights. In the course of our discussions we were
faced with the by now traditional problem: are we ro
srengthen oppressive regimes by making food aid
available to peoples who ultimarely do not benefit
from it? Conversely, is it accepmble ro avenge the mis-
takes of governmenr on their peoples?
Cenainly not. 'S7e therefore welcome the caurion with
which Mr Lezzi has approached this repon. Vhenever
possible we must rry ro strengthen our influence in
the area of human righr for the benefir of rhe people
whom we are helping ro save from starvarion but we
mus[ never contribute to a deterioration in their own
situation.
The only real problem, Mr Lezzi, is to know whether
food aid does directly reach the people for whom it is
intended and whether it is used in an appropriare man-
ner. The Commission and Parliamenr musr take all
possible sreps ro srrengrhen the necessary conrols. It
remains for me ro say that some Members of this
Assembly will always keep a close warch on rhe
regimes of the counrries whose people we shall be aid-
ing; we shall not hesinre to speak out srrongly when-
ever that is necessary, in this Parliamenr. '!7e are nor
satisfied with some regimes but, I repeat, Mr Presi-
dent, we shall never avenge the indifference and
wickedness of governmenri on [heir peoples.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Pisani, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, on behalf of the Commission I welcome the
ideas and conclusions ser our in the repon by Mr
Lezzi. He has dealt with most of the problems which
we consider imponant. That being so we willingly
endorse the repon and ask Parliament co adopt it.
Time is short and I shall simply deal rapidly with two
or three matters which have been raised. Triangular
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aid is rcnding to develop. The methods for this type of
aid have not been finalized but the time will come
when we shall be able to define them in the lighr of
our experience.
As to the action of non-governmental organizarions,
we do tend to use them in a number of cases because
they are able rc ensure [o some extent equitable disri-
bution and exercise control.
As regards new products, rhese have recently been
included on the list of eligible products. In a number
of cases the result has been extremely posirive and we
shall continue our work on these lines.
As to the problem of staffing in the Directorare Gen-
eral, the resources at our disposal to administer food
aid are clearly inadequate to reach the degree of effi-
ciency which Parliament would like. I have promised
to let Parliament have a full reporr on food aid in July.
On the basis of that exhaustive reporr I shall be asking
- 
as I have already announced in the Commission
and Council 
- 
for additional staff to adminisrer aid
under the most effective condirions possible.
Finally, on the vital issue of relations wirh cenain pol-
itical regimes which do not give us the necessary guar-
antees, I can inform you rhat we are increasingly
determined to take steps to ensure rhat rhe aid reaches
its intended beneficiaries rather rhan ro concentrare on
determining the nature of the regime governing rhese
countries. As Mr IsraEl so rightly said, we musr not
punish a counrry which is already suffering under a
dicmrcrship.
As to the last point, our intention is to ensure that
food aid, a necessary but dangerous instrument, is
linked increasingly closely to the development effon
of the beneficiary countries. That is the underlying
purpose of our food aid strategy and the first measures
are due to be taken in the next few weeks.
In conclusion, Mr President, we agree fully with the
report and the previous speakers and I hope that a
detailed debate will take place in the next few weeks
on the basic problems of food aid because we do not
want the difficulties to be taken as a pretext for diven-
ing public opinion elsewhere. Food aid is an essential,
although in some respects dangerous, instrument. The
need for a parliamenary debate has become
imperative.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
I should like to thank the staff for facilitating rhe
House again tonight and enabling us to finish our
business.
(Tbe sitting utas closed at 8.10 p.m)l
I Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes.
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Commission action on opinions on its proposals delivered by the European Parliament
at its two March 19E2 part-sessions
L As agreed with the Bureau of Parliamenr, the Commission informs Members at the
beginning of every pan-session of the action it has saken on opinions delivered at the
previous part-session in rhe conrext of parliamenrary consultation.
2. At its two March part-sessions the European Parliament delivered six opinions on
Commission proposals in response to Council requesrc for consulration.
3. At the pan-sessions two matters were discussed in connection with which Parliament
delivered favourable opinions on or did nor reques[ formal amendmenr of the
proposals mentioned below.
Repon by Mr Battersby on the proposals for:
l. a decision concerning the conclusion of the agreement. in the form of an
exchange of letters esablishing fishing arrangements between the European
Community and the Kingdom of Norway for 1982,
2. a regulation laying down for 1982 cenain
management of fishery resources to apply r(coM (82) 2s);
L m€rsur€s for the conservation and
to vessels flying the Norwegian flag
Repon by Mr Nyborg on the proposal for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No3164/76 on the Community quora for rhe carriage of goods by road between
Member States.
4. In four cases the European Parliament asked the Commission to alter its proposals
under the second paragraph of Article 149 of the Trcaly, and in one case rhe Com-
mission acceprcd rhe proposed amendmenr.
Repon by Mr Sassano on the proposal for a decision concerning a research and
teaching programme (1982-86) in the field of conuolled thermonuclear fusion (COM
(81) 357)
The Commission has sent [he Council an amended proposal incorporating the
amendments suggested by Parliament.
In the three other cases the Commission explained at rhe debate why it prefered ro
maintain its proposals.
Repon by Mr Combe on the proposal for a directive amending Directive 7l/ll8/
EEC on health problems affecdng trade in fresh poulrrymeat,
Repon by Mr Gatto on the regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 25ll/69
laying down special measures for improving the producdon and marketing of
Community citrus fruit (COM (81) 402),
Repon by Mr Curry on the setting of prices for cenain farm products and cenain
related measures (1982/83) (COM (82) 10).
Vith regard to Mr Curry's reporr., rhe Commission took accounr of it during the
discussions in the Council and has prepared a revised proposal. The Parliament
will be informed of this orally.
5. The Commission also expressed ir views during discussions concerning it and took
note of the European Parliament's opinions on the following.
Repon by Mrs Lizin on European nuclear safety poliry;
Repon by Mr Aigner on rhe expon of Community farm products co the USSR and
State-trading countries ;
Repon by Mr De Gucht on the waiving of a Member's parliamenrary immuniry;
Repon by Mr Sieglerschmidt on the protecrion of individual rights in the face of
computer processing;
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Repon by Mr Carossino on the common transpon policy;
Repon by Mr Gaben on the future of the EEC's rail network;
Repon by Mrs Moreau on Europe's raw material supplies;
Repon by Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli on the shoe indusry in Europe;
Repon by Mr Seitlinger on rhe draft uniform electoral procedure for the election of
Members of the European Parliament;
Resolution by Mr Fanti on the level of interest rates in the Community;
Resolution by Mr Bonaccini on [he revision of the European Monetary System's
central ratesl
Resolution by Mr Barbi on the situation of polidcal panies in Uruguay;
Resolution by Mrs Van den Heuvel on the situation in El Salvador;
Resolution by Mr Habsburg on the situation in Cambodia;
Resolution by Mr Papapietro on national financial aids for film producers;
Resolution by Mr de Pasquale on the drought in Sicily;
Repon by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase on a Community education prograrnme;
Report by Mr Hahn on radio and television in the European Community;
Repon by Mr S.ho,i on the European Parliament's administrative expenses during
rhe period I January - 31 December 1981;
Resolution by Mr Velsh on renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement;
Second repon by Mrs Maij-\fleggen on Community trade in products derived from
white-coated baby harp seals and baby hooded seals;
Repon by Mr del Duca on combating smoking;
Repon by Mrs Squarcialupi on the problems of alcoholism in Community countries;
Repon by Mr Price on research on the use of wind power.
6. The Commission took the opportunity to inform the European Parliament on the
disaster aids and the financial and food aids granrcd since February 1982.
(a) Emergency financial aids for third countries
100 000 ECU for Tonga after the hurricane Isaac,
320 000 ECU to repair a bridge in Malawi destroyed by the hurricane Electra;
(b) Food aids
500 t of skimmed milk powder for Mozambique.
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respect of the implemenrarion of the budget
for the 1980 financial year;
- 
report (Doc. 1-105/82) by Mr Gaben, on
delays in the ECSC discharge procedure for
the 1980 financial year;
- 
report (Doc. 1-33182) by Mr Kellett-Bow-
man, on the discharge to be granred to the
Administradve Board of the European Foun-
dation for rhe Improvement of Living and
\Torking Conditions in respecr of the imple-
mentation of irc appropriations for the l98O
financial year and the comments accompany-
ing this decision;
- 
report (Doc. l-32/82) by Mr Kelletr-Bow-
man, on the discharge to be granred to the
Management Board of rhe European Centre
for the Development of Vocational Training
in respect of the implemenrarion of its appro-
priations for rhe 1980 financial year and the
comments accompanying this decision;
- 
report (Doc. 1-98182) by Mr Irmer, on prob-
lems in the implemenrarion of Community
food-aid policy in the light of the Court of
Auditors' reporr;
- 
interim reporr (Doc. l-104/82) by Mr Price,
on the accommodation policy of the Com-
munity instirutions;
- 
reporr (Doc. 1-31182) by Mr'Wettig, on rhe
Tenth Financial Report on rhe European
Agricultural Guidance and Guaranree Fund
- 
year 1980 
- 
Guarantee Section 
- 
and
food-aid financing;
- 
report (Doc. 1- 1070 /81) by Mr Filippi, on rhe
Tenth Financial Repon on rhe European
Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
(l 980) (Guidance Section);
- 
report (Doc. 1-103/82) by Mr Cousr6, on the
borrowing and lending activiries of rhe Com-
mission of rhe European Communities
(COM(8 I ) 222, 223 , 224 and COM(8 1) 649).
I call the various rapporreurs.
Mr Key, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, rhe debate we
are holding rcday deals wirh issues which are very fun-
damenml to Parliamenr and to Parliament's role in
these matters. It concerns the balance between the
institutions of rhis Community and it concerns rhe
Commission's answerabiliry ro [his House.
In my repon, I set our rhe various points which we
have discussed many times. \7har I wanr to emphasize
is that the problems dealt with in the various repons
from the Committee on Budgetary Control go beyond
what I would rerm party-political differences. I there-
fore do nor wan[ ro make specific pany-political
points; neither do I want to emphasize personalities in
this matter.
First, I will try to ser rhis debarc in perspecrive. One of
the first acdons of the directly-elected Parliament was
to set up a Commitree on Budgemry Control. This was
a highly significanr srep for a number of reasons. It
showed rhar the direcdy elected Parliamenr took its
responsibiliry for the managemenr of Communiry
funds far more seriously than its predecessors had
done. It also meanr that rhe reporrs coming before this
and other plenary sittings would be drawn up in a
more thoroughgoing manner rhan was possible in the
old Parliament, where the work was done by a sub-
committee and by relatively very few members. For
ingtance, the discharge repon for l97l was considered
in November 1975, four years later and acrually con-
sisted of a single page, unlike the report which we
have before us today.
The Committee on Budgetary Conrol has a wide
range of responsibilities. I have lisred them in para-
graph 3 of my explanarory sraremenr, bu[ I wish ro
emphasize thar the right to granr a discharge to rhe
Commission for its implemenarion of rhe budget is
the exclusive right of this Parliamenr, unlike the draft-
ing of the original budget, and if rhis House is ro carry
out its mandate from the electors, we mus[ ensure tha[
prudent use is made of the taxes collected from citi-
zens for spending on Communiry policies. \(/e must
ensure that payments are made borh in a legal and in a
regular fashion. Ve musr satisfy ourselves as ro the
timing and effectiveness of payments and any frauds
or irregularities musr be investigated and curbed.
The commirtee's examination of rhe 1980 accounrs
took place against a background of a sense of unease
abour the failure of rhe Commission ro use budgetary
instruments to gel ro grips wirh the major problems
that confront Europe today. Members, too, were con-
cerned that the Commission should give evidence of
their acriviries and we found evidence of rhe apparenr
incapacity on rhe parr of the Commission ro carry our
its responsibiliries, either for implementing rhe budger,
or for giving precedence to Communiry interesrs over
other considerarions.
The wide responsibilities conferred on Parliamenr by
the Treaty of 22July 1975 put an obligadon on rhis
House to scrutinize Communiry expenditure carefully.
The techniques developed by rhe Committee on Budg-
etary Control ensure thar rhis careful scruriny rakes
place. These techniques involve drawing to the full on
the resources of the Coun of Auditors and appoinring
several rapponeurs with special briefs and a readiness
ton consult all other expert commi[rees on expenditure
matters.
Although the Commission is the institution to which
the discharge repon is addressed rhe Council is also
concerned and before addressing my remarks ro the
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Commission, I would like to say a few words to the
Council and to their representatives here.
In paragraph 18 of my explanarory statement I have
described the objectionable attitude of the Council
towards the 1980 budget in its preparatory stages, and
in paragraph 19 I have cited, not you, Mr President;
bur President Dankert when he castigared the irre-
sponsible attitude of the Council towards the 1980
budget and later in my paragraphs 95-106, I describe
the other shoncomings of the Council. That list is not
exhaustive but I do hope that they take on board those
comments made.
Funhermore, in paragraphs 34 and 35 of rhe motion
for a resolution now before you, I expressed the ser-
ious dissatisfaction voiced in rhe Committee on Budg-
etary Control in relation to the Council. The Council
simply does not act as and when it should and we have
grave concern about it. Also can I just make one or
two points about the Court of Auditors.
This is relatively a very new Community organization
but it has been of great assistance to the Parliament
and has been a very constructive working partner with
us in the control of the budget. May I express on
behalf of all the committee our appreciation to the
Coun and to its members. However, we do have ser-
ious reservations about certain aspects of it but we
know that we can work with them in future and we
know they are presenting their work a lot better than
anybody ever envisaged to start off with.
As regards the Parliament itself, many Members of
this House have repeatedly expressed their unhappi-
ness about the way in which this institution is man-
aged. There is a fairly widely-felt concern that those in
the top echelons are short of the required management
skills. Techniques, procedures and attitudes must be
set right within this Parliament at the top management
levels. Measures must be implemented carefully and
thoughtfully. Otherwise Members of this House will
quite probably recommend measures other than the
usual system of a golden handshake in a year's dme. I
should say to you, Mr President, that all of us are very
conscious of the effons that you and President Danken
are making to bring about greater efficiency in the
administation of this House and I know my colleague
on the committee, Konrad Schcin, is continuing his
work in relation to Parliament.
So much for the other institutions of this Community.
I now want [o turn to the most serious matter we have
rc deal with, namely the Commission. The recommen-
dation for deferral of the discharge is not just my
work or my recommendation. This has nothing to do
with false modesty. All committee work, and especially
the work of the Committee on Budgetary Control,
involves other Members of this Parliament and other
members of the committee. It entails getdng together a
consensus viewpoint and it involves a degree of con-
tinuity. It requires the acceptance of opinions formu-
lated not just by the Committee on Budgetary Control
but by other committees of this House and, indeed,
the opinions of other committees are fully reflected in
my final repon. And therefore I would like to thank
and pay triburc to the draftsmen of the individual
working documents. I should also like to thank the five
draftsmen of the specialized committees and I would
like to say a special word of appreciation to Mr Pedini
and Mr Normanton, both of whom made very useful
and interesting statements personally to our com-
mlttee.
As to the conclusion of the work of the Committee on
Budgetary Control, we were faced with three choices.
Having looked at all the documents and at all the
information that was before us, we could do three
things. '!7e could either refuse discharge, quite simply,
and therefore risk an institutional crisis within the
Community. Or we could defer the decision on the
discharge and give the Commission the opponunity
and more time to explain what they are doing or what
they plan to do to overcome the weaknesses that we
have discovered in our debates. The third thing we
could do is grant the discharge as we have done in the
past and just sign off and not take our work seriously.
After very lengthy deliberations and after hearing the
Commissioner responsible and after weighing all the
facts thar have been presented to us, both verbally and
in writing, the Committee on Budgetary Control
decided to opt for deferment.
Because of the nature of many of the paragraphs in my
motion for a resolution I think it would be appropriate
ro describe them to the House. However, I do not
need to speak at length on all the points because other
colleagues in the committee will present them in their
own manner because they personally have dealt specif-
ically with cenain issues.
If I can draw Members' attention to paragraph 1,
which is obviously the most crucial paragraph. It
explains that quite simply the great majority of the
committee felt that we had to propose the postpone-
ment of the discharge decision. This decision cannot
be made just at a quick glance or upon assumptions,
and we cenainly cannot reach a final decision on the
pan-knowledge that is available to us and on the ver-
bal promises which were made to us however well
intentioned they were. Vhat we have done is to defer
it and we are recommending deferment to this House.
Ve have had these policies in the past and many times
they have nor been fully implemenrcd. I hope this time
that the Commission and the Commissioners will actu-
ally respond to us in the next few months.
'$7e are not satisfied with many of the answers we have
received and we have cenainly not yet seen action by
the Commission on many of the issues which concern
us or the taxpayers of Europe. Our decision therefore
to propose deferral of discharge today reflects both a
practical and a political judgment ont he manner in
which the Commission has used, or failed to use, the
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resources made available to it Lo carry out rhe Com-
munity's policies. The outstanding issues on which we
require either additional information or more definirc
Commission action are lisrcd in rhe following para-
graphs.
Paragraphs 2 to 4 take up the failure of the Commis-
sion to carry out the wishes of borh the Council and
Parliament in regard rc rhe 1980 embargo on rhe
expon of agricultural products ro the USSR which fol-
lowed the invasion of Afghanistan and the disgraceful
treatmenr of dissidents in the USSR. The attirude of
this House in this marter was clearly brought to light
by the 2 to I majority by which the Aigner resolurion
was adopted by the House last monrh at a very well-
attended sitting. On that occasion rhe statemenm of
Mr Tyrrell and Mr Hord were very exceprional, very
forceful, clear and relevant. Indeed, when we dis-
cussed the marter in the Committee on Budgetary
Control on I and 2 April Mr Tugendha[ gave us a very
clear agreement that he would allow us ro develop and
carry out an investigation into rhis marrer once again.
Even yesterday I received from rhe Commissioner re-
sponsible for agriculrure a rclex which gave us addi-
tional information on this very serious marter. That
was the first point: a direct breach of whar this House
and what the Council said on the 1980 embargo.
The second point which is dealr wirh in paragraphs 5
to 8 concerns the very technical matter of rhe provi-
sional welfths. The nub of rhe argument can be found
in the Coun of Audircrs' reporr. President Dankerr
and other colleagues will remember rhat in April and
May 1980 they commenred on rhe use of the provi-
sional twelfths. Indeed, members of rhe European
Democratic Group actually tabled a resolution in this
Parliamenr on rhe use of the provisional rwelfths. It is
a very technical matter. But what I am seeking in my
comments on thrs is rhat rhe Commission in rheir work
with the Coun of Auditors and in'their work with rhis
Parliament, when they come to draw up rhe new
financial regulations, which we all must opera[e on,
actually undersrands and recognizes nor jusr the legal-
istic point of the provisional rwelfths, but the spirir of
it, so that we actually operare in line with Parliament's
decision taken on rhe basis of its responsibiliry for
budgetary matters ro reject or accepr a budget.
Contrary to the practice of the Commission I believe
that the follow-up to the discharge should be dealr
with before rhe latest possible deadline is reached. In
the committee we had a debate abour whar rhe dead-
line was. I am convinced that the second senrence of
the third paragraph of Anicle 85 of the Financial
Regulation obliges rhe Commission to respond far
more quickly rhan they would need to if they were
purely to rely on the founh subparagraph in this
anicle. Logically this House should pronounce on rhe
follow-up to rhe discharge for one year before we
adopt a decision on rhe discharge for the following
year. Hence paragraphs 9 and l0 of the resolution are
made very firmly, and I know Mr Irmer will actually
pass a comment on rhar as [he man responsible for the
discharge for 1979.
In paragraphs 11 to 12 the committee insists upon a
full written response to [he points raised concerning
the Joinr Research Cenrre establishmenr ar Ispra.
Members of this House know all the problems of Ispra
- 
we have reponed it to them on many occasions;
whether it is the number of cars that have been used
there, whether it is rhe problem of the administrative
building, or wharcver. The problems are very firmly
there and have been registered in this House and in
committee. Indeed, the repon on my colleague, Mr
Kellerr-Bowman brought rc light the very serious fun-
damental reforms which are required a[ Ispra and in
other research insritutions. The Commisson promised
us a written report last December. '!?'e were rold it was
on its way. It has nor arrived ar rhe commirtee offi-
cially. !7e have had verbal promises, we have had ver-
bal statements and, indeed, I have received a letter
from the Commissioner responsible. I am very pleased
with what I understand is happening and the changes
that are taking place ar Ispra. But this House, and
more particularly the Committee on Budgetary Con-
trol, needs to look in great demil and very carefully ar
the comments and decisions rhar have been made by
the Commissioner responsible and by his directorate.
'!(e need in thar commitree rc talk it through and pass
judgment on it. Ve cannor jusr accept what is being
said to us. Too many rimes in this House we have had
to accept what is being said to us verbally. Vhat we
need is somerhing in writing so we can discuss it and
go through it in detail. In our Commirree on Budget-
ary Control we have rhe ability ro do rhat and I am
sure we can come to a very satisfactory solution on the
whole problem of Ispra.
Paragraphs 13 to 17 fall within the responsibiliry of Mr
Price, who is rhe vice-chairman of our committee, and
I am pretty sure I can rely on him to deal wirh this in
his later intervention. I am very grateful ro him for
drafting several of rhese paragraphs, norably para-
graph 15 which dealr with a marrer, on which I feel
very strongly, namely rhe responsibility of financial
cdntrol.
(The President urged the spedher to conclude)
I know, Mr President, you are indicating my official
time is up. All I can tell you is rhar I am taking the rime
of my own group and they have allocated me rime on
that poinr.
President. 
- 
You have already taken seven minures
from your group.
Mr Key, rupporteur. 
- 
Yes, I know, ir is alrighq it has
been agreed. It is a very serious reporr [his, Mr Presi-
dent, and I need to ger rhe points on. The Commission
is going to deal with it very seriously and we hope
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that they deal with it very seriously. This is one of the
major responsibilities of this Parliament.
In paragraphs 13 to 17, we deal with the whole prob-
lem of what is called the Jean Monnet Building in
Luxembourg. Members are aware from press com-
ments of what happened at that centre, and it really
does need the serious consideration of this House.
Members are also aware of rhe Commission's failure in
the past to implement Parliament's amendments to the
budget. Amendments to the budget are adopted by
huge majorities in this House; they result from inten-
sive discussion by specialized committees and by the
Committee on Budgets; the support required for the
adopdon of such amendments cuts across national
frontiers and indeed across the divisions of groups
within this House; and year after year, Parliament has
been insulted by the failure of the Commission to
carry out Parliament's budgenry instructions. The
reasons given by the Commission for its failure to act
have often been very shallow and evasive. Parliament
has the last word when it comes to non-compulsory
expenditure, and the Commission is wholly respons-
ible for implementing the budget, including, in pani-
cular, those amendments which Parliament in exercise
of the Treaty-given rights sees fit to adopt. By not
fully implementing the budget as adopted by Parlia-
ment, [he Commission has failed to carry out its duties
under the Treaties, despite repeated warnings by this
House, and a very formal and unequivocal response is
demanded by paragraph 80 of the motion for a resolu-
tion. This is a necessary prerequisite for the granting
of a discharge later this year.
I am sure colleagues will find Mr Saby's comments on
the implementation of the budget and especially in
relation to industrial policy of very great interest to
them. Paragraphs 19 to 22 come within the sphere of
Mr Irmer, who I know has great expenise in this field.
In fact, he described the Community's food aid policy,
as other people have, as an unmitigated disaster. This
is a matter which calls for very positive and early ac-
tion by the Commission, and I am sure Mr Pisani will
respond to that. Another colleague, Mr Coust6, will
explain paragraphs 23 ro 25, which deal with the very
impomant question of borrowing and lending within
the EEC financial poliry. Mr Price, I am sure, will
commenr on paragraphs 25 and 27, which deal with
personnel and equipment.
I should like to say that whilst the broad intentions of
policy may be clear. enough, there are very few
attempts to set operational objectives and realistic tar-
gets against which to measure output. Measures of
ourpur are inadequate. Consequently, there are n6 sys-
tematic means of either guiding or correcting the use
of resources within the Commission. Indeed, what we
are asking the Commission to do is to take control of
and responsibility for their depanments: not just to
deal with manpower deployment but also to take a ser-
ious look at the utilization of resources within their
depanmenrs on behalf of the Communiry which they
seek to represent. Likewise, when they consider the
internal audit, they seem to be largely concerned with
the regularity of payments instead of looking at what
is more imponant, which is getdng value for money.
This is more imponant than whether something is
absolutely legal and fits into the right line. Vhat we in
this House and what the taxpayers of this Community
are seeking is value for money; and the Commission-
ers should realize that an ability to manage their
depanments is just as important as how they perform
in this House, on television or indeed before the Coun-
cil. Vhat they have m do is [o manage their own
depanments and take control of them.
Problems stemming from accounting aspects are well
known to us in the Committee on Budgetary Control
and have been highlighted in very many early reports.
It is necessary that we now formally call on the Com-
mission to tell us what they plan to do and so ensure
that there is greater clarity in the budget accounts.
I am indebted to Mr Notenboom for paragraphs 30
and 31. He has put a lot of work into the preparation
of his working document, and between meetings, both
now and in the past, he has given me very useful
advice on my drafting of these two resolutions. Ve
must never forget that the resources side is, after all,
half of the total budget, and we look forward to the
Commission's long overdue report on the value-added
tax. On paragraph 32 the Committee on Budgetary
Control proposes that the answer of the Commission
in relation to all matters outlined in this repon should
be made available to us by 1 September 1982. !7e can
then get down to considering seriously the discharge
on the 1982 budget.
As regards the other institutions of this Community,
there are weighry reasons for not granting the dis-
charge. However, in paragraphs 32 and 33, we speak
of continuing to discuss the problems of the Parlia-
ment, and I know Mr Konrad Schon will bring up
issues which are of vital concern to us. In para-
graphs 34 and 35, we demand avery much more posi-
tive attitude from the Council than last time. In para-
graph 36, the committee deplores the very serious
delay in the clearance of EAGGF accounts, and there
is an urgent need for the catching-up operation that
we now demand. After all, the discharge decision is
one of the few decisions that this House can take. It is
robbed of much of is meaning if national accounts are
not available now and lag behind for many years; it
makes a mockery of how we operate in this House if
we have not got the accounts fixed and made available
to us.
In paragraph 37, I suggest that this resolution and the
repon should be transmitted to the governments of
Member States. This is very appropriate because the
possibiliry of the refusal of a discharge towards the
end of the year cannot be ruled out. If this were to
take place, the governments of the Member States
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would be faced with the need to appoint new Commis-
sioners. Moreover, some of rhe issues will be of
interest to the national aurhorities and ro narional
audit couns.
I now come to the conclusion of my opening remarks.
This House simply cannor Bot on putring down and
forwarding resolurions calling on rhe Commission to
act, because im promptings have in the past fallen on
deaf ears. \7hen the Commission does nor heed Par-
liament in the budgetary sphere, ir runs the very grear
risk of incurring reacrions on our part. This is why we
cannot yet granr a discharge for 1980. However, rhe
members of this committee and the Members of rhis
House, I know, are nor unreasonable. The resolution
presented to you today does nor recommend the
refusal of discharge. Instead, it gives the Commission-
ers a fi4al opportunity to pur rheir own house in order.
There is a sense of continuity in our work. !7'hat I
have been saying is an echo of what has been said
many times before. Indeed, last June, when we dis-
cussed the 1979 discharge, [he same commenr were
made. It has been rhe theme running rhrough the
ongoing debares in committee and indeed inside this
hemicycle. In the Commitree on Budgetary Control on
the evening of Thursday, 1 April, we heard very many
promises of great improvements from the responsible
Member of the Commission during a very serious one-
hour contribution from him. !7e actually got more
concessions in that one hour than we have in two and
a half years of rhis committee. '!fle would like ro see
the promises that were made then to us orally trans-
lated into very prompr reforms which are so long over-
due. The Commissioners are nor accounranrs who act
within a very narrow concepr of legality and effi-
ciency. For the budget and the discharge of rhe budger
they as the executive must give serious considerarion
to the effectiveness of that budget. Ir also means rhat
they must have a clear idea of what objectives rhey are
trying to achieve. This House has been very clear in
telling them whar our objectives are. '!7'hat we need
from them is a response, not just in wriring bur also in
action.
Therefore, with those remarks, Mr President 
- 
and I
thank you for your indulgence in allowing me to speak
longer 
- 
I recommend my reporr. and the reports of
all the other members of the commitree for rhe consid-
eration and approval of this House.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Key, you did establish 
.the impon-
ance of the repon by speaking 12 minutes inro your
group's time.
Might I say a[ this srage rhar in view of the large num-
ber of speakers entered for this debare, I propose ro
close rhe list of speakers at 10 a.m.
Mr Gabert, rapporteur 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, after Mr Key's excellent and detailed
presentation I can keep my own relatively brief. In the
context of the discharge the commirtee has, of course,
also considered the question of the European Coal and
Steel Community. The difficuldes connecred with the
discharge for rhe 1978 and 1979 financial years have
now been largely overcome.
I would remind the House rhar rhe decision [o granr
a discharge for these two years could not be taken
until 15 December 1981. The difficuldes at rhar rime
were initially caused by problems connected wirh
accounting and the internal organization of rhe Com-
mission or the High,Aurhority, which were panly due
to an increase in borrowing and lending ac[iviries.
The coordination between the Coun of Audircrs and
the Commission raised a number of problems arising
specifically from rhe comper.ence of the Coun of Aud-
itors to make checks in the Member States themselves
and from the external cenificarion of bank balances.
The rapponeur for the 1978 and 1979 financial years,
Mr Antoniozzi, referred [o rhis aspecr in his report.
The present rapponeur is happy ro reporr that the
Commission's accounring depanmenrs are in the pro-
cess of a major reorganization and that greater effi-
ciency will be achieved rhrough the application of
modern EDP processes. It was possible to eliminate
the differences of opinion between rhe Commission
and rhe Coun of Auditors on [he exrernal certificarion
of bank balances as pan of rhe discharge procedure
through an appropriare agreemenr, with the Com-
mittee on Budgetary Conrrol involved. Nor, according
to the institutions, are there now any problems about
on-the-spot checks in the Member States. The rappor-
teur nevenheless feels obliged ro point out in rhe
motion for a resolution, which was unanimously
approved by the Commitree on Budgetary Conrrol,
that this decision on a discharge has had to be
deferred because rhe repon of the Court of Audircrs
on the economic efficiency of the High Authority's
activities is not yer available. The represenrarive of the
Court of Auditors rcld the commirree thar rhe repon
had been completed and would be forwarded to rhe
Commission. The Commission and Court of Audircrs
have promised ro adopt an accelerared procedure for
the submission of the repon and the Commission's
opinion to the Commirree on Budgetary Conrrol.
Afrcr considering this reporr, rhe commitree will table
a motion for a resolurion concerning the granting of a
discharge m rhe High Authoriry for Coal and Steel for
the 1980 financial year.
It is undoubredly regretrable that delays have again
occurred with regard ro rhe 1980 discharge. But it
should be appreciated that in conjunction with rhe
Committee on Budgetary Conrrol, rhe insriturions
have overcome rhe difficulries which led ro rhe delays
in the granting of a discharge in respect of rhe 1978
and 1979 financial years. Parliament hopes rhat in
future the report of the Coun of Audirors on rhe
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economic efficiency of the High Authority's activities
will be submitted at the same time as all the other
documents required for the discharge. Parliament
must insist on this, and the institutions gave specific
assurances for the future during the discussions in
committee. On behalf of my committee I ask you to
approve the motion for a resolution.
Mr Kellett-Bowman, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, at
an early stage in its work the Committee on Budgetary
Control divided up the responsibiliry, as mentioned by
Mr Key, for the political audit and control of the
Community budget. \7e divided it into 12 sectors.
I was given responsibility for the so-called satellite sec-
tor and was asked to keep a continuing watch on the
budgenry control aspects of a large number of agen-
cies and bodies that enjoy some degree of operational
autonomy.
Some of these are fully decentralized; for example, the
European Centre for the Development of Vocational
Training in Berlin and the European Foundation for
the Improvement of Living and Vorking Conditions
in Dublin. Cenain other so-called satellites operate
within the sphere of the Commission but carry our
highly specialized tasks in a semi-independent way
and can conveniently be looked at as distinct and
separate entities for control and management pur-
poses. These include the data processing service and
the Joint Research Centre. The rctal amount of Com-
munity funds involved runs into several hundred mil-
lion ECU.
I participate in today's debate, Mr President, first in
my capacity as rapporteur for the two discharge
repons relating to the Centre and the Foundation and
secondly, as draftsman of the working document
attached to Mr Key's report.
The task laid down for the Centre in Berlin under the
founding regulation was the promotion and develop-
ment of vocational training and in-service training.
The Centre was expected to contribute through its
scientific and technical activities to the implementation
of the common vocational training policy and to
encourage the exchange of information and compari-
sons of experience. This is the third report before Par-
liament covering, in fact, four discharge years in
regard to the Centre. The problems of an accounting
and procedural nature were identified by the Coun of
Audircrs or by the Committee on Budgetary Control
and they have been resolved. Therefore it came as a
small surprise to me that the debate in the committee
on the repon rhat I now place before the House was
far livelier than the debates on previous repons. It
should be poinred our rhar rhe Committee on Budget-
ary Control is concerned with the use of funds, with
value-for-money aspec[s and with the regulariry of
expenditure generaly. Other committees are better
placed to judge whether the Centre is delivering the
goods, that is whether it is producing the resulrc that
were hoped for when it was established. I do not
doubt that the specialized committees, nonbly the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment and the
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Informa-
tion and Spon, are keeping a watchful eye on the
results being achieved by the Centre. The remarks
accompanying the discharge should give no particular
problems and I would expect that they would be
speedily adoprcd by the House.
I now turn to my report on the Foundation. The
debate in the Committee on Budgetary Control on the
report on the Foundation was even livelier than that
on the Centre. Matters which came in for panicular
comment were the resulm being achieved, the need for
attention to living conditions as well as to lhe
improvement of working conditions and the issue of
payments to outside agencies for ranslating and print-
ing work.
I rhink the Foundation and the Commission must take
warning from two things. The first is that Mr Mun-
tingh and the Committee on the Environment, Public
Healrh and Consumer Protection last year raided the
budget line for the Foundation in order to find some
money to spend on other aspects which they hold
dear. They did this because they felt that the Founda-
tion was not concentrating sufficiently on environ-
mental matters and matters concerning living condi-
tions. This time, for the discharge, Mr Fonh has put
down an amendment suggesting that unless the results
coming from the Foundation are visible it is likely that
the budget will show a fall in funds for 1983.
I would now like to draw the attention of Members ro
Annex VIII in Mr Key's report which the committee
asked me to prepare. In Paragraph I I describe the criteria
of public accountingwhich the Committee on Budgetary
Control applies to expenditure by satellites. I then
thought it would be useful to reiterate the views
expressed by us in the House two years ago regarding
the justification for decentralized agencies and for the
grant of a degree of autonomy to cenain administra-
tive units. These bodies should be kept under continu-
ing watch and the justification for their existence
should be reviewed from time to time. Over the past
two years the committee succeeded in bringing about
really wonhwhile improvements in the way in which
these so-called sarellires manage their funds and keep
their books. This is panicularly true in the case of the
European Schools and of both the Centre and the
Foundation. In the case of data processing there have
been cenain improvements, and Parliament has
endorsed relevant criteria in its July 1980 part-session
when it considered my report on the DP centre.
In the case of the Joint Research Centre at Ispra a ser-
ious catalogue of shoncomings was in fact revealed. I
am encouraged by the Commission's responses to Par-
liament's report.
I do not believe that this matter is going to rest there. I
believe the Commissioner will be putdng matters right
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and we hope to make a visit to Ispra 
- 
we have
applied to the Bureau, Mr Presidenr, for permission to
make another visit there to see whether rhe reforms
which we asked to be carried oul have, in fact, been
carried out. Following that visit, I will repon back ro
the House.
The Coun of Audisors has expressed a number of
reservations about the accounrs of the JET undenak-
ing. However, it did utter the opinion that the finan-
cial statements of the JET present fairly rhe financial
position of the JET. In view of rhe reservations
expressed by the Coun, the Committee on Budgetary
Conrrol has asked the Bureau for permission to pre-
pare a special report on the JET accounts and budger-
ary control procedures. The Bureau has aurhorized us
to produce such a repon.
There is one funher point'thar I would like to make
regarding JET 
- 
at present the JET Council gives dis-
charge for the accounrs. However, since 800/o of rhe
funds come from the Community budget, I contend
that discharge should be given by the Parliamenr and
thac the statute should be amended accordingly.
Printing and publicadons are of major significance ro
the Communiry. \7e use 2 000 million sheets of
A4 a year. I forget how many rhousands of trees
that represents but that is a measure of the ouput of
the Community. The Office for Official Publicarions
is one of the more imponant satellites of rhe Com-
munity. Ir is not, however, the only printing body
because all the instirutions, and some sarellites, have
printing facilities of their own, and this is rather a
complicated subject which will be dealt with in a
future repon on budgetary control.
I would like to draw the attention of Members ro the
tables annexed to my working documenr. They are on
pages 140 to 159 in the English version of Mr Key's
report. Colleagues will see the wide spread of organi-
zations that benefit from subsidies out of the Com-
munity budger. Although the amounts involved are nor
substantial, public funds are concerned and therefore I
endorse the call made by the Coun of Auditors for rhe
Commission ro ensure that greater control is exercised
over the making of such granr and also ask that rhe
accounts of these bodies be scrurinized more carefully.
I look forward, Mr Presidenr, ro rhe day when Parlia-
ment has developed the control work to such an extenr
that we shall be able to look with the same detail ar the
larger chunks of Commission expenditure such as the
70-odd percenr of rhe Communiry budget which goes
into the agricultural sector.
Now I turn to Mr Key's repon which is really an
omnibus report. He has worked very hard indeed
organizing the commirtee and collating views and opi-
nions. Members of rhe committee act, as he says, as
sub-rapponeurs and carry out detailed invesrigations
into narrow segmenrs of the Coun of Auditors' reporr.
These sub-reports are appendixed to the Key report.
The spending committees also submit their opinions
on their pans of the Court of Auditors' repon. The
Council sends Parliament its recommendations for dis-
charge. So we have the Court of Auditors' reporr, rhe
sub-repons from members of the committee, the opi-
nions from the spending committees and the recom-
mendations from the Council. All of this inpur has
been considered by the rapporteur a-nd rhis reporr is
his recommendation to the committee and to Parlia-
ment.
Frankly I believe thar, serious though some of the mat-
ters called in rc aid may be, rhese are not grounds for
not granting discharge at this meeting. The Coun does
not su8gesl it, none of the repons from members of
other committees or of our own committee hint at
rejection 
- 
clearly the Council has not rejection in
mind when making its recommendation.
So, Mr Key has weighed the evidence, and I believe
that he has come up with the wrong answer. How on
eanh did it happen? Every discharge rapponeur has to
decide whether Parliament should granr discharge or
whether Parliament should refuse it. This is his big
decision. In the past, the committee has been unan-
lmous.
Now refusal, Mr President, is dramaric. Refusal is
Community-shaking. It is the same as a vore of cen-
sure on the whole of rhe Commission, in fact, a quali-
fied vorc on censure would force all the Commission-
ers to resign 
- 
dramatic indeed. By comparison,
granting discharge does seem very [ame. The debate
could go by almost unnoriced. There is, though, a
second bite ar the cherry. The Commission has to
repon back as ro rhe insrrucrions given in the dis-
charge and then the rapponeur can produce a funher
repon on the reactions to the original discharge. Dis-
satisfaction at the Commission's responses could easily
result in appropriate reductions in the relevant budger
lines. As I said, all this is very rame when compared
with the refusal to granr discharge.
But there is no half-way house; no media via.There is
a provision in the Financial Regularion for late grant-
ings of discharge, put rhere obviously, ro cover occa-
sions when procedurally ir is not possible for Parlia-
ment to carry out its obligation r.o granr discharge in
April. The procedural reasons have applied for the last
three discharges 
- 
'77, '78 and '79 were all late
because rhe committee could nor cope in time. This
year it is different. The rapponeur with his drive has
Bot the committee rhrough all im work and so we
could present a recommendarion for discharge by the
proper date. \
This is a triumph, bur ir is a riumph he proposes to
spurn. !7hy, why, Mr Presidenr? Here we can be on
time and get on with our job bur by pervening proce-
dural regulations, the rapporreur is recommending a
schedule deferment. He calls it a postponemenr of the
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discharge. Is it for polidcal reasons? Is it for any good
reason? The only one I can see is brouhaha as a po5s-
ible reason. Vill deferral strentthen Parliament's posi-
tion?'STould it help the development of the quasi-leg-
islative role for Parliament through the discharge?
This is something we have been nunuring over the last
two to three years 
- 
the discharge decisions with its
accompanylnt recommendations and requests and
demands of the Council are quasi-legislative and once
you have passed the discharge, you put this respons-
ibiliry onto the Commission and that is the power of
the discharge.
Mr President, it would do neither of the things which
I think it is hoped it will do. Deferment is not a power-
ful weapon. At most it is a slap on the wrist with a very
wet lettuce. Accordingly, I have put down an amend-
ment tha[ suggests that Parliament should ask the
Committee on Budgetary Control to bring forward a
recommendation for granting discharge at the next
plenary part-session. By supponing this the House can
put the Committee on Budgetary Control back on the
rails. The committee can then get on with its work
exposing those weaknesses in the Commission 
- 
they
will always be there. The Court and the committee are
working all the dme rc find them and ro get them put
right and this is the work we should be doing. !7e
should be getting matters put right and properly con-
rrolling the budgeu Deferral will only weaken Parlia-
ment's legal powers rc get things put right. If we do
not grant the discharge we should have the courage to
refuse it. Deferral, as I have said, is no half-way house.
The Commisson has many, many weaknesses and it is
our job to expose them. Ve should now be consider-
ing the discharge for 1981, which is another busy year.
\fle should be making sure, as soon as we get the 1981
repon from the Coun of Auditors, that there have
been improvements in the conditions which they dis-
covered in their previous repon. It is a continuing way
of controlling expenditure. It is a highly responsible
job and we are developing that work in the Committee
on Budgemry Control.
I believe we have an obligation to grant a discharge
according rc the Financial Regulacions, which lay that
obligation upon us. I do not believe that a scheduled
postponement is the correct way of going about it. I
am not saying that everything in the Commission gar-
den is lovely. All the conditions which Mr Key has
attached to this report, to the Commission would stand
if we granted a discharge. It is just a matter of which
decision one mkes. I do not believe that the committee
and Mr Key have taken the right decision on this
occasion. I think we should be chasing the Commis-
sion, and I believe we shall get an undenaking from
the Commission to do all we have asked them to do
without actually putting on rhem the legal obligation
which granting a discharge would do.
(Applause)
Mr lrmer, rdpporteaf. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, allow me
to begin with a remark which is not directly connecrcd
with my report. A Member of this House has made an
invaluable contribution to the preparation of today's
debate and has worked untiringly to ensure that the
House appreciates the imponance of the debate on the
granting of discharges. I am referrint to the chairman
of the Committee on Budgetary Control, Mr Aigner.
He cannot be with us today because of illness. I believe
I am speaking on behalf of you all when I wish him a
speedy recovery.
The report drawn up by the Coun of Audircrs on the
Community's food aid policy came as somethinB of a
bombshell. It does not pull any punches in its criticism
of the situation to date, but I nevenheless feel we
should regard this repor[ as a very positive document.
Owing rc the analysis it provides, we now know what
needs to be improVed.
The Court of Audircrs must, however, confine itself to
analysing the situation. It is for this House to draw the
political conclusions from its analysis, and anyone who
takes the merciless criticism of the Coun's rePort ser-
iously knows that it is five minutes to midnight for the
Community's food aid policy.
It is not simply a question of money. I am sorry that
Mr Pannella is not here. He is probably preparing
another Easter or'l7himun march or something simi-
lar. He was not here yesterday, when rhe Lezzi repon
was being debated, and he is not here today either. He
will be out denouncing Community policy to get some
publicity. Vhat is imponant is that we now consider
what constructive changes must be made.
Ve all know the situation. Millions of people are
starving, while a terrifying arms race is taking place in
rhe world. Billions are being spent on armaments. It is
not enough to make a simple change from one to the
other, but the situation is inrclerable. As long as one
human being in the world is going hungry, we in the
rich countries cannot sleep easily in our beds. \7e have
an inalienable responsibility in this respect, and Parlia-
ment has mken this responsibility seriously from the
ourset. I would remind you of the many rePorts on
hunger in the world, by Mr Ferrero, Mrs Focke and
most recently by Mr Michel for the Consultative
Assembly of the Lom6 Convention.
'!flhat 
needs to be done now? There are two categories
of food aid. One is aid granrcd in exceptional situa-
tions, in the event of disasters. In such cases, assistance
must always be granted quickly, unbureaucratically
and with the right means at the right time. There can
be no question of wantint generally to prescribe
whether the Commission should undenake individual
operations of ir own or assist other organizations or
make money or even foodstuffs available. That must
be decided in each case according to the circum-
stances, and the Commission should largely have a
free hand in this area.
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Such aid in the event of disasters will unfonunately
always be needed, because situations in which we have
to provide direct help will always occur somewhere.
The second caregory comprises medium- and long-
term aid to combat food shonages caused by srruc-
tural factors. Such aid serves rwo purposes. Firstly, ir
is, of course, designed ro save human lives, ro alleviare
hunger.
Secondly, ir should really result in its eventually
becoming completely superfluous. That is irs real pur-
pose, and ir would be urterly wrong ro regard food aid
as a permanent solution. It would be disastrous to
assume that rhe north could go on feeding rhe poor
countries of rhe south for ever. There are many rea-
sons why this cannot be. These counrries have com-
pletely different needs. The objecrion to rhis may be
that anyone who is hungry will nor be asking himself
whether his dieury habits are such that hJ can ear
what is senr him as food aid. That is undoubtedly rrue,
but we must not forget that economic structures have
repeatedly been destroyed in rhe pasr by rhe supply of
goods ro which rhese counrries are nor really accus-
tomed or that their cultural and social idenrity has
been threarened or rheir polidcal independence under-
mined. All these dangers exisr, at least in larent form,
and the aim of food aid cannor rherefore be a perma-
nent siruation in which the nonh feeds the south.
Our aim musr be ro integrate food aid inro a general
development policy which Buarantees coun;ies in
need a maximum of self-sufficiency. Self-sufficiency is
a difficult concepr. It cannor mean rhar every counrry
or region produces everyrhing ir needs. !7hat self-suf-
ficiency means is rhar they are in a posirion to produce
as much as possible themselves, bur buy elsewhere
anything else they need, rarher rhan depending on
others ro be charitable.
But this can only succeed if food aid is nor seen in iso-
lation bur forms pan of rhe effons 
- 
and there are
plans for this 
- 
to develop rhe agricultural srrucrures
of these countries and their economies generally.
The reporr of the Coun of Audirors makes it quire
clear that the Community policy has nor so far suc-
ceeded in rhis. To be honesr, orhers have not suc-
ceeded either, and one [hing that is lacking is reason-
able coordinarion of all the measures taken by rhe
various donors. Hence the call for rhe progressive
transfer ro the Community of the developmeni policy
effons of rhe Member States, which muit, of course,be accompanied by an approrpaite increase in
resources.
The analysis made by rhe Court of Auditors shows
that there are various problems. For one rhing, there is
the division of resources into two budgetiry titles.
This musr be changed in the furure. The management
of the resources reveals deficiencies. The tran-sfer of
resources to current programmes from earlier
programmes and the rransfer of funds from year to yeat
have resulred in the appropriations being reduced rc
absolutely non-binding games with numbers. This
must be changed.
The basic problem, however, lies in the fragmentation
of responsibilities for the manageme.rr of food aid.
Here again, the siruation has changed since rhe Com-
mission pur forward its proposal for a regularion in
1979 and Parliament de.livered its opinion in the same
year, and rhis aspect rherefore needs to be reviewed
and a new line adopted. Bur those who took pan in
the round of conciliation meerings berween Parliament
and the Council of Ministers only a few weeks ago
must have been shocked to find thar rhe Council his
not yet shown any willingness to draw anv conclusions
of any kind from the analysis made by the Coun of
Auditors.
In paragraph 27 of the motion for a resolution we
have indicated rhe form this fundamennl redistribu-
tion of responsibilities should rake. Afrer considering
the Commission's proposal and hearing Parliamenrt
views, the Council must confine itself to laying down
the basic guidelines and then taking a decision by a
qualified ma.jority. The unanimiry rule must not apply
in this area, because the whole wretched siruadon ihe
Courr of Auditors has so mercilessly exposed can be
put down ro cumbersome procedures and decision-
making structures that were nol in order.
The House should nor pur up with this any longer.
\flhere food aid is concerned, rhere is no crisis of con-
cepts or of programmes, because rhe Commission has
already esmblished all the programmes and rhe Com-
mittee on Developmenr and Cooperarion has long
since given rhe answers. The institutional crisis is thi
cause of the mess, and Parliamenr musr clear rhe
whole matter up.
In this we need the Commission as an ally. I therefore
call on you, Mr Pisani, to sit down again with us in the
next few weeks and consider whar changes need to be
made to your proposal for a regulation, so rhar due
account is taken of the analyses made by the Coun of
Auditors and the necessary conclusions drawn from
them.
If the Council cannor come ro an agreemenr on rhis
proposal for a regularion, we musr urge and, if necess-
ary, force the Commission to implement this poliry
withour the Council's approval. It will have parlia-
ment's full suppon in rhis.
I should like to add to my commenrs on food aid a
general remark on [he Key repon. On behalf of my
group I would ask you ro pay careful ar[endon ro rhe
conclusions in panicular. The draft reporr was unan-
imously adopted in committee. I would ask the House
to approve ir too.
As regards the debate on [he discharge, I wish m
sress, and this is also a reference to whar Mr Kelletr-
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Bowman has said, that there is no question of refusing
to trant the discharge: rhat would really be going a bit
too far. The majority of the committee 
- 
and this is
also endorsed by my group 
- 
merely decided rhat, in
view of the general circumsrances that have emerged
here, the discharge cannot be granted for the momenr.
Ve have put our conditions and demands to the Com-
mission, however. If ir meets rhese demands, it may be
possible for the discharge to be granted nexr monrh or
the month after nexr, if rhe answers are sarisfactory.
Vhat is the situation we are facing in this case? I recall
what I said last year as rapporreur in the discharge
debate, which was basically rhe same as Mr Key has
said today, and two years ago all the speakers were
saying the same thing: the Commission acr.s in accord-
ance with the three classical principles of any adminis-
tra[ion, which are, firstly, we have always done it this
way; secondl)r, we have never done ir that way; and
thirdly, we can't have everyone coming along with
new ideas.
The Commission does not take seriously enough what
this House has been saying for years. The majority of
our committee therefore felt rhat, although we cannor
refuse to granr rhe discharge because rhe individual
complaints we have are nor sufficient grounds for rhis,
if we collect every.thing rogerher, we have enough to
say that certain condirions must now be satisfied. The
Commission has it in its power ro sarisfy rhem, and I
must say that the position adopred by Mr Tugendhat
at the committee's last meering was extremely encour-
aging.
I will conclude wirh rhree commenrs on rhe European
Development Fund. For years we have been calling for
it to be included in the budger. Although we are aware
of the objective difficulties, we feel thar here again a
clear step forward must be taken. '$7e therefore call on
rhe Commission to propose the budgetization of this
fund in the next draft budget by enrering figures in the
preliminary drafr rarher rhan roken entries as in the
past. \7e also call on it to state quite clearly rhat Euro-
pean Developmen[ Fund operarions form parr of
Community policy. This is disputed by the Council of
Ministers, as was evident from its refusal to consulr
Parliament on the financial regulation governing rhe
Development Fund. !7e cannor accepl that. '!(i'e must
urge [he Commission ro side with us now and ro make
its position absolutely clear.
The conditions we are imposing with regard to the
Development Fund can also be easily sadsfied by the
Commission. I repeat: here again, rhat is ro say, wher-
ever the implementation of the budgets is concerned,
we have an institutional crisis. In connection with the
anniversary 
- 
25 years of the Community 
- 
there
have been so many moans about the crisis. The cause
of the crisis is not that the answers are nor known or
that Parliament lacks rhe political will. The Council of
Ministers is preventing action from being taken, and
Parliament must carry the Commission to rhe hunr.
'!7'e want it as an ally.
Please, do not regard our proposal for a postponement
of the discharge as a declaration of war. By making
this proposal, we are in fact calling on you ro cooper-
ate more closely with us and come down more clearly
on our side in this political dispute between the instiru-
tions.
Together we will succeed in overcoming rhe institu-
tional crisis. Parliament alone cannor succeed. The
Commission alone cannot succeed either. The resist-
ance and inenia, the national interesrc and egoisms in
the Council of Ministers are roo strong for that. Bur
the Commission and Parliamenr togerher can succeed,
and we urge you to join with us. 'S7'e rherefore ask you
to regard our proposal that the discharge should not
be granted today but postponed as a consrructive offer
and as a decision designed to help the Community as a
whole to make funher progress.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\TIELE
Vice-President
Mr Price, rapporter4r. 
- 
Mr President, I address
myself rc the interim report on accommodarion policy
which bears my name. The smning-poinr for this
report was rhe special repon of the Court of Auditors
on accommodadon policy which was prepared over
two years ago, and my reporr has had a somewhat
long and difficulr gesrarion period in commirree
because this is a very sensitive subject.
The importance of it starls, I think, with rhe fact that
we spend at the momenl somerhing like 75 million
units of account annually by way of rent. \7hat is
more important is that public administration is, one
need hardly say, carried our in buildings, and the
nature and location of those buildings is very impor-
tanr ro the efficienry of rhe institutions. So ir is for
two reasons 
- 
cosr and efficiency 
- 
that accommo-
dation poliry is an important subject.
Decisions about accommodation policy tend ro be very
long-term ones, even when such decisions are taken
for shon-term reasons in the first place; and this is
even more true of growing and developing institutions
such as those of this Community. Ve have had no
major changes in the accommodation policy, so far as
it exists, despite the fact that we have had enlargement
of the Community and an increase in our responsibili-
ties. Moreover, in the years ahead there will be funher
enlargement, funher growth in our responsibilities,
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and unless we get the basis of the policy right now, we
shall simply go on making mistakes. So the objective
behind this repon is fundamentally to try and get a
firm basis for the future.
Of course, when the Community was established there
were ideas of having a policy based upon a decision on
the seat for the institutions. Some 31 years ago, when
the ECSC Treaty was adopted, it stated that the seat
of the institutions of the Community 'will be deter-
mined by common accord of the governments of the
Member States', and in the early days that was what
was foreseen as the basis for a policy. Ve are, of
course, still waiting for these decisions, and they
become more difficult the longer they are delayed.
It is this failure to fix the seat which underlines many
of the criticisms in the Coun of Auditors' repon. They
say, for example, in paragraph 7:
The Court acknowledges that the continuing
uncertainty as to the permanent location or loca-
tions of the institutions and, more recently, the
expectation of changes which might arise from the
enlargement of the Parliament are facrcrs which
must have acted considerably against acquisition
of permanent buildings. The resolution of these
problems would cenainly give a better back-
ground for establishing a 
.more effective and
economlc accommodation policy.
If one looks at the present situation, it is quite amazing
rc find that we do not at the moment own most of the
buildings that we have in Brussels or Luxembourg as
the basis of our Community activities: in those places,
we own simply a spons facility at Overijse. !7'e even
own buildings in Vashington, Ottawa and Montevi-
deo, indicating rhar it was rhoughr rhar there the per-
manent location of our premises was a more cenain
factor than it was in Brussels or Luxembourg. This is
an absurd situation that we must remedy.
The second imponant criticism of the Court of Audi-
tors was lack of adequate forward planning, and that,
of course, is very much linked to the question of hav-
ing a permanent basis.
The third area of criticism was the lack of collabora-
tion between the institutions and the fact that there is
scope for them to find ways of meeting their needs byjoint action. A number of other detailed points were
raised by the Coun of Auditors which are referred to
in the resolution now before Parliament.
Now action has since been taken. An interinstitutional
group has been established on accommodation policy,
and some very useful resuh have already come from
it. In panicular, it has recommended that the Com-
munity should in future purchase rather than construct
buildings, and in December there has been a decision
by the Council in respect of premises in Brussels, and
extension in Rue de la Loi that should be purchased.
That is an imponant step forward, albeit so far only
on a very small scale. There are other actions which
have been taken by this working-group, and we look
to it for much more action in the future.
'!7ith 
regard to the question of location poliry, which,
as I have said, is the basis for so much else, the situa-
tion of the Commission, the Council and the Coun of
Justice is very different from that of the Parliament.
Those institutions' present locations have a cenain air
of permanence about them, after so many years. But as
for the Parliament, its situation has very much an air
of uncenainty. It is a Parliament which is very differ-
ent from what was originally planned and envisaged in
the very early days. If one just goes back, for example,
to 1955, when cenain decisions were taken, one finds
that ar rhat time the Parliament consisted of 142 pan-
time Members and a staff of 492. Today the Parlia-
ment has 434 Members, almost all of them full-time
Members without a dual mandate, and a staff, includ-
ing the political groups, of almost 3 000: a very differ-
ent situation from 1965. So it is quite clear that the
longer these decisions are delayed, the bigger and
more difficult they become.
Now the impact on the Community budget is a very
important factor; but even more imponant, perhaps, is
the impact on efficiency. Bearing in mind that Parlia-
ment is scattered over three working-places, just com-
pare us with any commercial organization! Any com-
mercial organization would have gone bankrupt by
now if it had organized its affairs in such a scattered
and haphazard fashion as we do. Now it is not the
actual ex[ra-administrative cost (we have yet to estab-
lish precisely what those figures are, and in this repon
you will see an initiative suggesting that an indepen-
dent firm of accountants should be engaged to do
panly that job): what is more important is the effect
on efficiency. If this were a commercial organization,
it would not be the extra, perhaps, 100/o on their
administrative costs which would worry them, but the
fact that they were not achieving the sales or the pro-
duction desired because they simply were not geared
up to do the job. This Parliament is not able, as effec-
tively as it could and should, to fulfil its task of exer-
cising control over the administration, which is at the
hean of our discussion today about discharge on the
budget; and this is true because we have no proper
location policy esablished for this Parliament.
As I have said, rhe Committee on Budgetary Control
has suggested an initiative by way of engaging an
independent firm of accountants. Pan of their job
would be backward-looking in a sense, to establish
whar it has cost and is costing us to be in three loca-
tions insrcad of one. But the other part would be for-
ward-looking 
- 
to establish what the costs would be
of being in one place, whether it be Brussels, Stras-
bourg or Luxembourg.
\fhat is fundamentally imponant is, I believe, not the
choice of location, but that we should have a single
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location. This initiative may help us in getting to the
point of nking a decision of that sort.
So, Mr President, I hope that in this repon there is
some degree of progress. 'W'e are wanting for the
Commission to report on the work of the inter-institu-
tional group and also for the results of a repon by
independent accountants. 'When we have those docu-
mencs we shall, of course, wish to look at them funher
and present a funher report to Parliament. That is
why this is labelled an interim report. I commend rhe
document to Parliament.
And now, Mr President, taking perhaps two minutes
of my group's time, I would like to say somerhing
about the discharge. In what he said to the House ear-
lier, the general rapporteur, Mr Key, talked about the
three options, the third of which he described as just
signing off and not taking our work seriously. I regard
that as being far from a true sra[ement of the third
option. If that were the position, if that is what granr
of discharge means, then every year we would have to
take our position seriously by delaying rhe discharge.
In fact, however, the Financial Regulation enables us to
grant a discharge and to take it seriously, and if one
looks at Anicle 85 one finds the mechanism stated in
one sentence.
The institutions shall mke all appropriate steps ro
take action on the comments appearing in the
decisions giving discharge.
'\7e 
actually have a power ro append to our decision
on discharge instructions to the other institutions! It is
a unique power, a very important power possessed by
this Parliament. And today we are not going to use it.
Vhat an extraordinary situation, that we should be
delaying the exercise of this power which we have, and
instead putting up a whole series of what I regard as
bogus reasons for delay!
\flhen I look at the reasons put forward, Mr President,
I feel that they are totally insufficient. Most of them
relate to past matters on which we cannot obtain any
funher action, and they are criticisms of the kind that
should be incorporated in a decision granting a dis-
charge and including our views and our insrructions to
the institutions.
I hope that Parliament will accept the amendments
which our group 
- 
the European Democratic Group
- 
have put forward, and I have also added a few that
may help to concentrate minds on a few panicular
paragraphs in the resolution. I commend those amend-
ments to the House, Mr President.
Mr Key, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, may I, on
befal of Mr \(/etting, give his apologies. He is un-
avoidably detained in another nation at a very impor-
[ant congress.
I would also like at this point 
- 
and I regret not doing
so in my opening remark 
- 
to pay a special tribute to
the chairman of the Committee on Budgetary Control,
Mr Aigner, who has worked very hard on all aspects
of budgetary control and unfortunately is ill at the
moment and unable to be here. I think we ought to
place on record our sincere thanks for all the work he
has done, and we know he will return with full vigour
to pursue it.
\fhat I want ro do now is just to very quickly recom-
mend to the House Mr'\7etdg's report on EAGGF
expendirure. This is a major pan of this Community's
budget. A large percentage of the money is allocated
to the Guarantee Section. This is due largely to the
fact that agricultural policy is the only policy of this
Community which is fully developed. It is also due to
the fact that many other policies of this Community
have been stunted either by the inactivity of the Coun-
cil or the Member States.
The Committee on Budgetary Control's responsibiliry
in looking at agricultural policy concerns not the
policy itself 
- 
although we clearly define the positive
aspects of the CAP and explain our reservations about
cenain aspects of it 
- 
but the question of whether we
are getting value for money. That is where we get
deeply involved. \7e do not trespass upon the work of
the Committee on Agriculture. They are the people
who have the expenise and the specialization to decide
what the policy should be. Our job in Budgetary Con-
trol is to ensure that we get value for money. There-
fore, with regard to Mr Vetdg's report, which I
recommend everybody [o read, in my explana[ory
starement. I recorded in detail the positive aspects of
the CAP and said how it succeeded in the past in
achieving certain of its objectives. I have then gone on
to try to point out certain aspects, where there has
been a lack of efficiency and a lack of effectiveness.
\7e say there are cenain shoncomings and we list
them very generally. Firstly, subsidization has often
created a persistent surplus in cenain commodities 
-not just a marginal surplus but a structural surplus 
-and this has led to a very serious waste of funds.
Secondly, we have mlked about the complexity of and
the failure to consolidate Community regularions ro
ensure that fraud and irregularities do not occur.
Every month in our committee we have received
details of frauds which take place in the Community
and obviously many of them are related to cenain
aspecrc of the common agricultural policy. Ve do
need a more serious consolidation of the regulations in
these areas.
The third point is that we asked for the harmonization
of agriculturally-related expenditure by both the Com-
munity and the Member States. \7e have got to get
those two linked together if we are going to have a
true common policy.
And the founh point we are very concerned about is
that, because of the CAP's large percentage of the
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total budget, we are faced with a posirion where rhe
whole budget is rather distoned and is overbalanced.
Our fifth point is that, because of this imbalance and
because of the frauds which are revealed in rhis Com-
munity, we are faced many times with a very negative
public and media image of this Community. They
highlight the marginal aspecrs where we fail. That is
no[ [o say that we have gor ro sweep ir under the car-
pet 
- 
we have got to look at it very seriously and pur-
sue our policies very carefully.
Our final point is that we are rrying ro argue rhat the
common agricultural policy had a social aspect. It was
inrcnded to help cenain regions of this Community 
-the less-advantaged regions and rhe disadvantaged
regions. In many ways the common agricultural policy
has failed to live up to rhis and has not provided the
assistance to the small rural farmer it was inrended to
provide. Therefore, we have cenain reservations about
it.
Therefore, Mr President, on behalf of Mr '!7ertig, I
would like to recommend this report to this House
and hope that we can have a serious discussion on ir,
not just today but in future, because this is one subjecr
to which we are going to have to rerurn again and
agarn.
Mr Filippi 
, 
rdpporteul 
- 
Uf) Mr President, laCies and
Bentlemen, in the past rhe European Parliament has
several times had occasion ro affirm that rhe policy on
agricultural structures performs a vital function,
reducing the wide dispariries in productiviry and
income which exist within the agricultural systems of
the Member Stares, and conrributing rowards the solu-
tion of problems posed by rhe presence of large struc-
tural surpluses in cenain sectors.
At the same cime Parliament was brought rc realize
that the Community policy on strucrures is inadequate
in relation to the task rhese structures must perform:
in fact, although this policy was initiated in 1964, it
has always lacked the insr.ruments and the financial
means which would have allowed ir to funcrion effec-
tively. In particular, rhe reorganizarion of rhis policy
effected through rhe socio-srrucrural direcrives of
1972 did not produce the desired resulrs, for rhe appli-
cation of these measures has proved ro be excessively
complicated. Moreover, lhe measures themselves were
not flexible enough to be adapted to the various local
conditions.
Because of these difficulties of application, rhe budget
appropriations for rhe policy on srrucr.ures have gener-
ally been underutilized in previous years. This policy
has been linked with a concenrrarion of Communiry
action in the Member Srares whose agricultural secrors
have already attained the highesr levels of income and
producdvity. These Member Srates are usually also the
ones with the most efficient adminisrrative and organiz-
ational srrucrures, and rhis in turn makes it easier for
them to obtain Community contributions.
This is an observation I permitted myself to make lasr
year as well when this subject was being discussed, and
it represents a contradiction to the spirit which pre-
sided over the creation of the EAGGF Guidance Sec-
tion. \7hat was this spirit? It was rhe inrention to eli-
minate the'gap'which existed between countries wirh
strong agricultural structures and countries with weak
agricultural structures. Now, at a time when the
EAGGF Guidance Section actually favours countries
which are already in a structurally advanrageous posi-
tion, the dispariry between them and countries with
weaker structures is in fact increasing. I believe this
observation to be fundamental, and I offer it to your
consideration as a premise of my very brief speech.
The study of the Commission's financial repoft on rhe
expenditures of the EAGGF Guidance Section for rhe
1980 financial year yields a picture characterized by
both light and shadow: on the posirive side, rhe fact
that the budget appropriations inrended for the policy
on structures finally received, at least in a general way,
an adequate utilization from the viewpoint of commir-
ments (920lo) and payments (90%) is cenainly a source
of satisfaction. This is obviously an overall statistic, for
if we carry out a counrry-by-counrry examination we
find that from the perspecrive I mentioned a momenr
ago, that is, the perspective of the structures, the
stronger countries are still favoured and the weaker
disadvantaged. In any case, this is still a very promi-
nent and notewonhy facr. I should say rhis is rhe firsr
dme this ceiling has been reached.
'!7e must remember, however, that the EAGGF Guid-
ance Section is now in possession of sizeable appropria-
tions carried over from finacial years prior to 1977,
which are being disbursed at a very slow rate. In addi-
tion, an increase in urilizarion so large in respect ro
previous years raises two sorts of problems: on [he one
hand the effectiveness, and on the orher rhe regularity,
of expenditure.
In the light of the Commission's 1Oth financial repon
on the EAGGF Guidance Secrion, and of the Coun of
Auditors' reporr for 1980, Chaprcr 5, we can see rhar,
in the year in question, the policy on srrucrures did not
provide the effectiveness desired. As for direcr inrer-
vention, I mentioned in rhe explanation several cases
of crucial agriculrural secrors, such as the milk and
milk products secror and the wine-growing secror,
where Community action is exrremely slow, and I also
criticized the long delays in carrying out a consider-
able number of subsidized projects.
In the case of indirect action', it is easy ro see thar
intervention is now concentrated almost exclusively in
the areas whose agricultural structures are least in
need of support. On this quesrion I refer you ro rhe
table in Annex 2 of my repon.
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This consideration, therefore, led us to hope for a
reinforcement of the initiarives mken by the Commis-
sion in the field of information on Community meas-
ures, with particular emphasis 
- 
and I will come back
to this later 
- 
on courses inrended for local adminis-
trators and on the publicadon of a guidance manual.
Concerning the proper adminisrrarion of the Fund,
apan from cenain observarions of a purely rechnical
nature, two points should be stressed: the Commis-
sion's estimates of expenditure, ahhough adequate
from a general standpoinr, are rotally inaccurare in
certain individual cases, and the procedures applied in
this area are unacceprable.
There are various instances of budget entries increased
by transfers in the course of the financial year and
then only partially disbursed, giving rise ro large car-
ryovers and cancellations. It therefore seems reason-
able rc request the Commission ro make a grearer effon
to improve its estimation techniques; rhis is also in line
with the requests made by the European Parliamenr in
its opinion on the fixing of agricultural prices for
1982-83.
On the orher hand, it must be nored that the improve-
ment in the spending capaciry of rhe Fund is due in
great measure to the gradually increasing use of rhe
system of advances. This once again highlights the
problem of controlling rhe application of financial
measures; although ir is rrue some of the decisions
concerning the advances made will take effect only
with the 1981 financial year, ir is equally rrue rhar rhe
report for 1979 put out by rhe Court of Auditors made
the need for increased conrrol in rhis sector quite evi-
dent. Leaving aside the discrepancies in the data pro-
vided by the Commission and rhe Coun of Audirors
on this subject, there seems to have been no significant
increase in controlling operarions 
- 
and this issue is
also an old one, which I am raising for the third time.
The question of controls brings us ro a final observa-
tion: the Commission's lOth Report is much roo
laconic. It would be inreresting to have more details
concerning the irregularities mer wirh in rhe course of
the controls and the difficulries and basic problems
generally encountered in the process of disbursement.
As it stands now, rhe Commission's reporr is a state-
ment of accounts and norhing more; ir would be
extremely useful to know the Commission's opinion
on the implementation of the policy on srrucr.ures.
In conclusion, Mr President, we musr bear in mind
rhar in July of 198 I rhe Council adopted a series of
measures which suggest a more flexible regional
approach to the problem of structural policy. It will
take time to evaluate the results of this new approach,
and in the interim ir would be well ro urge rhe Com-
mission to pay the closesr atrenrion ro the implementa-
tion of the measures currently in force, wirh panicular
regard to the elimination of excessive delays in carry-
ing out subsidized projecds.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I was obliged to
read this repon by official duty. I did ir much againsr
my will 
- 
and this does not imply any lack of respecr
towards you, or towards my colleagues. Someone had
to make this repon; the Committee on Budgetary
Control entrusted the task to me. lVhy was I relucanr
to perform it? This is the third rime, Mr President,
that I have had occasion to speak on rhis subject, and I
mus[ say that the first time I felt a certain enrhusiasm;
my tone of voice was also somewhar less disagreeable
to my listeners than the tone I used this morning. I
must say however that this morning I felt I was mum-
bling useless ejaculations. Indeed, Mr Presidenr, rhis
morning I was obliged to repear the same observations
which have been tonlly ignored by the Coun of Audi-
tors and the Commission during the last two years.
Naturally, it is not a personal uneasiness that I am
expressing. I am only providing an outlet for feeling
shared by the Committee on Budgetary Control, and
by the European Parliament as well. At this half-way
point in our Parliamenrary acriviry, I could almosr ask
myself : what are we doing here in rhis Chamber?
(App laus e fonn o arious quarte r s )
Mr Coust6, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, I have
just heard Mr Filippi say rhar he wonders what he is
doing here. !flell I know exacrly what I am doing here
- 
I am presenting a reporr, for the Commitree on
Budgetary Control, on rhe borrowing and lending
activities of the Commission of the European Commu-
nities, which is a difficult and highly ropical subject.
I should like first of all ro express my grar.irude ro Mr
Onoli for his kindness in joining in our commitree's
discussions on I April, for the dialogue that has been
established between him (and the services under him)
and our committee, and for rhe evidenr goodwill
evinced by the Commission.
Mr Presidenr, in rhe course of the discharge procedure
in respect of the 1980 financial year our committee
adopted a working document in which were formu-
lated a number of observations concerning the Com-
missions's borrowing and lending acriviries during the
financial year in question. May I remind rhe House
that particular arrention was drawn ro lhe fact rhat
non-budgetization of these borrowing and lending ac-
tivities was weakening Parliament's powers to deter-
mine the general guidelines to be followed, as well as
giving rise to practically inextricable problems when ir
came to the control aspecr of the discharge procedure
on which we are now engaged.
The Committee on Budgetary Conrol was also critical
of the Commission's report for the 1980 financial year,
as well as of the revenue and expenditure accounr,
observing that whilst rhe information and figures con-
tained in these documenm were obviously very useful
- 
and I am grarcful ro rhe Commission for them 
-they were not full enough to enable Parliament to
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exercise its rights of budgetary control in the context
of the discharge procedure.
It seems to me therefore that Parliament must reaffirm
its powers of discharge in respect of borrowing and
lending activities and declare that the Commission is
not supplying sufficient information.
The repon for 1980 is in our view inadequate, particu-
larly in relation to those instruments of which the
management has been entrusrcd to the European
Inves[ment Bank and which are subject to cooperation
agreements between the Commission and the Euro-
pean Investment Bank.
It is our wish 
- 
and this is in fact afteady a matter of
record 
- 
that Parliament should be advised before-
hand not only of these cooperation agreements but
also of the detailed rules for their implementation.
Generally speaking these agreements reserve to the
Commission the final decision on the choice of a pro-
ject for which it is proposed to grant a loan, while the
European Investment Bank has responsibiliry for
appraising pro.jects, grantinB loans, setting the terms of
these loans and also for managing the projects.
Ve express the view in our repon that the Commis-
sion does not give a sufficiently detailed explanation of
the criteria used in deciding which projects to select,
nor of the manner in which decisions on eligibility are
taken.
The effect of this is to deny us any overall picture of
the policies being pursued by the Commission through
the medium of im financial activities. There is also the
fear lest crucial decisions relating to financial policy
should in reality be delegated to the European Invest-
ment Bank and we should ultimately be prevented
from exercising proper control over it. Indeed, it is
becoming increasingly difficult for Parliament to exer-
cise its powers in this respect. In point of fact, vinually
all the European Inves[ment Bank's transactions still
elude parliamentary control. Moreover, the division of
responsibility between the Commission and the Euro-
pean Investment Bank is a factor that seriously compli-
cates Parliament's exercise of its powers of control.
Let me give you an example of what I mean, taken
from the annual repon of the Coun of Audircrs for
1980. In paragraph 13.11, rhe Coun points our rhar
the total for loans granted in 1980 under the New
Community Instrument is shown in the Commission's
accounts as 294.5 million EUA, whereas the accounts
of the European Investment Bank, which manages
these very same loans, shows a rotal of 197.5 million
EUA. I ask you, how can we exercise control when we
are faced with these apparent anomalies, due 
- 
as the
Commission explains in its reply to a question I put to
them 
- 
to differences in accounting practice between
the two institutions?
If we wish to exercise genuine control 
- 
and we do,
because there are large amounts involved and because
the loans granted relate to vital sectors like energy 
-then we must ask ourselves how we are to do the job
for which v/e were elected to this Parliament.
Finally, may I point out [hat in its resolution of
l0 April 1981 concerning the financing of the New
Community Instrument, this House had akeady
expressed a negative opinion on this division of respon-
sibilities between the European Investment Bank and
the Commission and asked the Commission to reas-
sume responsibility for defining investment policy.
The Commission therefore needs to be reminded of
this request and I am pleased to see that Mr Onoli is
with us roday so that he may hear how much impon-
ance we attach to this question. He sat in on our dis-
cussion in the Committee on Budgeury Control on
I April and must have understood that we were united
in our determination, not to be offensive to the Com-
mission and its services, but to obtain a clear picture of
the situarion. It is essential therefore 
- 
and I make no
apology for repeating this point 
- 
that the coopera-
tion agreement to be concluded with the European
Bank for New Community Instrument No 2 should be
submitted to us beforehand.
Mr President, the thrust of my remarks is to enable us
to work better together, because in the final analysis
when we work better together we work better for the
construction of Europe and for the interests of the
people of Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cluskey.
Mr Cluskey. 
- 
Mr President, before referring to the
text of Mr Key's document, I would like on behalf of
the committee to convey our most sincere wish to our
thri.*"n for a speedy return to health and to the
work of the committee and of this Parliament to which
he has contributed so diligently.
(Applause) 
,
I would like to thank Mr Key for the clear text which
he has put before the House. His explanatory srate-
ment serves a very useful purpose indeed. He sets out
in easely understood terms the role of Parliament in
regard to the control and financial audit of the Com-
munity budget. This role was conferred on rhe Euro-
pean Parliament by the Treaty of July 1975 which was
finally ratified by all the Member Srares in mid-1977.
The significance of the powers granted ro Parliament
under this Treaty is spelt out in the opening para-
graph of Mr Key's report.
Political control over the Community budget is some-
thing new in the interstructural framework. It only
really got off the ground when the Committee on
Budgetary Control was set up some 2Vz years ago.
Therefore it is still necessary to bring home to Mem-
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bers of the Commission and to their officials, as well
as [o the officials in the orher insriturions, that the
money that they manage is not their own. It is col-
lected from taxpayers for Community purposes.
Because the rapporteur's tex[ is so comprehensive and
because his opening remarks set his report in perspec-
tive, I can be brief.
One of the issues raised by Mr Key was the anxiery
felt by many Members of Parliament because of the
Commission's failure to use the budget to the full, to
grapple with the problems that are facing \Testern
Europe. Members are decidedly angry because the
Commission failed to spend the money set aside by
Parliament by way of amendment to the budget for
highly desirable social and polidcal purposes.
If we look at paragraph 63 of Mr Key's explanatory
statement we see at a glance the magnitude of the
problems that the Community faces. Unemployment is
now running at about 10% of the labour face. If pres-
ent trends continue the total number out of work will
rise to 1372 million in a couple of years. This is equi-
valent to one in every eight of the labour force accord-
ing to official figures. In fact, the situation is probably
much worse because many of those who are unem-
ployed do not feature in official records. Yet despite
this rcrrible prospect, the Commission fails ro spend
the modest amount made available by Parliamenr for
eminently desirable schemes. I honestly believe that
the tone of Mr Key's report may not have been severe
enough.
The Commission also has the responsibility for the
welfare of the people of the Community as a whole.
They have an obligation ro bring ro norice the exrent
of problems facing the less fortunate sections of the
Community. They should endeavour to bring about
the kind of harmonious society in which great
extremes of poveny could not exist. In a recenr answer
to a question put in the European Parliament about
poveny, a Member of the Commission, Mr Richard,
said, and I quote'By the mid-1970s no less than 30
million people were living on poverty in the Com-
munity Member States.' Those 30 million people in
poverty were people living on less than half the aver-
age income of their Member State.
Ir is an underestimate for the present position. This is
panly because many poor people get excluded, as do
the unemployed, from most of the surveys or official
statistics upon which estimates are based and panly
because of the deterioration in the economic situation
over recent years which has undoubtedly increased the
number in the poveny category. This state of affairs
calls for far more in the way of an urgent reaction
than the Commission has shown up to now. There can
be no denying the fact that Parliament is entitled to
clear, frank and comprehensive answers to questions
put by it to [he executive. It is apparent from Mr Key's
resolution that in a dozen instances the Commission
has failed to meet this obligadon. Therefore I think
everybody in this House can aBree fully with para-
graph 32 of the modon for a resolution.
At a meeting of the Committee on Budgetary Control
a special study of the Coun of Auditors on the finan-
cial systems of the European Communities was consid-
ered. This document revealed a gteat number of shon-
comings in the Commission's systems. Many Members
who were present were disconcened by the rather
blas6 reaction of rhe Commission to the situation.
In view of the imponance of having a transparent sys-
tem of accounts and in view also of the adverse publi-
city in the newspapers of Member States following
reports of weaknesses in the Community system, I per-
sonally attach great imponance ro paragraph 29 of the
motion for a resolution. At the root of the points made
in paragraphs 13 to 17 and paragraphs 25 and 27 rhere
is deeply felt worry of the Committee on Budgetary
Control about delegadon of responsibility and the
management of snff and equipment. The problem
over the Fitness Centre might never have arisen if
there had been clear lines of responsibility.
. Looking at Mr Price's working document we see
references to a wide range of problems in the manage-
ment of personnel and equipment. These problems
must be set righr. Job descriptions need to be drawn up
for all posts. The workload of each official and his
sphere of responsibility should be clear to him and to
his superiors. This applies equally to Parliament staff
and to the officials of the Council of course just as
much as it applies to the Commission.
Mr Key's report is concerned with ensuring the fol-
lowing; sound managemen[ of Community funds,
attention to the wishes of Parliament in the matter of
implementing the budget as adopted, regularity in the
making of expenditure and answerability to Parlia-
ment. I believe that the vast majority of Members in
this Chamber can subscribe to these principles and I
fully endorse the motion for a resolution that has been
put down by the rapporteur.
President. 
- 
I call the Committee on Agriculture.
Mr Clinton, drafisman of an opinion 
- 
Mr President,
I always feel in a discussion of this kind that we are
dealing with matters that were transacted rwo years
earlier. It is almost a waste of time, a waste of time in
the sense that we cannot change a single figure in the
accounts before us. In these reports we have a factual
recording of what happened at that time, but as far as
I am concerned, this is really water under the bridge.
That is, unless there is some lesson to be learned, some
pitfall to be avoided, some measures that can and
should be taken to improve matters.
In this Tenth Financial Repon on the European Agri-
cultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund for 1980, we
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see that the rate of increase in expenditure between
1975 and 1979 was almosr 230/o and that this came
down ro tt% in 1980. How did this occur? Vhat
brought it about? In my view ir was due to berrer over-
all management on the part of rhe Commission and to
higher world prices reducing rhe Communiry's suppon
needed to make our products more comperitive on the
various export markers. I personally believe that rhe
results would have been even berter if the Members of
this House were [o cease inrerfering with rhe Commis-
sion and if they were to refrain from telling the Com-
mission when, and above ail where, ro sell and not to
sell products. The place to sell a product, in my views,
is where the Community gem the best possible price.
The time to sell is before surpluses build ro mounrain
and lake proponions and before the world gers ro
know this. Freedom to take quick acrion is essenrial
for good marketing.
'!7e also see in this report rhar on rhe guaranree side
the increase of 200/o in 1979 dropped ro 8.40lo in
1980. My feeling is that the Commission put up a
fairly exceptional performance in 1980 and, in my
view, this is not the time for rhe Members of this Par-
liament to make a whipping boy of ir. Unless we have
teamwork and a better relationship berween rhe insti-
tutions of this Communiry, we have very lirrle hope of
real success.
I am not suggesting, of course, a mutual administra-
tion sociery, but no one instirurion has the right ro be
alking down to the other. Thar was never intended to
be the Communiry spirit, and I regret to say rhar rhar
was the atmosphere here rhis morning, I felt, when this
debate opened. There was nor a single acknowledge-
menr of the Commission's difficulries, not a single
reference to any parr of the work thar rhey were doing
being well done. As I lisrened, I felt that rhey were
being scolded like schoolboys and nor being regarded
as equal partners in this importanr work of develop-
ment and building up a real European Community. Of
course we have rhe righr ro ger more informarion. Of
course we have the righr ro look for the best possible
value for money and suggesr ways and means of
achieving this. But we musr nor rry to give the impres-
sion that our knowledge is vastly superior ro those
directly involved in adminisrering Communiry policies
365 days ofeveryyear.
Ve had a good deal of criticism again of the embargo
on exports to the USSR. I think thar the Commission
fairly accounred for whar rhey did in relarion ro rhis
embargo and acquirted rhemselves well in explaining
what happened exactly at rhat rime.
\7e had criricism also abour the amounr of fraud in
EAGGF expenditure. All of us wanr ro stop fraud
wherever i[ occurs, because a small amount of fraud
gives the Community a bad name and gives a bad
impression to the people outside, but I think it is well
to emphasize that the fraud as a proporrion of rhe
total expenditure was infinircsimally small. So while ir
is right rc follow it up and righr rhat we should ensure
that wrong impressions are nor given, still rhere is very
little in it.
I would also like to make a reference to the delays in
spending the appropriations provided by rhe EAGGF.
These delays are most regrettable and everphing poss-
ible should be done to urge rhe Member Srates, espe-
cially the areas and regions that need i[ most, ro pro-
duce their accounts and the details that are necessary
in order to get the money spent and accounted for.
I see that the President is rightly waving at me to fin-
ish; this is something that one would need a half an
hour for and I could easely spend a half an hour on,
but I am not going to be allowed ro do ir.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-Mr President, may I begin by saying how very sorry I
am that Mr Aigner cannot be here today. He has
devoted a yery great deal of work over many years to
developing the discharge procedure and I should like
to pay tribute to what he has done and also ro send my
best wishes and those of the Commission ro him for a
speedy recovery. I imagine thar whatever is rhe marter
with him must be quite serious because nothing minor
would keep him away from the Commission on a day
such as this.
Mr President, the basic documents which we are dis-
cussing come, of course, from the Court of Auditors
and from the Commitree on Budgerary Conrrol, and I
would like ro begin, if I may, wirh a word on rhe
Court of Auditors' report. for the financial year 1980.
As one would expect from a body as thorough, well-
qualified and diligent as the Coun of Auditors, it con-
tains a number of criricisms about the way in which
the Commission conducred its acrivities and, indeed,
the way in which other institutions conducted rheir
activities. But I am pleased ro see thar ir also conrains a
number of positive commenrs and rhar it goes out of
its way to recognize the improvements which have
occurred in the Commission's management compared
with previous years. That view is, I nore, also shared
by the Council which has commenred favourably on
the Commission's work and recommended to Parlia-
ment the granring of rhe discharge. Ir is against rhis
background, Mr President, rhar I musr sr.are on rhe
Commission's behalf my deep regrer that the Com-
mittee on Budgetary Control should, on rhe basis of
Mr Key's report., advocare for the firsr time that the
discharge should be postponed beyond the date which
the Financial Regulation stipulares.
Our regret is ryofold. First, rhere is the need for Par-
liament to respect the relevanr provisions of Com-
munity law and secondly, rhere is rhe need for the
discharge work to fulfil its objectives and not ro be
misused for other purposes.
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The justification given in Mr Key's repon for post-
poning the granr of discharge in respecr of the imple-
mentation of the budget for the 1980 financial year is
basically thar Parliamenr has nor been given adequate
information and explanations by the Commission. I
will, Mr President, seek ro answer rhose points, but I
must say rhar I am grarified, and grareful for rhe
speech made by Mr Clinton a momenr ago and for rhe
earlier speeches by Mr Kellett-Bowman and Mr Price
which, I think, provided extremely subsranrial answers
to some of the points made earlier by Mr Key and
others.
But the House will wan[ !o know what we think, and I
must say thar I do not believe thar rhe jusrification put
forward by Mr Key and so ably rebutted by Mr Clin-
ton and Mr Kellett-Bowman is valid. I say this because
the Commission, borh through its officials and
through its members, has gone ro very grear lengrhs ro
answer all the quesdons pur ro ir, to provide all rhe
explanations requested and, most importanr, to meet
the criticisms made and provide assurances for rhe
future.
For example, Vice-President Ortoli has dealt with bor-
rowing and lending; Vice-President Davignon has
dealt with various points, in particular work ar Ispra,
and I have, in fact, copies of the documents which he
has senr ro members of rhe committee and ro which
Mr Key referred earlier. Mr Dalsager and Mr Pisani,
both of whom are here ar rhe momenr, have also dealr
with their points, and they, as well as another of my
colleagues, intend to inr.ervene in the debate upon
their panicular sub jects.
I myself, of course, have spenr many hours with rhe
Committee on Budgerary Control. I have also sent
each and every member of the Commitree on Budgets
and of the Committee on Budgenry Control a copy of
a 27-page statemenr I made ro the Commitree on
Budgetary Control and which I believe goes into all
the points raised in Mr Key's reporr. Thar speech is
availabe in, I think, nearly every Community lan-
guage, there is a pile of rhem here, and if Members of
this House feel thar rhey would like funher clarifica-
tion on my remarks and were not able ro arrend the
Committee on Budgetary Control's meering, I can
provide the very full answer which I gave, in whatever
language would be mosr convenien[ to rhe Member
concerned.
I also said on I April thar I would make myself and my
services available during rhe Easrer break or at any
other time to provide funher informarion on any poinr
relating to the discharge in order to enable Parliament
to take action wichin the appropriare rime frame laid
down in the Financial Regulation. We did, in fact,-
receive one reques[ 
- 
Mr Price made such a request
- 
and it has already received a reply and, indeed, so
has the Commirtee on Budgerary Control. I hope
therefore, Mr Presidenr, that when people say rhere is
a lack of time, they will remember that we have made
ourselves available, that we received a requesr and
answered it, and I hope thar those people who com-
plain so vigorously about lack of time will, perhaps,
think for a moment about the fact rhat they did not
take up the offer which I made and which my services
made.
I hope, too, that Members of the House will mke
account of the fact thar the decision which Mr Key is
now asking the House ro take is essendally the same as
that which he prepared bdore I had given my yery
extensive evidence, my yery extensive information,
explanations and, most imponanr of all, underakings
to the Committee on Budgetary Conrrol, ahhough, of
course, one of the undenakings which I gave chen and
which I repeat now'was [har whether or no[ lhe House
decides to grant the discharge ar rhe appropriate rime,
the Commission will do whatever ir can rc provide fur-
ther information as required, ro provide funher
explanations as required and, indeed, if necessary, ro
give further undenakings,
I want to make it clear, in other words, thar nothing
would be gained one way or rhe orher by deferring the
discharge, because rhe Commission is at the disposal
of Parliament to rhe fullest exrent possible in eirher
circumstance and we are, of course, at Parliament's
disposal because it is our duty so to be and because I
believe thar we should be and because I believe rhar
the Commission has a duty ro Parliament in any casc,
and I want to make that quite clear to everyone.
Now, I face a cenain difficulry because I know that
there is a shonage of time and I have been confronted
- 
as Mr Clinton pointed our earlier 
- 
with a number
of really quite serious speeches. Vhat I would really
like to do, despire rhe fact that nor very many Mem-
bers are presen!, is to answer each of those poinm in
demil as I did to the Commitree on Budgeury Con-
trol. But I realize thar if I'do chat you will run inro dif-
ficulties with your rimetable and rhat the importanr
debate on Mr Jackson's reporr, which is due ro uke
place today, will not take place, and therefore I will
not go into all the details rhat I would like, though my
colleagues will cenainly make some poinm in their
own fields,
I do emphasize ro rhe House thar all rhe answers, all
the explanations, all rhe undertakings which I have
already given in rhe Committee on Budgeury Control
and, indeed, which Mr Irmer and Mr Key were kind
enough to say were very impressive are available here
and I hope thar before Members make remarks of the
sort that Mr Cluskey made a few moments ago fiey
will do us the honour of reading the speech which I
made. I would, however, feel rhat it was not righr rc
pass endrely silently over the criticisms which were
made and I would like therefore, very briefly, ro deal
with the ones to which Mr Key devoted most alren-
tion.
Now he began, I think I am right in saying, with rhe
point about the expon of agricultural products to the
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Soviet Union. I would like to point out that that was
not a point which featured in the Coun of Auditors'
report, and as the Coun of Auditors' repon is the
basic document for the discharge, I feel it is reasonable
for me to make that point.
I would also like to point out that the Community was
acting in support of the American embargo. The
Americans were the initiators and we in the Com-
munity were acting in suppon of the American
embargo. !fle were not under an obligation not to
export to the Eastern bloc 
- 
some Members of Par-
liament think we should have been, but we vere not
- 
we were under an obligation not to fill the gaps left
by the American embargo and not to undermine the
American embargo. The American Secretary of State,
Mr Alexander Haig, wrote a letter to the Commission
at the end of the embargo thanking the Commission
for its work and praising the Commission for what it
had done. Now I realize that there are many great
expens in this House on the conduct of agricultural
exports but, as I said earlier, the Community was act-
ing in suppon of the United States and the United
States Secretary of State went out of his way 
- 
he
was not obliged to, the courtesies of diplomatic life did
not require it 
- 
to praise the Commission for what we
had done.
Now I think that that is a point which perhaps ought
to be taken into account. I, of course, have said that
the embargo was a new experience for us. It was
something where we were flying rather by the seat of
our pants, as is usually the case when one is doing
somerhing for the first time. I think that problems did
arise, as I said, with regard to prefixed export refunds,
and we underestimated them. I believe, however, that
the experience which we gained during the conduct of
that embargo and the extremely useful and helpful
suggestions and criticisms which have been made by a
number of Members of this House will ensure that if
any similar situation should arise in the future the
Commission will be better placed to take account of
the pitfalls in implementing such a policy.
Cenainly it could have been done better, despite
Mr Haig's kind words, but I think that, on the basis of
our experience and on the basis of the suggestions and
criticisms made in this House, we will be able to do it
better in future. Furthermore, since a number of hon-
ourable Members have suggested that we exceeded
budgetary appropriations or thar we did not have
budgetary cover, I would like to place it clearly and
unequivocally on the record that there was no ques-
tion at any rime of the Commission exceeding the
appropriations available within the EAGGF Guaran-
tee. I do not believe therefore that that issue provides
any justification for a postponement of the discharge.
As regards the allegation that the Commission misap-
plied the law relating to the regime of provisional
twelfths, which was, I think, the second point men-
tioned by Mr Key, I explained to the Committee on
Budgenry Conrol that the object of the provisional
twelfths was not, as some parliamentarians claim and
as some parliamentarians want, to bring the common
agricultural policy to an abrupt halt. I know that is
what some people wanted to happen. On the contrary,
the object of the provisional twelfths regime is to
ensure the orderly continuation of Community busi-
ness until the Commission can bring forward and the
budgemry authority adopt a new budget reflecting the
views expressed by Parliament at the earlier rejection.
That is what we did 
- 
the rejection was in December,
we brought forward our proposals in February and the
Council adopted our proposals very largely reflecting
the views which Parliament had expressed.
I told the Committee on Bodgetary Control, and I say
again to the House now, tha! the Commission
informed Parliament at the outset of the provisional
twelfths regime of how it intended to proceed, and no
criticisms were forthcoming from this House until just
before the regime came to an end. I do want to
emphasize that I told Parliament how we intended to
proceed; Parliament had the opponunity to say that
we were doing it wrong or that it did not like the way
we intended to do it, but although I made the point
several times to Parliament, there were no ciriticisms
from this House until just before the regime came to
an end.
The third point rhat Mr Key mentioned was the fitness
cenrre at Luxembourg, and I explained to the com-
mitree that the budgetary appropriations for the rental
of rhe building in question were respected but that, in
the light of the criticisms made by the committee, the
Commission has now made inrernal administrative
provisions so as to ensure that in future this rype of
problem should not recur.
Mr Key also raised two other points. He drew atten-
tion to what he considers should be a link between the
final follow-up report by the Commission on the 1979
discharge and the 1980 discharge decision. The Com-
mission, in the repon I have mentioned, has given a
very full explanation as to why no link should be
made. This explanation covers practical considera-
tions, in particular the fact that the Commission has
already submitted an interim reply covering a good
900/o of the actions requested by Parliament. The
Committee on Budgeary Control has examined this
reply and has not, to the best of my information,
found fault.
The explanation also covers legal considerations,
where the Financial Regulation is quite clear in pro-
viding for Parliament to take the discharge decision
before April 30 of the second year following the
implementation of the budget and that the Commis-
sion is ro report. 13 months later, that is to say, by
31 May on the follow-up given to the previous dis-
charge decision.
Thus the link mentioned by Mr Key runs counrcr to
the relevant legal constraints. I am not suggesdng,
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Mr President, that the legaliries should not be changed
- 
perhaps they should. But what I am saying is that
we are operating on the legal basis. The point that
Mr Key is making runs coun[er ro the legal basis, and
in any case we have provided a report covering 90Vo
of the points already and there has been no criticism of
our report thus far.
A further point, Mr President, raised specifically by
Mr Key, concerned what he called rhe Commission's
failure to implement the budget adopted by Parlia-
ment. He knows, Mr President, that this issue is not so
straightforward as it appears. He also knows thar rhe
Commission's view, explained at lengrh in the repon I
have ment,ioned, namely that rhe budget represenr.s a
necessary legal base for revenue and expenditure but is
not always sufficienr in ircelf, is pracrically the same as
the one enunciated by Parliament in November 1980
when it adopted its resolurion on rhe 198 I draft
budget.
Funhermore, Mr Key in his own report in para-
graph 35 acknowledged that the budger cannot on all
lines be implemented before the Council has acred.
And he has had some very salurary things to say about
the Council on rhat score. Bur thar is the point 
-before the Council has acred. And rt is nor, rherefore,
reasonable to ask the Commission ro implement the
budget as adopted when both sides 
- 
both Parliament
and Commission 
- 
recognize rhar there are legal dif-
ficulties and when Parliament is quite rightly, as
indeed we are, doing all rhar rhey can ro bring rhe
Council up to the mark.
Now, Mr President, in the light of all rhat I have said
in the Committee on Budgeury Control, some of
which I have repeated here, I find it difficulr, I must
confess, to escape the conclusion rhar [he reason for
the proposal to defer the discharge decision is in real-
ity the one that was given openly by Mr Aigner when
he explained from the chair to rhe Committee on
Budgenry Conrrol rhat the main justificarion for post-
poning the decision was to further Parliamenr's insti-
tutional powers, relative to those of rhe Council, by
bringing pressure to bear on the Commission ro sup-
port more fully Parliament's views. Vhen he said rhar,
Mr Aigner was, of course, supponed by the com-
mittee.
Now, Mr President, I would like to make it quite
cle4r, as clear as I possibly can, rhar rhe Commission is
strongly in favour of developing Parliament's pov/ers.
And, indeed, of enhancing Parliament's influence in
every possible way. I also want to make ir clear that
the Commission has a well-defined dury rowards rhe
Community to act as the independenr initiator and
executor of policy and, of course, ro poinr rhe way
ahead. As Mr Clinton said in his nomble speech ear-
lier, the Commission should nor be subordinated to
any one. I should say should nor be subordinated to
the Council, should not be subordinated to Parlia-
ment. I wish to see Parliamenr's powers increased. I
wish to see Parliament's influence increased. Bur all of
us who wish to see the developmenr of the Community
recognize that our three institutions are supposed to
be, should be, must. be, independent institutions and ir
is not right, therefore, to use a procedure designed for
one purpose in order to try to subjugate one institu-
tion to another.
Moreover, Mr President, I would like to emphasize
the fact that all of us 
- 
the Parliament, the Council
and the Commission 
- 
are subject ro the laws of rhe
Community. I submit, therefore, that the Financial
Reguladon 
- 
a regulation that is absolurcly central to
so much Community activity 
- 
obliges Parliamenr, as
Mr Kellett-Bowman pointed out, to decide on the dis-
charge for 1980 before 30 April this year. The only
circumstance under which the decision can be posr-
poned is if that date cannot be met, as was the case,
for example, last year. But there is no provision for
postponement in the event of Parliament no[ wanring
to decide. The entire Community risks being the loser
if Parliament decides that it wanrs ro posrpone the dis-
charge decision. Parliament has every reason to res-
pect Community law in order to maintain its insritu-
tional position and every reason not to advocare rhe
setting aside of the law for reasons of convenience.
Now, Mr President, Parliament is, of course, an inde-
pendent institution and must rake its own decisions. It
will do so in any case. But I believe that in general the
Coun of Auditors has given the Commission a clean
bill of health. It has, of course, as one would expect,
made a number of criticisms and drawn arrention [o a
number of areas where procedures could be improved.
There is no Court of Auditors in the Communiry that
does not do that each year and no governmenr in rhe
Community that does not respond. As I have
explained, we have responded. Not just wirh fair
words and promises, but we have, where possible,
implemented changes to rake accounr of the criticisms;
and, of course, some of the criticisms rhat have been
made in Parliament, especially in the agriculrural field,
:::.:* 
found in the Coun of Auditors' reporr in any
In the few cases where we have nor felt able to act in
response to the Courr's poinrs or in response ro rhe
committee's points, I have provided a reasoned
explanation, which I was able rc defend in rhe Com-
mittee on Budgetary Control and which, if the House
wishes, I could defend at equal length roday or romor-
row or at any other time. During the 5 r/z hours of
debate in that committee, I did not hear anyone sug-
gest that the discharge be withheld, although many
members said that it should be granted either now or
later.
I also think the point which Mr Kellett-Bowman made
about the rapponeurs in that respect is a significant
and imponant one, that not one of them has suggested
that it should be deferred or withheld. Since then,
Mr President, only one Member 
- 
only one of the
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434 full-dme Members of this House 
- 
has taken up
my offer to provide funher information or explana-
tions, and we have provided an answer to him just as
we would have to anybody else who had come to us
for additional information. In these circumstances, Mr
President, I ask Parliament to grant the discharge and
I ask it to grant it now.
I must, however, delay the House for a few minutes
longer, because we have also been dealing, during the
many speeches which took place before mine, with the
ECSC discharge and with one or two other matters,
and it is probably better thar I should answer them all
now, rather than make several speeches.
As ro the ECSC discharge, I am pleased to find that
there are no major difficulties to report. The House
will recall that the question of the discharge for ECSC
activities has been dominated in recent years by the
problem of independent control by the Court of Audi-
tors wirhin the Member Srates of the financial activi-
ties of rhe ECSC. As Mr Gabert has indicated in para-
graph I of the motion for a resolurion and as President
Lelong of the Coun of Auditors told the Committee
on Budgetary Control at its last meeting, the problems
of procedure as between the Coun and the Commis-
sion are, I am happy to say, now resolved. I should
like to thank the Court for irs work in this connection
as also in others 
- 
for instance, under the ECSC for
the annual and special reports as well as for the exter-
nal confirmation of bank balances. This development
reflects a welcome improvement in working relations
between the two institutions, which we are both an-
xious to advance.
As regards the discharge in panicular, the Commission
services had a very detailed discussion in January of
this year with the Court of Auditors about its prelimi-
nary draft comments on the sound financial manage-
ment of the ECSC activities in 1980. The Commission
is awaiting'receipt of the draft comments and will do
its utmost to ensure that the Coun of Auditors can
present Parliament with its comments and the Com-
mission's replies as quickly as possible.
I now turn to the next two reports on [he agenda,
those concerning the Centres in Dublin and Berlin.
The Commission welcomes the two reports, and I
would like to thank Mr Kellett-Bowman for the care
and attention he has given to the examination of the
activities of these two cenrres.
In the case of the Centre at Berlin, I would like to
emphasize that following the reorganization of its ser-
vices the Commission has taken sreps to streamline im
working relations with the Community. The Commis-
sion will thus be in a position to exploit more sysre-
matically the results of the Centre's work where these
have relevance for its own policymaking.
So far as the Foundation in Dublin is concerned, the
Commission is very pleased with the terms of the drafr
resolution and associated repon. As in the case of Ber-
lin, we are progressively improving our methods of
cooperation with the Foundation. I would also like to
emphasize that more attention is now being given in
the Foundadon's work programme to projects con-
cerned with living conditions although in the early
years there was a tendency for the programme to con-
centrate almost exclusively on working conditions. I
am sure that a satisfactory balance between these two
related sets of ac[ivities will be secured. The Commis-
sion, for its part, will continue to be vigilant on this
point in the deliberations of the Governing Board of
the Foundarion.
Mr President, that concludes my remarks, but I would
like to re-emphasize the very considerable importance
we attach to the discharge procedure. I hope that
Members will think carefully on what I have said. I
hope that if they have any doubrs rhey will take advan-
tage of my offer to make my speech available in any
Community language, and I trust that if they have any
funher queries my colleagues Mr Pisani, Mr Onoli
and Mr Dalsager will be able to answer them.
(Applause)
INTHE CHAIR:MR GONELLA
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coust6.
Mr Coust6, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should
like to raise a point of order in relation to this debate.
I did not hear from Commissioner Tugendhat any res-
ponse to the really very imponant points I raised con-
cerning the Commission's borrowing and lending
policy. I imagine that he will not now be giving me a
reply, but I should like to have an assurance that Mr
Onoli will do so.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Tugendhat, Vce-President of the Commission. 
- 
I
can give the honourable Member the assurance he
requests. Mr Onoli inrcnds personally to intervene in
the debate.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Saby. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, if one wanted to put
into a nutshell the essence of the Community's 'no,
but' system, one would say that we have two instru-
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ments: the first, which looks at rhe ob.jectives, is rhe
budget; the second, which measures rhe resulrs, is rhe
discharge procedure. And, apan from details which
may occasionally create a minor sensarion in rhe press,
I am truly amazed rhar rhe media have not made capi-
tal out of the considerable imponance of rhe discharge
procedure, which is the insrrument by which the politi-
cal impact of what the Community is doing is assessed
in the context of our presenr-day needs and rhe needs
of economic recovery.
I should like for the moment, therefore, to leave on
one side the purely accounring aspect of the discharge
called for by the legal and orher provisions, in which
connection I must mention the excellenr work done by
the Court of Auditors 
- 
so far as rhar goes discharge
could be granred today. I wanr insread to draw atren-
tion to che political drmension, in the finest sense, rhe
essential dimension of the discharge procedure. In
effect, the Commission and Parliament define rhe
objecdves; targets are ser and an arrempr is made to
reach them, and the point of the discharge procedure
is to measure the extent to which this arrempt has suc-
ceeded or failed and the impact ir has had. I believe
that the political dimension derives also from rhe fact
of Parliament and the Commission taking into accounr
the supplementary budgers of the following years, for
it is in fact only by assessing and understanding the
precise impact of intended policies that one can mod-
ify subsequent budgets in such a way as [o ensure the
effectiveness of Communiry action. Take, for example,
indusrial policy, on which I have had the pleasure of
drafting an opinion in the conrext of rhe discharge.
Apan from the ECSC, where the measures are yery
positive, I am pleased ro say, the Commission, in an
extravagant disquisition in 1980, showed rhe necessity
for a genuine industrial policy that would help miri-
gate the vagaries of the world economy and rhe effects
of the crisis and on rhis basis argued, in a preliminary
proposal, for a tenfold increase in budget appropri-
ations.
'$flhen one looks at the 1980 budget one finds rhat they
have only been increased twofold. And when one
looks at the results I would say rhar we are really no
better off, because we are completely off-target. In
fact, even though the overalI budget is relatively small,
actual payments amount to no more than 35%. And
when one looks even closer, it becomes apparenr that
all the measures being implemented within rhe frame-
work of this industrial policy have been directed at . . .
what do you think? Maintaining employment, crearing
newjobs? \7ell, no 
- 
it is evidenr that a large part has
Bone on studies and running costs, and only in two or
three cases has industry benefited direcrly from rhese
measures. No one knows yer 
- 
this is something we
are going to look into 
- 
whar effects rhis has had on
the employment situation.
There you have a concrete example and I believe rhat,
leaving aside for a momenr quesrions of legaliry, ir is
precisely the impact and the resulcs obtained through
pursuing this policy that we have to measure.
By the same token 
- 
but I do not wish to take up any
more of Parliament's time 
- 
I wanted ro mention rhe
other points in Mr Key's report, such as borrowing
policy, and other policies. I believe it is very imponant,
as much for Parliament and its Members as for the
Community, the Council, to measure exacrly rhe
effects of a whole one- or two-year programme and
for this reason, having regard to the extreme impon-
ance of this dimension and the positive aspects deriv-
ing from ir, I shall urge my colleagues in rhe House to
suppon the rapponeur's conclusions and defer the
vo[e on the discharge.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (Christian-Democraric Group).
Mr Konrad Schiin. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of my group I too should like to
send best wishes for a speedy recovery to rhe chairman
of the Committee on Budgetary Control, Mr Aigner. I
am very sorry he cannot be here today, because I am
sure, Mr Tugendhat, that he would have had an
answer to the reply you gave just now. I will come
back to this in a momenr.
I should lile to begin by thanking the Court of Audi-
tors. The cooperarion berween the Committee on
Budgenry Control 
- 
and therefore Parliamenr 
-and the Court of Audirors has become exrremely
effective. I believe Parliamenr can be proud of irs role
in initiating the establishment and development of the
Court of Auditors. It should really increase rhis coop-
eration because there is no point talking about
strengthening Parliament's powers if we do nor make
full use of the ones we already have.
I must contradict you, Mr Tugendhar: my group has
no intention of using the discharge procedure ro exert
pressure on the Commission, with its sights on some-
thing quite differenr, namely rhe solution of insritu-
tional problems. 'We rake rhe right of control seriously,
Mr Commissioner, which should also be a help ro you.
It is not a question of apponioning praise or blame in
one-sided manner but of keeping things under conrrof
as objectively as possible so rhar, as the previous
speaker said, a yardstick is created for what has been
achieved with your policy.
First, then, a remark on the internal srrucr.ure of our
control: we welcome the setting-up in the Commission
of special groups, which have worked very efficiently
and made useful suggestions, especially when I think
of the agricultural sector. I would urge you, Mr Com-
missioner, to send your staff to the Member States as
well to strengthen your control activities together with
the control authorities there. I believe that would be an
extremely good thing, and I am sure you will be as
successful in this as with internal controls.
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And now a comment on the Coun of Auditors, on
whom I have just heaped praise. '!fle see the control we
exercise, unlike rhat exercised by the Coun of Audi-
tors, as a political task, political in the sense that, while
the Coun of Auditors cannot impose sanctions, we
can. It is not a question, Mr Tugendhat, of Parliament
wanting to subjugate the Commission politically, but
one thing is cenain: the Commission is subject to con-
trol, and that control is exercised by Parliament. That
is what parliaments were invented for, that was even
why this Parliament was directly elected, so that it
might have a legitimate right to perform its control
function. This is not a question of institutional con-
flict, dear Mr Tugendhat, but of what we understand
by democracy. You will simply have to put up with it.
The reason why my group is also in favour of the dis-
charge being postponed 
- 
not refused, but postponed
- 
is that a number of questions remain unanswered. I
would remind you, Mr Tugendhar, that rhe conditio
sine qua non for the discharge in respect of the 1979
budget was that full answers be given to Parliament's
questions. Mr Aigner could tell you what questions on
the 1979 budget have still not been answered. Here
again I agree with the previous speaker: there is con-
dnuity in the policy on the budget and there is continu-
iry in the policy on discharges. I would welcome it,
Mr Commissioner, if you could use the rime you are
gaining through the postponement of the final dis-
charge by Parliament to provide us with the supple-
mentary information on rhe 1979 budget at the time of
the debate on the 1980 discharge, so that we can form
an opinion.
You referred just now to the system of the provisional
twelfths, which the excellent Key repon also takes
exception to 
- 
and it should be realized this is a polit-
ical repon and not a book-keeping exercise 
- 
but, Mr
Commissioner, the question is not whether you apply
the provisional twelfths system in respec[ of rhe budget
which is adopted in the same year: this is again a polit-
ical issue. What use is our budgeary law or Parlia-
ment's right to reject the budget if the executive,
whose duty it is to implement this budget, by-passes
that right? It is a political question, Mr Tugendhat,
whether you like it or not in connection with the dis-
cussion on the provisional twelfths. I am not saying
that is what you intend, but there would be a danger
of budgetary law being undermined.
The same is true of the embargo, Mr Commissioner.
You mentioned Secretary of State Haig, who has
praised the Commission. According to my information
- 
and this is also the information Mr Aigner has 
-you were praised for the clarity of your political srare-
ment. But I do not know if Mr Haig would have been
so full of praise if he had known what then emerged. I
do not want to go into whether or not embargoes
serve a useful purpose: a great deal can be said on that
subject. But it is quite simply a fact that, conrrary [o
the Qommission's political declararions, far more food
was supplied to the Soviet Union than the average for
the previous three years. That is a fact, and as Parlia-
menr had agreed with the Commission and the Coun-
cil on how this embargo was to be interpreted polid-
cally, there must be funher discussion of this point.
And now rc food aid, Mr Commissioner, and we
should not pass over the Irmer repon so lightly. At a
time when the starving world is looking to Europe, it
is intolerable 
- 
although I hasten ro say that it is not
the Commission but other authorities who are ro
blame for this 
- 
that millions should perhaps be
wasted and rbtten food delivered somewhere. This
really must be discussed in full. If only because of the
Irmer report, I personally feel Parliament has a duty
not to grant the discharge today so that the Commis-
sion may have an opponuni.ty to give us an appro-
priate answer in due course on the subject of greatest
interest to Mr Irmer, putting a stop to the abuses and
developing new methods.
The next point is that we want [o use this discharge
debate to make it clear once again that the Commis-
sion must face the Council with courage on the issue,
for example, of the budgerizarion of rhe Developmen[.
Fund and of borrowing and lending activities. You
h.ave our full support in this respect, Mr Commis-
sloner.
I should also like to hear you say somerhing, if pos-
sible during this debate, which Parliament, and in parti-
cular the Committee on Budgetary Control and the
Committee on Budgets, always expects of you, and
that is that, in the wrangling with the Council over rhe
implementation of the budget, you have at last over-
come im blocking tactics when it shows ircelf incapable
or unwilling to create the necessary legal bases. If the
Council fails ro do this, you must take acrion. I was
pleased to hear you again defining the Commission's
role just now. You are the initiators, the motive power
of the Community, and together with Parliamenr you
can make this Communiry a reality. This is the only
way we can correct the mistakes of the past. This is
where the cause of the poor ourflow of resources lies.
You are not to blame, Mr Commissioner, but while
you have the full weight of Parliament behind you,
you have a political duty to take a harder and differenr
line with the Council in this respecr, because the Com-
mission is in fact Parliament's ally here.
Independent though your insriturion musr be, inde-
pendent though the Council and also Parliamenr may
be, if we intend to comply with the Treaties, if we
intend to go so far as to achieve political union and if
Parliament is able to use budgetary policy and rhe
policy on discharges in this panicular respect, the goal
is such that by definition there must be this coopera-
tion with the Commission.
To conclude, I should therefore like to say on behalf
of my group that, while we are in favour of the post-
ponemen!, it is not because we want to insult the
Commission, because we want an institutional conflict
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with rhe Commission, bur because we hope rhe rime
thus gained will enable us ro receive full answers to
our questions and that rogerher with the Commission,
while respecting each other's independence, we can
perhaps take anorher srep towards rhar European
Community for which rhe citizens of Europe have
already waited far roo long, particularly in view of the
failure of the national governments.
My group at least rhus sees rhis discharge debate as a
political debate. I am, of course, grateful ro [he Com-
missioner for once again offerinB ro cooperare iusr
now. And I should again like ro rhank our rapporreur,
to whose reporr we do not need to make rhe slightesr
change.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Mr President, could I make rwo pre-
liminary remarks. Firsr of all, I wish to join wirh others
in wishing Mr Aigner a speedy recovery. It seems quite
extraordinary, thar we should have this debare without
him. He has been at rhese debates for years and years,
both in this and rhe previous Parliament. Secondly, I
wish to proresr ro you, Mr President, that the docu-
ments for this debate are sr,ill nor available. This morn-
ing we could ger neither the amendmenrs nor rhe
annex to Mr Key's repon and the debare is almost
over. I thrnk it is a disgrace rhat this debarc should
take place withour the proper documentation.
Now in all the popular literarure about the European
Parliament you always find it said, when ralking abour
Parliament's powers, that we possess two nuclear wea-
pons, the power [o rejecr the budger and the power [o
sack the Commission. As rhose of us who arrend this
annual debate always point out, a third nuclear wea-
pon should be added to this lisr, namely the power of
discharge.
Since, as Mr Schon has said, this is a polirical debare, a
word about nuclear weapons. The great thing about
them is that you should never acrually use rhem. Ir is
the threat of using them thar is importanr in gaining
your objectives. If you are compelled ro explode one,
the effects are incalculable and possibly f.aal o you as
well as ro the enemy. This is why Parliament should
always be very circumspecr in rrying out one of ir
three nuclear weapons. In the case of rhe 1980 budger,
the subject of this debate, we did explode our weapon.
One of the points ar issue today is precisely that the
result was not quite what we expected. To be precise,
the Financial Regularion allowed the sysrem of twelfths
to be operated by the Commission in such a way as [o
evade much of the stringency which rejecrion of the
budget implied. As to rhe quesrion of whose fault this
was, I shall come back to ir in a momenr.
The point I am now making is somewhat different. It
is that we should also be very careful indeed before
using it even in rather a mild way 
- 
if you can use
nuclear weapons mildly 
- 
our powers under the dis-
charge procedure. Before either refusing or postpon-
ing discharge we should ask ourselves rvo questions.
First of all, are the issues this year really of such over-
whelming and exceptional importance that we should
use our weapon rather than keep it in reserve for the
future? Secondly and more imponant, are we abso-
lutely sure that the consequences of our action will be
those we expect? I shall come back rc this matrer in a
moment, but my group's answers to both those ques-
tions lead us to question, to say the least, the conclu-
sions in the Key reporr.
First, could I turn briefly to a linked marter, the Irmer
report on food aid, and specifically Secrion I where
the title talks about tricks in rhe execution of rhe
budget. Now what did the Commission actually do in
this matter? \7hat rhey did was to make use of car-
ryovers so that rhe finances in the budger were nor
wasted and that food aid was provided. That would
seem on the face of it an extremely laudable rhing for
the Commission to have done. The rrouble was, as the
special report of the Court of Audirors on food aid
points out, that in that chaprer in the budget ir is
impossible to have multiannual programmes and non-
differentiated appropriarions.
A very interesting secrion on page 49 deals with the
case of flood programming in India where, because
the Commission was unable to have multiannual pro-
grammes, the rate of deliveries by rhe Community can
exceed India's needs and rhis counrry rhen asked for
the deliveries to be slowed down. This creares [he
vicious circle of falling behind wirh the annual pro-
gramme, carrying over rhe appropriarions and finally
cancelling pan of rhem. Now rhe Court of Audirors is
very clear as ro what oughr to happen. It is that the
Financial Regulation should be changed ro make dif-
ferentiated appropriations possible. This is therefore
not a criticism of the Commission, ir is a criticism of
the arrangements under which the Commission oper-
ates. I think this is a point which, although in the
Irmer report, is very imponant when considering rhe
issues of the Key report.
The second issue I want ro touch on is one for which I
had some responsibiliry for the commir.ree, and rhat is
smuggling on the Irish border. Now whenever I men-
don this a cenain amounr of hilarity sweeps rhrough
people. Yesterday there were some srudents from
Nonhern Ireland who came from the border area and
who poinrcd our thar smuggling was a narional pas-
time and nothing we could do would srcp it. Never-
theless, considerable frauds on Community funds were
carried out over the years, somerhing of the order of
15 million EUA per annum. Everybody knows rhe sto-
ries of the poor pig going round and round, smuggled
from South to Nonh and then collecting a posirive
MCA when it came from Nonh to South. Major steps
have been taken in the last years and we musr congra-
tulate the Commission and the [wo governmenrs con-
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cerned for stopping a considerable amount of this
trade.
The one smuggling problem that remains is the special
case of butter. Here Mr Tugendhat is not quite correct
in saying that only one Member asked for informa-
tion. I understand that was Mr Price. I also asked and
received yesterday very interesting information on
what is happening in the case of butter. The conclu-
sion is most extraordinary. Up to this year there was a
higher Community subsidy in the South and therefore
it was advantageous to smuggle from South to Nonh
to gain the Community subsidy. Now it is the other
way round. The reason butter is now smuggled is
because the Irish aypayer adds on a subsidy and we
now have the situation where it is an advantage to the
European Community to encourage the smugglers
because there is a difference of sg.s u.a. per [onne.
Indeed if we were to encourage the smugglers we
would get a profit to Community funds of some
200 000 EUA per annum. Now I mention that to show
you how extraordinary the situation is. It is an illusua-
tive point.
'$7hat is the basic cause of all this? Ir is MCAs in the
first place and different levels of consumer subsidies in
the second place. Until the Community as a whole gets
to grips with these things we shall never be able to stop
frauds.
Now I come to the Key report. First of all, Mr Key
points to 12 issues on which the Commission is
taken to task. Some of them are a bit spurious, Mr
Key. You talk about the ninth as being the 'ambiguous
attitude of the Commission in regard to the budgedz-
adon of the EDF'. I can hardly think you could post-
pone discharge because of an ambiguous attitude.
Nevenheless, there are two major ones, the embargo
and the administration of the twelfths.
On the matter of the embargo, no group is more pas-
sionately concerned than my Broup to see that the
Commission carried out to the letter the embargo
which it undenook to enforce. But as Mr Tugendhat
pointed our, this is not in the Coun of Auditors' report..
The embargo itself is a polidcal marrer. It is not necess-
arily part of the discharge, and the question we have
to ask 
- 
was there budgetary cover? 
- 
has already
been answered by Mr Tugendhat.
In the question of the twelfths the answer I come back
to is the same as in the case of food aid. If you look at
Anicle 8 of the Financial Reguladon and the Coun of
Auditors' report and dialogue with the Commission
you will find that it turns on a technical argument as
to whether advances are paymens or commitments,
and nobody can give a clear answer to that. It is in fact
a question for the revision of the Financial Regulation
and I hardly think that this is matter on which we will
gain anything at all by delaying discharge.
So what should we do? Refuse discharge? No. Post-
pone discharge? Vell, I think we should then look
very carefully at Article 85 of the Financial Regula-
tion, quoted by Mr Price. \7ill postponing discharge
actually achieve what we want? Now if we were to
give discharge today 
- 
and we cannot 
- 
because we
have not got the documents 
- 
what would happen? It
says in Anicle 85 that'subject to the second and third
paragraphs the institutions must give an accoun! in an
annex to the revenue and expenditure account for the
next financial year of the measures taken in the light
of the comments appearing in the decisions giving the
discharge'. This document has to be produced before
I June, so that had we given discharge today we
would already have legally the Commission's answers
by I June. As Mr Price is pointing out, all we are
doing is delaying the matter.
\flhat will happen if Mr Key gets his way, and indeed
the committee, is that no discharge can take place, as I
understand it, until the end of the year, although Mr
Irmer did mention something about a couple of
monrhs. 'Whar we must do is to make sure that action
is taken on all these matters in the Key report. I
believe that the correct thing to do is what our amend-
menr suggesr, ro prepare the discharge papers as
quickly as possible for the next meeting, to give a dis-
charge and to build into that discharge all the com-
ments which we wish.'!7'e have listened very carefully
ro whar the Commissioner said today and he has
already given many of these answers. Those answers
he has not given we will get when he comes to pro-
duce the necessary documents as a result of the dis-
charge. I am afraid, Mr President, that may not hap-
pen because so few of us are here today. It is a
lamentable facr that in this Parliament even if you win
the debate 
- 
and I think those who wish to give dis-
charge have won the debate 
- 
don't win the vote
because people are not here to listen ro us. But insofar
as it has been made clear by Mr Tugendhat rhat this is
the correct thing to do, I hope you will support my
group's amendments.
Pr.rid"ot. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mrs Boserup. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I must begin by
pointing out that I do not speak on behalf of the Com-
munist and Allies Group. I only speak for myself and,
for reasons of modesty, therefore, I shall be brief.
None of the members of the Communist and Allies
Group from the two major countries have asked to
speak. It has been left to me. They will have ro be con-
tent, therefore, with what I have to say. I cannot pro-
nounce on how the French and Italian Communists
will vote on this question.
Since I became a Member of Parliament, I have been a
member of the Committee on Budgetary Control, and
I have been very happy in thas capacity. The work
suits me very well. I hope that no one in this Chamber
is by now unaware that I am opposed to my country's
subjection to the Treaty of Rome. To that extent I
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think it is meaningful and highly important to take
pan in the work of the Committee on Budgemry Con-
trol, for the process of control follows up action taken,
and the work is imponant in enabling us to determine
what has been done with the taxpayers' money. '$7hen
the Commitree on Budgetary Conrol exceeds its pow-
ers by seeking to place imelf ahead of the train of
events, I do not of course take any pan.
I join in readily in the criticism of the Commission's
administration. The litrle confidence trick over the
substance of the motion is very entertaining but does
not need to be mentioned, because there is so little
money involved. Regarding Ispra, as I said last year,I
think that we should close it down. Its whole concept
is wrong. Joint research could be organized for those
Member States which wish to participate and to the
extent thal they wish to participate, instead of that
colossus on feet of clay.
Vhat is new and more important in this matter is all
this talk of embargoes. My wordl How popular ir has
become 
- 
or should we say how necessary 
- 
for the
Community ro go in for embargoes. But we should not
forget that the Community did not declare an
embargo against the Soviet Union. It agreed ro abide
by rules which would ensure tha[ it did not undermine
the United States embargo. 'We got involved in a ven-
ture which we did not understand, and the Commis-
sion has admitted it. 'We cannot withhold discharge on
that ground. !7hen the Commission admim that this is
a form of policy that it cannot find out how to oper-
ate, there is no reason to demand that ir do so. It is
now getting the opportunity to practise, however. So
maybe it will learn how to operate such a policy. \7e
could not expect it to be able to do so the first time,
and it is foolish to carry on talking of an embargo,
when there was no such thing as far as the Community
was concerned.
Vhat I find more serious is the Commission's inade-
quate explanation of the missing accounts for the agri-
culture Guarantee Fund. \7e are told that this is some-
thing which is very difficult and must be highly accu-
rate, and in any case it is something which is dealt with
by the Member States. All right, but we no longer live
in the age when accounts were kept with a quill pen. It-
cannot be true that it is impossible to complete these
accounts more quickly, and there I do join very readily
in the criticism.
Vhen I do uke part in the criticism of the Commis-
sion but nevertheless say that I cannot vote in favour
of it and must abstain, it is entirely because of the
wording at point 18, where there are complaints that
we do not have Community policies for this and that.
Clearly, I do not bemoan that fact at all. I do not
yearn for a Community energy policy. But the worst is
the conclusion given to it, in which a formal and une-
quivocal assurance is demanded of rhe Commission
that it will in future implement the budget as adopted.
Ve cannot do that. It is exceeding our powers, it is
issuing threats and it is not what budgetary control is
all abour. And it is cenainly not within the competence
of budgetary control to state, as the report does, that
in any case the Council is at fault and that the Council
should undenake to draw up its own list of what it has
failed to adopt, and the chairman, Mr Key, rails
against the Council. All right, but we should not
exceed our powers in demanding that the Commission
execute an illegal act as a condition of our approval of
accounts which, after all, are no better and no worse
than we are used to.
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Mart. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, after twice rejecting
it, the Committee on Budgetary Control has finally
adopted, by a very slender majority, the Price repon
on the accomodation policy of the Community institu-
tions.
May I point out that the rapporteur was at first unwill-
ing to accept the idea of a searching inquiry. In the
meantime he has been persuaded by the Committee on
Budgetary Control to change his views somewhat.
However, the repon he is putting forward now cer-
tainly cannot be called objective and I would even go
so far as to say that he is trying to hoodwink not only
public opinion bur also the Members of this Parlia-
ment.
I am perfectly well aware of the situation as it exists
following the adoption of the Zagari report and I am
not asking anyone to go back on what he or she voted
for in the past. But the interim repon by Mr Price is
seekrng to force Parliament to ignore the truth and us
Members to forget their intellectual integriry.
The interim report, in its present form, constitutes an
attempt to legitimize the choice of Brussels as the sole
working place and seat of the European Parliament by
advancing a number of practical and financial consid-
erations.
In arriving at this result the rapporteur was inevitably
obliged to give prominence to some facts and totally
ignore others. If the report were to be adopted as it
stands now, one could nor spare him the accusation of
bias. The idea of appointing a firm working independ-
ently of the Council to conduct an analysis on the
basis of the points listed in paragraphs 10 to 15 of rhe
interim report in particular is like paying a false wir-
ness out of taxpayers' money. The terms of reference
in the motion for a resolution are such that the inde-
pendent expen could not do otherwise than turn in a
biased repon: so we are being conned.
As regards the amendments, I must draw your special
ar.renrion ro rhe one concerning paragraphlT. To
ensure a minimum degree of objectiviry, according to
the independent expert's terms of reference, at the
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very least existing facilities should be taken into
account as well. One might even go so far as to say
that the amendment in question has been drafted to
safeguard the reputation of our Parliament, which has
responsibiliry for handling considerable sums of
money. A serious and honest inquiry, whatever its
result, does not in any way absolve us from making a
cenain political choice, perhaps on the basis of criteria
other than the purely financial. But we musr at least be
rcld everything objectively and honestly and be fully
aware of all the facts, that is ro say we musr know rhe
truth.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DA) Mi President, neirher my group
nor I myself harbour any wish ro get inro a conflicr
situation with either the Commission or the Council.
Let me say that a[ the outser. But we also do nor wish
to sidestep the mandate we received when we were
elected [o this great Assembly, a mandare under which
we are obliged to exercise supervision over rhe Com-
mission's administration, including im adminisrration
of the resources at rhe Communiry's disposal.
Some reports have been drafted in rhe Commirree on
Budgeury Control. I must say that the repon prepared
by Mr Key is indeed one of the besr documents, from
the technical point of view, that I have ever seen in rhis
Parliament. It is inrclligent, logical and schematic in irs
structure and is filled with a mass of facts which we
canno[ ignore. Our group will vote in favour of Mr
Key's proposal to postpone discharge, because, in the
present circumstances, we do not rhink ir reasonable ro
grant discharge this week, when rhere are far too
many obscure points needing clarification. On the
other hand, we have rarher more misgivings wirh the
repon of Mr Irmer and Mr Verrig and are directly
opposed to Mr Price's report for broadly the same
reasons as [hose set out by the previous speaker.
'!7'e regard the budget as a finance law, and I srress rhe
word law. The Commission has ro conducr its admin-
istration according to the law, and thar means rhar rhe
Commission must abide by rhe budget. Ir must be a
self-evident precondirion. Somerimes, rhings are cut a
little fine.
The European Progressive Democrars, of whom I am
happy to be one, have always worked for a more logi-
cal suucture for the budget, a berrer accounring plan.
Development aid should be entered as developmenr
aid, social policy should be entered under social
expenditure, and this would amongsr other rhings
purge the agriculture budget of extraneous expendi-
ture, would make for better presentation and easier
location of facts, and I think that is something we all
wan[. It. would mean that a considerable pan of the
expenditure enrered under agriculture would appear'
where it should really be and that agricultural expend-
iture would be reduced to less than half the amount of
the budget as a whole. In other words, we want a
budget which corresponds to actual activities.
Now the reports we are discussing today speak of an
embargo, in which the Commission has failed to carry
out the wishes of both the Council and Parliament.
That is regrettable, because it also means that rhe
thoughts and ideas from political quarters are being
ignored. Ve have had unfonunate experiences in con-
nection with Ispra and we have had unfonunate
experiences in other connections roo. In facr, it has to
be said that the accounts are simply in a mess, and rhat
is something we cannot. accept. As Mrs Boserup
pointed out, we have advanced beyond the times when
accounts were kept with a quill pen. Today, we have
technical aids which can be used to keep accounrs in
proper order, and it is possible to obrain from them at
very shon notice all the information which is required.
'!7e cannot really accept Mr Irmer's recommendation
that the Member States should channel more of their
development aid through the Community, since unfor-
tunately we have had to note that rhe Communiry, or
rather the Commission, is not fully up ro rhe rask.
'!(/hen I say that, I am not criticizing Mr Pisani, since
it is something which goes back to a time before Mr
Pisani became a Member of the Commission. Bur
there is something which makes me feel thar we do
have a task which goes rather funher than rhe prero-
gative of review. The prerogarive of review can be
exercised in order to determine afrer the evenr
whether mistakes have been made, but it is jusr as
much our task, as Parliamentarians, to do what we can
to ensure that mistakes are not made. I therefore pro-
pose that a working party be ser up here in Parliamenr
to cover the field of developmenr aid. l7herher ir
should consisr of rhree, five or ten members is of no
imponance to me whamoever; ir has norhing ro do
with the matter. But it should have aurhority ro exam-
ine projects worked our, so thar comments can be
made on them before rhey are pur inro effect. It could
possibly and hopefully be insrrumental in preventing
the foolish mistakes which we have wirnessed in the
Past.
I have spoken with the chairman of the Committee on
Budgeury Control on rhe subject of a working pany
of this kind, and he thinks ir is a good idea.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Commission.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DA) Mr
President, I should like to add a few commenr.s ro one
of the repons which have been presented for discus-
sion here rcday. I refer to rhe repon prepared by Mr
\Tettig and presented by Mr Key, and I thank both Mr
'l7ettig for his repon and Mr Key for his presentation.
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I note, for example, that the report points out that the
rise in expenditure under the agriculture Guarantee
Section in 1980 was only 8.40lo as against 230/o per
year in the four preceding years. It is a figure which I
can confirm. The figures now available for 1981 show
that expenditure for that year was at an even more
favourable level. There was thus a drop in the expendi-
ture for 1981 compared with the preceding year. This
improvement was due in pan to the following factors:
first, an improvement in prices for dairy produce on
the world market, hence a reduction in refunds.
Second, very good prices on rhe world market for cer-
tain other products, such as grain. Third, a relatively
smble foreign exchange situation and, founh and last,
the improvement in the Commission's efficiency in
managing the markets.
I should like to add some more specific comments on
individual points in the resolution: point 6 in the reso-
lution states that expenditure on export refunds for
beef and dairy produce was higher in 1980 than in
1979.These are both sectors in surplus. The surpluses
have to be sold off, and it is usually least expensive to
do so on the world market. As far as dairy produce is
concerned, this export policy made it possible to
reduce the export refunds in 1981 by a considerable
amount while, at the same time, expons were held
level. As far as beef is concerned, our position on the
world market is not so strong tha[ we are able ro influ-
ence the market to the extent which would obviously
be desirable.
In point 16 of the proposed resolution, Mr '\7etdg
argues in favour of measures to enable the Commis-
sion to get information on the market more quickly.
The Commission already has a number of sources of
information, but it does of course share Parliament's
view that these sources of information should be
improved as far as possible. I would in that context
mention that, in certain sectors, a period for reflection
has been introduced for the issue of licences and sub-
mission of tenders for export transactions. This en-
ables the Commission to obtain information on, the
reactions of the trade to a given market situation, and
this procedure is at least as effective for economic and
financial management purposes as a whole range of
market information, however good this may be. All
market information to persons who are not themselves
operators in the trade is, by its very nature, second-
hand, since it is only passed on when the transaction
has been completed, i.e. after the licence has been
issued. By the introduction of a period of reflection,
the Commission can intervene after the trader has pre-
pared the transaction, but before the licence has been
finalized.
The withdrawal of products from the market by pro-
ducers'organizations is referred to in points 7 and 8 of
the lTettig report. It is srated that, on average, only
abow 20/o of Community production is withdrawn and
that we are therefore only dealing with very small
quantities. \fith regard to the disposal of the products
withdrawn, care must be taken to ensure thar these do
not take the place of normal consumption. There are
already rules governing a number of alternative possi-
bilities for use or sale which, in all cases, seek to avoid
destruction, and we are to a very large exten! success-
ful in that respect. Distribution free of charge has
often been discussed. I do not wish to go into that
here, however. I would point out in this connection
that the transport costs are defrayed under the Guaran-
tee Section and that the rules in this area are currently
being reviewed in order to facilitate such free distribu-
tions.
But, Mr President, experience has shown that it is not
possible in all cases to find outlets, even when the
transport costs are financed. At cenain times, there is
simply so much fruit which is ripe and will rot in the
space of a few days that it is just not possible to find
takers for it. The Commission is asked in the resolu-
tion to report on the questions referred to. The Com-
mission receives a great many such requests. Unfor-
tunately, these repons are often additional to those
which the Commission is already required [o present
in respect of the various regulations, for example, the
annual repon on the situation in the agriculture sector
and the report on the activities of the EAGGF. If,
however, Parliament insists on a special repon for fruit
and vegeables, the Commission will, of course, pro-
duce such a report. Parliament must, however, allow
the Commission the time necessary to complete it'
'!7ith regard to the support given for the private stor-
age of veal during the consumer boycott, which is
mentioned in point 12, the Commission sticks to its
view that this measure was economically and legally
correct in the situation in question. Vith regard to the
economic aspect, steps had to be taken to ensure [hat
the producers did not need to keep their calves alive
during the period of the boycott. For there was
already sufficient mea[ from mature cattle in storaBe at
the time in question. !7ith regard to the legal aspect,
the case was that of the application of a measure by
analogy, following consultation with the legal expens
of the Commission and the Council. Only one Mem-
ber Starc seems to have experienced difficulry with this
analogy procedure.
I must say finally, with regard rc this proposed resolu-
tion, that the Commission fully shares the concerns of
Parliament, which are apparent from many of the
recommendations made in the resolution, regarding
the need to counter irregularities. The Commission
has emphasized this on repeated occasions to Parlia-
ment, and I do not therefore see any reason to enlarge
funher on this point on this occasion.
Now, while I have the floor, Mr President, I might
add a few remarks on Mr Filippi's report. I am happy
to see that the resolution accomPanying it contains
some positive comments. I am thinking here, in panic-
ular, of point 2, which deals with the utilization of the
appropriations for 1980. On point 3, I would say first
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that the Commission has considerably improved its
forecasrc. Second, it is imponanr to bear in mind some
of the difficulries inherent in rhe structural measures
from rhe poinr of view of forecasrs. There is, for
example, a considerable difference berween the Mem-
ber States in rhe extenr to which rhey make use of rhe
new arrangements.
Points 4 and 5 deal with cerrain measures which have
not had a satisfactory effecr. The Commission shares
this view and, for rhis reason, various proposals for
improvemenrs, parricularly in the socio-srrucrural
directives, have been made to the Council. I musr say
in that connection, however, that we have to be cau-
tious in increasing flexibiliry, since this can lead to a
distonion of comperition.
The Commission has also nored rhat Parliamenr wanrs
Breater openness and more information regarding rhe
application of Communiry programmes. This is one of
the reasons for an increase in the number of seminars
for local administrarors in 1981.
\flith regard ro poinrs 8 and 9 on control and audits in
1980, I would stress rhar in poinr of facr there has been
a considerable increase in these acriviries.
Finally, Mr Filippi in his repon criricizes rhe conrent
of the Financial Reporr, alleging that rhe Commission
has failed to give informarion on the scope of certain
projects. I would briefly poinr out rhar demiled infor-
mation of this kind is to be found in rhe special repons
covering the individual projecrs.
I noted during Mr Filippi's presentation of rhis report
how he concluded somehar bitrerly by declaring thar
he had been saying the same thing year afrcr year.
'Nobody ever listens ro me or to Parliamenr on rhis
matrer,' he said. This does not tally with what Mr
Filippi says in point 2 of the resolurion, which he him-
self has presented to Parliamenr, where he says, and I
quote: thar Parliament 'welcomes the fact rhat, follow-
ing a series of financial years charact erized by a totally
inadequare rare of implemenration of the appropria-
tions entered in the budger, rhe urilization of these
appropriarions showed subsranrial progress in rhe
financial year 1980, reaching a level of implemenrarion
which is acceptable, though capable of further
improvemenr.'
I think thar I can be forgiven for saying to Mr Filippi
that there is, in facr, someone who has been listening
to him and taking accounr of his commenrs over th;
years. I do nor think therefore rhar Mr Filippi had any
really valid grounds for his rarher crirical and rather
despondenr remarks.
Mr Nyborg, who spoke on behalf of rhe European
Progressive Democrat Group, has presumably nor
studied all rhe answers and information which parlia-
ment has been receiving on rhe embargo he referred
to. He is also apparently unaware of the fact thar the
Council has ar no rime criticized the Commission for
its application of that embargo. He has also, perhaps
for natural reasons, nor had the latest answer which
the Commission gave to the Commitree on Budgenry
Control on rhe embargo and whar was said previously
on the subject of pre-fixing etc.
Thus it is a little depressing for rhe Commission time
after time to hear critical remarks made by speakers in
Parliament who demonsrrate clearly that rhey have not
studied the material that we supply in great abund-
ance. '!fle can rurhfully say rhat Parliament has
received all the informarion for which we have been
asked.
I am therefore very pleased, finally to thank Mr Clin-
ton for his commenr and his speech on behalf of rhe
Committee on Budgetary Control in rhe debate we
have had today. Because of his long experience of this
work, we listen panicularly closely when he takes the
floor. Not because Mr Clinton does not criticize; that
he does. But he is critical in a posirive way, which is
indicative of a desire ro supporr the Commission and
cooperate more effecrively with the Commission. In
contrast 
- 
and here I refer back ro what my colleague
Mr Tugendhat said 
- 
one gets rhe impression that
other Members of Parliamenr wan[ to hinder cooper-
ation with the Commission, which we grearly regrer.
Mr Pisani, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) It is
with a mixture of interest and surprise rhar I have been
following the progress of rhis debate. !7ith inreresr,
because many importanr rhings are being said in ir
from which we can obviously learn someihing. Vich
surprise, because I cannot see how, by what stretch of
imagination, a debare whose objecr is ro grant formal
discharge in respecr of rransacrions rhar are already to
some exren[ past history can be turned into an attack
when quite clearly rhe Commission these days often
finds imelf in the posirion of having ro argue a case
which is not enrirely its own, eirher because it con-
cerns an area of responsibility belonging ro rhe Coun-
cil, or because it was originated by rhe previous Com-
mission.
That being so, I feel thar Parliament would be well
advised ro rake these factors inro consideration, ro
abandon rhe course it is presenrly ser on and [o granr
the discharge. Afrcr all, the essential points haveLeen
made today and rhere is lirtle likelihood of any funher
progress on [hem in the months ahead.
Mr Irmer's reporr on food aid in 1980 is a case in
point, raising as it does problems which for the most
part have undergone substanrial change since the time
ln questlon.
I have nothing very imponanr [o say concerning rhe
broad thrust of the Irmer repon. As to his srarcment
here earlier rhat we were on rhe brink of disaster, that
the clock now stood at five to midnight, I feel he is
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grossly exaggerating the situation and not even this
House, crowded as it is, deserves to be treated to such
turgid outpourings. However, let us get back to the
essentials.
Mr Irmer has raised a number of points. He has asked
for an improvement in the speed of delivery of supplies
of food aid. Now, it so happens that since 1980 
- 
and
he occasionally makes reference to earlier figures 
-the speed of delivery has improved significantly. He
calls for better supervision. Vell, I am sure he knows
that decisions were [aken, in 1980 as a matter of fact,
which allow better supervision both within the Com-
munity and in the recipient countries.
He has called for the immediate drawing-up of mul-
tiannual programmes. Now it so happens that since
1980, acting on a Council decision and a proposal
from the Commission, multiannual prograrhmes have
been introduced and we are implementing them with
ever-increasing regularity and determinarion. Right
now, for example, we are engaged in mlks with Zim-
babwe with a view to starting a new multiannual pro-
gramme there.
He has called for an increase in triangular measures,
that is to say those which, based on the actual needs of
the countries to be given aid, do not depend entirely
on the Community's own agricultural products but can
instead be geared more closely to product lines that we
cannot produce ourselves and which are available on
the world market (vegetable oil, millet and others). Mr
Irmer must know that that is exactly what we have
been doing since 1978, and whilst we have not yet suc-
ceeded in introducing this system universally we are
nevenheless gradually extending the principle, with
satisfactory results. There have also been occasions, in
the rcmperate countries of the southern hemisphere,
because they were far away and even though they con-
sumed products which we do produce in the Com-
muniry, when, rather than paying [he transport costs,
we decided to buy the items we wanted on the local
market.
He also called for improvements 
- 
and this is some-
thing else that has reached rhe decision stage in the
Commission and the Council 
- 
in the conditions
under which transport by sea is effected. I would
remind him that decisions have been taken with regard
to the age of boats that are allowed to carry food aid
to the recipient countries.
Lastly, he has called for more inspection visits, placing
the accent on a posteriori checks rather than day-to-
day management. Mr Irmer knows, I am sure, that
these inspection visits have been increased and will be
increased still further in the years ahead.
Questions have also been asked concerning a number
of other points, and in particular about the problem of
rhe resources available to the Commission for adminis-
rcring food aid. I want to tell you quite candidly that
this is a matter that concerns us deeply and that in
fact, if we look at rhe way food aid is administered in
orher'l7estern countries, we see that for the same level
of aid as ourselves the United States has three times
the administrative personnel that we have and even
Canada, for a substantially smaller aid programme,
has a greater number of administrative personnel than
we have.
However, before nking any decisions on this very spe-
cific point, I and the Commission want to have in our
hands, and I hope shonly thereafter it will be available
to the Council and to Parliament, the resulrc of the
survey I commissioned on overall food aid policy,
which I promised myself and promised Parliament and
the Council that I would present in the first half of
July. \fhen that day comes'you will have in your
hands a complete set of all the documents relating to
that subject, including the parliamentary reports by
Mr Ferrero, Mrs Focke and Mr Michel, all the docu-
ments drawn up by the Court of Auditors, and also the
results of the fact-finding missions and consultations
that have been or are being carried out in the recipient
countries.
Thus ar the beginning of July you will be in possession
of a critical repoft on how food aid is organized,
admrnistered and supervised. This repon that I have
undertaken to present will embody concrete proposals
which are cenain to include a request for an increase
in the resources [hat we have at our disposal. I believe
that we shall then be able, in July or September, to
hold a thoroughgoing debate on this issue with all the
facr laid before you.
I should now like to move on to another matter,
namely the budgetization of the European Develop-
ment Fund. Let us not beat about the bush: The fact of
the matter is that Mr Key has done the Commission a
signal injustice. Vhen he says that the Commission has
not taken a position on this matter, when he accuses it
of being lukewarm towards such a move, I believe he
is stating the very opposite of the truth. Every time the
question was legitimately broached the Commission
intervened in the debate. I would remind him, inciden-
tally, that the question of the budgetization of the
EDF is nor one that can be dealt with just at any time
but only in the context of negotiations for a new con-
vention. Ouride of the framework of negotiations for
a new convention any discussion of the budgetization
of the EDF is inappropriate, since ultimately the con-
vention is the resulr of an agreement between the
Member Srates and it would therefore be necessary to
renegotiate with all of the Member States in order to
lay down a new basis for relations between the Com-
munity and the Member States in the matter of
development. It is my belief, therefore, that to expect
the immediate budgetization of the European
Development Fund, as from the next budget, is not
compatible with an objective analysis of the legal and
polidcal realities obtaining in the European Economic
Community.
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As for the belief, held by him and orhers, rhat the
budgetizadon of the EDF would endow this very
imponant instrument of intervenrion wirh grearer flex-
ibility and adaptability, in my view it is quite misraken
because, as things stand ar [he momenr, for the man-
agemenr of annual tranches of rhe EDF we need to
submit our preliminary draft budgers and our ourline
proposals for the following year around Seprember,
whereas were we obliged ro go rhrough rhe budger we
should have to submit our proposals and ourline aid
proBrammes at the beginning of rhe previous financial
year, and I have to rell you quite honestly rhar ro
budget ayear in advance for measures that involve nor
only the Community budget and the EDF but also the
budgets of the recipienr Sares and of the co-financing
States would prove rarher difficult. The length of
budgetary procedures 
- 
and I cannor see rhar rhey
can be shonened 
- 
will do norhing to help adjust
budget estimates to the concrete realiry of a given
financial year. 'Ve must remember thar we are no[ rhe
only pieces on rhe board. \(e are nor the only ones
involved in developmenr programmes. !fl'e are con-
stantly working in association with the recipient Srarcs
and with other institutions or with orher countries
contributing to the financing of development pro-
Erammes.
Mr President, I have said whar I wanred to say. The
debate has given me a welcome opponuniry ro clarify
one or two poinrs of doubr in my own panicular field
which Members in rhis House have raised.
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of the Cornmission. 
-(FR) Mr President, what I have to say will not take up
very much time and I should like firsr of all to express
my lhanks to the Committee on Budgetary Control
and its rapponeur, Mr Coust€, for rheir reporr on rhe
Community's borrowing and lending activiries. Ler me
say that we have here an excellent example of colla-
boration based on trust, since the Commission agreed,
having heard what the rapponeur had ro say on
I April, to change its approach on certain points and
rc modify a number of its proposals. I am rherefore in
very broad agreemenr with the points made in the
report.
I suppon what it has ro say concerning the budged4-
ation of borrowing and lending ac[iviries, on which the
Commission's posirion is well known. I support what it
has to say concerning information and I should like to
use this opponuniry ro rell you that rhis year you will
have the reporr on borrowing and lending activities
already in June, that is ro say earlier rhan lasr year,
and that this repon will be more comprehensive, in
accordance with rhe wishes expressed by rhe com-
mitree.
As regards the relarions wirh rhe European Inveslment
Bank, which is one of rhe poinrc that regularly come
up for discussion, I believe [har rhe explanations and
indications I have given do show that they are in facr
relations in which the Commission's responsibiliry is
clearly laid down, covering, firstly, the iniriarion of
borrowing transactions, then, with regard to loans,
decisions on eligibility on the basis of discussion with
the Bank when the loans are drawn up, and the sign-
ing of these loans wirh the Bank. All of which ensures
that we do in fact reserve for ourselves rhe right ro
define the strategy and we use an instrument of the
Treaty 
- 
the European Invesr.ment Bank 
- 
to deal
with those matters that we could nor deal with our-
selves without setting up another bank, which Parlia-
ment would never agree to.
I believe that this point has been undersrood and for
rhat I am again grareful ro the Commirtee on Budger-
ary Control. My final remark, Mr Presidenr, concerns
the facr thar rhe debare on Mr Cousr6's repon and the
changes made in the draft resolution down for debate
came after Mr Key's address, throwing some light, I
believe, on some of rhe points in his reporr. And it
seems to me that if one compares what is wrirten in Mr
Key's report, which preceded the debare on rhe sub-ject, and what is writren in Mr Coust6's resolution
there are, if I may say so, cenain discrepancies which
should perhaps be sorted our. I simply mention it. in
passing, without wishing to make an issue of it. In
conclusion I should like once again to express my
appreciation to the Commirtee on Budgetary Conrrol
for the work it has done.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Irmer.
Mr Irmer, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, as rap-
pofteur on food aid, I should like ro reply briefly to
Mr Pisani.
Mr Pisani, I found your answer very, very disappoinr-
ing. !7hat you have jusr said was far less outspoken
than what you have said in the past: what is wrong
with food aid is that it has nor yer been possible ro
integrate it inro rhe general developmenr policy. It is
not enough ro speed up Eanspon operarions in
individual cases or to do a triangular deal or some
such. Ve are well aware of improvements of rhis kind.
I said earlier that ir is five minures to midnight, and I
was not exaggerating, because the crux of the matter is
that the Commission's hands have so far been tied. If
the Council blocks acrion, you can do nothing, and
that is where we should like to help you.
Mr Nyborg said just now thar ir was nor right rhar
development policy or food aid policy should become
the responsibility of the European Community because
the Commission was incapable of administering ir.
That is simply not correcr. The Commission could
administer this policy. You yourself and your prede-
cessors have made this clear. You could pursue a rea-
sonable and cohesive policy. You simply have to help
us in the dispute with rhe Council, so rhat you get the
powers you need.
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Presideot. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Piseni, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, my reply may well have been disappointing,
but that is how I intended it. I said that substantive dis-
cussion on food aid, on which subject I hold the same
views as Mr Irmer, would have to wait until we had a
demiled and comprehensive repon on every aspect of
food aid. I have promised this repon and I shall hold
myself available to Parliament for the debarc when it
comes.
I believe that so far we have not been able to cover
every aspec[ to do with food aid in a summary docu-
ment but, to take up something that was said by one or
two speakers this morning, yourself included, Mr
Irmer, the object of food aid should be to do away
wirh the need for it. I would go on to say that the
management of food aid is under any circumstances
extraordinarily difficult. Food aid must contribute
towards development 
- 
and that is the purpose of the
food strategies which we are currently in the process
of introducing 
- 
but I did not inrend in the middle of
a debate on the'discharge, which is essentially a tech-
nical and legal issue, to enter into a full-scale debate
on food aid. It deserves better than to be relegated to
near the bottom of the list in a purely financial debate.
Food aid is in itself a political act deserving a special
political debate. That might help to explain rhe atti-
rude I have taken.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dury.
Mrs Dury. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, allow me to return
to another report, namely Mr Price's report on the
accommodation policy of the Community institutions.
Mr Price has drawn up a report which looks at the
Community institutions from the point of view of cost
and efficiency. Perhaps I may be permitted to intro-
duce another point of view, that of the inhabitants of a
city in which the Community institutions are located.
In Brussels, the presence of the Community institu-
rions has the effect of reinforcing its international role
and raising its prestige. Funhermore, following in the
wake of the Council and the Commission, a large
number of pressure Broups and imponant financial
institutions have set up offices there. Brussels has also
attracted a great many journalists from the press, radio
and television. Ar firsr sight then, one would think that
Belgium, and especially Brussels, must surely welcome
this situation.
Vell, I have to tell you, Mr President, that in Brussels
there is a growing disillusionment with the European
Communities, not on a political level, but because of
the environmental effects the institutions have had on
the city of Brussels. In consideration of the principle of
the provisional seat, the siting and extension of these
buildings have been carried out without any overall
plan, piecemeal. I am not trying to place responsibiliry
for this on the Community authorities, it is the Belgian
authorities that are to blame. Ineptitude, dithering,
hasry decisions, slow decisions, lack of consultation
with the inhabitants, all have helped to create havoc in
Brussels. Living accommodation sacrificed, businesses
expropriated, whole disricts turned into wasteland,
lack of conracr between the inhabitanm of Brussels and
Community officials; Mr President, that about sums
up rhe present situation.
Just recently, the Minister for Public !florks, Mr Oli-
vier, put forward a new scheme for extending the
Community institutions in Brussels. This scheme, in
contrast to another disrict scheme, provides for hous-
ing areas to be given over to offices. There are also
plans for pan of the administrarive building, the
Residence Palace, which has recently been refur-
bished, to be demolished and assigned for office
accommodation for the European Community.
Mr President, the apparent absurdiry of this situation
owes everything, as it always does in such cases, to the
profit motive, and for me that is a matter of consider-
able regret.
I am therefore in agreement with the proposals put
forward by Mr Price in his repon, but for goodness'
sake I wish people would bear in mind that when the
Community institutions come into a city they are not
coming into virgin territoiy but into a city that has a
history, a culture, an architectural heritage and in
which there are inhabitants.
ln 1973, the Council of Ministers issued a declaration
on environmental policy. One of the sections is
devoted to rown and country planning. !7hat I would
like to suggest, with the publication of Mr Price's
report, is that, should the Communities decide to pur-
sue their accommodation policy, they should do so on
the basis of the principles laid down by the Council of
Ministers imelf. Let us for once try to apply to our-
selves the principles we have defined for the benefit of
others !
Mr President, let me say that as citizens of Brussels we
are proud to have the Community institutions in our
midst. Ve are proud of Brussel's role as a European
ciry, but we can no longer allow the inhabitants' of
Brussels ro be the losers by it.
Finally, I should like to make a suggestion. It happens
very frequently that the political groups and commit-
tees of Parliament have meetings in Italy, or Greece,
or Ireland. I quite understand that the sun has its
attraction for them, but I should like you one day to
come to Brussels and to take another look dt Brussels
and then you might understand what I have been try-
ing rc say to you.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom.
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Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL) I feel I musr refer briefly to
what the previous speaker said. I found her remarks
very interesting, and I hope rhat, where our Parlia-
ment is concerned, her anxiety abour a sear in Brussels
will soon be a topical issue.
I should like, Mr President, to devore a few momenrs
to own resources in order briefly ro explain, as
Mr Key did not have the time, paragraphs 30 and 31.
In paragraph 30 the Commirree on Budgetary Control
emphasizes once again rhat the Community's financial
autonomy is enrirely dependent on own resources,
which are due to the Community as a result not of the
Member Stares' rransfers but of the taxpayer's liabiliry.
Thar has always been the intention. This concept has
suffered a great deal. The nationalism of rhe Member
States is largely ro blame for the fact rhar rhese own
resources, with which the Community was entirely
financed in 1980 for rhe first rime, are usually
regarded as national contributions. They are not, and I
wish to take rhis opponunity to emphasize once again
what Mr Key says in paragraph 30, that own res-
pources are the Communiry's due. The Commission
should have done more ro counteract the serious mis-
understanding abour narional contributions. This is
also partly the reason why rhe concepr of own
resources has become watered down.
Paragraph 31 
- 
the second paragraph on own
resources 
- 
calls for an evaluarion of rhe implemenr-
ing regulations before I June and for rhe submission of
proposals for amendmenrs if these are considered
necessary. This is very imponant. 1980 was rhe firsr
year in which VAT was levied as an own resource in
all the Member States, and we knew it would be an
experiment. Ve knew from the ourser rhar the collec-
tion of VAT and the fixing of the VAT base would
create problems. That was inevitable, bur an evaluarion
must quickly be made ro see if everyrhing is being
done as the legislator and Parliament inrcnded. The
Commission must therefore make this evaluation and,
if necessary, put forward proposals for improvements.
\(lhy do I find ir such a pity thar this is happening
rather too lare? Because when people ger ser in their
ways, it is more difficulr to change rhem. That is what
I am afraid of, and I sincerely hope 
- 
rhe will
undoubredly exists 
- 
rhat before I June of this year
the Commission purs forward proposals for the elimi-
nation of any misconceprions rhar may have raken
root.
Allow me to add another rwo brief commenrs on own
resources. Own resources have everything to do with
combating fraud. The Community's own resources are
unfortunarely subject to fraudulent practices. Criminal
elements have taken advanrage of complicated proce-
dures, monetary compensatory amounts, rubber
stamping at the lime impon duties are levied and so
on. '!7e are no longer talking abour ordinary smug-
glers now. I have already said this on a number of
occasions. The Commission can do two things about
this situation: firstly, it can organize even more
courses and improve cooperation between the customs
and the inspecting authorities in rhe Member Stares
and secondly, it can set up irs own control apparatus
to look into cases of suspected fraud irrespective of the
person and country concerned. There is considerable
room for improvement in this area, because billions
are involved.
My very last remark. Millions are involved. Criminals
have specialized in fraud wirh impon duries, for exam-
ple. I would ask the Commission ro consider wherher
it is right that bona fide agencies should frequently be
held responsible for millions, while criminals guilty of
fraud are not caught. In some Member Srares we even
have the situation that the guilry panies are nor appre-
hended and many cusroms agencies conrinue ro be
held responsible four or five years after rheir docu-
ments have been cleared and returned to them, which
very often leads to bankruptcy.
To conclude, I intend ro look more carefully at rhis
question nexr year, because it is closely connecred wirh
the Community's own resources.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Mr President, of course this is a historic
debate, but if the human race is noted for anyrhing it is
that it fails to learn from rhe mistakes ir made before.
So perhaps in thar sense rhis debare will be useful with
regard to what we do in future.
I listened very inrently to Mr Dalsagsl'5 6e6psn15 
-and I am sorry thar he is not here ar the momenr. I
would say to him rhar in my view he need never feel
apologetic for lambasting any Member of rhis Parlia-
men[ if he feels he ought to do so. By all means, why
not? It is far berrer to have rhat kind of a relationship
between Parliament and the Commission than one thar
is palsy walsy and not saying the rhings openly that we
really feel, and I hope Mr Dalsager and rhe other
Commissioners will conrinue in thar spirir. Thar is
what we oughr to be doing, to be challenging each
other about statements that we make, in order to get
more heat into our discussions, because it is very hard
to have lighr without heat 
- 
or oice oersa for that
matter.
But, Mr Presidenr, my real poinr is this. I am sorry
that MrJackson has gone; perhaps he is somewhere
around the House; but I wanted to compliment
Mr Jackson on his repon. That is not to ignore rhe
olher reports that have been presenred, but I think it is
a wonderfully analpical work and we need more of
that son of thing in rhis Parliamenr: good analysis of
exactly what we are doing, greater ransparency so
that we can see more clearly exacrly how the budger is
structured, where the money is going, etc. I would,
however, issue a warning ro Mr Jackson that perhaps
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he has not gone far enough. And since he is, of course,
typically British, 
- 
he is not typical? Vell, I think he
is in this sense! 
- 
in being critical of the policy thar
accounrc for the major part of the expendirure of the
European Community, I would remind him that Par-
liament made a decision in Luxembourg nearly rwo
years ago that the farm poliry was taking approx-
imately 50% and not700/o: I think it is time we recog-
nized that decision and staned talking factually in
those terms.
Not only that, however. I would say to him and to the
Commission, is it not time that we looked more criti-
cally at why it is costing so much? Vhy is thar so? I
will give you an example very quickly. In my country a
farmer in 1974 sold 44 000 lires of milk to buy a trac-
tor. Five years later, the price of milk had gone up
three times, and yet he sold 55 000 gallons of milk to
buy the same tractor. I could repeat that right across
the board, and, of course, this is why rhe budget is
costing so much. The inputs farmers are buying as
consumers are costing more and more in relation to
what they are getring, and I rhink it is rime we an-
alysed this situarion. S[hy are these inputs cosring so
much? Are they justified? Could we ger rhem under
control and so ensure tha[ we can give the consumer
food at a lower price and at a lesser cost ro the budget
of the European Community? Ve have gone half way,
but we have not gone far enough.
My last point is also to MrJackson 
- 
be careful! !7e
might of course control agricultural expenditure ar
Community level, but be very careful we do not rrans-
fer it to the national level. If we do that, we shall rena-
tionalize the CAP and we shall be getting nowhere,
because that is what will happen. Inevitably, if we cut
the agricultural budget too much at Community level,
all we shall do is to ge[ [he member countries to take
up the slack, because they cannot let their agriculture
down. And so we shall nor have the one common
policy that we need. I would warn MrJackson to be
very careful of that.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coust6.
Mr Coust6, rapportet4r. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, ar rhis
point let me make just three very brief observarions.
The first concerns accommodation policy. I should like
to associate myself with the judicious remarks made
earlier by Ren6 Man and spoken with obvious sincer-
ity. I go along with him endrely when he says 'I am
fully aware of the situation we are left with following
the adoption of the Zagari repon and I would not ask
anyone to go back on what he or she voted for in the
Past'.
My thanks then to Mr Mart and I should also like to
exPress my support for the spokesman for our groupr
Mr Nyborg, and his reservations concerning some
aspects of the report. I should like in fact to remind
the Commission and Mr Tugendhat, whom I am
pleased to see here, that we do indeed intend the
budget to be transparent, because the budget is an
expression of the policy of the Community 
- 
not just
the Commission, but the Community as a whole.
Transparency is in our view essential. Ve therefore
want it. to be genuine and we also want. to be able to
moniror it.
I am accordingly very grateful to Mr Onoli for point-
ing out that the discussions with the Committee on
Budgemry Control, for which I acted as spokesman,
concerning borrowing and lending policy had really
borne fruit. So much so, that. a few moments ago you
heard Mr Ortoli announce that the 1981 report would
be submitted akeady in June, that is to say in just a
few weeks, much sooner than in previous years. This
gives me great cause for satisfaction, it being under-
stood that we shall ensure that the Commission, which
implements the policies of the Community, can always
act in a spirit of trust wirh respect ro Parliament. But
trust does not exclude control.
(The sitting was adjourned at 1 p.m. and resumed at
3 P.*.)
IN THE CHAIR : LADY ELLES
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is the first
pan of Quesrion Time (Doc. l-l12/82).
Ve begin with the questions to the Commission.
As the author is not present, Question No 1 will be
answered in writing.l
Question No 2 by Mr Coust6 (H-650/81):
Given the possibility that duty-free sales on jour-
neys within the Communiry may be abolished, can
the Commission say what measures it inrends to
take to include in its Community cusroms
arrangemenm some provision to safeguard the
acquired economic and social righm of workers
and consumers in the Community?
Mr Narjes, Member of tbe Commission.
(DE) Following the decisions of the European Court
of Justice of zJuly 1981 in Case No 158/80 on rhe
'butter ships', the Commission called on the Member
States to ensure that the duty- and tax-free sale of
1 See Annex of 21.4. 1982.
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goods originating from third countries to rravellers
within the Community was stopped, regardless of
whether such sales were made aboard ships or planes,
at airports or elsewhere. The Commission gave the
Member States until 31 March to make the necessary
adjustments. The Commission is also continuing irs
investigations into the various forms of rax exemprion
in international and intra-Community transport. In
this context, it will mke due accounr of every aspect of
the economic and social righm ro which rhe hon-
ourable Member has referred.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(FR) It is precisely rhis social aspecr
that led me to put the question, for the abolition of
duty-free sales on journeys within the Community
would have highly detrimental consequences for con-
sumers and, more imponantly, an adverse effect on
the volume of sales, which represenrs 
.iobs for the
Community. It is this Communiry aspecr rhar I wanted
to underline, in the inrerests of consumers and work-
ers alike.
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I have three poinrs to make:
1. The great internal common market is by nature
inimical to privileges. Ir demands the equal rrearmenr
of all consumers and all distribution channels.
2. As this internal market is created, there may be
shifts in total demand, but the volume will remain the
same. Minor adjusrments may therefore be possible,
but there will no reduction of rotal demand.
3. The termination of the exemprion from tax of
products imported from third counrries means rhe res-
toration of equality of opportunity ro Community
producers in these distribution channels and thus
improves the social aspecrs of the Communiry rarher
than adversely affecting them.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(FR) To the exrenr rhar duty-free sales
apply to only a limited range of goods, the sale of
which is a source of useful publicity for European
products as a whole and acts as an inducement [o
travel within the Community, does the Commission
not think that the abolirion of duty-free sales would in
the final analysis have more nega[ive consequences
than economic benefirc for the Member Srates?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) The Commission does not share
this view. It would point our in panicular thar rhe abo-
lition of privileges applies only to intra-Communiry
transport and that, where it is a question of publicizing
European producrs to rhe outside world, the possibil-
ity of exemption from duries and raxes will rherefore
remain unchanged.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Vould the Commission nor agree
that one of its objecrives should be to seek ro increase
the populariry of the Communiry rather than diminish
it? !7ould it agree that duty-free goods are popular
and that the wholesale ending of that privilege would
cause an uproar amongst the citizens of the Com-
munity?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I cannot agree with the honourable
Member if he is making losses or gains of popularity
the sole criterion for the completion of the internal
market. By that token there would never be any
changes or therefore an internal market.
Mr Davern. 
- 
\flould the Commission nor agree rhar
the already overtaxed, overharrassed and overpaying
Community consumer of air,'ship and every o[her sys-
tem of travel in the Community will now be asked ro
pay 6 to 8Vo more in transpon cos6 if the Commission
goes through with its policy of abolishing Community
dury-free sales?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I do not quesrion the srarement
that the European consumer is overburdened with
taxes and duties 
- 
particularly in the Member Stares.
But if raxes and/or duties are to be reduced or abol-
ished, everyone should derive equal benefir and not
just the users of specific transport. carriers.
President. 
- 
!fle have been following in this Question
Time the procedure whereby only one member from
each group speaking [he same language has been
called to put supplementaries. Now if the House does
not wish to proceed in this manner and we wish ro
take a very much longer time to deal wirh one parri-
cular question, I would of course call Mr Curry.
I call Mr Boyes to speak on a poinr of order.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
Did I hear you correcrly, Madam Presi-
dent, when you said 'from one language'? Last time
you ruled, 
- 
and I do nor think there was too much
disagreement, except from myself 
- 
rhat one speaker
from each group would be called. Bur if it is one
speaker from one language it means one of rhat lor
over there speaks and it means that one of us over here
cannotspeak...
(Laughter)
... and considering there are about 60 odd of them
and only about 17 of us ir means on my calculation I
shall get about I in every 4 chances ro ask a supple-
menlary.
President. 
- 
Mr Boyes, you have been attending rhese
sessions quite regularly, I am very happy ro say, and
you have watched, I hope, the way in which I have
tried to call speakers by nadonality and polirical
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group, as far as possible. In that way we have managed
to get throuSh quite a lot of questions. I regard it as
my duty, acting as President during this session, ro get
as many questions answered orally by the Commission
as possible. So far I have not had any ob.iections to
this. If the House does not have any objection to this
way of proceeding, I shall now go on to the next ques-
tlon.
Are there any objecrions?
I call Mr Curry.
Mr Curry. 
- 
Does the President make a distinction
between the various tendencies in the group? May I
not put a slightly wet question after the rather arid one
you had recently?
President. 
- 
Mr Curry, you will know that every
group has as many individual Members as they have
tendencies. It is therefore not my role to have to judge
the individual tendencies in each political group. I am
therefore asking you, Mr Curry, if you would forego
putting this question and we can proceed, in order to
get through as many questrons as possible.
Question No 3 by Mr Pranchire (H-669/81) has been
put back to the May part-session at the author's
request. As the author is not present, Quesrion No 4
will be answered in writing.r
Question No 5 by Mr Purvis (H-700l81):
In its reply to Mr Newton Dunn's oral question
No H-709l80 on 9 March 1981,2 the Commission
undenook ro report to Parliament its findings
regarding the herbicide 245-T and to make pro-
posals regarding its control if justified. !7ould the
Commission now let us know what has transpired
and if it intends to make any proposals?
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
The Com-
mission accepr the broad conclusions of the opinion
of the Scientific Committee for Pesticides which was
published by the Commission in December 1981.
The Commission concludes on the basis of existing
scientific evidence that Community-wide prohibition
on rhe marketing and use of 245-T herbicide in the
context of Directive 79/ll7 would not be justified. It
recognizes that 245-T, by virtue of ir efficacy against
particular types of weeds, offers advantages to agricul-
[ure, particularly forestry, in many pafis of the Com-
munity. The Commission considers, however, [hat a
number of precautionary measures concerning the
marketing and use of 245-T should be raken. Ir will be
making a communication to the Council shonly.
I See annex of 21.4.19822 Debares 267.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
M.y I say to the Commissioner that I
am grateful that finally we have had publication of
this. This question was put down because of the long,
long delay that took place and the rumours that devel-
oped in the meantime. Rumours in both extremes. Is
this 245-T safe? Or is it not safe? Is it highty danger-
ous and are all the rumours that have been built up
about its danger justified? Or is it in fact relatively
innocuous? Could he just plainly say what is the posi-
tion?
Mr Richard. 
- 
I can plainly say that the opinion of
the Scientific Committee for Pesticides was published
in December 1981 and that we accept the broad con-
clusions of the Committee's opinion.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
A technical question but a simple one. I
recently wrote [o the Commissron and have not had a
reply. The Commissioner who answered the question
used the phrase 'the sole supplier of this pesticide'
Vould you give me the name of the company which
is the sole supplier, please?
Mr Richard. 
- 
I am a little mystified about the frrst
half of the question. I am not sure what letter the
honourable Member is referring to nor to whom he
wrole nor what it was about. Secondly, I did not use
the words 'sole supplier' in my answer. Thirdly, I
could not give the names without notice of the ques-
tion.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman to speak on a
point of order.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Madam President, I would
simply like to point out that I think you are the only
one who introduces this particular rule about the res-
triction of supplementary questions. It would seem to
me that some questions are quite clearly of very much
more interest than others. It is a somewhat arbitrary
rule, therefore, if only one is to be permitted in each
language from each group. I would therefore ask you
not to make it an inflexible rule but to be guided by
the number of people who wish to speak. Because
surely, Madam President, those of us who take the
trouble to attend Question Time, as opposed ro those
who are elsewhere, should have the benefit of being
here.
President. 
- 
Mrs Kellett-Bowman, thank you for
your comments. Of course I take into account exactly
what you have said. Nevenheless, there are times
when the Commission, I think, has answered as fully
as ir can the questions that have been put to it
together with the supplementaries and I think it is up
[o me to judge when we should go on to the next
quesrion.
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I would add that according to the rules, Annex I 6(2),
it is up to rhe President to declare which supplemen-
taries are inadmissible, so I do have sole right to make
that judgment. I hope rhat I make ir in the inrerests of
the House as a whole.
I now have two supplementary reques6, one from
Mr Newton Dunn and one from Dr Sherlock. \7ould
they perhaps settle between rhem who should take the
supplementary, this being a fair way of dealing wirh
this?
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
Again, Madam President, rhere is a
risk, panicularly with rather technical subjects, that we
could not in so shon a rime decide, but perhaps my
question, or the answer we ger, will sarisfy Mr New-
ton Dunn. I think he might reserve his position should
it fail so to do.
The unsavoury reputation acquired by 245-T has
almost always, in fact perhaps essenrially, been due to
the percentage content of dioxin,'one of the by-prod-
ucts which arise in rhe course of its manufacrure.
!7ould the Commission be prepared to say whether
they will in future be making any recommendations
about permitted levels of rhe conrent of rhis parricu-
larly noxious, undesirable by-product?
Mr Richard. 
- 
\(ith the besr will in rhe world I do
not think that I can go very much further than I wenr
originally, which was to say that we will be making a
communication to the Council shonly. I am perfectly
sure that the point that the honourable genrlemen has
just raised is one which is very much in the minds of
those expens in the Commission who are considering
this matter and will, no doubt, be responsible for the
drafting of the communication.
Presidcnt. 
- 
M"y I request the Commission ro send a
copy to those who are interesred in rhis marter of their
communication ro [he Council, so rhar ar least they
may be kept informed of your decision.
Mr Richard. 
- 
I am sure that in chis, as in all other
mat[ers, the Commission is anxious to have rhe widest
possible disseminarion of its ideas and will no doubt
wish to acr in accordance with well-esrablished prac-
tices.
Prcsident. 
- 
Question No 6 by Miss Quin (H-709/
8t):
Vhat in the Commission's view would be the
effect on consumption of vegemble oils in the
EEC if a non-discriminarory levy on rhese oils
were to be agreed?
Mr Pisani, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) The
effect of this levy would be of rhe order of 17 Belgian
francs per month per household of four people.
Miss Quin. 
- 
I do not feel that is a very helpful
answer. It does not really clear my worries about the
effects on households in the EEC. Is the Commission
aware that, for example, the price of olive oil in rhe
Unircd Kingdom is four times the price of other com-
peting vegetable oils? If such a rax were introduced
there is a danger that this would have very considera-
ble effects on households in the UK. \fill rhe Commis-
sion therefore not come out formally against rhe
introduction of such a rax, which is a totally inappro-
priate way of dealing wirh rhe problems of rhe veget-
able oil and olive oil secror?
Mr Pisani. 
- 
(FR) This question was considered
when studies were carried out on rhe consequences of
the entry of Spain and Portugal inro rhe European
Economic Community. In point of facr, the produc-
tion surpluses in these applicanr countries would place
a significant burden on the Community budger, repre-
senting several hundred million ECU. In the face of
that prospect, a number of studies have been carried
out and I have given the resulrs of rhese srudies in
terms of the impact at domestic level, which seemed to
me to be the most appropriare given rhe way rhe ques-
tion was phrased.
One can therefore say, [o answer the precise ques[ion,
that the inrroducrion of such a tax would have almost
no effect on consumption at rhe household level.
However, funher studies on a product-by-producr
basis are of course necessary, and these are currently
in progress. This is a marrer on which rhe Commission
has no preconceived views, and on which ir prefers to
reserve judgmenr unril the resulc of the studies are
known.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(FR) During rhe extraordinary session
on agricultural prices rhe European Parliament passed
a resolution calling for a tax on impons of vegetable
oils and fats.
Does the Commission intend to meer rhis demand and
submit relevanr proposals ro rhe Council as quickly as
possible?
Mr Pisani. 
- 
(FR) As matters stand at lhe moment,
there does not appear to be any need for such a meas-
ure, particularly as it would have to be subjecr to
nego[iations ar inrernarional level, which would have
no real chance of an easy success. In the circumstances
the Commission, looking at the problem, does nor
intend to take a posirion on ir righr away. However,
should the analysis ir is engaged in at this momenr go
the way the honourable Member feels convinced ir
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will, then the Commission would not fail to proceed
accordingly.
President. 
- 
Question No 7, by Mr Davern (H-717 /
81):
Is the Commission aware of the United King-
dom's proposal to submit imports of cream and
flavoured milks m that legislation (concerning the
packing of liquid milk for retail sale to premises
registered by the UK authorities) which is cur-
rently being challenged by the Commission before
the European Court under Article 169 of the
' Treaty, and, if so, can the Commission confirm
that it has protested in rhe strongest terms to the
UK Government about this proposed legislation
and, in the event of irc being made law, will it
include this further breach in its Article 159 appli-
cation to the Court?
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) The Commission is aware that the Government
of the United Kingdom plans to apply the restrictions
now governing the sale of imported pasteurized milk
to cream of rhe same quality and flavoured milks. The
Commission has lodged a strong protest with the
United Kingdom Government against the proposed
measures and has also taken the necessary steps to
ensure the immediate introduction of a new procedure
should the United Kingdom Governmenr conrinue
with its plans in breach of rhe provisions of the Treaty.
Prcsident. 
- 
Question No 8, by Mr de Ferranti (H-
734 / 8t):
Does the Commission sdll intend to subsidize the
development of electron beam machines for mak-
ing electronic circuits despite the Mackintosh
report's statement that their throughput is
extremely low and their costs extremely high?
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) As regards the subsidies for electron beam mach-
ines, as provided for in the Commission regulation,
you have pointed out [hat we are not talking here of a
Commission aid to the production of this type of tech-
nology but an aid towards its development in so far as
the producer has a cenain number of customers who
would be interested in buying the prototype.
As to whether or not these types of machines will actu-
ally be used, I am familiar with the Mackintosh report
rc which the Member refers and which gives an esti-
mate of the number of these machines that would be
used per year: about ten. On the other hand, a Com-
mission survey of the rcp high-technology companies,
like IBM, Texas Instruments, Hitachi and Toshiba,
reveals that large budgets are being set aside for
research into this type of technology.
Mr dc Ferranti. 
- 
There are many people throughout
the Communiry who are very conscious of the need to
maintain our technological ability in this area, but at
rhe same dme, if taxpayers' money is to be used by the
Commission in suppon of a technological develop-
ment 
- 
and this is money being used in suppon of a
technological development 
- 
then it is right for
Members of rhis Parliament to question whether par-
ticular projects are worthwhile or not. In view of the fact
that a respected consultanr has said that this projecr is
not a wonhwhile project and these machines are
unlikely to be efficient, is it really righr that taxpayers'
money should be spenr on it?
Mr Davignon.- (FR) May I say, on behalf of the
Commission, that these questions are a matter of opi-
nion. I do not believe it would be helpful at this point
to recall all the predictions made by consultants over
the years which have proved false, the most famous
being the one made in 1948 by the person who
announced that there would never be any call for a
computer capable of storing more than 512words.
That gives some idea of the sort of errors that can be
made.
I have given a totally honest answer to the honourable
Member. He, obviously, has a right to put the ques-
tion. The Mackintosh report considers that no more
than ten such machines will be sold per year. Our own
findings on the basis of consultations with the major
high technology companies, who are our competitors,
tell us that large sums are being spent on developing
this type of technology for this and other uses. That is
why we do not think that, on the basis of conclusions
drawn by one consultanr and with the orher inform-
ation that we have, we can justify withdrawing the
proposal at the present time.
I believe it is all a matter of judgment, and that is
never so precise.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No 9 will be answered in writing.r
Question No 10, by MrJunot (H-811/81):
The establishment of a customs union within the
European Community is a major ob.jective as
regards the internal market. However, only five
texts were adopted in 1981 and progress towards a
customs union is marking time.
Vhat specific measures does the Commission
inrcnd to initiate in order to secure definitive har-
monization of existing legislation in the Member
States ?
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) As rhe
1 SeeAnnex of21.4.1982
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Commission clearly stated in its communication to the
Council concerning the 1982 programme for the
esrablishment of the customs union, it is not sadsfied
with the results of the efforts made in 198 1 to
strengthen the customs union. It knows that rhe hon-
ourable Member will agree when it says rha[, only if
the customs union is streng[hened, will that uniform
economic area be created which will permit advances
in industrial development and, rhrough the eliminarion
of as many obstacles ro [he movement of goods among
the Member States as possible, benefir to be derived
from a large-scale market.
The Commission is giving priority to persuading rhe
Council to speed up its consideration of the many pro-
posals which have been awaiting a decision for some
considerable time. It feels the first step was taken in
this direcrion when, at the Commission's prompting,
the European Council expressed its concern abour the
srare of the rnternal market at its meeting of
29/30 June 1981 in Luxembourg.
Subsequently, the Commission forwarded to rhe
Council on 21 October 1981 a proposal for a resolu-
tion concerning the strengthening of the internal mar-
ket, the progress of which it has since been following
with keen interest. It also used irs influence ro have the
simplification of formalities and procedures in the
intra-Community trade included in rhe agenda for the
European Council's discussions in connecrion with the
mandare of 30 May, which have not unfonunarely yet
been concluded, what is known as Pan I of this pack-
age.
The Commission hopes, however, that, in view of the
developmenm that have occurred, early decisions can
be taken on the matters before the European Council
and that this will result in greater awareness among
the technical experrs rhan in the pasr of rhe polirical
importance of having a customs union that works. The
Commission realizes that its efforts in this area will be
successful only if it has the full support of the Euro-
pean Parliament.
Mr Junot. 
- 
(FR) I am both fascinated and a little
perplexed by the Commissioner's comprehensive but,
dare I say, somewhat embarrassed replies.
He assures us that the Commission shares our con-
cern. I am delighted to hear it and that is something
we shall keep in mind for rhe future. Basically, not ro
put too fine a point on it, the fault lies entirely with
the Council. It does not look ar rhe proposals pur to it.
Now we are rold rhar last May it consented to give
consideration to one of the demands presenred to ir in
connection with the protection of internal trade and
the Commissioner says that he hopes the technical
expefts will be prepared ro rake these demands into
consideration.
(The President urged tbe speaher to put his question)
In the circumstances, whar steps does he propose ro
take to obtain a practical resulr for which we have
been waiting for a quarter of a century?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I am very grateful to rhe honour-
able Member for his supplementary quesr.ion. Alloy/
me to recapitulate: following the European Council's
encouragemen[ in the summer of 198 l, rhe Commis-
sion compiled a list of all ournnding decisions, which
it set out in a proposal for a resolution in October
1981 and included in what is known as Part 1 of rhe
overall package of subjects connecred with the man-
dare of 30 May 1980, on which a decision was to be
raken in the winrer of 1981. Unfortunately no decision
was taken during the negoriations ar rhe London sum-
mir or at the recent summir in Brussels. The Commis-
sion now hopes that rhe next summit ar leas[ will pro-
duce a decision. But should this not be so, I would
point out that we shall no longer feel bound ro con-
sider all these matters as a package and we shall try to
have each proposal adopted by rhe Council on irs mer-
its, alrhough we are afraid thar each proposal, if sub-
mitted on irs own, will meer with technical resisrance.
Hence my perhaps overinrerpreted remark about the
absence of polidcal appreciarion in the Council's tech-
nical committees of rhe imponance of the internal
market, There is a real gap between rhe political pro-
nouncements of the European Council, according to
which this internal marker is of decisive imporrance
particularly at a time of recession, and proceedings in
the Council's subcommittees, where the more techni-
cally oriented officials have shown litde regard for the
political imponance of the situation as a whole and
have so far made no effon to speed things up.
That is what I was saying in my answer.
Mr von V'ogau. 
- 
(DE) You have stressed the
importance of Parliament in keeping the internal mar-
ket in Europe open. I should like ro point our rhar rhe
European Coun of Justice and rhe case-law ir has
developed in rhis area in recent years play at leas[ as
imponant a role.
But I must now say that there is a growing tendency in
the Member Starcs nor ro respect the judgment of the
European Coun of Jusrice or only after some delay or
again and again to impose condirions in this regard. I
believe rhis represents a very real danger for rhe free
movement of goods in Europe. I should therefore like
to ask you what the Commission intends to do to
counteract. this tendency.
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I share the honourable Member's
concern and am also aware of the growing rendency in
the Member Srates for judgments of the European
Coun of Justice nor ro be respecred with the puncrual-
iry and care called for by Community'law. The Com-
mission will therefore use all rhe insrruments for which
the Treaty provides, and has already done so, ro
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ensure the implementation of the Court's decisions
where they have not been implemented or have not
been implemented within the period specified.
(Applause)
Mr de Ferranti. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that a
parliamentary delegation led by Mr Moreau, the
chairman of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, is ro visit Brussels on 26 and 27 May and
Paris on 7 and 8 June with a view to getting across to
members of the national parliaments and to ministers
and to the press the very points which the Commis-
sioner has so eloquently expressed to this House this
afternoon, and could we have again, please, his assur-
ance that that delegation will have all possible help
from the Commission's secretariat and facilities in the
capiuls concerned?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) The Commission is extremely
grateful for this action by the European Parliament. It
will provide every assistance it can.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No 11 will be answered in writing.l
Question No 12, by Mr Pesmazoglou (H-83a/81):
'!flhat is the Commission's assessment of the
causes, extent and duration of the fall in oil prices
and what policy is proposed to take adrantage of
this change?
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) The reasons behind the oil price situation seem
ro me to be quirc straightforward. At the present time
actual and potential supply exceeds world demands.
This has brought about a fall in crude oil prices on the
open market, the levels of which are broadly speaking
lower than the prices fixed at the last meeting of
OPEC ministers.
In point of fact prices have not fallen all that sharply,
only a matter of some 4010. Moreover, so far as the
Community is concerned, we find that whilst this fall
in prices has had the effect of reducing somewhat the
oil bill expressed in dollars, this is not the case when it
is. expressed in units of account or in national curren-
cres.
As regards duration, one can only speculate, it is
something ro which it is impossible to give any kind of
precise or authoritative reply in view of all the factors
involved, which are not just economic. All this has
induced the Council 
- 
on che initiadve of the Com-
mission 
- 
ar its meeting on 16 March 1982 to increase
its effons to attain the objectives that the Community
has set itself: restructuring of demand, more rational
use of energy and developing alternative sources. The
present market uncertainty makes these objectives
more essential than ever.
Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 
(FR,) Could the Commissioner
give some indicadon of the additional revenue the
Community could expect to receive through a policy
of holding the prices of oil and petroleum products?
Given that there are cenain provisions in the budget
which are designed to aid the effon to stimulate
economic recovery in the Community, could this addi-
rional revenue not be used to give the initial impetus
for this recovery and at the same time to implement a
regional development policy which could reduce the
budget difficulties of the Member States of the Com-
munity?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) If I understood the question
correctly, Mr Pesmazoglou is asking me what would
be rhe result of substituting a reduction in prices by an
additional tax levy which could be used to fund a
development proBramme.
Firstly, so far as the present situation is concerned, we
have always been in favour of the true price of oil
being reflected in the economy, that is to say we do
not believe that countries should grant oil price subsi-
dies whenever there is an increase. In cases where
there is a fall in prices expressed in national currency,
which in most countries can be only very marginal in
view of the strength of the dollar, in which oil prices
are quoted, it seems to us that the first thing to ensure
is that this price fall does not lead rc a decline in the
level of investment in measures to reduce dependence,
restructure the demand infrastucture and develop
alternative sources of energy. In the light of this it
seems [o us that the programme that the Commission
is proposing to the Council to encouraBe these types
of investment, which must obviously have an impact
on the Community's policy for economic recovery,
must be taken up and financed by the States.
As for financing them through additional taxes on oil,
that is one option that has to be taken into considera-
tion. The Commission is not in favour of introducing
an automatic lery to compensate for the fall in prices
and to finance this type of programme. That solution
seems to us a little too simple to solve an extremely
complex problem which, because of the exchange rate
factor, is no[ felt uniformly throughout the countries
of rhe Community.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Can I then ask the Commissioner
why he thinks an impon levy on oil would not be the
right way of stabilizing oil prices? If oil prices continue
to fall, all effons at alternative energies or rational use
will drop and they have already been dropped. There-
fore an impon lery might be the best way of smbiliz-
ing oil prices.I See annex of 21.4.1982.
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Mr Davignon.- (FR) I should like to confirm rhar,
on the whole, the Commission takes much the same
position as rhar expressed in the two ques[ions pur ro
us, namely how to ensure rhat there is no relaxation of
the effon made by the Community as regards increas-
ing the level of investment in the energy secror,
regardless of fluctuarions in oil prices.
But to imagine rhat there is some magic formula
whereby any fall in prices due to a rerurn ro the law of
supply and demand in the market for oil can be com-
pensated for by a single tax which would underwrite
the investmenr programme is we feel to rake a too sim-
plistic view of things, when one also has to rake into
consideration all the other aspecrs of economic policy,
the balance berween [axarion, inflation and so on.
These considerarions we cannor mke lightly.
Be that as ir may, what is vital is to have a sound policy!o encourage investment in clearly defined pro-
grammes designed ro artain specific objectives, and
that is whar rhe current discussions wirh the Member
States are all about: to agree on what rhe invesrment
objective ought to be. That is the firsr priority. There-
after we have ro set aside the necessary resouices and I
am not ruling out any merhod, but neither am I
expressing a preference for any particular one, ro
achieve this objective.
The overriding priority is for us ro reach agreemenr on
the level of investmenr that we need to atrain the var-
ious ob.jectives of our energy srraregy.
Presidcnt. 
- 
As the aurhor is nor present, question
No 13 will be answered in writing.r
Question No 14, by Mr Cronin (H-8a1/81):
'What guaranrees can the Commission provide rhar
the benefits of an increased 'non-quota' section of
the revised Regional Fund will be awarded to rhe
most needy areas of the Community, particularly
the border counries of Ireland?
Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(17) The very narure of the 'non-quora secrion' of rhe
Regional Fund precludes the possibility of reserving a
quota determined by certain regions o. cornt.ies.
However, Anicle 4, paragraph 3 (b) of the drafr
revision of rhe regulation for rhe Fund srares rhar in
the use of the resources earmarked for the financing of
these measures allowance musr be made for rhe spe-
cific problems of rhe regions and the relative degrei of
regional imbalance existing within rhe Community.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Bearing in mind rhe presi-
dent's reply, will the Commission seek to ensure rhar
areas which have been very badly hir by sructural
unemployment 
- 
for example, areas dependent borh
on textiles and on shoes, which frequently occur in the
same areas 
- 
receive help from rhe non-quota sec-
tion?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(17) I would like rc remind Mrs Kel-
lett-Bowman thar, in conformity with Anicle 27 of the
draft revision of the reguladon of the Fund, specific
Community measures for regional development
charged to the 'non-quota' section of rhe Fund must
be applied in favour of Communiry areas which have
either been panicularly affecred by the recent serious
problems of indusrial decline or which have suffered
from cenain Communiry policies or from provisions
adopted to facilitate the application of these policies or
to minimize their consequences on the regional level.
President. 
- 
Yes, Mr Boyes?
Mrr Boyes. 
- 
I hate challenging your presidency,
Madam, because you are, I think, one of rhe fairest
es. te ll ging
Presidenr in rhis Parliament.
(Laughter)
I do nor know why your colleagues should guffaw
when I say it sincerely. You have only taken one sup-
plementary and I put my name down some considei-
able dme ago for rhis number.
President. 
- 
I apologize ro you, Mr Boyes, I did nor
see this on my lefr. Anyway I now call you ro pur a
supplemenrary.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
I realize it was an oversight and not a
deliberate decision.
(Laughter)
Some of us have more faith in you, Madam Presidenr,
than some of those over [here 
- 
they are ignoranr and
you know that.
(Laugbter)
Mr Commissioner, I norice from rhe Times of
19 March 1982 
- 
although rhe phorograph in that
issue is of Mr Ivor Richard, one of your colleagues 
-that the Commission is working rowards a blickspor
theory which is defined as: 'Aimed at job crearion in
pockets of high unemployment within rhe better-off
regions'. In view of your answer to Mrs Kelletr-Bow-
man when you staned talking abour regions and areas
less privileged, could you tell me if you agree rhar
blackspots in berter-off regions are rhe ones rhar mighr
benefit from the non-quora sysrem or would you agree
with me rhat there are blackspots in rhe worse-offI See Annex of 21.4. 1982.
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regions that ought to have priority for any funds from
the Regional Fund?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(17) First of all I would like to point
out that we are mlking about a revision of rhe
Regional Fund, and I believe that tomorrow or rhe day
after Parliament will be giving its opinion on the drafr
revision presented by the Commission.
I must say to Mr Boyes rhat his question is very reduc-
tive. I have stated the guiding principles, and I men-
tioned that Community measures uken through the
Regional Fund can be carried our in favour Com-
munity areas particularly affected either by recenr and
serious problems of industrial decline or by the conse-
quences of cenain Community policies. This evidendy
implies a specific examination of individual objective
conditions, without reference to subjective condirions
in the regions themselves.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Vhile the non-quora granrs from the
Regional Fund are very deeply appreciated in North-
ern lreland, is the Commissioner aware [har rhe ludi-
crous use of some of rhese funds ro build picnic sires in
such infamous IRA terrorist areas as Crossmaglen
have brought this Fund into grave disrepure in North-
ern Ireland? And could he not roday see rhar this Fund
is directed to areas like Fermanagh where it could be
put to much better use?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(17) This is the honourable Member's
own personal opinion.
President. 
- 
Question No 15 by Mr Flanagan (H-
8a2/ 8t):
'What 
assurance does the Commission intend to
seek from the United Kingdom authorides rhat
the recently announces UKL 90 million public
expenditure programme for Nonhern Ireland
which includes funds to the Housing Execurive ro
cons[ruct 4 500 new houses will be additional ro
the aid to be provided by the EEC for housing
purposes ?
Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(17) As is well known, on 23 November 1981 the
Commission presented to the Council a draft regula-
tion aimed at inidating a specific measure in favour of
housing in Nonhern Ireland. This draft regularion
includes other specific provisions intended to guaran-
tee the complementary nature of the Communiry
measures.
Mr Flanagan. 
- 
I do not really propose to ask a ques-
tion because it appears from whar has been said that
the answer is that no specific measures have in fact
been asked for and that the word 'rransparency',
which is very much in use in this House in regard to
activities of the House and its associate bodies, is not
sought ro be applied [o the government concerned.
Since my friend, Mr Paisley, has chosen ro speak of
Crossmaglen, perhaps I could ask if the picnic-type
acrivities rc which he refers would include the activi-
ties of the Crossmaglen branch of the Gaelic Athletic
Association on the playing field which it legally owns
but which has been taken over by the British Army.
President. 
- 
Mr Flanagan, since you yourself said you
were not putting a question 
- 
I am grateful that you
have now sat down. I will call Mr Paisley whom I
would ask to pul a question.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Madam President, I always put ques-
tions. I would like to ask the Commissioner if he is
aware of an answer given to me recently in rhe British
House of Commons that of the money allocated to
Northern Ireland 500/o has been kepr by rhe Bridsh
Exchequer in London and never benefits Northern
Ireland? !7ill he, therefore, take urgenr steps ro oblige
the British Governmen[ to respect the principle of
additionality?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(17) I menrioned thar in our drafr regu-
lation we include specific provisions intended rc
Buarantee the complementary nature of the Com-
munity measures. I am not so fonunate as to have a
seat in the House of Commons. I therefore do not
know what son of action can be taken there, nor do I
know what influence we can exert on the Members of
the House of Commons.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
M"y I 
- 
as one who sat there for years
- 
first assure the Commissioner that he does not miss
too much by not sitting in the House of Commons.
Can I ask the Commissioner to elucidate something
which came out of his answer? I was pleased ro nore
that he said in his answer that his recommendarion is
thar the measures be complementary. But can he,
therefore, explain why ir is that Nonhern Ireland is ro
be singled out for this betrer r.rearmenr by rhe British
Government when there are other examples of grants
of regional aid, such as in the case of my consriruency
and other pans of the UK, where rhe money goes inro
the Exchequer and is not additional as was rhe inten-
don of the EEC, so that Brirain is conducting a fraud?
Can he explain why there should be differenr Eearmenr
for Northern Ireland 
- 
although I welcome it for my
Nonhern Irish colleagues 
- 
from that in the other
pans of the UK?
Mr Natdi. 
- 
(17) I said that I am not a member of
the House of Commons; I am not a member of the
European Parliament either. I have only the agreeable
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privilege of being able to address the European Parlia-
ment, and I would like rc say to Mrs Ewing that the
draft regulation we presented concerning Nonhern
Ireland also has reference to a resolution adopted by
the European Parliament on 19 June 1981, and thar
on this matter we have therefore acted in accordance
with a parliamentary vote.
In answer to the rest of your quesrion, the Commis-
sion has always believed rhat the measures taken
should be complementary in nature. It rherefore
wished to emphasize that this drafr regularion for
Northern Ireland is a response on the part of the
Commission ro a vote explicirly formulated by the
European Parliament.
I
Mr J. D. Taylor. 
- 
\7ould the Commissioner agree
that if the principle of additionaliry is not applied to
schemes identified by the EEC for regional aid, it does
serve to bring the Community into disrepute, and
since the United Kingdom Government appears not [o
be the only one which does not pracice additiona[ity,
for cenainly additionaliry is not applied by rhe Dublin
Government where many rural areas in the Republic
are deprived of monies originally meanr for rhem by
the European Community, will the Commissioner
make the same representa[ions to the Dublin Govern-
men[ as are requested in the original question to the
United Kingdom Government?
Mr Natali. 
- 
I have already mentioned that tomor-
row or the day after there will be a debate in the Euro-
pean Parliament concerning all the problems of the
Regional Fund. I believe that on thar occasion the
approach of the European Parliament will be ade-
quarcly confirmed in the document which Parliament
itself will eventually approve.
President. 
- 
Question No 16 by Mr Lalor (H-843/
81):
'!(l'ould the Commission indicare rhe relarive cosrs
of intervening in the Community beef market
through the expon refund system and inrervention
and funhermore, does the Commission consider
the expon refund system more imponanr ar rhe
presen[ time to supponing the beef market than
intervention?
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.(NL) The cost of support. in the beef secror in 1981
was about I .415 m ECU, expon refunds accounr.ing for
some 580/o of this. The Commission does not regard
the refund arrangement as more imponant or less
imponant than intervenrion. The rwo arrangemenrs
do, afrcr all, serve different purposes. Inrervenrion is
designed ro supporr the inrernal marke!, while the
refunds are intended to enable Community exporrers
to participate in world trade. The Commission narur-
ally takes the necessary steps to ensure [hat each
arrangement is able to play its specific role. From 1979
to 
,1981 expenditure on export refunds rose, but
exports also increased, from 340 000 tonnes in 1979 to
647 000 tonnes in 1980. This is the last full year on
which we have information. In 1981 prices in the
Community rose by about 150/0. Intervention stocks
fell substantially. I would point out in conclusion that
exports have an immediate effect on sales, whereas
intervention stocks are not sold until some time later.
Mr M. Martin. 
- 
(FR) In its resolution on agricul-
tural prices, the European Parliament urged thar rhe
intervention system for beef should more effectively
fulfil its role of safety net for the incomes of stock-
farmers. !7hat plans does the Commission have to put
forward proposals to this effeci at an early date?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) Vithour being able to give
specific, detailed assurance at this time, the Commis-
sion will obviously take account of rhe remarks made
in the House on this subjecr.
President. 
- 
Question No l7 by Mr Calvez (H-597/
8t):
At the last meeting of the EEC-China Joint Com-
mittee, cooperation in the sector was discussed
between the two sides. Can the Commission srare
which fields this cooperation would concern and
what measures are being considered for purting it
into effecr?
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) ln November 1981, in Peking, a framework for
cooperation with China in the energy sector was laid
down. Following a visit ro rhe counrries of the Com-
munity during February and March by a high-ranking
Chinese delegation, we have now introduced a pro-
gramme which consists in sending European expens ro
set up three training cenrres in Nanking, Peking and
Tientsin for senior managemenr, for officials of the
various authorities responsible for energy planning
and for the training of instructors.'!fle are in the pro-
cess of training here in rhe Communiry 19 officials and
managers concerned with energy planning and energy
conservation. And finally, rwo studies are being con-
ducted, one in a rural and rhe other in an industrial
environment, in order ro draw up a model for the
rational utilization of energy taking environmental
constraints into account. That much has alreadv been
decided upon.
The Chinese delegation also submirted to us a second
list of projects which are at present under considera-
tion. And finally, I myself expect to be going to China
before the summer on behalf of the Commission to
look into other areas of possible cooperarion between
the Communiry and China.
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Mr Calvez. 
- 
(FR) I am grateful for your reply, but
the introduction of a programme of course implies its
implementation, and I take note of the fact that 19
officials are to be assigned to a close cooperation. At
any ra[e that is something positive. But can I ask you,
as regards the coal sector, whether you do not con-
sider that the distance separating China from Europe
and the inadequacy of China's transport infrastructure
- 
from the coal mines to the pons of shipment 
- 
are
handicaps rhar are likely to affect import prices
adversely? Also, is it envisaged that imports of Chinese
coal into Europe will increase in the years ahead?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) The problem of developing
cooperation between the Community and China in the
coal sector is one of the topics that has been consid-
ered in connection with the exploitation of Chinese
resources using European technology 
- 
you have
there a tie-up with what European coal producers are
doing. Secondly, consideration has been given to the
introduction of new technology in the field of coal
liquefaction and gasification.Thirdly, there is the whole
question of supplies, whrch rs where problems arise
because very frequently the Chinese want to sign
baner agreements and it is difficult to find suppliers
who are prepared to enter into this rype of agreement.
In short, coal was regarded by both delegations as a
matter of priority.
Mr Battersby. 
- 
In view of China's enormous energy
needs and the Community's experience of coal and
nuclear technologies, what steps has the Commission
taken or does it intend to take to create the political
framework for closer indusrial cooperation in energy,
including uranium raw and processed material sup-
plies?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) As I said a moment ago, the
Commission has started to lay down rhe framework
within which these various exchanges can take place.
Secondly, when the mission headed by the Chinese
Vice-Presidenr had spent a month in Europe, we did
in fact put them in touch, where coal and uranium are
concerned, wirh cenain Member States and undenak-
ings involved in the development of cooperation. I
believe that the honourable Member has put his finger
on the problem, which is, so far as the Community is
concerned, how to create a framework conducive to
the development of individual contractual relations,
which might receive our encouragement in order to
implement a number of cooperative projects.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(FR) !7ould the Commissioner tell us
what, according to his information, is the degree of
imponance that the Chinese government attaches to
the development of nuclear energy and if he thinks
European technology has a chance of being their first
choice in the context of this development?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) I would not take it upon
myself to try to give an authorirative answer m this
question because quite obviously the Chinese will still
be considering what their final position in this area
should be. But I did come away with the impression
that our Chinese panners in the dialogue had the pol-
itical will to pursue this kind of discussion with a view
to developing relations between the Community and
China, which places the Community and its undenak-
ings in a favourable position. However, I doubt that
China herself will have decided on any definite options
at this stage.
President. 
- 
Question No 18 by Mrs Pruvot (H-642/
81):
Could the Commission report to Parliament on
the first year of operation of the Eurydice system;
does it not consider it desirable to extend the use
of the Eurydice system as soon as possible to
aspects of social policy other than those dealt with
so far, and what is irs opinion on the possibiliry of
collaboration with the European Centre for Voca-
tional Training (Cedefop) ?
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
The infor-
mation network on educational policy in the Com-
munity known as Eurydice has now completed its first
full year of operation. The technical progress report
concerning its first phase of development was
approved in December by the Education Committee
and the Cqrnmission intends to present to the Parlia-
ment in the near future a report on the first period of
operation and latest developments. But perhaps I could
say one or two words about it today in answer to this
specific question.
In reviewing the progress of Eurydice to date, the
Education Committee has agreed on the need during
the next year ro consolidate the activities of Eurydice
rather than to envisage any extension at this stage to
other policy themes. Although the network has
undoubtedly been markedly successful in dealing
swiftly with questions from policymakers, and that,
after all, was the purpose of setting it up, and also in
providing comprehensive and concise answers, its cap-
acity for coverage is necessarily determined by the
modest level of staffing resources available and by the
progressive need to handle the data and material
assembled, especially within the central unit, on a
computerized basis.
Now the second pan of the question. In answer to
that, may I say that the Commission has already
taken the initiative to ensure close and continuing
cooperation with the European Centre for the
Development of Vocational Training (Cedefop) in
Berlin. A report on the possibilities of such cooper-
ation will be considered larcr this yearby the governing
board of rhe Centre. I think it is essential to recognize,
however, that whereas Eurydice was set up to
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underpin the education action programme atCommuniry
level, the European Centre, on the other hand, has a
special responsibiliry ro meet the information needs of
the social partners and governmenrs as well as those of
the Commission in rhe field of vocational raining.
Mrs Pruvot. 
- 
(FR) Thank you, Mr Commissioner,
although your reply was nor exacrly rhe one I might
have expected ro receive to rhe questions put ro you. I
will therefore put a supplementary'. Does the Commis-
sion not think the Eurydice sysrem could be used for
preliminary studies on rhe question of rhe murual
recognition of diplomas ?
Mr Richard. 
- 
I am sorry I did not answer the precise
question that Mrs Pruvor pur down. I thoughr we had.
Vhat I said was that I thoughr rhat the first year had
indeed been a success, but that it was necessary, in
fact, to consolidate rarher rhan to exrend into different
fields. But just let me say this in answer ro rhe question
just put. !7e do consider that the model developed in
this field is invaluable in derermining rhe mosr effec-
tive methods to link information abour the evolution
of national policies to the developmenr of Community
policies and programrnes in other areas of social policy
and, indeed, in other areas of education policy.
Now on rhe precise point that Mrs Pruvor pur ro me. I
will look at it and see if rhere is any possibility of
extending Eurydice in this direcrion, but I am bound
to say that my preliminary feeling is rhat it would not
be possible to do it at rhis srage. Therefore, while I am
perfectly prepared to look at it, I hope rhar she and the
House will undersrand that ir is rotally wirhour com-
mitment.
Mr Patterson, 
- 
It is now over a year since rhis Par-
liament adopted a resolution asking rhat special educa-
tion of handicapped children should be one of rhose
things to be included in Eurydice as a marter of prior-
ity. Now we rhoughr that rhe Commission had
accepted the main lines of rhe Clwyd report. Could
the Commissioner say whether he could make an
exceptional study of rhis matter roo, and if the excuse
for not doing ir is thar they have nor gor rhe staff,
could he give us some indication of what sraff is
needed, and will rhat proposal be coming up in its
budget proposals?
Mr Richard. 
- 
\7irh grear respecr to rhe honourable
gentleman the Commission is not inreresred in giving
excuses. \flhat it is rrying to do is ro explain ro Parlia-
ment whar the situation is. I am not in a posirion ro
run a vastly increased information network in rhe
Community. I have neither rhe resources nor rhe
money nor the staff wirh which ro do it. \7hat I am
prepared to do in relation ro Mr Parterson's request is
exactly the same as in relation to Mrs Pruvor's 
- 
look
at it again without commirment. But I must say to him,
as I said to her, that I think the chances of immediate
expansion in this field are pretty slim.
President. 
- 
Question No 19 by Mr von \7ogau (H-
7 55 / 8t):
In the draft directive for building products, the
elaboration of special directives for single prod-
ucts is foreseen.
Has the Commission taken sreps to make use of
the work already carried out by the inrernational
and European standardizarion organizarions in
this field?
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) h is
the Commission's declared pblicy to make the grearesr
possible use of the work of European and inrerna-
tional standards institutions and similar esrablishmenrs
when approximating legislation. For the sake of rhe
subject-matter and for personnel reasons, rhe Commis-
sion has a natural interesr in conrinuing and improving
its cooperation with rhese institutions, rhis being true
not only of building materials but of all indusuial
products.
But before we can actually apply rhis policy ro the var-
ious building materials, rhe Council will have to adopt
the Commission's proposal for a basic directive on
building materials. The distincrion made between basic
directives and specific direcrives dates back ro rhe
desire expressed by the European Parliament rhat rhe
Community's legislative process should be speeded up
with the aid of rhe founh indent of Article 155 of the
EEC Treaty. Only rhe basic directive will be adopred
by the normal procedure, rhat governed by
Anicle 100. The power to adopr individual rechnical
directives on individual building producrs will then be
conferred on the Commission. The larter will be
assisted by what is known as a commirtee on rules,
which adoprs a position by a qualified majority.
The basic directive on building marerials is, as I have
said, before the Council. In its deliberations the Coun-
cil is at presenr concenrraring on deciding to which
individual producrs rhe simplified legislarive procedure
should be applied. Two crireria are imponanr in the
compilation of this lisr: on rhe one hand, obstacles ro
the free movemenl of goods or their eliminarion and
on [he other, the abiliry ro take advantage of rhe cur-
rent and unfinished work of international standards
institutions. This aspect in panicular will be of interest
to the honourable Member, ro whom I am grareful for
his question.
Mr von Vogau. 
- 
(DE) As you know, Parliamenr has
for many years been an ardent supponer of the idea of
the elaboration of cenain technical derails being trans-
ferred from the Council to the Commission. '!7e also
expect a decision to be taken in the near future so rhat
this example can be taken ro show that it is possible.
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Ve have, however, always said that the elaboration of
rcchnical deails should be the task not of the Com-
mission but, as is the case at national level, of the
sandards institutions. !7e already have the European
standards institutions CEN and CENELEC, in which
the ten national snndards institutions collaborate.
I have a further question to ask on this subject. !7hat
internal procedures and equipment does the Commis-
sion think these institutions must have if the elabo-
ration of the technical details is actually to be trans-
ferred to them?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) As the honourable Member may
recall from a report to the appropriate committee, the
Commission tried to make a new start last December
in its cooperation with CEN and CENELEC, and it
has the impression that this move was successful. The
test case 
- 
the toy directive standard 
- 
was com-
pleted a few days ago, and we hope on this basis we
can also overcome the backlog in standardization in
other fields. But it cannot be denied thar equipping
these committees and their working methods are time-
consuming. The equipment is meagre, and the coordi-
nation procedures take a long time. This is where the
real bottleneck lies. On the basis of future experience
with a number of standards, we shall have to decide
how the bottlenecks wirhin CENELEC can be elimi-
nated with our help. But we are not pessimistic in this
respect.
Your other reference to the European Parliament's
helpful supporr in extending the use for rhe founh
indent of Article 155 is in line with the requests which
we have put to the European Council and which were
mentioned just now in connection with the answer to
Mr Junot's question. '!7e therefore expect [he adop-
tion of the package under the mandate of 30 May
1980 to stimulate the Council and im subsidiary organs
to be more helpful and generous than in the past
through the applicadon of the founh indent of
Article 155.
Mr de Ferranti. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that the
building materials directive raised a vital national
interest in the case of the Unircd Kingdom, which was
concerned about the thickness of rhe walls of scaffold-
ing tubes? And could the Commissioner now assure us
that there will be some way of ensuring that such a
minor matter does not hold progress with a very
imponant directive?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I am grateful to the honourable
Member for the way in which he has phrased this
question. This is not the only obstacle of this kind, but
it does illustrate the nature of the work and rhe diffi-
culties we have to overcome. \7e hope, as I have said,
that greater application in the European Council to
the whole question of the internal market will make it
easier for such questions to be overcome, because they
simply cry out for a practical compromise and should
not be made into questions of principle.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No 20 will be answered in writing.r
Question No 21, by Mr Alavanos (H-802/81):
At the Panhellenic meeting of the General Con-
federation of Greek Agricultural Associations in
Veroia on 7 February 1982, the representatives of
Greek tomato, peach and beet Browers demanded,
among other things, rhat prices for the 1982-83
period should be fixed so as to cover production
costs and to permit a reasonable profit margin.
Vhy, then, does the Commission propose
increases 
- 
which are unacceptable to farmers 
-of 8% for [omatoes, 100/o for peaches andgo/o for
beet, especially since inflation last year rose to
about 250lo and production costs increased by
about 3Oolo ?
Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission. 
- 
(17) I
must say first of all that the percentages quoted in Mr
Alavanos's question are inaccurate. It is true that the
Commission had proposed a 9o/o increase in base
prices for beet-roor, and 8Vo and 10% increases in
base prices for tomatoes and peaches respectively. As
Mr Dalsager men[ioned this morning, it subsequently
changed the last two percentages, raising them to 90lo
for tomatoes and 120/o for peaches.
However, Mr Alavanos, you know perfecdy well that
in these proposals the common prices are expressed in
ECUs and not in national currencies. As far as Greece
is concerned, for both toma[oes and peaches it is
necessary to allow for the narrowing of the gap
between national prices and common prices; substan-
dally, then, the proposal suggests an increase,
expressed in drachma, of 17 - lo/o of rhe base price for
tomatoes and 79.60/o of rhe price for peaches, and not
increases of 8% and lOVo as stated in your question.
To these rates must also be added an increase due to
a8ro-monetary measures.
I would also like to say 
- 
still in reference to lhe sta-
tistics quoted by Mr Alavanos 
- 
thar, according to
the most recent estimates available to the Commission,
from February 1981 to February 1982 the rate of infla-
tion in Greece was 19. 50/o and not 250/o; producrion
costs increased in 1982 by 230/0, and not 30%. Finally,
I would like to point our that, in the proposals con-
cerning prices, inflation in general and the increase in
the cost of production in panicular are merely two ele-
menm of evaluadon among others, such as market
equilibrium, the general economic situation, and
medium-term agricultural poliry, not to mention the
structural measures announced by the Commission in
its response ro the mandarc of 30 May 1980.
I See Annex of 21.4.1982.
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Mr Alavanos. 
- 
(GR) I should like to say rhat both
we and Greek farmers have considerable reservations
with regard to Communiry sratisrics, and rhis brings
the Community 
- 
to be precise the Commission and
its statistics inro conflict nor only wirh farmers'
represenlatives but also with rhe Greek Governmenr.
According to Commission figures, last year saw a I to
20lo increase in farmers' incomes 
- 
I am not sure of
the exact figure 
- 
whereas the government's figures
show thar farmers' incomes would have fallen by 70/o
and more without governmenl assistance. In this res-
pect 
- 
and I am sorry to have to say this 
- 
we have
considerable reserva[ions over the figures provided by
rhe Commissioner of 17a/o lor romaroes and 190/o for
peaches.
I should like to take the opportunity here of asking the
Commissioner this additional question: by all accounrs
the Community is going to take appropriare additional
measures in vrew of the high rate of inflation in
Greece. I should like to ask, now rhar negoriarions on
agricultural products have got under way 
- 
what
appropriare supplementary measures are being envis-
aged to avoid a repetition of this pasr year when agri-
cultural incomes fellby 7o/o?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(17) It is obvious 
- 
as Mr Alavanos
himself will understand 
- 
rhat even if we should hold
an extensive discussion on the Greek situation, we cer-
tainly cannot do it now. Ahhough I realize that Mr
Alavanos is particularly skeptical abour figures, I
would nevertheless like ro quore some, and to say that
in fact 
- 
as resulr of rhe financial mechanism estab-
lished at the rime of Greece's accession 
- 
Greece
recorded a toral ner gain of 164 million ECU in 1981;
for 1982 the estimates are even more favourable, and it
is possible to foresee for Greece a ner gain of between
400 and 600 million ECU.
As for what specifically concerns the problems relaring
to the structural proposals, I would like to poinr out
that, in the framework of the 'price package', in addi-
tion to a more rapid equalization of prices, the Com-
mission has already proposed structural measures
which are applicable immediately. It has also been sug-
gested that cenain measures now in force be adapted
ro Greece ar this rime. On 4 March 1982 rhe Commis-
sion presented a regularion instiruting a series of com-
mon measures for the improvemenr of agriculrural
structures in several regions of Greece; another series
of measures will be proposed in favour of the Medircr-
ranean region. There has been a proposal ro extend
the premium for the binh of calves ro Greece 
- 
a
measure which at presenr applies only to Iraly 
- 
and
there are also various other provisions among which I
would like ro menrion rhe Greek exemprion from the
co-responsibility tax on milk.
Naturally these considerarions are fragmentary in
character, but they do rend ro supporr rhe validiry of
my answer.
Mr Velsh. 
- 
I find that answer by the Commissioner
rather disturbing, because it seems to me [hat rhe
Commission is going out of irs way ro encourage rhe
increased production of goods that are in structural
surplus, and it does not really matter whether it is in
Greece or anywhere else. So could the Commission
confirm for us that unemployed workers and consum-
ers in the Community, wherever they may be, very
much resent having to pay inflated prices for agricul-
tural products that are in fact in structural surplus, and
perhaps he could explain that to Mr Alavanos?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(17) This is obviously a provocarive
sta[ement which calls for a much more extensive
debate. I believe that Parliamenr has already rho-
roughly discussed the problems of agriculrural produc-
tion and eventual structural surpluses. I wil only say
ro Mr V/elsh that obviously the problem of Mediterra-
nean products cannot. be examined only from rhe
viewpoint of strucrural surpluses; ir must also be seen
in the light of the geographic rebalancing of the Com-
munity.
President, 
- 
As the author is not present, Quesrion
No 22 will be answered in writing.l
Question No 23, by Mr Hutton (H-828/81):
\7ill the Commission confirm rhar rhe 'political
priorities' referred to in the 1982 information
programme include a conrinuing awareness of rhe
state of public opinion 
- 
parricularly in the
Unircd Kingdom 
- 
and of the need for a positive
response to it?
Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(IT) ln its informarion programme for 1982 rhe Com-
mission stated 
- 
and mainrains 
- 
rhar rhe Com-
munity message should be directed above all to the
general public. For rhis reason, past and future infor-
mative measures will fully allow for rhe state of public
opinion in rhe Member Srares and for national or
regional suscepdbiliries.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
In view of the continuing stare of
public awareness in several Member States, which is
often based upon falsehood and disroned information,
would there be money available over and above rhe
normal budgetary allocation for the development of
new and imaginative schemes ro combat public hosril-
ity to the Community, including perhaps the recruit-
ment of regional agencies to supplement rhe work of
regional offices?
Mr Natali. 
- 
U7) I would like to say to Mr Hutron
that we have plenry of imagination but we are ill-
I See Annex of 21 4.1982
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supplied with money. For this reason we can only try to
put what money we have to the bes[ possible use.
As far as cenain specific regions 
- 
among them the
United Kingdom 
- 
are concerned, I would like to
point out that we have in fact created three offices in
the UK 
- 
in Belfast, Cardiff, and Edinburgh 
- 
pre-
cisely in order to keep public opinion as well
informed as possible.
Mr Prag. 
- 
\flhile, as a former head of the European
Communities' Information Office in London, I note
with great pleasure that we now have a very high-
quality monthly magazine and at last, after three
years, a new basic booklet on the Community, would
the Commissioner not aBree that there sdll remains a
great deal to be done? For instance, I get from my
own constituency repeated requests for mobile exhibi-
tions for public libraries. There was a time when we
had 13 of rhose in London which were all fully
booked all the time. Today we have none. Vould the
Commissioner nor agree that in fact the effort is still
very inadequate and could be considerably expanded?
Mr Natali. 
- 
UD I agree that the effort may be inad-
equate, but I can assure you rhat the imagination and
the will to work are there. The problem is money. You
will soon be discussing the new budget, and the prob-
lem will naturally be raised on that occasion.
President. 
- 
I wish to thank Members who have
exened considerable self-discipline when putting their
supplementaries and as, I think, a consequence of this
new self-discipline which the House recognizes, I
would like to draw Members' attention to the fact that
we have had during this Question Time ten members
of the Commission, which I think is an innovation. On
behalf of the House, I would like to thank the Com-
missioners who have attended this sitting and particu-
larly the six Commissioners who have answered the
questions put to them by Members of this House.
Thank you.
(Applause)
The first pan of Question Time is closed.l
3.'lVelcome
Prcsident. 
- 
I have much pleasure in recognizing in
the distinguished visitors' gallery the President of the
House of Representatives of the Republic of Cyprus,
Mr George Ladas, who is paying an official visit to our
Parliament.
Mr Ladas's visit represents the first official contact
berween the European Parliament and the Parliament
of Cyprus as foreseen in the EEC-Cyprus Association
Agreemenr of tglz. So therefore, on behalf of the
European Parliament, I extend a warm welcome to Mr
Ladas and wish him an interesting and fruitful stay in
Strasbourg.
(Applause)
4. Discharges in respect of the I 9 8 0 financial year(conrinuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
joint debate on nine reports drawn up on behalf of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, concerning the dis-
charges and other budgetary questions.
I call Mr Ryan.
Mr Ryan. 
- 
Mr President, in the three minutes allot-
ted ro me to speak I want to use some of that very
scarce time to join with others in expressing my deep
regrer that my colleague and neighbour, Heinrich Aig-
ner, [he king of budgetary control, is not with us
today and express the hope that his indisposition will
be of short duration.
It would be wrong, it seems to me, to discuss budget-
ary control and the issuing of discharge in respect of
any year without Parliament imelf looking at the unac-
ceptable waste of resources forced upon the European
Parliament by the Council of Ministers by vinue of
their rule that Parliament. may not have a single work-
ing place.
I endorse the report of Mr'Price. I was very pleased
with his remarks this morning. The one point of dis-
agreement I have with him is one of emphasis. He said
that a private concern would go bankrupt if it adopted
our working rules. But we are not responsible for the
unacceptable working conditions of Parliament, Par-
liament is not responsible for the waste of resources,
the waste of time, the waste of taxpayers' money. Par-
liament wishes to have one working place, but Parlia-
ment has been stopped from nking that sensible deci-
sion, which is necessary not merely in the interest of
costs, which are crucial, bur also in rhe inreresr of
effective democracy, by the cowardice of successive
Members of the Council of Ministers who refuse to
take the decision which any effecdve democrary
would to allow Parliament to have accepnble working
conditions.
It therefore seems to me to be wrong that we should
contemplate discharge in any year without drawing
arrention to the fact that Parliament has unacceptable
working conditions because of considerations of
national and municipal pride and greed.I SeeAnnex of21.4.1982
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I wish also to direct attention in the shon time allotted
to me to the Forth amendmenr on the discharge to be
granted to the administrative board of rhe European
Foundarion for the Improvement of Living and Vork-
ing Conditions. Ir seems ro me rhar Mr Fonh has
tabled a resolution wirhout reading the reporr, because
the repon itself makes ir quire clear that rhere has been
a very significant improvement in the ourput of the
Foundation in question and asks orher institutions in
Europe to adopt rhe work and managemenr practices
of the European Foundarion in Dublin because by so
doing they would cur costs and become more efficienr.
Notwithstanding that reporr, which is presented to us
by his own colleague, Mr Kellert-Bowman, we have
Mr Fonh's amendmenr suggesring that we should
refuse discharge to rhe adminisrrative board of the
Foundation because he is nor satisfied wirh rheir our-
put. I[ seems to me rhar there is little poinr in this Par-
liament consuming, as it does consume, a forest per
year 
- 
a foresr of about one rhousand [rees 
- 
pro-
ducing repons if Members who table amendments do
not go to the rrouble of reading rhe repons in the first
lns[ance.
I was glad that reference was made in the debate today
by Mr Patrerson ro rhe siruarion on [he border
between the Republic of Ireland and thar pan of Ire-
land which is sdll under rhe jurisdiction of the United
Kingdom. He said that rhere has been a wasre of
Community funds by vinue of the illegal passage of
goods not once but twice and somerimes in a carousel
across that border for rhe purpose of collecting Com-
munity funds and indeed also funds of the Irish mx-
payer. Thar is true. But it seems to me thar a solution
to that particular problem is nor somerhing which lies
entirely within the conrrol of this Community or
indeed of the governmenm in quesrion other rhan ro
abolish the border in quesrion because if there were no
border then the abuse of the funds on rhe island of
Ireland would not occur. It is rrue 
- 
it is an axiom 
-that as long as profit can be made through rhe smug-
gling of goods anywhere in the world man will smug-
gle. Ve mighr deplore rhar 
- 
in facr we do deplore it
and we condemn it, but it happens ro be a reality, it
happens to be a consequence of rhe imperfecrions of
human nature and, therefore, it seems to me that a
pure administrative change or adjustmenr will nor set-
tle that particular problem on the island of Ireland or
indeed for thar marter anywhere else.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
Mr Hord. 
- 
Mr President, I rise to support. the Key
repon, and in doing so I recognize rhe good work
which our Committee on Budgerary Control has done
over [he years. I think it can be said thar the commitree
has been responsible, realistic and consisten[. As we
know, this debate follows on rhe debare lasr monrh on
the Aigner reporr. In rhar reporr. Parliamenr called for
a series of answers from rhe Commission on what we
believe to be failings in rheir handling of their expon
policy during 1980. One of rhese points brought up by
my colleague, Mr Tyrrell, was rhar rhe Commission
has deceived this House on several occasions in the
answers to oral and wrirren quesrions and thar as lare
as November 1980 we were told rhar rhe Commission
was not exceeding the normal levels of sales of agri-
cultural products to rhe USSR, whereas in the case of
wheat, we subsequently learned, there was a 340-fold
increase. It is all very well ro say [har the Unired States
thanks the Commission for rhis work in regard to the
embargo, but I think rhat the Unired Srates, rarher like
this House, Mr President, did not know the facts and
the facts only came ro us larer. It was only late in 1981
that we became aware of the horrendous increases
which have taken place.
Now I would suggest, Mr Presidenr, thar we still wair
for reply from the Commission as to how rhe Commis-
sion has budgetary aurhoriry, bearing in mind thar in
early 1980, after rhe invasion of Afghanistan, borh
arms of the budgemry aurhorir.y instrucred the Com-
mission to restrict sales to Russia and the Eastern bloc.
Ve have heard norhing. Despite all rhe debate, all the
arguments and the propositions put forward we srill
have heard nothing. Therefore, I believe that it is right
at this stage, Mr President, for this House ro call for
the truth, the whole rrurh, on rhe attirudes and the
performance of the Commission in regard to ir expon
poliry in 1980 wirh regard ro the USSR. In my view
they failed to invoke rhe instrucrions ro restrict sales
and it is up to [hem now ro tell us why rhey changed
the rules on payments on exporrs ro Russia in 1980 so
that figures for 1980 appeared in 1981, why they
deceived the Parliament on wrirten and oral quesrions.
Vhen they do this, and only when they do this, Mr
Presidenr, can we consider discharge.
The situation clearly, in my view, is one of the utmost
gravity and I exhon rhe Commission to recognize the
situation which we are in. The responsibiliry for get-
ting this informarion resrs wirh the Parliamenr and,
therefore, I call upon the Commission ro give us rhe
fac6, ro give us the whole rrurh, ro expose what
appears to the public ar large to be a cover-up on rhe
situation in 1980; when we have their answers rhen,
and only then, will we consider discharge.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Paisley.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
I rise [o supporr the Key repon, which
has been so ably pur ro rhe Parliament roday, and IPresident. 
- 
I call Mr Hord.
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feel that there are some marrers that this Assembly
needs to underscore.
'\7hen this Assembly was being elected, we were rold,
and rightly so, that this Assembly had no legislative
power and no power to elect an executive
very imponant roles in any ordinary parliament. But
there was one matter that was continually reiterared,
and that was the power of this Assembly on budgerary
matters.
Today, therefore, we are discussing one matrer in
which this Assembly must exercise rhar power for rhe
good of the entire Community. There are some mar-
ters [hat cenainly call for an answer from the Com-
mission, and one matter rhat is very relevant to the
United Kingdom is the failure of the Commission ro
implement the decision taken by rhis Assembly and
also by the Council in regard to the embargo on sales
of agricultural products to the USSR and the stare-
trading countries of the East European bloc. This mar-
ter causes great concern in the part of rhe Unired
Kingdom that I represent, simply because we have
many people there who are on or below the poverty
line. It seems absolutely outrageous that the people of
Russia and the East European trading bloc should
have agricultural products from rhis Communiry avail-
able to them at prices at which they are nor available
to the needy in my part of the United Kingdom 
- 
or
indeed, in the rest of the Community as well. That is
one matter that the Commission needs to come clean
on in this Assembly. 'We need to know why the
declared will of this House, backed up as it was by the
will of the Council, was overridden by the Commis-
sion and why the Commission failed to bring in rhat
embargo.
There are other matters of great importance thar have
been raised here today, and I arn not going to under-
score them, because chey have been underscored by
other speakers in this debate. There is, however, one
matter I would like to refer to, and that is the lqss of
Community revenue due to rhe smuggling thar goes on
across the border in Ireland, and I would like to make
a comment upon what Mr Ryan has said. He said that
the Republic of Ireland had a border with that part of
Ireland under the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom,
and the way to do away with smuggling was ro abolish
the border. Now if you carry that logic across rhe
whole Community, then you will be talking about
abolishing all borders and in fact across the whole
world as well. I would emphasize that thar border is
there because of the right to self-determinadon of the
people of Nonhern Ireland. They have decided that
that border should be there, and this Assembly over
and over again has emphasized and put on record the
right of peoples to self-determination. It also needs to
be emphasized that the pany to which Mr Ryan
belongs, when they were in power in the early days of
the Irish Republic, also ratified that border; it was rati-
fied by the Bridsh Governmenr and this ratification
was lodged with the League of Nations. So the smug-
gling has got to be taken care of, not by abolishing the
border but by dealing properly with those that engage
in lawless ac,rs across it.
President. 
-- 
I call Mr Key.
Mr Key, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, as the general
rapporteur on this report, I do not wish to respond to
all the points raised during the debate, but there are
three or four points I think I should dwell on.
The first is that this report, Mr Tugendhat, is in my
name, but it was drawn up on behalf of the Committee
on Budgetary Control and was adopted by a very large
majority in your presence. It is a repon by the Com-
mittee on Iludgetary Control and not one person's
individual approach to it.
My second point to you is that it has been stated by
yourself and one or tw'o other people that what we
should be dealing with in a discharge report is purely
what is staled in the annual report of the Court of
Auditors. The discharge is not about that: it is abour
the whole financial year and all irc aspects. Sometimes,
therefore, the Court will emphasize one point one
year and another point the next. Also, now thar so
many special reports are being brought forward, they
too have obviously to be included in it. Ir is a dis-
charge for the financial year and not just the response
to a report, though it obviously provides the basis for
our rePort.
My third p,rint is that I would like ro rhank the Com-
mission ancl especially many members of the staff for
accepting nrany of the criticisms, pointing out ways in
which we can make changes and promising to make
further changes. But I am a politician, as is everybody
else in this Chamber, whether they are Members of
this Parliarnent or represent other Institurions, and I
am very wary when people make promises; and in
seeking the deferral which I am proposing on behalf of
the committee today, what I want to happen, whar rhe
committee wants to happen and what I am pretty sure
the taxpay,er in Europe wants to happen is that the
promises that have been made, especially over the last
three or four weeks, by various Commissioners will
actually be implemented. I am sure rha[ the Commis-
sion can cooperarc very easily 
- 
they have done wirh
Parliament and with the Coun of Auditors 
- 
and
then we would be able to present in the autumn of this
year a positive list of things we have changed in order
to eradicate the abuses which have exisred and which
have been highlighted throughout the discussion on
this discharge repon and to demonstrate that we are
now introducing a more efficient method of running
this Communiry. Because I, like you, Mr Commis-
sioner, want to see this Community work and be
successful.
'!7hat I v/an[ ro do is to get rid of rhe abuses rhat stain
the character of the Coimission and the Community.
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Ve cannot afford these small things 
- 
!o us they look
small, sometimes they are very large 
- 
but the point is
that they attract much public criticism, and it is our job
as a Parliament to keep the executive in conrrol, to
ensure that we are representing the people of Europe
and that we are getdng real value for money. Thar is
the basis of this interim repon today. 'We want you ro
act on your promises and be faithful ro the spirit of
this Parliament and the spirit of rhis Community and
make it a success. I hope that when we come back in
the autumn of this year 
- 
because I am pretry sure
Parliament will support this report 
- 
we will be able
to come back in the spirit of working and cooperaring
together to actually show that we have achieved some-
thing.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Tugendh*, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-Mr President, in an earlier stage of this long and really
very interesting debate, Mr Parrerson said rhat he
thought rhar the Commission had won the debate bur
that, because many Members were not present., we
would lose the vote. I musr say I think he is very prob-
ably right. But I am grateful rc him for saying that we
won the debate, though I musr say rhat when I listened
to Mr Key's wind-up I wondered whether that was so.
May I just make one or rwo rhings crystal clear. First
of all I certainly agree with Mr Key, who has always
made his points with Brear courr.esy, rhar it is rhe task
of Parliament, by which I mean rhe plenary assembly
as well as the Committee on Budgetary Control, to acr
as a watchdog. I think it is cenainly the duty of Parlia-
ment [o do so. It is the dury of Parliament to search
ou[ abuse, it is the duty of Parliament to make sure
that where things could be done betrer they are made
better. It is the task of Parliamenr ro ensure rhat high
standards are maintained. I agree wirh Mr Key rhat
Parliament is not obliged to restricr its oversight to rhe
Coun of Auditors' report, though I am sure he would
agree wirh me rhar rhe Coun of Auditors' reporr is, as
it were, the basic document for this exercise, which is
why I pointed out thar one of rhe principal areas ro
which he and some other Members were direcring
their fire was not mentioned in the Coun of Auditors'
repom at all. But if Parliament wishes ro go wider than
that, of course it may.
The two main points I was trying ro make with Mr
Key I would like to repeat. The firsr is rhat regardless
of whether the discharge is staned now or wherher it
is deferred 
- 
absolurely regardless of thar 
- 
this
Commission has undenaken 
- 
and I repeat rhe
undenaking novir 
- 
to cooperare wirh Parliament to
the maximum extent possible. The deferral of the dis-
charge cannot gain anything in rhat sense, and the
reason why the Commission will cooperare with Par-
liament to rhe maximum exrenr possible is, firsr of all,
because we have a duty to do so and secondly because
my colleagues and I actually believe in the principle
that we should do so. I want to make that point abso-
lutely clear. I also want to make it quite clear that
although we have offered time out of number to pro-
vide additional information or answer questions or
work over the Easter break or do anything that any-
body wants us to do, apan from Mr Price and Mr Pat-
terson, nobody asked us to do that, and that I think is
a point which bears repetition.
On the next point Mr Paisley's speech was quite a
good indication of the mood of some people. Mr Pais-
ley was attacking very vigorously the sale of agricul-
tural produce to the Eastern bloc. Okay, I understand
that position. I understand exactly what he was saying,
but he was using 
- 
and he is not the only one in rhis
House who has been doing that 
- 
the discharge
debate and the discharge procedure as a device to try
to bring about changes in the Common Agricultural
Policy which he happens, in this respecr ar any rare,
not to like. But in this Community, anymore than in a
national situation, one does nor use the discharge pro-
cedure as a device for bringing about changes of
policy. One uses the discharge procedure ro see
whether policies were properly executed in the firsr
place. I thought Mr Paisley's speech was a very good
giveaway of the attitude of a number of Members who
see the discharge debate as a means for beating the
CAP over the head, which they do in other circum-
stances as well.
And of course it is not only the case of rhe CAP,
though that is the most obvious one. I think, Mr Presi-
dent, that it would be a grear piry if, Parliamenr were
to misuse the discharge procedure in this way. The
discharge procedure has a very specific purpose, and if
it is not used for the purpose for which it is designed,
then the purpose for which it is ,lesigned will go by
default, and that, in my view and I am sure in the view
of many Honourable Members, would be a grear piry.
The other poinr which I made is that rhe Financial
Regulation 
- 
and nobody has contesred this point 
-quite specifically says that the discharge should be
handled by a panicular date, and in general, I must
confess, I believe that all Institurions ought to observe
the letter as well as lhe spirir. of the law. I believe that
the Commission and Parliament should do so because
so often our criticism against the Council is that is
does not always do so and in general it is the weaker
Institutions in a given situation thar are besr defended
by a rigorous interpretation of rhe rule of law. If one
star6 not obeying the rule of law in one circumstance,
one cannot. be surprised if others do not obey ir in
another circumstance. But as a general principle, I
must say I think a rigorous interpretation of the rule of
law is a good thing.
To conclude, Mr President, I agree with Mr Key on
the need for the highest possible standards of adminis-
tration, I agree on the need for ensuring that where
things have gone wrong they should be put right. I
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believe that in this panicular instance we have done
everything possible. \fle cenainly remain ar Parlia-
ment's disposal, wherher or not the decision to delay is
taken, to continue with this marrer, and I do think ir is
regrettable rhat on the matter of rhe sales ro the East-
ern bloc people are using the discharge procedure as a
device simply to attack the CAP. On rhe one-twelfth
system I do think ir is unreasonable for us to be
attacked now long after rhe evenr for an interprerarion
on which I specifically soughr Parliamenr's agreemenr
at the outset and where no hint was given by Parlia-
ment of disagreement with whar we were doing until
the regime was practically coming to an end. Mr Presi-
dent, let us all do our best ro make sure rhar every-
thing works as well as possible in the furure.
President. 
- 
The joint debate is closed.
The vote will be mken ar rhe nexr vor.ing rime.
5. Guidelines for the 1 983 budget
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe report (Doc. 1-97 /
82) by Mr Robert Jackson, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Budgets, on the European Parliament's
guidelines for the 1983 budger of the European Com-
munities.
I call the rapponeur.
Mr R. Jackson, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, our
debate today takes place ar an unusually early srage of
the annual budgetary procedure 
- 
which is perhaps
why there are so few Members present to rake parr in
it. There is, I am afraid, a rendency in the Parliament
only to begin to think about rhe budget in the final
quarter of the year, when we all look forward 
- 
if
that is the correct expression 
- 
ro rhe confused and
obscure annual wrestling match between rhe European
Parliament and the Council which mkes place in Nov-
ember and December: a wresrling march in which we,
the Council, the Press and indeed the public find it
very hard to see exactly what is going on. Indeed I do
not think that it is an exaggera[ion, Mr Presidenr, to
say that as we go through this experience ar [he end of
the year Members often find themselves in the frame
of mind of Racine's Andromaque ar the crucial stage
in that great drama as she wanders disconsolarely
about the palace and asks herself : 'Ou suis-je? Qu'ai-je
fait? Que dois-je faire encore?'
Mr President, ir seems ro me thar the firsr rask rhar
Parliament has to set itself is ro r,ry ro make clearer
what exactly is going on in the field of the budger, so
that unlike Andromaque we know exacrly where we
are, wha[ we have done and whar we still have to do in
this field. For, Mr President, it is crucial for our suc-
cess as European Parliamentarians 
- 
who have to
face the electorate in 1984 
- 
that we should clarify
what we have been trying to do in the exercising of
what is after all our most imponanr consr.irurional
POwer.
Mr President, in this endeavour I believe that the reso-
lution on g,uidelines for the 1983 budget has a crucial
role to Pla1,. 6r.5 year [he budgetary procedure fol-
lows an esublished partern. 'We have the Commis-
sion's preliminary draft in June, the Council's draft in
July, the [)arliament's first reading in October, the
Council's s,:cond reading in November and the Parlia-
menr's secc,nd reading and rhe adoption of the budget
in Decemb,:r. The way for the European Parliament to
make better sense of the annual budget procedure is to
develop a new stage right at the beginning of the pro-
cedure 
- 
a stage before the Commission adoprs the
preliminarl, draft and the Council adopts the draft
budget. A stage at which the Parliamenr sers [he guide-
lines and the targets thar ir wishes ro see for rhe
budget, so that all the world 
- 
and especially the
Commissic,n and the Council 
- 
can know what sort
of budget we want to see in the following year. This is
of course what we are talking about today, and I am
delighrcd that Presidenr Dankert has agreed ro the
suggestion that Parliament should request an early
meeting vrith the Commission as a body, so as to
ensure that it is fully acquainted with our guidelines
before it proceeds to adopt the preliminary draf.t
budget.
Mr Presidenr, let me say somerhing about the charac-
ter of this Resolution. Honourable Members will not-
ice that there is no explanatory memorandum attached
to the resolution. There are only nores 
- 
nores which
principallv consist of references to previous resolurions
of the Parliamenr and of the Parliamenr's commitrees.
This is because in a very real sense those resolurions
constitute the explanatory memorandum ro the propo-
sals which now lie before the House. This resolution
on guidelines for the 1983 budget is rhus essenrially
an exposition of the budgerary dimensions of the
major polidcal choices which Parliament has made
since dirr'ct elections. Indeed, at almosr every point it
uses [he exact words adopted by Parliament in irs pre-
vious resolurions 
- 
rhis is notably the case in rhe
paragrapJns on balance in the Community budget and
on the re-strucruring of rhe budget by improved con-
trol of C,rmmunity policies. This is why, Mr Presidenr,
I think I can say that this resolurion is in no sense a
personal document or a national document. It is cer-
tainly nc,t a Group document. It is nor even a Com-
mittee on Budgem document. It is fundamentally and
essentially a European Parliament documenr.
Mr President, I turn now to the substance of the pro-
posals now before the House. The resolution makes
our priority absolutely clear. Indeed its very firsr sen-
lence states that 'the central theme oi the 1983 budget
should b,e the fight against unemployment'. The reso-
lution allso makes clear the precise ways in which ir
wishes to see this fight conduoed. Thar is to say, in
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the firsr place it emphasizes that the whole range of
Community policies must be deployed to achieve the
end in view 
- 
the Social Fund, the Regional Fund,
rhe borrowing and lending activities of the Com-
munity, agricultural structural policies, transport poli-
cies and the like. And rn the second place it puts parti-
cular emphasis on the Social Fund, as there is a propo-
sal which originated in the Social Affairs Committee
for a 1300/o increase in the Social Fund during 1983.
This is a figure which reflects the volume of applica-
tions for help from the Social Fund received by the
Commission last year but for which rhe Commission
was not able to find funds within the Budget. That is
the jusrification of thrs precise figure, and what ir indi-
cates is that there is an enormous volume of demand
which cannot be satisfied because there is not enough
money in the budget 
- 
and I believe, and the Budgem
Committee believes, that we should put that money on
the line.
A number of questions are posed by this emphasis on
the Social Fund. It has, for example, been suggested
that we must not build up expectations which the
Community cannor fulfil. Mr President, the draft
resolution makes it absolutely clear that the primary
responsibility for fighting unemployment lies with the
Member States. But do not let us underestimate or in
any v/ay slight rhe very real contribution which the
Community is already making in this field. I invite
Members to look ar my'Working Paper No 3 from the
Budgets Committee which deals with rhe 'Budgetary
Aspects of Measures against Unemployment' in the
Communrty. The Social Fund is one of the oldest
Community policies. It goes back to the Rome Treaty.
Indeed 
- 
and here I am thinking of a point which
came up in a meeting wirh one of the groups yesterday
- 
it is rrue ro say that the Community's social policy
and rhe Social Fund is much older than the Com-
munrty's agricultural policy. In 1980, Mr President,
the Social Fund pard for the training of something like
400 000 young people and for the creation of some
300 000 jobs. Of the order of a half of the current
French and Danish job creation programmes are being
financed by rhe Social Fund. So, Mr President, the
Social Fund is already an important Community
insrrument. Vhat is being proposed to the House is
that we should try to make it still more imponant, still
more useful in tackling the fundamenml problem of
unemployment.
Ve are not going to solve the problem this way, but
we can, and we must, make a contribution. Mr Presi-
dent, another suggestion is that if we emphasize the
Social Fund this year this will necessarily be at the
expense of the Regional Fund. But this need not be the
case, as the resolution makes clear at a number of
points. But we rn this Parliament must. try to be con-
sistent. Ve have always been critical of the way in
which the Regional Fund works:the quota system, the
lack of additionality, etc., etc. The Regional Fund
Regulation is now under review and Parliament is ask-
ing for importanr changes to be made in it. Surely, Mr
President, it would be a polirical error for us in Parlia-
menr ro say ar this stage that, whether or not the
Regional Fund is satisfactorily revised, we will sdll go
on supporting its expansion. The resolution indicates
that we will decide how much of a priority to give to
the Regional Fund at our first reading in October, in
rhe light of the progress made by the Council in revis-
ing the Fund in accordance with our views. Mr Presi-
dent, this is surely the right position for Parliament to
adopr, and I hope that all honourable Members, what-
ever the particular national interests of the country
from which they come, will suppon that position
because it is rhe right communar,ttaire position for Par-
liament to be in.
Mr President, the fundamental issue in each year's
budget procedure is, and probably always will be, by
how much will Parliament succeed in persuading, or
forcing, the Council to agree to exceed the maximum
rate for the year. I want to invite honourable Members
- 
those that are listening to these remarks 
- 
to con-
sider the political relevance for this annual battle
between Council and Parliament of this proposal for a
big increase in the Community's efforts against unem-
ploymenr. If Parliament adopm this concept this week
we will have forged ourselves a powerful weapon with
which to influence the Council. After all, in all our
Member States, effons in this field are being stepped
up. I think of the new efforts being launched by the
French and German Bovernments. I recall, for the ben-
efit of British Labour Members of the House, rhat in
Britain Government spending on special employment
and training measures will be five rimes the amount
spent in 1978-1.979, a rate of increase considerably in
excess of the rate of increase of unemployment. The
Council itself has spoken often enough, most recently
in the European Council, about the need for action at
the Community leveI to combat unemployment. !(i'e
have had fine words from the Council. If the Parlia-
ment adopts these proposals today it will be issuing a
challenge to the Council to put its money where its
mouth is. And this is a challenge which the Council
may find it polidcally impossible to resist.
Mr President, all our work in this House on the
budget is obviously leading up to a debare in due
course about the increasing of own resources over [he
10lo value-added tax ceiling. Yet, paradoxically 
- 
or
so it may seem 
- 
this subject is not explicitly men-
tioned in the resolution before the House today
(although I personally would not mind very much if ir
was amended to do so).
There are tv/o reasons for rhis omission. The first, and
the most obvious, is that this is a resolution with a
limited purpose. It relates simply rc guidelines for the
1983 budget and we all know that 
- 
whether we like
it or not 
- 
the own resources issue is not and will not
be an issue in the context of the 1983 budget (although
it may be an issue in 1983 when we come to the fol-
lowing year). But there is another and a more political
reason for the silence of the resolution on this topic.
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Honourable Members, colleagues, reality tells us that
an expansion in own resources in due course is not
only desirable but is also inevitable and necessary. But,
colleagues, the same sense of realism tells us 
- 
or
should tell us 
- 
that this increase in own resources,
when it comes, will only come abour when the
national parliaments who will have to rarify that
increase have seen that certain prior conditions have
been fulfilled. Cenainly, this was the message that
came across to me loud and clear when Parliament
was visited last month by the influential Finance and
Budgets committee of the German Bundestag. So, if
we in this House are really serious about achieving an
expansion of the financial means available ro rhe Com-
munity, we should devote ourselves not just to passing
resolutions calling for more money to be spent. That is
too easy. \7e should devote ourselves also and more
imponantly ro a sustained and genuine effon to esrab-
lish the conditions in which we will be able to win con-
sent for the provision of more resources for the Com-
munity.
I hope that the House will see rhis guidelines resolu-
tion in that perspective. It aims to make a real contri-
bution to the effon now in hand to resrrucrure rhe
budget without calling into question the fundamenral
principles of Community policy. Bur, srill more impor-
tant, it aims to make an honest contriburion this year
and next to the solution of what everybody knows to
be the fundamental problem this year and nexr year:
the problem of unemploymenr 
- 
rhe problem of the
future of our young people 
- 
the problem of the
future of the young citizens of Europe.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-Mr President, I should like to begin by congratularing
Mr Jackson on the eloquence of his speech. He is a
great expert on budgetary matters, and I am sure that
he will be an outstanding rapporteur, bringing such
style to the knowledge which he already has.
As this is the second occasion in my career as Budget
Commissioner that there has been a rapponeur from
the European Democratic Group, perhaps it would
also be appropriate to remember Mr Michael Shaw
who was the previous rapporteur and who in fact ini-
dated the procedure which we are taking part in
today. The 1978 budget was the first one with which I
had to deal, it was the first time we had this panicular
procedure. It has been subsequently developed each
year by Mr Bangemann, by Mr Danken, by Mr Spi-
nelli and by others and is an example, I think, of the
way in which Parliament's procedures do develop in
the hands of people from differenr panies and differ-
ent nationalities. It is, I rhink, one of the most encour-
aging features of this Parliament's life, Mr President.
Now I beleve that the procedure initiated by Mr Shaw
and continued now by Mr Jackson gives rise to a
debarc which is extremely useful, not only to the
Commission, which cenainly gains 
^ 
Breat deal from
hearing Parliament's views at an early stage and this
year an earlier stage than usual, but also to the Com-
munity as a whole. Cenainly I can assure the House
that we will be paying the very closest attention to
what is sai,i in this debate today.
I would also like to make it quite clear that from the
Commission's point of view this year is a paruicularly
important one in budgetary terms. The last wo budg-
ets have been transitional affairs overshadowed by the
May 30 rnandate. Despite the considerable effons
made by the Commission to bring the negotiations on
this matter to a conclusion 
- 
and here I would like to
pay tribute to the personal efforts of President Thorn,
who unfortunately, as the House knows, canno[ be
here today 
- 
the Member States have not yet reached
a final agreement. Nonetheless, we feel that the Com-
munity can wait no longer. The Commission is not
prepared to produce yet another set of transitional
proposals.
This year our budgetary proposals will represent the
first step in implementing the mandate. !7e believe
that it will be a significant one to demonstrate beyond
doubt the Commission's desire to develop a range of
policies rel,3vant to the 1980s and beyond.
I hope, Mr President, that Parliament and the Council
will suppor"t us in that and in thar spirir I welcome the
Committee on Budget's guidelines as set out in the
Jackson report. I listened very carefully, Mr President.
Mr Jackson said that it was not just a committee docu-
ment, it was a document of the whole Parliamenr. I
only wish, Mr President, and I say this in all friendli-
ness [o Mr Jackson, that I knew how much weighr ro
attach to that excellent sratement. Because I have to
say that thevery first paragraph in Mr Jackson's report
reaffirming Parliament's commi[ment to keeping, and
I quote, 'a"gricultural spending under conrrol' reads
rather oddly in the light of the resolutions on agricul-
[ure passed by this Parliament only last month, resolu-
tions which, as my colleague, Mr Dalsager, warned a[
the time, q'ould have the effect of increasing agricul-
tural expenditure by I 600 million ECU in a full year
if carried into effect. Put another way, Parliamenr's
resolution passed only last month would cost three
times more than the original proposals tabled by rhe
Commission. I don't yet know what the final outcome
of the Agricultural Council will be but I have not rhe
least doubr- that it will be less expensive than the
proposals put forward by this Parliament last month.
Mr President, I am grateful for the recognition of
what I say, because I think that in this debate all of us
are in fact on the same side. Mr President, I would
also like to point out that thanks to the favourable coz-
joncture in agriculture, helped by dghter and more
efficient management on the part of the Commission,
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the rate of increase of agncultural expenditure, as Mr
Clinton pointed out earlier today, has slowed down
dramarically in recent years. The final outcome for
l98l was in fact slighdy lower than that in 1980. This
year we expect again rc be able to recrify downwards
our original provision for agricultural expenditure,
and I hope to bring forward the appropriate proposals
shordy.
Mr President, the central point, apan from agricul-
tural expenditure, of the Jackson report is the need to
increase the Community's effons in rhe srruggle
against unemployment. Thar is the purpose rowards
which the recommendations are direcrcd for enlarging
the Social Fund and also for developments in other
sectors, such as the ECSC social measures, regional
policy, agricultural structures policy, industrial policy,
the NIC energy policy, research policy, transport
policy and promotion of trade in the conrexr of aid to
developing countries. The Commission agrees wirh
these priorities and our budgetary proposals will
reflect them. But of course more is needed rhan simply
beefing up various budgetary lines, and we will of
course, in fulfilling these priorities, have to decide the
extent to which we feel it would be righr ro keep up
the various budgetary lines.
More is needed, however, and we are also working on
proposals for revising the basic regulation of the Social
Fund in order to enable it to play a more effective role
in future than in the past. Ve have of course already
tabled proposals for improving the effectiveness of rhe
Regional Fund. All of us, Mr Presidenr, recognize the
role which direct budgetary action, as exemplified by
thosc funds, has to play in the fight ro ger Europe our
of the present economic recession.
But in saying that I feel I ought to make two addi-
tional points as well. The first is, as I am sure rhe
Committee on Budgers would agree, rhar ir would be
EronB to measure the extent of rhe Community's
effons to reduce unemployment solely by the size of
the Social Fund and the various other Communiry
instruments. In this connection I am glad ro nore rhe
importance attached by the commirtee, and I quote
again: 'to rhose aspects of the Social Fund which have
a caalyic role in stimularing action in Member States
and encouraging convergence of other policies for
training and employment promotion'. I believe that in
present circumstances rhis catalytic role is potentially
much more imponant than it has been given credir for
in the past and that these catalytic aspecrs of rhe Social
Fund and indeed of orher Community policies as well
should be emphasized more strongly in the future.
Money is important, but the role that Community pol-
icies can play in stimularing acrion in rhe Member
States, in bringing rogerher other policies, in'getting
money out of rhe sysrem which could not be got out
otherwise, the catalyric role in shorr, is a very impor-
tan[ one and often more importanr rhan the absolute
size of a fund would suggest.
My second point, which again I imagine the Com-
mittee on Budgets will agree with, is that one cannot.
of course hope to cure unemployment simply through
the expenditure of public money. If only one could,
Mr President! If only one could! But the underlying
problems are far too complex and deep-seated for that
to be possible and can only be tackled by the deploy-
ment of the whole armoury of economic, financial and
industrial policies. Most of these are, of course, in the
present statq of the Community's development, pri-
marily in the hands of national governmenrs, bur rhe
Community has an imponant role to play through rhe
coordination of the individual narional effons, and in
this respect the European Monetary System and the
malntenance and extension of the common internal
market are particularly significant. The Commission's
efforts to help Europe out of the recession should be
judged not only in terms of its budgerary proposals but
also by what we are striving to do ro develop the EMS
and the internal market and by our other acriviries as
wel[, such as, for instance, our steel policy, our com-
petition policy and our conduct of the common exrer-
na[ trade policy.
I was glad [o note in that connection, Mr Presidenr,
that the Jackson repon does noi confine irself to inter-
nal Community problems. The Commission shares the
concern which has been expressed on several occasions
by Parliament and which has been reflecred in rhis
report about increasing the means available to the
Community for food aid. Ve mus[ improve the insrru-
ments and procedures in this area and we musr con-
tinue to work towards a sarisfacrory and early agree-
ment between the Insritutions on rhe basic regularions
which have been under discussion for several years
now.
I would now like, if I may, Mr President, ro rurn to a
number of matters imponant in rhemselves but less
important rhat rhe cenrral fearures of rhe Jackson
report. The debate on the discharge has yielded quite a
full discussion of the problems of conrrol. It would not
therefore be appropriate for the Commission in the
present debate to go inro the problems of co-responsi-
biliry in the agricultural secror when rhe Council is in
the process of deciding on prices and related measures.
I would, however, stress that the packages currently
proposed by Mr Jackson musr be seen in rhe light of
the resolution adopted by Parliamenr on 26 March
1982, which show clearly the difficulty Parliamenr has
in choosing between coresponsibiliry and bringing rhe
budgetary consequences of agricultural surpluses
under control.
I would like to thank the rapponeur for the arrenrion
he pays to the Commission's staff needs. These are
genuine and involve a large number of sectors, and
it is to be hoped that Parliament, and indeed rhe
Council, will be convinced of the need for increases
in several areas this year.
As regards studies, the Commission has already prov-
ided last year detailed information to the Committee
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on Budgem. Here, too, the Commission may be able to
convince Parliament of rhe real usefulness of rhese
appropriations and the justificadon for their use. Ir
should not be forgotten eirher rhat there are several
studies which are indispensable in order to follow up
requests made by Parliament.
Reference is made to the budgetizarion of borrowing
and lending and of rhe EDF. The Commission has
already proposed their budgetization. '!7e suppon
their budgetization and we maintain our position.
The final point in Mr Jackson's report concerns the
vitally imponan[ marrer of classification of expendi-
ture. I am pleased, Mr President, ro reporr thar inter-
institutional work on the classificarion of expenditure
is in hand and that no effort is being spared by the
Commission or indeed, I am sure, by Parliament or
the Council to achieve agreemenr between rhe two
arms of the budgemry aurhoriry. The second meering
of the three presidenrs will take place romorrow here
in Strasbourg, and I hope thar furrher progress will be
made.
May I conclude, Mr President, where I began by wish-
ing Mr Jackson and the Committee on Budgets, as
well as the whole House, the grearesr success in rheir
budgetary labours this year and say that I hope we
shall be able to work as closely as possible, as we have
done in rhe past, and ro ensure rha[ the procedures
and indeed the influence of Parliament in budgerary
matters continue to be improved.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call the Committee on Youth, Culrure,
Education, Information and Sport.
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase, drafisman of an opinion. 
-(17) Mr President, with this debate we are mking the
first step on the long road ro [he formulation of the
Community budget: Parliament musr make a contribu-
tion to this effort. The task has often been a bitrer one
for this Parliament, bur it is important nonerheless thar
we begin it on the right foodng.
As draftsman of an opinion for the Committee on
Youth and Culture, I wish first ro offer my congrar.u-
lations and those of my commirree ro rhe rapporreur
for the manner in which he has approached the
budget. The correlation of rhe quesrion of rhe Com-
munity budget wirh the bartle against unemployment
both provides us wirh a valid overall rcchnical and pol-
itical guide for our decisions and demonsrrares ro
public opinion rhar Parliamenr plays a viral role in
Community poliry for the solurion of the problems
affecdng the peoples of the Communiry.
The Committee on Yourh and Culture shares this
approach and wishes to parricipare in it through its
conributioni and amendments, which are aimed at
giving additional force and clariry to the argument
presented by the rapporteur. In fact, the relationships
between the various areas of competence of the Com-
mittee on 'Youth and Culture and the general objec-
tives of the fight against unemployment vary from one
area to anorher; this report should be heard with this
in mind, so tha[ the separate significance of each area
be clearly uLnderstood.
I will be very brief in mentioning the reasons for the
Committee's proposed amendments, for these are
issues which have already been discussed several times,
and they will no doubt be discussed again. The policy
on educati<>n, as already formulated by the Council of
Ministers and approved by this Parliament during the
last part-session in a resolution drawn up by me, is a
necessary tool in the fight against unemployment. The
time has passed when we could think that post-scho-
lastic professional training wou[d be enough to correcr
the imbalances between supply and demand in the
Communit'r.
If the fund:rmental choice made by the rapporreur is ro
have any meaning, it is essential to develop rhe policies
initiated 
-- 
particularly those relative to the entry of
young people into active life, to the teaching of lan-
gua8es, to youth exchanges, and to all the various
headings which concern the policy on education. This
can only br: done by gradually increasing the propor-
don of exp,enditure earmarked for our poliry and by
stressinB in the programmes themselves that this policy
is not separate from the other Community policies, but
intimately connec[ed with them.
The policy on culture as well 
- 
which is not the same
thing as the policy on education 
- 
plays an importanr
role, not c,nly as one of the great ideal factors for
strengthening the process of Community integration,
but also as a field for the creation of new jobs. Ve all
know that the trends in employment point to a
decrease in employment in the industrial sector and an
increase in employment in the service sector. And this
service sector 
- 
the cultural service sector, the sector
of growth in cultural measures and initiatives 
- 
is a
key sector; cultural policy today, in our Community as
well, is a policy of response to a growing intellectual
unemployment affecting qualified young people, a
policy of response to a society that needs new cultural
requirements. Ve have put a special emphasis on the
preservation of our architectural heritage, believing
that this is a typical area in which employment does
not lead to the impon of raw marcrials but rather to
technological innovations, new culture, and new
opponunities for development, particularly in the
underdevel,cped regions. !7e feel therefore that this is
a valid wa)/ to panicipate in the fundamental choices
made by the rapponeur.
Finally, Mr President, we cannot forebear to point out
that the outcome of Parliament's fight for a proper
budget, for the launching of the Community policies,
will not be decided in this Chamber alone: it will also
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be decided by the relationship with public opinion, by
the overall manner in which Parliament and the Com-
munity present themselves ro the outside observer.
Therefore an information policy undersrood no! as
propaganda but rather as a proper reladonship with
the electoral base, a proper reladonship with public
opinion allowing European cirizens ro evaluate, to
judge, and to choose the directions to be taken on
issues of common interesr, is cenainly one of the
objectives Parliament should urge the Council and
the.Commission to pursue as a meaningful political
lnrtla[lve.
I do not wish to take up any more time from the
debate, we will have the opportunity and the means 
-by working on the individual budget chapters 
- 
to
qualify, to determine exact amounrs, and to justify
these requests in sectors of expenditure which have in
general been amply provided for, and where no signi-
ficant amount is left over at rhe end of rhe year: I
therefore ask the House to adopt the amendment
proposed by the Committee on Youth and Culture.
IN THE CHAIR :MR JAQUET
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Fich. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, I should like to presenr some com-
ments on Mr Jackson's reporr on the guidelines for the
Community budget for 1983. This report is headed:
'The fight against unemployment', and ir is hardly sur-
prising that the socialists consider this to be an excel-
lent heading.
The socialists have on various occasions raken iniria-
tives to further the fighr against unemployment, the
reduction of working hours and much more. 'We have
often debated the question of unemployment long and
hard in this Chamber and, again and again, we have
had to conclude that we are alone in our struggle
against unemployment. Again and again, our propos-
als have failed to secure a majority in the House. Ve
are therefore obviously very gratified ro see a proposal
on the guidelines for rhe budget which bears the head-
ing 'The fight against unemploymenr'.
Clearly we can only support somerhing of that kind,
and we will cenainly do rhar. Bur I musr ar rhe same
time say that we deplore rhe reason for this heading.
'We have repearedly heard both in the Commirtee and
here today thar rhe reason for this now becoming a
topical subject is that rhe 1984 elecrions are approach-
ing, and it is necessary to come up with something the
electorate can understand. !7e do not think thar
unemployment should be combated for the sake of
being re-elected in 1984. !7e feel that unemployment
should be combated because unemployment is, in
itself, a concre[e and current problem. Unemployment
should be fought, because unemployment should be
fought, and for no other reason.
I consider that the cen[ral theme of the guidelines,
which are before us today, is contained in the section
on the Social Fund, and the crucial point, of course, is
thar an increase of l30o/o is being requested for the
Social Fund, in other words, it is to be more than dou-
bled. A proposal emanating from the Committee on
Social Affairs, chaired by Ann Clwyd, has thus been
incorporated into this repon. Ve socialists will indeed
support the proposal. But we must at the same time
stress that it is not enough. For it is no subsrirure for
an intelligent economic policy, an inrelligent invest-
ment policy and intelligent planning of producrion. It
is only a means of repairing the damage which has
occurred because the wrong economic policies have
been pursued. To spell ir our, whar good will ir do to
inject huge sums of money into the Social Fund, if at
the same time we see one or more Member States pur-
suing economic policies which directly creare unem-
ployment? It will do no good at all, and we musr be
clear in our minds about that.
I should like to point our rhar, if we socialists supporr
the enlargement of the Social Fund, we do so on one
very clear condition, and that is stared in secrion 6 of
the repon. Permit me to read out this secrion. It says:
'The funds paid out from ths Social Fund must supple-
ment national efforts; rhey must be coordinared with
the measures of the Member Stares in such a way thar
a genuine employmenr policy can be created. Pay-
ments from the Social Fund should nor be used ro
reduce the expendirure of rhe Member States' on
employment policy.' Our condition is that rhis part be
adopted. Our condition is rhat the expansion of the
Social Fund should not be followed by a correspond-
ing reduction in the national budgets for combating
unemployment.
Apart from the section on rhe Social Fund, the resolu-
tion contains a number of other secrions, dealing with
the Regional Fund, development and cooperarion,
industrial policy and much more. And in this connec-
tion, I must say rhat the Socialist group is disap-
pointed. Ve feel rhar these secrions are very loosely
worded. Frankly, we feel 
- 
nor ro mince words 
-that they say nothing at all. Ve think that there are
some very useful aspects but, in concrete terms, there
is not really anything to these secrion and, for that
reason, a number of members of our Group have
tabled amendmen$ to these various secrions in order
to strengthen them. Ve should like rc see somerhing
in these guidelines, somerhing which will also assist the
Commission when it comes ro draft rhe budget, so rhar
it knows in real terms in what directions we wish to
go, in other areas too.
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There is one quesrion which has been lefr completely
open, and the chairman admitted so a while ago. Ir is
the question of the financing of this programme.
Financing is a central problem. Everybody knows how
close we are to the 1% ceiling 
- 
perhaps we have no
accurate figure, but we have a good idea 
- 
and we
get no answer as to how all this is to be financed. \7e
know that we cannot apply heary increases in the
Regional Fund, in the Development Fund and in all
the other areas, simul[aneously with this huge increase
in the Social Fund. The paper supplies no answer to rhe
question how ir is ro be financed. Everybody knows
that we have our l% VAT limit, and everybody
knows that this 1% VAT limit is not going to be
removed in 1983, and we honestly feel that the resolu-
tion utterly and completety fails to provide a solu[ion
to the basic problem that is at issue here.
I would point out that a condition of our support for
the Social Fund and the other policies against unem-
ployment, such as the Regional Fund and the like, is
of course that these policies should function more
effecdvely. I was pleased to hear Commissioner Tug-
endhat today declare that the arrangements for rhese
various sectors are to be improved, since that is a nec-
essary precondition if it is to be at all wonhwhile
increasing the resources allocated to rhese various
funds.
I should like to conclude by saying that the Socialist
Group accepts this piece of paper but without any
enthusiasm. \fle accept it as a provisional piece of
paper, which is to be taken as a basis for further work
but, of course, we expec[ some figures to be pur to it.
It is empry words, and we expecr at some time or
another to see it concretized with budgercd figures.
I will say finally thar the Socialisr Group wanred 
-and still wants 
- 
the 1983 budget to be an inspirarion
for progress. It should tackle the mandate of 30 May
and possibly other questions [oo, so thar we can make
progress in the fighr againsr unemploymenr and orher
issues, but we do not think rhat this paper impans rhe
necessary inspiration for rhese areas.
Let me finally add a personal comment. I cannot sup-
pon the paper personally, because it contains a num-
ber of sections which I find completely unacceptable,
for example, section 29, which deals with policy on
youth, training and cultural affairs. I refer here to the
previous speaker 
- 
who has unfortunately left 
-because I think it is in conflict with the Treaty, and I
cannot therefore support anything of the kind.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (Chrisdan-Democratic Group).
Mr Adonnino. 
- 
UI) Mr President', ladies and gen-
tlemen, both the rapponeur and the Commissioner
have pointed oul that this year Parliament has once
again made the interesting decision to have the actual
budget procedure proceed from the adoption of a
resolution, in order to indicate to the Commission rhe
general guidelines to be respected in the preliminary
draft budget, those which Parliament itself believes it
can follow when the budget procedure reaches its
essential stages.
I emphasize this point because I believe it ro be
extremely imponant. I would like to add that the
approval of this method expressed by Commissioner
Tugendhar and his hopes for its success are encourag-
ing in that they can be interpreted as a commitment on
the part of the Commission, which is responsible for
rhe budget, ro exerr itself ro the utmost ro include Par-
liament's guidelines in the preliminary draft budget in
the form of concrete proposals.
Naturally, these are general guidelines, statements of
principle: Parliament is still free to make its final deci-
sions in the course of the budget procedure, when it
will have additional factors on which to base irc judg-
ment and be better acquainted with the proposals
which will be made; the individual groups will also be
able to develop their final positions.
Having said this, I wish to express my warmest thanks
and those of my group to Mr Jackson for the great
effort he made in drawing up this repon. He was actu-
ally able not only to esnblish priorities among Parlia-
ment's longstanding budget priorities themselves, so to
speak, but he also clarified Parliament's position on
the different Community policies and activities.
Cenainly, the inclusion of various fragments from a
long series of resolutions relating to rhese policies and
activities and presented over a considerable period of
time has produced interesting and positive results; on
the other hand, it is sometimes difficult to read rhese
fragments, which are necessarily mentioned apart from
their general context. Perhaps Commissioner Tugend-
hat was referring rc this when he made some of his
brief observations.
To draw up a budget 
- 
both for those who propose it
and for those who must adopt it 
- 
is also to reach a
balance among the basic policies: the policies already
launched 
- 
which in our opinion are srill inade-
quately funded, despite some progress, policies already
accepted and included in the budget, whose funher
development appears neveftheless to be severely
limircd by the lack of funds; and the new policies
which are to be introduced.
Commissioner Tugendhat has said 
- 
and we are very
pleased about this 
- 
that he believes that the budget
to be presented for 1983 should no lonter be consid-
ered'rransitional,' as the preceding budgets unfonun-
ately were 
- 
that is, 'transitional' between the old
period and the new, the latter to begin with the deli-
berations on the Mandarc of 30 May. Therefore, rhis
budget can already reflect concrete proposals from the
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Commission based on the guidelines supplied in the
resPonse to rhe Mandarc of 30 May.
Ve are very pleased about this, even [hough I cannot
help but remind myself and my parliamentary col-
leagues that the problem of limited own resources still
makes irelf acutely felt every time these budget issues
must be dealt with. Although we are aware rhar rhis
problem cannot be raised now in the context of the
1983 budget 
- 
and I concur with Mr Jackson in his
avoidance of it 
- 
we know that it must be confronted
soon, in all its urgency and imponance. I hope that rhe
Commission will follow us on this matrer as well.
Another observation, which I think corresponds to
what was said by the preceding speaker, is rhar this
resolution may appear as a fanciful document where
Parliament wants to say everything while paying no
heed to the actual possibility of doing everyrhing as it
relates to the scarcity of funds.
I believe that this resolution, which had to be broad
and general at this srage 
- 
considering thar the spe-
cific choices are to be made later, during rhe budget
procedure 
- 
must be read in a cenain way. Ir should
be stressed therefore that the various proposals com-
plement rather than contradict each other, and that
the definitive ones can be chosen from among rhem at
the proper time.
Ladies and gentlemen, the essential aim of the resolu-
tion proposed to us 
- 
as has already been said 
- 
is to
call attenrion to the need to increase intervention and
s[rengthen the Social Fund in order to wage a more
effective war againsr unemployment, irself a dramaric
manifestation of the economic crisis of which Europe
- 
and not only Europe 
- 
is now a victim. This virally
imponant problem forces us and the cirizens of
Europe to acknowledge the fact that the Community
jusdfies its exisrcnce by making possible a common
approach to difficulties which cannor be solved on rhe
national level alone.
This leads us to the analysis of Communiry expendi-
ture, which can directly affecr the reduction of unem-
ployment. Cenainly, as was menrioned by rhe speaker
who preceded me, the complexiry of rhis problem is
only matched by its seriousness. Therefore, one course
of action alone cannor consritute a solurion; rhere is
need of many. I think rhar the resolution presenred
fully shares this approach.
No one believes that the increase of rhe Social Fund
alone can succeed in solving rhe problems of unem-
ployment in Europe. If only ir could: Clearly, ir is a
question of supplemenrary iniriarives carried our by rhe
Community with its own resources as a complement ro
the national measures which rhe individual Stares musr
apply. It is also evidenr rhar we are speaking of mea-
sures which can attain the objectives proposed by rhe
Social Fund, measures which have nor yet been rried.
In my view, these measures have two panicular aims
which are in fact the primary objecdves of these poli-
cies: to limit and eventually halt the reducdon in the
number of jobs, and to improve rhe poor or inappro-
priate training of the workforce.
On the first point, it is clear that in order to create
new jobs we must defend the existing productive capa-
bilities and stimulate the rise of new ones. The primary
responsibility for this can be borne only by the
national governments; they should increase their
investments in production and limit the proportion of
resources destined for consumption. 'We know that
public spending can make a large contribution in this
field, panicularly in the area of social expendirure,
which is so imponant ro us.
I think it should be emphasized that in this field new
technologies play a very important role both in srimu-
lating new production and in influencing, somerimes
negatively, the situation in regard to employmenr. Ir is
equally obvious 
- 
as has already been said 
- 
that
several factors are at work here: indusrrial policy, bor-
rowing and lending policy, energy policy and research
policy. Both the priority sector of nuclear research and
other fields of research increase the importance of the
latter. All these areas are stressed in rhe resolurion, and
they should therefore be borne in mind.
Naturally, the Social Fund can be of panicular use in
measures to promote employment and to improve rhe
employment situation in certain regions, but it can be
especially effective 
- 
as has been demonstrated 
- 
in
the field of raining and professional requalification,
also in view of the restructuring of rhe sectors in crisis.
It is for this reason that, in addition ro favouring rhe
establishing of the minimum increase for rhe Social
Fund and demanding a consistent increase, my group
also calls for this to be linked with the Commission's
illustration of the abiliry of rhese measures ro exeru a
concrete influence on rlre problem in question.
Ladies and gentlemen, the resolution touches on many
points, and it is obvious thar only the most imponant
ones can be dealt wirh here, for rhe time is limircd.
To conclude my speech and ro funher clarify the posi-
tion of my group, I would like to say rhar we have
always assened rhar Parliamenr should not merely
offer solemn declararions of principle, but rhat it
should also work to provide concrere guidelines. The
guidelines and decisions relating ro rhe budget are pre-
cisely those which can have rhe grearesr influence on
concrete issues. 'S7e say immediately rherefore that we
are in favour of the resolution presented ro us, wirh, of
course, the modifications and improvements I have
mentioned.
I7e believe that in this way we can demonstrare not
only Parliament's readiness but also its desire to acr
realistically insread of adopdng arrirudes thar may
sometimes appear to be illusory or fanciful.
(Appkuse)
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President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Balfour. 
- 
Mr President, there are moments in
the life of this Parliament when it is difficult to believe
that the Members who vote for one resolution are the
same as those who vote for another. There are many
examples of inconsistencies, as Vice-President
Tugendhat righdy reminded us, and nowhere is this
more glaring than in the budgetary field. It is not rhat
the Committee on Budgets says different things to dif-
fereni people at different times. Indeed, I think the re-
verse is true, for wrthin the committee the established
response to most budgetary issues is now well devel-
oped.
The problem arises in matching the expectations of
rhis House, as manifested through its specialist com-
mitrees, with the budgetary constraints within which
we need ro live. The work of a budget rapporteur is a
difficult one, and the House in many respects is as
good or as bad as its rapporteur in defining a clear
srrategy on the budget. It is the rapporteur who must
steer us through the rcchnicalities of procedure and, as
is so often the case, through the politics of confront-
ation with the Council.
I must confess that I wish I belonged to another pol-
itical group from that of Robert Jackson, for a lot of
what I have to say would sound more convincing if it
came from another pan of the House. For the truth is
rhat we have never before been given such detailed
and well-researched budget documents so early on.
'!7e have had laid before us by the rapporteur a bril-
liantly comprehensive account of our own political
and budgetary priorities. I have no idea how many
people have managed yet to read the three working
papers which the rapponeur has prepared. Bur I think
they will be essential reading for anyone who wishes
to rake an interesl in the 1983 budget procedures. He
well described these documents, taken together, as a
Parliament document. Our budget debates so often
srart. roo late in the day when the broad parameters
have already been decided by others, and the House is
then expected to follow the technicalities of such
things as maximum rate, margin of manoeuvre, obliga-
tory versus non-obligatory expenditure and so fonh.
Here at last we have a document to consider which is
not just academically distinguished but also highly pol-
itical. It sets fonh nothing which has not already been
accepted by this Parliament, except perhaps that it
attempts to show that the Community can develop a
coherent budgetary response to the problem of unem-
ployment.
'!?'e 
are being given an opportunity here to state a clear
and polidcally comprehensible set of priorities in ad-
vance of the Commission's preliminary draft. The
resolution looks for a European solution to a Euro-
pean problem and is designed to show the electorate
rhar, and I quote from paragraph 3 of working paper
No 3: 'Our Community can offer something better
than rhe delusive temptations of national unilateral-
ism.'
Mr Jackson does not merely propose to throw money
at the problem. He has analysed the effectiveness of
the various instruments at our disposal. He has looked
at the effects of Community expenditure in terms of ir
contribution to new employment and he had analysed
the Social Fund in the context of the other expendi-
ture policies. He concludes that we should encourage
through the budget and not just with words those pol-
icies which have a direct and rapid effect on unemploy-
ment. He suggests in panicular that we expand our
budget lines to give greater support for job-creation
projects for young people, for small and medium-sized
enterprises and for workers' cooperatives and local
employment initiatives. He rightly calls for real addi-
tionality' in Community policies and in consequence
calls for a more cautious approach to expenditure in
the Regional Fund, at least until the Council has
accepted the Commission's proposed improvements.
He believes that the Social Fund should be the motor,
that it can serve as a real catalyst, as an originator, and
that it is capable of additionality and thus deserving of
the title of a Community policy and he has proved that
the proposed new expenditure can actually be spent,
and spent efficiently.
Because it passes these tests it has the full support of
my group, but what is most novel and most welcome is
that we are being given this set of guidelines today,
early on in the budgetary procedure.
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mrs Barbarelb. 
- 
(17) Mr President, I believe that
today no one can dispute the fact that unemployment
is the greatest problem faced by governments and pol-
iticaI and social groups both within Community
Europe and beyond. For this reason we agree com-
pletely that the fight against unemployment should
determine the approach to the Communiry budget for
1983, as the Committee on Budgem has proposed to
us. However, we also believe, Mr President, that this
choice cannot and should not be made either in
unrealistic or in demagogical terms.
It is not only a question of communicating effectively
with our electors, as our rapporteur, Mr Jackson, has
often assured us, bu[ also and especially, in our opi-
nion, of providing an adequate response to a very ser-
ious and concrete problem, even if only within the
restricted limir of our field of acdon. I do not believe
that the 40 million workers of the European Confed-
eration of Unions, which is even now working at The
Hague to define a strategy for a common fight against
unemployment, could be satisfied with a budget which
was nothing more than a showy but fudle piece of
work.
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It is for this reason, Mr Presidenr, rhar we cannor
accept an approach to the 1983 budget which,
although beginning with a perfectly valid declaration
of intentions, is limited in facr to the choice of a single
instrument to combat unemployment, the Social Fund,
and which is otherwise embodied in financial cutbacks
for the other policies on rhe prer,exr that these funds
have not been fully urilized.
It should be clear, however, that we are no[ opposed to
a financial reinforcmenr of rhe Social Fund, nor ro the
meaning that our rapporreur, Mr Jackson, wishes to
give to this reinforcement: [har is, to more effective
professional rraining for young people. \7e all know
that the general crisis in employment is exacerbared by
the arrival on the job market of crowds of young peo-
ple, and that rhis has led to a fearful level of unem-
ployment among those under 25 years of age. For rhis
reason we agree with the Commission's approach
which, albeit in the context of the vague and inadequate
mandare of 30 May, declares its desire to make unem-
ployment among rhe young one of the secrors to enjoy
priority attenrion. If my informarion is correct, rhe
English governmen[ irself appears ro have made a simi-
lar choice, adopting a plan for professional training
which ir intends rc apply to i0 000 young peopli
when they leave rheir secondary schools. Ve therefore
concur on the srrengrhening of Community acrion on
behalf of young people, and also on rhe fact rhat such
a strengthening may also represenr supporr for
national measures such as, for example, those under-
aken by the British Government.
On the orher hand, we cannor agree rhar this and rhis
alone should consrir.ure the fighr againsr unemploy-
ment.'We are convinced thar the Community possesses
instrumenrs for direct action and coordination which
can, and indeed should, in our opinion, be used ro
contribute towards the return to economic growrh.
The entire range of financial insrrumenrs and common
policies should be activared to make a concrere contri-
bution towards rhe implemenmtion of measures cap-
able of stimulating producrive investments and thereby
creating new jobs. In concrete terms this means, in our
opinion, the appropriation of adequate funds for
European policies on energy, research, technological
innovation, and indusry. It also means, however, in
our view, the adoption of a regional approach in the
policy of job creation, one which allows for rhe need
to concenrrate resources and initiatives in the leasr
favoured regions and recognizes rhe advisabiliry of
encouraging rechnical and social innovation in rhe
Community as a whole.
It is for this reason rhar we believe it is essential to
reinforce the Social Fund, and the orher policies as
well. However, I cannor fail rc emphasize rhe facr rhat
for us this development of the Community policies can
only be accomplished on one condition. It can only be
accomplished if rhe financial resources of the Com-
munity are increased.
'!7e would only be indulging in propaganda if we
declared our intenrion to reinforce the common poli-
cies without raising rhe problem of the necessary
financial means. It is for rhis reason that we have pres-
ented a series of amendmenm on this issue, amend-
ments which we feel are directed rowards the adoption
of the resolurion of rhe Committee on Budgets.
President. 
- 
As ir is now voring rime, I must adjourn
the debate at this point. It will be conrinued romorrow.
6. Topical and urgent debate (announcement)
President. 
- 
Pursuanr to Rule a8 Q) of the Rules of
Procedure, the lisr of subjects for rhe topical and
urgent debare ro be held on Thursday, 22 April from
10 a.m. to I p.m. has been drawn up.
(The President read tbe list ofsubjects)1
Pursuant to Rule 48 (2), second subparagraph, of rhe
Rules of Procedure, any objecdons ro rhis list, which
should be tabled and justified in writing by a polidcal
group or at leasr 2l Members, should be submitted
before 3 p.m. romorrow. The vore on these ob.jections
will take place wirhout debare tomorrow ar J p.m.
I would remind the House that the deadline for
tabling amendmenm has been fixed for Vednesday,
21 April at 5 p.m.2
I call Mr Fonh.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I have been trying to fol-
low whar you have been saying and I wanted to ask a
question. You have announced several subjects under
the heading of'urgent and topical debate' and you
said that this will take place on rs/o separare days. Are
you saying rhat rhe rhree hours allowed for urgent and
topical debarc will be divided between Vednesday and
Thursday? If not, I wonder on what basis you are
making lhe announcemenr.
President. 
- 
No, Mr Fonh, all the votes will be taken
on the same day, namely, Thursday morning.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Sorry, that was nor what I was asking,
Mr President. You announced a list of subjects under
the heading of 'urgent and rcpical debate' and I
believe you said thar one of them anyway would be
debarcd on Vednesday and the orhers on Thursday.
Are you saying that the rotal would be within rhe three
hours ?
I See the minutes of this sitting.2 Speaking time: see the minutes of thrs sitting
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President. 
- 
No, Mr Fonh. The debates will be held
on Thursday from 10 a.m. to I p.m. and the votes will
also be taken on Thursday morning. That is quite
clear. I
Sir James Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Did I undersrand you
righdy? I am sorry to jog back, but I could not catch
your eye earlier when you were answering the ques-
tion from Mr Forth. Is the debate on the Falkland
Islands on 'Wednesday or on Thursday? It is in point
of fact, as I understood it, to be on \Tednesday, and
yet you have just said that all the urgency debates,
including the Falkland lslands debate, will be on
Thursday. I suggest there must be some misinterpret-
ation of what you have said.
President. 
- 
Yes, Sir James. The debate on the Falk-
lands will, in fact, be held tomorrow when the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council makes his statemenr.
However, the vote will be held on Thursday along
with the other votes. I think the whole thing is clear
now.
I call Mr De Goede.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, you have just
said that the deadline for the tabling of amendments to
the resolution on the delegarions has been exrended to
10 a.m. tomorrow. Can you also say when the resolu-
tion itself will be available? It was not in our pigeon-
holes ten minutes ago.
President. 
- 
The resolution will be distributed this
evening. The deadline for tabling amendments has
been fixed therefore for romorrow ar noon.
I call Mr de Courcy Ling.
Mr de Courcy Lirg. 
- 
Mr President, I wonder
whether you would like ro make ir clear ro rhe House
that the vote after the Falkland Islands debare will take
place at 10 a.m. on Thursday morning.
7. Votes2
President. 
- 
The next ircm is the vote on motions for
resolutions on which the debarc has closed.
Ve shall begin with rhe Baudis report (Doc. 1-975/81):
Summer time.
(Parliament approaed tbe proposal for a directioe and
adopted tbe motionfor a resolution)
,*r,
President. 
- 
!7e shall now go on to consider the
Lezzi report (Doc. 1-34/82): Food aid in 1982.
(Parliament approaed the proposalfor a decision and the
oarious proposals for regulations)
Motionfor a resolution
Paragraph 2 
- 
Amen&nent No 2
Mr Lezzi, rapporteur. 
- 
(IT) Mr President, I am
against it because the temporary nature of the food aid
we are discussing should be considered in relacion to
the problem of hunger and not in relation to natural
disasters.
()
Paragraph 20 
- 
Amendment No 1
Mr Lezzi, rapporteur. 
- 
UD Mr President, I ask you
to request Mr Jackson not to maintain his amendment.
Otherwise I would be obliged ro express my opposi-
tion to it, if only for the reason that this point was dis-
cussed extensively in committee and approved by a
unanimous vote in which Mr Jackson himself took
Part.
President. 
- 
Mr Jackson, do you wish to maintain
your amendment?
Mr C. Jackson. 
- 
I maintain my amendment, Mr
President.
(. . )
(Parliament adopted the motionfor a resolution)
President. 
-'We shall now go on to consider the Keyinterim report (Doc. 1-100/82): Discharge in respect of
the budgetfor 1980.
t Deadline for tabling amendments 
- 
Membership of com-
mittees: see the minutes of the sitting.2 The Report of Proceedings records only those pans of the
vote which gave rise to speeches. For details of the vote
the reader is referred to the minutes of the sitting.
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Mr Key, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, this was
cussed in committee bur I do not rhink I have got
mandate to recommend this to rhe House.
()
Afier paragraph 4 
- 
Amendments Nos 3 and 4
President
(.)
Paragraph 1 
- 
Amendment No 1
Mr Key, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, rhis goes clearly
against the wishes of the vasr majority of the com-
mittee. Therefore I move that ir be rejected.
(. .)
Paragraph 4 
- 
Amendment No 2
granted to the Administratioe Board of tbe European
Foundation for tbe Improoement of Lioing and tYorhing
Conditionsfor 1980.
(.)
(Parliament approoed the proposal for a decision and
adopted tbe motionfor a resolution)t
President. 
- 
!7e shall now go on ro consider the Kel-
lett-Boutman report (Doc. 1-32/82): Discharge to be
granted to the Management Board of tbe European
Centre for the Deoelopment of Vocational Training for
I 980.
(Parliament approoed the proposal for a decision and
adopted the motionfor a resolution)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now go on ro consider the
Irmer report (Doc. 1-98/82): Implementation of Com-
munity food aid policy.
()
President. 
- 
I shall now take explanarions of vore.
Mr C. Jackson. 
- 
Mr President, I am not sure thar
many Members in this House will realize that the
report calls for all development aid and policy cur-
rently handled by Member Stares to be transferred to
rhe Community. It may be thoughr rhat such a radical
proposal should derive from the Commitree on
Development and Cooperation. It certainly seems !o
me [o stray from the immediate responsibiliries of
budgemry control, let alone food aid. Bur leaving rhar
on one side, ir is a major proposal in its own right. Do
Members realize rhat ir would involve an increase of
11 000 million ECU in the Community budger 
- 
rhar
is to say, a 500/o increase in the rotal budget? Mr Presi-
denr, in my view, ir is absurd to make such a proposal
en passant in a budgetary control reporr. I have great
respect for Mr Irmer, but I cannot vote for a reporr
containing such a weighry proposal thar has been so
inadequarely considered.
(Parliament adopted the motionfor a resolution)
dis-
any
Mr Key, rapportenr. 
- 
Mr President, I have no per-
sonal objecdon to this amendment, bur I do not think
I have a clear mandate from rhe committee to tell vou
one way or the orher.
()
Paragrapb 7 
- 
Amendment No 5
Mr Key, rapporteur. 
- 
As rapporteur I cannot accept
this amendment. It would in fact water down the reso-
lution.r
(. 
. .)
(Parliament adopted the motion for a resolution)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now go on ro consider rhe
Gabert report (Doc. 1-105/82): Discharge in respect of
tbe ECSC budgetfor 1980.
(. )
(Parliament adopted the motionfor a resolution)
.tt*.
President. 
- 
!7e shall now go on ro consider the Kel-
lett-Bowman report (Doc. 1-33/82): Discharge to be
Ilf ffi10....r was also against Amendments Nos 5, 8, I The rapponeur was against Amendment No 1
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President. 
- 
Ve shall now go on ro consider the Price
interim report (Doc. 1-104/82): Accommodation poliry of
t h e Communi ty ins ti tuti ons.
(.. )
Paragraph 9 
- 
Amendment No 1
Mr Price, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I think it is a
useful idea to have implementing agreements relaring
to this taxation problem. If it had been put in com-
mittee I think the committee would have voted in
favour, and I urge the House ro do so.
(. .)
Afier paragraph 11 
- 
Amendment l{o 3/rea.
Mr Price, rdpporteur. 
- 
I think the commirtee would
be against this amendment, Mr President.
()
Paragraph 13 
- 
Amendments Nos 4/reo., 5/rezt. and
6/reo.
Mr Price, rapporteur. 
- 
These three amendments are
very similar and they would mean that instead of mak-
ing a neutral statement a panicular reason is given. I
do not think the committee would accept rhat reason
and, therefore, I urge the House to reject all three
amendments.
()
Afier paragraph I t 
- 
Amendment No 9
Mr Price, rapporteilr. 
- 
The panicular idea put for-
ward here was not discussed by the commirree and I
am, therefore, unable to give its opinion.
(.)
Afier paragraph 17 
- 
Amendment No 8
Mr Price, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I originally
proposed this idea to the committee as a means of
breaking the current deadlock in the Council and
making a last effon to get an agreement but the com-
mittee rejected it by a small majority and, therefore,
would be against this amendmenr.r
t The rapponeur was
Nos 2/rev. andT/rev.
()
President. 
- 
I shall now take explanations of vote.
Mr Goerens. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, whilst I do not
deny Mr Price the right rc develop his views on [he
accommodation poliry of the European Community, I
believe it is my dury to take him to task for a lack of
objectivity in his analysis, which has inevimbly resulted
in a resolution that it is difficult to accept.
An objecdve analysis of all the polidcal, legal and
budgetary factors involved must in fact precede any
decision on the question of the seat of the European
Parliament. Rather than accept the location of the
Secretariat in Luxembourg and the existence of Cham-
bers in Strasbourg and Luxembourg, Mr Price is insist-
ing on the building of a new Chamber in Brussels, for
what he claims to be budgetary and political reasons.
The political situation in Belgium, on rhe one hand,
and the additional costs [hat the Price proposal would
entail, on the other, could cenainly lead one to draw
quite different conclusions. I therefore think it sensible
to insist that any decision to be taken in this matter by
the competent authorities must take into account rhe
findings of an impanial study analysing the cost of the
various working places of Parliament, on the basis of
existing realities and of the Court of Justice's decision.
But. Mr Price preferred to press on, drawing con-
clusions even before the debarc on the budgetary aod
political, nor to mention legal, aspecrs of rhe problem
had ended.
Mr President, I trust thar all my colleagues who are
concerned about what fate lies in store for Strasbourg
and Luxembourg are aware of the threat contained in
this report. Despirc the adoption of cenain amend-
ments by Mr Man and endorsed by his colleagues Mr
Estgen, Mr Abens, Mr Fischbach, Mrs Lentz-Cornette
aird myself, the general tone of the Price repon
remains too negative for it to meet with my approval.
Although belonging to a different political group, Mr
Abens has asked me to inform you that he too would
be voting against the repon.
Mr Fischbach. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I shall not be
voting for the motion for a resolution contained in rhe
Price repon on the accommodation policy of the Com-
munity institutions.
Under the pretexr of a concern for rhe budget, appar-
ently justified by the high cost of the present accommo-
dation policy of the Community institutions, and Par-
liament in panicular, the rapponeur, supponed by a
majority of the Committee on Budgetary Control,
hoped to use the opponunity to attack once again the
also AGAINST Amendmenrc
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location policy operared by the Member Srares with
regard to Parliament.
\flhilst it is reasonable for rhe reporr ro refer to the
advantages, on a material, economic and also suff
level, that a single seat for rhe Communiry institutions
would offer, at least initially, what is in my view intol-
erable is rhar rhis reporr, full of rendentious assertions,
should fail to take account of borh rhe realiry of the
past and the present situarion, and in panicular the
effons made by different Member States to provide
the infrastructure and facilities without which the
Community could not function properly.
Far from having any concern for objectivity and
impanialiry, which would surely have done much ro
redeem this repon on rhe accommodarion poliry of the
institutions, the texr placed before Parliamenr is in fact
nothing more than an unqualified argument in favour
of Brussels as the single sear of the Communiry institu-
trons.
'Vhat ist the poinr of insrrucring some foreign expens
to compare the costs of rhe present situation wirh the
costs if Parliament were ro adopt a single working
place? It is clear from rhe rexr of the resolution and
explanatory sratemenr that rhe budgerary problem is in
fact secondary to the polirical problem.
For these reasons, Mr President, I shall be voting
against Mr Price's morion for a resolurion.
Mr Estgen. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I inrend ro vore
against this resolution, despite the improvements
effecrcd by the amendmenr pur down by Mr Mart, not
because I do nor recognize the justice and necessiry,
not to say urgency, of a sensible Community accommo-
dation policy and a derermined policy to reduce wher-
ever possible the operaring costs of the Community 
-and if there is one aspect of Presidenr Danken's policy
on which I am one hundred percenr behind him, that
is it. However, the resolurion that has been pur before
us is too tendentious, even misleading, in the sense
that, under the guise of an apparent objecrivity, it is
trying to push the Members, by irc ambiguous word-
ing, indirectly to declare rhemselves in favour of Brus-
sels.
Vhy, I ask therefore, should we nor work on rhe basis
that the Secretariat is located in Luxembourg, thar rhis
same place offers every faciliry ro enable Parliamenr ro
conduct its business normally, both in commitree and
in plenary? \flhat is more, there is in Luxembourg rhe
possibiliry, there are even concrere plans, for wharever
improvemenr and extension of the infrastrucrure may
be desirable in the shon term and foreseeable in the
medium term.
There is all this talk of uncenainry and indecision with
regard to the permanent locarion of the institutions.
People seem [o forget thar rhis uncertainry is not due
to a lack of economic considerations but solely ro a
want of political courage. Now, only a clear and un-
equivocal political decision will enable a satisfacrory
provision for the future to be made, but this decision is
up to [he governments of the Member States and nor
up to this Parliament.
If one can question having the Secretariat in Luxem-
bourg and disregard the effons made to welcome Par-
liament there and to provide satisfacrory working con-
ditions, one can equally well question having the
Commission in Brussels, im being in that city being no
more of an inconvenience than Parliament's Secretariat
being in Luxembourg.
I therefore intend to vore against this resolurion, sad-
dened by the fact that rhere are rhose in rhis Parlia-
ment who refuse absolutely to acknowledge the effons
made and the possibilities offered by Luxembourg,
which to my mind is not only a misrake but also an
injustice, as well as being a political error.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Price to make a personal srare-
ment.
Mr Price. 
- 
Mr President, ir has been suggested that
the morion Parliament has just adopted calls for the
building of a new hemicycle in Brussels, and that was
specifically srared. Let me say rhar the resolurion does
nor do that. Ar no poinr is rhar said either in the
motion for a resolution or in the explanatory state-
ment.
I am sorry that I have offended so many of my Luxem-
bourg friends, bur they have suggested rhat rhis is a
personal marter. Ir has been described as Mr Price's
resolution, and atracks have been made on the resolu-
tion's impartiality and objectivity. I musr jusr point out
that it came to rhe plenary sirring as the repon and
mo[ion of the Commirtee on Budgetary Conrrol, and
what has now been artacked is rhe resolurion of this
Parliament as a whole. Ir is nor a marr.er of Mr Price, ir
is a matter of certain Members from Luxembourg who
do not agree with the view of Parliament as a whole.
(Parliarnent adopted tbe motion for a resolation)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now go on ro conside r the Vtret-
ting report (Doc. 1-31/82): EAGGF, Guarantee Section.
(...)
Fourth indent of the preamble 
- 
Amendment No 2
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Mr Key, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
I have no mandate from
the Committee on Budgetary Control to accept, but ir
looks alright.
(.)
Afier paragraph I 
- 
Amendment No 3
Mr Key, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
I have no mandate, Mr
President, but I think it would actually help budgemry
ransparency and clariry, and therefore I personally
would probably be in favour of ir.
(...)
Paragraph 5 
- 
Amendment No 4
Mr Key, deputy rapporteilr. 
- 
Again no mandare, Mr
President, but I am nor inclined ro accepr ir.r
(...)
President. 
- 
I shall now take explanations of vore.
Mr Eyraud. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the French mem-
bers of the Socialist Group, and to a lesser extent rhe
members of the Committee on Agriculture, are always
very sensitive to the way in which rhe appropriarions
allocated to the Guaran[ee Secrion of the EAGGF are
used. They also wish me to make it clear rhar rhey
attach a certain significance to the vote they are about
to exPress.
By adopting the \flettig report Parliament will be
declaring its intention to continue the tighr financial
management introduced at the rime of the 1980
budget. That does not remove the need for realism in
this area, nor the need for the Community to srand by
its undenakings given to the workers in the agricul-
tural and agri-food sector. In voting for rhe Key
report just now we wanted, despire some reservations,
to signal our re.iection of the artitude raken by rhe
Commission in the discussion on farm prices.
This year again it has failed to take into account in its
latest proposals to the Council the opinion expressed
by Parliamenr on 26 March. Though independent, the
Community institutions must nevertheless maintain a
degree of solidarity. Ve have seen this spirit of soli-
dariry working so far in the Falklands crisis. Ve
should like to see the same kind of solidarity in rela-
tion to the Community's own problems.
(Parliament adopted tbe motionfor a resolution)
,. 
"*.
President. 
- 
!fle shall now go on to consider the
Filippi report (Doc. 1-1070/81): EAGGF, Guidance Sec-
tion.
(.)
(Parliament adopted the motionfor a resolution)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now go on to consider the
Cousti report (Doc. 1-703/82): Bonouting and lending
actioities of tbe Commission.
()
(Parliament adopted the motionfor a resolution)
I call Mr Irmer to speak on a point of order.
Mr lrmer. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I have been sitting
here all this time, admiring the speed and consistency
with which you have conducted the voting. The only
thing is that even now I do nor know who you are,
because if I look straight ahead, half right or even half
left, to the back of Mr Bangemann, all I see around
me are officials.
Mr Jiirgens and I have made a writren requesr for bet-
ter sears. It is unacceptable that we should be shoved
into some corner or other. Mr Jiirgens is even worse
off than I am, and we ask as a matrer of urgency thar
something be done about this siruation. I do nor con-
sider it right, for example, that officials of the Commis-
sion 
- 
not even Commissioners 
- 
should have rhe
best seats, while we Members have ro pur up with the
poor seats at the back.
President. 
- 
Mr Irmer, I understand your concern
entirely. I shall put the question to rhe Bureau.
8. Membership of Parliament
President. 
- 
I have been informed by rhe French
authorities that Mr Andr6 Bord has been appointed a
Member of the European Parliament to replace Mr
Fanton.
I welcome our new colleague and would remind the
House that pursuant to Rule 5 (3), every Member shall
take his seat in Parliament and on its committees and
shall enjoy all the rights attaching rhereto until such
time as his credentials have been verified or a ruling
given on any dispute.
I call Mr Fergusson.I The rapponeur was atso AGAINST Amendmenr No 1.
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Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Mr President, at the last session of
the Parliament but one, the President, Mr Dankert,
panicularly gave me an assurance that no announce-
men6, except exceptionally on a Friday about the
resignation and replacement of Members, should be
made except at the beginning of the sitting. I happened
rc be listening just now and it sounded to me as if you
had slipped in an annoucement about the replacement
of Mr Fanton. If that is what you have just done, and I
did not hear absolutely clearly, may I make it quite
clear that I lodge an objection to this announcement
until full verification of the new Member's credentials
has been made in due course by the Committee on the
Verification of Credentials, (Applause) particularly in
respect of whether he is going to be with us until the
end of the parlramentary term.
President. 
- 
Mr Fergusson, we are talking about the
automatic replacement of Mr Fanton. The Committee
for the Verification of Credentials is now going ro dis-
cuss the appointment of his successor. I have simply
pointed out that, while we are awaiting that com-
mittee's decision, Mr Fanton's successor can take his
seat in this Assembly in the usual way and thar rhis is
entirely in accordance with the Rules of Procedure.
Mr Fergusson, 
- 
Of course, Mr President, rhat is
right, but I did get an assurance from the President
that these announcements would not be made except
first thing in the morning on Fridays, and this seems to
have been gone against in this particular case.
President. 
- 
I believe, however, char I was obliged ro
make this statement. Mr Fanton's successor must be
allowed to take his seat in the normal way. There is
nothing in the Rules of Procedure to prevenr this.
However, his case is now going to come before rhe
Committee for the Verificadon of Credenrials. You will
understand that it cannot deal with rhe marrer of Mr
Fanton's successor until it has firsr been announced
here that Mr Fanton's successor has been appoinred.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
If I mighr try your parience, rhe
point about this is that you have made an announce-
ment at a time when the President said it would not be
done. It is first thing in the morning 
- 
rhis is a very
important point, especially when many people are
worried about this particular matter. It has been
slipped in and no objection might have been possible
had I not happened to be listening. !/e are ready for it
in the morning and not ready for it at other times
during the day. That is the point.
President. 
- 
Mr Fergusson, I think there is some con-
fusion on this matter. \7hat the President of Parlia-
ment actually said was that resignations would not be
announced to the House at any time wharsoever.
However, in this case the replacement is automatic.
I call Lord Harmar-Nicholls.
Lord Harmar-Nicholls. 
- 
Am I to understand that the
replacement is automatic but it now goes for verifica-
tion? Is the Member allowed to vote before he has
been verified?
President. 
- 
Yes, indeed, Lord Harmar-Nicholls.
Rule 6 (3) of the Rules of Procedure lays down quite
clearly that the new Member may vote until such time
as the Committee for the Verification of Credentials
has taken a decision on his case. I shall quote the rule
for you:
'Until such time as a Member's credentials have
been verified or ruling has been given on any dis-
pute, the Member shall take his seat in Parliament
and on its committees and shall enjoy all the righm
atdching thereto.'
Mr Isra€l. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, I should like to
bring to your attention the fact that I have found in
my mail box a leaflet that is not an official documenr
of the European Parliament. It is a leaflet of rhe Euro-
pean '!?'orkers' Pany, whose extreme right-wing ten-
dencies are a matter of common knowledge.
I therefore ask you, Mr Presidenr, how ir is rhat leaf-
lerc of extremist terrorist organizarions can find their
way into the official mail of a Member of Parliamenr?
President. 
- 
Mr Isra€I, I take note of your srar.emenr.
'Ve shall have inquiries made.r
(Tbe sitting utas closed at 7.10 p.m.)
I Agenda for next sitting: see the minures.
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l. European Regional Deoelopment Fund
President. 
- 
The first item is the joint debate on the
following two reports:
Repon (Doc. l-61l82), drawn up by Mr De Pas-
quale on behalf of the Committee on Regional
Policy and Regional Planning, on the proposal
from the Commission ro the Council (Doc.
1-735/81) for a regulation amending Regulation
(EEC)
No 724/75 establishing a European Regional
Development Fund.
Interim Report (Doc. 1-102/82), drawn up by
Miss de Valera on behalf of the Commirtee of
Inquiry into the Situation of Vomen in Europe,
on the position of women in rhe less-favoured
regions of the Communiry in rhe contexr of the
revision of the European Regional Development
Fund Regulation.
Before we s[art the debate, I should like to point out
that the de Valera reporr conrains a number of
Ephremidis
Question No 84, by Mr Kyrhos: Agreement
of four Member States to send troops to
Sinai:
180 Mr Tindemans; Mr Kyrkos; Mr Tindemans;
Mr Galland; Mr Tindemans; Mr Moreland
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Mr Tindemans (Foreign Ministers); Mr Ala-
oanos; Mr Tindemans; Mr Prag; Mrs
Ewing; Mr Epbremidis; Mr Tindemans 182
Question No 81, by Mr Adamou: Madrid
Conference and human rights:
Mr Tindemans; Mr Adamou; Mr Tinde-
mans; Mr Alaaanos; Mr Tindemans; Mr
amendmen[s to the Regulation establishing a Euro-
pean Regional Development Fund as dealt with in the
De Pasquale report. To facilitate rhe voting, these
amendments have been printed as amendments to the
De Pasquale report and will be put to [he vole tomor-
row together with the other amendments ro the De
Pasquale report.
I call Mr Forth on a point of order.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Mr President, I should like rc ask for
your guidance. Under which rule do you suggesr thar
the de Valera report is admissible? Having studied
what that report seeks to say, I find ir difficult to
detect under which rule of Parliament, or indeed
where under the terms of reference of rhe setting up of
the Committee of Inquiry into rhe Situation of
'S7'omen in Europe, is that Commirree entirled to draw
up a report on regional matters which I garher has nor
been referred to the Committee on Regional Policy
and Regional Planning itself? Unless I am satisfied as
to this, Mr President, I would be terribly rempted to
suggest that it was inadmissible. I await your guidance.
President. 
- 
I think Miss de Valera wishes to explain
the matter.
Miss de Valera. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, the Committee of
Inquiry on [he Siruarion of Vomen in Europe consid-
ered this particular report in grea[ derail and as you
yourself have pointed out, Mr President, my reporr
indeed comes within the contexr of the restructuring
180
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of the Regional Fund. I understand that this same
debate took place on Monday last and that a vote was
taken. The result of that vote was to my satisfaction so
I do not believe that there is any reason for funher
discussion on this matter today.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fonh.
Mr Forth. 
- 
I will not press the point at this stage.
But I will say this, Mr President, I think that we
should all be concerned at the apparent freedom which
this committee of inquiry is giving itself to report on
any subject it cares to. I think that this should be a
matter of concern to the whole House. I will not press
the matter at this stage, but I am now putting on
record that this gives rise to some problem and should
be looked at again. I would suggest that perhaps you
might wish to refer it to the Committee on the Rules
of Procedure and Petitions yet again for them to give
guidance on the extent to which any future committee
of inquiry has a completely open remit. Otherwise we
are going to get into the most terrible problems.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pearce.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
Of course, I accept your ruling on this
matter. However, I should like you to confirm that the
ruling you have given means that, in future, when a
report has been submitted by a parliamentary com-
mittee on a matter referred to it as the committee res-
ponsible, it will be possible for another committee
which also wishes to pronounce on the same topic 
-for example if the Committee on Development and
Cooperation wishes to pronounce on farm prices 
- 
to
do so. I take it from your ruling that should the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation, for exam-
ple, put forward such a resolution it would be brought
directly rc the floor of this House and not merely
t.."t.d as an opinion submitted to the raPPorteur of
the committee responsible. I feel that this is the logical
procedure because women after all are nothing special
other than being half of the human race and they can
hardly claim a fresh, different set of procedures for
women which do not apply to the rest of us. Vould
you confirm, Mr President, that the interpretation that
I have given of your ruling is in fact the correct one?
President. 
- 
I am nor in a position to confirm your
interpretation, Mr Pearce, but I shall put th6 problem
raised by Mr Forth to the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions, so that we can have an opi-
nion which can be communicated to the Members.
Ve come now to the debate.
I call Mr De Pasquale.
Mr De Pasquale, rdpporterur. 
- 
(17) Mr President,
ladies and Bentlemen, we had hoped that this reform
of the Regional Fund would be pan of a complex of
measures designed to give new impetus to the Process
of integration, to ease the bottlenecks which are dis-
rupting the Common Market, to improve the Com-
munity budget and correct the most flagrant disror-
tions of Community policies.
Bearing in mind the expectations aroused by the Man-
date of 30 May, these hopes of ours were reasonable
ones. Unfortunately, the reality of the situation is very
different: the Commission has not been able to put
forward a common strategy for combaring the econo-
mic crisis, the recession and unemployment, and the
governments of the Member States have been unable
to arrive at any kind of agreement on [hese matters' It
would seen that each Member State has decided to go
its own way, and in that kind of climate of opinion not
only is it difficult to renew the Community's aims and
rejuvenate its mechanisms, but it requires great effort
just to keep them from collapsing.
Now, it is evident that a Community regional policy
can only exist as pan of a progressive extension of
European integration. There is no doubt 
- 
as all the
data prove 
- 
that the legislation and the attitudes that
govern the European economy have helped to aggra-
vate regional imbalances. They must therefore be
changed and adapted to the panicular challenges of
rhe present day. But it is equally beyond doubt that
one can only make changes to a structure if that struc-
ture is solidly based, and there is little that can be done
if rhe base is beginning to decay and fall apart.
Nevertheless, in spite of the discouraging figure in the
Community cuts at present, our committee has
worked very hard to put before you a ProPosal which
will turn the Regional Fund into an ins[rument that is
capable of operating with grearcr efficienry if, and
when, we manage to overcome the crisis in which the
whole of the Communiry is plunged at Present'
I want to thank all the members of the committee for
rheir dedication, and I should like rc point out that
both the amendmenm and the resolution that I have
the honour of submitting to you today are not in any
way personal, but represent the fruit of our collective
labours, a happy synthesis of different, but nor Precon-
ceived, opinions, so much so that the final form of our
report was approved almost unanimously. I should
also like to pay tribute to the Commission, in pani-
cular to Mr Giolitti, for having taken due account,
when drafting the proposal, of the opinions and
recommendations expressed over the years by Parlia-
ment, and for having, in addition, acceprcd the infor-
mal practice of carrying out exchanges of opinions
befoie launching any new proposals, which is what
this House has always called for.
This is one of those rare occasions when Parliament
has not been side-stepped by horse-trading between
the Commission and the representatives of the Coun-
cil. For this reason we believe this proposal is an
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imponant step forward which must be supponed,
when ir is submitted ro rhe Council, through a process
of consultarion, panicularly as regards its most inno-
vative aspects, which are, firstly, the recommendarion
that there should be closer coordinarion between
Community regional policy and narional economic
policies, through the agency of developmenr pro-
Brammes which will no longer be limited to specially
assisted regions.
Secondly, closer coordination between the Com-
munity's various financial organisms, by exrending rhe
so-called'integrated operations'.
Thirdly, rhe adopdon of Community criteria for the
idendficadon of economically weak regions of the
Community, so thal Community aid can be concen-
trated in areas with the lowest figures for production
and the highest for unemploymenr. Incidentally, we
think thar fixing quotas for these regions and for those
that may be selected larer on, when the whole business
has been revised, is srill an indispensable prerequisite
for ensuring that these regions are given suppor[
which is secure and regular, and nor uncenain and
hazardous.
Founhly, the transition from the distribution of Com-
munity aid or reimbursemenrs to individual projecrs to
a sys[em of co-financing of developmenr programmes,
with appropriate financial advances, in order ro pro-
vide for a clear sharing of responsibilities in decision-
taking and to ensure rhe 'addidonality' of Community
aid.
Fifthly, a considerable increase in the non-quora sec-
tor, in order to improve rhe chance of providing direct
and flexible aid from the Fund throughout rhe terri-
tory of the Community.
Sixthly, a streamlining of the procedures which
require, for each aid programme in rhe non-quora sec-
tor, nothing less than complete unanimity in the
Council of Ministers.
Staning from this positive assessment, our committee
has attempted ro improve rhose parts of the drafr regu-
lation that it considered weakest and mosr ir need of
modification. Our main preoccuparion was ro include
legislation thar will oblige the Commission and the
Fund to intervene wirh a cenain minimum of effi-
ciency in supporr of any measures thar are direcdy
productive of stable and wonhwhile jobs. In fac, we
think that this must be the Fund's main area of activity
in future. Ar presenr the reality is different. The Fund
confines itself to disributing panial reimbursemenrs
withour any propsecrs rerurn and almosr exclusively
for public works projec6, and it lacks [he insuumenrc
and the powers ir needs ro promore any kind of stra-
tegy for developing rhe weaker regions. \7e therefore
suggest thar a pan of the Fund's resources should be
devoted to inrerest subsidies on loans granrcd by the
European Investmenl Bank and by local banks ro small
and medium-sized companies in problem areasl in
addition, we suggesr that nev' forms of supporr for
indusrial companies, rhe crafr sector and service
industries should be created by financing pannerships,
by opening repayable lines of credit, by serring up a
patent bank, which would favour the acquisition, the
use and the disseminarion of new technologies and
new producrs, and finally, by setting up local instirures
for applied research.
As regards the direct participation of local and
regional bodies in rhese programmes and in rhese deci-
sions, our committee has attempted to improve the
proposed text whilst respecring the area of responsibil-
ity of the Member States.
Altogether, ladies and gentlemen, what emerges from
this proposal is a renovated and enlarged Community
instrumenr, capable of being used to betrer effect than
before 
- 
in close collaboration wirh the local bodies
- 
to coun[er regional imbalances, on condirion, of
course, thar the funds available for ir should be
increased by a conspicuous amount in the 1983
budger.
Mr President, the regional policy that we hope for is
something separare from the Regional Fund, which,
even though it may be improved in its mechanisms and
strengthened in the means at ir disposal, is still an
instrument of partial and inadequare compensarory
expenditure. In our view, regional policy means being
able to affect nor simply the volume of resources
devoted to correcting regional imbalances but, above
al.l, being able ro influence the nature and the quality
of the machinery of integration of rhe regions and the
States. For us, a regional policy means giving a
regional aspecr ro all policies; ir means economic, fis-
cal and administrative measures which will be strongly
selective in favour of the weakesr or declining areas, in
such a way as rc affect the results of competirion, capi-
tal movemenrs, rhe processes of restructuring of the
national economies, commercial agreements, and
infrasuuctural and service equipment. For us, a
regional policy should give new impetus to the prod-
uctive potenrial of the weakesr areas and of the local
markets, by means of a vasr invesrment plan in rhe
Mediterranean regions and in the declining areas of
the North and rhe Cenrre of Europe. Such a policy
would also be to rhe advanrage of rhe economically
stronger areas and the more prosperous counrries,
which 
- 
far from remaining ner payers inro the Com-
munity budget 
- 
would benefir from rhe increased
demand for capital and semi-finished goods.
Ladies and genrlemen, we musr abandon the short-
sighted view that looks ar immediate cosrs of and
immediate benefirs from the Community budget, andif we do rhat we shall see rhat a genuine iegional
policy may redound ro rhe murual benefir of boih the
weak and rhe stron areas of Europe, and will give rise
to a more equitable form of integration of their mar-
kets.
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In our opinion, this is the only way to create a morejust, and therefore more unircd, Community. The
present times are certainly not such as to inspire opti-
mism, but we, with all due modesry, think that we
have made a small contribution towards moving the
Community in the right direction.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Miss de Valera.
Miss de Valera, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I would
like to take this opponuniry of congratulating Mr De
Pasquale on his report. I know that he has put a tre-
mendous amount of time and effort into it, and I am
sure that this will be appreciated by each and every
one of the Members of this Parliament. My own
report is to be seen in the light of Mr De Pasquale's
and, indeed, as complementing it.
The European Parliament proposed in 1973 many of
the changes that are now being put forward by the
Commission. There has been a major shift in emphasis
on the pan of the Commission. Until now we have
seen a narrow outlook in the handling of the Euro-
pean Regional Fund, a bookkeeping menmlity which
has stuck to economic criteria alone, and there has
been little opponunity for Community coordination or
indeed initiative. This approach has not worked. '!7e
now see Breater disparities in the economic situation in
the Member States. Under the old system, the
Regional Fund has not alleviated the problems and
greater imbalances in cenain regions are now evident.
It is nine years since the European Parliament first
advocated this broader approach to the European
Regional Fund, and I for one welcome this approach,
for it will lead to greater controls, better coordination,
greater accountability of the Member States and a
greater flow of information. The system of periodic
reports, on a Zl/t-year basis, on the situation in the
regions will mean that Member States are obliged rc
inform the Commission in advance about the expected
effects of the programme and then to rePort on [he
results achieved.
The European Regional Fund has now been given a
human face. The economic imbalances of the Com-
munity regions can only be understood in cenain
human and social connections. Quite apan from the
fact that the Regional Fund has never had sufficient
appropriations allotted to it, its effecr have been
going on during a time of serious economic recession.
The most immediate human consequence of this reces-
sion has of course, been unemployment.
Mr President, there are two extremely imponant facts
about female unemployment: first, the huge size of the
problem and second, its largely structural character. A
revision of the European Fund could give greater
scope than ever before for action with regard to the
position of women, but in fact I have expressed in
committee 
- 
and have been supponed therein by the
members of that committee 
- 
my great disappoint-
ment that rhe Commission proposals have desened the
women's cause in that they contain no reference what-
soever to the position of women or to the problems
they face in the regions of the Community. In my view
and in the view of the members of the committee, this
omission is unjustifiable. The Commission and the
Council must show that they are prepared to confront
the problems faced by women in the Community, for
such action would prove to all that they wished to
make equal opponunity a reality.
Vith regard to the massive problem of unemployment,
female unemployment is not just a side issue. The
Commission has made no specific reference to women
or to young people, yet there are now relatively more
young people and more women unemployed than
there were in the 1950s and this upward trend is likelv
ro continue well into the 1980s.
Like other members of the commitree, I have tabled a
number of amendments to the Commission proposals,
and these I shall be discussing tomorrow when the
vote is taken. Most of them concern the sex and age
groups. I have tabled these amendments in the hope
that the information that can be gathered by using
these two approaches will prove useful: they will pro-
vide the Commission wirh a greater flow of informa-
don which must, of course come from the Member
States. It is indeed necessary to see the impact of such
programmes on the two sexes and on the different age
grouPs.
I have said, Mr President, that female unemployment
was largely structural. It is sometimes due to long-
rerm shifts in patterns of industrial activity, as in the
raditional textile-producing areas, where the decline
of the textile industry has cost a large number of
women's jobs. Such unemployment is also sometimes
due to traditional social attitudes. The difficult econo-
mic situation which faces us all causes a number of
women to believe that there is no point whatsoever in
trying to look for work in certain regions because it is
so difficult to obtain. Female unemployment rePre-
sents a continual interaction between economic and
social factors, and the proposed changes in the Euro-
pean Regional Development Fund will mean, as I have
pointed out earlier, a greater coordination between
national and regional policies, a greater concentration
of resources and a more active role for the Com-
munity.
I hope the Commission will appreciate that the amend-
ments tabled by my committee do not go against the
spirit of its proposals. Their purpose is simply to enh-
ance the Commission's proposals by making possible a
sufficiently fine analysis with specific information on
the employment prospects of both men and women
and of the people in the various age grouPs.
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The women's committee has, as I have said, put a rre-
mendous amounr of work into this.
The outcome of this debate and of the vore [omorrow
will have grave implications for rhe employmenr pros-
pects of women. I rherefore ask rhe support of every
Member of this Parliamenr, as ir is to us, rhe elecred
representatives of Europe, that women in these diffi-
cult economic rimes look for help and assistance.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Commirtee on Budgers.
Mr Notenboom, drafisman of an opinion. 
- 
(NL) Mr
President, the Commirtee on Budgers believes that the
reform of the Regional Development Fund represenrs
a tes[ for rhe Commission. Is rhe Commission capable
of reviving European integrarion as ir announced in its
reporr on rhe Mandare of 30 May? !7e believe ir is
also a tesr for the Parliamenr, can it gain the Commis-
sion's acceptance for its views? This was demonstrared
in last year's budget when some of rhe regional appro-
priations in Chapter 100 were blocked, and their
release depends explicidy on how the ERDF Regula-
tion is now reformed.
In our opinion 
- 
and there was a general agreement
in the Commitree on this 
- 
rhe very future of rhe
Community is at stake. The facr is thar we have
reached the limir of our own resources, and rhe
national finance minisrers, along with many circles in
the national parliamenrs, are making it perfectly clear
that there can be no quesrion of increasing our own
resources until the Community has irs expenditure
under better control. In real terms, this means that the
Community would have ro prove rhat expenditure is
administered be[rer, more efficiendy and more econ-
omically at Community level than at national level.
This does not imply looking at rhe agriculrural policy
alone, and that is something we should bear in mind in
this present amendment of rhe ERDF Regulation and
in the amendmenr of the Social Fund which is soon to
be debated. There are three reasons which made rhe
Committee on Budgets condemn the quota system in
principle.
Firstly, if there is to be efficient utilizadon of
resources, a flat-rate disribution of loans is the very
opposite of good financial control. In our opinion, the
Commission should finance those projects and pro-
grammes which, judged objectively, offer the best
Suarantees for the developmenr of a region. And if this
means thar rhe quotas fixed for a particular yeat arc
not used up, this is not as bad as wasting resources
merely for rhe sake of fulfilling rhe quotas down ro rhe
last penny.
The second reason is that the reform is the first test in
the process of resrructuring. If Parliament gives in
straight away and denies its principles for reasons of
so-called Realpolitih, ir will be puwing a major ques-
tion mark against European development.
And thirdly, it weakens the position of those on and
off sage who are working hard ro increase our own
resources. Let's face ir: over rhe next few years rhere
will be litde or no room for any noticeable increase in
the Fund's finances, and thar is why Parliamenr has
every inrerest in increasing its opportunities of decid-
ing on expenditure and supervising its adminisrration.
This may be achieved by giving rhe Commission more
powers, since we are able to supervise rhe Commission
under the budgerary procedure and, if necessary, by a
censure motion and the discharge procedure.
This is, therefore, a quesrion of Parliament's budget-
ary powers. In the pasr, with our Commitree on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning, we have used
those very powers in an attempr ro gain a subsranrial
rise in appropriations for rhe Regional Fund. Ir is now
a case of labelling Parliament to improve the use of
expenditure in order to obtain new resources. This is
why we have always opposed the inclusion of condi-
tions in the regulations which mighr cunail our budg-
etary powers. And rhat is why we cannor accepr man-
agement commirtees which mighr appeal ro rhe Coun-
cil against Commission decisions. Fonunately, the
amendmenrc ro this effect has been adopted by the
Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Plan-
nlng.
However, rhe other amendments which we advocated
have not been adopted, which I very much regrer.
none of them has been retabled, aparr from one, we
are pleased ro see, by Mrs Boot. !/e would prefer not
to argue 
- 
we would prefer ro impress it upon fellow
Members for once that rhe Commitree on Budgets is
not made up of amateurs, bur that ir is reminding the
House of decisions raken in plenary. On several occa-
sions the plenary assembly has said rhat the exact
amounts must. be fixed by rhe budgeary aurhority and
not by Council regularions. This is also rhe case with
exact quotas.
I hope that this amendmenr, roo, will be adopted, for
ir is word for word rhe same as the amendmen[ sug-
gested by us, rhe Committee on Budgers, in our opin-
ion to the Commirree on Regional Policy, but which,
probably with all good intentions, it did not adopr.
\7e also tabled an amendmenr ro guaranree the addi-
tional nature of rhe aid. This was not adopred: how-
ever, anorher amendment in much the same spirit was
adopted, and alrhough we believe rhat ours was rhe
better we are no[ here ro argue but to help each other.
The fact is, when rhe resources of the Regional Fund
are supposed ro benefir cenain regions and are used
instead by the individual Stares to fill rheir narional
coffers, they are of no use wharsoever ro rhe region. It
is reduced to an indiscriminate approach with the dis-
tribution of prederermined sums to line rhe purses of
of the Member Srates, so thar it ceases to be truly
regional policy. The truly regional policy envisaged
when the fund was set up in 1975 is nor being achieved
here, so we shall have to make do with a step in the
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right direction. \7e in rhe Committee on Budgets have
not overlooked the fact rhat there are posirive aspecs,
but we believe thar we are failing to exploit all the
present opponunities, and rhar we are missing the
chance to strengthen our powers and to ensure rhat we
can improve rhe very way in which the regional
resources are utilized. This is what will be at stake in
the coming years. This is whar our colleagues in the
national parliaments will expect of us, before rhey
agree to increase our own resources. Then we shall
have to prove rhar expenditure at Community level is
carried our better, more efficiently and more economi-
cally 
- 
which, under this regularion, is not complerely
nor by any means adequately guaranteed.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Socialist Group.
Mr Griffiths. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, at che srart of my own
contribution to this debare I would like to rhank the
chairman of the Committee on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning, Mr De Pasquale, for the parience
and the great accommodation rhat he showed towards
all members of the committee during the time we were
discussing and debating the Commission's proposals
for recasting the guidelines to the Regional Fund.
The Socialist Group broadly supports the Commis-
sion's proposals as they were amended by the De Pas-
quale repon in our committee, I do not think that in
committee we did anything ar all ro alrer the principles
upon which the Commission's proposals were based.
Our amendments were in the main an attempt to make
more effective the proposals of the Commission. Ve
welcome the idea, for example, that the Fund should
be concenrrated much more in the weakesr economies,
that is of Greece, Italy, Ireland and the United King-
dom and too that there should be a widening of the
non-quota pan of the Fund. Ve note particularly rhe
wording of the proposal that it should be up to 200/o
fixed annually because that, I believe, gives the Com-
mission some flexibility in being able to differentiate
between the needs or the demands made upon both
parts of the Fund.
In arriving at the particular ideas that they did, one or
two questions are posed as to the way in which infor-
mation is made available to determine which countries,
and which areas within countries, should be eligible
for aid from the quora parr of the Fund. '\Thilst we
would accept rhe division which rhe Commission have
made on this first occasion we would ask them, and
the national governments, to make sure that the sta-
dstical information on which all these decisions are
based, should be made as up-to-dare as possible and
should also be comparable between countries as far as
regions are concerned. Here, of course, I am thinking
in panicular of the situation in the United Kingdom
where many of our regional sra[isr.ics are based on
regions which are bigger than a number of Member
States of the Community and we believe rhat if the
Regional Fund is going to be effecrive in irs reformed
form we will have to have betrer staristical informa-
tion.
Mr President, we parricularly like rhe idea in the
Socialist Group of gerting away from financing indivi-
dual projects and trying ro look a[ rhose regions in
greatest need and rhen developing programmes specif-
ically to aid them. \fle believe rhat nothing bur good
can come from an attempt to ger rhe Commission, the
national governments and the local and regional
authorities concerned around rhe table to look ar rhe
problems of panicular regions, ro formulate aims to
overcome those problems and rhen to introduce prac-
tical measures aimed at getting rid of rhem. Ve believe
that this cooperation with local and regional auth-
orities at the very beginning of any arrempr ro deal
with the problems of regions is a major step in the
right direction because in the end rhe people who are
going to be most concerned wirh developing successful
regional economies are [he people responsible for
those regions themselves.
\7e also like the idea of having a financial sraremenr
attached to the regional development programme
because we believe that if there is a commitmenr ar rhe
very beginning of a programme from rhe narional
government, from the Regional Development Fund
and from local and regional aurhoriries or whoever
else might be making a contriburion financially to the
programme, then we can be assured, as far as is
humanly possible, rhar the money from the Regional
Fund will be additional to what everybody else is put-
dng into the programme.
\7e like roo the idea of an annual reporr on the pro-
gress of the programme because we believe this is
essential in helping ro keep those concerned with rhe
implementation of the programme on their roes. Of
course, the more effectively and efficiently rhe pro-
gramme moves forward, the more effectively the
financial resources can be used.
As far as the non-quota section is concerned, we
would highlight in particular rhe criteria which we feel
are necessa{y for regions to qualify. These are that
they should have been suffering from recenr and ser-
ious problems of indusrial decline, that they should be
able to show that other Communiry policies are
adversely affecting them, that there are in some areas
trans-frontier problems, and perhaps thac rhey are
particular black spors which are assisred by national
regional policies, although in this conrext we would
hope that due regard would be given to the specific
problems of regions and to the relative severity of
imbalances in the Communiry.
Ve welcome too rhe conrinuing hopes of the Commis-
sion for the developmenr of integrated operations.
Once again, like the non-quota secrion, this pan of the
Fund is still in its infancy. It is suffering from teething
problems. Nevenheless, we believe rhat the arrempt
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should be made to get much more effective coordina-
[ion, not just of the various Community funds and
activities available to help the regions but also the
national governments' own policies. The more effec-
tively these can all be coordinated, the more effec-
tively can those regions be helped.
\(e like too the ideas which the Commission is bring-
ing forward and the amendments made in committee
on the help for small and medium-sized undenakings.
The idea of public or mixed-holding companies, credit
lines to local banks, the transfer of technology at far
greater speed so that small and medium-sized com-
panies can benefit from it, aid for surveys and market
studies, all these are ideas which we hope to see being
mken up by the Commission and, of course, by the
Council.
I would close with this remark, Mr President, that we
hope thar rhe House will see that it is not just the size
of the Fund that counts but that we need a total
approach of all policies to benefir the regions of our
Community.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Party (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mrs Boot. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, as spokesman for
the EPP Group today, I should first of all like to con-
gratulate the rapponeur, Mr De Pasquale. He was
very successful in getting the main points of the Com-
mission's proposal accepted by the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning, and he spoke
a moment ago of a happy blend. I would hope that the
plenary assembly will also adopt the proposal tomor-
row.
The Commission's proposal to review the Fund regu-
lation is, in many respects, a new stage in the develop-
ment of Community regional policy, which involves
finding a Community solution to regional problems. It
must be pointed out, however, that the regional prob-
lems have very varied causes and require very different
approaches. The Commission is never in a position to
adopt these approaches on its own, and in fact it has
no authorization to do so. Regional policy is a prime
example of. an area where cooperation between Com-
mission and Member States is called for. The aim
should be not only to find solutions providing better
regional equilibrium, but also to achieve the best possi-
ble balance in cooperation between Commission and
Member States. I believe that the proposals now
before us are along the right lines and may be impor-
tant for achieving the objectives of the regional policy,
i.e. overcoming unaccep[able regional disparities and
enabling the weaker regions to catch up.
The Commission has come up with daring proposals
on various points. I would just mention briefly coordi-
nation, geographical concentration, the gradual transi-
tion to financing programmes, the increase of the
non-quota section from 5 to up to 200/0, integrated
development programmes, greater attention to local
and regional authorities' own contributions and, last
bur not least, reinforcement of the institutional role of
the Commission by transferring the decision-making
powers on the non-quota section from the Council to
the Commission. My Group agrees with all these
points and will warmly suppon them.
The idea of coordination is cenainly nothing new to
the regional policy. In one of our Member States, the
ministry responsible for regional policy is called the
'Ministry of Coordination'. At the 1972 Paris Summit,
our heads of government undenook to coordinate
their regional policies. ln 1979 when the Fund was
firsr reviewed, they set this principle down in a separ-
ate Council resolution. The principle has now been
given a legal basis in the proposal for a regulation
before us, and this represents progress, since coordina-
don of economic decisions is all the more vital in times
of economic recession or slower economic growth.
There will have to be more cohesion between the
resources available for regional poliry. It is of the
utmost imponance for the Commission to give priority
to coordinating the Community's various finance
instruments.
'lfith regard to coordination with the Member States'
regional policies, I believe that some Member States
are being rather premature in fearing that the criteria
governing their national regional policies will be
affected. It would be useful if the Commission under-
took a comparative study of the criteria used for
national regional policies. The variety of regions
requires a number of differing approaches.
Next, the concept of concentration. The ERDF
resources are to be used in areas where the need is
greatest. This idea too is not exactly alien to us, as it is
also practised in development cooperation. No matter
how much we talk about solidarity, the withdrawal of
aid to a number of countries in the quota section is
anything but easy. I would therefore ask the Commis-
sion to devote panicular attention to a number of Par-
liament's amendments adding to [he criteria for the
non-quota section. I am thinking here of border
regions, demographic causes and the like, which are
explained in detail in the amendments. I believe that, if
ERDF resources are withheld from areas like border
regions, this may be seen as a snub to their own dedi-
cation to promoting cross-border cooperation, and
therefore have a demoralizing effect.
On the subject of fixing quora perc€ntages, my group
supports the amendment by the Committee on Budg-
ets to [he effecr that these percentages would have to
have indicative value. This would mean our achieving
two objectives: 1) Parliament would use its own pow-
ers in deciding on the annual budget, and b) we would
stress our intention of doing away with national quo-
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tas which merely obsrruct the development of a real
Community structural policy.
Next, the transition to financing programmes. This is a
positive step, as it means reducing rhe ever-increasing
amount of paper work involved in processing dozens
of individual projects. In addidon, we can increase our
grip on the principle of complementarity, according to
which Community aid may be granred only in con-
junction with national aid. However, much depends
on the qualiry of the regional development pro-
trammes. As long as the Commission still has to send
programmes back to the Member Srates so that they
can do their sums again, we srill need to give the mar-
ter consideration. I am rhinking here of the United
Kingdom. Fortunately, one region in the United King-
dom, York, has realized all this and has now itself sent
a development programme to the Commission.
I should also incidentally like to point our that the
regional development programmes and rhe annual
repon should serve exclusively as a means of obtaining
resources and coordinating policies, and nor as a sup-
plement to the monitoring policy under Articles 92
and 93 of the EEC Treaty.
Mr President, may I ask the Commission to reconsider
its choice of words in its discussions with the Member
States on which of the specific three-year programmes
under consideration should be selected? Is ir not possi-
ble that, when the programme contracts were being
introduced, the word 'contract' slipped inro the draft
regulation rather inadvertently? The Commission's
right to decide on the granting of loans is a unilateral
decision. It may well attach conditions to this, but it
can never determine the programme itself in an agree-
ment. I think that this would be declared null and void
if it came to a legal dispute.
To sum up, Mr President, our group is, broadly
speaking, happy with the Commission's proposal and
hopes that, when it is implemented, it will produce
more efficiency and better control of the Fund's
resources. Only then can the Community regional
policy play the integrating role menrioned in the Man-
date report.
I should finally also like rc point out that the many
debates over recent years have resulted in the inclusion
of a number of conditions in this draft regulation
which we approve wholeheartedly. It is good rhar we
are also discussing new proposals in today's debate.
For example, on the subject of cooperation between
Community and Member Srares, we should look at rhe
German model of a planning committee made up
of representatives from borh Ltinderand Federal Goztem-
ment.Ve could perhaps use rhis as a model for coop-
eration between the Commission and the Member
States. Only if this model is applied can we talk of
truly cooperative coordination in drawing up overall
outline plans. In addition, the German model has a
built-in guarantee that neither the Lrinder nor the Fed-
erdl Gor.)erwnent can outvore each other. For this
reason too it is a very suitable model. Moreover, Mr
President, I believe that we are going ro need a Euro-
pean Government in the future.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democraric Group.
Mr Harris. 
- 
Mr President, could I begin by also
congratulating Mr De Pasquale. In presenring this
report and handling the Committee he has shown the
same scrupulous fairness which he always demon-
strates as chairman. \7e thank him for it. Could I also
thank the Commission most sincerely. Alrhough I
might appear somewhat critical later in what I say,
could I applaud the Commission for taking what I am
sure will be seen as a first real step rowards building a
genuine European regional policy. They are to be con-
gratulated.
Up to now, as we know, the Fund has too ofren been
regarded by too many Member States merely as some-
thing of a budgerary mechanism, as a means of gerting
some money from Europe to help finance rhe sort of
schemes they would 
-have implemented in any case.
The Commission has tried very genuinely to get away
from this approach and we applaud, in particular,
many of its proposals, particularly its suggestion and
its moves to involve local authorities more righr at the
beginning of the process. \7e also applaud its atrempr
to deal with the very vexed question of additionality,
or rather non-additionality. Also we welcome the very
real help that it is proposing or suggesting should be
given to small and medium-sized businesses. Never-
theless, as I indicated, I do have some doubrs on rhe
details of the regulation. Of course these are inevira-
ble. I have doubts actually on the proposed move away
from project financing to programme financing. I
think it is an excellenr idea; what we really need to see
is how it works in practice and we shall warch that
with care.
And then, of course, there is the essential issue of con-
centration. Here let me make clear that my group
completely supports the principle of concenrrarion on
the regions most in need and I think rhat rhe House is
at one with us in that. But where we are critical, and
where we have been critical in committee, is over rhe
means employed by the Commission ro make a com-
parison between the various regions. \7e realize the
difficulties; we know rhe Commission has had to work
on national statistics. Ve acknowledge this. Neverthe-
less, we believe that that approach has been flawed
with some inconsistencies and panicularly, at the first
stage of the exercise, with hopelessly out-of-date sra-
tistics.
The Commission, of course, has not been comparing
like with like. The regions, as envisaged by national
governments, vary considerably in size. For example,
they range from the south-east of the United King-
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dom, which has a population of 17 million, ro a pani-
cular region in Italy which has a population of a mere
114 thousand. You cannot make a true comparison, I
believe, with such differences of population or size of
regions. As the Commission knows, this approach has
posed particular difficulties for the United Kingdom
including the areas of the south-west and Yorkshire,
Humberside and Corby.
Nevenheless, we do suppon the principle of concen-
tration but this does make it very imponant that if
there is going to be concentration in the quota section,
then there must be flexibility and imagination in the
non-quota section. I suppon very strongly the idea
that we should have 200/o of the Fund for the non-
quota section and that the Commission should pay
panicular attention to the areas which will not benefit
from the quota section but yet which do contain local-
ities with acute economic needs. \(e all know of areas,
panicularly big cities, inside what are generally
regarded as prosperous regions, which do have those
acute economic and social needs and, indeed, are
areas of stress. My group succeeded in getdng amend-
menrc adopted by the committee drawing attention to
these areas and I hope that in drawing up the pro-
grammes for the non-quora section the Commission
will indeed pay panicular attention to what we call the
black spots.
So, Mr President, to sum up, my group warmly wel-
comes the Commission's proposals; we back them in
principle: we will vote, certainly, for the De Pasquale
report but, as I say, we do have some reservations
about the details.
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Damette. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I want to point out, first of all, that I am speak-
ing on behalf of the French Communists. The Com-
mission proposes a profound reform of the Regional
Fund, both as regards its structure and as regards the
ways in which it is implemented. In order to justify
rhis, the Commission first serves notice that the Fund
has failed to achieve its objectives, which no one can
deny. During the period of rapid economic growth in
the Community, regional disparities increased, and the
present economic crisis has aggravated this tendency.
Here, a solution is proposed: a bigger and more selec-
tive Regional Fund and the granting of loans accord-
ing to Community criteria, and not on the basis of
national criteria. This would mean thar France would
be pretty well excluded from the Regional Fund's pur-
view. But, on the other hand, the Commission ac-
knowledges that the damage done in the regions has
been caused to a considerable exrent by Community
policies. This is obviously true of Lorraine and !flal-
lonia, which have been reduced to penury by the Da-
vignon plans. But it is also true of the agricultural
regions. Clearly, the European Communiry is not re-
sponsible for the under-developed state of the Lim-
ousin region, but the worsening of the economic crisis
in that region is indissolubly linked to the shoncomings
of rhe Common Agricultural Policy where the produce
of small holdings is concerned, and to the serious dis-
tonions caused by excessive recourse to impons.
If the economic stiuation in the regions is getting
worse we must not look for the cause in the inade-
quacy of regional policies but rather, and principally,
in the structural weaknesses of the sectoral policies. If
we continue to penalize small holdings and destroy the
European steel industry, we can throw as many bil-
lions as we like into the regional policies: in the end
we shall see nothing but the failure of these policies.
This, however, is exactly what the Commission is pro-
posing. More exactly, what it is proposing in place of a
regional policy is an ill-considered response to the
worsening of the economic situation, an attempt to
approach. the matter selectively and try to keep.the
mosr senous cnses under control. Ve are asked to
make massive increases in the non-quota section,
which only exacerbate the damage caused in the
regions by the Community's industrial policies, where-
as, right now, we cannot even manage to spend all the
money we have devoted to that section. Doubtless the
Commission is envisaging even more serious regional
crises in the event of an enlargement of the Common
Market to include Spain and Ponugal, and, with this
in mind, the crutches are already being prepared. It is
suggested that we should concentrate funds coming
under the quota section in the worst affected areas,
and that we should do this according to Community
criteria. In other words, we are taking for granted that
rhe regional imbalances will get worse, panicularly
because of the inadequacies of the Common Agricul-
tural Policy and the regular infringements of its rules.
'!7e rejecr this arritude of regarding the economic crisis
as a permanent fact of life. Vhat the Commission is
proposing is that we should keep the Regional Fund as
a hospital for the most serious cases: our view is that it
would be much better to prevent accidents occurring
in the first place.
But, in any case, [o attempt to define a regional policy
according to Community criteria is patent nonsense:
by rheir very nature, the regions are defined in terms
of, and are located within, their own national area.
Regional policies are national policies par excellence, in
which the Community certainly has a role to play, but
that role is one of consultation and encouragement. It
would be illusory and dangerous to give the impres-
sion that the Community budget is capable of taking
over rhe regional responsibilities of the national states.
In fact, the use of Community criteria leads to a com-
pletely distorted impression that has scarcely any con-
nection with the region in question. In reality, it would
amount, as everyone is well aware, to subsidizing two
Member States, which alone would absorb three-
quarters of the Funds appropriations. This is unaccept-
able. The regions are being used merely as an excuse
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for inter-state transfers of funds. Of course, in the case
of Italy, there is a genuine problem, bur a problem of a
differenr kind, since the solution of rhar problem
implies rather more a reform of the Common Agricul-
tural Policy and a fairer assessmenr of rhe importance
of Medircrranean products. In the case of the Unired
Kingdom the system proposed is quite simply absurd:
the longer Mrs Tharcher carries on destroying jobs,
the more money she will receive from Europe. In other
words, whilst pretending to help alleviare unemploy-
ment we shall be subsidizing policies rhar destroyjobs.
The ERDF is in realiry norhing more rhan an insrumenr
for effecring unjustified rransfers of money ro Grear
Britain. That is unacceptable from rhe point of view of
plain common sense, and I shall add rhar ir is
obviously unacceptable for France, which would be
excluded from such a Fund. As far as France is con-
cerned, a Fund of that kind would be the equivalenr of
pouring the money down the drain.
Vhat the Communist and Allies Group is proposing is
that we should address ourselves to the real problems,
to the sectoral policies, instead of atrempring to apply
soothing ointment to the regional pains caused by the
failure of those same sectoral policies. The Common
Agricultural Policy must be reorganized around Com-
munity preference. \(/e musr put a stop to rhe whole-
sale destruction of industries, in the fields of coal and
steel and textiles. Ve must avoid funher indusrial dis-
integration resulting from an enlargement of the Com-
munity, when the previous enlargement has already
led to an open crisis in the Communiry. !7hat the
regions have a right to expect from Europe is not
emergency subsidies but economic, agricultural and
commercial policies which will noc undermine the very
'bases of their existence. A good regional policy would
not do that. As for the rest, it is up to the Member
States to look to their own responsibilities.
This is why, and I shall conclude on this note, oLlr
Group has tabled an amendment which proposes quite
simply putting matters in a logical order, that is to say
dealing first with agricultural and social policies before
dealing with regional policies. In the meantime, we
think that there is no need to carry out reforms in the
regions, the more so as in reality the regions are only a
pretext for solving problems of quire another kind.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\TIELE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Mr President, I believe that if this Com-
munity is ultimately ro be a success, then we must
move towards Europe of the regions and Europe of
the peoples rather than rhe Europe of rhe countries
and the Europe of the governments, as ir rends to be.
That is why I regard this Commission reporr as
exceedingly important and I congratulare the Com-
mission on the progress that it has made and in re-
sponding to many of the wishes of this Parliament
over the last few years.
I congratulate also Mr De Pasquale who has done
excellent work not only in rhis report but in his chair-
manship of the Committee on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning, and Miss de Valera who has con-
ributed to the De Pasquale report in a very real
manner.
I would, however, Mr President, in case I forget ir
later on, say to Miss de Valera thar I think we have ro
be a bit careful in talking about what seems ro be posi-
tive discrimination in favour of women. I feel rhar,
whether we are women or men, males or females, we
are people and that is how we should be looked upon
- 
as people 
- 
and that there should be no discrimi-
nation against male or female on the basis of sex. In
other words there should be equal opportunities for
all. I think it is quite dangerous to call for positive dis-
crimination in favour of women, as that would inevita-
bly create war between the sexes. I jusr make thar
point in a spirit of friendship with Miss de Valera and
as a help to the very excellent work that she is doing.
Mr President, of course it is vital for the regional
funds, which are being made available from rhe Euro-
pean Community and which inevitably are scarce, ro
be applied in the most fruitful manner possible. I
deplore what I see as a rather cynical artitude of go.r-
ernments in using these funds very often in a political
manner putting a little here and there in order to meer
the wishes of some political demand at a given rime.
By using what is commonly called the watering can
effect, very little is achieved antswhere. I think we have
got to ensure that we concentrate the funds insofar as
it is possible and feasible ro do so in order ro ger rhe
maximum results in a given number of areas. Those
areas ought to be the areas of the greatest deprivation.
They are not, Mr President, as rhe funds are used ar
the moment. In my country funds are even being di-
verted into Dublin city where already rhere are too
many people living. The same can be said of some
other regions. The funds should be used in areas that
are losing population, where people are leaving, where
there are massive wide spaces where nobody lives,
where facilities are not being used any more, where
schools, churches, hospitals are being closed down
because the people are leaving these areas. Surely the
whole notion of the Regional Fund was to ensure rhat
people would be retained in these regions and there
would be a better distribution of population.
Mr President, it is vital also that the funds that are
available from the European Communiry 
- 
that is rhe
Agricultural Fund, the Social Fund and the Regional
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Fund 
- 
be used in harmony, in order to achieve the
best possible results in a given area. Too often we tend
to use them as if they were coming from entirely dif-
ferent sources with no relationship between them.
Sometimes the good effecm of one fund is cancelled by
the application or misapplication of funds from the
other. So it is absolutely vital that in future we concen-
trate these funds. That means, Mr President, in my
view that there ought to be national plans. There
ought to be a plan for these regions elaborated by the
national government together with the people on the
ground who are going to be affected by the applica-
tion of these policies and of course, the European
Community. In other words, in future we should see a
rarional development in these areas, not just a one-off
injection of funds but a well-prepared plan.
Mr Presidenr, I am very pleased that the Commission
have taken account of the need of the far-away
regions. For instance, there are regions very far away
from this Community sdll owned by some of the
countries of the European Community. I am very glad
that these areas like Maninique and the islands owned
by France, for instance, and others, can still qualify for
regional aid. Some of us have seen the problems in
these areas and I must say that some excellent work is
being done.
Could I make a final point. Some people have the mis-
taken impression that you can somehow take resources
out of agriculture rc help develop a better regional
policy. Now I warn against this. I think we have to be
exceedingly careful. If we rob agriculture, if we take
money from agriculture, we shall have to consider to
what extent the areas that have been benefiting from
the agricultural policy and which we wish to help
through the Regional Fund are going to be in a situa-
tion where Peter has been robbed in order to pay Paul.
'!fl'e must be very clear about that. In any event, Mr
President, if you are to take enough from agriculture
to develop a real regional policy you would inevitably
destroy agriculture. Maybe you would have a regional
policy but then we would not have an agricultural
policy because we would renationalize the European
policy for agriculture. So I want to issue a warning
here. Vhat we need to do is to provide more
resources, increase the contribution so that in fact we
will have a regional policy that will finally correct the
imbalance between the wealthy regions and those that
are being depopulated. In other words we must ensure
that the rich do not get richer and the poor do not get
poorer and that we bring about a better balance.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, may I join with all my
colleagues who have spoken in this debate in thanking
Mr De Pasquale for all the work he does for us all
who serve on this excellent committee.
It is one committee, Mr President, where we tend to
sing a united song. '!(i'e sing in harmony because those
of us in this committee really care about the future of
this fund, and I am very honoured to be able to speak
in the debate.
Many of the rhings we have been demanding in this
committee 
- 
some of us for a very long time 
- 
have
been met, such as the suppon for small and medium-
sized businesses, the abolition of the absurd 10-job
rule which was one rhing I was always very keen on
having scrapped, and a greater role for local auth-
orities. This is a demand that is coming from every
Member State. The desire of local authorities in all our
Member States to be more involved in the way in
which this fund is administered has almost become a
Community-wide movement.
Also I welcome the transfer of decision-making in the
non-quota section to the Commission and I would
thank the Commission for their forward-looking
approach to this problem.
Having said that, I have got, like many of the speak-
ers, some reservations. Can we not use this great look
at the Regional Fund to do something about addition-
ality? \fould it not be a practical thing to encourage
an aggrieved recipient to sue as a tes! case the govern-
ment of the Member State which, in my opinion, frau-
dulently keeps to imelf funds that should really be
additional? I have tried to encourage recipients who
are aggrieved to do this from time to time but I have
never succeeded, such is the fear people have of the
costs of lawyers 
- 
I speak as a lawyer. They are so
afraid of the cost involved that no one will do it but I
think if i[ was encouraged from all quarters, one test
case is all we need to end this spectre that destroys a
lot of what we want to achieve in the Regional Fund.
It really must be stopped. Surely the Commission can
use some of its muscle to try and get it stopped. This is
something which unites the Committee on Regional
Policy and Regional Planning.
The next thing I would like to say is to echo the appeal
of Mr Maher. Everyone is attracted by peripheries and
islands. Travel brochures, if I remember from my
knowledge of Americana, used ro talk about far-away
places with strange-sounding names far away over
the sea. \(zell, that is fine. But these far-away places
suffer in a way that is intolerable for this Community
to put up with. They are haunted by depopularion.
They are already depopulated. My area has eight peo-
ple per square kilometre. For every one of these people
has a threat hanging over him or her rhar can mean rhe
death of yet another small community, which means
turning a part of this Community virtually into a
desert. That is a place where there are no people, it
does not need to have dry sandy soil to be a desert. It
is a desert if there is a glen with no people living in it
where with the right policies there could be people.
I would suggest that the Commission look hard at the
amendments in the names of Mr Harris and myself
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- 
Nos 46 and 47 
- 
all of which deal wirh the crite-
rion of depopuladon. I would like rhe Commission,
when they are summing up, ro say if they are going to
recognize this criterion and support rhese amendments
in principle. Amendments Nos 93, 94 and 95 in my
name and rhat of Mr Cronin all seek ro gain recogni-
tion that one of the crireria should be that it is an area
on the periphery which suffers from rhis threar.
Mr Kyrkos also has similar amendments because if
anyone can understand the far-away places, I am sure
it must be the Greeks whose islands suffer from depo-
pulation in the winter. Now one rhing I would ask the
Commission to notice is rhat it is rcnding ro give too
much weight to the selecrion made inside a Member
State of what areas should be assisted. In other words
if the United Kingdom for example selects an area
then it is selected by this Community. Sometimes the
selection that has been made by the Member State is
not wonhy of the principles of the Regional Fund. If I
could just give you an example: rhe whole of Scorland
is one region and areas have been selecred out. So I
would ask that the Commission and all in this House
support the amendments I have referred.
President. 
- 
I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
dination and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members.
Mr Gendebien. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, a poet once said: 'Voman is rhe furure of
man'. lshall say: the regions are the future of Europe,
but we are, alas, still far from a Europe of the regions,
and just as far from a Community regional policy.
I observe, in fact, that rhe Council and the regional
policy committee have the final say in any importanr
decisions regarding regional policy and their decisions
are not subject to any form of democratic control.
This is evident from Rule 31 of the new Regulation.
So this means that we are still some way from a gen-
uine Community regional policy. Vhat we are faced
with instead is rather a policy of the cash register, with
the ultimate powers of decision in the hands of the
Member States themselves, which are, however, the
prime culprits when it comes to allocating responsibil-
ity for the decline of particular regions.
I now come to my second observation. I regret rhe
decision to retain narional quotas. It would have been
better ro assign an overall quota of 800/o to rhe 'qugta
section'. Vhat is more, we must denounce the vague-
ness with which the non-quora secrion is defined, the
sum assigned to it is not guaranteed and the criteria of
application are left ro rhe sole discretion of the Com-
mission, with, as a last resorr, rhe final decision of the
Council.
I now come to rhe major problem of deciding which
regions should be aided. 'We say 'yes' ro concenrra-
tion, but'no' to excessive concentration, which would
mean that aid would be almost exclusively confined ro
two Member States and would turn the ERDF into an
Anglo-Imlian fund. This is a marrer of some impon-
ance if we bear in mind that the ERDF will soon be
provided with annual financing of the order of two
thousand million ECUs. This kind of concentrarion of
aid on two Member States only is the kind of thing
that.justifies all the talk of a two-tier Europe.
Let us, by all means, provide massive aid to rhe worsr
affected areas in these two countries, bur why should
we at [he same time exclude other regions which have
recived aid in the pasr and whose siruarion remains
extremely worrying, Vallonia for example?
This is why, ladies and gentlemen, I propose, referring
to the Commission's own ob.jective criteria, to add rhe
following to the list of aided regions: Liguria, Langue-
doc-Rousillon, 'Walloon Hainaut and Corsica. This is
the import of one of my amendments. These regions,
which receive lirtle aid from the Srates they are pans
of, ought to be able rc look to Europe and the ERDF
for suppon and aid.
This also raises a fundamental question, and on rhis I
shall conclude: I mean the question of official recogni-
tion of the regions by the Commission, recognidon of
the regions as bodies with whom the Commission can
dialogue directly. 
t
I rherefore propose that we consider serting up a
Council of European Regions, which would be a con-
sultarive body grouping the regions of Europe. [n rhis
way the regions could express rheir opinions on rheir
needs and could air their views of regional policy in
Europe. The provision of democraric checks on rhe
managment of the ERDF would mean rhar rhe voice
of the regions could finally be heard in all clariry, and
we should make significanl progress in our rask of
constructing a united Europe.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I shall leave
things there, as my time has now run our, but I shall
come back in the near future ro rhis quesrion of serring
up a consultative assembly of the regions in the form
of a motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call the non-attached Members.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
I can wholeheartedly agree with much
of what is contained, Mr President, in the Commis-
sion's proposals and in the resolution before the
House. In particular I welcome the proposed geo-
graphical concentration of the quota section in regions
such as my own with panicularly serious structural
problems, though I recognize that the concentration
recommended is more apparent than real since the
regions concerned are already guaranreed 78% of rhe
Fund's resources, compared wirh 800/o now envisaged
for this new quota section.
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I also see merit in widening the scope of the non-
quota secrion as this allows local authorities in my
province to exercise initiative in applying for and
spending funds which are now available to them under
the quota section.
There is also much wisdom in the theory of greater
cooperation of Regional Fund aid with other Com-
munity funds through integrated operations. How-
ever, while these concepts are laudable I find that in
practice they lose a little of their seeming attracrion.
For example, we in Nonhern Ireland have had a pilot
integrated operation scheme in Belfast which is sup-
posed, by concentrated and combined effort, to
breathe new life into our capiml ciry. Yet to date we
find that this fine concept has in practice been some-
thing of a disappointment in that, in the main, it
amounts to nothing more than a gathering together
into a single package of already existing plans and
schemes. Thus irs potential to bring additional and
special aid to our blighted city has been largely wasted.
Now I know only too well that much of the blame for
this rests not with the Commission or the EEC, but
with the British Government which has so abused the
integrated operation idea as to turn it into a medium
for replacing rather than supplementing its own
intended and necessary expenditure.
This leads me to deal with the one central and
unsolved problem which surrounds all EEC aid to a
region such as mine. This is the much vexed question
of the lack of addidonality. Fine schemes and new
regional fund policies are commendable, but as long as
the national government is able with impunity to retain
in its central exchequer EEC funds given for priority
regions, then the theory of Regional Fund aid will be
divorced from reality. Only when EEC funds become
genuinely additional rc the spending of national gov-
ernments can anything wonhwhile be achieved. I
would therefore have welcomed definitive proposals to
tackle this glaring problem, but nonetheless, I join in
supporting the resolution before the House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nikolaou.
Mr Nikolaou. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I shall confine
myself to four remarks from the Greek poinr of view,
it being undersrood that we fully agree with those
points in Mr De Pasquale's very imponant and rho-
rough report to which I do not refer.
Firstly, geographical concenrration. The principle of
concentrating aid under rhe quota section on less
favoured Community regions wirh serious structural
problems is naturally a principle which we welcome.
As regards Greece, however, we have certain reserva-
tions as to whether the 15.970/o fixed for the Greek
regions is sufficient, and we should once again like to
register our disapproval of rhe exclusion of the Athens
and Thessaloniki regions from aid under the Regional
Fund's quota section. Suffice it to say, Mr President,
that in the most prosperous region of Greece, namely
Athens, the average per capita income is 550/o of the
average per capita income in the Community as a
whole and that the per capita income in the Athens
region 
- 
and not in Greece as a whole 
- 
is less than
that in eight of the ten EEC Member States.
Secondly, the coordination of policies. The Commis-
sion is urging that the new Regulation should include
a special chapter on the coordination of national
regional policies with Community policy. Our answer
is that we are in favour of coordination but not of the
governmen!'s being restricted in their choice of those
measures which seem essential to deal with their
regional and development problems.
Thirdly, the financing of the programmes. The Com-
mission's basic proposal is to lay down a transitional
period of three years to replace the individual projects
by regional programmes. '!7e are in favour of such a
rransition, but we think, Mr Commissioner, that a
ransitional period of five years would, for very many
EEC countries, be more in keeping with the actual
conditions which make such a transition necessary and
right.
My founh and last point is the developmenr of local
potential in the regions. The financing of avant-garde
activities such as conducting studies, the setting up of
common services for many technologically developed
small and medium-sized undertakings, the improve-
ment of organizational and management methods and
the subsidizing of rural tourism are very positive
objectives. But there is a slight contradiction here,
since while the Commission is fostering the develop-
ment of local potential, it is at the same time calling
for the reduction of aid for infrastructure.
The Members of PASOK consider that investments
relating to infrastructure are a fundamental and essen-
dal precondition for producrive investments in the
industrial sector. This view is dictated by the peculiari-
ties of the Greek economy, which have been the sub-
ject of official statements by the Greek Government at
Community level. Ve are aware that the reason
behind the regional problems of those developed
countries which have them is the difference in levels of
development. For us, however, there is no poinr in
trying to move industry and services away from rhe
centre to the regions if there is no basic working infra-
structure, and this remark applies not only ro Greece
but also to other EEC countries. As I said ar the begin-
ning, we fully agree with the points to which I have
not referred, and I also should like to rake this oppor-
tunity of thanking Mr De Pasquale for the knowledge
and political subtlety with which he has dealt with the
whole problem, thereby managing as far as possible to
reconcile the differing views.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kazazis.
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Mr Kazazis. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenr, I also should like
to congratulate [he rapporteur, Mr De Pasquale, on
the excellent report which he has drawn up, and I
must praise irs vinues and stress rhar I agree wirh ir
with certain reservarions, which I shall deal wirh
straight away.
The record of regional policy and the Regional Fund
since its inception in 1975 makes us very sceptical,
since it has not proved possible eirher to achieve har-
monic development among the Communiry's regions
or to reduce the enormous gap between the developed
and the backward regions.
This being so, we are bound to nore rhar rhe financial
resources available to rhe Fund are totally inadequare
for the application of a more acrive regional policy ro
the extent which is required.
I would further add thar alrhough rhe simple transfer
of funds is far from being rhe correcr solurion, it is
also true that wirhour it the problem of the grear dif-
ference in economic development berween rhe north
and the south of the Community cannor be effectively
tackled.
I now come to the individual points.
My first poinr concerns Anicles 4 and 27 of the pro-
posed regulation, which seek to extend rhe section
covering intervenrion withour national quotas.
I do not think that, with such limited and inadequate
financial resources at its disposal, rhe Regional Fund
could cover the cases which could be dealr wirh by
other actions and other Community resources wirhout
spoiling the Fund's capacity for pursuing its basic
objecdve.
In my opinion there should be a clear difference in
treatment between, on the one hand, occasional
underemployment and fonuitous unemployment or
decline 
- 
which are definitely not regional problems
- 
and structural unemployment and underdevelop-
ment and endemic backwardness on the other.
In addition to this, it is too early to increase rhe non-
quota amount to 200/0, and the limited experience
which the Commission has gained from implementing
such programmes is insufficient, and in any case ir
does not justify quadrupling the items. If the criteria
are nol extended, the funds will be utilized mainly by
the rich countries of nonhern Europe, while the other
countries, such as sourhern Italy, Ireland and Greece,
which are faced with grearer and more complicared
problems, will not be able ro pur forward programmes
because of the limited criteria.
The Commission, Mr Presidenr, mus[ nor give us
something with one hand and take it away with rhe
other, since this 20% consrirures the entire amounr
which has hirheno been available for national quotas
in the countries which are now excluded.
For this reason there will have ro be an extension of
the criteria set out in Articles 4 and 27 for eligibiliry
for intervention under rhe non-quota section, so that
the peripheral regions of the Community are also cov-
ered in the same way as third countries and parricu-
larly state-trading countries, which are similarly faced
wirh more serious and complicated problems.
I should like to raise another poinr concerning the
quota section. The amount proposed for Greece is
both unfair and unacceptable for the following three
reasons.
Firstly, Greece's budget has been based on a figure of
130/0, which was, as you know, the result of pressures
for political compromise.
Secondly, this 130/0, which still applies roday, was
fixed at the end of 1980 as a remporary solurion.
Thirdly, the 'linear redistribution' proposed marhe-
matically by the Commission favours'the counrries
with a high quom and does not take account of the
actual needs.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kelletr-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, may I rhank
our chairman for his mct and patience in dealing wirh
a highly spirircd commitree. May I also congrarulate
the Commission on bringing forward far and away
their best proposals since 1973: the criticisms I have,
Mr Giolitti, are in detail only.
Last time we introduced new regulations for rhe
Regional Development Fund, the Parliamenr was un-
elected, and I regrer ro say that our recommendations
wenr largely unheeded despire a lengthy conciliation
process. One change we did achieve, however, was rhe
abolition of the so-called direct link, which had led ro
absurd results in practice such as grants being made
for servicing an industrial esrare or building an adv-
anced factory but refused for the road leading ro ir. So
I was dismayed to see rhat rhe Commission, in
Anicle 7, is vinually restoring rhe direct link, and I
hope that Parliament will prevent this by supporring
the committee amendment seeking instead to concen-
trate efforts on eliminating bottlenecks which consti-
tute economic obstacles to recovery in rhe regions.
I cannot, however, agree [o the proposal of the Com-
mittee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning that
the Fund should set aside 15 to 30 per cent of its avail-
able resources for interest subsidies. This object can
already be achieved through the European Investment
Bank without depleting the Fund's meagre resources,
which are already tighdy stretched. Similarly, I oppose
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the committee's amendment to facilitate opening
credit lines to local banks. As it stands in the amend-
ment to Anicle 16, this could be an open-ended com-
mitment and a severe drain on the Fund, and again
this could be achieved through the EIB.
I strongly support the Commission's suggestion in
Anicle 4(3), endorsed by the committee, that geo-
graphical concentration of the Fund's resources and
effecdve cooperation between all Community instru-
ments in the most disadvantaged regions is essential if
we are to achieve any significant result.
Now for the first time we have what we have sought
for the last seven years 
- 
statistics and objective cri-
teria to decide which these regions are. In the first per-
iodic repon I have in my hand on rhe social and
economic state of the regions, it is true that these sta-
tistics relate mainly ro 1977, when employment and
productivity were very different and that, as far as the
Unired Kingdom is concerned, they relate to far too
large regions, being based on Level 2 statistics, but the
misery ratio of the percentage of unemployment and
the ratio of the gross national product per head com-
pared to the Community average constitute a highly
relevant yardstick, if brought up to date. This should
be the prime objective of our statistics depanment in
this electronic age.
Since the countries with the grearest regional problems
are precisely those which have the greatest difficulry in
providing their national contributions to projects, I
panicularly welcome the new Anicle 24, which ena-
bles the Fund to advance 80 percent of the grant as
soon as the project is staned and to make funher adv-
ances when at least 50 per cent of the project is com-
pleted. I hope that the Commission's efforts to make
money received from the Fund additional to rhe
money which should be spent in any event are
successful.
I believe that the Commission has shown sound com-
mon sense in acknowledging, in the new Anicle 16,
rhat there is very little foot-loose investment available
at the moment and therefore greater effons must be
made to encourage indigenous indusry in the regions.
But I think the Committee on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning is going too far in its amendment to
rhis article, and I hope the Parliament will stick to the
Commission's text.
Bearing in mind the crucial imponance of adequate
infrastructure to disadvantaged areas, I cannot under-
stand why the Committee on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning sugges$ in paragraph 7(2) of its
resolution that limits should be placed on aid for
infrastructure projects, and I hope that Parliament will
remove this suggesrcd limitation, as we suggest in an
amendment from my group.
By and large, however, I believe the Commission has
come up with some sound suggestions for bringing
the Fund regulation up to date, and I wish them well
in their battle to get them through the Council. They
will have us fully behind them.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cardia.
Mr Cardia. 
- 
(17) Mr President, Mr Commissioner,
as we were reminded this morning, all the efforts
expended under the aegis of the Regional Develop-
ment Fund, which has encapsulated, at least so far, the
Community's regional development policy, have not
produced statistically appreciable results in the fight to
reduce the gap between the most developed regions of
the Community and the most backward ones.
This, however, is not because of any general ineffi-
ciency in spending the money, nor is it because of the
existence of national quotas, but, rather, it is caused by
the quantitative limits imposed on regional aid, by the
fact that infrastructural projects are given precedence,
by the generally deferred return on investment, by the
non-structural nature of regional aid and by the lack
of coordinarion and planning. The amendments to the
Fund's Regulation which the Commission has pro-
posed and which have been strengthened and enlarged
by Parliament's Committee on Regional Development,
in the shape of the De Pasquale report, have, indeed,
the aim of making the Fund's activities more concen-
tra[ed, more incisive and more productive of effects
and endogenous development, they are also intended
to make the Community more responsible in assessing
aid projects and strengthen the role of the regional
institutions in planning these projects.
Personally, I believe that concentrating the Fund's
work in structurally backward areas of the com-
munity, increasing the appropriations available to the
fund, shifting the accent from infrastructures to
directly productive investments, promoting scientific
and technological research in these backward areas,
giving prominence to integrated planning and asking
the regions to make organic and overall plans for
endogenous development represent so many steps for-
ward of considerable importance.
Of course, the decisive factor is that a firm distinction
should be made between structural backwardness and
the effects of the economic crisis, something that, a[ a
time of recession, we unfortunately tend to overlook,
as I think certain members of this House are doing
when 
- 
with varying motives 
- 
they refer to criteria
of efficiency, but, in reality, are promoting a shift of
resources from the backward regions to the crisis
points of economic difficulty and decline.
The imponant thing is that we should not confine our-
selves to the purely procedural amendments we are
talking about today, but, that we should proceed as
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soon as possible to set in motion more far-reaching
reforms of the very nature of the Fund and coordinate
and plan the entire economic and social policy of the
Community, panicularly of the enlarged Community,
including the policy of cooperation with Mediterra-
nean, Arab and African countries, for the fundamental
purpose of eliminating the vasr desen of structural
backwardness represented principally by the southern
and Mediterranean regions of the Community.
The resolution which has been submitted by the com-
mittee and by its rapporteur concludes with this
recommendation. The present crisis of the Communiry
- 
let none of us forget this 
- 
is largely the result of a
growing gap between regions of the Community, of
ever widening inequalities and of ever worsening
injustices.
In voting for this motion for a resolution, the Italian
members of the Communist and Allies Group is vot-
ing, above all, for a more united, more democratic and
juster European Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs von Alemann.
Mrs von Alemann. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, if we con-
sider in today's debate what the actual purpose of a
Communiry regional policy is the answer is the levell-
ing-out of economic inequalities within a society or
region 
- 
both are imponant. Since the EEC was
established in 1958, these inequalities have unfonun-
ately increased instead of being ironed out. The
underdeveloped regions, as we all know, almost exclu-
sively have an agriculturally based economy. Their
infrastructure is generally less developed than in the
centres of high population. As a result, the people liv-
ing in an underdeveloped region naturally have a very
limircd choice. They do not have the means of choos-
ing rhe education, training or profession to which they
are basically just as entitled as the people in the centres
of high population.
I ask you, where are the raining facilities for young
people in general and for girls in particular in a region
where, by reason of their sex, c/omen and girls are
already at a disadvantage because of the limited range
of schools and therefore the lack of training opportun-
ities as well, let alone jobs! Ve encounter these double
and triple disadvantages, which we established pre-
viously in the g.d Hoc Committee on'$7'omen's Rights,
again and again when dealing on the whole with
regional policy and the possibilides of development in
the Community at large. This is why we must support
Miss de Valera's demand on behalf of the Committee
of Enquiry into the Situation of '$[omen in Europe,
namely that women and young people as a whole
should be mentioned in this new report as well as in
the new guidelines. It cannot simply be assumed that
the problem will solve ircelf automatically if jobs are
created across the board because, as I have already
said, the disadvantage suffered by women and young
people combine and multiply, making life more diffi-
cult for one section of the population than we believe
it should be.
\7har else does regional policy mean? It means soli-
dariry between rich and poor regions, not only
between rich and poor Member States. It is important
for the regions, too, to understand what it means
when one does not help the other, because the effect is
a two-sided one. The depopulation of a region entails,
on the other hand, vast problems, including financial
ones, for a highly populated ara. It means that all the
problems facing an underdeveloped region 
- 
isolation
and lack of infrastructure and training opportunities
- 
also rebound on to the highly populated areas in a
different way with the result that more money, which
we as a Community simply do not have, has to be
sPenr [here.
To sum up, I appreciate the fact that Mr De Pasquale
deals with these points in his report, although I have
another comment to make in this connection: when
you are examining the economic strength of a region
and have to decide whether it is underdeveloped, you
should not only take the unemployment figures into
account. You must also consider, for example, the
number of schools and other demographic and socio-
logical factors, otherwise you cannot decide what
means have to be provided to help the region to help
itself. This is in fact the point: regions must be helped
to help themselves.
Finally, this is why I have to agree with Mrs Kellett-
Bowman. It is not simply a question of stimulating
economic productivity and production; helping
regions to help themselves also involves infrastructure
measures to allow regions to cope with economic
problems more easily.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davern.
Mr Davcrn. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to follow
those who spoke in favour of the Commission's pro-
posals and also to compliment Mr De Pasquale and
my own colleague Sile de Valera for their work and
the depth of knowledge which they have put into these
reports. I hope that the very acceptable and agreed
basis on which the Regional Development Fund has
been proposed to us both by the Commission and by
Mr de Pasquale will have a very easy passage through
the Council.
I am particularly in favour of the proposal concerning
the geographical scope of the quota section. I welcome
the fact that the structurally weak regions which have
been identified according to common criteria have
now been agreed on at least some basis. I know that
Mr Harris made the comparison this morning between
the south-east of England, with a population of
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17 million, and a region of southern Italy which has a
population of merely 100 000. I would ask the ques-
tion, not why there should be that differences, because
parts of sourhern Iraly like pans of rhe wesr of Ireland,
of Scotland and of Greece, do nor have the road
infrastructures, the telecommunicarions and other
facilities to attract industry, and so indusrry goes ro
the cities, which are already, as has been said here,
overcrowded.
I welcome of course, the role of the regional auth-
orities in this connection. I believe, and I have said so
before in my own area, that regional authorities
should have direct access to Europe, and as Mr Paisley
said this morning, the additionality of the funds in this
scheme is an essential feature of creating Europe itself.
It is a pleasure to see that improvements can be made
to the regional scheme, but not, as has been said here
already, to the work that should in any case be done
by national governments. The regional scheme should
speed up and add to what they do and act as in incen-
tive to spend more national resources. In this way, we
can speed up the process of developing regio-nal poli-
cres ln our own countries and, of course, of dealing
with the problem of depopuladon, which again affecr
us in the disadvantaged-area schemes under the com-
mon agricultural policy. I find that the Regional Fund
and the common agricultural policy are so close
together, are linked so deeply to the heart of rural Ire-
land, that they in fact go hand in hand. Nevenheless,
when one takes a closer look at the proposals concern-
ing the revision of the quota section and bears in mind
the intention to reduce this section of the Fund by
15%0, then it becomes more apparenr that Member
States such as Ireland would only receive a nominal
increase in the proponion of guaranteed aid. For
example, Ireland would receive 5.8480/o of the rotal
Fund under the quota section, as opposed w 5.6430/o
under the previous regulation. It should also be noted
that despite substantial increases in the total resources
over the years, the ERDF has failed even to prevenr
the gap from widening between the rich and rhe poor
regions of the Community. The rrue Community spirit
is therefore lacking: the more selfish nations 
- 
those
who already have developed at more than three or
four times the rate of the poorer narions 
- 
have in
fact been acting selfishly and nor in a rrue Community
spirit. It is clear rhat the non-quora secrion, which has
been increased from 50/o to 200/o of the Fund's rotal
resources, provides the main hope of additional
finance for the structurally weak regions; and as Mrs
Ewing said this morning, for example, the areas of
Scotland which seem so far away from rhe capiral of
their country will in fact be very much deprived if this
non-quota section is not applied.
Having said rhis, however, ir seems to me that the
non-quota section proposed by the Commission would
have a limited scope of application. My group has
tabled a series of amendmenrs in the name of my col-
Ieagues Mrs Ewing and Mr Cronin which seek ro
introduce grear.er flexibility inro the sysrem proposed
by the Commission, and I hope that those amend-
ments will receive the House's support.
\7e fully accept that declining industrial regions ofren
have severe problems, and, as Mr Maher said this
morning, there is the complication of money being
spent in Dublin when it was maybe more urgently
needed, jointly in all those areas. Cities like lVater-
ford, Cork or Limerick, centres which have has been
neglected over many years by successive home govern-
ments, could now apply for regional aid under the
industrial aspect, but we would point our rhar the peri-
pheral areas of this Community 
- 
Greece, Italy and
others 
- 
are the ones that are most neglected.
'I conclude, Mr President, by saying that my group
colleague, Mr Cronin, was the rapporteur on the
Commission's proposal for the introduction of the
non-quota section. I hope.now that this will be rurned
to good account and that the poorer regions will ben-
efim from the kindness of the greater ones.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blanev.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
Mr President, first of all I should like ro
congratulate Mr De Pasquale on his undoubrcd dedi-
cation to the task that he undenook in preparing this
report. However, like previous speakers, I am afraid I
shall not find very much joy in what is now being pro-
posed by the Commission. Ir is quire clear from experi-
ence here in this Parliament and in rhe operation of
the Regional Fund that despite rhe great hopes that
were pinned to this panicular fund and irs operations
over the years, it has failed abysmally to close the gap
between the better-off narions and the poorer regions
of our Community. In fact, not only has ir failed ro
close the gap but the gap is constantly widening and
will continue to do so, because it is quire clear that the
size of the fund, even though in figures it may seem
quite large, is in fact far roo small and has been spread
too widely to have any effect whatsoever in raising rhe
standard of living or improving rhe whole social fabric
of our poorer regions.
One of the omissions in borh the Commission's propo-
sals and the repon now before us is thar housing is
totally ignored. I have an amendment down thar
would include at least a reference to housing, and the
reason for this is rhat withour housing our popularion
in these poorer regions will dwindle and disappear and
any effons we may make in rhe future to provide work
will fall flat since rhe very workers for whom we have
been providing work will no longer be rhere and can-
not be there. This amendmenr I would recommend ro
the Parliament for ir_s suppon.
I would again, as I have done so often here before,
make the appeal that we should look much more
generously on this Fund, that we should do something
really wonhwhile. The gap is widening, the poorer
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regions, measured againsr rhe more prosperous ones,
are now in rhe ratio of 1:5, and if and when our
friends from Spain join this Community, it will have
widened to 1:12. That surely is an indictment of the
whole Community spirit and one which we cannot
look on with any equanimity, either now or in the
future.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Eisma.
Mr Eisma. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the proposed
amendment of the European Regional Fund is in our
opinion a step in the right direciion, although it still
does not produce an ideal situation. Ve are in favour
of the planned cooperation between the Regional and
Social Funds. The various instruments within the EEC
- 
and I am thinking also of the European Investment
Bank 
- 
which have the same aim will have to inte-
grate their activities as much as possible. However,
neither the Commission proposal nor Mr De Pas-
quale's repon lays sufficient emphasis on the link
between regional development and a reform of the
agricultural fund. The fact is that the Communiry agri-
cultural policy will have to increase its present
attempts to protect the small farmer's right to exist.
Once this is the case, the development of peripheral
regional areas will also be promoted. There will also
have to be integration with funds oumide the EEC
framework, such as the Council of Europe's resettle-
ment fund, about which I submitted written questions
to the Commission on a previous occasion. \fle also
suppon the demand contained in Mr De Pasquale's
resolution that a panicular aim of regional develop-
ment must be the promotion of alternative energy
production techniques and environmental protection.
These are pan of the innovative sector of the jobs
market and are sure, in the longer [erm, to make an
enormous contribution to employment. The quota sys-
tem is an obsmcle to a Community policy benefidng
the areas most in need of aid 
- 
in this I am com-
plercly in agreement with Mr Notenboom, rapponeur
for the Committee on Budgem. \7e shall have to
increase the non-quota section, thus enabling the aid
measures to be funher concentrarcd. I am glad to see
that the Commission's proposed reforms are, to a cer-
tain extent, along these lines.
In granting aid from the non-quota section, where it
can pursue its own policy, the Commission will have to
take one aspect into consideration 
- 
the border
regions. Although not all of these regions may, in
comparison with the truly poor areas of the Com-
munity, be counted as underdeveloped, it is precisely
there that there is a European awareness. It is precisely
in these regions that European programmes of action
are being developed across the borders, for which the
countries involved often provide no more than inade-
quate aid. Resources from the non-quota section of
the Regional Fund should be made available for financ-
ing cross-border action and development programmes.
This will stimulate the existing 'Euro-regions' and
promote cross-border contacts which have, up to now,
failed to materialize. The European ideal will thus be
given a new lease of life.
A funher comment, on the employment aspect. I was
astonished ro see [ha[ the proposed reform of the
Regional Fund does not contain any provision for pro-jects aimed at thoroughgoing redistribution of
employment. Neither for the Member States' pro-
grammes nor for the Community programmes are any
criteria laid down to rry to reduce working hours or
introduce part-time work. For example, in Anicle 2 of
the Commission regulation, I would have expected the
Commission to make employment redistribution one
of the conditions for the programmes, since it is in the
weaker regions that unemployment figures are highest.
Finally, Mr President, a few words about the interim
repon by my colleague in the committee, Miss de
Valera. Ir is obvious from Monday evening's debate
that the status of reports by the Committee of Inquiry
into the Situation of '!7omen must quickly be clarified.
This committee adopted by amendments Nos 3 and l3
calling upon the report to assess the consequences
which the implementation of the regulation would
have on the situation of women. I hope that the
House, too, will adopt these amendments. An assess-
ment of this nature may seem complicated, but need
not be so, as a mechanism is being incorporated into
the policy to enable the effecm which the implementa-
tion of the regulation would have on the situation of
women to be taken into accounr.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Fuillet.
Mrs Fuillet. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, let me first of all thank Mr Giolitti for having
had the courage to tackle the reform of the ERDF.
Everyone here knows that when the talk is of reform,
we musr be very cautious and approach the matter
very gingerly. It had to be done and it is being done: I
will not go so far as to say it is being done painlessly. It
is rrue that at meetings of the Regional Committee we
have done a grear deal of work on this topic. !7e
should pay tribute to our Chairman, Mr De Pasquale,
for his wisdom, his tenacity and his diplomacy.
Having now completed rhis preamble, I must address
myself to the fundamental problems, without wishing
to Pun.
How can any of us remain indifferent when we know
that this reform is intended to redress the imbalance
between the various regions of Europe, by granting
the largest amounts of aid to the poorest regions of the
poorest countries ?
For my paft, though I willingly subscribe to this thesis,
I should have liked someone to define beforehand
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exactly what. a region is in the context of Europe. But
at this juncture no reply is possible:rhere are as many
regional structures as there are Member Stares. Never-
theless we have tried to take the question of decenrral-
ization as far as possible, at leasr ar rhe level of dia-
logue.
I had some difficulry in accepting anorher poinr,
namely the criterion according m which the regions to
be aided were selected. !flhen we began work on this,
the basic statistics darcd from 1977. Finally, after con-
siderable prevarication, we were given rhe dara for
1979. This was better, but it was still not enough.
Since 1979 many things have changed in our various
regions, such as the rising unemployment rate, infla-
tion, which helps to reduce rhe second criterion 
- 
I
mean the GNP 
- 
the gradual decay of our indusrial
plant and the continuing flight from rhe countryside.
Given such a state of affairs, how could anyone not be
shocked that rhe rhreshold used to select the regions
deemed eligible should have been fixed at 75, whereas
the European average is 100? It seems to me quite
arbitrary. Obviously, however, the threshold had rc be
established at some point or another. So, though I
accept this guillodne method, I do so very reluctantly.
Nevenheless, I want to draw the atrention of the
Members of this House to the fac[ that in the regions
which do not benefit from the ERDF's quota section,
there are areas, zones or sub-regions 
- 
it doesn't mat-
ter how we call them 
- 
which would be entitled to
receive aid from the Fund if, unfonunately, they were
not locarcd in so-called rich regions.
This is where the second aspect of ERDF aid should
come into play 
- 
I am referring to the non-quora sec-
tion. You will easily understand why it is vital that this
pan of the fund should be increased from 5 to 200/o of.
the total funds available to the ERDF. Vill it be really
necessary, however, to wait for the Member States'
governments to scrutinize at the map and find out for
themselves where these zones are located, and then
take the first step rowards rhe first subsidy?
By means of the non-quota section of the ERDF we
can redress one or two notorious injustices, panicu-
larly as regards small and medium-sized companies
and small and medium-sized indusries. Can the Com-
mission say how many of these companies have so far
received aid, as compared with the large companies
which are berter equipped to seek this aid? Vhat kind
of publicity does the Commission intend to give the
Fund to make access ro it better known? Vill all rhe
information media be used so thar in every region of
Europe every European citizen knows his righr? Or
shall we allow the presenr situarion, where everything
is done by furtive string-pulling, [o conrinue?
The ERDF is the fund which will do the most to help
to reduce unemployment. The Social Fund also helps
in the training of workers. But it is rhe ERDF, which,
by giving new srimulus rc the regional economies, will
be the real cause of any reduction in the number of
total unemployed. The so-called 'integrated' opera-
tions, involving all the financial means available to the
Community, should be reserved for rhose regions that
are borderline cases as regards the granting of aid
from the non-quota section, fegions thar straddle
national frontiers and those regions which will have ro
suffer the consequences of the enlargemenr of rhe
Community. The Regional Affairs Committee has
given an example of reform. I hope rhar other reforms
will follow, such as reform of the Social Fund and the
Common Agricultural Policy.
If those reforms come to pass, ladies and gentlemen, a
new Europe will be born. A Europe in which the
European social area will become a reality, the Europe
which all genuine Europeans are impatiently waiting
for.
President. 
- 
I call Mr O'Donnell.
Mr O'Donnell. 
- 
Mr President, I too would like rc
thank Mr De Pasquale and Commissioner Giolitd for
the excellent work they have done on this very impor-
tant field of regional policy.
The Commission documenr and rhe De Pasquale
report. in my opinion laid the foundations for rhe for-
mulation of a real, coherenr and efficacious Com-
munity regional policy.
The de Valera repon also adds an interesting dimen-
sion to this vimlly imponant subject of regional
development. '!fle have before us today, Mr Presidenr,
various new proposals for the future administration of
the Regional Fund. These include new measures which
have been advocated over the years by many people
who have had practical experience of regional
development.
The most imponant of rhese are firstly rhe concenrra-
tion of the fund in the areas of grearest need.
Secondly, the formularion of inregrated regional pro-
grammes designed to develop all the resources of a
region 
- 
economic, social and culrural 
- 
the human
resources as well as the physical resources.
Thirdly, there is a proposal for the coordination of rhe
various Communiry insrruments with national aids.
And, founhly, there is rhe very vital and very impor-
tant proposal for active involvement of local and
regional authoriries in rhe development of their own
areas and regions.
I submit, Mr President, thar rhese proposals represen[
a significant new depanure in Community regional
policy and offer new hope to the people of Europe's
peripheral and most disadvantaged regions, such as
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Ireland, pans of the UK and the Mediterranean
region. Of course, it must be pointed out that the
implementadon of these new measures will depend on
the full cooperation of the national governments of the
Member States. For Ireland rhe new Community
guidelines offer a unique new opportunity by means of
the proposed integrated development programmes of
getting to grips with the problems of regional develop-
ment, panicularly in the Gaeltacht and in the four
western seaboard regions from the nonhwest down to
the southwest. It is especially significant that the think-
ing and methodology underlying the proposals put
forward by the then Irish Government in 1975 for the
establishment of a western development board were
exactly in line with the proposals and the new
approach which we are discussing today. I sincerely
hope then, Mr President, that the Irish Government,
in close cooperation with the Commission, will now
proceed either with the establishment of such a board
or some other similar organization which would be
given responsibiliry for formulating and implementing
a comprehensive western development programme. I
sincerely hope also that the Gaeltacht authority will
lose no time in formulating a similar programme.
In conclusion, once again, I wish to very sincerely
congratulate Commissioner Giolitd and Mr De Pas-
quale and, indeed, to commend my colleague, Sile de
Valera, on her report too. And may I honestly express
the wish that the resolution before us today will form
the basis for a dynamic new Community regional
policy which will be effective in tackling the enormous
regional disparities within this Communiw.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pearce.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to introduce
Amendment No 99 in my name to the resolu[ion con-
mined in Mr De Pasquale's excellent reporr on the
Commission's welcome and generally sound proposals
for modifications to the Regional Fund Reguladon. I
think that in the resolution itself we should add a
clearer statement than already appears there of our
commitment to the notion of a regional policy, not
only to help the deserving people in the poorer regions
but also to secure better management of the economy
in general by spreading prosperity more evenly across
the Community. I think the resolution should under-
line more strongly the need to involve local communi-
ties, as many speakers have pointed out.
I think also it should stress the need to relate the giv-
ing of grants under regional poliry to general econ-
omic policies. As an .example of this, in the United
Kingdom the government is bidding for the European
Trade Mark Office to be located in the United King-
dom, but chooses London as the place where it should
be put. This is nonsense. I believe that the Bridsh
Government in that case would be far wiser to try to
put it in one of the regional poliry areas, and to use
regional poliry criteria as a means of attracting it to
our counrry and I believe that in this respect the Bri-
tish Government is not being consistent as between
different pans of its own policy.
In panicular, I want the resolution to contain two very
strong criticisms of the way that the Regional Fund
has been worked in recent years. I think it should
draw attention to the sham, indeed to the shame, of
the way that the additionality rules have been broken
by a number of Member State governmenrs, including
the government of the United Kingdom. One British
official explained to me that the British Government
makes its own grants according to its own criteria.
And after all that has been done, it simply tries to
recoup the money that it has already sPent from the
ERDF as best it can. This is shabby and I do not like
to be associated with something which has the same
effect as an intention to cheat the system. I do not like
that and I hope that this is stopped in future.
Finally, I would like the resolution to refer to the
scandal of the lack of publicity given to regional grants
in the United Kingdom. People do not know what
money is coming to their own areas 
- 
like Merseyside
which I represent pan of. I am tempted to wonder
whether there is not a deliberate conspiracy to conceal
from the people of the Unircd Kingdom what grants
are spent in their areas and I urge upon the Commis-
sion that in future it takes much tougher action in
Council and with Member State governments indivi-
dually, and with the Unircd Kingdom Government in
panicular, to insist that in future full and rapid publi-
ciry is given to grants made. People have a right to
know what their money is being spent on. They are
being deprived of the exercise of that right and I hope
that in the future the Commission will be able to make
Member State governments behave in a more proPer
manner.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kyrkos.
Mr Kyrkos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I should like firsr
of all to praise the excellent report by Mr De Pas-
quale, the rich ideas contained in it and especially the
notion that development is not a one-sided technical
and economic matter but a complex social process
which requires suitable polidcal choices, and it is the
Community which must make these choices.
In the very short time available to me I should like to
draw attention to the points on which we disagree
most fundamentally or which cause us concern. The
non-quota section is being increased considerably in
relation to the previous regulation and the criteria for
Community intervention are being harmonized, and
this understandably gives rise to the concern that such
intervention will be geared to the really rich regions of
the Communiry. Secondly, the attempt to limit ERDF
aid for infrastructure projects will perpetuate the
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underdevelopment of cenain regions, since without
suitable infrastructure investments in economic acrivir.y
are impossible. The 15.90/o granred to Greece from
the quota secrion makes no difference ar all ro
Greece's share of rhe Fund's budget, and this despite
the fact that it is generally recognized thar Greece is a
country with very acute regional problems. Our pro-
posal to limit the non-quo[a amounr is combined with
our request to increase Greece's share ro 210/0. The
regional problem of Europe, Mr President, is one
problem and not rwo, as the Commission seems to
think. It is the problem of rhe less developed regions,
and even if certain developed regions are faced wirh
problems, they are nor comparable with the problems
of underdevelopment, lack of infrastructure and low
ernployment. !fle think rhat the acriviry of rhe
Regional Fund must concentrare on rhese problems
and not become a supplement ro the Social Fund in
dealing with unemploymenr.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bonde.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DA) Mr Presidenr, I would like ro ask
the Commission to publish all its correspondence with
Denmark and to give reasons for its interference in
Danish regional development policy. In panicular, I
would ask the Commission ro make known the crireria
applied when subsidies for Schleswig-Holsrein are
approved and the basis on which the, Danish State is
forbidden from allocating regional development grants
to the municipalities of Bredebro, Hojer, Skaerbaek,
Tonder, Bov, Tinglev and Logumklosrer.
In my view, the Commission's pracrice is a modern
form of frontier rectification because although the
boundary pos6 are not shifrcd such differences in
scope for development are created that only an econ-
omic fool would set up a business nonh of the frontier.
'!7hat is being moved is the companies, employment
and the people.
Vhen we joined the EC, there were 573 unemployed
in the whole region of Nonh Schleswig; today there
are l4 328 unemployed in that area. Before we joined
the EC, we considered it imponanr ro rry ro creare
lasting employment for the last few unemployed in the
regional development areas, but after nine years in the
EC, unemployed is 25 times as high in Nonh Schles-
wig. !7e therefore find it very difficult ro understand
why the Commission is now intervening ro prevenr
economic developmenr. The comperirive situarion is
already ro rhe disadvantage of the Danish companies.
If we take for example a new job cosring DKR 2 million,
theinterestpaymenramountto DKR 1 70 000peryearin
'!7est Germany, whereas the inrerest paymenm in Den-
mark for the same job amount to DKR 382 OOO. There-
fore, even if the Danes wenr [o work with their wages
already in their pockem, the German companies would
still be in a more competitive position because in 1980
the inrcrest rare was 8.50lo in !?'est Germany and
19.10/o in Denmark. ln 1972, rhe difference was nor as
great: 1 1 .30/o in Denmark and 80/o in '!7est Germany.
As far as I can see, rhe comperitive situation has
shifted in favour of German companies, but why is the
Commission inrcrvening to prevent subsidies north of
the German border? This quesdon is addressed ro the
Commission and I would like to have an answer ro ir
during the discussion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Treacy.
Mr Treacy. 
- 
Mr President, colleagues, I would like
to join with those who have congrarulated Mr De Pas-
quale on his excellent report on the amending of the
Regional Development Fund Regulation and also
compliment Miss Sile De Valera on her repon on
behalf of the'Women's Commitree.
The amendmenrc proposed in borh of these reporrs
improve considerably rhe draft regulation. Ve are all
agreed on the need for rhe Regional Fund and the
need to revise its regularions in order to make it more
responsive to the needs of the less-developed regions
in our Community. However, we are all aware rhat the
gap between rhe richest and the pooresr regions in the
Community has in fact widened since the inception of
the Regional Fund, rarher than narrowed.
Our failure to deal effectively with deprivation on
such a large scale, especially the ever-rising dde of
unemployment, with all its inherent sufferings and
dangers, is a damning indictment of our inept policies
rc date. Ve have failed as a Community ro measure up
to our responsibilides and the confidence of our peo-
ple has been shattered. Our presrige has reached a new
low and our very existence as a viable economic Com-
munity is in jeopardy unless we quickly set abour grap-
pling effectively with mass unemploymenr and wanr
on such an alarming scale. The signs of impatience,
indignation and unresr are [here for all to see through-
out the entire Community, and we in this grear demo-
cratic Assembly ignore these signs at our peril.
The Fund in its powers and structures is a limited
instrument. The resources allocated rc it do not allow
it to use effecdvely even irs limired porential. !7har is
needed is a wider concepr of policies for regional
development. Essential is the crearion of new srruc-
tures designed to promote regional development, with
particular emphasis on rhe improvement of infrasrruc-
ture to offser rhe tendency towards grearer centraliz-
ation of economic acriviry. All Community policies
should be subjecr ro review by reference ro regional
policy criteria. Above all, a sufficienr amounr of
resources musr be available ro finance the necessary
policies. It should nor be a quesrion of having to limir
essential developments because of inadequare funds. I
support rhe proposals for rhe increase in size of the
non-quora section and in greatest concentration of
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funds and resources on regions with specific serious
structural problems which include heland, but do not
believe that any Member State should be excluded.
ln the Commission's proposal I particularly welcome
the idea of integrated operations, the coordinated
package of public and private measures and instru-
menm in areas with particular problems. Ve already
have pilot projects relating rc Belfast and Naples and
the Irish members of the Socialist Group have mbled a
resolution calling for such integrated action for Dub-
lin. There are indeed many other areas, in Ireland and
in other Community countries, which can and should
benefit from this kind of operation and we shall
doubtless continue to press their claims with vigour
and determination. However, I must add that I find
developments relating to the present pilot projects very
slow and piecemeal. The need is urgent and compel-
ling, as many of us have seen for ourselves. Let the aid
be accelerated; let us have positive action.
I can also welcome the emphasis on the role of local
and regional authorities in the Commission's proposal
which was even further developed in the amendments
proposed by the rapporteur. Further, in the section
dealing with the exploidng of the indigenous develop-
ment potential of regions, I find the proposal in favour
of small and medium-sized enterprises such as craft
works and rural tourism panicularly appropriate.
In conclusion, may I say that I believe the Commis-
sion's proposal and Parliament's amendments are
deserving of our suppon and I commend them to the
House. 
.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Verroken.
Mr Verroken. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, as one of the newest members of the Com-
mittee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning, I
believe that it is my duty to express my genuine admi-
ration for the repon which the Committee has drawn
up and presented to us.
I should like, in all modesty, to agree with what was
said earlier 
- 
that che proposal before us constit.utes a
test, and I should be most apprehensive if it were not
implemented. Should this proposal get no further than,
for example, the Council, I fear that it would cause
severe disillusionment, made all the worse for Europe
by rhe fact that we have discussed it in such denil
rcday. It has become commonplace to say tha[ since
Europe was created the poor countries have grown
poorer and the rich countries richer. \7e should per-
haps say instead that since Europe was created, instead
of transferring employmenr [o [he poorer regions, we
have primarily made a point of exponing the labour
force from these areas. And now the countries which
have imponed the labour force are having to face the
music, and I fear that the presenr critical outlook will
only serve to exacerbate the situation.
A funher misunderstanding which sdll persists particu-
larly in the so-called richer areas will, I believe, have
to be cleared up over the next few days. In our discus-
sions of the disribudon of prosperity, welfare and the
regional policy, I think that we should remember to
make it quite clear that, as well as the European
regional policy, there is still room for a national
regional policy aimed at ensuring 
- 
where no Euro-
pean aid is provided for 
- 
a certain distribudon of
wealth at national level, provided this does not con-
Eavene Anicles 92 and 93 of the EEC Treaty. It must
be made quite clear that regional policy should not be
restricted to the policy of the Regional Fund alone.
As far as the Regional Fund is concerned, I believe 
-
although I may be going too far 
- 
that it is misleading
to pretend that the quota section, with its 800/o guar-
antee, is something new, when the areas where these
quoras are now fixed already had 80% before. This is
not, in my opinion, where the innovation lies, but
rather in that there should be coordination on policy,
that other resources will also be directed to these
regions in particular, that local government will also
be involved more, that programmes will replace pro-
jects and that there will thus be a real policy approach.
This, in my opinion, is the new aspect in the 800/o
quota guarantee.
One final point. It should not be forgotten that,
although the so-called rich countries, such as Den-
mark, Germany, the Benelux countries and France,
are excluded from the quotas, cenain of their regions
still qualify for the non-quota section, besides being
covered by their own regional policies. I hope that we
will be firm and clearsighted and that we will restrict
this non-quota ac[ion to genuine, new, structural
cases, otherwise the aid from the non-quota section
may well be dissipated and remain ineffecdve.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Alavanos.
Mr Alavanos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, although it
would be impossible for me to agree with the views
expressed by the Members from PASOK and the New
Democracy Pany on the positive resulrc of Mr De
Pasquale's repor!, I agree with Mr Delmotte's assess-
ment that the problem is not one of setting up hospi-
tals but one of radical treatment for the disease.
I should like ro raise six basic points.
Firstly, Regional Fund aid is intended to distract atten-
tion from the disastrous effecm on small and medium-
sized farmers of the common agricultural policy and
the proposed accession to the Community of Spain
and Ponugal. Consequently the real problem is one of
restructuring the CAP, providing aid for Mediterra-
nean products, increasing trade with the Socialist
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countries and recognizing the increase in producrion
costs.
Secondly, regional aid is based on rhe principle of
additionality. For Greece the problem is not whether ir
is to become the hotel of .l7estern Europe or ro pick
up a few crumbs, but whether ir can manage to achieve
genuine indusrial and economical development.
Thirdly, the Commission's proposal stresses rhe appli-
cation of Community criteria to regional development
programmes, which would even funher reduce the
Greek Government's scope for narional planning.
Founhly, with the distribution which has applied up
till now, Greece has received, under the quora secrion
allotted to it, 12 .350/o of the rotal aid. The new distri-
bution means that ir will receive 12.780/0, i.e. an
increase of 0.430/0. The increase for Ireland is I .820/0,
and for Italy and the Unircd Kingdom, whose sirua-
tion cannot be compared with rhat of Greece, rhe
increase is I .220/o and 0. 81% respecrively. This con-
stitutes clear discrimination against our counrry,
Fifthly, Athens and Thessaloniki are excluded from
those regions eligible for aid, alrhough their per capita
income is lower than that in many regions which
receive aid in other countries.
Sixthly and lastly, the quadrupling of the funds of the
non-quota section from 5 ro 200/o of the total aid will
work to the advantage of the strong counr,ries which
have greater revenue capacity and greater access ro
Community mechanisms. For all these reasons, we
have serious reservations with regard ro the repon and
the Commission's proposals, and we feel that it is nor
enough to recognize good intentions in the face of rhe
tremendous problems which Greece is facing as a
result of being dependent.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Almirante.
Mr Almirante. 
- 
(fD Mr President, ladies and gen-
rlemen, on behalf of the Italian National Right I wish
to tell you that I am fully in agreement with Mr De
Pasquale's report. I am glad that this repon has been
approved by the Committee on Regional Policy and I
hope that the Parliament will be prepared ro approve ir
unanimously, so thar we may avoid once again raising
people's hopes only rc dash them later, and so thar we
may finally adopt rhe right approach and see rhis prob-
lem through ro its solution, in the interest nor only of
the poorest regions of Europe bur also in the interest
of Europe as a whole. Only if we eliminate social and
economic imbalances and only if we create a climate
of understanding, solidarity and sharing of responsi-
bilities will Europe cease ro be a geographical expres-
sion and this Parliamenr cease ro be a debadng sociery,
capable of many fine words and sometimes even capa-
ble of sensible proposals, bur absolurely incapable of
making decisive progress in the construc[ion of a
Europe of the peoples, a Europe of the nations and she
States; a Europe of the peoples, let me emphasize, so
that it may also be a Europe of nations, rhat is of tradi-
tions of civilization, and a Europe of Srares, thar is ro
say, of solid political agreemenr.
Having said that, I should like to draw your arrenrion
to one or two aspects of the matrer which I think are
of vital imponance; and I have no hesiration in saying
that they are of particular imponance for Italian inter-
ests, more panicularly the interesrs of sourhern Iraly,
which elected me to this House wirh such a broad and
unforgettable majority; I say this, because the presence
of Italian Members in this forum would be pointless if
the prime aim of those Members was not ro arr.empr ro
heal those internal divisions between the nonh of Italy
and the south which are ar once the most characteristic
and the most baneful feature of our exisrence as Iral-
ians and as Europeans.
First point. '!7e want rhe Italian market to be prorected
against impons from the strong markets of the oligo-
polistic countries. I had no hesitation in saying thar we
want the Italian market to be prorected, because what
we are asking for is not protectionisr measures for the
benefit of the Italian market and ro the detriment of
other European markets. Vhar we are, in effect, ask-
ing for is that a stop should be pur ro thar invened
protec[ionism, which encourages rhe import into
Europe of products from third counrries (agriculrural
or industrial producm, thar is to say, cirrus fruits or
textiles), wirh rhe result that fundamental sectors of
our agriculture and our industry are plunged into cri-
sls.
Second point. \7e call for a wider and more serious
use of the so-called 'integrated operarions'. Vider use,
firstly: apan from the inregrated operarion in favour
of Naples, why nor implement a similar operarion in
favour of Calabria or Basilicata? More serious,
secondly: here in Strasbourg rhe word is rhar the indi-
vidual operation for Naples is underway, but in Naples
no one has so far noriced it; and Naples is licerally
dying of promises, because in cenain pans of Iraly and
Europe cities, and even social classes, die more from
unkept promises than from mere neglect.
Third point: we ask, as recommended in rhe repon by
the Committee on Regional Policy 
- 
rhis is the hean
of what we are asking for 
- 
rhat rhe development of
the backward regions and rhe rebinh of declining
regions should, from nexr year onwards, be included
in the Communiry budget; so rhar the Commitree on
Budgets may achieve, in binding form, rhar coordina-
tion of regional policy, development policy and other
policies that is necessary ro give the peoples of Europe
at long last the proper, all-embracing guaranree rhar
they are waiting for and in rhe name of which we were
elected. Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, let us nor
forget that we are, first and foremost, the elected
representatives of our respective peoples. I say this
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without any p^rty egotism and without the slightest
presump[ion: I am one of the elected rePresentatives
of the poor people of the south of Italy. And on behalf
of those empoverished people I have for all of you a
message which cannot be merely a message of hope
but must also be a message of fervour and of goodwill.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Lizin.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(FR) The Socialist Group wishes me to
express its suppon for the amendments proposed by
Miss de Valera and for the general aims of her report.
One of the priority aims of regional policy is to help
with the problem of unemployment in depressed
regions. In our view unemploymen[ is not just one
macroeconomic factor amongst others: the unem-
ployment rate is a figure that is vibrant with social sig-
nificance, since it stands for a number of men and
women whose situation is intolerable.
'$flomen are, by far, the section of the population in
Europe, who are worst affected by unemployment and
the proponion is greatest in the most oppressed
regions. Vould it be consistent of us to ask the Com-
munity to devote some thought to improving aid rc
women in the Third Vorld 
- 
an extremely honour-
able aim 
- 
whilst at the same time we continue to wish
that our regional aid should aim to create jobs for both
men and women equally?
\7e believe that job creation of this kind should be
proportionate to rhe job losses during periods of
economic crisis that each of the two categories 
- 
men
and women 
- 
have suffered.
But in our opinion the de Valera rePon is also, and
perhaps even mainly, a report based on principle. It
puts into practice our common desire, as a committee
of inquiry, to act in the same way as the other commit-
tees at this Parliament, in all those areas where discri-
mination between men and women exists, or may
exist.
Permit me, Mr President, also to say a few words in
my capacity as a representative of lTallonia. Our hope
ist that eventually we shall see this reform help \Val-
lonia to benefit from the Fund in proponion to its real
difficulties. The Commissioner knows just how far this
aim has been circumvented so far in Belgium. Leaving
the decision-making to the State in a country as di-
vided as Belgium is the worst possible situation, since
the strong half of the country constantly and unfail-
ingly rides rough-shod over rhe weaker half. There is
no doubt that \flallonia is the region which has the
highest expectations in Europe of a European
regional poliry freed from the strait-jacket of
national decision-making. !flallonia is also the region
that has the highest hopes of finally finding in Europe
an objective arbiter of disputes, something the Belgo-
Flemish State has never been in im eyes. If this is rc be
so, Mr Commissioner, you will also have to set up
direct contacts with the responsible local authorities,
rhar is to say, henceforth with the regional authorities
and not with the central government. If you do that,
you will be breaking new ground for the Community
institutions and I'm sure the result will be a new dyna-
mism.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Travaglini.
Mr Travaglini. 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, the legislation at present governing the Regu-
lation European Regional Development Fund, which
provides for the revision of those rules after an initial
period of implementation, has turned out to be
extremely well conceived and useful. In fact, whilst the
work of updadng the Community policies in imple-
menration of the mandate of 30 May 1980 is making
extremely slow progress and is lacking in incisiveness,
the search for new aims and methodologies for our
policy of regional development and re-equilibrium is
moving in the direction of concrete conclusions,
thanks to the debate we are engaged in now and the
vote we shall hold tomorrow, and thanks also to the
commitment which the Commission and our Com-
mittee on Regional Policy 
- 
and here I should like to
remind you of the devoted and unremitting effons Mr
De Pasquale has made 
- 
have shown these last few
months in making a common effon to provide this
Community policy with a genuine power to reduce the
backwardness of the poorest regions, which is the
indispensable precondition for any advance in the pro-
cess of economic integration of the regions of Europe.
The coordination of both national and Community
regional policies in such a way as also to take account
of the regional effecm of economic and sectoral poli-
cies, the concentration of regional aid, the comple-
mentarity between aid provided by the fund and aid
provided by the Member States, guaranrced by the
gradual abandonment of the system of financing indi-
vidual projects in favour of a system of financing
entire programmes, suitably agreed uPon, are all vital
aspects of the new Community regional policy, which
is destined without any doubt to raise the level of effi-
ciency of the European Regional Development Fund's
machinery of aid distribution.
The distinct separation of aid for regions suffering
from serious structural underdevelopment from aid for
regions which have recently entered into a process of
industrial decline will be equally useful.
The motion for a resolution, in the form in which it
has been drafrcd by the Committee on Regional
Poliry, represents a synthesis of the atdtudes of the
various political groups: it strikes a balance between
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trends which in some respecrs cannot but be divergent,
given the aims of regional development policy, which
must be considered as only one srage on rhe way ro
redressing the imbalances berween the various regions
of the Community.
The Communiry's regional policy musr conrinue to be
based on the imperative need to eliminate those obsta-
cles that have always prevenred the less fonunare
regions from achieving an adequare level of develop-
ment. So we mus[ curb present trends towards an
interpretation of the Communiry regional policy
which, by shifting rhe emphasis in the direction of sup-
poning initiatives connecred wirh indusrial restrucrur-
ing would, in rhe end, completely alrer the narure and
the aims of the Fund.
'S7'e musr, on rhe contrary, sraft [o develop 
- 
along
with other measures based on the ERDF 
- 
all the
Community's secroral policies, including firmly
amongst their priority objectives rhe objecrives of
regional development and rhe correcrion of regional
disequilibria.
As regards the new Regulation of rhe ERDF, which
constitute the firsr serious step towards a new Com-
munity regional policy, I want ro say [har I am in
agreement with the Commission's draft text, which
should be improved by the amendmenrs suggested by
the Committee on Regional Policy, some of which are
of great imponance for rhe furure developmenr of the
Community's work in this field. I shall simply quote
those concerning Article 3, dealing with the aims of
the fund, Anicle 7b, suggested as an addirion, in
favour of more appropriare supporr for productive
investment, and Anicle 16 which is concerned with
giving new imponance to endogenous economic
development of the regions.
I want to pay tribute to the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities for a serious piece of work and for
its consistenr effons, which rcok as their staning poinr
the Commission's own communicarion of 7977, and
which have developed along polirically and culturally
valid lines, even if the positive resuh of the Commis-
sion's work can only be found in the betrer use rhar is
to be made of rhe ERDF's resources; which means
only in one part, of the regional developnienr policy,
which is a global policy, that is to say, which musr be
able to rely on contributions from all rhe sectoral poli-
cres.
For this reason I insist on the need to go much further.
The Community, because of the distonions or shon-
comings of some of its fundamennl policies, has nor
succeeded in prevenring rhe gap between the richer
regions and the poorer regions from widening. If we
do not amend rhe common agricultural poliry while
there is srill time, if we do not implemenr once and for
all a_common ranspon poliry, if we do not give the
go-ahead, in all seriousness, ro an industrial sriuctural
poliry which will make use of rhe national and
regional complementarities that gap will widen and 
-precisely because of this socially and politically disrup-
tive factor 
- 
any serious chance of completing the
economic integration of Europe will disappear for
ever.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(17) Mr
President, I propose to be as brief as possible in
answering the general quesrions raised during rhe
debate, all the more so as I shall need a little time at
the end ro commenr on rhe amendments, of which
there are many 
- 
abour a hundred 
- 
and some of
which are also of general importance.
First of all, Mr Presidenr, ladies and genrlemen, I
should like to join wholeheanedly in rhe praise which
I think everyone has voiced for Mr De Pasquale and
Miss de Valera, for their reporr.s and for the work of
their respective commirtees.
Let me say immediately that the praise I have for rhem
is not disinterested. Nor is it simply intended ro reci-
procate the praise given ro the Commission, of which I
am a member, for its proposals for reforming rhe
Regulation of the Regional Fund. Its origin lies rather
in my desire 
- 
I hope thar I can say rhar everyone
shares this desire 
- 
ro emphasize Parliament's unan-
imity 
- 
I may add Parliament's and the Commission's
unanimity the imponance of regional policy. I think
that such unanimity is extremely opporrune, parricu-
larly now, as we approach the moment when we must
take decisions concerning the Community budger.
Ladies and gentlemen, Members of the European Par-
liament, you have discussed in this House encouraging
proposals for renewing and giving a new lease of life
to the Community's regional policy. Bur we musr be
careful. It is my duty to say rhar, in my view, this
Community regional policy is also in serious danger
right now. Vhar is more, we saw as much during dis-
cussion of last year's Communiry budger, when even
Parliament's will 
- 
permir me to say so 
- 
weakened
in this respecr. Parliamenr did nor insist on the
increase in the appropriarions available to the Regional
Fund which everyone roday is agreed in rhinking both
desirable and necessary. There is always a risk rhar, ar
times of crisis, regional policy may seem to be a kind
of luxury, an expression of sentimental concern: we
must help the poor.
The ruth is thar when we are going through a difficult
period we musr rarher pay atrenrion to rhe need ro
increase productivity and comperitiveness, and this can
be most efficiently achieved where rhe chance of a
profitable rerurn on invesrmenrc is greatesr. '!fle musr,
therefore, be careful, because the present economic
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crisis could also result in a decline in interest, a decline
in suppon for the idea of a regional policy.
'S7'e must, consequently, react against such a notion, as
people did this morning during the debate, and we
must. remember what was said this morning when we
take decisions on the budget concerning the volume of
appropriations to be devoted to the Regional Fund.
And, ladies and gentlemen, let us remember, at a time
when we are emphasizing so much the need for invest-
ment, that this Fund represenrc the main instrument in
support of investment which the Community has at its
disposal. Even if the Fund's purpose is to keep up
investment in the weaker regions, it nevenheless con-
stirutes an instrument in suppon of investment gener-
ally: investment in infrastructures and investment in
the productive sectors. Of course, I am absolutely in
agreement on the need that has been stressed on all
sides of the House to increase suppon for productive
investments and to reduce the excessively high percen-
tage of Community aid spent on infrastructure invest-
ment.
Our ambidon, if I may say so 
- 
I say'our', meaning
all of us, because here too I observe that the Commis-
sion and Parliament are in agreement 
- 
is to carry out
a genuine reform of the Community regional policy 
-I emphasize the word 'poliry' 
- 
by revising the
Fund's Reguladon. But we are not simply confining
ourselves to a revision of the Reguladon. By amending
the Fund's Regulation we aim to give greater sub-
stance and greater efficiency to the Community's
regional poliry. This is why we have put at the begin-
ning of the new regulation those anicles dealing with
coordination. Parliament, for its pan, has shown that
it fully understands the reason for introducing this leg-
islation on coordination by the imponance it has attri-
buted to the periodical repons, to assessing [he
regional impact of every Community policy and rc
regional development programmes. I shall not linger
any longer on this matter because it seems to me that
w'e are all fully in agreement.
Instead I should like to devote some time to the ques-
tion which naturally causes the greatest perplexity and
difficulty, even if, here too, it seems to me that the
Commission's approach is broadly shared by Parlia-
ment. I am referring to the question of concentration.
Since concentration is accompanied, in the nature of
things, by a, let us say, reduction in the number of
areas that benefit from Regional Fund aid, there is
always someone who is not satisfied, and it is only rea-
sonable that this dissatisfaction should be voiced. But
we must. be careful: the son of concentration that we
are proposing, as regards the section of the Regional
Fund which is divided into quotas, is strictly linked to
an expansion and a broadening of the non-quota sec-
tion. If we have a non-quota section enlarged to a
total of 20010, rhen, as well as carrying out a policy of
concenration in the structurally backward areas, we
shall be able to make use of a non-quota section of
200/o in those areas that are suffering problems of
indusrial decline or that are suffering 
- 
let us say 
-the negative repercussions of other Community poli-
cies.
Apropos some of the requests that have been made 
-and here I'm referring to some of the amendments 
-concerning the indicative value of the proposed quo-
tas, [he very fact of saying that these quotas only have
an indicarive value is tantamount rc denuding this leg-
islation on concentration of all meaning. A cenain
elasricity, a cenain flexibiliry in interpretint these quo-
tas results from fact that the quotas are implemented
over a three-year period, are valid for three years and
are equivalent to three-yearly averages in respect of
the concentration of aid from the European Regional
Fund in those regions.
One criticism to which I am particularly sympathetic
- 
you may easily understand the difficulties I myself
was in when drafting our repon on [he Community
regions 
- 
turns on the fact that the statistics that we
have available aren't teiribly up to date. Of course, to
refer in 1982 ro statistics for 1977 or, at the very best,
to 1979 statistics, may seem somewhat embarrassing,
but I say 'may' deliberately because in actual fact it is
not embarrassing. '!flhat are we trying to achieve by
concentration? \7e are trying to identify regions and
areas with structural problems. Does anyone think that
structural problems, like those of southern Italy or
Northern Ireland, which have been around for
decades and even centuries have changed in the space
of two or three years? Does anyone imagine that if
statistics for 1981 and 1982 were available we should
suddenly discover that during the last two or three
years southern Italy and Nonhern Ireland had sud-
denly become prosperous and were no longer afflicted
with structural problems? The simple truth is that we
are sdll faced with structural problems, whether the
statistics are 7977 statistics or 1979 statistics.
These statistics, which cover whole periods and not
simply isolated momen6, show us that structural prob-
lems are a perennial feature of the European scene. Is
it reasonable to think that regions which showed no
signs of structural decline in 1977-79 have suddenly, in
the space of a couple of years, suffered structural
decline? The answer is no. They may have short-term
economic difficulties, but no one can say that a region
which in 1977 had reached a cenain level of economic
development and which then declined by several per-
centage points during the following two years has, for
this reason, taken on the appearance, or deserved the
description of a structurally underdeveloped region.
Ve call structurally underdeveloped regions those that
have chronic problems of underdevelopment, which
means problems that have lasted a long time, perma-
nent problems, that can only be solved by a sustained
effon over a long period.
This is why, since we have to make a sustained effon
over a long period, we need rc be able to rely on a
predetermined quandty of resources. Hence the need
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for quotas. But we must be careful. According to this
new philosophy, quoras are no longer attribured ro
individual countries, rhey are no lorlger narional quo-
tas but are atributed to whole regions, to groups of
regions, and therefore they become regional quoras.
This, too, is of by no means negligible imponance,
which means that this process of concentration is con-
sistent with the context. in which ir has been placed,
namely the reform of the Regional Fund, in panicular
by the transition to financing whole programmes
rather than individual projects.
I now come to another delicate point rhough I must
pass over many others, because of the limircd amounr
of time at my disposal, and must confine myself only
to those points that seem the most conrroversial.
In the first place, we have the quesrion of additional-
ity. Now y/e are cenainly nor sadsfied with it. It is a
problem which was already on the table when I arrived
at the Commission at rhe beginning of 1977, and even
now we are still not in a position to solve it, in spite of
the combined effons of the Commission and rhe Par-
liament. I think that at lasr we have found the right
avenue of approach, which has been opened by this
legislation on the financing of aid programmes. \7hat
do we mean by 'financing of aid programmes?' Vhat
is the meaning of the procedure which we call rhe
'programme conract procedure'? It means pucing our
cards on the table from the beginning: the person we
are dealing with at national or regional level states
what his share of the financing is ro be and rhe Com-
munity states what its contribution is to be. At this
point the Community's contribution, according to this
new methodology, becomes additional, becomes pan
of an operation of co-financing, the part that is added
to the proportion of the financing undenaken by the
State or by the region, according to the situation.
I want to come back again to the general question of
the imponance we should attribute to the role of sti-
mulus and support played by the endogenous resources
- 
beginning with human resources 
- 
of the regions
we intend to help. This ineviably involves the problem
of active panicipation, awakening the local authorities
and therefore their political representatives and their
administrations to their responsibilities. This roo is
qualitatively a very imponant slep forward, an essen-
tial aspect of the reform rhat we are proposing.
Ve are very attentive, Miss de Valera, to the problem
that you and your commitree have raised, and we can
assure you that our nexr reporr will provide a more
deailed analysis of what we have been able to do so
far regarding rhe problem of unemploymenr among
women, provided 
- 
this is an important condition
which I musr emphasize 
- 
provided we have available
the statistics, the dam and the analyses thar we require.
In the hope that the Member States will supply rhese
vital prerequisites for any judgment and analysis, I
can, as of now, assure you of the maximum interest on
the pan of the Commission, and the maximum readi-
ness to give the most attentive considerarion ro [hose
imponant and serious problems which rhe De Valera
repon has so perspicuously brought to light.
Mr President, I now come ro the amendmenrs. I don't
think I shall need much time, because in this reply I
shall obviously confine myself to one or rwo general
remarks on the main amendments, reserving the right
to speak again if necessary ar rhe moment rhese issues
are voted on, should I be called upon to speak on
behalf of the Commission on any individual amend-
ment.
Apropos of so many detailed poinrs set our in such a
large number of amendments 
- 
more than a hundred
- 
I should like ro say rhar the Community cannot
take responsibiliry for all the regional problems that
arise in the ten Member Srares when these are rifling
problems, such as the one that was drawn to our atten-
tion by a Danish speaker, a Member of this Parliament,
who spoke on a question concerning the nonh of
Schleswig-Holstein, the region between Denmark and
Germany, which he discussed in connection wirh the
level of Community aid. I shall answer these quesrions
when I have had time to look at the available data.
However, I reserve the right to give a written answer,
to the Member who asked me for elucidation. It is,
however, clear that there is a whole series of problems
that cannot be dealt with at Community level. The
Community concerns itself with regional problems
which relate to, or which threaren, irs internal cohe-
sion, the main questions of equilibrium wirhin rhe
Community; it cannot, on rhe orher hand, concern
irelf with a problem concerning a parricular area in a
particular city, which may only affecr a few tens of
thousands of people. The Community must artend ro
regional problems that affect the equilibrium between
the regions of the Communiry, and therefore 
- 
I
repeat 
- 
the internal cohesion of rhe Community,
that is to say, problems that have a genuine Com-
munity dimension.
That being said, as far as the question of coordinaring
the regional policies is concerned, Parliamenr asks in
one or two of these amendmenrc thar the contents of
the instrumenrc used to promore this coordination
should be completed by updaring the periodic reporr,
by srengrhening the obligation ro implement the
regional development plans and by improving the
information supplied on rhese mar[ers to Parliament.
On this point I can say rhat rhe Commission will
accept the suggestions the Parliament has pur forward.
Concerning the system of quoras, which I have already
mentioned, one amendment calls for the eliminarion of
these quotas. Obviously we cannor accept rhis amend-
ment, and rhe remarks thar I have already made on rhe
question of quotas should explain why. As for the
question of deciding which tegion should go into rhe
'non-quota seclion', we do not believe rhat the
threshold, which we decided should be 75 as
compared with a Community average aken as 100,
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can be amended. One only needs to consider what
might happen if we did modify this threshold to see
rhar the choice of that threshold is essential if the cri-
terion of concentration is to be implemented effi-
ciently and consistently.
A number of amendmen$ concern categories of
investment. In this respect the Commission shares the
spirit of the motion for a resolution suggesting that we
should aim for better balance in the Regional Fund's
disbursements in order to make a better conribution
to promoting investment that will create new jobs, as I
said a shon while ago in respect of the relationship
between productive investment and infrastructure
investment, particularly where small and medium-sized
companies are concerned. The Commission reserves
the right to look in greater detail at the percentages,
or distribusion keys set out in some of the amend-
menff, because we have some hesitation in accepting
some of the figures suggesrcd. These figures must
therefore be checked if we are to assess all the conse-
quences they may have.
As far as the question of infrastructures is concerned,
the Commission is not able to accept those amend-
ments that propose making modifications in this field,
given that it is a topic on which a very delicate com-
p.omise has been reached amongst the Member States
and we wish to safeguard [he measure of agreement
amongst the Member States that we have achieved
here.
As for the question of improving local development
potential, I have already said that the Commission
appreciates what the Parliament has said on this topic.
Ve are prepared to examine one or two specific and
detailed proposals set out in some of the amendments,
for example, the proposal that a Community patent
bank should be set up, or the suggestion that aid
should be given to local applied research institutes.
Our main responsibility, however, is to scrutinize the
proposed ways in which these amendments can be pur
into practice, so that we do not find ourselves sud-
denly coming up against unforeseen difficuldes. !fle
cannot, on the other hand, accept tasks, such. as
financing holding companies set up by local banks,
which go beyond the nature and the present structure
of the Regional Fund and which should more properly
be entrusted to credit institutions.
Finally, concerning specific regional development pro-
grammes, some of the amendments suSSest including
ihe so-called frontier regions, regions which are
crossed by Member State frontiers, amongst the cri-
rcrias used rc decide the geographical area that comes
under the 'non-quota section' of aid. Of course, s''e are
aware of the importance of this kind of problem, prov-
ided, naturally, that the frontier nature of the region is
part of a general situation of retarded development or
regional imbalance.
In some amendments, finally, it has been suggested
that we should stress the criterion of what accompan-
ies Community policies rather than the criterion of
industrial decline where the use of the non-quota sec-
tion is concerned. Ve are against this amendment,
because if we were to accept it we should run the risk
of distoning the Commission's proposal, which aims
to see that the non-quota section which I have already
mentioned and which is of great importance in con-
nection with the proposal for concentration, is able to
answer the needs of all the regions and, in Particular,
take due account of problems of industrial decline
without bringing inrc the picture priorities, such as the
one mentioned in the amendment that I quorcd above,
which would pervert the functioning of this non-quota
section. The non-quota section takes on greater
importance precisely because of the reform that we are
proposing and because of the concentration that we
recommend for the section subject to quotas.
These are my first and general remarks on [his vast.
complex of amendments, Mr President. I think that in
making them I have voiced the Commission's opinion
on the main questions that have been raised and the
opinions that have been proposed during this extensive
Parliamentary debate, for which once again, I should
like to express my appreciation and my thanks.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the rapponeur.
Mr De Pasquale, rdpPorteut. 
- 
(17) Mr President, I
just want to thank all those members of Parliament
who have spoken, and also Mr Giolitti, for his appre-
ciation of the work done by our committee. I also
want to say that the discussion has demonstrated that,
though there are legitimate differences of opinion
regarding individual points, there is a very broad con-
sensus on the measures that need to be taken. I hope
thar this consensus will be properly reflected in the
voting tomorrow. I also hope that the Commission will
take to heart the main amendments which Parliament's
committee has proposed, so tha[ we can present a
united, and therefore broader, front in any subsequent
bargaining with the Council.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
(Tlte sitting was suspended at 12.05 p.m. and resumed at
12.15 p.m.)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
2. Vl'elcome
President. 
- 
I should like ro smn by welcoming the
members of the CDU Group in rhe Parliament of rhe
Rhineland-Palatinate under rhe Chairman of rheir
group, Mr Hans-Orto Vilhelm, and the President of
the Parliament, Mr Albrechr Manin, who are sirring in
the officialgallery.
A large number of members of the government of the
Rhineland-palatinate are also paying a visit to the
European Parliament. I am panicularly pleased at their
presence here, and we are very glad that the involve-
ment of the parliaments and governments of the Ger-
man Ltinder is benefiting rhe activiries of rhe Members
of the European Parliament in their own country and
at grass roots level.
(Applause)
3. Statements by the Council and the Commission
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe starements by the
Council and rhe Commission on the Europ""n ioun-
cil meedng of 29 and 30 March 19g2 in Brussels.
I am panicularly glad that the President of rhe Euro-
pean Council, the Belgian Prime Minisrer Mr Mar-
tens, has been willing and able ro continue the tradi-
tion staned by the British Prime Minister, Mrs
Thatcher, of making a sraremenr on the European
Council rhat has just taken place. I therefore have
panicular pleasure in welcoming Mr Manens ro this
Parliament.
I call rhe Council.
Mr Martens, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(NL) Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, it. is srill
fresh in all your memories rhat Mrs Thatcher, Prime
Minister of the Unircd Kingdom, rook pan in the pro-
ceedings of the European Parliament during its
December pan-session last year as Head of Govern-
ment of the country holding the Presidency. Ir was the
first time rhar rhis had happened since the decision of
principle of June 1981.
It is a panicular honour and special pleasure for me, in
my.turn and in the same capacity, to be able to reporr
to you on the recent mee[ing of the European Council
in Brussels.
I need hardly tell you rhar rhe atmosphere ar rhar
meeting was excellent, although rhis was also signifi-
cant since the reason for it lies, inter alia, in the very
nature of the European Council. Is it not, in fact,
because of the regularity of the meetings of the Euro-
pean Council and the frank and informal narure of
cenain pans of them that the Heads of Government
and the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the Ten get to
know each other better, and an atmosphere is created
which is undoubtedly an additional advantage for
ensuring rhat discussions and negoriarion$ proceed
more smoothly?
The regulariry and informality of the meetings also
imply thar they should not always be expected ro result
in world-shaking decisions. I do nor think rhat the ask
of the European Council is greatly contested.
Since 1974 and up ro and including the discussions
which are now mking place both among the Ten and
within rhe Parliament or outside it as regards insritu-
tional questions, rhe basic principles which determine
the role and activities of the European Council have
remained unchanged: rc simplify, rhese are: political
impetus, guidelines for rhe further consrrucrion of
Europe, frank and informal exchanges of views and
determination of official standpoinrs, where necessary,
all this being situarcd within both a Community con-
text and the framework of European political
cooperation.
Many, even in the European Parliament, srill have ser-
ious objections ro rhe ambiguous narure of the Euro-
pean Council. I do nor believe rhat the snake in the
grass is to be found here. There is no doubt about rhe
fact that the European Council meets both within rhe
context of the Treary, i.e. ar Communiry level, and at
the level of European political, or purely intergovern-
mental, cooperarion. If some impetus or guidelines
are given, these are always subsequenrly esublished in
the correct form in accordance with set rules and pro-
cedures. I should like merely ro refer to the most strik-
ing examples, i.e. the direct elections ro the European
Parliament and the serting-up of the European Mone-
tary System.
Before discussing the meering on 29 and, 30 March
1982, I wanred ro remind you of the general conrexr
within which the European Council woiks since, in my
view, this is to some extent an answer ro comments by
those who claim rhar no far-reaching results were
achieved and that once again decisions were involved,
the content of which did not seem ro suggesr any grea[
renewal.
And yet I can assure you thar rhe European Council
held an exchange of views in deprh on rhe way in
which we can all best combat rhe economic crisis.
I can also assure you rhat this exchange of views was
not an academic discussion. Our concern was ro
ensure thar our discussions resulted in somerhing
rather more substantial rhan a solemn starement of rhi
great principles to which we all artach grear impon-
ance.
Our saning point was the conviction thar the econ-
omic and social recovery of Europe will depend panly
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on the policies which we succeed in implementing
within our various countries and on the scale of rhe
Community as a whole, and partly on facrors exrra-
neous to rhe Community, which the latter does nor
control but which it musr influence, rhe more so,
undoubtedly, since ir will be able to presen[ a unired
front and a coherent srrareg'y to rhe oumide world.
Internally, we selected two major topics on which,
whatever our differences of views over the economic
policy to be pursued, we were agreed in saying that a
special effon should be made: invesrmenr and employ-
ment. These two topics are closely interdependent: we
know, and the Commission's repon once again con-
firmed this, that investmenr effons must be intensified
in all our coun[ries, since they are an essential condi-
tion for a recovery of productive employment on
economically healrhy bases in rhe medium term; but
we are also aware that these investmenr efforts, which
will require sacrifices of our peoples over several years,
will have their effects on employment only slowly, and
that in the meanwhile, specific measures have to be
taken to remedy a problem which is likely to become
socially intolerable, particularly among young people.
I need not recall the Presidenry's decisions. You are
all aware of the text.
I should merely like to go on to underline, as regards
investment, that the European Council has requested
a report by the end of June concerning trends in pro-
ductive inves[men[, which is currently still too low in
relation to GDP, and on ways of dealing with this
worrying problem. In addition the Council in all its
various compositions is requested to reinforce Com-
munity policies in the sectors of industry, energy and
research, on the basis of proposals from the Commis-
sion. In this connection, I can confirm that these prob-
lems will aheady form the subject of the meeting of
Ministers for Indusrial Affairs in May 1982, which
will then be followed by other meetings.
As regards unemployment, the European Council
recognized that its exceptional gravity called for spe-
cific quick-acting measures, more panicularly con-
cerning the vocational training of young people. On
this panicular point, I should like merely to quote the
Presidency's conclusions: 'As a first step, the Member
States would strive to ensure over the next five years
that all young persons entering the labour market for
the first time would receive vocarional training or ini-
tial work experience within the framework of special
youth schemes or conrracrs of employment.'
Here, too, as in the case of other specific employmenr
measures, the European Council is requesring a reporr
by rhe end of tgAZ. I should like to add immediately
that as from May, and during the second half of the
year, the Social Affairs Council will give prioriry to
discussing these problems. The European Council also
decided to give fresh imperus to rhe European Mone-
tary Sysrcm which has functioned well over the past
three years, since the smbility of exchange rates
appears more than ever [o be a prerequisite for the fur-
ther integration of the European economies and for
the recovery of growth and investment. The EMS will
retain the special atrention of the ECO/FIN Council
over the coming months, and a report on it will be
made to the European Council.
Externally, we focused our attention on the prepara-
tions for the fonhcoming summit of the industrialized
countries in Versailles, in the hope that this summit
can genuinely result in concrete conclusions which
constitute the beginnings of a coordinated lowering
of interest rates, a reduction in the voladlity of
exchange rates, greater integration of rhe Japanese
market into international trade and a rapid resumption
of the Nonh-South Dialogue. The present level of real
inrcrest rates on the international financial markets is
causing an appreciable drop in productive investment
and is contributing to the worsening of unemploy-
ment. This trend is panicularly worrying at a time
when the adjustment of industrial strucrures and rhe
resorption of unemployment call for an increase in the
share of investment in overall demand.
It seems'to me to be essential that the Community
should bring all its economic and political weighr,
which is considerable, ro bear on rhese various ropics
at the Versailles Summit.
To conclude my remarks, albeit provisionally, on the
Community field, I would remind you that Prime
Minister Papandreou provided funher clarification of
the memorandum on the problems arising for the
Greek Government. The Commission will examine
this document to enable it to be discussed subsequently
at the level of the Council.
* 
"*.
In the realm of European political cooperation, [he
European Council was obliged to note that the lack of
development in the situation in Poland was continuing
to influence East-\7est relations. The Heads of Smre
or Government once again called upon the Polish
authorities to put an end to manial law, to release the
detainees and to reinstitute a genuine dialogue with
the Church and Solidariry.
(Applause)
As regards the possibilities for the detainees to leave
the country, the Ten rejected any policy which would
involve an infringement of fundamental human rights.
Views were also exchanged on the importance of trade
relations with the Eastern European countries. These
problems are to be examined in greater depth in
mutual cooperation, and together with the United
Staces and other OECD countries. You know that this
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refers mainly to the Buckley mission from the Unircd
States in which the principal emphasis was on credit
policy ois-,i-ois the Easrcrn block. The adjournment of
the Madrid meeting without any results being
achieved, because of the situation in Poland, is a
disappointment but the process begun by the Security
Conference is too imponant for us not to hope that
positive resulrs can sdll be achieved when it resumes in
November.
In any event it is in present circumstances unthinkable
to discuss East-\7est relations without adverting to
events in Poland, nor can we forget that another
country, Afghanistan, is still living under intolerable
Soviet occupation and suffering, among other things, a
dramatic refugee problem as a result.
(Appkase)
The European Council stressed most empharically that
the search for a political solution ro this problem
should be expedited. For the European Council such a
solution can be found only on the basis of the com-
plete withdrawal of Soviet troops and observance of
the independence and sovereignty of free Afghanistan.
(Apphase)
The European Council, which has expressed im con-
demnation of the negative attitude of the Soviet
Union, continues to lend im suppon to any initiative
which can produce a solution in accordance with the
United Nations resolutions.
May I take this opponunity to congratulate the Euro-
pean Parliament on its Afghanistan Day initiative with
which many governments have associated themselves.
It was obvious, following the French President's visit
to Israel and the events on the \7est Bank, that the
Middle East would be an imponant topic for discus-
sion. A general feeling of concern was apparent. The
clashes and skirmishes on the Vest Bank and in the
Gaza strip and the resulring measures imposed by the
Israeli authorities, the annexation of the Golan
Heighm, the tense situation in Lebanon 
- 
and, I may
now add, the events in Jerusalem over Eas[er 
- 
are
hardly conducive to the peace process.
The Ten are continuing to follow events in this region
with the utmost attention, panicuiarly in the light of
the evacuation of Sinai. They remaiir prepared to
make a contribution to bringing about peace. !7'e will
in any case have to make a funher overall assessment
shonly, bearing in mind the many new factors affect-
ing the situation.
(NL) The situation in Central America is disquiedng.
Any initiative that can put a stop ro the violence while
complying with democratic rules and contribute to
restoring peace in the area is welcomed by the Euro-
pean Council.
Having noted that the tension there stems from
economic problems and social inequality, in this con-
text the European Council has decided to step up
Community aid for the development of Central Amer-
ica and the Caribbean.
The President of the Commission will not gainsay me
when I tell you that new proposals in that respect will
soon be submitted.
It goes without saying that no serious discussion of the
elections in El Salvador was possible on 29 and
30 March.
I should also like to inform you of the repon made by
the President of the Council, Mr Tindemans, on his
mission to Turkey.
The European Council expressed its appreciation of
this mission during which it was brought home ro the
Turkish authorities how attached the Ten are ro the
resroration of democracy and the respect of human
righm in that country.
In view of the statements made by the Turkish
Government the Ten will do all in their power to con-
tribute to a speedy return to democratic rule in Tur-
key, which implies rhe release of people detained for
expressing their opinions openly, or for active partici-
pation in trade unions, and also an end to manial law.
In conclusion, I would like to say a few words on
transatlantic reIations.
!flhen I went to !flashingron in February with my col-
league, Mr Tindemans, we emphasized the need to
establish a dialogue both on political and economic
topics. It should not be too rigidly institutionalized but
should allow informal, open and candid discussion on
a regular basis.
The idea, for which, as you know, support is not con-
fined ro the Belgian Presidency, was greeted with
interest by our American parrners. I think that this
matter should receive serious consideration as a matrcr
of urgency. Meanwhile, the European Council
stressed the importance of developing the consulta-
tions between Europe and the United States more
fully.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, when I set the
achievements and failures of the European Council
against each other the result is still reasonably positive.
On the general economic issues at any rate, we
endeavoured to lay down pragmatic guidelines which
were as practical as possible and which, we hope, will
be thoroughly followed through.
On the political issues we mke note of some clear
stands, some of which constitute a funher concerted
effon by the Ten.
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I should nevenheless be distoning the ruth if I were
ro claim that the ghost of the now notorious mandate
did not hover over the meeting. The rcpic cannor be
evaded since nearly all the fundamental structures of
the Community are affected by it.
It is difficult to imagine a more all-embracing Com-
munity exercise than to review the three chapters of
theCommissiondocumentofJune 198 1, namelynewand
appropriate policies, the common agricultural policy
and the budget problem. This is why the matter is so
complex and politically so difficult.
It cannot be denied thaq following the hopes initially
raised by the Tindemans-Thorn compromise proposal
on 23 March, some statements we heard at the Euro-
pean Council once again cast doubts on the possibility
of reaching a speedy solution. Nevertheless, I hope
that in the alks between the Ministers for Foreign
Affairs and the Commission which are shonly to be
resumed, there will be enough European solidarity and
European polidcal will present to succeed in spite of
everything.
The Belgian Presidency appeals for a show of solidar-
ity and sense of European political responsibility on
the pan of each Member State, as has been so evident
in the past few days, in order to resolve this mandate
dispute 
- 
since this is what it is 
- 
within the shonest
possible time, accordint to the resources and abilities
of each.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I should like to join the applause by
thanking you once again most heanily for your state-
ment. I hope that a firm tradition has been established
by this, the second appearance of the President of the
European Council before Parliament.
I would have liked to call the President of the Com-
mission, Mr Thorn, next. Initially it seemed that, in
spite of a minor car accident, he would be present
today but the effects have turned out to be a litde
more serious than was originally thought. I therefore
accept his apologies for absence and wish him a speedy
recovery.
I call the Commission.
Mr Ortoli, Wce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(leR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, as Mr
Dankert has just stated, Mr Thorn was involved in a
road accident on Monday evening which, happily, was
not serious. He had hoped until this morning to be
able to adhere to his dmetable and be present today in
the House to report to you on the European Council
of 29 and 30 March. Unfonunarcly, ?s we have just
been told by Mr Danken, he was advised by his doc-
tor not to make the journey, at least for a few days,
and I will therefore speak in his place.
Mr Manens has just reported on the last Council and
its conclusions. I endorse his analysis and'assessment.
The Commission shares his political conclusions and
holds the view 
- 
since one cannot expect each of
these periodic meetings to produce a revolutionary
change in the Community 
- 
that this Council was
beneficial, outsmnding for the candour of the debates
and for the fact that they centred on the most serious
problems today confronting our Member States and
their people, in panicular the grave economic and
social difficulties with which we are faced. All our
countries must cope with the same slackening in the
economy, the same structural challenges, the same
alarming rise in unemployment, and the same common
difficulties arising from divergent economic trends, for
example in inflation, which are severely testing Com-
munity cohesion.
In the face of these common difficulties and develop-
ment, our fifst task, our essential task, is [o preserve
what has been achieved within the Community, and it
is a first source of satisfaction to note the degree to
which Heads of State or Government have been aware
of this aspect of the problem.
The imponance accorded in their discussions ro the
promotion of the internal market is one reflection of
this. The principal matter for consideration submitted
by the Commission to the European Council was the
Community's specific contribution to finding a way
out of the crisis: systematically seeking common meas-
' ures to combat the current difficulties and relentlessly
putting the Community dimension to use for the ben-
efit of our economies.
I do not wish to deal again in detail with the conclu-
sions reached on this point, which reaffirm the need to
take common measures and define procedures. Let me
simply remind you that the Council has accepted the
priorities which we proposed, namely the promotion
of investment, the strengthening of Community policy
on energ'y, indusry and research, and the fight against
unemployment, and has given the Commission the
mandate to submit the proposals required for the pur-
suit of these objectives.
The Commission ,has taken the internal measures
necessary to accomplish this msk which, it must be
added, is consonant with the work it has already
undenaken and the proposals it has already submitted.
I should like, if I may, to draw your attention to the
similarity of the action mken by the European Council
and that which we proposed in response to the man-
date of 30 May, and panicularly to all the programmes
cenred on what we have come to call the first chapter
of the mandate, namely the sructural policies of the
Communiry.
At this point, I must again sress how urgent it is to
complete the work under the mandate in order that
the Communiry, having found its real priorities, may
obtain with the minimum delay the instruments
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required to further its indusrial and rcchnological
development, achieve independence in energy and
complete construction of its inrernal marker. This is
what is needed for the Community to be able to make
its specific contribution to the return, in our counr.ries,
of susmined and permanent growth, and for the re-
affirmation of our indusrial presence in the world.
Both are stepping-stones to more jobs.
Of the conclusions reached at the Council, I should
like to draw particular attention to that arrived ar at our
instigation concerning school leavers entering rhe job
market for the first dme. I do so because it will require
exemplary cooperation and coordination of national
and Community measures; and because, if we succeed
in this enterprise 
- 
and we must succeed 
- 
we will
have helped, by making known our true concerns and
objectives, to bring home ro the young people of
Europe what the Community is really all about. The
large measure of interdependence of the principle
economic blocs in the world, panicularly noticeable in
the Community, which is heavily dependent on for-
eign trade, make it of special interest to us 
- 
and rhis
House has often debated the matter 
- 
to organize a
dialogue with our main trading panners, panicularly
the United States and Japan. \flith regard to the Ver-
sailles summit meeting, it is imponanr rhar the heads
of state or government should have clearly affirmed
the need to reesablish a more satisfactory climate for
international economic cooperation. In panicular, I
wish to stress [he conclusions reached on inrcres! rares,
exchange rate fluctuations, relations with Japan, the
Nonh-South dialogue, and particularly the sentence in
the conclusions which shtes that such cooperation
must be based on a common definidon of the obliga-
tions of each pany. Provided that it accepts the need
to take a firm line and derive maximum advantage
from the weight which it carries, the Commission can
defend our fundamental interests better than the
Member States acting individually and remind all irs
trading partners of the need to return to a more bal-
anced international economic system. I repeat that this
depends on our willingness to derive maximum advan-
tage from our weight, for the strength of our position
ois-d.-ais the rest of the world will be dercrmined by
our ability jointly rc define convergent objectives and
a common approach and tirelessly [o pursue the work
of integration. The example which most readily
springs to mind is the European Monetary System.
Consolidation of the EMS, the imponance of which
has been underlined by the European Council and for
which the Commission has submitted proposals with
which you are well acquainted, would increase our
chances of influencing rhe course of inrernarional
monetary affairs and gaining rhe agreement of our
major trading partners to rhe rype of organized coop-
eration which was debarcd here at rhe last pan-session.
I have nothing to add to whar Mr Manens said on the
Memorandum submitted by the Greek Governmenr,
which the Commission will examine and on which ir
will report to the Council. Neirher have I anything to
add on the discussion on the budgetary aspecm of the
mandate buq like you, Mr President, would like rc
point out that these discussions were not encouraging
but that the Commission nevertheless refuses ro accept
defeat and endorses your desire and hope that rhe
debates next week will see decisive progress made.
The European Council oI 29 and 30 March also
rcuched upon a certain number of problems regarding
political cooperation. The Commission has been
closely involved in this aspect since last Ocober and
the usefulness and effectiveness of its work was dis-
played by the recent demonstration of solidarity with
the United Kingdom in the crisis wirh the Argenrine.
On the question of Central America, the Commission
already proposed last December rhar more effective
action should be taken to seek a joinr solurion to the
economic and social problems responsible in part for
rhe serious polirical rensions in this region. It notes
with satisfaction that the European Council has
accepted the principle thar rhe Member States of the
Community should, within the limits of rheir possibili-
ties, provide increased aid to Central America. The
Commission is currently working on this aspect and
will very shonly be in a posirion to add further ele-
men6 to the proposal already made [o the Council in
December.
Vith regard to economic and political relarions wirh
the Unircd States, which this Parliament has had rhe
opponunity to debate on a number of occasions, pani-
cularly from the economic aspecr during the last part-
session, I cannot but endorse what Mr Martens has
said on the need to increase mutual understanding
through Brea[er dialogue. The Commission has
already had a number of contacts at rhe highest level
with the American authorities, both during the visit to
Brussels of Mr Haig, Mr Block and Mr Brock, and at
the Key Biscayne meeting, which was artended by three
Members of the Commission.
Thus we canno[ but applaud the European Council's
wish to see even greater consultation with our Ameri-
can friends. Need I add rhat we are convinced rhat the
European Parliament has a major role to play in rais-
ing the awareness of irs counrerpan in Vashingron
and that this Assembly can, as ir has already done in
the past, usefully help rc clear up cenain misunder-
standings which srand in rhe way of better murual
appreciation of our respective problems?
The Commission is also closely following develop-
ments in Turkey and can only suppon the conclusions
reached by the European Council following Mr
Tindemans' mission and which have been oudined by
Mr Manens. It shares wirh the European Council rhe
hope that this visit will have helped to attain rhe objec-
[ives to which it, and the Ten, arrach a fundamental
imponance.
Finally, as regards Easr-'!7'est economic relations,
including the imponant quesrion of expons credim for
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East European countries, the Commission is following
evenr with panicular attention, since the trade policy
of the Community is involved, a field in which it has
special responsibility.
To conclude, I should like to return briefly to what
Mr Martens has said on the role of the European
Council. Like Mr Martens, we attach enormous
imponance to these periodic meetings. Like him, we
consider it normal for the political leaders of our
countries to meet at regular intervals. But, like him, I
feel, we wish the Council to safeguard its principal
role as the 'think-mnk' and driving force of our Com-
munity. '!?'hat we, the Parliament and Commission,
expect of the European Council is that it should fulfil
this role; that we should feel the impetus generated by
political leaders, and that this impetus should accord
with what we ourselves desire and what, it seems to
me, we are trying to achieve together in these long
pan-sessions.
The European Council can never become a substitute
for Community decision-making bodies by taking
spectacular decisions at each of its meetings. This is a
fact which I have repeated just as you have repeated it
in your opening commenrc. !7e do not expect the
European Council to solve crises with the wave of a
magic wand but it is duty-bound openly to translate
into action the political desire of our heads of state to
see Europe make progress both within ir frontiers and
abroad, and in its relations with our trading panners.
Mr President, the most imponant achievement of this
European Council was the serious consideration given
to [he economic crisis and what Europe can do to help
resolve it. And you will forgive me if I add that it is
ac[ion and not words that is required, for it is by our
actions that we will all be judged. You reminded us
that the Council took place againsr the backcloth of
the 25th anniversary of the Treaty of Rome. Need I
say that this anniversary also brings home to us the
ground still rc be covered, all the aspirations which
have not yet been realized and all the enthusiasm we
have to rediscover and which we have perhaps to some
extent lost.
(Applause)
4. Agenda
Prcsident. 
- 
[n 1s5p6nse to enquiries, I should like to
announce that I intend to make a short statement this
afternoon, after the votint on the objections to urgent
debate, on a visit by a Parliament delegation to the
Afghan refugees in Pakistan. I prefer to make the
starcment at that time, since this will make it easier for
the Council and the Commission to respond or react,
while at the same time giving Members an opponunity
to discuss the matter, if they so wish, in the subsequent
debate on the European Council. I hope that you
agree with this procedure.
(Tbe sitting anas suspended at 12.50 p.m. and resumed at
3 P...)
5. Topical and urgent debate (objections)
President. 
- 
\(zith regard to the list of subjects to be
included on the agenda of Thursday 22 April for topi-
cal and urgent debate, the following reasoned objec-
tions have been submitted in writing in accordance
with the second paragraph of Rule a8 (2) of the Rules
of Procedure.
(The President read out tbe list of objections)t
I would remind you that the vote on these objections
will mke place without debarc.
I give the floor to Mrs Ewing, but I want to insist that
the only point she can make in this context concerns in
which place she wants her draft resolution.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, I am not asking for a
particular place, just for any place. I do that because if
this Community cannot regard the absence of discus-
sion on one of its major industries . . .
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing, the only point which was
unclear was in which place you wanted your resolu-
tion. You have clearly informed me lhat you want it in
any place. I think that is sufficient. '!7'e have to vote on
ir, whether we want to include it or not.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, as I have understood the
Rules 
- 
and I have consulted your staff 
- 
I under-
stand there is to be a vote. I funher undersand there
can be no debate following anything I say, but I fur-
ther understand this from your staff, that if I am not
able to acquaint this Parliament with the issue, how on
earth can this Parliament vote on it.
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing, under the Rules there is no
debate. A point of order concerns the procedure to be
followed. You are entitled on a point of order to
address the Assembly but a point of order can never be
on the substance of the motion. That is why I have to
take the floor from you.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, then in that case I am in
order to ask for a roll-call vote on this matter to see
who stands for fishing and who does not.
I See minutes.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, may I on a point of order
or of informarion ask rhe chair rc tell the House
whether in fact the motions proposed for debate
tomorrow were agreed to by the seven group chair-
men, of which we now find a number of group chair-
men or their groups asking to have the order totally
changed and ro have rwo modons put in first and
second above the four that were chosen.
President. 
- 
Mr Blaney, that is not a problem. A lisr is
proposed. How it comes abour is of no interest. The
Assembly can change it and rhat is what we are rrying
to vote on now.
'!7e stan rhe vote with the requesr by Mrs Ewing to
include the resolution on fishing.
I call Mr Hume.
Mr Hume. 
- 
Mr President, the net effect of this pro-
posal would mean rhar a motion for urgency which
has been before this House for several monrhs and has
been put back each month would be put back yet
again. It is a motion of panicular urgency given what
is going on in the streets of Nothern Ireland at the
present time arising out of the use . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Hume, we can have no discussion.
'!7e 
shall proceed to the vorc. Ir is quite clear what is in
the resolutions. Every individual Member is quirc cap-
able of reading them and knowing what the impon-
ance of his vote is and we cannol have any explana-
tions. I now suggesr we proceed to the vote.
( Par li am e n t ac cep t e d M rs Eut i ng's o bj e ct i on )1
This motion will be included as rhe lasr item on the
I ist.
6. Statement by tbe President
President. 
- 
I must now draw ro your artenrion a
recen! evenr, the seriousness of which I shall leave the'
House to determine.
Following Parliament's decision ro send a delegation
on a fact-finding mission ro Pakisran, we have twice
met with a refusal from the Pakistan authorities. There
was a meeting in Luxembourg on 5 April between Mr
Haqqani, from the Pakisani embassy in Brussels, and
Mr Srahlschmidt, one of our officials, to discuss the
fact-finding mission which was to be carried out by
Mr Isra€|, Lord Bethell and Mr Ripa di Meana. I
quote now the minures of this conversation:
Mr Haqqani wished ro convey to the President of
the European Parliament his government's view
concerning the proposed mission.
His governmenr felr rhar at this dme such a mis-
sion could not serve any useful purpose and would
probably nor succeed in fulfilling its twin objec-
tives of meeting leaders of the Afghan resistance
movemenr and obtaining firsthand information on
the refugee situation in rhe area.
The reasons for this view of the Pakistan auth-
orities were, in essence, (a) that the Afghan resist-
ance leaders were not based in nonhern Pakistan
and (b) that leaders of the refugee community had
reservations abour meeting rhe delegation.
Expanding on this second poinr, Mr Haqqani said
more specifically that some of the refugee leaders
were concerned at rhe possibiliry of disturbing
their close links with the Moslem and Arab world
by agreeing to.meer Mr Israel, in view of his
prominent position in rhe Universal Jewish Alli-
ance and his known views on rhe siruation in the
Middle East.
It is clear thar upon receiving this informarion I have
done my utmos[ to get further confirmation because I
could not believe my eyes. I have made use of the ser-
vices of the Council of Ministers and rhanks to rhe
good offices of the Belgian Government a few days
ago w'e received rhe following relex from Islamabad:
Belgian embassy in Islamabad reporr.s thar the
European Parliamenr delegation, comprising Mr
Isra€I, rapponeur on the situation in Afghanistan
for the Polirical Affairs Commirtee, accompanied
by Mr Ripa die Meana and Lord Berhell, will nor
- 
repeat, be admirted to Pakisan if it
includes Mr Isra€1.
According ro rhe same sources, the schedule for
. 
the proposed visit will nor be finalized until the
Pakistan foreign minisrry has been given assur-
ances thar rhe delegation will not include Mr
Isradl.
In view of the seriousness of rhe circumstances srem-
ming from rhis attitude and its direcr repercussions on
the European Parliament's freedom to exercise its sov-
ereign righrc, especially with regard to the democratic
inspection of rhe use of aid sent for humanitarian rea-
sons to a third counrry, I was anxious to inform the
House without delay abour this blatant discrimination
which the Pakismni Governmen! seeks so apply with
regard to a Member of rhe European Parliament . . .
(Appkuse)
. . . on the grounds of his political views andlor reli-
gious and philosophical beliefs.I Objections (continuadon): see minurcs.
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In view of the opinions which Parliament has long
held, I must express on behalf of the House its indig-
nadon at this blamnt and unprecedented discrimina-
tion in international relations.
(Apphuse)
The delegation will, of course, not be going to
Pakismn.
I would ask the President-in-Office of the Council to
convey Parliament's strong protest to the Council and
thereby, I hope, to the Pakistani Government. I would
also ask him to raise the matter with the Council so
that the necessary steps may be uken.
I call the Council.
Mr Tindemans, hesident-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen' the inci-
dent which the President has just described is indeed
panicularly serious. The Foreign Affairs Ministers of
the Ten have not yet discussed it 
- 
as you will have
understood 
- 
and cannot therefore adopt a joint
position. But in view of the seriousness of the matter I
will speak on my own account and as Belgian Minister
for Foreign Affairs and express my complete agree-
ment with what the President of the European Parlia-
ment has just said. I will for my part inform my fellow
ministers of the incident as soon as possible so that we
can make a joint protest.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Davignon, Vce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) Among all the tricky problems we have to coPe
with, Mr President, the most intolerable are those
which are based on discrimination against the ideas
and beliefs of those who have a job rc do. In the cir-
cumstances, I endorse Parliament's view on behalf of
the Commission and the House may rest assured that
this stance will be supported by the Commissibn when
the matter is under discussion at Council or political
cooPeration meetings.
President. 
- 
I announced this morning that Member's
views on this matter should be voiced during the
debarc on the European Council.
7. Falhhnd Isknds
President. 
- 
The next item is the Council statement
on the Falkland Islands. I call the Council.
Mr Tindcmans, hesideil-in-Offce of the Co*ncil. 
-(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentleman, the situa-
don resulting from the invasion of the Falkland Islands
by Argentina on April 2 is a cause for great concern
among the whole international community. The Ten
have demonstrated their solidarity quickly and exten-
sively with a unity which, in view of the principles at
stake, must be emphasized. On April 2, the actual day
of the invasion, the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of
the Ten condemned the Argentine military action on
the Falkland Islands and made an urgent appeal to the
Argentine government to withdraw its trooPs
immediately and comply with the Security Council's
call to desist from force and continue to seek a
diplomatic soludon. The Ten made their statement
before the Security Council adopted Resolution 502
on 3 April. This resolution calls for an immediate end
to hostilities and the immediate withdrawal of all
Argentine forces from the Falklands and for the
Argentine and British governments to seek a diplo-
matic solution to their dispute and to respect the aims
and principles of the United Nations Chaner. The
Communiry Member States on the Security Council of
course voted for Resolution 502 and condemned the
flagrant violation of international law. These Member
States were the United Kingdom, France and Ireland.
The Ten's first reaction has clearly shown that the
Community is not prepared merely to accept a fait
accompli. After Argentina had ignored the Securiry
Council resolution and rejected the statement by the
Ten, the statement. of 10 April 1982 reaffirmed and
clarified the Ten's position as announced on 2 April by
indicating that the Ten attach the greatest imponance
to effecrive and immediate implementation of Securiry
Council Resolution 502 in its entirery i.e. an end to
hostilities, immediate withdrawal of all Argentine
roops from the islands and a call for the Argentine
and United Kingdom governmenr to seek a diplo-
matic solution. In the same statement the Ten
announced that, in addition to a complerc embargo on
the expon of arms and milicary equipment to Argen-
tina, they would take measures to ban all impons from
Argentina into the Communiry in accordance with the
relevant provisions in the Community Treaties. The
speed of this reaction and the scope of the measures
taken against Argentina shows that the Member States
of the Community are able 
- 
in spite of the doubts
which have been expressed 
- 
to adopt the principle of
Community solidariry and present a united front in the
face of action against an area with which the Com-
munity has special ties.
In order to implement the political decision to ban
imports from Argentina, the Member States consulted
one another pursuant to Anicle 224 of the EEC
Treary and following the measures already taken by
the Unircd Kingdom on 7th April. In the context of
these consultations it proved imponant to take urgent
and uniform measures. The Member States therefore
had recourse to a Council Regulation Pursuant to
Anicle 113 of the EEC Treaty and to a decision of the
representatives of the governmenr of the Member
States of the European Coal and Steel Communiry in
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order to suspend the impons of all EEC and ECSC
products from Argentina, which were ro be brought
into free circularion in the Communiry, from l5April
ro 17 May.
They also decided however that, before rhe date on
which these measures were due to end, they would
again examine the situation and decide whether it was
appropriate to extend, amend or perhaps revoke the
measures. Transitional measures provided that rhe
import ban would not apply to impon documenrs
abeady issued, ro conrrac$ concluded before the ban
came into force or to goods already in course of ship-
ment to the Community on 15 April. These rransi-
tional measures did not however apply rc impons inro
the Unircd Kingdom of products covered by the res-
trictive measures taken by the United Kingdom
Bovernment on 7 April.
From the very beginning of the crisis the Ten made ir
clear that their reacrion should not only be seen in a
Community context and that, since the armed action
by Argentine troops had caused grear concern
throughout the international communiry, rhe interna-
tional community should be involved in the resolution
of the crisis through the United Narions and ourcide
that organization. The Ten have rherefore addressed
an appeal ro other governmenrc [o supporr their deci-
sion so that Security Council Resolution 502 can be
implemenrcd in its entirery as soon as possible.
The attitude of the Ten was again clearly confirmed ar
the informal meeting of the Foreign Affairs Ministers
of the Ten which took place yesterday, 20 April. The
conclusions of this meering yesterday were rhar [he
Ten (l) confirmed their toal solidarity wirh the
United Kingdom, (2) called for full implemenration of
Security Council Resolution 502, (3) expressed com-
plete approval for the efforu by the American Secre-
tary of State, Alexander Haig, ro obrain a peaceful
solution and (4) supponed funher effons by Alexan-
der Haig.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the solidarity of
the Ten in rhis matter cannor be in any doubt. During
this crisis cooperarion between Community insritu-
tions has been panicularly good. The press release of
the President of rhe European Parliament of 9 April
also reflects this spirit of total cooperarion. I am con-
vinced rhar rhis spirit will also become apparenr in
your debarc on this marrer.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call rhe Commission.
Mr Davignon, Vce-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, in what is
essentially a polirical debate rhe Commission has asked
to speak because it considers it pan of its r6le to adopt
a clear position on any evenr affecting one of the
Member Srares, and this is why it collectively adopted
the following stance on 6 April.
The Commission of the European Communities con-
demns the Argenrine's armed intervention in a British
territory associared with the Communiry, in violation
of international law and the rights of rhe Falkland
Islanders. The Commission affirms its solidarity with
the United Kingdom Governmenr.
At the subsequent polidcal cooperarion meerings
which it has attended the Commission has, as pointed
out by the Presidenr of the Council, found that the
Member States are unanimously resolved to implement
the Security Council Resolution and take the neces-
sary measures to this effect.
Since it was a question of trade measures were
involved, the Commission had !o assume the special
responsibility conferred upon ir by the Treary of
ensuring rhat Community powers are respected an
guaranteeing the effectiveness of any Community
measures taken.
The Commission has discharged this dual responsibil-
iry by submitting various proposals to rhe Council to
allow the trade measures, whether relating to industry
or agriculture, ro be taken, and by joining in the deci-
sion on ECSC producrs. Ir felr it essenrial that once
political consulmrions had taken place the measures be
based on Community law and Anicle 113, since rhis is
the only guaranree thar the measures will be applied in
the same spirit of solidarity in which they were con-
ceived, past experience with Iran having shown how
ineffective it is to take unilateral measures which at the
outset are supposedly uniform in intent bur ulrimately
reveal a wide disparity of approach. There can be no
solidarity wirhout consistency in the implementarion
of the measures decided ar Community level.
These various measures were thus taken in liaison with
the Presidenry.
!7ith regard to cenain sraremenrs publicized in Latin-
American counrries, where the people have been
misled into believing thar the steps taken by the Com-
munity are nothinB orher rhan prorectionist measures
designed to prorecr the European market from Argen-
tine impons, the Commission has and will conrinue ro
point out in rhe clearesr manner that rhe Community is
ac[ing in accordance with a legal decision taken by the
Security Council ro counreracr the military interven-
rion which took place ar the beginning of April.
I believe that this is a fundamental point which must be
rePea[ed.
In the eyes of rhe Commisbion, rherefore, rhese latest
developmenr have demonsrrared rhat the Community
is indispensable for the countries of Europe and rhat
lhere can be no substitute for the efficienr operarion of
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the Institutions if the Community is to act effectively
and in unison.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Veil on a point of order.
Mrs Veil. 
- 
(FR) Vhat I wanr to say is that earlier a
number of Members wished to raise points of order
and were not given the floor after the extremely
imponant statement by the President concerning the
letter recived from the Pakistan foreign ministry. In
my view this is a matter of tremendous imponance and
those who wanted to speak should have been able to
without getting mixed up in the debate on the Euro-
pean Council, even if they had no opponunity to put
their names down.
I think they should be allowed to speak, at least on a
poinr of order. Let me add that I am surprised rhat in
his statement the President should mention discrimina-
tion on religious, philosophical or political grounds,
since we have to be quite blunt in saying that this is
racialist discrimination. '!7e devote time to attacking
racialism in South Africa and when it affects people far
removed from ourselves. Here one of our colleagues is
directly affected by racialist discrimination, so let's be
bold enough to say so and to do somethingl
(Appkuse)
Presidcnt. 
- 
If I follow the drift of what you are
saying, Mrs Veil, you want a separate debate on this
matter.
Mrs VciI. 
- 
(FR) Precisely, Mr President.
President. 
- 
\7ell then, let me put it to the House that
in view of the imponance of this matter we have a
special debate on it today. \fle could, for example,
shonen Question Time by three quaners of an hour
and hold the debate between 7 ard 7.45 this evening.
I call Mr Fergusson.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Mr President, this seems [o me an
imponant matter and a matter of urgency, and I do
not see why the House should not decide to have an
urgen[ debate tomorrow on this vital thing. Surely it is
precisely what the urgent motions are for? I do think,
despite its imponance, we should regard Question
Time as sacred.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Fergusson, I cannot propose to
include it as an urgent debate tomorrow, because we
have just decided on the urgent debate and the order
of priority in that debate tomorrow. I think the matter
is 
- 
I agree fully with Mrs Veil 
- 
extremely impor-
tant. I was looking for a way of debating the matter in
the presence of the Council, which is also not a possi-
biliry tomorrow morning, and that is why I have made
this proposal. I hope you can accept it.
I call Mr Cottrell.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
In order that the House may show due
flexibility, would it not be possible to extend our sit-
ting this evening beyond 8.30 p.m. in order ro accom-
modate the point made quite rightly by Mrs Veil?
President. 
- 
Mr Cottrell, I have with difficulry
reached an agreement with the staff to go on until
8.30 p.m., so it would be really a Breat demand to con-
tinue after 8.30 p.m., because then we should have to
include a break because of the duration of working
hours and that would make it late.
I call Mr Prag.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Mry I point out, Mr President, with the
greatesr respect that it is only because you made the
announcement after you had dealt with the urgent
motions that we are unable to include it in the urgent
debarcs. Therefore I suggest you should be flexible
enough to come back on the decision that was made,
because we could not have taken any other decision,
given the order of business that you determined.
President. 
- 
Mr Prag, the problem remains that the
Council will not be there tomorrow and cannot pani-
cipate in the debate.
I call Mr Beyer de Ryke.
Mr Beyer de Ryke. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, while I do
appreciate the views of our British colleagues who are
anxious to maintain the tradition of Question Time, I
also think that when another uadition, the tradition of
blerance and decency, is mocked as it has been by this
Pakistani decision, Question Time can for once be
upset. . .
(Applause)
. . . and if you ask me, this Parliament is entitled rc
change as it wishes, on this occasion, this radition so
that we can show our respect for a nobler and more
imponant tradition which reflects the essence of our
civilization.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
M"y I propose that the debate be held
from 7 p.m. until 7.45 p.m.? In the meantime we will
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see with the Staff Committee whether it is possible to
continue after 8.30 p.m., for a funher 45 minutes. I
think, in view of the preparation of the debate, thar we
must decide now on this specific debarc between
7 p.m. and 7.45 p.m. and you will get funher informa-
tion on the rest.
(Parliament adopted the proposal)
'S7e can now resume the debate.
I call Sir Henry Plumb.
Sir Hcnry Plumb. 
- 
Mr President, following the
statements by the President-in-Office of the Council
and by the Commission on this extremely grave and
imponant issue, may I first of all pay a very brief
tribute to the work of l,ord Carringron as Foreign
Secretary.
(Appkasefrom the European Democratic Group)
Over and above his major achievements in political
cooperation, he made a particular impact in this
House during the British Presidenry and he c/as anx-
ious to increase the influence of Parliament rhrough
the political colloquies and through Question Time.
He was one of the finest Bridsh foreign secretaries of
the post-war years and I am sure that colleagues here
or at least the majority of them, join with me in hop-
ing that he will be able to continue rc contriburc to the
development of Europe in the future.
(Apphuse from the European Democratic Group)
Mr President, in the joint amendment which my group
supports and which representatives of the majority of
this House support, I believe that this Parliament has
an opportunity rc follow the other Community institu-
tions in an outright condemnation of the invasion of
the Falkland Islands by Argentina. Of course in pre-
paration of this panicular text we wanted a text which
could have been signed by all groups in the House but,
as you may know, from the Socialist Group and from
Lady Castle in panicular, there were difficulties in
integrating certain aspects of the Socialist text. Para-
graph 5 of that parricular rcxr was nor accepmble to
the other groups. It tried to place the aggressor,
Argentina, and Brirain on an equal foodng which can-
not be right at rhis panicular juncture.
Nevertheless, the Argentinians cannot gain any com-
fon from this minor difference. Every quaner of rhis
House must agree on an outright condemnation of the
invasion of the Falkland Islands.
And so, Mr President, the invasion and rhe response
to it will cenainly prove ro have been remarkable
even6. The invasion itself was ourrageous because it
took place while negotiations y/ere conrinuing
between rhe United Kingdom and Argentina over rhe
Falklands and because such an invasion ran counrer to
international law and the Chaner of the United
Nations.
The response, Mr President, to this invasion has been
no less remarkable. In Europe panicularly we have
seen a response which has shown Europe's institutions
capable of exercising the kind of srength and the kind
of unity and immediary which many had thought
impossible.
Only a few weeks ago the Community celebrated its
25th anniversary. Commentators on that event
depicted a Community which was gloomy and
depressed, incapable of reaching decisions. Could we
have seen a clearer refutadon of that than during the
Falklands crisis?
Mr President, it is not for us to go over the basis of
British sovereignty here, nor to recount the 150 years
of history during which the Falkland Islanders have
enjoyed uninterrupted occupation of the Falkland
Islands. It is enough to say that negotiations over the
Falkland Islands have taken place over the last
20 years and that even in February of this year it
seemed as though the Argentinian claim to the islands
could be resolved amicably and without recourse to
military intervention.
The Argentine government was fully aware of Britain's
position, as it has been for a long time: total firmness
on the right of the islanders to determine their own
future, but willingness to deal with the Falkland prob-
lem by means of negotiation.
So, we say: why chen did they invade? The only con-
clusion one can come to is that in view of the appalling
economic position of their country and the desperate
effect of military rule on human rights of their people,
a diversion was necessary. That diversion was pro-
vided by I 800 Falkland Islanders who have lived
peaceably for over a century next to their larger neigh-
bour, Argentina. Ve have to hope for the benefit of
the people of Argentina that their patriotic fervour
over this issue does not last. The combination of
economic sanctions and other forms of international
pressure will soon begin to rcll upon their economy,
their jobs and their quality of life. As I say, it is not for
us now to go into all the history of this panicular dis-
pute. The important matter for us is the examination
of the Community's role in some of the broader issues
which surround that.
Members will have noticed that in the text tabled by
members of my group, we recognize rhe sacrifices
which have been made by some Member States to en-
able the Community to take such forceful acrion so
early on.
And I would like, Mr President, to reirerare rhar
recognition here. In particular, one of the industries
which will be affected is the footwear industry which
receives hides from Argentina. One Member Surc had
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resenations about the legal basis on which the Com-
munity should act. Should there be Community action
under Anicle 113 or should there be joint action by
the Member States? In the end Community action was
taken and it enabled a ban on Argentinian impons to
be put into effect from 16 April.
Joint national measures would have taken much longer
and they would have been difficult to coordinate. And
so it is clear thar the Community has taken a political
srcp of great significance and imponance.
But then this was the first invasion of Communrty ter-
ritory or associated territory since the Treaty was first
signed. Ve should not throw up our arms in amaze-
ment at what the Community has achieved in this
particular case. Of course, there are plenry of instances
where we would have liked to see the Community act
as quickly and as forcefully as this in response to
events elsewhere in the world, but that does not mean
rhat Community solidarity is not a fact. Community
solidarity is the backbone of membership and it is the
reason why we find ourselves pressing for more action
and more immediacy in Community affairs.
The response to the invasion of the Falkland Islands
has shown to Britain what was shown in a different
way to the original six during the 1960s: the Com-
munity can be oumtandingly successful. It can provide
a political and economic context for decision-making
which is unequalled anywhere else in the world. For
this reason, Briuin will be consulting her partners in
Europe as closely as possible throughout this pani-
cular crisis. In this uray a common position and an
effective action will be maintained until a settlement is
reached.
Now, Mr President, there are some in Britain and in
other Community countries who have questioned the
role of the United States in this affair. People have
asked why did the United States not join in with
Europe in condemning this aggression and taking
appropriate measures against Argentina. I would pre-
fer to ask where else would Britain and Argentina have
found an appropriate mediator at a time when nego-
tiation was so imponant and yet so difficult. Ve must
maintain the hope that the Haig mission will be suc-
cessful. There is no other obvious route towards the
peaceful solution for which we are all so anxious.
As to the nature of the negotiating position which
either of the two main panies should take up, I would
just say this in conclusion: it is not for us to dictate
terms to either side. The Argentines are already in
breach of a mandatory resolution of the United
Nations. As for the British position, it has been made
perfectly clear in the House of Commons and else-
where that this dispute is more than an awkward trifle
and a legacy of empire. It is about the international
rule of law and the right of small nations to live in
peace next door to larger neighbours. If the Argentini-
ans were seen to benefit as a result of their military
aggression then the world would be even less safe than
it is now. The use of force must not. be seen to pay.
Above all, the Falkland Islanders have a right to have
their voice heard in all this. It is not significant that
there are only I 800 of chem and that they live
8 000 miles away. The principle would be the same
whether they were l8 000 or 180 000 miles away. The
Community's action has shown that numbers and dis-
tances do not count. when it comes to the defence of
basic principles, and that is something which the Bri-
tish people should not forget. So let us hope thar the
value of the Community solidarity has been proven
once and for all, and I hope all in this House will sup-
pon the motion that is before the House in the name
of the Liberal and Democratic Group, the Group of
the European People's Pany (Christian-Democratic
Group) and my own group, the European Democrats.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Habsburg.
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, in a tense and
dangerous international situation, two things are
necessary: a clear and unequivocal stance on the part
of those who wish to maintain peace without giving
the aggressor a free hand, and solidarity on the pan of
free and democratic nations. This is a precept for sur-
vival, especially since Afghanistan and Poland.
Today, u/e are confronted with the events occurring in
the South Atlantic, in the Falkland Islands and South
Georgia. In the past few days and weeks, the Euro-
pean Communities have had to adopt a position. '!7e,
the representatives of the people of Europe, must now
for our part express the will and feelings of the Euro-
peans. Our first task is to express our clear condemna-
don of this aggression 
- 
reminiscent of Hitler and
Snlin 
- 
against a European nation. Europe cannot
and must not allow faits accomplis to be created by
brute force as solutions to territorial or political prob-
lems according rc the law of the jungle and allow such
action to be declared legitimate in an unscrupulous
misrepresentation of the facts. \7e must recognize
only what is achieved by way of free and peaceful
negotiations. Ve must also practice European solidar-
ity in a way which can be seen by all.
Ve are a family in which one must, stand by all must
stand by one. Vhat the United Kingdom faces today
can happen to any of us tomorrow. 'We should not
now deal with all sons of genuine or alleged unjust
situations from hisrcry. Ve are confronted by what is
happening here and now, and therefore it would be an
unforgivable error even to appear to place the aggres-
sor and his victim on a par.
The best form of protection for the weak and peace-
loving is international law. In this century, it has been
dangerously weakened. The clear concepts of justice
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and injustice are pushed aside by political opporrun-
ism. !7e have got to remain consistent because it is a
question of restoring the concept of legirimacy and
legality in international life. Finally, we musr realize,
in the light of the events, that rhe tradition of the
atgressors of the period leading us into the Second
\7orld Var has not died our. Dicarorships fearful of
their own downfall, which, for lack of a legal alrcrna-
tive, is tantamount. to personal extermination, tend rc
throw all resraint rc the wind as a lasr reson and
make an attack on weaker neighbours. If we bow to
the dictator in the case of the Falkland Islands, the
poliry of aggression will continue whilsr our moral
position and credibiliry are undermined.
I represent here a European narion which, in spirc of
the greatness of its past, has gone through a dark and
bloody period in this century. Ve know what it means
to live under a tyrant who commits terrible crimes in
the name of his people. I would therefore ask everyone
in this painful hour of Argentine history nor to confuse
the Argentine people with irs dicraror. Galtieri is not
Argentina. Vhilst firmly condemning aggression, we
mus[ express the hope that Argentina will soon return
to its true democratic tradition. It is precisely because
we love and respect rhe Argentine people rhat we musr
be unyielding in our opposition to the dictator,
because any surrender of fundamental principles, as
the hismry of Hitler has shown, will suengrhen the
hand of the dictator both at home and abroad and
increase the danger to world peace
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, the last thing I would
wish rc do would be to turn this imponant debate into
a squabble between the British Conservatives and Bri-
tish Socialisrc. I welcome, as does the Socialisr Group,
the wide area of agreement which I think is felr
throughout this House on the need to enforce rwo
basic principles essential to world peace; first, rhat
unprovoked aggression mus[ be condemned from
whatever quarter it may come, and secondly, rhat dis-
putes must be settled by peaceful means.
But I cannot allow to go unanswered the calumny
which Sir Henry Plumb has just launched againsr me. I
am afraid that once again Sir Henry is our of dare,
even though I was mlking to him only at lunchrime
today, abour the possibility, even ar rhe elevenrh hour,
of our producing one joint resolution or a[ any ra[e
one joint amendment on this imponant marter reflect-
ing these two vial principles and concentraring the
attention of this House upon them.
I explained rc him thar, far from the Socialist Group
having wanrcd to go its own irrarional way, I had
spent hours today 
- 
I was excluded from the discus-
sions yesterday 
- 
with the Liberals, wirh the Euro-
pean Democrats, the Christian Democrars, the Italian
Communists and others trying to thrash out a common
text. And I have news for Sir Henry: '!7e have a com-
mon text 
- 
all except for one paragraph. The Socialist
Group also has mbled an amendment to the [hree
resolutions that were before us yesterday. Our amend-
ment is exactly parallel with the joint amendmenr
because, after all, a lot of it reflects the wording which
we wanted. I am glad to say rhar the joint lexr srreng-
thens the reference to UN Resolution 502. I am glad
to say also that the joint resolution has adopted the
words of the Socialist resolution condemning unres-
ervedly the invasion of the Falklands Islands. So we
put a bit of meat into the joint amendmenr which Sir
Henry said has now been mbled. But what is the dif-
ference between us? And I ask the House ro mediate
upon this. In the end, just the European Democrats
could not accept our paragraph 5, which we felr was
vitally important. May I read it to rhe House:
Believes that the withdrawal of all its forces by rhe
Argentine Government in compliance with UN
Resolution 502 and the halting of Unired King-
dom naval operations would enable a peaceful
solution to be reached.
Can anybody in this House disagree with that? And
how dare Mr Habsburg, who was at the talks and gave
a clear indication thar he would accept that phrase,
now say the Socialist Group is trying ro put the
aggressor and the Unircd Kingdom Governmenr on a
parallel ?
No, what vre are trying to say in rhe Socialisr Group is
this. Ve accept that rhe background ro the Falklands
crisis is complicated 
- 
long negotiations have gone on
between successive British governments and the
Argentine over it, no doubt long negoriations will go
on again in the future 
- 
but what marr.ers at rhis srage
is that the Argentine Governmenr should be raught
that dictators who embark on military adventures in
order to disract attention from the miseries and tyran-
nies they have inflicted on their own people cannot
expect [o have their faces saved at the expense of the
inrcrnational rule of law.
(Applause)
That is the staning-point of our resolution, and I
would remind rhis House that the starting-point of this
debate 
- 
I thought y/e were all agreed on this 
- 
is
United Nations Resolution 502, passed by the Secur-
ity Council on I April.
But you know, Mr President, some people do nor
seem to know what is contained in Resolution 502.
Yes, I am glad to say, ir demands the immediarc with-
drawal of all Argentine forces from the Falklands. But
it also demands an immediate cessarion of hosriliries,
and it calls on the governmenrs of Argentina and rhe
United Kingdom to seek a diplomatic solution to rheir
differences in keeping with the Chaner of the UN.
And it is no good being selective about United Nations
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resolutions 
- 
if we quote them, then we quorc all of
them.
Now it is heanening that this resoludon was not
vetoed in rhe UN Security Council and that support
for its principles has come not merely from the Com-
munity but from a wide area of the globe. I believe we
are united in this Assembly in demanding unreservedly
- 
Socialist words, may I remind you 
- 
that the
Argentine forces must be withdrawn. But we must also
demand that a peaceful solution to this dispute must be
found. And you know, if there were to be a war over
this issue, it would not merely be a ragedy but an
absurdity. It is not a question of Britain, as a former
colonial power, hanging onto a small outpost of
empire 8 000 miles away at any cost. Every serious
newspaper in Britain, including The Times, which I
have not got time [o quote, has recognized that Britain
must adapt imelf to changing circumstances and that
the whole question which we should be discussing
today is how the Argentine threat can be removed
without recourse to war.
It is here that the economic steps taken by the Com-
munity are so imponant 
- 
the embargo on impons
and the ban on arms exports to Argentina. \7e agree
that these have been invaluable. 'We want them
extended for as long as necessary to ensure Argen-
tina's compliance with Resolution 502. !7e warmly
welcome the 5ther demonstrations of political and
economic solidarity from all over the globe 
- 
from
Norway, Australia, New Zealand and Canada, among
orhers. And there is no doubt either that we appreciate
the effons of Mr Haig, though we do point our that
the United Smtes could stop the Argentine in its track
by the economic sanctions it could impose. \7hat we
believe in the Socialist Group is that it is economic,
not military, pressure that we need in this situation if
we are to get a solution by peaceful means.
I ask Mr Haagerup, who said that the words of para-
graph 6 that I have read out were acceptable to him,
what is his objection now? I ask Mr Habsburg how he
can say this is to equarc rhe aggressor and the defend-
an[. Because we surely all know that part of a peaceful
solution will be thar when the Argentine forces are
withdrawn British naval opera[ions will stop, and to
hesitate to endorse that is, I think, rc do more harm
rc the British cause than anything else.
So I say that as long as the Conservatives and others
quibble at the wording of paragraph 5, we cannot take
their emphasis about a peaceful solution very seriously.
Nor can we take their concern for the rights of the
Falklanders very seriously when their concern for
human rights is as selective as it has been shown to be
this afternoon.
(Apphuse)
If it is wrong, as it is v/ront, to hand the Falklanders
over to 
- 
and I quote The Times 
- 
'a singularly bru-
ml, military dictatorship,' it is equally wrong to hand
other people over [o it too. Yet on numerous occasions
in this Parliament, when we in the Socialist Group,
often with the suppon of the CDUs, have tabled
motions condemning violations of human rights in the
Argentine, other people have dragged their feet 
-notably the Conservatives 
- 
on our motion in July
1980. '!7e have seen another example of this this after-
noon, when the right wing of this Parliament united to
push out of the list of urgent motions the most urgent
of all 
- 
those dealing with the violation of human
righm in South Africa . . .
(Applause)
. . . and the menace of the plastic bullet to children's
lives.
Ve do not wish to have a selective morality. '!7e stand
united behind our comprehensive one.
(Applause).
IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Moreland on a point of order.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, I do not think I am
normally known for my poinrc of order, but as a point
of clarification was that last speech on behalf of the
Socialist Group?
(Cries of 'Yes')
President. 
- 
Several motions have been tabled. Mrs
Castle has just spoken on one of them and she was
speaking on behalf of the Socialist Group.
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Casde. 
- 
On a point of order, Mr President. I
was speaking on our amendment to the three joint
resolutions which we have tabled, just as other groups
have mbled an amendment to the three resolutions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Galland.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, it is not my inten-
tion to involve myself in an internal British debate on
the Falkland Islands. I simply wish rc remind our col-
leagues that two years ago I was one of the first to
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sand up to show European solidarity with the Unired
Kingdom by tabling a modon for a resolution on your
conribution to the Community budget, arguing that
the other countries should be able to undersrand your
position and show solidariry. Today, I felr it necessary,
for the purpose of solidariry, that someone other rhan
the British should table a motion for a resolurion, and
my Group supponed the motion in order to demon-
strarc the solidarity of the whole Community in this
matter.
In the intervening period, as you well know, I have
not been sparing in my criticism of the poliry pursued
by your country, panicularly within rhe Community.
And I wish us to learn a lesson from this experience,
namely that European solidariry cannor be .one-way.
Vhenever we consider that you are in need of solidar-
iry, we will show such solidarity, and this is what we
are doing today. !flhat I would wish is that when you
are asked for solidariry in other fields 
- 
and you are
well aware of whar I am driving ar 
- 
you roo should
show such solidarity.
The reason for our tabling this motion for a resoludon
on the Falklands is simple: we feel that the attirude of
the Argentine is unjustifiable under international law,
that in this dangerous second half of the twentieth
century we must defend peace by any means, and thar
the use of armed force must be condemned with the
utmost vigour.
That is why we have condemned the atdtude of the
Argentine, suppon the UN Resolution and stand in
solidarity with the United Kingdom. And, in our view,
this European resolve, this solidariry we are demon-
strating in your favour, is the most useful measure we
could take collectively to stave off the as yet porenrial
risk of war. The purpose behind our move is to exen
pressure on the Argentine, back all the current initia-
tives for a peaceful settlement and endeavour to show
that in the European Communiry solidarity is not an
empty word, that solidarity can be found when the
occasion requires, and that it can be effective.
I will conclude by saying once again: remember that at
this time of crisis your friends have stood beside you ! I
hope that when we find occasion to need your solidar-
ity we will not seek it in vain and be faced with an
excessive show of nationalism.
(Appkasefrom the ight)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Lomas. 
- 
Mr President, we are in a very serious
situation. The Argendnian troops are srill in occupa-
tion on the Falkland Islands and the Brirish fleet is
drawing nearer as each hour toes by, with the possi-
bility of an appallingly bloody conflict. So our main
task today is, I think, rc add our voice to those who
are urging a peaceful rather [han a milimry solution to
the conflict. This is why we fully suppon United
Nations Resolurion 502, which referred rc borh
Argentina and the UK not using, or threatening to
use, force. It really is unthinkable in rhis age of nuclear
and other weapons of mass destruction that anyone
should be talking about a military soludon. So I
believe, and I say this emphatically, rhar the British
fleet should be stopped now before it is too late and
that we should call on all countries seeking a peaceful
solution to apply stringent economic and financial
sanctions.
Now it is all very well to go on as some Brirish news-
papers, I regret to say, have gone on about'giving the
Argies a bloody nose', about'recapturing our islands',
and all the other jingoistic and neo-colonialist rant-
ings. The simple ruth is this, that if we do not avoid
this conflict . . . Do you want me to give way?
Mr R. Jackson. 
- 
To follow his advice would be, as
Aneurin Bevan said, to go naked into the conference
chamber.
Mr Lomas. 
- 
The simple ruth is that, wharever
Aneurin Bevan or anybody else said, if we do not
avoid the conflict, then people will be killed and peo-
ple will be maimed, and I tell you now that rhe attitude
in some quaners of Britain today will change rapidly
as soon as the first coffins are unloaded from British
ships going back rc the British Isles: any mood of
flag-waving andjingoism will end pretty quickly then.
And what will happen if we do reoccupy the islands?
Are we going to keep a massive military presence per-
manently in the South Atlantic? Of course not, it is a
piece of absolute nonsense. There has got to be a
negotiated settlement.
I am bound ro say, Mr Presidenr, rhar the British
Government bears a heavy responsibility for the pres-
cnt situation. Up to a few months ago, it was selling
arms to the fascist governmenr in Argentina: it was
selling arms when rhey knew very well that the fascisrs
were using them against rheir own people and were
also planning an invasion of rhe Falkland Islands, for
which the British Governmenr was totally unprepared.
\7hile there were the ritual sacrifices of sacking three
ministers 
- 
or resignarions, if you like 
- 
the remain-
ing ministers and panicularly rhe Prime Minister still
have a lot to answer for. It is a bit lare in the day to
discover now rhar the Argentinian fascists are nor very
nice people.
Finally, Mr Presidenr, one point about the future of
the people of the Falkland Islands. Of course rhey
must be given the righr to self-derermination, to deter-
mine their furure. Anything else would smack of
colonialism. But at the same time they cannot expect
other countries to say that wharcver they want 
-
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financial or military 
- 
will be met. That is nonsense.
So we have to try to reach a settlement, whether we
like it or not, with all the panies involved in this con-
flict 
- 
perhaps with the help of rhe United Narions,
because the alternatives are really too awful ro con-
template.
So I say finally to Argentina: Get your troops off
those islands now. To the British Government: Stop
the fleet now and let us get round the table again for a
peaceful rather than a military solution to this prob-
leml
(Appkusefrom the lefi)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr Penders. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, just a few com-
ments on this tragic affair. My group still hopes for a
peaceful solution. lVar is by nature absurd, and pani-
cularly so over this matter, and I wish to dissociate
myself complercly from those who say that the honour
of the Bridsh Navy demands that there should at least
be some skirmishes. I want a peaceful solution and I
am therefore grateful for the effons of the American
Secretary of State Mr Haig. In recent times we have
often criticized the United States, and I therefore
make these positive comments with all the more plea-
sure. The world has cenainly got smaller. This sort of
conflict is fundamentally wrong if only of the chilling
thought that, during the confusion, others may seize
the opponunity to take acdon somewhere else.
It is good that the joint motion tabled by various
groups begins with an unqualified condemnation of
the Argentine aggression. This is and remains the most
imponant point. It is absolutely unacceptable that the
principle of the peaceful settlement of differences, i.e.
without using or threatening to use force, should be
abandoned. There are too many areas of conflict in
the world today and, silent acceptance of the Argen-
tine aggression would mean that presentint the inter-
national community with a fait accompli would
become a general rule of international law and inter-
national relations. This naturally cannot be allowed.
It is right that the morion srares rhar the wishes of the
Falkland islanders should be fully taken into account. I
would add that in my troup's opinion this does not
necessarily mean thar the Falkland islanders should be
able to block a solution regarded as reasonable, and
reasonable as regards the feelings of the islanders, by
the parties involved 
- 
meaning for example Argen-
tina, the United Kingdom and the United Surcs.
Litcle has been said in recent days about possible
resources in the sea around the islands. If this does
have a bearing on the matter, then we feel that it is yet
another reason for obtaining a speedy and constructive
settlement. on the exploitation of resources on the
seabed.
In conclusion one last commen[: when this crisis, as
everyone hopes, finds a peaceful solution, it must be a
reason for all of us to work with redoubled energy at
resolving the many remaining colonial and territorial
conflicts in the world. Again we are sitting on the edge
of a volcano, and I find it very hot, indeed much mo
hot.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Moller. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I believe that all of
us in this Group, too, endorse the energetic attempts
at conciliation of the American Secretary of State in
this difficult matter. I also believe that we are of a
common mind that she British Governmen[, the British
House of Commons and all British authorities have
behaved with digniry, firmness and assuredness in the
matter.
Ve would like this issue to be solved on the basis of
international law in accordance with the motion for a
resolution. International law assumed new dimensions
when President Vilson in his day introduced a
proposal to create peace on the basis of che nation's
right of self-determination. It is not a question in this
case of the people of the Falkland Islands wishing to
adopt a different nationality or to come under Argen-
rine sovereignty. The people of the Falkland Islands
must be asked and their opinions heard. All Britain's
effons and all Alexander Haig's effons are aimed at
this. The right of self-determination, therefore, should
be the dccisive factor under international law, and not
the historical right some Argentines talk about If his-
tory were the basis for law, Denmark would today be
one of the largest States in Europe 
- 
possibly fol-
lowed by Luxembourg. But we are not the largest, and
neither is Luxembourg the second largest. Ve no lon-
ger rule over Great Britain, Sweden, Norway, Iceland
or Schleswig-Holstein. Ve have had to accept the fact
that we do not have a historical right 
- 
only the right
of self-determination given to us by free elections at
the end of the First Vorld Var.
Great Britain's attitude has been under discussion
today, and a critical view has been mken of the line
which the House of Commons has chosen to follow
with regard to Mrs Tharcher's statement. I believe we
should consider for a moment in this House the fact
that no European State has done half as much as Great
Britain for the right of self-determination and libeny
since the Second'!7orld'S7'ar, and I believe Mrs Castle
has been a member of governments which themselves
have done a greaL deal to put an end to all forms of
imperialism without force. A gigantic area of colonial
territory has been relinquished peacefully. No-one can
therefore accuse the British of having warlike inten-
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tions or of not wishing to try peaceful means. There is
no backing for this in history.
From all our experience since the Second Vorld \Var,
we know that they have always used the channels of
negotiation and mediation, and always applied peace-
ful means when winding up their empire. This case,
however, does not involve winding up an empire but
the question of whether a people wishing ro remain
British should have the right to remain British, rarher
than being occupied by a military dictatorship, and
therefore I would like rc close by saying rhat I shall
feel completely at one with the President of Parlia-
ment, the Commission and the President-in-Office of
the Council, when I vote for the motion for a resolu-
tion proposed by Sir Henry Plumb on behalf of my
Group. Ve must solve this problem. '!7e must solve it
by peaceful means bur without being critical of Great
Britain, which is in search of peace.
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Segre. 
- 
(17) Mr President, this situation proba-
bly suikes all of us as slightly anachronistic and even
absurd, as if we were watching the projection of an
old film. But it is realiry we have to contend with, and
here we have an unacceptable act of force committed
by the Argentine Junta, which must be condemned as
firmly as possible.
The United Nations Security Council was therefore
right rc adopt Resolution 502, appealing for an imme-
diate end to hostilities and the withdrawal of all
Argentine forces from the Falkland Islands and calling
on the Argentine and United Kingdom Governments
to seek a diplomatic settlemenr to rheir conflict and abide
fully by the aims and principles of the United Nations
Chaner. Voe betide us in a world already [orn apart
by so many divergent forces, fraught with so many
underlying international rcnsions and threats to peace,
if resoning to force were to become accepted behav-
iour, because that would mean turning international
relations into a son of jungle and making them dan-
gerously unmanageable.
'!7'e 
are well aware of the real nature of the Argentine
regime, a regime which probably holds a record in
today's world, as the Council of Europe also nored
recently, for the sysremaric and brutal violation of
human rights. Ve also know full well thar when such
regimes find their policies floundering and come face
to face with their insuperable contradictions, they are
often apt to embark on some foreign advenrure, one of
the aims being to crei;ate a consensus in this field, based
on nadonalism and pseudopatriotic feeling. It's an old
tale, not only in Latin America but also here in
Europe.
That is another reason why it was right for the Euro-
pean Community to react firmly and promptly. But it
is the choice of tactics, the application of economic
sanctions 
- 
not the ban on exports of arms, which
should have been stopped well before, as Mr Lomas
has just pointed out, and not simply halted for a
month 
- 
which makes us uneasy for reasons which
our Group has explained more than once in this
House, in other circumstances.
'!7e do not in[end, nor have we time today, to go back
to the old discussion on the effectiveness of economic
sanctions. But the very nature of the Argentine regime,
which I poinrcd out before, forces us, mindful as we
are of Italian history too, to remember that regimes of
this kind often succeed in exploiting sanctions D con-
solidate their repressive and undemocratic policies by
resorring to nationalism and xenophobia. Mussolini
managed somerhing of the son around 1936, the
Argentine generals are doing something like that now,
and unfonunately it seems [o be working again.
\7e also fully realize that this is a dispurcd point, even
within our Group, where one or more independent-
minded Members beg m differ. More generally, it is
being disputed nowadays within the Italian Govern-
ment coalition and in political, economic and social
spheres in Italy. But precisely because the point is dis-
puted 
- 
and not only in Italy 
- 
a firm, united reac-
tion from the Ten is lacking on the polirical level,
which is the main thing asked of them in the field of
political cooperation.
In this respect what President Tindemans said is disap-
pointing. Vhat measures do the Ten intend taking on
the political level to make the Argendne Junta abide
by the Security Council Resoludon? That we do not
know, and perhaps nobody else does either, but we do
not feel it is sufficient rc lend support to the effons of
others, in this case the American Secretary of State,
Mr Haig. !7e believe that the Ten have a parricular
role to play, especially in view of the real dangers
inherent in the present situation because nobody can
rule out as a matter of course the possibility rhat rhe
situation may get completely our of hand and let
things go funher than anyone wants.
Consequently, our guiding aim must be ro search for
and safeguard peace, to comply with International
Law, and to respecr and safeguard the letrer and the
spirit of the Unircd Nations Chaner. Europe has a
task to fulfil here ro see rhar reason prevails, that vio-
lations of the law cease and the danger of a milirary
confrontation is avened. Europe must make sure rhar
the path to a peaceful and democratic solurion is
opened up and tolerance comes ro the forefront, so
contributing towards making our world free of any
form of racism, colonialism or neocolonialism. That is
the Europe we believe in and want ro go on believing
in, even if the grounds for hope are steadily dwindling,
as could also be inferred from what Mr Manens said
this morning about the latesr, disastrous European
Council. But to believe in such a Europe without there
being an insuperable contradiction between whar
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should be and what is, it is now vital for there to be a
far-reaching change in the aims followed up till now, a
new awareness of, and self-awareness in, Europe and
amongst Europeans, and a new conceprion of Europe
and its role in the world.
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Haagerup. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the European
Community is not neutral in the Falklands dispurc, but
this does not lessen our wish to avoid an armed con-
flict. Ve simply do not believe we would be making a
contribution by trying to adopt a neutral stance, i.e.
actint as mediators on the part of the Community.
There are several reasons for which the Community
cannol remain a neurral and passive observer. Great
Britain is a member of the Community, and the Falk-
land Islands are an associated territory, and the re-
sponsibiliry we shoulder in consequence is reflected by
the joint motion my Group and I very much hope will
be adopred by an overwhelming majority when ir is
put to the vote tomorrow morning.
In this motion, we clearly subscribe to a negotiated
solution as the only reasonable outcome, but only a
negotiared solution based on Security Council Resolu-
tion 502. I would like to ask all my colleagues and
others to study the texts before us, and in panicular
the two amendments. They are very close to each
other with very little separating them as Mrs Castle
said, and I would like to say to Mrs Castle in panic-
ular that I cannot entirely accept her version of the
discussions which were held mainly under my auspices
and on the basis of a Liberal proposal drafted by Mr
Calvez and Mr Galland of my Group.
However, I would like to add that there are many of
us here in Parliament who have often been entertained
and enlightened by the exchanges of views between
representatives of the two Bridsh parties in this House.
This has not least been due to the very strong and fine
parliamentary tradition existing in Great Britain. But
having said that, I would like ro mention [hat quite a
few of us deplore the fact that it has not been possible
today to settle all differences, and I cannot hide my
disappointment at the fact that what was evidendy
possible in the House of Commons between govern-
ment and opposition, as far as the British parties are
concerned, w'as not fully achieved in this House, even
though quite a number of us tried to ensure this.
I would like to conclude by saying that, if Parliament
declared that it was up to the parties to the conflict to
netotiate other conditions than those laid down in
Resolution 502, we would be undermining the effons
to achieve an equitable and peaceful solution. In the
final analysis, our attitude is not based solely on soli-
darity with Great Britain: we have come out against
the injustice which has been committed and against the
flagrant aggression by Argentina: this is the issue Par-
liament will be voting on tomorrow morning.
Mr President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Pro-
gressive Democrats.
Mr de la MalCne. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to make a few remarks on this
question to present the feeling of the Group of which I
am Chairman.
The first is that the scale of the conflict which we are
witnessing is extraordinarily disproponionate to its
cause. !7e are sadly aware of a great number of cases
of instability and tension in the world, jusdfied to a
greater or lesser degree, and here we have a crisis
developing for a relatively minor reason.
Neither is the conflict consonant with the interests of
the two countries. The Argentine and the United
Kingdom have very substantial common interests
which extend far beyond the conflict over rhe Falkland
Islands.
This conflict is both disproponionate and deplorable
and, if one leaves to one side the world's judgment
made of the Argentine Government, is weakening the
sr'estern world and the free world, as is proved by the
reaction of the Soviet Union.
How has this imbalance and deplorable situation been
arrived at? This is a very old conflict with which the
two parties are well acquainted and which they have
pursued. The matter has been put before the General
Assembly of the United Nations. All agreed that the
islands cannot exist in isolation from the mainland. A
compromise solution should have been sought and
found and yet 
- 
and not for the first time 
- 
we have
ended up in a siruation of conflict.
Having said that, the course of action embarked upon
by the Argentine Government is reprehensible and
must be condemned. No act of military intervention of
this type can be condoned and we fully endorse its
condemnation. But the United Kingdom and the Falk-
land Islands are p^rt of the Community and we there-
fore naturally feel a panicular duty to show our soli-
dariry. !fle therefore support the embargo, with all
that it entails in terms of impons and expons, and we
must underline the extent of this duty when we see
that Japan, a greal power par excellence which, not
feeling bound by the same solidarity, has not yet
adopted the same position. This reveals the extent of
political and economic solidariry.
May we be permitted to say, however, that although
solidarity cannot be arrived at by negotiation, it clearly
brings with it a dury of reciprocity. The commitment
made by the Community is indivisible: you cannot
accept what you find useful and reject what you find
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onerous. This is also a lesson we have learnt from this
solidarity which is vital to us.
I should like to conclude by saying that our Group
considers a military solution out of the question. The
conflict must be resolved peacefully and by economic
and political means. Ve suppon unreservedly the
effons of rhe United States and the Secretary of State.
It is our hope that both panies will reain the necessary
sang-froid in this affair and nos add more fuel to the
fire so that this conflict, which is aheady out of all
proportion to its cause, does not worsen for inrernal
political or prestige reasons and thus become even
more difficult to resolve. Ve therefore appeal to the
cold reason of both panies and ask them to seek a
peaceful solution.
(Applause)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
dination and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members.
Mr Begh. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, a month ago the
EEC decided to impose a panial boycott on the Soviet
Union. The inrcntion was to punish the Soviets for the
violations of human rights committed by the Polish
Government. The public in Denmark were critical of
the Danish Government for yielding to the wishes of
the other EEC countries against their own convictions.
For the sake of domestic peace within the Community
the Danish Government gave its backing to the move,
even though it did not accept that there was any basis
for it in the Treaties. There is a tradition according to
which Denmark and her nordic sister nations try to
promote balanced d6tente throughout the world. It
would therefore have been more natural for us if the
violarions of human rights wirhin the western alliance
had been examined together with the violadons of
human rights within the eastern alliance. I am thinking
of the conditions in Turkey and Central America. As
things turned'out, howevir, the one-sided punitive
measure directed at the east did not arouse any
interest in our sister nations, especially Sweden and
Norway. Instead, this move exemplified the way in
which Denmark is slowly losing its nordic tradition
and nordic partners, and this is a birter state of affairs
considering the solemn guarantees given to the Danish
people that EEC membership would never extend as
far as foreign poliry.
On 15 April of this year, the Council took the new
active EEC foreign poliry one srcp further by issuing
an order to its members to impose an embargo on
Argentina. It might possibly be rhought that this pun-
ishment of a government responsible for the mosr fla-
grant violadons of human rights in modern rimes was
the manifestation of a new EEC poliry of conducting
a balanced campaign for human rights wherever they
are violated. This, however, is not [he case. It is not
because of its crimes against humanity thas the Argen-
tine Government is being punished by the EEC. It is
simply because it is preventing one of the EEC's larg-
es[ Member States from maintaining its grip on the
remains of an empire.
Mr President, whenever there is a discussion in Den-
mark on whether it would have been better to have a
loose trading agreement with the EEC insrcad of firm
membership, we are told that we would have been
deprived of the influence we have at the conference
table. This issue shows quirc clearly that, for a small
country, sitting at a conference uble does not increase
its influence: it reduces its independence.
President. 
- 
I call the non-attached Members.
Mr Romualdil- (17) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, lisrcning to a lot of speeches today I had the
impression that many of us have lost sight of the fact
that the sole aim of us all 
- 
and commendably of the
US Government too 
- 
in the Falklands, or Malvinas,
Islands d-rama, the consequences of which may turn
out to be unpredictably serious and far-reaching, must
remain the search for a peaceful solution.
I do not intend, nor does time permit me, [o recount
the history of the Falklands. Funhermore, I could say
nothing you do not already know or which could jus-
tify in any way their occupation by Argentine armed
forces, even though there is no doubt that, geographi-
cally speaking, they are Argentine islands, conquered
by vinue of Britain's gunboat policy, which now
belongs to a bygone age, a left-over from colonialism,
as the Argentines say, which is now completely absurd
and unacceptable. Of course this does not suffice tojusdfy an armed occupation, which we can only
emphatically condemn in spite of the bonds of blood,
culture and friendship tying us to the Argentine peo-
ple. All the same, this does not prevent us from saying
that some other sort of less impulsive reaction, less
likely to endanger the general peace, on the pan of the
British government would have been more responsible.
The fony warships including two mighty aircraft-car-
riers and four ultra-modern atomic submarines which
have set out from Britain for the open sea, ro recon-
quer the Falklands, are both too much and too little.
They are much more than is needed ro win a war
against the Argentine navy, and they are unfonunarely
much less than would be required to bring back rhe
gunboat era, which has ceased to exist because it can
no longer exist in the aftermath of a war which was
won, but which has forced Europe to give up her
ambitions of power.
And what is likely to happen now? Nothing tragic let
us hope.'!7e have stated on other occasions rhar rhe
unity of the European Community is so imponant that
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it is better to err united rather than go our separate
ways. That is the case at present. Britain has taken the
decisions it has taken, it has asked for Community
solidarity, and we could not fail rc give our unreserved
support. But political solidarity and an arms embargo
are one thing and economic sanctions are another.
Unlike the former, economic sanctions are not meas-
ures which serve to encourage negotiations, as I have
already poinrcd out; on the contrary, Mr Habsburg,
they are only likely ro aggravate the differences, make
the Argentinian people refuse to yield and bolster the
resolve of the rulers of that Breat country. Before such
measures were [aken, we should have thought twice,
and may I add, it should be borne in mind that in spite
of all the condemnations recorded, economic sanc-
tions were taken neither against the Soviet Union at
the dme of the occupation of Afghanistan nor against
the Soviet Union and the Polish government during
the very serious crisis in Poland recently. \flhat is the
point of all this rash hastiness with Argentina now and
all that circumspection with Russia before if we end up
doing nothing about it, or rather we just go on unper-
turbed looking after our own interests in the gas pipe-
Iine business!
Before taking the grave decisions it had to take, the
British Government. called several extraordinary ses-
sions of its own Parliament, and rightly so. Vhy didn't
it call a similar extraordinary session of this House and
ask us to express the solidarity our peoples feel? The
end result would have been the same, the solidarity
expressed and demonstrated by the Council and the
Commission would have been just as rea[, but the
European Parliament could have taken the opponun-
ity of encouraging them to be firm in their moral and
political condemnation of an unacceptable act of force
and also warning them against countering it with
another act of force, cenainly more justifiable when
looked at coldly in terms of international law but just
as, if not more, outdated, alarming and dangerous
politically. This could have been done not only with a
view to reaching a peaceful solution which we all
desire to a problem which has been dragging on for
too long, but also for the sake of world security and
peace, which cenain people 
- 
and Mr Segre is well
aware of this 
- 
have something to gain in upsetting.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fergusson.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Mr President, I had hoped not to
have to make this comment: that the House must nov/
see, and her own group will notice, why Lady Castle
gets excluded from joint talks and consultations. '!fl'e
heard from her and from Mr Lomas a sad and petty
exercise in how to undermine the Community solidar-
ity, which they resent, how to denigrate and dis-
heanen their own forces and how to give comfon to
the enemies of peace and human righs.
(Applause)
The House should note how far they stand from the
more solid views of their own party ar home and how
close the text [hey wanted lies rc what the Argentine
junta requires in respect of the British fleet.
(Cries of 'Hear, hear!')
In these few minutes let me idendfy the elements
which we should hang onto here. First, let met assert
clearly the principle which has now, through the joint
Community action, been demonstrated to the whole
world, that a blow against one of us is a blow against
all, whether that blow be economic or military or pol-
itical. Ve in Britain are intensely aware of what is
being done by our partners rc help us. It is the biggest
boost the Community has yet received in the United
Kingdom. The Community's supporters there are
deeply impressed. Its critics, its enemies, for the pres-
ent, are silenced. Is there mlk of a quid pro quo?\/ell,
it will come. Not on a trivial matter of internal policy
but when the going gers rough for one or more of our
partners, mugged or battered or threatened by outsi-
ders, our solidarity too can be relied on.
Second, may I stress that a peaceful solution remains
almost infinitely preferable to the military one which
m^y yet be forced on us. That is because for the sake
of our relations with South America, bu[ even more
for the sake of the islanders, we must look far beyond
the removal of the Argentine troops, which is a prere-
quisirc of any progress.
An insecure future is no use to anyone. How could
any Falkland Islander see the world as he used to once
blood has been spilled over or around his home? How
can he be sure that he would even want to stay there?
The need for a long-term settlement is evident. By def-
inition, it must not only take account of the islanders'
wishes, it must also be acceptable to the British and the
Argentinian people alike and to the future interests in
that region of all nations.
'S7e believe and hope that this solution is not beyond
the wit of man although it may indeed prove to be
beyond the dictatorial bunch which seizes other peo-
ple's territory by force and rules its own people by ter-
ror. Ve need agreement but it is inconceivable to this
House 
- 
where it is almost impossible to move with-
out falling over human righr 
- 
that the islanders, let
alone the islands, should be in any way subjected to
the attentions of the kind of regime which pulls out
your finger-nails.
Third, we must remember with whom we are dealing.
Something has been said about using only economic
pressure 
- 
perhaps with the US joining in in time 
-to enforce compliance with the UN resolution. Ve
believe that all possible pressure for a peaceful settle-
ment must be maintained. But I would only comment
that the present Argentine regime has not shown itself
to understand anything but force and the arguments of
those prepared to use it if necessary.
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Lastly, I must refer to the Soviet Union's role in rhis
affair, which has underlined once more how close rhe
practices of Communism and rhar of Fascism really are !
The disregard of human rights, the use of torture, rhe
denial of the individual, the manipulation of the
masses, the flouting of incernarional obligations and
the readiness to use military force to subject sovereign
nations to their will. No wonder Moscow is now seen
to stand after all behind the junta which, in other for-
ums, it takes such pains publicly to denounce. I com-
mend the joint amendment to this House.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Denis.
Mr Denis. 
- 
(FR) Vhen listening ro rhis debare one
cannot avoid thinking rhar the presenr situation would
not have arisen had the Unircd Kingdom complied
with the 1965 UN Resolution calling for settlemenr by
negotiation of this problem of decolonization, if the
United Kingdom had paid heed ro the non-aligned
countries' combined call for decolonizarion.
Our basic attitude has remained unchanged: we are in
favour of a negotiated sertlement of the conflict and
against recourse to force. 'We have supponed the
democratic forces in the Argentine in their struggle
against the military regime since 1976. Ve are nor
deaf to their cry of 'If the Falklands are Argentinian,
so are those who have disappeared' as they fight
together to ward off the threat of a British military
adventure, and for freedom.
And now, after six years, some of you have woken up
and begun mlking about human rights! But who will
believe that the issue is one of human righm rather
than of the enormous economic, oil and strategic
interests which General Haig has been discussing with
his two faithful allies and friends, the intransigent Mrs
Thatcher and the head of the 
.junta, General Galtieri?
It is of panicular gravity that the Community should
have hasdly applied sanctions which were absent fol-
lowing the Turkish occupation of Cyprus, rhe annexa-
tion of the Golan Heights by Israel and the invasion of
Angola by the racist regime in Pretoria, and should
have done so at the risk of endangering relarions wirh
the whole of Ladn America, which suppons rhe
Argenrine.
Vhat is urgently needed in our view is a peaceful and
negotiarcd settlement arrived at within rhe framework
of the Unircd Nations.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the European Parliament has always opposed rhe
use of force and the perpeffation of faits dccomplk,
irrespective of author. The world is following with
concern the effons of rhe American Secretary of Smrc
to find a diplomatic solution to the conflicr between
the United Kingdom and the Argentine which poses a
threat to world peace.
I believe that we have reason to be pleased at the swift-
ness and firmness with which the Communiry has re-
sponded. \flith the unanimous supporr of rhe Member
States, it has imposed a total embargo on exports of
arms and military equipment to the Argentine and
banned impons from the Argenrine.
But we all know that the effects of these measures will
not be immediate, and a race against time has staned
to prevenl a naval battle. lfhat we are faced with
today is essendally a political problem. It is not a ques-
tion of the verbal condemnarion of the flagrant viola-
tion of international law represented by rhe Argenri-
nian armed intervention.
Resolution 502 of the Security Council calls for the
cessation of hostilities, the wirhdrawal of rhe Argen-
tine forces stationed on rhe Falklands and a peaceful
solution to the conflict. No State has the righr ro mke
the law into its own hands. The violarion of inrerna-
tional laws is a reprehensible act which endangers
peace. The situation is grave.
The primary task of the European Community should
be to do its urmost to avoid an armed conflict. The
some 1 800 Falkland Islanders too have a right ro srate
their wishes. 'What are their wishes? Probably to
remain British. !flould it nor be appropriate ro ask
them what their wishes are? This is not a new idea, but
it is one means of settling the dispute, even if universal
suffrage does have its imperfections.
There is no need to unsheathe one's sword ro settle
the conflict looming on the horizon. I believe rhat the
common front adopted by the Europeans, and rhe
effons of the United Stares, musr help ro ensure [har
the British fleet does nor become an insrrument of
war, to bring home ro the whole world rhat rhe Argen-
tine presence on the Falklands cannot be accepted as a
fait accompli, and rc Buenos Aires that rhe United
Nations Chaner, the Universal Declararion of Human
Righrc and the Final Act at Helsinki cannor be tram-
pled underfoot.
I hope that Parliamenr will vore unanimously in favour
of our motion for a resolurion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
Mr President, I was impressed by Sir
Henry Plumb's concern for rhe Falkland Islanders'
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right to self-dercrmination and also his concern for the
desperate effects of military rule on the islanders 
-
again the Falkland Islanders.
I am an islander from Ireland. !/e do not have self-
determination. 'S7'orse still we have partition. Funher,
we have military occupation and we have law and
order maintained by the use of plastic bullem (of rhe
British Army) to shoot our children and our v/omen.
These are the facts and these are the things that make
hyprocrisy of everything that has been said here today,
although much might be said for the merits of the case
being made by various speakers.
To me as an islander from Ireland who has been
treated as we have been treated down the years and
are sdll being treated, the solidarity that is talked
about in this Parliament in this Community is really a
laugh, a cynical laugh, a hypocritical laugh, when one
looks at what is going on in an island only a few miles
from Great Britain rather at the same time as concern
is being expressed over the events on the Falkland
Islands which are 7 000 to 8 000 miles away. I would
ask whether they are more concerned about the
minerals and the oil that may lie around it than they
are about the islanders who are on it. These are [he
sentiments I must express here today when the politi-
cal manoeuvre which has just been used shows that
you are not even prepared [o contest here in debate
the urgency of banning the bullets which have killed
our children as recently as last weekend. You are the
people who talk so glibly and are listened rc so avidly
by so many people around the world about your con-
cern for human righm. A basic human right has been
denied in Ireland over the centuries, that of self-deter-
mination. Ve are occupied, we are panitioned and
you are the people who are PerPe[rating it. Take your
medicine when you are being given it! Criticism is
something you do not usually take and cannot take.
This is the situation, Sir, and that is why I, as an Irish-
man, totally and absolutely disassociate myself from
your solidarity effort on behalf of the Falkland Islands
and of the efforts of the United Kingdom to re-estab-
lish the colonialism imposed on so many places down
so many years.
(Mixed reactions)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Paisley.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
It comes as no surprise to the people of
Nonhern Ireland that the speaker who has just
addressed the House would be backing up a fascist
regime in this House today.
(Apphuse from certain quarters)
Let me put it clearly on the line. Three of my consti-
tuen6 during the last three days have been killed.
They have not been killed by plastic bullets shot by the
security forces defending themselves against rioters.
They have been shot by the lead bullet of the Irish
Republican Army. They have been maimed and
bombed by the acid bomb, by the booby trap, by the
rockets of the Irish Republican Army. And where do
they flee for safe sanctuary? The flee for safe sanc-
tuary to that pan of Ireland that Mr Blaney represents.
(Mixed reactions)
I must say in this House today that there is the right of
self-dercrmination in Nonhern Ireland. And I would
remind the honourable Member that when his pan of
the country left the Unircd Kingdom the Parliament of
that part of the country agreed that border, radfied
that border and also lodged that border in the League
of Nations, so it is an international border not under
threat at all but accepted by the free democra[ic vote
of a so-called freely democratic parliament.
Let me say in this House today that the Falkland
Islanders are British by choice and not by coercion 
-just like the people of Nonhern Ireland. But the jack-
boot of military coercion is now being applied by the
Argentine to them. Their constitutional choice and lib-
erties are being savagely trampled under foot by agres-
sion reminiscent of the excesses of Hider and of the
Communist dictatorships of our day. This is something
that no part of the free world can acquiesce in. Ve
must act unitedly and with determination to defeat the
wanton aggression undertaken against those who
share the values of freedom and liberty. I, therefore,
welcome the economic sanctions imposed by the EEC
against the Argentine and I hope that the EEC will not
waver in the commitment they have made.
I might add, as a representative from Nonhern Ire-
land, that the Nonhern Ireland people understand
fully what the Falkland Islanders are going through.
Ve have a country neighbour who in its constitution
claims jurisdiction over us and would like to coerce us
ds well, but, we in Ulster can still say to them 'No sur-
render'.
(Mixed reactions)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kirkos.
Mr Kirkos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the Falklands issue
is a classic case of force being used by one country to
settle its disputes with another.
From this point of view, we condemn [he srcp taken by
the Argentine Government and are in favour of a
negotiated peaceful solution, despite the fact that
Argentina's claims to these islands are stronger than
those invoked by the United Kingdom.
Bridsh foreign poliry is the last which can invoke
international law. It upheld the latter whenever it
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served its colonialist inreresrs, but flourcd it or roler-
ated violations whenever it did not. Thus it was that
they rclerarcd, indeed encouraged, im violation during
the Cyprus affair when Turkish troops invaded the
island and occupied 370/o of its terrirory.
Today, with the sending of an armada [o recover a
remote colony, Britain is risking involvement in an
armed conflict, the consequences of which are unfore-
seeable. On the other hand, ir would be wrong ro
ignore the narure of the Argentine regime, a military
dictatorship which has suppressed the rights of the
people and embarked upon an advenrure oumide rhe
country as a means of divening rhe attention of the
Argentine people and relieving the tense domestic siru-
atlon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Beyer de Ryke.
Mr Beyer de Rykc. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in addressing you in my personal capacity
on the subject of the Falklands I cannot but think of
the title of the book by Gonzague Saint-Brice 'La
Nostalgie, camarades' and of what Peter Usrinov
wrote this morning in 'Le Figaro': 'Vho would have
believed that in this nuclear age a Brirish fleet would
put our to sea like rhe caravels of Elisaberh I, who
would have believed his eyes when seeing the Presi-
dent of the Argentine, surrounded by three officers
and two bodyguards in gala dress of the Napoleonic
period, announce the annexation of these islands?'.
But this nostalgia hides a number of realities. The
recovery of 'Las Malvinas' is something desired by all
Argentines, not jusr by the supponers of the regime.
Their claims ro the islands are nor without substance.
However, it is equally true that an occupation, even an
unlawful occupation, which lasts for a century and a
half also gives cenain righrc. Alrhough Argentina has
contriburcd more rhan Britain to the developmenr of
the Falklands, which the British grearly neglected only
to rediscover them at rhe rime of this major dispute, it
is clear that the wishes of the Falkland Islanders can-
not be ignored. And one would have wished rhar Bri-
tish ministers, so anxious, it seems, to prevent any mil-
itary intervention, had taken heed of the information
which they received on the military preparations. They
would then have doubtless been able, by sending rein-
forcem-en6, to stop President Galtieri from allowing
himself to be carried along by those who, in the wordi
of Alben Camus, have more enthusiasm than wit.
However, intelligence and calcularion, although open
to dispute and disputed, are nor lacking on eitlier side.
For the Argentine, behind the Falklands there lies the
problem of the Beagle Channel and of dividing up all
the riches of the Antarctic. (Incidentally, it is interesr-
ing to note that the Unircd Kingdom's best ally in this
instance is General Pinochel) For the United King-
dom, on the orher hand, rhere is the question of
Gibralmr.
The economic situation of rhe Argentine is bad, that of
the Unircd Kingdom not good. President Galtieri and
Mrs Thatcher have staked their polirical survival on
the Falklands. But the real stakes are much higher and
I believe that it is the United States that has under-
stood that the confrontation could rurn into a North-
South conflict: Latin America against Europe, with the
Soviet Union as an unwelcome participanr. 'Up rhe
Russians' was the chant heard on the stands at Buenos
Aires the other day when the Soviet Union scored a
goal against Argentina. This is not merely an anecdore.
The Soviet Union is placing its bets, taking a gamble,
and has a real chance of winning. I cannor but repeat
the words of Churchill 'Jaw, jaw, jaw and nor war,
war, war', and will vote in supporr of measures which
will help ro ensure the success of the Haig mission
and, consequently, against any taking of sides.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Alavanos.
Mr Alavanos. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenr, when consider-
ing the Falklands issue attention musr be paid to rhe
voice of the Communist Pany of Great Brirain,
because it is not tainted by jingoism and is balanced
and accurate. I read in the Morning Star thar the
Communist Pany of Grear Britain is seeking the recall
of the Bridsh fleet and an end rc rhe 200-mile total
exclusion zone imposed by the British. The threat ro
peace resulting from the British Conservarive Pany's
policy is immense and could spark off a general con-
flict, possibly leading to the use of nuclear weapons.
Many governments have refused [o support the out-
dated claim to sovereignry over rhe Falklands, which
constitutes the main obsucle ro agreement. Ler the
signal be heard throughout Britain for the recall of the
Royal Navy to its base, the evacuation of the islands
by the Argentine forces and setrlemenr of rhe issue by
means of negoriations through the intermediary of the
United Nations.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Council.
Mr Tindcmans, hesident-in-Off.ce of the Council. 
-(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I think I
may say rhat it would be difficult ro overesrimare rhe
significance and seriousness of the debate which has
taken place today. !/e have discussed a conflict
berween rwo States in which armed force has been
used. The Falkland Islands have been occupied by mil-
itary forces. One of rhe panies in rhe conflicr is a
Member State of the European Communiry and its
elected represenrarives sit in this House. I mention rhis
in order ro show that this is a panicularly imponant
and serious debate. After rhe first world war the
League of Nations, and afrer the second world war the
United Nations Organization, were ser up for rhe very
purpose of prevendng conflicrs between countries and',
should such conflicrs nonetheless arise, of settling
them by peaceful means. In 1982 we are faced wirh i
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conflict in which armed force is being used. The Falk-
land Islands have been occupied 
- 
as I have said 
-
and no appeal has been made ro the United Nations or
the International Coun of Justice to Prevent or settle
the conflict, at least no[ at the moment since it is not
wished to settle the matter via the United Nations.
This is a military act, an act of aggression, and we
mus[ have the courage to examine this matter and all
its consequences in this House. If I say that Argentina
has committed an act of aggression I am not saying
anything against the Argentine nation and certainly
not Latin America. I merely wish to indicate that sol-
diers have occupied the Falkland Islands.
The United Nations acted immediately' Let us recall
the events. The Security Council dealt with the prob-
lem directly and as you know the discussions in the
Security Council led to the adoption of a resolution
which has been mentioned and quorcd again and again
this afternoon: the now alas well-known Resolu-
tion 502. But I will just say this: this conflict is as yet
limited. I do not want to paint an alarming picture, but
it could turn into a confrontation between East and
Vest which could again poison the international cli-
marc 
- 
heaven knows in what way. \flhat has the
European Economic Community done? The Securiry
Council immediately turned im attention to the prob-
lem and the European Community reacted without
delay. Not a moment has been lost. Vhat means are
available to the European Community? !/hen I pre-
sented the Belgian Presidency's Programme to this
House at the end of January, I said that economic
power was the only Power the European Community
possessed. Others then said it has moral Power.
Good, I accept that the Community also has moral
power, but I will not enlarge on that. You know how
much weight moral power has in our world when it
comes to armed conflicts and I in no way mean this
ironically. You know that might is generally regarded
as right. The only pos/er we have is economic power
and the Community therefore used the means at it's
disposal, i.e. economic measures'
A friend in need is a friend indeed. This is a Dutch
saying which we have in my country' The United
Kingdom is a fellow member of the European Com-
mun-iry. Ve must now really show that we will stand
by the United Kingdom in difficult times and help her
with all the means available to the EuroPean Com-
munity. I was sorry to hear a Danish member say to
the House yesterday that the Community just meant
increasing dependence and the undermining of Mem-
ber Statei' independence. Vhat would Denmark do if
it were atacked and had to stand completely alone? It
is the European Community that gives us the power to
defend ourselves when we can no longer do so on our
own.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, how should we
now react?'We must show our solidariry and we have
done that. !(e shall of course follow the matter closely
since we must now show 
- 
and I think that we have
akeady done so by our Community action 
- 
that we
are not only an economic Community but also that
political cooperation can lead to action and that we
can act tog.ih.. politically whenever it is required of
us. Ve have done so in this conflict and we shall con-
dnue to do so. Incidentally 
- 
but I should not forgive
myself if I did not do this 
- 
I wish to Pay a tribute to
a fellow minister who resigned as a result of these
events, Lord Carrington. During the time that I had
rhe privilege to work with him in effons to solve Euro-
p."n p.obl.rs and to increase the imponance of
'Eu.opi I always found him an excellent colleague, full
of understanding and a convinced European who ried
with us to make Europe into one of the great realities
of this century.
Ve have spoken of solutions. After the declaration of
the Securiiy Council, the American Secretary of State,
Alexander Haig, immediately rcok the initiative in
order to mediate between the United Kingdom and
Argentina. It was asked ou$ide this House why the
Community did not take any initiadve. '!fle could not
take any initiatives. It was primarily the task of the
Security Council and a member of the Security Coun-
cil. The United States immediately rcok the initiative
in order to mediate between the United Kingdom and
Argentina. How could the Community have taken any
soi of initiative at that moment, assuming that she had
been in a position to do so with the same authority and
with the i"tn. po*.. of conviction? I must stress [hat
Secretary Haig is using all available means to reach a
peaceful'solution. \fle all know how often the word
peace is misused in international politics. In this case
ierious attempts are being made to bring the conflicr
berween the Unircd Kingdom and Argentina to a
peaceful conclusion.
I wish to reply personally to one of the members who
spoke in this debate. Mr Segre asked why no new ini-
tiatives were being taken by the Community. Ladies
and gentlemen, if the Community were to attempt to
mke i ne* political initiative now, it would undermine
and weaken Secretary Haig's effons and instead of
contributing to a solution we would make it more dif-
ficult, perhaps impossible, to find one.
The Council hopes that Secretary Haig's efforts will
meet with success. But if they fail, then you may rest
assured that the Council, acting either as a Com-
munity institution or in political cooperation, will do
.u..ything in im power rc develop new initiatives in
orde. to iind a soludon and prevent the use of armed
force. Perhaps I might illustrate this by a French say-
ing: Oz ne peut pis couir deux liiores ,i la fois. As
long as Secritary of State Haig thinks his effons are
noiin vain we must support him. This was mentioned
explicitly yesterday in the press release from the meet-
ing of ihi Council of Ministers for Foreign-Affairs.
\(zi set great store by the fact that he has undenaken
these effons and we support him in his Present effons.
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Mr Presidenr, I will conclude. Let our European Com-
munity, acting either as rhe Communiry or in political
cooperarion, show irs solidarity and present a united
front. This is the power of the Community and also
the best means of solving the conflict and, if I may use
an English expression here, let us show our solidarity
in these great difficulties 'for better or for'worse,. One
of the Member Srates is involved in conflict and we are
bound rcgether in the Community. Let us prove rhat
these are no idle words, thar this commitment does nor
only apply in good times, but that we will show our
solidarity with one of our Member Srares, rhe United
Kingdom, at this moment and in these great difficul-
ties. Let us not abandon or undermine European unity
and our solidarity with rhe Unircd Kingdom for any
reason. May rhis be rhe conclusion of roday's debate in
the European Parliamenr.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motions for
resolution will be pur to rhe vore ar the next voring
trme.
8. Statements by the Council and tbe Commission
(continaation)
President. 
- 
The next irem is the debate on rhe s[ate-
menm by the Council and the Commission following
the European Council meering of 29 and 30 Marc[
1982 in Brussels. The following oral questions are also
included in the debate:
- 
oral question (Doc. l-72/82), tabled by Mr Bange-
mann on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group,
to the Council:
Subject: Monetary union and future of the CAP
Is the Council aware of rhe contradicdon berween
the srared desire to abolish MCAs and rhe recent
introducrion of new negarive MCAs?
Does the Council nor believe rhat monetary union
is vital ro safeguard the CAP and rherefore the
Communiry?
Does the Council nor fear rhat roo low an increase
in prices will lead ro an increase in national aids?
Does the Council not consider that, without
grearer co-nvergence between the budgetary,
monerary, financial and economic policies tf rhe
Member Srates, every fixing of farm prices will
continue ro be unfair for some Member Sares?
- 
oral quesrions, tabled by Mr Hensch and orhers on
behalf of the Socialist Group, to rhe Council (Doc.
l-73/82) and the Commission (Doc. l-74/82):
Subject: Inrerinsrirutional agreements
- 
having regard ro the European parliamenr's
resolutions of July l98l on .relations between
rhe European Parliament and rhe Council of
the European Communiries' (PE 67.024/fin.),
on 'rhe righr of legislative inidative and the
role of the European Parliament in rhe legis-
lative process of the Community' (PE 64.646/
fin.) and on'European Political Cooperation
and the role of the European Parliamenr',
- 
having regard to the fact that in irs resolution
on relarions between the European Parlia-
menr and the Council of the European Com-
muniries, Parliament called on the Commis-
sion and the Council to norify it of the acdon
takenonrhis repon by the end of 1981,
1. Can the Council/Commission say what meas-
ures it has taken to date?
2. Is the Council/Commission prepared ro sub-
mir to Parliamenr, in implementarion of im
decisions of Jrly 1981, concrere rexrs
embodying the inrerinsriturional agreemenrs
proposed in rhe resolutions of July l98l ?
3. Does the Council/Commission nor consider
thar rhe 25th anniversary of rhe signing of the
Treary of Rome would be an appropriate date
on which [o presenr such interinstirutional
agreements proposed by Parliament and
drawn up by the Commission?
- 
oral ques[ions, tabled by Mr Rumor and orhers on
behalf of the Group of the European people,s party
(Christian-Democraric Group), to rhe Council (Doc.
l-76/82) and rhe Commission (Doc. l-77 /82):
Subject: Unificadon of rhe Community
- 
'$Thereas the European Parliament has raken
rhe intiriative in adopting a series of interinsti-
rurional resolutions aimed at increasing the
power of the European Communities to take
decisions and acrion under the existing trea-
ties,
- 
whereas one of those resolutions, on relations
between the European Parliament and the
Council of rhe European Communities,l
adopted on 8July 1981 calls on rhe Council
ro draw up a reporr before the end of lggl on
the measures taken on rhe basis of that repon;
1. Vhar srcps has rhe Council/Commission
taken to comply wirh rhe requesr made by
Parliament in rhat resolurion?
2. Vhat specific measures is rhe Council/Com-
mission prepared to rake ro promore unifica-
rion of the Community along the lines of the
various insriturional resolurions adoprcd by
Parliamenr?
- 
oral quesrions by Mr Fand and others ro rhe Com-
mission (Doc. l-135/82) and rhe Council (Doc.
r-136/82):
I Doc. PE 67.12a/fin.
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Subject: Restoring balance between rhe Com-
munity institutions and strengthening the
powers of the European Parliamenr
Vhereas there is an urgent need to restore balance
between the Communiry institurions and [o
strengthen the powers of the European Parlia-
ment;
Vhereas, in the resolutions adopted in July 1981,
Parliament carried out a detailed appraisal of the
various aspects of the institutional problem, while
putdng forward a whole range of practical
proposals for improving inter-institutional rela-
tions and strengthening the role of the Com-
munity under the Treaties;
'Whereas, in particular, in its resolution on rela-
tions between the European Parliament and the
Council of the Community,l Parliament called on
the Council and Commission to nodfy Parliament
of the action taken on this report by the end of
1981;
1. 'S7hat acrion has the Commission/Council so
far taken on the proposals contained in the
resolutions adopted by Parliament and, in
particular on those2 concerning relations
between Parliament and the Commission/
Council?
2. Is the Commission/Council prepared to open
the conciliation procedure fonhwith on the
new inter-institutional agreements called for
in these resolutions?
- 
oral question (Doc. 1-70182) by Mrs De March
and others to the Council:
Subject: Termination of the Community's asso-
ciation agreements with Turkey
In view of the serious attacks on human righm in
Turkey highlighted, in particular, by the mockery
of a rial in which the death sentence is being
called for in respect of 52 tade unionists, does not
the Council think that it should, as a matter of
urgency, express its total disapproval of the
regime established by the military junta by termi-
nating the Community's association agreements
with Turkey?
I call the Council.
Mr Tindemans, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I can reply
as follows to the question put by Mr Bangemann. The
Council is aware of the difficulties which the absence
of monetary union entails for Community agriculture.
However, it does not believe that the plan to abolish
mone[ary compensa[ory amounts is in conflict with
1 Doc. PE67.024/fin.z Doc. l-216/81.
the recent introduction of new negative compensa[ory
amounts. In fact, closer alignment of the Member
States' budgetary, monetary, financial and economic
policies would allow the Community agricultural
policy to operate more smoothly. !flhen fixing farm
prices in the present situation the Council seeks to
achieve a fair result for all Member States and tries, on
the basis of talks which are at times long and difficult,
[o arrive at a general solution which as far as possible
provides opportunities for the gradual abolition of
monetary compensatory amounts, which is indeed one
of the Council's aims. Vith regard to the fear
expressed by the honourable Member that national
support will be increased, I would point out that irre-
spective of the decisions on prices the Member States
are still subject to the provisions of Articles 92 to 94 of
the Treaty and that under the system established pur-
suant to these Anicles it is the Commission's task to
mke the necessary measures.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I hope you will
allow me to make a joint reply to the three questions
pur ro the Council concerning irs response ro the reso-
lutions which Parliament adopted in July 1981 on the
basis of rhe repons by Mr Hansch and Mr Van Miert.
Even during the meeting between the foreign affairs
ministers of the Member States and Parliament's
enlarged Bureau of 17 November 1981 my predeces-
sor, Lord Carrington, referred to the Council's initial
reaction to the resolutions. Discussions on these have
since been actively pursued, and at the beginning of
rhis month the Council was able to state its position on
a large number of points raised therein. This position
was sel out in detail in a letter to your President, who
I believe has since received it. I shall merely mention
rhose points on which the Council has outlined its pos-
ition and in which existing procedures have in some
cases been re-affirmed, i.e. the explanation of the pro-
gramme by the President-in-Office, oral and written
quesrions, rhe Council President's panicipation in
meetings of the parliamentary committees, the
optional consultation of Parliament, the renewed con-
sultation of Parliament, Articles 32 ro 36 of Parlia-
ment's rules of procedure, the handling of Parliament's
resolutions, and information for Parliament on the
response made to its opinions. In my view the proce-
dures decided upon or, if they are applied more effec-
tively, the existing procedures could bring about a
steady improvement in cooperation between our two
institutions. The various other points touched upon in
rhis resolution are being studied further. Meanwhile,
on 17 December 1981, the Commission submitred pro-
posals [o the Council to improve the procedure for
consultarion between Parliament, rhe Council and the
Commission. These are now being examined by the
Council. On 18 February last year Parliament adoprcd
a resolution concerning its role in negotiating and rati-
fying treaties of accession and other treaties and
agreements between the Communiry and third coun-
tries. This is also being examined by the Council. The
resolutions adopted by Parliament also refer to a num-
ber of budgetary questions which Parliament feels
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ought really to be discussed by the three instirurions,
and such discussions have in fact staned todav. The
resolution in the Hansch repon also contains . nurn-
ber of suggestions concerning the Council's working
methods. Vith regard to this the Council points to the
conclusions of the European Council concerning the
repon of the 'Three wise men'. Lastly, various propos-
als have been submitted in connection with the Ger-
man-Italian initiative, and these are being examined on
the basis of the procedure agreed upon for examining
the draft of the European Act. These are rhe
Genscher-Colombo proposals. To conclude, Mr Presi-
dent, I would once again emphasize that the Council is
making a real effon to achieve a lasting improvement
in relations between our institutions, in particular with
Parliament. As you know, Parliament has submitted
numerous proposals to the Council which it has exam-
ined en blocbecause the subject matter is in most cases
related. The Council is also examining how dialogue
with Parliament can be continued most effecrively,
from the point of view both of efforts to achieve opti-
mum results with respect to the essence of the ques-
tions discussed and of the most suitable procedure for
achieving such resulm.
(FR) Iwould like at the same time to reply ro the oral
question tabled by Mrs De March and others.
On the question of the possible termination of the
EEC/Turkey association agreement, I would refer
Members to the statement on Turkey which I made to
this House during rhe debarc of 10 March of rhis year
in reply to a question by Mr Vurtz.
On the broader issue of present relations between the
Community and Turkey, I would remind you of the
statement made before you this morning by Mr Mar-
rcns, President of the Council, on the results of the
latest meeting of the Heads of State or Government
held in Brussels on 29 and 30 March last, during
which the Turkish question was discussed. On that
occasion I reponed on my visit to Ankara on
19 March in accordance with the mandate conferred
on me by the foreign affairs ministers of the Ten on
23 February.
Vhen I met the representatives of the Turkish
Government, I was at pains to point out the grave con-
cern felt by the Ten on the problem of respect for
human righr in Turkey and underlined the fact rhar
Turkey should return [o democracy as soon as possi-
ble, which means, in panicular, shar those who have
been arrested because of their opinions or for trade
union activities musr be freed and that manial law
must be abolished.
The Turkish representatives assured me rhar Turkey
would return to democracy wirhin two years ar rhe
latest. They stated that the referendum on the drafting
of a democratic constitution would be held in Novem-
6er 1982, and elections would be held in autumn 1983
or at the latest in spring 1984.
The Council is continuing to follow events in Turkey
with the utmost concern, As it has already stated, the
Council expecrc that my recent visit to Ankara will
help towards achieving the above aims, to which the
Ten attach very great importance.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr A:rdriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Like the President-in-Office of the Council, I
trust you will allow me to make a joint reply to three
questions on institutional matters, thar is the questions
by Messrs Hansch, Rumor and Fanti, since they relate
to the same subject. Perhaps I might begin by remind-
ing the House that ar rhe end of last year, in October,
the Commission submitted to Parliament an outline
document which contained a detailed accounr of rela-
tions betwepn the institutions and in which a posirive
response was made to the suggestions set out in the
motions for resolutions tabled by Messrs Hensch and
van Mien in the July debate. Secondly, I would poinr
out, as the President-in-Office of rhe Council has just
done, that in December last year the Commission sub-
mitted a proposal to the Council and Parliament con-
cerning the broadening, and also the improvement of
the consultation procedure in the field of legislation.
Both in our document of October and in our proposal
concerning the improvement and broadening of the
consultation procedure considerable account was
taken of the wishes expressed by Parliament. Mr Presi-
dent, I would now like to outline briefly the Commis-
sion's position concerning a number of importanr
points. Firstly, Parliamen['s own initiatives; I have
aheady stated in discussions on this marter 
- 
and I
shall repeat my remarks now 
- 
that the Commission
welcomes positive initiatives and is prepared to recog-
nize their true merits and thus evaluate them as con-
structively as possible. In practice this will mean rhar in
very many cases the Commission will be submitting
concrete and formal proposals on rhese matters. How-
ever, you will forgive me for pointing our rhar rhis
naturally cannot mean that the Commission will be
able to abandon its own prerogatives with regard to
these initiatives.
Secondly, I would like to comment on rhe Commis-
sion's response to Parliament's opinions on Commis-
sion proposals, a subject which has been discussed
repeatedly during recent plenary sessions and concern-
ing which I stated this week that I chink it likely thar
we shall be able to srart discussions on rhe procedure
to be adopted with the Bureau.
The 'suite i donner' issue is developing into a very
lively political debate between rhe Commission and
Parliament which I personally welcome. As far as the
proposals to amend the Commission proposals are
concerned, the Commission has recenrly stated that it
is willing to accept some of rhe amendments and it is
clear that the rules of procedure adopted by Parlia-
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ment las[ year, especially Anicle 32 et seq., are an
important and 
- 
in the eyes of the Commission as a
whole 
- 
construcrive contribution to discussions on
these proposals between Parliament and the Commis-
sion. Here too, of course, the Commission will want
to maintain its responsibilities with regard to legisla-
tion, as indeed it must, and must therefore remain free
to assess the amendments adopted.
As far as information for Parliament and its involve-
ment are concerned, the Commission's attitude has
been completely open and positive. On a previous
occasion I said that the Commission was prepared,
when drawing up major proposals, to take account of
Parliament's 'mood', and I have no doubt that the
Commission wil adhere rc this. The members of this
House and yourself, Mr President, cannot have failed
to notice that members of the Commission increas-
ingly attend meetings of your Parliamentary commit-
tees to explain the Commission's actions and policy
plans. Ve feel this is a good way of carrying on dia-
logue with Parliament in the practical work of legisla-
tion.
Mr President, [he central theme of the repons by
Messr Hansch and van Mien and also on the three
questions under discussion here today, is the conclu-
sion of agreements between the institutions. The Com-
mission believes that such agreements can and should
be concluded, and that is why the Commission submit-
red rhe formal proposal I mentioned to the Council
and Parliament last December. The Commission can
only hope, in view also of the information just given
by the President-in-Office of the Council, that the
Council's handling of this proposal wilI soon result in
tripartite discussions between the Council, Parliament
and the Commission in order to deal with the proposal
and have it adopted in the near future. I believe that if
the three institutions are prepared to consider the new
proposals seriously and to act upon them Parliament
could acquire real influence in the field of legislation,
and that is precisely the aim of the Commission's pro-
posal.
Finally, a commen! on the role of Parliament in the
negotiating and conclusion of trade agreements and
accession treaties. The Commission has repeatedly
stated that it is prepared to come to an agreement with
Parliament and the Council on the Practical improve-
ment of the present procedures, as a result of which
Parliament may be more directly involved in the draft-
ing and conclusion of trade agreements. In the very
near future the Commission will also make a statement
on this to the two other institutions. Three points will
be dealt with. Firstly, the extension of the Luns/!7es-
tenerp procedure to cover multilateral trade agree-
ments and agreements in all fields. Secondly, the con-
sultation of Parliament. on agreemenm following their
signing. And thirdly, if Parliament rejects an agree-
ment by a sizeable ma.iority, the Council would be pre-
pared to engaBe in political dialogue with Parliament
before the agreement is finally adopted.
Mr Presidenr, that is how the Commission has reacted
or will in the near future react to the debate on the
institutions held by the House last year. I would say in
conclusion that this by no means marks the end of the
Commission's efforts; indeed, it is a point of depanure
for further practical improvement in relations berween
the institutions and Parliament's position in those rela-
tions.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, once
again the outcome of the latest Council meeting was a
great disappointment to the Socialist Group. The story
is slowly becoming all too familiar.
A few months ago the Council was unable to resolve
the problem of the British contribution, farm prices
and surpluses. Following a pattern which we are grad-
ually getting to know, the Council of heads of State
or government referred these problems to the normal
Council of foreign affairs ministers, who were
urgently requested to seek a solution. However, as we
might perhaps have expected, this was also unable to
get Europe out of trouble. The guarded optimism
shown by the President-in-Office of the Council this
morning canno[ hide the fact that at the Council meet-
ing of 29 and 30 March a solution was once again
deferred.
This funher failure is a great disappointment. to us
socialists because unless the Community's budgetary
problems are resolved, it will be impossible to tackle
the problem of unemployment in the Community, a
problem which 
- 
and here I quote the President-in-
Office of the Council 
- 
may become socially intol-
erable, especially for the young. That is indeed so, Mr
President, but I would add that it would also be into-
lerable for women. The vast majority of young people
now out of work are girls.
There is perhaps one encouraging development, and
that is the Council's decision to devote a special meet-
ing to unemployment, during which special measures
will have to be worked out to improve the employment
siruarion. But if this meeting is to have any hope of
success, it must be adequately prepared. I cannot stress
this point too strongly. '!7'e must not allow another
mammoth session to be announced with great cere-
mony by the President-in-Office of the Council only
to let it lurn into a complete fiasco as happened last
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time, mainly because of lack of preparation of the
agenda.
At the founh conference of rhe European Trade
Union Confederation now in progress in The Hague,
unemployment is a central issue. European workers
are looking expectanrly to the Community, but sadly
Mr Mitterrand's proposal of a few monrhs ago and the
idea of the 'espace socidl eilropeen'have nor been
received very enthusiasrically by his counterpans in
the Ten 
- 
nor so far, ar leasr. The special Council
meeting on unemployment musr examine this proposal
seriously. I repeat, European workers expecr more
from the Ten than rhetoric. They *'ant work and
social justice. That is precisely whar the European
Trade Union Confederarion in The Hague is discuss-
ing today. Ve expect the Communiry to work outjoint solutions, since isolated national measures cannor
right our difficulties. I include among these rhe meas-
ures decided upon by the Council in vague rerms as an
initial step and which, it musr be assumed, imply the
separate development of special programmes for the
young. Europe must fulfil the expectations of rhe
majority of the populadon 
- 
and rhat is srill rhe
workers.
'!7ith regard ro rhe European Monetary Fund, rhe
only comment by the Council on the EMS was rhar ir
has worked satisfactorily for the first three years.
Vhat was not pointed our was rhar the second phase
of the EMS should have begun in March 1981. How
long will it take before the Member States reach politi-
cal agreement on this second phase so rhat rhere is a
firmer basis for improving rhe European economy?
The Council's statemenr made no reference to rhe
more effective use of the ECU on rhe money market.
\7e hope that other counrries will soon join the EMS
and thus strengthen it both inrernally and externally.
Let us be honest, there are no rechnical problems prev-
entinB the extension of the EMS; progress is impeded
solely by a lack of polidcal will.
My Group shares the Council's concern abour the
situation in the Middle Easr. Ve are forced to note
with dismay that the Begin governmen[ is showing no
sign of making an all-out effon to achieve a peaceful
solution, a solution which, as expressed in the declara-
tion of Venice, would open the way ro recognirion of
Israel's righr of existence while taking accounr of rhe
political aspirations of the Palestinians.
In our view the commenrs of the President-in-Office
of the Council on Turkey are totally inadequate in
view of rhe seriousness of the situation. Parliament has
issued clear statements on developments in that coun-
try on several occasions. Progress towards a return to
democrary in Turkey, rc which the President-in-Office
referred, is far from sarisfacrory 
- 
ro pur ir mildly. I
found the replies which Mr Tindemans just gave ro-the
oral questior by Mrs De March equally unsatisfacrory.
Clear proof of rhe present situarion in Turkey is pro-
vided, among orher things, by the arrest of rhe foimer
Prime Minister, Mr Ecevit, and a large number of
other people including trade union members and
members of the peace movemenr. Mr Tindemans also
drew attention ro rhis, but I very much hope that he
will do more than in the past ro rake stringenr meas-
ures to apply pressure on rhe Turkish governmenr.
As far as relations berween the Community and the
United States are concerned, I am prepared to join the
President-in-Office of the Council in emphasizing the
imponance of dialogue between rhese rwo parries, bur
I wonder wherher Mr Tindemans' statemenr that
Europe was sympatheric ro US policy on Central
America represenrs an effective conrribution ro such
dialogue. I don't know on whose behalf he made this
s[atement 
- 
he was Presidenr-in-Office of the Council
at that time also.
The Socialist Group has no reason ar all to keep quiet
on the situation in Afghanistan or Poland, nor [o deny
that the situation in rhose counrries poses a serious
threat to international security. .!7e have repeatedly
maintained that the Soviet Union's behaviour in those
countries should be roundly condemned. Nonetheless
- 
and we have also stressed this point on a number of
occasions 
- 
we believe rhat Europe must conrinue
with its policy of derente. Ir is panicularly unfonunare
that as a resulr of these even[s, norhing has so far been
achieved by the Conference on Securiry and coopera-
tion in Madrid. But we must do our utmosr ro con-
tinue and intensify East-'S7est dialogue. The mlks due
rc be held between Reagan and Brezhnev offer some
cause for hope in this field.
Mr President, our aim is to halt the siring of further
nuclear weapons in Europe, a developmenr which
must be seen as an escalation of the arms race. Lest
there be any misunderstanding, I am referring ro rhe
siting of weapons on both sides. The Community musr
continue ro strive for detente for rhe sake of peace pri-
marily because the people of rhe world and of Europe,
on whose behalf we are working here, musr nor be
given any reason ro believe rhar in a world where peo-
ple are dying of hunger every day so much is being
spent on armamenrs. I hope, Mr President, rhat rhe
Council will be panicularly mindful of this need.
President. 
- 
The agreemenr wirh the staff commitree
is that today's sitdng should close at 9 p.m. This
debate is to be followed by rhe debate on rhe visit
which was to have been made by a delegation of the
European Parliament to Pakistan. I propose chat rhe
speaking time for that irem be fixed as follows: 5 min-
utes for each group and a roral of 5 minutes for the
Non-attached Members.
Since there are no objections thar is approved.
Question Time will therefore srarr ar 7 .45 p.m.
'$7'e now conrinue rhe debate. I call the Group of rhe
European People's Party (Christian-Democratic
Group).
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Mr Croux. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on behalf of rhe
European People's Party I would like ro commen[ on
the statements made by the President-in-Office of the
Council and on the report he presented rhis morning.
If I were ro summarize our feelings, I would say rha[
President \Tilfried Martens has performed a difficulr
task well. Indeed, he had a very difficult job rc do, bur
he tackled it most successfully. Vhy the difficulty?
Because the resulrc of the Council meeting were a
disappointment, at least for us, and rhis was cenainly
the case after the communiqu6 was issued; our disap-
pointment has now been rempered somewhar by rhe
explanations of President Martens. Indeed, the Coun-
cil carefully avoided the difficult problems now facing
the Community, and that is all the more unacceptable
at a time when the Community is going rhrough a ser-
ious crisis. The problem of rhe mandate has not been
dealt with, the quesrion of rhe British contribution has
been deferred, etc.
Secondly 
- 
and there is a danger thar this is becoming
a habit 
- 
the Council has been making fine-sounding
declarations, but has not come up with any practical
and concrete programmes of action. Perhaps that is
not entirely its role 
- 
and I shall return to thar in a
moment 
- 
but its declarations have been much too
vague and sweeping. \7hile the Council in its commu-
niqu6 said that unemployment should be rackled more
vigorously and that unemployed young people
should be trained, the Commission, through
Mr Onoli, poinrcd out discreetly but very clearly that
the Commission had long been submitting concrere
proposals for action programmes, as had Parliament,
but that the Council had never paid sufficient heed to
them.
The third thing which disappointed us, although our
feelings are mixed, concerns the European Founda-
tion, and I now address the President-in-Office of the
Council, Mr Tindemans, since this must be very dear
to his heart. Although the Foundation came into being
as a result of an idea which he expressed in his repon
on European Union of 1975, ir is nor sufficiently
European, being too inter-governmental. My col-
league, Mr Pedini, will take up this point in a moment.
'!7hat gives us cause for a certain amount of satisfac-
tion and optimism is attitudes to political cooperation.
History has its moments of drama, and a few days
after the Council declarations the Falkland's crisis
erupted and provided proof 
- 
as has been abundantly
emphasized today 
- 
that rapid joinr action can be
mken. I would like briefly rc commenr in passing on
this, Mr President. Some people have said rhar
Europe's solidarity which has come to the fore on rhis
issue should not be a one-sided affair, in orher words
if Europe shows solidarity with rhe United Kingdom,
the United Kingdom is expected ro show solidarity
with Europe, also when Europe is in trouble. !7e
believe that there should be no confusion between
financial and economic problems on [he one hand and,
on the other, problems which are far more deeply
bound up with important human, moral and polirical
issues which are characteristic of the Community and
which also affecr world peace in general. Ve certainly
want to avoid doing this, but I would like to say rhat
while we accept that financial and economic problems
are on a different level from the fundamental problems
I have just outlined, we do feel that these fundamental
problems serve as a basis for action in rhe economic
and financial spheres. That is the history of the Euro-
pean Community. The Community's founding fathers
were concerned not so much with financial and
economic problems as with solidarity and individual
and human values in Europe. Their actions stemmed
from this basis That's how it was yesterday, that is how
it must be tomorrow, and that is how it must be roday.
'\7e should appeal to all those in responsible posirions
in government, as well as those who meet in the Coun-
cil, to remember this. I have said that Presidenr Mar-
tens has carried out a difficult task well, and I have
also said how difficult it was.
I would now like to make a few very brief remarks on
his statement. I shall deal firstly with the institutions,
secondly with economic affairs and thirdly with politi-
cal affairs. !7ith regard to the institutions, President
Manens dwelt at length on the Council's position, but
we are wondering what in fact the Council's posirion
is. lfhat is the purpose of holding a Council meeting
like the one held in Brussels last month, if so litde
comes out of it? Even more importantly, what is the
Council's legitimacy if it does not apply what has been
said since 1974, namely that it would play an impor-
tant pafl in Europe's development? I would just like to
quorc what the President-in-Office, Mr Tindemans,
wrote about this in 1975. I quote from the French text
which I have here before me: Et, dans ce cadre, les
chefs du gouoernenent utilisent collectioement I'autoriti
dont ik disposent sur le plan national pour donner, au
sein du Conseil eilrop6etL l'impukion nicessaire i la
construction europeenne et recbercher ensemble l'accord
politique qui permette de maintenir, malgri les dffi-
cultis, une progression dynamique.
It is not enough to give guidelines in an academic
spirit: they should help rc create a policy, a political
strategy, with objectives backed by political instru-
ments.
For us, progress implies political action aimed at the
building of Europe. I do not have to remind President
Tindemans of this. His words are of great historic
imponance. I repeat them only for the sake of public
opinion, the Council and for Parliament. New initia-
tives are being discussed at the moment. As everyone
must know by now, the Cercle Chateaubriand has
come up with some new ideas concerning the Council.
These will be discussed in detail in the coming weeks
and months. 'S7'e are following all these developments
with great interest, for it is our wish and intention that
the Christian-Democrats, that is the European Peo-
ple's Pany, should initiate new measures aimed at
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European union in the second phase of the European
mandate of this directly elected House.
My second point concerns the economic sphere, and I
would like to mention the measures announced to
combat unemployment. Unemployment among young
people is of panicular concern. Five million Europeans
under the age of 25 are out of work. My colleague,
Mr Brok, will discuss this topic in funher deail, and I
shall not dwell on it here. I would just like to make
one comment, *ian we observe the same phenomena
of unemployment and crisis in all Member States,
regardless of the economic policies pursued, when we
listen to the debate on inflation versus deflation,
increased supply versus increased demand and so on,
when we ask ourselves how can we reconcile our con-
cern for social well-being and solidarity with our con-
cern for individual incomes, we wonder whether suffi-
cient thought is being given to the future. Surely the
future of Europe's youth deserves a higher priority in
the scale of values determining social and economic
policies?
Thirdly, political cooperation, in which imponant
issues are at stake. S7e are pleased about what hap-
pened a few days later in connection with the Falkland
Islands and we feel that the time has come, panly
because of the Falkland crisis, for the Community 
-and that includes Parliament 
- 
to give greater consid-
eration and adopr a more consistent, approach to our
position in the world.
All too often we project national pany-political con-
flicr on a worldwide geopolitical scale. Of course,
that is basically wrong and leads us nowhere, as far as
Europe's role in the world is concerned. Ve must once
again consider our principles, our respect for the indi-
vidual, the safeguarding of human rights under all cir-
cumstances and respect for social justice, since peace is
impossible unless social justice is secured. I think the
following is a good analysis of what is going on in the
world: too few of us in this European oasis realize that
outside our small Community 133 armed conflicr, in
some cases bloody wars, have taken place since the
Second !7orld \flar and that she Third Vorld also
spends large amounts on armaments. \7e should devise
our own European approach to shis problem, and I
believe that our policies should be considered in the
light of the crises we have witnessed in recent times.
'S7'e expect, and have a right to expect, that the Euro-
pean Council 
- 
as well as the Council of Europe and
of the foreign affairs ministers meeting in political
cooperation 
- 
will come up with measures in which
Parliament can participate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fernandez.
Mr Fernandez. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, since Mrs De
March who was to put an oral question on Turkey is
not here, I would like to ask you what progress made
in that country justifies your expressing confidence on
your return from Ankara. Did your stop in Ankara do
anything ro alter the situation there, the arbiuary
arres6, the torture, the muzzling of the press, lawyers
and trade unions, the dissolution of political panies
and the imprisonment of their leaders? The answer is
no! There is nor the slightest sign of any liberalization,
on the contrary. As a culminating insult to your visit
Mr President, Mr Ecevit has been thrown into jail
once more for having dared to express a few ideas in
public.
Mr President, we can only note that all you have
brought back from Turkey.is vague promises applying
what is more, to two years time! That is why we con-
sider it necessary and urgent for the EEC-Turkey
association to be suspended, as you are called on to do
moreover by the resolution approved recently by this
House at the instigation of the Communist group.
This House has devoted a considerable number of
hours to various countries in Europe and Asia. The
Turkish issue, which has been avoided and sidestepped
today, really goes beyond what is bearable. !?'e con-
sider rhat this is causing the Community to lose all its
credibiliry in the human rights field.
In other areas of international politics, Europe doesn't
come out any better. Vhen children are fired upon
by the army in territories occupied by Israel, it is no
mere friendly scrap, Mr President. Europe has a duty to
express a firm condemnation, and not simply make a
declaration laying the blame on both assailants and
victims. Europe's reputation is hardly enhanced by
such behaviour.
Nor can we pass over the European Council's silence
on two issues where Europe has special responsibili-
ties. The first relates m the Nonh-South negotiations
since Cancun. They have still not beBun this year,
owing in particular [o moves by the United States. It is
up to the EEC ro act firmly and perseveringly. The
European Council should have made a clear declara-
tion on the matter. The second issue relates to South
Africa, with im apanheid regime, the numerous
aggressions it has perpetrated and irs occupation of
Namibia in violation of Unircd Nations decisions. The
EEC, which prides itself in having achieved a model of
cooperation with the developing countries, cannot
allow such obstacles to delay Namibia's independence.
Ve consider that the European Council should have
called for the speedy applicadon of Unired Nations
Resolution 435.
To conclude, Mr President, we are compelled to note
that your attitude with regard to cooperation and
human righm is not impanial, but discriminatory. The
drama facing the Turkish people cannot be swept
under the table, and Europe must not blemish her
honour by hiding the truth!
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democraric Group.
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Mr Berkhouver. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, we have
heard plenty 
- 
especially from Mrs Van den Heuvel
and Mr Croux 
- 
about what used [o be known as the
summit meeting and which, since the end of l974,has
become institutionalized as the European Council, an
institution which I am almost tempred to refer to as a
perpetttum immobile and which has rurned into a
para-Treaty institution 
- 
or perhaps it would be more
accurate to call it a praeter-Treaty institution. I am
pleased ro see that Mr Croux is still here in the Cham-
ber, because he can at least listen to whar I have to say,
which is more than can be said for Mrs Van den Heu-
vel. It does seem to have become a habit among cenain
ladies to turn up to speak bur nor ro stay ro listen ro
what others have to say, and that, in my opinion, is a
bad thing, Mr President. So I am pleased that Mr
Croux is still here, because it means that I can at least
rcll him that I agree with a great deal of what he said.
There is one point I should like to make following on
from a rather light-heaned remark made by Mr Mar-
tens, who said that we should not always expect great
things of the European Council on the grounds that it
was required to meet regularly. As we say in the Durch
vernacular: ''!Vhy not have another bit of what you
fancy?' Of course, you could approach things from the
other angle and begin by saying that the European
Council should only be held if . . . and I am very
pleased to see Mr Tindemans nodding a[ this sugges-
tion. It all depends on what approach you adopr. I
should like rc ask Mr Tindemans whether it would not
perhaps be better m hold a meeting of the European
Council only once a year or at most twice a year,
because then each of the two Member States holding
the Presidency of the Council could organize one
meeting of the European Council. My preference
would be for the spring and autumn, because then we
could take a look forward at coming events and review
whar has happened throughout rhe year. Ve should
then perhaps be getting a little closer to the kind of
general policy guidance which the Council is in favour
of. After all, it is impossible to have a general stock-
taking exercise three times a year. The only definirc
thing to come out of the Council is the European
Foundation.
Bur 
- 
and here I should like to take up a point made
by Mr Croux 
- 
is it not a little odd that we should be
footing the bill for this inter-governmental institurion?
That is, after all, what it boils down to, at leasr to a
great extent. Vhere is the rhyme or reason in that?
'Vould it not have been berter ro have based this new
institution on Anicle 235, in which case Mr Tinde-
mans' brainchild would have been imbued with rather
more Community spirit? As it is, the European Foun-
dation is something of a bastard child of rhe Member
Srates. In mosl cases, those who conceive a child are
responsible for paying for its upkeep, but in this case,
the institution has been conceived by others and we
are footing the bill 
- 
a kind of surrogate maternal
situation.
The question now is whether the European Founda-
don will bring Europe closer to the man-in-the-slreet.
\flill it not in fact be an elitist, cultural institution? This
week we have made some progress on [he Euroclock
and a Europassport is now in draft. Before long we
shall have Europost, Euromoney, Euro-driving li-
cences, a Eurotunnel and perhaps one day even a
Euro-marriage licence. Perhaps the upshot of all this
will be Eurocitizens.
And, of course, let us not forget the Spaniards and the
Portuguese. The accession of these two countries is an
important matter, especially with a view to the next
direct elections in 1984. But the Spaniards and the
Portuguese themselves should be given a better chance
to work towards this end, and it is with that thought in
mind that I should like to ask Mr Tindemans once
again, as a matter of urgency, what date has been pen-
cilled in for accession.
\7e have heard quirc enough about what the Council
has failed to achieve, and I have nothing to add on
that score.
A reasonable solution rc the British question cannot be
found by whittling away at the common agricultural
poliry. Any such solution must be pan and parcel of
new policy sectors, such as a clear policy on energy
and research. Can there be anyone, Mr President, who
is not worried about the employment situation and
who is not concerned about the rcrrible plight of
10 million jobless, half of those young people? The
pundirc all agree that the unemployment situation may
even be exacerbated by the introduction of computers
and automation, and that view is shared by the current
Dutch Prime Minister. So prospects at the moment are
poor 
- 
at any rate, cenainly not rosy. And now Mrs
Van den Heuvel has got up and asked the trade unions
- 
and it is something I have always stressed too 
-what they intend to do at European level. Fonunately,
something is now being done, judging by the confer-
ence in The Hague. There is general agreement that
problems 
- 
be they agriculture, enerBy or employ-
ment 
- 
can only be solved on an international basis.
Any schoolboy will tell you that, if the Germans con-
tinue to work a 40-hour week, and if we reduce work-
ing time to 39 hours, the inevitable result will be fac-
tory closures on one side of the border.
I am drawing to a close, Mr President, the Socialists
are very much in favour of a 'social space'. In pre-Mit-
terand days, they were very much opposed to a 'legal
space' as proposed by the government. To end on a
note of harmony, Mr President, I should like to say on
behalf of my colleagues from the Liberal Group that
we are so convinced of the need for harmony that we
believe there is a need for both a social space to tackle
the unemployment problem and a legal space to tackle
terrorism in the interests of Europe as a whole.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
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Mr Lalor. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, it is rather difficult to fol-
low such an entenaining, informative and harmonious
contribution as we have just had from Mr Berkhou-
wer. All too often I feel that we merely pay lip-service
[o the conclusions of the proceedings of the European
Council. I have examined the Presidency's conclusions
and while the agreed and negotiated text covers a
large area of Community activity, I feel that the final
response to the serious problems facing the Com-
munity is rather inadequate.
In panicular I feel that the response to the serious
decline of farm incomes and the need for realistic farm
prices falls, of course, far shon of requirements and
merir a far more detailed examination than appears in
the Council's conclusions. In fact the only direct refer-
ence [o agriculture is contained in the section dealing
with policies within the Community. Even then, the
significance of the Community's only real policy,
namely the common agricultural policy, is not rated
wonhy of particular attention. Instead the Council
states 
- 
and I quote 'The industrial, energy and
research policies and the agricultural policy are
amongst those where the Community dimension could
make the grea[est contribution'.
The conclusions go on to say that the Commission has
been asked to make proposals to reinforce these poli-
cies and that a repon should be drawn up for the
Council meeting at the end of the year. There is abso-
lurcly no indication as to the direction in which these
proposals should go, with our farmers forced into a
limbo as a consequence of the fact that no agricultural
prices have been fixed for the current farming year. I
should like to know how agricultural guidelines can be
realistically proposed. Vhat is to be the basis of the
Commission's proposals for agriculture? Is it to be the
out-of-date price agreements for the farming year
r 980-8 1 ?
In this regard I listened today to my friend Sir Henry
Plumb expressing his appreciation of the solidariry and
the suppon that Britain has received from the other
nine members of the Community. He drew attention
to the fact that in this our silver jubilee year the show
of solidarity was outstandingly successful and wenr on
to say that Britain will be consulting her colleagues
throughout this affair. Let me express the hope that
when the Prime Minister gets round again to consult-
ing with her colleagues on this affair she may turn her
attention to thar solidarity and follow that expression
of solidarity by showing some litrle 'give' in relarion to
resolving the problems that she herself has creared
over the lasr couple of years.
Now, I want to join with Sir Henry Plumb in express-
ing regret at the enforced resignation of Lord Carring-
ton who had given such great service ro rhe Council,
as Mr Tindemans said a while ago. Ve have in my
group frequently drawn artenrion r,o rhe need ro rake
immediate action to resolve the unemploymenr prob-
lem. Such action musr take panicular account of rhe
very high number of unemployed young people in our
Community. The number of young people, propor-
tionately, in Ireland is the highest in the Community
and we are very concerned that the Community
should define its social policy in terms of an employ-
ment policy.
The Council calls for specific quick-action measures in
response to the gravity of the unemployment situation.
'!7e have known for several years that unemployment
was becoming a major crisis in the Community yet the
realiry of the situation is that in the past the Council
has failed to come to terms at all with it 
- 
there are
almost three times the number of people unemployed
in the Member States as there are inhabitanm of my
country. Yet only now are we calling for specific
quick-action measures.
The Council has now requested that Member States
should take measures concerning more particularly the
vocational training of young people. To this I give my
wholeheaned suppon. But it is necessary to issue a
warning against overoptimism about the final effects
of vocational training if the training undenaken does
not lead to permanent jobs. Quick-acting measures
must seek to provide appropriate long-term employ-
ment.
Finally I want to join with my colleague Mrs Ewing in
expressing our regret that no Council action what-
soever has been taken with a view to a fisheries policy.
I hope that the House will cooperate with me in simi-
lar situations.
President. 
- 
I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
dinadon and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, could I be so
immodest and naive as to think that I may be heeded
by the Council, heeded and not simply heard, in the
160 seconds granted to me? Hardly Mr Presidenr, as
moreover I have no backing and there is no reason for
me to.hope that the Council or even the Commission
may give my arguments any consideration.
I am afraid that the reports we have been listening to
once more show a frightening lack of foresighr and
forethought in Community policy.
There is not a word, Mr President, abour the decima-
tion and extermination by famine in the world! And
why not? Because the Council will not even discuss the
subject, thus willingly putting up with the Commis-
sion's obstructism in the House as it has been doing
ever since the arrival of the new Member of the Com-
mission.
I have one more comment ro make. Mr Tindemans
told us he had been listened to during his rip to Tur-
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key. Does he deserve my compliments if a few hours
after he left, the Junta funher roughened its savage
policy in respecr of one of the leaders in thar counrry
who had unwisely thought probably foolishly for six
months that he could use rhe junta to ger back inro
power?
Mr President, I notice that rhere is a toral disregard
and apathy concerning the holocaust of our rimes.
That is why I must end by saying that the only signifi-
cant point I saw in the Council's sratemenr was its all-
too-elegant silence on this issue.
President. 
- 
I call the non-arrached Members.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like ro
say how much I appreciare the fact that the Belgian
Prime Minister, Mr Martens, is with us today in his
capacity as President-in-Office of the Council. He is
thereby continuing and strengthening the initiative
uken by Mrs Thatcher in January.
Mr President, the recent meering of the European
Council was hardly characrerized by agreement on
possible solutions, to say nothing of decisions reflecr-
ing a new sense of dynamism within the Community.
The mandate of 30 May, rhe issue of agricultural
prices, the British contribudon to rhe budget, the
srcadily increasing rate of unemployment, the impend-
ing trade conflicts with rhe USA and Japan, the politi-
cal tension in Central America, the Falkland Islands
and Poland were all discussed, but solurions were
pretty much conspicuous by their absence. To my
mind, the problem with the European Council is the
fact that the necessary range of instrumenr is not
available, in addition rc which there is perhaps insuffi-
cient political will and 'national solutions' tend to
dominate. In my view, the central problem is the lack
of a fresh sense of European impetus to get the train
back onto the rails. The only positive aspect appears ro
be the fact that the Community has not fallen apart,
but not much more than that.
How long can this kind of thing go on? To be sure,
we are going to Bet a report on investment as an
economic catalyst, and there is going to be a report
dealing with the problem of interest rares; thoughr is
also being given once again to the convening of a new
Jumbo Council, but I would say rhar, wirhour clear
and specific proposals on the part, of rhe Commission
and in the absence of a mandate from the Member
States, there is not very much point in all this. The sick
man of Europe is not going to be restored to health
again by the applicarion of a piece of sticking plaster
here and an aspirin rhere.
'!7e now have the Versailles summir in June to look
forward to, and I should like ro ask Mr Tindemans
what European ideas will be in the forefronr rhere. Ir
seems to me, after all, that if we in Europe are tending
more and more to stress the need to adopt a more
independent stance ois-d-r.tis the Unired Srares 
-which does not need to be a bad thing in itself 
- 
an
absolute sine qua non must be that Europe itself should
exhibit a greater sense of unity and dynamism. The
fact is that, if Chancellor Schmidt or Presidenr Mitrer-
rand visit President Reagan, their complaints about
American monetary policy are listened ro politely, but
no real notice is taken of them. The resulr is thar rhese
heads of State 
- 
who, after all, wield a good deal of
power 
- 
return empty-handed, which just goes ro
show that the individual approach is doomed ro fail-
ure. The Community as such is clearly in a more pow-
erful position because the fact is that we can achieve
results, but only if we adopt a joint approach. The
same applies to our relations with Japan. Incidentally,
the links between European political cooperarion and
the substance of the Treaties of Rome are becoming
increasingly clear, including in this respect. That poinr
applies to our interests in the Middle East., our energy
interests and our polidcal interests. It also applies to
Central America, because what is at stake rhere is our
relations with the Unired Smres.
Allow me at this juncture ro say a few words about
Turkey. On this point, the European Council made a
clearer pronouncement than has been the case so far,
and that is something I welcome. !7har is required is a
return to democracy and respect for human righm. But
I should also like to urge Mr Tindemans to make rhe
point that the process must also involve the release of
all political prisoners 
- 
including many trade union
officials 
- 
and the terminarion of the srare of emer-
gency. The European Community would be well
advised to exert all the economic and political pressure
at its disposal towards this end.
Mr President, for the sake of brwity, I should jusr like
to make the point that I go along with what Mr Dank-
eft had to say about Pakistan and wirh what Mr
Tindemans said about the Falkland Islands and rhe
conflict with Argentina.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dido.
Mr Didd. 
- 
(17) Mr President, ir is cenainly wonhy
of note that the President-in-Office of the Council
should have come to this House, for rhe second rime,
now, to inform us of progress made in the European
Council meeting, even thouBh such visirs are likely to
turn into another formality wirh litde real effect on rhe
overall decision-making capacity of Community insti-
tutions now' tha[ steadily worsening paralysis has set
in.
I also undersand President Manens' caurion when he
expresses a moderately positive assessment of rhis
Council. Moreover, an evaluation of this son could be
assenrcd to if things were running smoothly and nor-
mally within and without the Community in the
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economic, social and polidcal spheres. Ve all know
however shat this is not she case, however the situation
is looked at. Vhile admittedly we cannot expect
eanh-shaking decisions to be taken at every European
Council meeting, as Commission Member Onoli
emphasized, the extreme gravity of the present situa-
tion in panicular in the social and internal policy fields
owing to the frightening increase in unemployment,
justified our expectint much more than what has come
::j..t tt which amounts practically to complete fail-
This siruadon, with its reports of dramatic problems,
and the fact that real decisions needed by the end of
this year on a series of issues, not the least impor-
tant being the finalization of the monetary system, are
being deferred is frankly unacceptable and cenainly
does not justify even a moderately positive assessment.
'$7e repeat that this son of behaviour from govern-
ments is absolutely inacceptable.
The problem of unemployment which I would like to
consider for a moment, cannot be shelved any longer.
It calls for the speedy working out of a European
employment plan, based on interrelated, concurrent
measures involving the abandonment of restrictive
monetary and credit policies, che preparation of a
qualitatively different economic development plan,
backed up as I said by common policies, the imple-
menntion of shonened working hours and the reform
of the labour market. There is a lot of discussion of a
boost in investments and an increase in productivity to
beat international competition, but we mus[ find the
courage to declare that every increase in productivity
in a restructured indusry means that hundreds of
thousands of workers are replaced by machines. It is
therefore up rc Member Srates and the Community
itself to Buarantee jobs for the unemployed, whose
wasted productivity is eating up an ever increasing
proponion of public funds.
There is a need for special employment and training
programmes, to be financed by either funds being
spent on social welfare, or if necessary special taxes.
The problem involves young people, but not only this
category. It affects many workers who have become
redundant, those who have never found work,
women, the handicapped and to a cenain extent even
old people. It is significant that the Commission
intends preparing a proposal relating to a five-year
guarantee of employment and training for young peo-
ple between 16 and l8 years of age. \fle will be consid-
ering this proposal, hopefully in the near future.
Nevenheless I would like rc point out that this Parlia-
ment has already approved a series of proposals aimed
at encouraging employment, which are still to be trans-
formed into actual directives. I also want to remind
you of one particular proposal, approved practically
unanimously by the Committee on Social Affairs and
Unemployment, to set up regional employment agen-
cies, linked to the European Social Fund to create new
jobs, to which I hope the European Commission will
give due consideration, to this proposal as well as to
those supponed on various occasions by the Socialist
Group in this area.
Mr President, to conclude I would like to say [hat
there is no need to waste further months examining or
considering which measures should be approved. Ac-
don should be taken on the basis of the proposals, stu-
dies and analyses already existing, and they are quite
sufficient, because finding a solution to the employ-
menr problem is the real test of the value of the Euro-
pean Community and of Community solidarity.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Blumenfeld.
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, it is probably
no coincidence that three groups of this House should
have submitted requests to the Council and Commis-
sion about the European Community's decision-mak-
ing powers. For us it is a question 
- 
and I believe I
can speak for the House as a whole, or at least for my
group 
- 
of consolidating the European Community's
decision-making instruments and capaciry of action
within the scope of the Treaties of Rome, and
secondly a question of the very much sronger supervi-
sory powers and overall contribution of the European
Parliamenr in the decision-making processes with
regard to the other two institutions: the Council and
Commission, which have been waiting for decisions
and negotiation for some nine months now.
Parliament's forebearance is at an end after over nine
months of waiting. Ve are grateful for the answers the
Council President, Mr Tindemans, has given us but
not satisfied. As an experienced parliamentarian, who
sat on these benches with us for many years, he will
undersrand what I mean. The simple mention of the ad
hoc meeting of November 1981, which mok place
almost by chance as part of an imponant manifesta-
tion, on the pan of the Council of Foreign Ministers,
of its desire for closer cooperation with the European
Parliamenr, is not and cannot be good enough for us
as an answer. In your answer today, I think you
slightly overstated the imponance of this meeting of
17 November. But the subject of our petitioning and
demands of 8 July, December and February of this
year, as presented in the last report on our powers
during preparations for enlargement and negotiat.ions
with third countries, was negotiations on an interinsti-
tutional basis. !7e would now like to see the trilogy
you mentioned, Mr President of the Council, once
and for all at the negotiaring table.
The situation cannot remain as it is, with Parliament
adopdng resolutions on this subject, which is a highly
imponant and urgent one for all of us in the Com-
munity, so that you can examine them and then
declare to us in a speech that you thought this and that
was right and the rest goes into the waste paper basket.
I exaggerate a little, Mr President, but this is the feel-
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ing which Parliament has had in the past few years
with regard to the budgetary marrers which were dis-
cussed yesterday and the day before. I can see rhat we
are still nor taken seriously by all members of the
Council and governments and rhis is what gave rise ro
our enqulry.
To Mr Andriessen, who spoke for the Commission, I
would like to say thar he gave us a highly consrrucrive
answer to our request ro the Commission. '!7'e now
look forward to the negotiations in rhe coming weeks
and thank the Commission very earnestly for its con-
structive a[titude in a matter of singular imponance to
Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Efremidis.
Mr Efremidis.- (GR) Mr President, being unable or
unwilling ro pur forward suitable solurions ro rhe
Community's economic and social crisis, the European
Council has seen fit, perhaps as a diversionary tactic,
to make pronouncemenrc on internarional polidcal
questions as well. Thus, in connecrion with rhe Arlan-
tic alliance, we find rhe European Council simply
expressing satisfaction at President Reagan's declara-
tions on the occasion of the 25rh anniversary of the
EEC and avoiding the slighrcst hinr of criticism of the
high American interest rates and the more or less sys-
tematic onslaught of the dollar againsr European cur-
rencies, which threatens rhe inrerests of Community
countries. On the other hand, on rhe quesrion of
East-Vest relations, the European Council, excepr for
a number of remarks made by the Greek Prime Minis-
ter, is guilry of high-handed inrervention in the inter-
nal affairs of Poland, is restricring trade relations with
the USSR and is sacrificing rhe inreresm of the Com-
munity and of detente by the position ir has adopted
at the Madrid conference in order ro roe the Cold-
Var line dictarcd by the Reagan administrarion. As to
Afghanistan, it has ignored the proposals of rhe
Afghan Government for a political settlemenr to the
question, and, by a distortion of the facrs puts rhe
blame on the USSR for the rejecrion of the Com-
munity proposals, whereas it is rhe governmenr of
Afghanistan icself which has rejecred them 
- 
justifia-
bly, indeed, as [hese proposals attempt to ignore rhe
Kabul government.
'!(ith regard to rhe Middle Easr, rhe Council avoids
any mention of the murder of dozens of unarmed Pal-
estinians or any condemnarion of Israel's dangerous
expansionisr policy on the Vest Bank and the Golan
Heights and has failed to call on the interesred parries
in broad, general rerms [o avoid the use of force in the
Lebanon.
On the question of Central America there has been no
condemnation by the European Council of American
imperialism as being responsible for the sufferings of
the peoples in the region, with its blatant intervention
in El Salvador, Nicaragua and Cuba and its threats of
open armed intervention. Furthermore, the European
Council's appraisal of Mr Tindeman's visit to Turkey
and the repon he made is unacceptable. The junta's
promise of a referendum, some sort of democratic
constitution and elections, at which the European
Council expresses satisfaction, is a repetition of the
decepdve scenario played out by the Greek junta and
the recent bloody electoral orgy in Guatemala and El
Salvador. This attitude of the European Council
towards the Turkish junta, which is torturing, murder-
ing or locking up its political opponents, is not the
result of political naivity. It is due [o a conscious
attempt to avoid any condemnation of the regime and
build it up as a base for attacking the Socialist and
Arab countries.
Finally, Mr President, we are astounded at the con-
spirary of silence in the Council on the tragedy of
Cyprus, despite the fact that the Greek Prime Minister
has repeatedly raised the question at the last two meet-
ings of the Council.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romualdi.- (17) Mr President, it is to my sor-
row thar I note once more that the European Council
meeting has failed to meet its main objectives, which
on the economic level were basically to agree on stra-
tegies and guidelines to meet the challenge from
Japan, the Unircd States and the other major indus-
trialized countries at the forthcoming Versailles sum-
mit.
In the field of political cooperation all that was done
was to take note of the continuing tragic situation in
Poland, with another heartfelt and unrealistic call for
Jaruzelsky's government to proclaim the end of the
state of emergency and resume talks with the Church
and Solidarity. And that is all, or rather next to
nothing or even less, because it just goes to show how
powerless Europe is before this problem.
Any change in the rigid and frozen state of East-\7est
relations has been shown once more to be completely
out of the question by the failure of the Madrid Con-
ference on the results of Helsinki, a conference which
unfortunately has nothing to say about security or
cooperation. In the meantime however, there is con-
tinuing concern for Turkey, where people seem to
have done wrong in putting an end to a frightful wave
of terrorism and having set the country on the road
towards democracy, admittedly still authoritarian and
imperfect, in the hope of achieving a free regime with-
out anarchical and irresponsible features of the pre-
vious one.
Nothing new was said of our policy in the Middle
East, where tension has reached dramatic levels, and
practically nothing new was said of our policy relating
ro the distressing evenm in Central America.
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Presidenr Martens, to whom we owe our thanks for
his speech, said that the results of the summit were in
his opinion 'neither especially good nor especially
bad', which is precisely what Maupassant said of life,
in the conclusion to his famous novel Une Vie,'neirher
as good as one might have hoped nor as bad as one
might have feared'. Ve would be happy if that were
rue, but unfonunately rc judge from the number of
signs and negative reac[ions Community acrion evokes
in public opinion in Europe, we are forced to be much
more pessimistic than he was.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Van Mien.
Mr Van Miert. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, like Mr Blumenfeld, I should like to take this
opportunity to refer back so the three documents, the
rhree questions which have been tabled with regard to
reportr which were adopted last year. The resolutions
coupled with those reports put forward various propo-
sals for strengthening the position of Parliament, albeit
within the terms of the exisdng Treaties. That was, in
other words, the very minimum chat should have been
pracdcable in the course of this legislative period for a
Parliament urhich has been directly elected for the first
time and rhus has a sense of legitimacy. The actual
procedure proposed was based on an inter-institu-
tional agreement between the Council, the European
Parliament and the Commission with regard to defi-
nite steps to be taken towards improving cooperation
between these institutions, culminating in a situation in
which the European Parliament is given more room
for manoeuvre, something rc which it undoubtedly has
a right.
During the debate in question, the spokesmen for the
Council and the Commission made no bones about
their symparhetic attitude to a number of the propo-
sals, and indeed, they reiterated their views on a num-
ber of subsequent occasions. But the fact is that, up to
now, almost a year after the debate 
- 
and bearing in
mind that this House asked for some positive result to
be achieved by the end of last year 
- 
next to nothing
has been done. Of course, I take it that cenain steps
have been taken and that the Commission has shown a
cenain amount of goodwill, but I must say that the
answer we received from the Council today was
extremely disappointing. This has nothing to do with
you personally, Mr Tindemans 
- 
after all, we all
know that you yourself have in the past put forward a
whole series of proposals, which unfonunarely were
all too often a dead letter 
- 
but the real point is rhat
the Council clearly has no serious inrention of making
progress along the proposed lines. Vhar you have just
read out on behalf of the Council 
- 
I am quite sure it
did not represent your own personal view 
- 
was sim-
ply a rehashed version of all rhe rhings the Council has
been saying for years now, but it was at the same time
a slap in the face for Parliament. I therefore believe
that it is time we had some clarity as to whether the
Council is genuinely prepared to do something, or
whether we are always going to get the same kind of
reaction as you got to your report, Mr President,
which 
- 
as an ex-Foreign Minister so cynically said
- 
gor a first-class burial. I get the impression that the
proposals 
- 
and they are perfecdy realistic proposals
- 
put forward by Parliament are going to quietly dis-
appear in the Council's drawers and that, whenever
anyone asks a question about them, we are going to be
spun the same old yarn about the Council continuing
its examination of them. Let me repeat, then: the
Council's answer was completely inadequate and
showed not even minimum respect for these realistic
and sensible proposals on the pan of this House. For
that reason 
- 
among others 
- 
I therefore call on
those responsible to initiate discussions on this inter-
institutional agreement as soon as possible. Next week,
the Polidcal Affairs Committee will be discussing a
number of procedural proposals, and I hope, Mr
President, that you will be able to persuade your col-
leagues in the Council to set to work seriously on
these discussions before your Presidency comes to an
end.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I should like rc
conclude with a few general remarks on the European
Council. I really feel bound to comment. on the fact
that it is now apparently seen as a success if the Coun-
cil manages to comprehensively side-step the problems
and to evade all the vinl issues. As far as I am con-
cerned, that kind of thing most cenainly does not
count as a success. It is more like an abdication of res-
ponsibiliry than a courageous altempt to uckle the
outstanding problems. Again let me say, Mr President,
that I am not getting at you personally so much as the
way in which rhe Council has set about things recently,
and that includes the European Council.
One final point 
- 
we have heard a lot here today
about unemployment among young people. Is is not
about time, if we want to show our people that Europe
has any meaning at all, that we did something more
than just nlk about proposals and suggestions? Here
too, and despite the various statemenls trotted out
again by the President-in-Office, little or nothing of
substance has been done. Again, on this very specific
and so vital point, the Council has shirked its responsi-
bility. In conclusion, Mr President, I hope that you
will be able to persuade your colleagues to achieve
positive results over the coming months rather rhan
just go round and round in circles as they have so far.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bournias.
Mr Bournias. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, ir is unfortun-
ately an open secret told by both friends and enemies
that the Community is going through a great econo-
mic and social crisis, which has occupied the Council
both at irs meering on 29 and 30 March 1982 and in
political cooperation, as well as in the relations of the
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Member States with each other and with the other
Vestern countries, panicularly the United States of
America. Indeed, during the celebration to mark the
25th anniversary of the signing of the Treaty of Rome,
emphasis was rightly placed on what has been
achieved in a quaner of a century in the economic and
social field and on the progress made towards union
despite difficulries caused by the oil crisis, but the
question which remains unanswered is the following:
are all the governments willing and able [o pursue a
coordinated policy to overcome the economic crisis
affecting all the countries, so as to give some hope that
the poorer countries will move towards the richer ones
and to eliminate the fear that rhe richer countries will
become more like the poorer ones? S7ill unemploy-
ment, especially youth unemployment, inflation and
monerary insmbility be combated, will the opinions
on agricultural policy come closer together and will
there. be productive investments which will bring. a
genulne economlc revrval during the present decade?
'!7har is the Community's strategy with regard rc all
these problems? \7ill it'be one oTdecisionior one of
words and pious wishes? Ir is true that since the begin-
ning of the year Mr Thorn, in numerous speeches
during our debates, Mrs Thatcher, during her state-
men[ on the results of the United Kingdom presi-
dency, and Mr Tindemans, in his opening address as
the new President-in-Office of the Council of Minis-[ers, have promised us new inner-Community
measures and an attempt to improve international coop-
eration, and fonunately today's announcements by the
President-in-Office of the Council, Mr Martens, allow
us to be optimistic, since beyond the difficulties and
the differences which separate us there is a common
desire to continue the sruggle to remove the barriers
and solve the problems which have accumulated.
\(/e Greek Members of the European Parliament from
the New Democracy Pany, the pany which took
Greece into the Community, shall join in this struggle
because we believe in the need for political coopera-
rion between the free nations of the !(est.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Pesmazoglou.
Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the message
which emerges from this evening's debate is that there
is disappointment and condemnation of the European
Council's failure to take the basic decisions which the
peoples of Europe are waiting for, decisions which will
serve their interesr and meet their expectations.
I should like to make three very brief remarks.
Firstly, the fight against unemployment is directly
linked with overcoming the economic crisis, and this
can be achieved, Mr President, mainly by uking ac-
don through the procedures and institutions of the
European Community. The European Council which
met at the end of March was unable to take decisions
on cenain basic problems, even though the conditions
were ripe. I should like to refer to rhe proposal by the
President of the Commission, Mr Thorn, that an ini-
riative be taken on productive investments. Such an
initiative would be extremely important, and I we[-
come and stress the support given to this plan by the
Belgian Prime Minister and the Belgian Government.
It is unacceptable, however, that objections should be
raised and doubrc expressed by other Member States
of the European Community, mainly with regard to
budgetary problems. These problems are becoming
more complicared and widespread with the lasting
economic crisis. On the other hand, if we overcome
the economic crisis through Community action, these
problems will be reduced, and I should like to take this
opportunity of stressing the imponance of regional
development where such a plan is concerned.
The subject of my second remark is the lack of trans-
p^rency surrounding imponant political problems in
the context of political cooperation. The position with
regard to Turkey and other countries of Central
America are inconsistent with the principles governing
the European Community.
Lastly, my third remark is a positive observation. The
Belgian Foreign Minisrer and President-in-Office of
the Council of Ministers stressed the European Com-
munity's immediate reaction in declaring its solidarity
with the United Kingdom in its dispute over the Falk-
land Islands. This was a positive position, and I defin-
itely consider that such a decision of solidarity with
the United Kingdom will meet very wide approval.
However, I am bound to express, Mr President, the
Greek people's condemnation of the continuing lack
of clarity and the weakness of resolve in denouncing a
similar situation which exists in Cyprus following mili-
tary action, an invasion and a continuing occupation
of the Island in violation of all the United Nations
resolutions.
President. 
- 
I call upon Mr Brok.
Mr Brok. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, my dear colleagues,
I would like ro make a few remarks on the subject of
unemployment following the last meeting of the Euro-
pean Council, although I am aware that it is not to Mr
Manens and Mr Tindemans that my criticism should
be directed. 'S7e have seen the European Council,
Council of Ministers and Commission giving each
other sanctimonious advice and instructions on this
matter without drawing up any specific proposals or
sreps to deal with unemployment. This has been the
case for some time now, in spite of the 10.5 million
unemployed in the European Communiry, and this
situation is becoming intolerable.
'Whenever unemployment is discussed, it is mostly in a
context in which the European Community hardly has
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the means required to solve this problem properly.
Social policy action is no doubt necessary, but rhe
problem can at the most be mitigated, but not solved,
by social policies. However, with the limited resources
available, such as the Social Fund, rhere is hardly any
prospect of doing this really effectively.
In the debate on unemployment, we should at long last
concentrate on the means which rhe European Com-
munity has in fact at its disposal: for instance, the
extension of the European monetary system, as well
as, for example, a well-functioning inrernal market
generating grea[er competitiveness for our industry in
the Common Market. Ve should not be driven to
panic in the face of unemployment since this would
again only lead to more shortsighted protectionism,
causing an even greater increase in unemployment in
the European Community.
'!7'e must abandon our hostility in the technical sector,
which prevents us from combining our effons in
energy, technology or communications policy to
achieve international competitiveness. In these secrors
we see consumption instead of invesrment and
unproductive maintenance subsidies instead of for-
ward-looking measures.
There is a real need for initiatives here to encourage
young entrepreneurs with tax measures to invest in the
future. Ve also need worker panicipation in produc-
don-financing capital to ensure investment in the sec-
tors of the future.
T[e whole thing becomes even worse when individual
governments prevent the funher development of the
European economy for shonsighted ideological rea-
sons. This has become clear in the case of France,
which has had rc abandon its own stance to some
exrcnt in the face of job rends. \7hen I then look at
the path followed by rhe largest pany in the German
Government. at its party contress, I have to say that i[
is heading exactly in the wrong direction and thus
making it more difficult to maintain jobs in Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kallias.
Mr Kallias. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the European
Economic Community is at a crirical turning point in
its existence. Ir has become clear that small srcps are
no longer sufficient. The rime has come for a funda-
mental change in our psychology and in our artirudes
and for bold decisions about the future 
- 
and here I
am thinking of our approach ro the final straight lead-
ing to polirical union. I believe that such an enterpris-
ing step would make it possible, and psychologically
easier, to find a solution ro such major problems as
internal rivalries and chauvinism. Bur, at a time when
courage is needed, what we see today is a disturbing
apathy and we must investigate and idendfy its causes
and do everything possible ro extricare ourselves from
this impasse.
There are some other factors which cause concern.
For example, neither the Commission nor the Council
of the European Community has taken acrion on rhe
resolutions of the European Parliament concerning an
increase in the powers of the European Parliamenr
with specific reference to the recognition of irc legisla-
tive initiadve and irc role in European political
cooperation. It is my wish 
- 
I cannot be sure of this
but at least I can hope 
- 
that the spirit of the Euro-
pean Parliament will be felt in all the other bodies of
the Community and that Parliament will give clear
expression to the hopes and aspirations of rhe peoples
of Europe. I pray, Mr Tindemans, thar, before your
term of office as President comes to an end, you will
give clearer evidence of your firm faith in the need for
political unity in Europe.
I now come to the question concerning the situation in
Turkey. Unfonunately, Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, Turkey and violence are familiar bedfellows.
The internal situation, arrests, convictions, executions,
crude violadons of human rights, tonure, the suppres-
sion of trade unions, of the free Press and of political
activity have again led this Assembly ro express its
disapproval of the Turkish regime and to call for the
termination of the Community's association agreemenr
with Turkey.
These actions stem from the Community's belief in
democracy, from the ideology of all the European
powers which share that belief and also from the facr
that dictators are encouraged by complacency and are
not to be taken seriously when they announce the tim-
ing and method of the fonhcoming end of their dicta-
rcrship. Moreover, Turkey is spending very little or
none of its economic aid on the economic advance-
ment of the suffering Turkish people, but is rather
directing it towards the crearion of special armed
forces equipped with landing craft and wirh these
forces it has what I see as the arrogance to threa[en a
Community country 
- 
Greece, which, while not
being afraid of anyone is a peace-loving country and a
staunch defender of rhe inrernarional rule of law.
I think that my remarks about Turkey represenr rhe
views of all my Greek colleagues in rhe New Democ-
racy Pany.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pedini.
Mr Pedini. 
- 
gT) Mr Presidenr, honourable mem-
bers and President Tindemans, the Christian-Demo-
cratic Group was very pleased ro nore rhe establish-
ment of a European cultural foundation among rhe
achievements of the Brussels summit. This is a yery
imponant event. '!(i'e need nor only European universi-
ties and European institutions specifically focusing on
culture, but also a secular arm of the Commission and
Parliament ro morivare schools and cultural bodies
already existing in rhe EEC ro work rowards 'Euro-
pean'goals.
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This idea was first raised in this House many years ago
by President Manino whom we remember so well. It
was taken up by yourself, President Tindemans at the
Rome summitin 1975, and has resurfaced today. Ve
are a little worried though, Mr Tindemans, that in
your capacity as President of the Council, you might
be behaving, through no fault of your own, like those
students who fail at the June examination session and
turn up at the October session withour having put in
any more work than before. I mention this because we
feel that there is something lacking in today's plan too.
\fle still have reservations about it since the idea
remains to have an inter-governmental institution.
Vitness the fact that the Act instituting the Founda-
[ion was signed by the Prime Ministers as rePresenta-
tives of the individual nations on rhe very day the min-
isters were celebraring the Communiry's successfully
reaching its silver anniversary in the presence of the
Belgian King and Queen. President Tindemans, the
Foundation must be freed as quickly as possible from
the trammels of national interest. The Parliament must
be able to keep an eye on the work of the Foundation,
we must have the feeling that it is our creation. The
Foundation should be given over to the Community,
of which the Council of Ministers cenainly plays an
essential part. Besides as we have seen, even the Euro-
pean schools and the University Institute in Florence
are lacking in something precisely because they lack
Community spirit. \7hile approving this project, we
also want to show our concern as an encouragement
rc fuller Community control of the Institution which is
about to be set up.
To conclude, let us also hope that the fonhcoming
Council of Education Ministers may also make some
serious proBress in the cultural sphere, which not only
Europe but the whole world is waiting for. President
Mitterand has just been welcomed to Japan by a great
Japanese writer who said to him 'Bring us France but
above all tell us of Europe'. In connection precisely
with the question of employment for young people Mr
Brok spoke of such warmth' I hope that a Council of
Ministers dealing with cultural and anistic matters will
follow on from the Education Ministers Council.
Remember that such activities serve not only to create
culture, but also a new exhilarating sort of employ-
ment for young peoPle.
IN THE CHAIR : MR DANKERT
President
President. 
- 
I call the Council.
Mr Tindemans, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I should
like to begin by expressing my thanks to all the Mem-
bers who-have spoken in this debate. At the stan of
what I regard as an ansq/er, I should like to stress that,
on most of the points which have been brought up
here, I am speaking on behalf of the Ten, and I should
like to thank those Members who appreciated that
fact. I am thinking in panicular of the remarks made
by Mr Van Miert and Mr Brok and of what Mr Pedini
and others were getting at. I am therefore speaking on
behalf on the Ten.
To begin with, I should like to stress that this is only
the second time in the history of this Parliament that
the Prime Minister of the country holding the Presi-
dency of the Council has put in an appearance here ro
repon officially on the outcome of the meeting of the
European Council. That is, in my opinion, a positive
development. I have already heard it said today that
we are thus consolidating a tradition; Lshould not
like to comment on that 
- 
apparently, one such move
constitutes an experiment, but two already constitute a
radition. Let us hope that we are indeed esmblishing a
good tradition.
I have selected a number of points from all those made
in the course of this debate, and I intend to discuss
them in more detail. The first of these 
- 
and how
could it be otherwise, in view of the fact that this is a
report on a meeting of the European Council 
- 
is the
institutional issue: what is the position now regarding
the European institutions? Ve have had criticism not
only of the resulrc of the last European Council, but
also of the role, the working methods and the impon-
ance of the European Council itself. Perhaps I may be
allowed to strike a personal note here. As Sacha Gui-
try said, the personal note is a detestable thing, but I
was present at the European Council, or rather the last
summit meeting held before summit meetings were
renamed the European Council in December 1974'
Vhether or not the name 'European Council' was a
well-chosen one is something I would prefer to leave
in abeyance for the time being. I personally would
have chosen some other title, but at least everyone in
this House knows what is meant by the European
Council.
The aim was 
- 
and this point was reiterated later by
an influential politician who did not exactly have
French as his mother tongue 
- 
that the meetings of
the European Council should be routine meetings; in
orher words, the aim was to avoid all the razzmatazz
surrounding such summit meetings and subsequently
meetings of the European Council. The real point was
to arrange meetin8s at which Heads of State or
Government could meet in an intimate atmosphere,
have an exchange of views on the maior problems and
possibly pass on guidelines to the Council or the
-Councils. The important rhing vas to avoid the ele-
ment of spectacle on [he grounds that otherwise, there
would be masses of reporters and cameramen in
attendance and expectations would be raised to the
point at which they could not possibly always be ful-
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filled. The original intenrion vas rherefore by no
means [o make the European Council inro the kind of
institution at which major decisions were raken or to
make it into a kind of court of appeal ser up to pro-
nounce on the problems which had proved insoluble at
ordinary Council level, so as ro come up with a solu-
don after all 
- 
at the eleventh hour, as it were. That is
the kind of situation the Heads of Smte or Govern-
ment wanred to avoid from rhe very stan and 
- 
I
must admit 
- 
their effons have not always been
crowned with success. Too much arrention is concen-
trated on the meerings of the European Council, as a
result of which the expecrarions are much too high.
Secondly, there has never been any real agreemenr as
rc the rightful role of the European Council. '!flhat,
after all, is rhe true mission, the true vocarion of the
Council? Perhaps thar is somerhing which can be
defined at future meerings of the European Council.
Still on the insritutional issues, menrion was made in
the course of the debate of the European Foundation.
In the repon on European Union which I drew up in
December 1975 at my erstwhile colleagues' behest, I
recommended the serring up of a European Founda-
tion with the aim of using the resources ac the Founda-
tion's disposal ro strengthen rhe sense of oneness in
Europe, to give people more of a feeling of belonging
[o [he same Community and 
- 
at some future time 
-to the same Union, and rc heighten people's apprecia-
don of the institutions, rheir merhods of working, rhe
proposals put forward and the decisions made. I would
also add that another aim was to increase rhe grass-
roots pressure on the narional parliamenm, the Euro-
pean Parliament and rhe poliricians ro ger somerhing
done at European level and in the interests of Europe
by the judicious application of the available resources.
The idea of a European Foundation has had an
uncomfonable passage. As Mr Pedini rightly said, a
solemn declararion was made a[ a grear ceremony held
in Rome that, ro mark the 25rh anniversary of the ini-
tiation of the Schuman Plan, a monumenr should be
set up in the form of the European Foundarion. That
was in 1975 or 1976, 25 years after rhe milestone of
1950. It is now 1982, and only now has rhe documenr
been signed serring up rhe European Foundarion, rhe
deed being done at the ceremony held in Brussels to
mark the 25th anniversary of the signing of rhe Treary
of Rome. I can undersrand the artitude of some Mem-
bers of this House who have realized wirh some regrer
that the Foundadon in its present form does not fully
aspire to the aims rhat we originally had in mind 
-and I mean 'we' in rhe plural. Despite the fact rhar
nothing more has been achieved ro dare, I would like
to say thar whar we have has a good deal of porenrial.
'S7'hen, in 1970 
- 
and I hardly dare say rhis now that
Mr Davignon is present 
- 
we made a surt with politi-
cal cooperation on rhe basis of the repon he himself
produced, a lot of people were very chary of this kind
of extra-Treaty European cooperarion. Many felt at
the rime that the proposals pur forward did not really
amount to very much. Ve now realize, however, that
European cooperarion is becoming more imponant
every day and may perhaps yield substantial fruit at
some time in rhe future. Afrcr all, w'e are now examin-
ing the Genscher and Colombo proposals and, ar one
of the recent Council meerings, a requesr was put for-
ward for specific proposals to be submitted by
24 April. As you can see, rhen, there is growing poren-
tial here too. I very much hope that rhe same kind of
thing will happen with rhe Foundarion, even in its
present form. In fact, I hope rhat the Foundation will
eventually rake the form we originally conceived for it.
I believe in evolution, and I therefore hope thar the
Foundation will one day assume a form in accordance
with our original intenrions. I should like to say to Mr
Berkhouwer rhat whether or nor. rhe Foundation will
make the man-in-the-street more conscious of Europe
as such depends [o a very grear extenr on the activities
of rhe Foundation, whether it adoprs the right
approach and whether ir genuinely succeeds in reach-
ing the European man-in-the-street and bringing the
idea of Europe home to him.
'!7e have heard mention here of the European Mone-
tary Sysrem and rhe possible srrengrhening rhereof. I
should just like to point our very briefly that the EMS
was discussed, among other things, ar [he May meet-
ing of the Council of Minisrers of Finance and
Economic Affairs.
A number of speakers referred to relarions berween
the European Parliament and rhe Council, and I was
panicularly concerned abour whar Mr Blumenfeld had
to say on the marrer. If he, with all his experience here
in this House, feels obliged [o express such a sense of
disillusionmenr, he musr indeed be very depressed.
Parliament iself has produced a number of repons
seeking ways of improving relarions between Parlia-
ment and the Council, ways in which Parliamenr can
be given more imponance and ways in which its own
activities can be improved. In mosr cases, through, the
conclusion is that rhe problem mus[ firsr be examined
or is already under examination.
fR) \flhile I am on rhis poinr, I should like to stress
that, when I say thar the Council is currenrly studying
a number of institutional proposals drawn up by Par-
liament, rhe fact is rhat rhe Council has not yer com-
pleted its examination. I would assure you mosr explic-
itly, however, rhar the Council has given serious con-
sideration to rhe resolurions and rhe texrs approved by
this House and that it is endeavouring to adopt a posi-
tive stance. I would add 
- 
and this is something you
know yourselves 
- 
that rhe situation is complfuited
by 
.the ,facr thar several of your suggesr.ions overlap
with orher proposals, such as rhose put forward by Mi
Genscher and Mr Colombo, the Commission's own
proposals and those approved by yourselves as pan of
the conciliation procedure. If you feel that I am deli-
berately keeping quiet on rhis point, please do nor take
this as meaning that nothing is happening. On the con-
trary, I feel encouraged when I see the way in which
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this problem is being examined at lhe moment, and the
progress made so far in the matter.
I would also add that, thanks to the conflicr over the
budget, we have at las[ found a good method of
improving relations between Parliament and the
Council. As you know, conflict has broken out for the
third dme between the European Parliament and the
Council on the question of approval of the budget by
Parliament. You may say that it's an ill wind that
blows nobody any good, and the fact is that it is
thanks to this conflict that the Council has now
decided 
- 
as you will be aware 
- 
to take the case
before the Coun of Justice to see once and for all
what procedure should be followed. I would prefer
not to commen[ on the matter for the moment. On the
other hand 
- 
and I should like to make rhis point
most explicitly 
- 
the Council has declared that the
time has now come to engage in a dialogue with the
European Parliament. \7hen I brought up the question
of the very heavy burden resting on the shoulders of
the minister responsible for budgetary affairs, who has
only little dme available to devote to his presidency of
the Council of Budget Ministers, the Council 
- 
that is
to say the Council of Foreign Ministers 
- 
immedia-
tely responded by saying that they did not have the
budget minister in mind at all; given that the dialogue
was essentially a political matter, it was felt that the
President of the Council of Foreign Ministers should
engage in the said dialogue with the European Parlia-
ment and the Commission. Thanks to the sympathetic
response received from the President of this House
and the President of the Commission, that method has
now been decided on.
Ve had a meeting today at which we agreed on the
major aspects of this dialogue. It is still roo soon to
reach a conclusion, but we did agree to meet again in
May and June in the hope of reaching a conclusion
sometime in June. So long as the positive spirit in
which today's meeting was conducted is maintained, I
hope to be in a position, before the Belgian Presidency
comes to an end, to announce the conclusion of a gen-
uine and positive agreement.
(Applause)
(NL) A number of Members have righdy referred to
the unemployment problem.;The real question as far as
I am concerned is why we as a Community have so far
failed to come up wich an anri-crisis policy at Euro-
pean level. That is the real question being asked by
people who perhaps do not know so much abour the
European institutions and who often fail to under-
stand our jargon, but who nonetheless are imbued
with a European spirit and are convinced that any
solutions to the problem must be found first and fore-
most at European level.
There are three reasons, the first one being of an ideo-
logical nature. Of course, there are bound to be differ-
ences of opinion on economic policy, budgetary
policy, infladon and employment policy.
Secondly, there is insufficient will to pursue a deter-
mined European anti-crisis policy. Thirdly 
- 
and I am
addressing myself specifically to the economists here
- 
there appears to be uncenainty as to which way to
turn. After all, who would claim at the moment to
know the right solution or the right policy for leading
us out of the economic crisis?
In my opinion, these three factors are contributing ele-
ments in the paralysis and stagnation which are cur-
renrly rife throughout Europe. If you are prepared to
bear these factors in mind you will find it easier to
understand what Mr Manens is getting at.
Two decisions were taken at the last meeting of the
European Council: firstly, all possible encouragement
is to be given to investment in the productive sector 
-and I would stress rhe last part of that sentence. \7hat
I mean by 'all possible encouragement' is that all the
Community instruments will be put into effect and
thar the Member States will be called on to match this
effon at national level. Secondly, special measures are
to be taken with regard to younB unemployed persons,
the aim being to improve vocational qualifications by
way of training or to make facilities available for
on-the-job experience. These special measures will
enable young people to work part-time and give them
the chance to gain experience.
Ve have also heard reference to the Jumbo Council,
which we had hoped to be able to convene during the
Belgian Presidency. I have established the necessary
contacts with a view to convening a meeting, but there
is a certain reluctance to convene such a meeting with-
out due preparation, and that is something I fully
appreciate. There are two central issues: the question
of what can be done for small and medium-sized
undertakings in Europe, and the problem of unem-
ployment among young people. No decision has been
taken so far on this Jumbo Council. \flhile it is true
that serious consideration is being given to the idea, it
may be that it would not be a good idea to convene
such a meeting at a time when the Belgian Presidency
is drawing to a close. I can tell you, though, that is has
become apparent from contacts I have had with my
Danish colleague that, if the Jumbo Council does not
meet under the Belgian Presidency, the Danes are pre-
pared to do everything in their power to convene such
a meeting during the second half of this year.
Reference has also been made to our relations wirh the
Unired States. Mr President, there is nothing new
about these relations despite the impression that may
have arisen following the visit paid by Mr Martens and
his Minister for Foreign Relations to the United
States. My report on European Union has a good deal
ro say about relations between the European Com-
munity and the Unircd States, including the fact that
there is an urgent need to define these realtions as
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quickly and as clearly as possible. The more experi-
ence I have of the European Community and the
world economy, the more I am convinced thar it is
essential for us to find the right forum wirhin which
the Community and the United States can discuss
economic and political problems. Allow me just to give
you two examples of what I mean: the Middle East
and Central America.
Although the Community bears no direct responsibil-
ity for Central America, the European Council issued
a communiqu6 on the subject following its latest meer-
ing, proposing that the Community should offer more
aid to the countries of Central America. Mrs Van den
Heuvel attriburcd to me a remark on the siruation in
El Salvador which I never made. I know exactly who
made the remark, and I am very sorry to have it attri-
bured to me. The fact is that the Community has
decided to make more economic aid available to Cen-
tral America. In view of the statement made by Mr
Colombo in the United States and a statement made
by Mr Genscher on relations with the United States, I
believe that we must give very serious consideration to
these relations in the con[ext of political cooperation.
It would be a good thing if we could find a forum for
discussing such problems and possibly developing new
joint initiatives.
Reference has also been made to the mandate, and I
have no need to tell you that we are all concerned
about the future of the Community as a whole. Unless
we find a solution to the problem of the mandate,
there is indeed a very real danger of a major crisis
developing. It is a pity that Mr Thorn was prevented
by an accident from being here today, because 
- 
as
you know 
- 
we are looking together into ways of
solving the problem of the mandare. S7hat the man-
date amounted to was not that we should put forward
fresh proposals, but that we should examine ways of
extricating ourselves from the current mess. Should
that prove to be an impossible mission, it does not
necessarily mean that the Thorn-Tindemans mission
has failed, but simply that there is no longer sufficient
will in the Community rc find a solution. Mr Presi-
dent, allow me to comment briefly on the question of
the Nonh-South Dialogue. !7'e are fully aware of the
imponance of the Nonh-South Dialogue and of the
obligation resting on the industrialized countries to do
something. However, we also feel that the Eastern
European countries have cenain obligadons in this
respect and should not be ruled our of the Dialogue.
(FR) I should like to say a few words specifically rc
Mr Pannella, who complained thar the Council 
- 
that
is, Mr Martens and myself 
- 
had said norhing about
the rcrrible problem of world hunger. Once again, Mr
Pannella is trying ro pur rhe blame on us. I should like
to tell him 
- 
bur of course, he knows it already 
-that the Commission is devodng very serious arrenrion
rc this matter and that the proposals now being
drafted by Mr Pisani are rhe besr I have ever seen. For
the very first time the problem is being tackled ar irs
root causes, and the policy Mr Pisani is proposing to
combat the dreadful scourge of world hunger is well-
founded and serious-minded and is, in my opinion,
capable of dealing with the problem, in pan at least.
But the reason why Mr Pannella complained about the
Council's silence is probably because Mr Pisani's ideas
do not concur with Mr Pannella's on this point.
As regards Turkey, I should like to reiterate what I
already said to the Polidcal Affairs Committee. The
mission I was charged with fulfilling by the Council
was not to carry out an enquiry in Turkey. How could
I possibly have done so? How could a single person
carry our an enquiry in a counrry with 40 million
inhabitants and which covers three times the area of
France? I had no chance to visit the prisons, nor did I
attend any trials. My mission was to inform the Turk.
ish authorities of the feelings of the European Com-
munity and of the Council and to explain to rhem our
concerns and what we expect from Turkey, such as its
acceptance of reforms, the organization of a return to
democracy and respect for human and trade union
righm. That is precisely what I did, and I have
reported back on the response I met with in Ankara. I
was able to speak not only to the Head of State, to
ministers and members of the committee drawing up
the new constitution, but also to the victims of the
present regime. I had contacts with Mr Ecevit and Mr
Demirel; I had contacts with lawyers and I was
informed as to the defence facilities available to per-
sons who have been charged or arrested; and 
- 
let me
repeat 
- 
I have reponed back to the Council, which
has issued a communiqu6 on the situation in Turkey
and which is following developments very closely.
Ve have noted only the one positive reaction so far,
which is that the government has now confirmed the
date for the referendum on the new constitution. Oth-
erwise, we shall be following evenr just like you, and I
am quite sure that the Council will be organizing an
exchange of views on the situation in Turkey and will,
if necessary, be taking sensible steps ro convince the
Turkish authorities of the need to reverr ro democrary
as quickly as possible.
(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, those are
the main points I thought I should discuss here. They
relate to the sense of concern which you feel and to
the problems on which you wanred to hear the Coun-
cil's answer, so thar you are kept posted as to whar is
being discussed at the moment in the European Coun-
cil and by the Council of Foreign Minisrers and whar
is going on there. I should like ro thank you for mking
part in this debate.
Prcsident. 
- 
I should like to thank you, Mr Tinde-
mans, for your extensive replies on the topics raised.
As President of this House, I am consrantly rempred to
keep an eye on the clock, but I believe ir is also impor-
tant to have a genuine exchange of views. I shall also
try to arrange for you to answer a number of questions
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in Question Time, since I know you have come pre-
pared for that.
I am panicularly pleased that the Commission is will-
ing to renounce its right to be called in view of our
shonage of time. I think this procedure is quite justi-
fied since there were in any case not many questions
addressed to the Commission.
9. Visit by a European Parliament delegation to Pakistan
President. 
- 
The next item is the debate on the visit
by the European Parliament delegation to Pakistan, on
which a number of statements were made rhis after-
noon by myself, the President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil and the representative of the President of the Com-
mlsslon.
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Ripa di Meana. 
- 
(17) Mr President, on behalf of
the Socialist Group I would firstly like to express our
very sympathedc solidarity with Mr G6rard IsraEl in
the face of the revolring racist and anti-Semitic
discrimination to which he was subjected by the auth-
orities in Islamabad, on account of 'his name and ori-
gin' as the latest communication from Pakistan was
disgracefully worded. The incident is extremely ser-
ious, and cannot simply be allowed to rest with a for-
mal protest because it may constitute a dangerous pre-
cedent not only for relations between the Parliament
and third countries, but even for current relations
within the international Community. Such discrimina-
rion, which is being practised today against an elected
representative of the French people, might in the
future affect diplomatic staff and officials of interna-
tional organizations in Pakistan and elsewhere. The
European Parliament must take action in the next few
hours to uphold rhe principle at stake with extreme
firmness, as well as calling on the Commission in Brus-
sels to reconsider in the next few hours together with
the Pakistan Government the relations between the
latter and the Community.
Four our part, we cannot conceal the resentment and
indignation we feel today at this shameful statement,
from the Pakisun Minisry of Foreign Affairs. The
European Parliament has done and urill do everything
in ir power to provide political and moral support for
the Afghan resistance movement and ensure Afghani-
stan's return to the sntus of a free, independent and
non-aligned nation.
Mr Manens acknowledged the polidcal and moral
supremacy of this House this morning. It is tragic that
such an offensive measure should be announced pre-
cisely today by a representative of Pakistan, which is
the most exposed and vulnerable country following
the Soviet invasion of that country. Its territory has
been overrun by more than two million Afghan
women and children in forced exodus, a flood of
humanity to whom Pakistan has always shown gener-
osity and afforded a providential refuge, despite its
meagre resources. The very enormity of this act,
coupled with im sheer political thoughtlessness, leads
me to hope that there will be a change of mind in Isla-
mabad in the next few days.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (Chrisdan-Democratic Group).
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the EPP
Group, for whom I have the honour of speaking, like
the previous speaker, is shocked by the behaviour of
the rulers in Islamabad.
\[hat are the facr? A small delegation from the Euro-
pean Parliament or rather its Political Committee with
Mr IsraEl as its rapponeur, had a mission to accom-
plish which was humanitarian in the true sense of the
word: that of investigating the fate of the Afghan refu-
gees in the charge of the Pakistan Government. Their
ask was to help them but this has been prevented for
the moment by what I can only call stupid action on
the part of the Pakistan Government.
The European Parliament has always stood up for
peace, freedom, justice, tolerance and solidariry, and
always will. It will, I hope, never falter in im determi-
na[ion [o defend imelf whenever it, as a whole, or we
as individuals, are attacked.
Apan from military aggression and rcrrorism, religious
fanaticism and racism are the worst characteristics and
frequently the motive force of many areas of our
human society. But we must not allow these base
instincts to raise their heads again, as in the past, or
gain acceptance.
I have already said that the government in Islamabad's
foolish decision, which reeks of racial discrimination,
speaks for itself. However, the government has in fact
only harmed imelf because it has failed to realize that
with this refusal to the delegation from the European
Parliament, it has destroyed any possibility of interna-
tional aid reaching its fellow moslems from Afghani-
sran 
- 
and this was in fact the aim of the delegation
of G6rard Isra€l and his colleagues.
The European Parliament in its large majority will
not, I hope, relax irc efforts to help the refugees and
victims of Soviet aggression from Afghanistan and
continue to support. them in the future. At this present
moment, however, the Pakistan Government will have
to be reminded that it will receive an appropriate re-
sponse for im attitude, not only from the European
Parliament but, we hope, from the other institutions of
rhe Community as well. I therefore agree with what
my colleague has just said: we hope the Commission
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will review the economic, financial and orher conrrac-
tual agreemenrc with Pakisran as quickly as possible.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call the European Democraric Group.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Mr President, it causes me very grear
distress this evening to be forced to conclude that Pak-
istan, a country with which my own counrry has
strong historical connections and many of whose citi-
zens reside in my country, indeed in my constituency,
is now ruled by an anti-semitic government.
This is a situation rhat has arisen quire contrary ro rhe
principles laid down by Mohammed Ali Jinnah, the
founder of Pakistan and quite contrary rc rhe princi-
ples laid down in the Holy Koran which enjoin on
Islamic followers to pay panicular respect to Jews and
Chrisdans who are known as the People of the Book.
This is something which has been made quite clear by
the Pakistani authorities in the past few days. It is not
the political views of Mr G6rard Israel that have
caused him to be banned by the Pakistani Govern-
ment. Another view has been put forward from Isla-
mabad. It is not his position on rhe Arab-Israeli dis-
pute or anything that he has done, it is rhe fact of his
name and his origin, and these words appear in com-
munications that have passed between Islamabad and
Brussels. The name and the origin are quorcd by the
Pakistani Government as the reason for the refusal to
accept him as a delegate from this Parliament to the
government of Pakisan. And what more shameful
pretext could be put forward than that?
(Applause)
My submission will, I feel, be approved unanimously
by this European Parliament.
Let us be sure that it is not the Afghan refugees who
have made this decision; alrhough some may whisper
that this is the case. Mr Isra€I, indeed all of us, have
met Afghan refugees, Afghan freedom fighters and
have had the best of relations with them here and in
other places, panicularly in Florence a few weeks ago
with Mr Ripa di Meana. It is the Pakistani Govern-
ment that has made this decision and has made it in
formal communications.
I hope that will nor persuade rhe European Com-
munity to reconsider the humanitarian aid rhar is given
by our Community and by our Member States on a
bilateral basis to rhe Afghan refugees. Tens of millions
of units of account are given every year by our coun-
tries to the Afghan refugees and righrly so and I hope
that this terrible incident will nor prevenr that happen-
ing in the future. Bur it will have very serious conse-
quences.
In the first place it will mean that our work in the
European Parliament on behalf of. the jih'ad will be
thrown into severe confusion. Our mission to Pakistan
will be stopped. Mr Isra€l's report will be delayed and
relations between the Council and Pakismn will be
severely damaged by what has happened.
And I predict also that relations between the Unircd
States and Pakistan 
- 
very imponant connections 
-will also be damaged by what has taken place. So I am
delighted by what the President-in-Office said earlier
this afternoon and ro hear that this matter will be pur
before the Pakistani Governmen[ if agreemenr can be
found on Monday, as I confidently hope it will.
Pakistan, Mr President, has done magnificent work in
the past in supponing Afghan refugees, housing them
and feeding them. But it cannot, under this govern-
ment, be considered to be a civilizing influence in the
world until ir recognizes that all its own cirizens and
all European citizens are equal, irrespecrive of their
name and their origin.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Chambeiron. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, like all Mem-
bers present at the beginning of this afternoon's
session, I fully appreciated the serious tone of your
statement informing us of rhe refusal to let one of our
number set fool on Pakistan soil.
It goes without saying rhat if an intenrion to discrimi-
nate in respect of race, religion or politics underlies
the motives of the Pakistani authorities (and I can only
go on the informarion given us), I can stare in no uncer-
[ain terms, that no member of the Communist and
Allies Group will stand for it.
I can say this all the more emphatically, Mr Presidenr,
as everyone in this House knows that we were against
sending this delegation to Pakistan, and since we have
always clearly expressed our opposirion to resoning to
such delegations or rhese self-styled campaigns to
defend human rights, which unfonunately are only
too often political smoke screens. '!7'e were quite frank
about it at lhe rime and you will therefore undersrand
how much srress I am laying on my words. Vhile I still
have the floor, Mr Presiden-r, I would like rc point out
that there are cenain conventions in international rela-
tions which this House somelimes seems ro lose sight
of. I have often wondered if it was proper ro disregard
some of these conventions and, say, decide to send a
delegation to a sovereign counrry wirhout taking rhe
elementary precaurion of finding out whether rhe
country concerned, whatever country it is, would
receive it. I think that is a lesson we must draw from
this deplorable incidenr.
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That is what we think of this matter and rhat is all I
have to say about ir.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Chambeiron, in my capacity as Presi-
dent of this Parliament, I feel it is my duty to reply to
what you have just said. The issue has nothing to do
with a European Parliament delegation being welcome
or not; as far as the Pakistani Government is con-
cerned, that was an established fact. The problem is
that the ban applies to a member whose name was
mentioned.
(Applause)
I call the Liberal and Democradc Group.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(FR) I want to say thank you to all of
you for having reacted so vigorously at this base attack
and for organizing this debate at rhe prompting of
Simone Veil and on a proposal from you, Mr Presi-
dent. There are occasions, as you have clearly seen,
when 45 minutes of question time are wonh giving up.
The Liberal and Democratic Group's initial reaction
was one of deep sorrow and disbelief. Yet the Pakis-
tani Governmenr has stated and restated three times
this month that a European Parliament delegation
inquiring into the problems of Afghan refugees would
not be welcomed if G6rard Isra0l was a member of it,
in view of his Jewish origin and his membership of a
French-based Jewish cultural organization. History
goes on repeating itself on this frightening planet, and
we are in a better position than anyone on this old
continent of Europe to make a stand against anything
which reminds us in any way of what happened
40 years ago.
Our reaction as an institution and the debate this eve-
ning are symbolic, and they must sound a warning to
all. \7e cannot be content with rhetoric, choice phrases
and flighm of oratory. There must be some tangible
political follow-up to this situation which the Pakisnni
Government has brought about. Of course, we must
approve a motion for a resolution which we will ask
the Council to pass on to the Pakistani Government.
Ve can sure however that they will not be swayed by a
mere resolution. '!7e must take things funher and ask
the Commission what economic measures the Com-
munity can mke in renliation against them. Our ten
Governments must also be asked to review closely the
bilarcral relations they have with Pakisan.
I will no doubt be told that things are less simple and
black and white in the diplomatic, economic and cul-
tural fields, and that international relations force
States into making concessions which we Parliamen-
tarians lose sight of all rco easily when we stan speak-
ing. If by mischance I were to hear this sort of argu-
ment, I would repeat once more that we don't have
the same idea about politics. I cannot engage in diplo-
macy nor grant concessions to a cynically racist State,
and Pakistan has shown us how it looks at inrerna-
tional relations by banning the European Parliament
delegation because G6rard Israel is Jewish.
This House cannot possibly show any leniency in the
face of anti-semitism. 'We cannot provide aid nor
cooperation for Pakistan any longer. In the face of
Pakistan's intolerance and racism, we will stand up for
freedom and human rights, and when Pakistan makes
demands on us, we will say we have no money, except
of course for direct aid for the Afghan refugees. The
whole world must realize that Europe will follow the
highest of her instincts and react whenever the spiri-
tual, moral and philosophical values she embodies, and
holds dear, are attacked. All the Arab countries must
realize that our attitude would be the same if a Muslim
member of this House was subjected to such unbeliev-
able discrimination. Shame on the Pakismni Govern-
menr for having sewn the star of David back on G6r-
ard Israel! Like most of you here, I am not Jewish butI know that many members of the European Parlia-
ment would, like myself and the whole Liberal and
Democratic Group, be proud to wear that Starl
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr Lalor. 
- 
Mr President, first of all let me say that I
am pleased that you, as President, found it possible
under the Rules to act so speedily and to enable us to
have this discussion here tonight in order to give us
the opponunity of condemning this horrible decision
by the Pakistan Government.
'!7e in this group were horrified today when we heard
you, Mr President, delivering your message and read-
ing the telexes that you had had restricting our delega-
tion going to Pakistan. I stress this group, because
naturally we in this group know better than any others
the tremendous qualities, humanity and sincerity
which G6rard Isradl possesses. He has become well
known in our group and in fact I think I can say in the
whole Assembly as our human-rights man. He was the
natural, logical and automatic choice of the Political
Affairs Committee to investigate the plight of the
Afghan refugees from USSR aggression in Pakistan. It
is amazing that Pakistan who should so generously
offer shelter to unfortunate refugees from Afghanistan
on the one hand, should, on the other now introduce
such racial anti-semitism and discrimination.
Parliament must insist on denouncing this insult. Our
Member of Parliament represents the French nation,
and we must now show our 1000/o solidariry with the
French electors in exercising their right to be repre-
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sented in this Assembly by any representarive of any
sect or religion thar they choose.
It is absolutely shocking to be told that our colleague,
Mr Isra€I, is not acceptable because of his name or ori-
8ln.
I have the highest respect for Lord Berhell and for Mr
Ripa di Meana. They were all rhree very highly quali-
fied ambassadors from this Parliament. Bur, I know
that in no way do I take from rhe qualities of the orher
two when I say that nobody was more qualified on
human grounds than Gerard IsraEl to go as one of our
three ambassadors in this regard. Ir is sad rhat, because
of this outbreak of racialism, this very wonhwhile mis-
sion cannot now mke place.
In fact, Mr President, unfonunately it is the Afghan
refugees who will now be the greatest losers.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
dination and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members.
Mr Panaella. 
- 
(17) Mr President, I would not like
to v/aste too much of your time and. my own by
repeating what I feel about this incident and for
Mr IsraEl, as you are aware of that. Of course we must
condemn the incident and back up our words with ac-
tion, but please, Mr President, be a little more discreet
and little less grandiloquent! Let us keep our sense of
proportion. The matter is very serious all right, but
why pretend such blushing innocence, such shockabil-
iry and high moral indignation? Do try and grow upl
Mr President, isn't it the official view of things here,
that political democracy is fine for rhe Imlians roday
now that they are somewhat emancipated, bur not for
those in the 1930s; that it is perhaps a good rhing now
for the Spanish, but not for rhe Turks, nor for [he
dagoes, the blacks nor the yellow races, thar would
just be Utopianism! 'We are sometimes rold thar doing
something to avoid the death of thiny millions is being
over sensitive. But if we wait for Edgar Pisani ro pro-
duce a new Gospel, they will be dead in the meantime !
Mr Galland has just discovered rhat rhe Pakistani
regime is racisr and anri-Semidc. !7har rhen, can be
happening to the Jews over rhere? Do we have to wait
until we are spar upon, until the principles of our Par-
liament are treated with contempt before taking ac-
tion? If the Pakistani Governmenr reats Mr Isra€l and
the European Parliament like rhar, quirc probably
there are pogroms going on in that country!
If the principle of tolerance is nor acknowledged by all
peoples, how can you suddenly be surprised rhat they
are so badly behaved? I think our problem, Mr Presi-
dent, is to get it into our heads once and for all that
we cannot treat the Turkish Junta with kid gloves!Ve
must show tolerance of course. 'We must give the Junra
a chance to abide by the promises it made ro
Mr Tindemans and others. In the meantime however
there is torture going on, people are being done ro
death in body as well as in mind. That is why,
Mr President, we mus[ make ir clear once more rhat
peoples and individuals have a righr to tolerance and
democracy, and must be demanded. Ve cannot sud-
denly wake up to their imponance in the southern
hemisphere simply because [he murderous Argentine
generals all of a sudden look like dispossessing I 800
subjects of Her Britannic Majesty of rhe Falklands,
Lord Bethell. Personally I am all for libeny, the Falk-
lands and the I 800 Falklanders. Anti-national as I am,
I think the Argentines would have everything to gain
from English Common Law righrc rather than being
ruled by the generals. But these generals are your
allies, in Turkey as in Argentina, rhey are your friends
and your business associates. So stop being hypocriti-
cal, Mr President. Lofry rones are fine in moments
when history is really being made, but not when poses
are merely being struck to try and offset everyday
frustration and hypocrisy.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
QT) Mr Presidenr in view of this
very serious exhibition of racism and anti-Semitism, I
do not think it would be a bad thing ro relax for once
the iron rules of procedure, which sometimes end up
stifling highly jusdfied feelings of indignation, and for
this House to approve an urgenr, solemnly worded,
resolution demonstrating our unanimity.
At the instigation of rhe Socialist Group, Mr Presi-
dent, yesterday afternoon we began drawing up a
motion for a resolution ro be tabled rcday. It has now
been signed by many members, from practically all rhe
major political groups in the House.
The resolution declares that Gdrard Isradl's banning
on account. of the name he bears and his origins is an
unacceptable expression of racism and anti-Semitism.
It then goes on to state that this conduct damages our
independence and our dignity and thar of this Parlia-
ment, whose polidcal prerogative to acr and safeguard
human righr is thus quesrioned for rhe first rime in its
history. This incidenr also undermines rhe fundamen-
tal rights and duries of the members of chis Parliament.
'!7'e therefore call on the Commission to re-examine the
relarions between the Community and the Pakismni
Governmen[ in rhe lighr of rhis serious incident, and
hereby requesr rhe Presidenr ro pass on rhis morion for
a resolution we have mbled ro the foreign minisrers
meeling in political cooperation for them ro draw rhe
necessary consequences.
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President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commissi
(FR) Mr President, the Commission expressed its
feelings on this matter quite clearly a litde while ago.
They concur with those expressed again this evening,
but I think rhar the Commission should make a state-
ment since several speakers have called on the Com-
mission in connection with the draft resolution to
reexamine relations between the Community and Pak-
istan.
This is what I have to say. Firstly, the Commission
considers that the incident which has just occurred is a
serious one and when there is a serious incident, some
thought must be given to the state of relations between
the Communiry and the country involved in the inci-
dent. This will be done as quickly as possible, and the
outcome will be made known in accordance with Par-
liament's wishes, to lhe committee which undertakes
rc deal with the matter, be it the Political Affairs Com-
mittee or the Commitqee on External Economic Rela-
tions.
Secondly, there is one point which I would like to
make clear as of now. Action is being taken by the
Community to aid refugees from Afghanistan and
there is no doubt that this action is fully justified. \7e
have to make sure that this aid, as well as the food aid
granted to Pakistan, is properly handled, because this
aid stems from efforts tci assist persons who are in a
panicularly distressing situation. I therefore think that
the question put to us relates to what I call 'advantages
granted to States in connection with our general
economic relations, affecting the management of these
States, and not to particular measures concerning per-
sons in an especially delicate position.'
Since I have the floor, I cannot resist taking the
opportunity I am afforded of saying a word to
Mr Pannella, who as usual has mixed up the various
subjects being discussed, to point out to him that I do
not think it is appropriate to refer constantly to the
fact the Commission in his opinion has not proposed
in a very concrete and precise manner measures [o
combat world famine. It is not proper to pretend that
the proposals being considered mean that the Com-
mission, as well as the Community or this Parliament,
is unconcerned about the lot of hungry people! I do
not think it is warranted and I wanted to tell him so.
(Appkuse)
INTHE CHAIR:MR ESTGEN
Vce-President
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Let me thank the Commission and everyone who took
part in the debarc. I wish to thank the Council as well,
and also the interpreters who were kind enough to let
us hold this debarc which was nol down on todav's
agenda.
l0.Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item is the second pan of
Question Time (Doc. l-112/82).
'!7e start with questions to the Council.
I call Question No 52, by Mr Godikas (H-794/81):l
On 2l November 1981 two Greek sub.iects, Niko-
laos Vassias and Kostis Mavros, were refused per-
mission to enter Denmark by the Danish au-
thorities on the grounds that they had not got
enough money. In fact, the two Greeks had
brought the maximum foreign currency allowed
by the Greek state.
Subsequendy, they were refused permission to
contact the Greek Embassy in Copenhagen and
were then taken in handcuffs to Copenhagen Air-
port Police Station where they were held for
38 hours and then forced to re[urn to Budapest.
No explanation was given.
This act on the part of the Danish authorities is a
clear infringement of Community regulations and
of the Treaty of Rome.
This report was published in the newspaper 'Elev-
therotipia' on I December 1981; Greek public
opinion was justifiably outraged.
!fl'hat measures do the Foreign Ministers envisage
ro force the Danish Government. to pay compen-
sation to these Greek subjecm for the financial loss
they suffered and the humiliation they underwent,
and what can be done to prevent similar occurr-
ences in future?
Mr Tindemans, President-in-Offce of the Council 
-(NZ) Various texts adopted pursuant to the Treaty
esablishing the European Economic Community
define the conditions under which persons who may
avail themselves of these texts can enter another Mem-
ber State. I have in any case been informed that the
Danish authorities have opened an enquiry into the
case mentioned. That enquiry is still going on. I should
funher like to point ou[ that in any event it is for the
Commission and not for the Council to ensure compli-
ance with Community law.
Mr Godikas. 
- 
(GR) Despite the tactfulness of the
President-in-Office, the answer is totally unsatisfac-
tory. If the matter is one for the Commission, the
secretariat should have arranged for it to be for-
I Former oral question without debate (O-79l81), convened
into a question for Question Time
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warded. I am greatly concerned rhat rwo Greek sub-
jects should have been treared in this way by a Mem-
ber State of the Communiry, and I insist on my ques-
tion. If the President-in-Office thinks that rhis is a
matter for the Commission, I reserve the right to put
the matter to the Commission, bur rhe moral aspect
involved is of exrreme imponance, and I rhink thar ar
some stage all of us here will have ro come our with
the truth.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 53, by Mr Eisma(H-7e5/8t):
Is a Jumbo Council to be held under rhe Belgian
Presidency and, if so, whar prepararions does rhe
Council intend to make ro ensure rhar, unlike rhat
held under the Dutch Presidency, this Jumbo
Council will yield sarisfacrory results?
Mr Tindemans, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(NZ) Vhen the Belgian Presidency's programme of
action for the first half of 1982 was presented ro the
European Parliamenr, rhe document submirred by the
Belgian Presidency ro rhe Members of the European
Parliament stipulated thar 'the holding before rhe end
of June of a joint (so-called 'Jumbo') Council dealing
with economic, financial and social problems ar one
and the same time could also be considered in the con-
text of practical solutions to rhe social problems cur-
rently facing the Community'. No decision has yet
been taken, and it was acknowledged rhar prepara-
tions for such a meeting would have to be as thorough
as possible in order to ensure a successful outcome.
However, it was noted in rhe Presidency's conclusions
concerning the European Council of 29 and 30 March
that a special meering of the Council would be srudy-
ing specific measures for promoting employment.
Might I add that my recenr answer indicared rhe cir-
umstances under which a Jumbo Council might be
held.
Mr Eisma. 
- 
(NL) In view of the discussions that
have taken place since I put my question down two
months ago, the President-in-Office's reply comes as
no surprise [o me at all. However, I wonder why the
President-in-Office announced in January thar he was
considering a Jumbo Council when it now looks cer-
tain 
- 
or ar leasr fairly cenain 
- 
rhat we cannor
expect ro see any such Jumbo Council in rhe first half
of this year. '!7'e must be realistic, and ir looks ro me as
though we should be grateful if we got this Jumbo
Council by rhe end of the year. Has it emerged over
the last few months that there are no signs of a Com-
munity solurion to rhe problem of unemploymenr? Or
is the reason perhaps that che Commission is nor in a
position to submit concrere proposals to such a Jumbo
Council? Or is rhe Council afraid, in view of the fac-
tors the President-in-Office has just mentioned 
- 
the
ideological vacuum, the lack of resolve, the mood of
despondency 
- 
that this Jumbo Council would be
nothing more than play-acting?
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(NL) As I poinrcd out before, rhe
programme submitred by rhe counrry holding rhe
Presidency amounts to a statement of inrent, but such
a programme cannot be imposed. All rhe discussions
we have had in the meantime indicate rhat rhe prepar-
ations for such a Jumbo Council require a lot of dme
and cannor be rushed. It would indeed be unfonunare
if such a Jumbo Council were ro fail because of inade-
quate preparation, and we are doing everything we
can to ensure that this Jumbo Council is held as soon
as possible. In the course of rhis afrcrnoon I also men-
tioned that I understand rhat Denmark, which will be
assuming the Presidency afler Belgium, will not be
dropping the idea of a Jumbo Council should none
cake place under the Belgian Presidency.
President. 
- 
Since they are on related subjects, I call
simultaneously Question No 64, by Mr Moreland(H-768/81):
Does the Council agree rhar rhe Community's
demonstration projecr are of considerable value
to industry and rhe development of energy policy?
and Question No 70, by Mr Seligman (H-773/81):
Given the latest knowledge of worldwide gas and
oil resources available to rhe Communiry's domes-
tic and indusrial consumers, will the Council take
all necessary steps to ensure that proven industrial
processes for coal gasification and liquefaction are
available [o meer the need when natural gas and
oil supplies begin to decrease, or [o cope with a
sudden disruption in supplies?
Mr Tindcmans, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(NL) Mr Presidenr, with your permission, and that of
the authors, I shall give a joint reply ro QuestionNoH-768/81 pur by Mr Moreland and Quesrion
No H-773l81 put by Mr Seligman.
The Council agrees wirh the honourable Members
about the importance and urgency of this marrer,
including the coal gasificadon and liquefacrion pro-
jects. It is for this reason rhar rhe Council has asked
that that rhe European Parliament should deliver its
opinion on this urgenr matter during rhe current pan-
sesslon.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Does the President-in-Office realize
that we have a situation in which the Council at its
technical level is accepring and approving a volume of
demonstration pojects but ar its polidcal level is not
accepting a budget so that these projecs should be
undenaken, and that rhis looks bad for the Com-
munity's public irnage? Can he assure us that this siru-
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ation should not occur and that he will use his effons
to resolve this situacion?
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(NL) !flhat the honourable Mem-
ber says is not quite true, since the Council is prepared
to take all the necessary legislative measures to enable
the proposals to be implemented.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
The President's reply was a very near
way of turning the blame back on Parliamenr for rhe
delay in this matter, but I do not think thar should be
allowed rc kill the subject. I do feel that rhe Council is
not giving sufficient imponance ro coal liquefaction
and gasifacation, because not only their economic
value is vital but their straregic value in case of supplies
of oil or gas being cut off are yery imponant. 'We must
have an alternative supply for motor fuel and gas for
indusry. Therefore I hope the Council will give much
more imponance to it quite apart from the procedural
problem of the Parliament holding up the procedure.
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(NL) The Council needs Parlia-
ment's opinion before it can reach any decision. That
is why I have asked for Parliament ro let us have irc
opinion as soon as possible.
On the orher hand, while I am aware of the impon-
ance of the gasification and liquefaction processes,
these are long-term projects. In the near future, we
cannot expect them to make any significant contribu-
tion to safeguarding the Community's energy supplies.
According [o rhe Commission's forecasts, by the end
of the century coal gasification and liquefactron may
account for about l0/o of the Community/s total
energy consumPtion.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 55, by Mr Prag (H-
7 83 / 8t):
'What action has the Council taken in respect of
Parliament's Resolution of 18 December 1980
(paragraph 11) urgently requesting 'the creation
on a permanent basis of a Community disaster
relief unit to intervene urgently in the event of
disasters, at the request of the governments con-
cerned, and including specialized technical units
from the armed forces of the member countries',
what discussions have taken place with other
international bodies and what have been the
resuIts ?
Mr Tindemars, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(NZ) Insofar as the action suggested by the European
Parliament's Resolurion of 18 December 1980 falls
within the competence of the European Communities,
it is up to the Commission in rhe firsr place to submit a
proposal to the Council if appropriate.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Since the Commission generally does not
submit proposals ro the Council when it thinks it has
no chance of getting them through, maybe there is
some interaction there between the two. There usually
is. But would the President-in-Office agree that in a[[
recent cases of natural disasters, inadmissible delays in
relief work, in the distribution of essential foodstuffs,
temporary shelter and medical supplies from the main
collection points to the stricken areas have occured
because of lack of appropriate transport and equip-
ment and of the people to use them? And does he
know that exactly that happend in the case of the Ital-
ian eanhquake of December 1980, resulting in much
unnecessary misery and suffering? And finally, is the
Council, as all too frequently, waiting for another
appalling disaster to occur before deciding once again
to do nothing to have comprehensive counter-meas-
ures ready in advance?
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(NL) In the case mentioned by the
honourable Member 
- 
the earthquake in Italy 
- 
the
action taken by the Italian authorities and the Com-
munity was exemplary. !7hat I have just said does not
therefore quite correspond to the truth.
On the other hand, the Commission has never submit-
ted any proposals on this matter, and it is not quite
clear to what extent the Community is responsible for
such affairs.
In reply to a similar question put to the Commission
by Mr Prag at the March part-session the Commission
stated 
- 
and Mr Prag must be aware of this 
- 
that it
did not currently have any plans for examining the
feasibility of creating such a unit, but that it would
shonly be publishing a report on mutual cross-frontibr
medical support in the event of disasters. This matter
has not yet been discussed under political cooperation.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 66, by Mr Lomas(H-806/81):
In the Official Journal of the European Commu-
nities No L 6, Vol. 25, dated 11 January 1982, it is
shown that consignments of skimmed milk pow-
der were sent as food aid to a number of coun-
tries, including the repressive dictatorships of
Uruguay, Chile and Haiti.
This shows that the Council is not concerned
about rhe political position of governments when
they decide to send food aid.
In view of rhis, why is the Council still refusing to
approve the sending of food aid to Vietnam, and
will the Council reconsider ir position in view of
the urgent need for such aid?
Mr Tindemans, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(NZ) One of the Community's chief concerns is to
ensure that aid is granted only where it has a genuine
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prospect of reaching the persons in need. In some
cases, aid is not given direct to the countries con-
cerned but to international or non-governmental
organizations, which guarantee im correct distribution.
This was the case with the aid for the people of Urug-
uay, Chile and Haiti under the 1981 programme. The
Commission channelled supplies through the Interna-
tional Committee of the Red Cross and other non-
governmental organizations. No food aid has been
allocarcd to Vietnam since the 1980 programme, as the
Commission has submitted no proposals to that effect
to the Council. However, in view of the extremely ser-
ious health situation obtaining in Vietnam, the Com-
mission recently granted humanitarian aid totalling
300 000 ECU as a conribution to the activities of
non-governmental organizations.
Mr Lomas. 
- 
I underitand, of course, that Mr Tinde-
mans and the Council would want to have full assur-
ances that any food aid that was sent either direct or
through the organizations would reach the people and
be properly disrributed. It is proper to ensure that this
is what happens. But is he aware that some of those
NGOs 
- 
Oxfam, the International Red Cross, the
Unircd Nations Food Aid Programme 
- 
are all send-
ing food aid to Vietnam, as indeed are a number of
countries separately? All of them are absolutely satis-
fied that the distribudon is being done in a proper
manner. Indeed, I sent denils of all this to the Com-
mission in order to help them to ry and pressurize the
Council into agreeing rc disribute the aid. So what I
would like to ask the Council is, would they have a
look at all this overwhelming evidence that the aid is
being distriburcd in a proper manner and if they are
satisfied' with that would they then reconsider the
position?
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(NL) The Commission has not
proposed any funher food aid for Vietnam since 1979
- 
undoubtedly because it has considered all aspects of
the problem, including the views expressed at the pol-
itical cooperation meetings. The Community's food
aid programmes for 1980 and 198 1 thus contained no
allocations for aid to Vietnam, nor is there any such
allocation in the 1982 programme currently being
studied by the Council. On 2 March 1982 the Presi-
dent of the Commission, Mr Thorn, reiterated that the
EEC would not send any food aid to Vietnam before
the political situation in Cambodia was setrled. I might
add in this conrexr rhar Viernam has sent its Minister
of Foreign Affairs to Europe and that I mer Mr
Co Thatch yesterday morning to discuss this marter
with him personally. I shall be reporring to the Council
on my talks with him.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
Thanking the Presidenr-in-Office for his
reply, it has been very interesring to hear of his meet-
ing with the represenratives. Could he assure us now
that he will be ar leasr hoping rhar the Commission
does put forward a proposal for food aid and thar fol-
lowing this meeting he will be happy to commend it to
the Council?
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(NL) May I remind you rhat I am
speaking on behalf of the Ten. I said just now that I
shall be reponing on my talks with Mr Co Thatch yes-
terday 
- 
probably next Monday or Tuesday. It is then
up ro the Council to decide on the attitude it wishes to
adopt. As I said in my earlier reply, it is for the Com-
mission to submit a proposal.
Mr Habsburg.- (DE) In view of your previous reply
on the subject of Vietnam, in which I nodced you
made a clear distinction between regimes which are to
be condemned, but which do not commit agtression,
and those which do commit aggression, can one take it
that there is a Community policy to the effect that
food aid is not granted to countries which commit
aggression, but a certain amount of aid is granted to
countries which do not commit aggression.
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(FR) May I repeat what the Presi-
dent of the Commission, Mr Gaston Thorn, stated on
2 March 1982, namely that 'the European Economic
Community will not send food aid to Vietnam as long
as the political situation in Cambodia has not been set-
ded'. That is what Mr Thorn said. For the benefit of
Mr Habsburg, I might add that rhe Community's rule
up till now in the case of 'doubrful' regimes 
- 
to put
it that way 
- 
has been to take precautions to ensure
that the aid granted benefited the population and did
not represent a trump card in the hands of the regime.
Mr Efremidis. 
- 
(GR) In view of what Mr Tinde-
mans has said, I should like to put a supplementary
question. The President-in-Office suggested and in-
sisted that no humanirarian aid be granred to Vietnam
because of the situation in Cambodia. Quite apan
from one's own views on this matter and apan from
the question of guarantees, I should like to ask the fol-
lowing.
Does this refusal to grant humanitarian aid rc the peo-
ple of Vietnam amount to a punishment, so that peo-
ple are condemned to hunger and misery, despirc all
they went through in the war and despite the fact that
the countryside has been depopulated and turned inro
a lunar landscape? Is that the Community's policy? Is
that a humanitarian policy? Not even the President-
in-Office could doubt that rhis aid does in fact reach
the people of Vietnam. May I therefore ask for a spe-
cific reply as to whether the EEC or the Commission
has decided to punish a people and condemn it to
hunger and misery simply because rhey do not like
the policy being pursued by the governmenr of rhar
country.
Mr Tindcma (FR) I would repeat rhat Mr
Thorn's statemen[ referred of course to aid given
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direct to the authorities of the country in question. I
have just pointed out that our policy is to provide aid
which benefits the people and not the regime.
Secondly, as I said in my initial reply, in view of the
extremely serious health situadon currently obtaining
in Vietnam, the Commission recently decided to grant
emergency humanitarian aid to the extent of
300 000 ECU as a contribution to lhe activities of
non-governmental bodies.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 67, by Mrs Ewing(H-8oe/81):
Vill the Council state what action it proposes to
take on the resolution on the situation in Southern
Africa which was adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint
Consultative Committee on 4 February 1982 fol-
lowing the joint ACP-EEC facr-finding mission to
the front-line states?
Mr Tindemars, President-in-Office of tbe Council. 
-(NL) I am sure the Council of the Communities will
be impressed by the resolution on the situation in
Southern Africa drawn up by the ACP-EEC Joint
Committee at its meeting in Salisbury last February. I
shail therefore confine myself m the points concerning
the Council's position. The Council is conscious of the
unacceptable aspects of the policy pursued by South
Africa, as highlighted by the resolution of the Joint
Committee, and it intends to give every possible Com-
munity assistance to the countries of Southern Africa
which suffer under this policy to help them cope with
these difficulties and cooperate amongst. themselves.
Thus, in the area of financial and technical coopera-
tion 
- 
in addition to the usual possibilities offered by
the Lom6 Convention 
- 
specific effons have been
made to assist the ACP states of Southern Africa
because of the special situation in that region. To
begin with, the Communiry undenook, at the Maputo
Conference in 1980, to give considerable financial
support to the countries belonging to the Southern
Africa Development Coordination Conference
(SADCC). Pledges of financial support were also
given by Community Member States. Then, when
Zimbabwe acceded to the Lomd Convention, the
European Development Fund received a large increase
in the amount allocated to regional cooperation, an
extra 30 million ECU having been earmarked for this
purpose. Under the second Lom6 Convention the
seven SADCC countries which are members of Lom6
can be expected [o receive a total of approximately
460 million ECU, about 70 million ECU of which will
be allocated to regional projects and measures relating
to communications, indusrial and energy investment,
training and rural development.
Finally, the countries of Southern Africa also receive
extensive food aid from the Community.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
M"y I thank the President-in-Office
for the answer he has given to my question. May I ask
him to accept that those of us who were in the front-
line-States mission and attended the Zimbabwe Con-
ference are aware that great hopes were raised in Zim-
babwe because I think never before was the ACP-EEC
pannership, perhaps the greatest partnership in the
world, ever so hopeful of the solidarity of the EEC-
end of the agreement. And while I am very delighted
about the expressions of financial intention, may I ask
the President-in-Office if he would now mention the
other aspects of the resolution, the solidarity with the
other clauses in it regarding sanctions and so on. If he
cannot give me a detailed answer this evening, could I
ask in all seriousness that if he wishes to consider this,
he will, in courtesy, offer a written answer as to which
parts of the resolution the Council is prepared to
implement in this year of the sanctions against South
Africa and which parts the Council will not be able to
go along with.
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(FR) I can give you a reply to that
when we come to deal with the questions you have put
down under political cooperation. I shall therefore
have occasion to reply to your question in a few min-
utes' time.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
\7e know in advance that we are not
going rc get to that because our time is limited. \7ith
all respect I would ask that we do not get an evasive
answer. Ve could at least have had a fuller answer.
You are really saying that you are not going to have to
answer the later question.
President. 
- 
If we do not get round to your question,
you yourself have asked for a written reply. That is
one way your question could be answered.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
I hope the President-in-Office of the
Council will answer n / question. '!7e all know the
nature of the regime in South Africa and despite the
problems with this regime which applies apartheid, we
member countries supply it with aeroplanes, sup-
posedly for internal defence purposes. \7ould he tell
me what safeguards Member States demand when
supplying aeroplanes for so-called internal defence
purposes and when those planes are not actually used
for internal defence, but for aggression against other
independent States such as'Angola, what sanctions
Member States take, and whether or not they u/ould
be prepared to attempt to recall any aeroplanes that
have been supplied to that regime?
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(,FR) This is another question for
political cooperation and is thus not one for which the
Council, as such, is responsible.
Mr Alavanos. 
- 
(GR) In view of the interesting
remarks in reply to Mrs Ewing's question, and of the
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equally interesting written reply rhe President-in-Off-
ice may be supplying, I should like ro ask rhe follow-
ing. \flhy is it that the meerings of rhe European
Council and the foreign ministers have discussed a
whole range of problems from Afghanistan to the
Middle East and Central America, but never the prob-
lem of South Africa? Does the facr that ir is nor dis-
cussed mean that the European Council or the foreign
ministers consider thar, ar presenr, human and civil
righm in South Africa are not being violated to such an
extent thar the Community has ro express its poltical
concern 
- 
something it is always ready ro do on orher
matters ?
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(.FR) Belgium has held the Presi-
dency since I January. Since the matter raised by rhe
honourable Member has not yet been the subject of
any written statement I cannot answer his quesrion.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 68, by Mr Coust6(H-813/81):
Vhile calling for an early star[ to negotiations on
greater freedom to provided services within the
framework of GATT, the United States is resort-
ing to anti-dumping measures and other measures
directed against Community exponers to counter
the subsidies received by the latter. Does the
Council intend to adopt a firm stance on this
matter?
Mr Tindemanns, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(FR) The Community too is opposed to any policy of
dumping. Vhere steel is concerned, it is of the opinion
that the US industry's difficuldes are not attributable
to Community exports but rather to the economic
situation in the United States. As regards expon
refunds for agricultural products, following the Tokyo
Round these were acknowledged rc be compatible
with GATT provided that they were not used in such a
way that a contracting pany appropriated an unfair
share of the world market. There can be no doubt as
to the Community's will to adopt a very firm stance in
the disputes in which it is currently engaged with the
United States on steel and agricultural exports.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(FR) I should like to thank the Presi-
dent-in-Office for his reply, which meers my own con-
cern and that of all rhe economic circles in the ten
Member States. So the firm stance is there. The real
problem, Mr President, is ro know what means you
are going to deploy ro make ir evident, and I rhink rhe
House would be interested ro learn something more
about the means, since we are all agreed on the objec-
tive.
Mr Tindcmans. 
- 
(FR) The Community will reson
to all the means available under GATT if the Ameri-
can proceedings against sales of European steel should
prove to be incompatible with the GATT code on sub-
sidies and compensatory levies. If necessary, the Com-
munity will raise this question in the OECD Steel
Committee, since rhe American action infringes the
1977 agreement.
President. 
- 
Since they are on relared subjects, I call
simultaneously Question No 73, by Mr Pesmazoglou
(H-837 /81):
How does the Council ,assess the causes, duration
and impact of the reduction in rhe price of oil, and
what policy is being considered wirh a view ro
exploiting this siruation?
Question No 69, by Mr Deleau (H-815/81):
The energy statistics of the European Community
for the first nine monrhs of tggt show that its
internal energy consumption figures were 6.60/o
lower than for the corresponding period of the
previous year and the net energy impons were
l7o/o lower.
'What strategy does the Council inrend to adopt in
order to ensure that this rend continues?
and Question No 72, by Mrs von Alemann (H-719/
8t):
In this Programme of Action for the first six
months of 1982, Mr Tindemans maintained that
'we are undoubrcdly deceiving ourselves if we
think we can fonhwith create a real common
energy policy along the lines of the common agri-
cultural policy, even if the presenr difficulties have
to a certain extent encouraged the convergence of
the initiatives taken individually by rhe Member
States'.
If the Council believes that a common energy
policy is desirable, which steps does ir intend to
take in order to set it up?
Mr Tindemans, President-in-Office of the Council. 
-(NZ) \7ith your permission and rhar of the aurhors, I
shall give a joint reply [o the rhree questions.
Firsdy: on 16 March 1982 the Council of Energy Min-
isters discussed rhree new Commission communica-
tions concerning a Community energy strategy, i.e.
investment in rhe rarional use of energy, the role of
solid fuel and rhe nuclear aspecrs. The Council agreed
to continue its exchange of views on these communi-
cations at rhe nexr meeting of energy ministers and ro
take decisions on rhe draft recommendations accom-
panying these communications.
Secondly, the curren! fall in oil prices broughr abour
by a fall in energy consumpr.ion coinciding with over-
production of oil has not diminished the need for a
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permanent reduction in energy consumprion in rhe
Community. To this end the Council has taken a series
of decisions on energy saving, the rational use of
enerty, the setting up of a rational strucrure of energy
prices and the subsdrution of orher fuels for oil in elec-
tricity production. It must, however, be srressed rhat
since rhe energy balances in the Member Srares differ
widely in structure from one energy sector to another,
it would be illusory to attempt to create right away a
real energy policy similar to the common agricultural
policy. Nevertheless, the Community has ried and will
continue to rry to help bring the existing energy srruc-
tures in the various Member States closer together.
Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 
(FR) I appreciate the answer
given by the President-in-Office.
Vhat I would like to know is how the fall in oil prices
could be used to advantage in economic policy. The
fact is that, for years now, the increase in oil prices has
been considered a major cause of economic stagnation
and inflation.
'!7hat possible approach does the Council think should
be followed in order to take advantage of the current
fall in oil prices, which is expected to last for at least a
few years?
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(FR,) On gJune 1980 the Council
adopted a resolution on the Community's energy
objectives for 1990 and on the convergence of the pol-
icies of the Member Smtes. This resolution envisaged a
drop to 0.7 
- 
taking I as the figure before the oil cri-
sis 
- 
in the mean ratio be[ween the rate of increase in
gross consumption of primary energy and the rate of
increase in GDP, a reduction in oil consumption ro
approximately 400/o of gross consumption of primary
energy, and 70 w 750/o of primary energy require-
ments for electricity production being met by solid
fuels and nuclear energy. These objectives appear to
be within our grasp, with the exception of oil con-
sumption, where the figure is expected to be 430lo in
1990 as compared with 53% in 1979.
Nevenheless, oil consumption fell by 80/o in the Com-
munity in 1980, and by 8.90/o in 1981. Impons of oil
have fallen from 4T2million tonnes in 1978 to
433 million tonnes in 1980 and even less in 1981. As
far as electriciry production is concerned, the figure is
expected to be 770/o in 1990 compared with 50% in
1979.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
I am sure we are very impressed with
the reduced consumption of oil that has been spelled
out by the President-in-Office, bur does he think thar
this is going to continue if the price of oil continues to
fall, when surely the consumption of oil will go up
again, and we shall be back on the same roundabout,
and does he not think that something should be done
to stabilize the price of oil and in this way prevent
people dropping their projects for finding alternative
fuels? If we do not do that, we shall just have oil prices
going up again, and we shall be back to unemploy-
ment and recession and everything else.
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(icR) My reply was based on the
studies akeady carried out, and I was able to say that
the ob.iectives I listed seemed rc be within our grasp,
except for oil consumption. That is therefore the only
ansu/er I can give you on the basis of these studies.
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(DE) I am grateful for the Presi-
dent-in-Office's statemenr that the Council does nor
intend to serve up an energy policy on the lines of the
agricultural policy, since rhat would undoubtedly be a
great mistake. To rake up what Mr Seligman said,
should the Council not remember that there are mar-
ket forces at work in the whole energy economy, and
that prices for supplies of energy will therefore con-
tinue to fluctuate as they have fluctuated in the past,
so tha[ the whole thing cannot be forced into a corset.
The only alternative to rising oil prices is thus nuclear
energy.
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(DE) The Ten have never denied
that. That is a fact which the Council recognizes.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
I would like to follow the last two
questioners and suggest to the President-in-Office that
if he looks ar the three documents he referred to that
were discussed at the Council, he will see the warning
signs for the future in terms of our dependence on
imponed energy resources and possible shortages near
the end of the century. Is he not concerned in this
context that we are falling short of our objectives in
the Community 
- 
objectives that the Council has
agreed in terms of the development of nuclear energy
and in terms of the objectives laid down in 1975 for
coal production in the Community?
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(FR) I can only repeat what I have
just said 
- 
that the objectives I mentioned seem to be
within our grasp, except for oil consumption. I did in
fact see the warnings to which the honourable Mem-
ber referred, but as a mere mortal I can only base my
remarks on these studies.
I shall never forget how impressed I was at the time by
the studies published by the ECSC in 
- 
I think 
-1954 or 1955 on a possible shonage of energy. Since
then, all the things forecast in these studies have not
come to pass, and the current situation bears no rela-
tion to the studies made at thar time. There is nothing
I can do about it 
- 
in the world we live in we have to
rely on these scientific studies, and I have no other
sources.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Boyes on a point of order.
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Mr Boyes. 
- 
I would like a definition from you, Mr
President, on the word Quesdon Time. Your official
has just notified me quite correctly, according to the
Rules, that if you want to mke over a question, notifi-
carion has to be given before Question Time. On this
occasion, we are having questions to the Council and
then we are having another set of questions to the For-
eign Ministers. Normally on the order-paper it says
one hour for one set of questions and 30 minutes for
the second set of questions.
Does that mean tha[ you define Question Time as the
two sets of questions, or is there one Question Time
for the Council and one Question Time for the Presi-
dent-in-Office? I would like a definitive definition,
because I would like to challenge the interpretation of
that Rule.
President. 
- 
Mr Boyes, you are aware that Question
Time is divided into two pans. You are also aware 
- 
I
announced it a shon time ago 
- 
that we are in a par-
ticularly difficult situation today, and we had a major
debate on this point. I would therefore ask you to
appreciate that we cannot spin out Question Time
indefinitely. The staff have been extremely under-
standing, and I think we roo must make an effon.
'S7'e turn nour to ques[ions rc the Ministers of Foreign
Affairs.
I call Question No 80, by Mr Alavanos (H-818/81):
Mr Tindemans, President of the Councif of For-
eign Ministers of the European Commuhities, at
the Madrid Conference on 9 February 1982,
showed such concern for 'human righm' that he
effectively supported the coldwar, anti-socialist
opinions of the USA, which is seeking to boycott
the Conference and generally undermine the spirit
of d6renre.
Can rhe President therefore state 
- 
within the
context of his concern for human rights 
- 
what
measures have been taken to guarantee human
rights in Nonhern Ireland where the Unircd King-
dom 
- 
a Member Starc of the EEC 
- 
clings to
power and stolidly violates human righm through
the army, brutal force and oppression? And how
does he justify the association of the European
Communities under the Lom6 Convention with
countries ruled by reactionary regimes which have
slaughtered their people as is the case, for exam-
ple, in Numeiri's Sudan, Mobutu's Zaire and
other countries ?
Mr Tindemans, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Min-
isters. 
- 
(FR) The internal policies of the Member
States are not discussed in European Political Cooper-
ation. As regards the signatories ro rhe Lom6 Conven-
tion, it should be noted that this convenrion does not
give the Ten any special responsibiliry as regards the
internal situation in these countries, However, it is
well known that the Ten condemn violations of human
rights wherever [hey occur.
Mr Alavanos. 
- 
(GR) I am amazed at the President-
in-Office's reply. I cannot believe that the Ten do not
have a special responsibility with regard to what goes
on in their own countries or in associated countries,
but that they do have a special responsibility with
regard to what goes on in a country which, after all,
belongs rc a different alliance. That first of all.
Secondly, to make the rask of the President-in-Office
easier, may I ask him what criteria apply to the Ten's
interest 
- 
an interest which is sabotaging the Madrid
Conference on human, civil and other righm? \flhat
are the criteria? Perhaps the number of victims? Then
why the interest in Poland and not in Nonhern Ire-
land? Has anyone counted the number of dead in
Northern Ireland since Bobby Sands? Perhaps wben
they died? Only a short time ago, however, an Irish
Member told us that three of his compatriots were
killed by plastic bullets last weekend. Perhaps the out-
lawing of other panies? In Sudan, however, the Com-
munist Pany is banned, and Communists are being
murdered in prison. Finally, perhaps the criterion is
the sending of foreign troops? In Poland there has
been no such intervention, whereas that is what is hap-
pening in Northern Ireland. I should therefore appre-
ciate a reply by the President-in-Office.
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(FR) I shall not reply to the speech
the honourable Member has just made. I would simply
point out that Poland signed the Final Act of Helsinki
like all the rest of us, and that this Act gives official
recognition to human and trade union rights.
Secondly, as far as the countries of the European
Community are concerned, both countries and indivi-
duals can always appeal to the Coun of Human Rights
here in Strasbourg if there is any infringement of
human rights.
Thirdly, as far as countries ourcide the European
Economic Community are concerned, Members are
aware that if there is any systemaric violation of
human rights, procedures are available in the context
of the Human Rights Commission of the United
Narions.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Does the President-in-Office not think it
would be useful if Mr Alavanos learned some facrs
about the matters he raises instead of wasring this Par-
liament's time asking questions which contain unmiri-
gated and undiluted drivel?
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I am just rising, because I thoughr you
were getting near the end of Question Time, ro put a
question of clarificadon. Am I right in thinking, from
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the answer I got from the President-in-Office to my
question on the resolution, that I shall get a full writ-
ten answer under the funher question I have down,
No 85, along the lines I requested?
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing, we shall proceed as we
always do, i.e. aking the questions in order. As I said
before, if you do no[ get a reply now you will receive
a written reply.
Mr Efremidis. 
- 
(GR) The President-in-Office
replied that the Council showed an interst in Poland,
in panicular, because it has signed the Final Act of
Helsinki. However, we are all aware that this Act was
also signed 
- 
and it was one of the major signatures
- 
by the United Kingdom, which is violating both the
spirit and the letter of the Act every day in Nonhern
Ireland. This was thus nothing bur a threadbare excuse
to avoid answering the question. I should like him to
be more frank, since I believe him to be honest and a
patriotic Belgian and a responsible statesman from a
small country which has fought for human rights. In
view of that, I should like him to give a frank answer
without caking account of the size and srength of the
present-day United Kingdom 
- 
just an honest
answer.
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(^FR) I have just given you the
reply. Since it is Member States of the Communiry
that are involved, one can always appeal to the Court
of Human Rights in Strasbourg.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 81, by Mr Adamou(H-81e/81) :
Mr Tindemans, President of the Council of For-
eign Ministers of the European Communities, at
the Madrid Conference on 9 February 1982,
showed such concern for 'human rights' that he
effectively supponed the cold-war, anti-socialist
opinions of the USA, which is seeking to boycott
the Conference and generally undermine the spirit
of d6tente.
Can the President therefore state 
- 
within the
context of his concern for human righr 
- 
why
thousands of Belgian steelworkers were subjected
to mounted police charges in Brussels on almost
the same day thar he was holding fonh in Madrid
on trade union rights in the socialist countries?
And what has happened about the 'Berufsverbot'
in the Federal Republic of Germany where, in
recent years, 4 000 persons have been dismissed
from their posts in public services and organiza-
tions simply because of their polidcal beliefs?
Mr Tindcmans, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign Min-
isters. 
- 
(FR) The honourable Member will be aware
that the internal policies of the Member States are not
discussed in the context of European Political Cooper-
ation. I can only repeat that.
Mr Adamou. 
- 
(GR) Mr Tindemans' reply reminded
me of a saying we have in Greece and which is very
apposite: 'No-one metions ropes in the hanged man's
house'.
In other words, when we have what happened in Bel-
gium to the steelworkers, when we have what is hap-
pening in the Federal Republic of Germany with the
notorious Berufsoerbot, when we have what is going
on in the other countries, how can [he representatives
of the EEC talk about violations of human rights in
third countries in view of what is going on in their
own countries?
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(NL) At this point I should like rc
reply in my capacity as Belgian Foreign Minisrcr. I
should like to protest most srongly against what has
just been said; it is unwonhy of the European Parlia-
ment. There can be no talk of violations of human
rights as far as the Belgian steelworkers are concerned.
Mr Alavanos. 
- 
(GR) I should like to put a specific
question. May I ask the President-in-Office 
- 
who
was present in Madrid and raised the question of
Poland as an excuse for boycotting the Conference 
-why it is that thc Soviet Union and the other socialist
countries, while they had at least sufficient grounds
for raising the subjecr of violations of human rights in
rhe countries of NATO and the EEC, did not do so,
while the subject was raised by the countries of the
EEC through the intermediary of Mr Tindemans, as a
reason for boycotting the Conference? Perhaps the
Soviet Union has a different conception of d6tente.
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(FR) In Madrid I was speaking on
behalf of the Ten. It was my colleagues, the Ten, who
asked the President-in-Office to speak on rheir behalf,
i.e. on behalf of the Member States of the Community.
I therefore reject this personal attack.
President. 
- 
Question No 82 by Mr Efremidis will
no[ be called, since item 39 on the draft has been
upheld.
Since the author is absent, Question No 83 will be
answered in writing.r
Mr Efremidis. 
- 
On a point of order, Mr President.
I know how carefully you apply the Rules, and you
were applying them carefully on this occasion as well
1 Former oral question without deb*e (0-79/81), convened
into a question for Question Time.
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in wishing to drop discussion of my question. Unfor-
tunately, however, despirc your being so careful, you
may not have noriced that my ques[ion has rwo pans:
one part concerns the Turkish regime and its oppres-
sion of the Turkish people, and on rhis point we did in
fact have an answer from the Presidenr-in-Office
when we had the debate under item 39. However,
there is a second pan to my question, concerning not
only what the presenr Turkish 
.iunra is doing to
oppress the Turkish people, bur whar it has been doing
for the last eight years ro oppress rhe Cypriot people
by occupying 400/o of. its territory etc. Norhing was
said on that point when we discussed item 39, and in
fact the word Cyprus was never menrioned. That is
why I should like rhe President-in-Office rc reply to
the second pan of my quesrion.
President. 
- 
I understand your quesr.ion and would
reply as follows. You say [har you rabled a quesrion
which has two parts, but the facr is rhat you rabled one
ques[ion and not two. If I may quote the Rules of Pro-
cedure 
- 
and you were so kind as ro say thar I applied
them strictly 
- 
the situation is that 'Quesrions shall
not be accepted for Question Time at any pan-session
if the agenda akeady provides for the subject ro be dis-
cussed with the paniciparion of the institution con-
cerned'.
Your question may thus have two parrs, bur that does
not alter the fact that it is one quesrion. It has been
dealt with. If you feel it has not been dealt wirh ade-
quately, you need only nble another question.
I call Question No 84, by Mr Kyrkos (H-5l82):1
The ambassadors of the four counrries which
decided to take part in the peace-keeping force in
Sinai (France, Great Britain, Italy, the Nether-
lands) confirmed in a joint demarche vis-i-vis rhe
Egyptian Government their countries' inrenr to
carry out their decision 'within the framework of
the agreemenm between Egypt and Israel'.
\(e would point our rhat rhe initial decision was
taken in the spirit of the Venice declaration,
which spirit now appears to have been forgotten.
Ve believe that there can be no solurion ro rhe
crisis in the Middle Easr unless the right of the
Palestinian people ro rheir own state is recognized
and the PLO take parr in the negotiarions ro
achieve srable and peaceful coexistence between
all the states in the region. Do the foreign minis-
ters consider rhat the Venice declaration still
forms the basis of Community policy, and do they
support rhe Fahd initiative so rhar it may be care-
fully examined by rhe interested panies with a
view ro finding a solurion ro [hese dangerous daily
tensions ?
Mr Tindemans, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Min-
isters. 
- 
(FR) In rheir starement of 23 November the
governmenm of the United Kingdom, France, Italy
and the Netherlands made clear their reasons for tak-
ing part in the multinational force in Sinai. At the same
time, the Ten published a declararion on rhis parricipa-
tion. This declaration does not represenr a depanure
from the principles laid down in the Venice Declara-
tion. The Ten have welcomed Prince Fahd's proposals
as represenring a posirive contribution ro effons to
find a peaceful solution in the Middle East.
Mr Kyrkos. 
- 
(GR) As regards the continued validity
of the Venice Declaration rhere are some slight differ-
ences of emphasis amongsr rhe foreign ministers. I
would remind you of the statemenr by Mr Cheysson
during his visit to the Middle East, which casr furrher
doubts on the present value of the declaration. I would
also draw arrention to the fact rhat there were some
differences of interprerarion as regards rhe decision for
the four countries ro pafiicipare in the peace force,
and one of these differences concerned the atdtude of
the Greek Governmenr. There is thus widespread con-
fusion on this matter, and I would ask rhe President-
in-Office to enlighren us 
- 
parricularly in view of
current events in Palestine, with the persecurion of [he
Palestinian people 
- 
as ro whether rhe Community is
abiding by the view which ir recognized rhe existence
of the PLO.
My question, Mr Presidenr, is whether the view is srill
that the Community can launach an initiarive, the cor-
nerstone of which will be the recognition of the Pales-
tinian people's right to self-determination.
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(FR) Firsdy, Mr Cheysson's visit to
the Middle East was in his capaciry as French Foreign
Minister, so that anyrhing he said about the Middle
East had nofiing rc do wirh political cooperarion
between the Ten.
Secondly, Mr Cheysson was informed us thar his
words were wrongly interprered.
Thirdly, the Venice Declaration has been restated in
its entirety.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(FR) On reading the question in the
form it is pur, i.e. 'unless the PLO take pan in the
negotiations to achieve stable and peaceful coexistence
between all rhe srates in the region', do you think that,
in view of Anicles 19 and 22 of its Chaner, which call
for the desrruction of rhe stare of Israel, the PLO can
be a factor for coexistence in peace and sability?
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(FR) I have every respecr for Mr
Galland and his knowledge of the problem, but he is
well aware that I am speaking here on behalf of the
Ten in rhe conrexr of political cooperation. Ir is there-1 See Annex
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Tindemans
fore not for me to express personal feelings or opi-
nions. In the rcrms in which you phrased it, this ques-
tion has never been discussed by the Ten in the con-
text of political cooperation.
President. 
- 
Question Time is closed.r
I call Mr Moreland.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, I do not think this sit-
ting should end without the Parliamenr putting on
1 Former oral question without debate (0-92/81), convened
into a question for Question Time.
record the fact that we have noted that the President-
in-Office rcday has had to endure a much longer day
than is usual for the President-in-Office, and indeed
he looks as fresh as the moment he started. He has
given us two of, I think, the best speeches that we have
heard in this Parliament, and he has been remarkably
nimble and quick on his feet in Question Time. Many
of us feel that the work he is doing as President of the
Council does great credit to the Community; but in
panicular I would like to record the enormous pres-
sure we have put him under today.
(Appkuse 
- 
Tbe sitting utas closed at 9.15 p.m.)2
2 See Annex.
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ANNEX
Questions wbicb could not be answered during Question Time, utith written dnsrt)ers
l. Questions to the Commission
Question No 1, by MrAnsquer (H-619/81)
Subject: EEC Romania trade relations
Following the first meeting of the EEC-Romania Joint Commirtee, whar measures does
the Commission intend to propose to remedy the situation where Communiry expons to
Romania are sutnant while impons from the larter are increasing?
Answer
It is true that the recent pattern of trade between Romania and rhe Community is not
entirely satisfacrory for the latter, since the trade deficit has amounred to 75 million EUA
and approximately lO0million EUA in the first seven months of 1981. It should be
pointed out however that the uade balance was constantly in the EEC's favour between
1970 and 1980.
The Community mentioned this change in the pattern of trade to the Romanian au-
thorities at the first meeting of the EEC-Romania Joint Committee. There was a posirive
outcome to this meeting which allowed the problems to be better defined.
The Romanians were first of all reminded of the provisions of the agreement on industrial
products pursuant to which Romania undenook rc develop and diversify ir impons of
Community products at a rate of increase no[ lower than the increase in its impons from
other GATT members. The Community was also critical of the pans of Romanian legisla-
tion on the compensation procedures which hinder EEC exports to Romania. These pro-
cedures require Community exporters to purchase Romanian products in exchange. The
Community obmined an assurance on [his point to the effect that the Romanian au-
thorities would adopt a more flexible approach in applying the legislation, especially in the
case of small and medium-sized firms.
Question No 4, by Mr Cecovini (H-694/81)
Subject: Harmonization of copyright laws
The Commission is presumably aware of the considerable differences rhar exist within the
Community as regards the freedom of expression of writers, the assistance rhey receive
and their remuneration. To remedy this, what measures does it inrend to propoie with a
view to unifying or ar leasr coordinaring copyrighr laws?
Answer
Social security arrangements for writers differ tremendously, which is rrue in the case of
all self-employed persons. There are also differences with regard to rhe protection which
copyright laws should provide as a basis for remunerating creative work of a literary, mus-
ical and anistic nature. The Commission hopes to publish this year a memorandurm ana-
lysing the current position regarding copyright and pcrforming rights and outlining in
general terms the Community measures to be taken. In rhe case of wrirers as of comfos-
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ers, rhe basic msk will be to adapr national copyright laws to progress in the techniques of
reproducing and transmitting writing, sound and pictures.
Qaestion No 9, by Mr Balfe (H-7t8/81)
Subject: Meetings between the Commission and South African officials
How many meerings were held during 1981 between Members of the Commission and
officials and other people representing the South African Government, and how many
meerings were held during 198 1 between officials of the Commission and officials and
other people representinB the South African Government?
Ansuter
There were rwo meerings in 1981 between Members of the Commission and representa-
tives of the Sourh African Government. In both cases these took the form of protocol vis-
its by His Excellency Mr Meyer, appoinrcd Ambassador to the Communities at the end of
1980, who presented his lerters of credence to MrThorn on 15 March and paid a courtesy
visit to Mr Haferkamp on 15 May.
As for Commission officials, the Director-General for External Relations, with responsi-
bility for conracrs with rhird counrries, had about a dozen meetings with officials of the
South African Mission to the Communities during 1981.
Question No 11, by Mr Paulhan (H-812/81)
Subject: Decline in farm incomes in the European Community
Given a decline in EEC per capita farm incomes in 1981 of 4.20/o in real terms (which,
added to the reduction over the two previous years, amounrs to 240/o since 1978), what
proposals does the Commission intend to make to halt this downward trend?
Answer
The Commission shares the honourable Member's concern over the decline in incomes
and ir was for this reason rhat it proposed a substantial increase in support prices, as well
as other measures, for the fonhcoming year. In addition, the Commission has just made
proposals ro suppon the incomes of milk producers by adjusting the coresponsibiliry levy.
Thii should free about another 120 million EUA for farmers who are most affected.
The most recenr results published in the index of incomes by sector show that in 1981
incomes of people employed in the agricultural sector increased by an average of approxi-
marely 8ol0, which meant a decline in real terms of about 20/0. On the basis of the same
calculation, the cumulative decline in real income since 1978 is ll0/0.
The Commission would srress rhar rhese average figures conceal significant differences
between Member Srates and between types of agricultural holding. It is the Commission's
view rhat im farm price ptoposals should make a useful contribution towards the improve-
ment of incomes in farming.
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Qaestion No 13, by Miss de Valera (H-840/81)
Subject: UN repon on cancer
Has the Commission carried ou[ an assessment of the United Nations' recent repor! on
the causes of cancer, in panicular the implications for workers in chemical, insulation,
mining, gas and chromium industries and if so what are the views of the Commission?
Ansaner
1. The Commission has been concerned with occupational carcinogens for many years.
The first Directive on an occupational carcinogen was rhar of tgSg esablishing safety
standards for ionizing radiation, completed in 1962, and revised several times since then.l
The 1978 Directive concerned the protection of the healrh of workers exposed to vinyl
chloride monomer.2
2. A more global approach to occupational carcinogens was contained in the Council
Resolution of 29June 1978 on an action programme of rhe European Communiries on
safety and health at work3 which contains two priority actions which make specific refer-
ence to occupational carcinogens.
3. The 1980 Directive on the protection of workers from the risks relared ro exposure ro
chemical, physical and biological agents at worka covers all agenrs, including eleven spe-
cifically named agents, seven of which are carcinogens (acrylonitrile, asbesros, arsenic and
compounds, benzene cadmium and compounds, nickel and compounds, and carbon
tetrachloride), for which individual directives shall be established, setring limit values and
other specific requirements.
The Commission has already sent to the Council a proposal for an individual directive on
asbestos5 and proposals on the other carcinogens will be made by the Commission in due
course.
4. As concerns those carcinogens for which it is not possible to establish exposure limits,
proposals regarding the limiation of the use of the agent at the place of work are a firsr
consideration, followed, if necessary, by a general or limited ban on the agent in cases
where use of the other means available does not make it possible to ensure adequare pro-
tection.
5. As regards a specific srategy to be adopted at Community level for occuparional car-
cinogens, the Advisory commirree on Safety, Hygiene and Health pror.ecrion at work is
currently drawing up an opinion which it is expected to submit [o rhe Commission later
this year.
6. As regards research the Founh ECSC medical research programme on the effecrs on
the health of workers of physical and other occupational factors ar the workplace includes
studies relating specifically to workers in the iron and sreel secror and in coking planrs
such as the study and prevention of specific health risks, including rhe risk of broncho-
pulmonary cancer as well as the idendfication of the hazards associated wirh potendally
harmful substances such as nickel chromium and orher substances used in alloys.
7. The Commission has, therefore, been very active in this field, and has iniriated several
imponant actions on occuparional carcinogens.
A number of recent reports have appeared which deal generally or in part with this sub-ject. The Commission welcomes all such reporrs which suppon and [end weight to the
, oJ L 246 of 17.9. 1980.
' 
OJL 197 of22.7.1978.I OJ C 165 of 11. 7.1978.
' 
OJ L 127 ol 3.12.1980.
, oJ c 262 of9.10. 1980.
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work that the Commission has already undertaken and, of course, intends to undertake in
the future.
Question No 20, by Mr Van Miert (H-788/81)
Subject: Basis of assessmenl for VAT on gold rransactions in Belgium
Vhat is the Commission's attitude to the Belgian Government's decision to lower the basis
of assessment for VAT on gold transactions to 10lo from its present level of 6010, bearing in
mind that Belgian law as it stands contains no provision for a VAT rate of t % I
Answer
The decision of the Belgian Government to lower the rate of VAT on gold transactions
from 60/o to10/o is not, in principle, in conflict with the Sixth Directive on VAT. The Sixth
Directive establishes a common system and a uniform basis of assessment for VAT but
leaves the Member States free rc esublish the actual rates of taxation. The only limitation
on the freedom to fix rates is that any reduced rate should be fixed so as to allow full
deduction of the tax applied at the preceding stage (this is provided for by Article I 2(4)).
Since the incidence of VAT at earlier stages relating to operations on monetary gold is
fairly slight, this condidon would appear to be met.
Question No 22, by Mr Deleau (H-816/81)
Subject: Possible recourse to Articles 85 and 86 of rhe Treary in marters of rade policy
The Commission is justifiably proposing that the Community should invoke Anicle 23 of
GATT in order to increase pressure on Japan. Could not Anicles 85 and 86 of the EEC
Treaty also be applied more resolutely?
Ansuer
In proposing to the Council that Article 23 of GATT be invoked, the Commission was
aiming to implement a procedure, internationally accepted, whereby it is possible to chal-
lenge the measures and practices of a contracting party (contrary to the general agreement
or not) which would result in another contracting pany's being deprived of the benefirc
accruing from trade negotations between tovernments.
'!flith regard to Anicles 85 and 86 of rhe Treary, the Commission reirerates the posirion it
adopted in its opinion on Community impons of Japanese products covered by the Treaty
of Rome.l
The measures which fall into the framework of uade agreements between the Community
and Japan, as well as the agreements imposed on Japanese firms by the Japanese
authorities, are regarded as measures of external uade policy which are not covered by
Article 85. In the case of the measures adopted in January 1981 by the Japanese Govern-
' 
OJC 111 of2l October 1972,p.13
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ment in the machine tools sector, the Commission therefore felt that they were not cov-
ered by Article 85.1
However, the application of Anicle 85 cannot be excluded in principle in the case of pri-.
vate agreements which have been adoprcd unilaterally by Japanese firms or after consul-
tation with the corresponding European firms. Nevenheless, any implemenmtion of
Anicle 85 with regard to private agreements involving cenain sectors and cenain Com-
munity countries would need, in order to be realisdc, to be viewed in the overall frame-
work of the measures implemenrcd in the various Member States, and in the sectors in
question, to eliminate or narrow the trade gap between Japan and the Community.
Question No 25, by Mr Grffiths (H-852/81)
Subject: Marketing of breast-milk substitutes
\7ill the Commission prepare legally enforceable proposals ro govern the marketing of
breast-milk substitutes, given the violations of the international code on the marketing of
breast-milk substitutes revealed in the United Kingdom by the !(ar on Vant repofi Breast
or Bottle?
Ansuer
1. The Commission has already informed rhe House of its position on this problem.
Briefly, the Commission is working on a proposal for a directive on baby food to cover
the composition and labelling of these products and some aspecm of advenising. This is an
extremely comflex and difficult area. It will therefore be some time before this work is
completed. Details are to be found in [he answers to Vritten Question No 411l81 by Mr
De Gucht and in the minutes of the sitting of 15 October 1981 where rhey concern Mrs
Castellina's repon on the recommendations of the !7orld Health Organization on baby
food.
2. Funhermore, Community manufacturers are at present rying to come to a fairly
wide-ranging voluntary atreement to prevenr the occurrence of certain practices which
may justifiably be criticized. The Commission welcomes these efforts and hopes that they
will be brought to a successful conclusion.
3. The scope of the abovementioned Commission proposal will naturally depend on the
success of the industry's self-discipline. If, insofar as problems can be overcome in this
way, legislation can be reduced to a minimum.
4. It is thus too early to give a conclusive answer to this question. At all even6, Parlia-
ment will, in due course, be consulted on the Commission's proposal, which will state pre-
cisely what must and can be the subject of Community legislation. \7e will rhen have an
opportuniry of considering this extremely imponant problem togerher in greater derail.
Subjec,: commission ,^:"';;:::':,'^:;:::"::::'^i,'::coun,ries inrune 1e82
Has the Commission received its usual invitation ro panicipare in the talks ro be held at
the abovemendoned meeting? If not, how does rhe marter stand at present?
' 
OJ C 264 of 15 October 1981: answer to l7ritren Question No 210l81, by Mr Glinne
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Answer
The President of the Commission has been officially invited to take part in the economic
summit of indusrialized countries which will be held ar Versailles on 4-5 June 1982. His
personal representative is, as usual, playing an active part in the preparations for this meet-
lng'
Question No 28, by Mr Delatte (H-8t5/81)
Subject: Dairy products
On 14 December 1981 the Commission issued a reasoned opinion addressed to the French
Government concerning the protection of dairy products in which it adopts a clear stance
in favour of the marketing of dairy product substitutes manufactured from raw materials
imponed under special arrangements from third countries.
Does the Commission consider this opinion to be compatible with the spirit of the Treaty,
panicularly Article 39 thereof, and with the need to promote Community dairy products
and to ensure genuine consumer protection and freedom of choice?
Ansuter
The Commission has been dealing with the issue of breast-milk substitutes for years. A
reasoned opinion in accordance with Article 159 of the EEC Treary was submitted rc the
French Government. on this matter on 24 December 1981. Formal proceedings are pend-
int'
An answer is in prospect from the French Government but it has not yet materialized. If
this answer brings no new viewpoints, the Commission sees no reason to consider the var-
ious aspecrs of Article 39. The views of the Commission which were outlined in its reasoned
opinion can only be reiterated.
Question No 29, by Mr Vekh (H-859/81)
Subject: Subsidization of the man-made fibre industries
Vill the Commission undertake an investigation into allegations that the Italian man-
made fibre indusrry is maintaining an anificial level of capacity through a series of direct
and indirect State subsidies which are contrary rc Anicle 92 of the Treaty of Rome?
Answer
The problem of the direct or indirect aid which the Italian man-made fibre industry is said
to be receiving to maintain im production capaciry anificially has been considered by the
Commission, panicularly since special monitoring of measures to assist this sector in the
Community was introduced in 1977.
The Italian Government has not submined any special aid projects to the Commission or
informed it of any cases in which regional or general arrangements have been introduced
to rhe benefit of the synthetic fibres sector. In fact, in answer to a question from the Com-
mission, the Italian Government stated that no aid of this kind had been granted. High-
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level talks are taking place this week with the Italian authorities on the adoption of gen-
eral legislation on industrial expansion and tax relief for companies in the chemical sector,
of which the man-made fibre industry forms pan.
A specific problem arising in this sector is that most of the companies concerned are public
or mixed undenakings. In any financial action it. may take, the governmenr may rhere-
fore be acting as rhe owner of the company concerned or as a public body.
In the latter case, such acrions may well include some element of aid, panicularly in view
of the very different situation in the market concerned. The Commission is at present con-
sidering [hese actions, which may include such an element of aid and may therefore come
within the sphere of applicarion of Anicle 92 of rhe EEC Treaty.
This again illusrates the imponance of transparency in financial relations between Mem-
ber States and public companies, which was also rhe Commission's reason for adopdng the
directive on transparency.
Question No 30, by Mr Clinton (H-861/81)
Subject: Variable premium on beef
Is the Commission satisfied with the operation of the variable premium system for beef
esnblished by Regulation No 3084/74?
Is the claw-back provided for being implemented satisfactorily?
Does the system interfere with competition in intra-Community trade?
' Ansaner
The Regulation referred to by the honourable Member is no longer valid and in fact it
refers to expon refunds in the beef sector. The detailed rules for the application of the
slaughter premium for adult bovine animals are laid down in Commission Regulation
(EEC) No 1380/81. This Regulation in Anicle 7 provides that the United Kingdom shall
sake all rhe necessary measures to ensure that in appropriate cases an amount equal to the
premium granted is recovered. The Commission is sadsfied that this Regulation is being
implemented satisfactorily and that the system does not interfere with competition in
intra-Community rrade.
Question No 31, by Mr McCartin (H-862/S 1)
Subject: Development of coal mines
Tests carried out at the Arigna coal mines (Co. Leitrim and Co. Roscommon 
- 
Ireland)
indicarcd that the low grade coal there can be used for electricity production. In view of
the imponance of reducing the Communiry's dependence on imponed energy supplies,
can the Commission say what grant assistance can be given to rhe Irish authorities for the
development of these coal mines ?
Ansaner
The Commission is only able to grant assistance for the development of coal mines
through loans with interest-rate subsidies. The investments financed by rhese loans musr
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meet specific technical and economic criterial and can only be granred for underground
mlnes.
However, all other investments in rhe coal indusry may be financed by Community loans
at normal rates of interest, but these loans are only granted ro undenakings and not to
public authorities.
The low grade coal to be produced at Arigna has ro be used for steam raising. It will be
produced from open-cast mines. The Community will therefore only be able rc grant loans
at normal rates of interest for this investment. Negotiarions are taking place on this sub1ect
between the Commission and Arigna.
Question No 33, by Mr Harris (H-3/82)
Subject: Flag-of-convenience fishing
Is the Commission aware that nearly 60 Spanish fishing boats have now been re-registered
in the United Kingdom so as to gain access to European Community waters and that this
form of flag-of-convenience fishing has brought prorcsts from a-number of Member
States including France and Ireland, as well as from the fishermen of Cornwall and
Devon? Now that Her Majesty's Government has said that ir is concerned about rhe prac-
tice and is'urgently'consiiering'whether it can take acrion , will the Commission inrrod-
uce measures in conjuncdon with Member States to tackle the problem on a Community
basis?
Answer
It has been confirmed to the Commission by the UK authorities that a number of
ex-Sp_anish fishing vessels (currently about 50), have been re-regisrered over rhe last year
as UK vessels by British companies and that these are predominantly Spanish crewed.
At present, the registration of fishing vessels falls within national competence and there-
fore the Commission is not enrirled ro take any direct acrion.
The responsible UK aurhoriry, i.e. the Depanment of Trade, has to ensure rha[ owners,
whether individuals or companies, of fishing vessels are properly entided to claim British
registration within the terms of the Merchant Shipping (Fishing Boats Regisrry) order
198 1 and that vessels at all time comply with the rules rhat such registration impoies.
The Depanment of Trade is closely investigating those companies where there may be
reason to doubt their eligibility for registration and has informed the Commission rhat it
will remove from rhe register any vessel belonging ro a company which does not qualify.
The Commission is funhermore informed that the UK Depanments for Fisheries, which
are also v-ery.concerned about the re-registration of foreign fishing vessels, are considering
whether funher measures need ro be aken.
Taking into account in particular the consequences rhat re-registration could have on the
adaptation of the Community fishing fleet to the existing catch possibiliries, rhe services of
the Commission are examining rhe desirability of action ar Communiry level.
Question No 3 5, by Mr Moorhouse (H-9/52)
Subject: Romanian exporrs to the Community
\flill the Commission confirm its preparedness to link admission of increased Romanian
exports to the Community to progress in human rights in rhe Socialist Republic of
Romania?
I These criteria were published in OJ C 79 oI 29 March 1980.
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Answer
1. The Commission points out thar a decision limiting impons from a third country, as
described by the honourable Member, can only be adoprcd under Community law by the
Council.
2. However, rhe Commission is conscious of the problem of human rights and has con-
demned the violation of these rights wherever they occur.
The hbnourable Member will be aware that the Community, through the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe and recently the meeting in Madrid is actively
involved in examining how the signatory States to the Helsinki Final Act implement its
provisions. During this examination the situation with regard to human righr in Romania,
a signatory to the Final Act, has also been analysed.
The Commission would also draw artention to [he fac[ that, as part of the negotiations on
the conclusion in 1980 of two trade agreements with Romania, it indicated to the Roman-
ian authorities rhe concern of both the European Parliament and the Commission with
regard to cenain violations of human righr in Romania.
Question No 37, by Mr Kyrhos (H-15/82)
Subject: Censorship of an anicle on the change of government in Greece
Since when does the Commission allow its organs to censor articles relating to the internal
affairs of Member States? For instance, the magazine Europe, published in'S7ashington,
refused to carry an arricle by Mr Lesley Finer reladng to the change of government in
Greece.
Ansuer
The Commission has sole responsibility for the publications produced by its depanments
and it is therefore the Commission's job to assess what is published. In the case referred to
by the honourable Member, there is no justification for talking of Commission censorship.
In rhe light of recent even6 rhe Commission decided to reappraise its publications poliry
and in rhis regard it felr obliged to exercise stricter edircrial control from Brussels and to
assess more carefully the contents of publications produced by some of its external depan-
ments.
In the course of this assessment the Commission depanments have in fact had occasion to
quesrion the usefulness of publishing cenain articles in Community publications. In this
conrexr ir is the Commission view 
- 
in accordance with im constant opinion in the past 
-that it is in no instance rhe [ask of the Commission to express opinions on the political
decisions of rhe governments of the Member States and that, as a result, this stance must
also be reflected in the publications for which it is responsible.
Question No 38, by Mr Prag (H-18/82)
Subject: Discrimination between the Member States in the prices charged for vehicle
sPare Parts
The Commission has recently declared its intention to investigate the clearly illegal discri-
mination which mkes place on the pan of vehicle manufacturers with regard to the prices
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at which they sell cars in the different Community counries and noticeably the high prices
charged in the United Kingdom. Vill it rcll us the present state of any investigation ir may
be carrying out into another effort at sealing off the UK marker for vehicles, i.e. rhe sharp
discriminations in the prices of spare pans, which, for example, cause a British car, rhe
Mini metro, for example, to be graded in Group I for insurance purposes and equivalent
cars such as the Fiat Panda, Citrodn Visa in group 3 under which a much higher premium
has to be paid? These discriminations have already been in existence for far too long. Is
the Commission genuinely determined to get rid of them?
Answer
1. The honourable Member rightly draws attention [o the fact that the sales prices not
only of nev cars but also of pans vary considerably from one Member State to anorher.
This is particularly clear from a comparison of prices excluding taxes and other levies.
The Commission has already stated its position on such price differences in ir answers to
parliamentary questions by Mr Griffith (H-722/81)1, Mrs \Valz (1358/81)2 and Mr von
Hassel and Mr Mi.iller-Hermann (393/81)3. The Commission wants to see freer comperi-
tion among Member States in the spare par6 sector. This has been its pracrice when
administering the competition rules contained in the EEC Treaty since its decision of
13 December 1974 in the BMV casea.
It will also bear this aim in mind when it draws up its proposal for a regulation on the
exemption of sales and customer service conracts in the automobile sector. The draft pro-
posal was recently submitted to the members of the Advisory Committee on competirion
and dominant economic positions, and thus to the Member States. The European Parlia-
ment has also been informed of this draft proposal.
2. A more detailed investigation will be required to establish whether insurance prem-
iums in the Unired Kingdom for cars imponed from other Member Sates are unjustifiably
higher than for British vehicles and the extent to which this practice is incompatible with
the provisions of the EEC Treaty5. An investigation of this aspect has been started follow-
ing the honourable Member's quesrion.
Question No 39, by Mr Kazazis (H-21/52)
Subject: Increased rates of reimbursement for Greece under the EAGGF Guidance Sec-
tion
Paragraph 39 of Commission Document COM(82) l0 final on the fixing of prices for cer-
tain agricultural products (1982-83) states that the Commission will submit, before
31 December 1983, a proposal for applying in Greece the same rates of reimbursement as
applied in Italy wirhin the contexr of socio-structural directives.
Given that the socio-structural directives issued in 1972 expire on lgApril 1982 and are
due to be extended, and whereas the agricultural structures of Greece are the most defi-
cient of all the Member States, does the Commission intend to avail itself of the opportun-
ity to extend the validiry of the socio-structural directives and submit a proposal providing
for an increase in the rarcs of reimbursement for Greece under the EAGGF to the level
applied in the Mezzogiorno?
I Verbatim Report of Proceedings, February 1982, p. 21.2 OJ C 47 of22 February 1982,p.23.
, OJ C 338 of 28 December 1981, p. 1.
' 
OJ L 29 of 3 February 1975, p. 1.5 See Commission starement, Tbe Erropean Automobih Industry, Supplement 2/81 to the Bulletin of
the European Communities, point 92, pp.47-48.
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If not, what is preventing it from doing so?
Ansuter
A Commission proposal concerning the extension of the period of validity of the socio-
srrucrural directives undl the end of 1983 is currently under discussion by the Council.
The Commission is hopeful rhat, if the financial problems associated with such an increase
menr of rhis policy before the end of 1982. ln rhe review of the srructural policy which
must, of necessiry, take place in the interim period, the question of an increase in the rate
of financial panicipation by the EAGGF, Guidance Section for cenain common measures
up ro rhe level already applicable in the Italian Mezzogiorno, will also be considered for
Greece.
The Commission is hopeful that, if the financial problems associated with such an increase
can be overcome ar the same time, this question can be resolved to the sadsfaction of all
concerned.
Question No 41, by Mr Van Aerssen (H-23/82)
Subject: Note oerbale of the Commission of 11 March 1982
On what authority did the Commission attempt to deliver the abovementioned note oer-
bale w the Turkish Embassy in Brussels?
Ansuter
The delivery of a note oerbale is the internationally accepted practice which allows States
or international organizations !o communicate. In this instance, the honourable Member
is presumably referring to the note zterbale of 10 March 1982 by which the Commission
sought ro convey to the Turkish authorities the concern which it felt, and which was also
felt by various bodies which had approached the Commission, over the arrest of the legal
figure, Mr Apayldin, and 44 other Turks.
Question No 42, by Mr Neanton Dunn (H-24/82)
Subject: Internal disaster aid
'!7har was rhe key difference that caused the Commission to refuse aid following severe
flooding in Lincolnshire in the Unircd Kingdom almost a ye^r ago but which led it to
award aid to the south-v/est of England recently?
Answer
Official information received by the Commission indicated that the adverse sreather con-
ditions which affected cenain pans of the Unircd Kingdom including Lincolnshire at rhe
end of April 1981 did not constitute a natural disaster with exceptionally grave and far-
reaching effects for the population.
The damage recorded by the British authorities in 1981 concerned loss of production and
did not reveal any elements of hardship affecting the population's survival and livelihood.
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This was the basis on which the Commission decided at the end of May 1981 not to grant
any aid.
However, the catastrophic weather in the south-west of England ar the end of 1981 and
beginning of 1982 caused damage on a scale which could nor be compared with rhat
recorded for 1981.
The Bridsh authoriries officially recorded not only loss of agricultural production but
also, and in panicular, adverse effects on the livelihood of the individuals concerned as
well as serious hardship.
The Commission considers that only the second carcgory of damage is eligible for emer-
gency Community aid under Chapter 69 of the budget.
Question No 44, by Mr Eisna (H-29/82)
Subject: Action taken by the Commission on Parliamenr's opinion on the proposal for a
directive concerning the assessment of the environmental effects of certain pri-
vate and public projectsl
Since it is nor clear from the annex to the minutes of the sitting of Monday, 8 March 1982
(see Annex I, page 2, French version) whether or not the Commission also accepted
Amendment No 12 by the Committee on the Environment to Anicle 8 of the above pro-
posal, can the Commission confirm that it did accept the amendment and, if so, state
when it intends ro publish to amended text?
Answer
Amendment No 12 was adopted in principle by the Commission and rhe essence of it was
incorporated in the amendment to Anicle 10 (2) of the original proposal for a directive
concerning the assessment of the environmental effects of cenain private and public pro-
jects.2 This amendment was forwarded to the Council of Ministers on 6 April 1982 in
accordance with Anicle 149 (2) of the EEC Treaty.3
Question No 46, by Mr De Goede (H-36/82)
Subject: Execution without trial in Surinam
Can rhe Commission state what consequences the execution of death sentences without
any form of uial in Surinam will have on development aid?
Ansuer
The Commission has followed recent evenrs in Surinam with keen interest. In the Com-
mission's view there are certain factors which give reason to believe that the execution of
Sergeant-Major Hawker, who was injured, wilI remain an isolated incident and that trials
in future will be conducted in the appropriate legal fashion (i.e., before an ordinary mili-
I \feber repon (Doc. l-569/81/rev.).
' 
OJ C 169 oi 9 July 1980.I COM(82) 158 final.
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tary court, with right of appeal). There are no plans for altering the development aid pro-
gramme for Surinam.
Question No 47, by Mr Croux (H-37/82)
Subject: Competition in respect of public works contracts in Belgium
Mr Damseaux, chairman of the Valloon Execurive in Belgium, has stated in an official
document that his Executive will not approve the allocation of public works contracts to
contractors from the Flemish community in Belgium. Does the Commission not consider
that this conflicts with the European Community's fundamental rules on competition?
Vhat steps does it intend to take in this matter?
Answer
Ir was only through the question by Mr Croux that the Commission learnt of the letter
from the chairman of the Valloon Execurive announcing that no public works contracrc
would be allocaced to contractors from the Flemish community in Belgium.
The principal yardstick for assessing this case in accordance with Community law is
Council Directive 7|/305/EEC of 2e July 1971 concerning the coordinadon of proce-
dures for the award of public works contracts.r
This Directive applies rc all public works contracts wonh more than one million ECU and
is intended to promote genuine competition in this field. To this end, it coordinates and
lays down specific rules for the award procedures for public works contracts. Anicles 23
w 27 of the Directive list all the criteria for qualimtive selection which must be fulfilled if
contractors are not to be excluded from the award procedure. These criteria are intended
to ensure that the contractors competing for the contract satisfy cenain legal requirements
and possess cenain financial, economic and technical resources. Anicle 29 lays down the
criteria for award of the contract, i.e. either the most economically advantageous offer or
the lourest price.
All these are objective criteria. In principle, there is no scope for the introduction of addi-
tional criteria of the kind proposed by the Valloon Executive and which have nothing to
do with the subject of the contract.
Under these circumstances, it must therefore be assumed that implementation of the pro-
posed special criseria would conflict with the provisions of Directive 7l/305/EEC.
The Commission has therefore contacred the Belgian authorides with a request for infor-
mation and comments.
A more detailed examination and assessmenr of the entire marter 
- 
if necessary on rhe
basis of funher Community regulations in addition to the one already menrioned 
- 
can
only be carried out once the situation has been fully clarified and all the relevant views are
known. The Commission therefore reserves the right to give a final assessment of rhe
whole matter at a later srage.
, OJ L 185 of 16 Augusr 1971, pp. 5-14.
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Question No 49, by Mr Cottrell (H-41/82)
Subject: Salmon stocks
There is a conrinuing rhrear of salmon depopulation in British waters as a result of over-
fishing of salmon stocks, panicularly with regard to the use of monofilament nets. Severe
problems are arising in the rivers Tweed, Tyne, Tees and Severn due to this practice.
Noting the need ro preserve the North Atlantic salmon, will the Commission seek to ban
monofilament nets, perhaps as part of the common fisheries policy, and encourage Mem-
ber States rc do the same within their territorial waters?
Answer
l. The Commission is aware of the decrease of salmon stocks in the main rivers of the
Unircd Kingdom as well as in those of other Member States.
2. Ir has been scientifically assessed at international level (ICES) that distant water fish-
eries reduce the quantity of salmon returning to home water rivers. This quantiry is fur-
ther reduced by the fisheries at sea in coastal warcrs, such as those operating with monofi-
lament nets.
Environmental factors also contribute to the decrease in the stocks of salmon.
3. The Commission is not, however, aware of any scientific study at international level
indicating the effects on salmon stocks of monofilament net fisheries but is prepared to
considerihe desirabiliry of requesting that such a study be made by the relevant scientific
body.
4. As has been indicated in the answer to Mr Provan's oral question No H-22/82, the
Community has taken a series of steps ro limit carches at sea, and funhermore, the Com-
mission considers that the regulation of catches in the waters adjacent to the rivers from
which the salmon originates is best left to the local authorities.
Question No 50, by Mr Lomas (H-45/82)
Subject: Nicaragua
'$flhat is the Commission's artitude towards aid for Nicaragua, and particularly the re-
scheduling of debts to Member States, and is the Commission intending to increase its aid,
in view of Nicaragua's economic difficulties?
Ansuer
Afrcr the fall of the Somoza r6gime (lgJuly 1979) the Community as such rapidly gave
subsrantial aid to the devasmted country, amounting so far to a total of 27 million EUA,
of which 20 million EUA for food aid. \7ith this aid in the form of gran6, the Community
is obviously also contributing rowards Nicaragua's balance of payments. Consequently, it
is not a creditor and is not 
^ 
parcy to the negotiations on the rescheduling of Nicaragua's
external debt. The Commission is aware of the enormous problems involved in the
rebuilding of Nicaragua and is resolved to continue its aid rc that country.
In its resolurion of 30 March 1982 the European Council agreed rhat the aid granted by
the EEC Member Srates and by the Community itself, for the development of Cenral
America and the Caribbean, musr be coordinated and increased as much as possible. The
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Commission is currently drawing up a proposal on this matrer, Ir is envisaged that Nicara-
gua will be a beneficiary under [hese new measures.
Question No 51, by Miss Hooper (H-47/82)
Subject: Secondments from national civil services
Does the Commission have a policy [o encourage secondment of staff from a national civil
service to the Commission, and, if so, whar numbers are involved?
Answer
In May 1976, the Commission approved the principle of an exchange scheme between
staff of the Commission and of the public services of the Member Starcs, in order that
both panies should be betrer informed about the tasks, the structure and the workings of
the other, and thus to promote closer cooperation.
To date, 112 national officials from gMember States have been demched to 19 differenr
services of the Commission, and 23 officials of the Commission have been detached to
public administrations in 5 Member States. Periods involved range from 3 monrhs to
2 years.
In the light of the positive value of these exchanges, and the recommendarion of the
Spierenburg repoft rhar the scheme should be reinforced, the Commission will shonly be
examining detailed proposals to develop and extend the scope of this scheme.
Question No 52, by Mr Chrktopher Jachson (H-49/82)
Subject: Right-hand-drive cars
There is evidence that car manufacturers who normally supply right-hand-drive cars ro
Continental dealers (e.g. for sale to diplomats) refuse to supply such cars for sale ro pri-
vate individuals, or impose unreasonable conditions such as extra-lengthy delivery times
or substantial extra charges to discourage private purchasers. In the opinion of rhe Com-
mission would such ac[ions be likely to contravene the provisions of rhe Treary of Rome?
Ansuer
It may well be possible that the EEC competition rules are infringed where restricrive
agreements or concened practices berween manufacturers, their approved agents,
imponers or dealers lead rc the refusal rc supply cenain specifications of motor u.hi.les
or to other hindrances. Thus, as a result of systematic refusal of or other hindrances ro rhe
supply of models with cenain specifications, motor vehicle distriburion agreemenr could
be deemed rc have been applied abusively.
Funher to information received and to a considerable number of complaints made to the
Commission, a series of investigations has been initiated by the Commission on the basis
of Reguladon No 17/62 to establish to what extent the practices mentioned by the hon-
ourable Member are compatible with the provisions of Anicles 85 and 86 of rhe Treaty.
The Commission hopes to be in a position to draw the conclusions from rhese investiga-
tions shonly.
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Finally, the Commission would refer to the reply which it gave on 1 8 November 198 1 to a
similar question by Mr Dalziel (question No 48-H-550/81, OJ Annex No l-277, pp.2ll/
212 of 18 November 1981).
Question No 53, by Mr Pintat (H-51/82)
Subject: Research in Europe
Can the Commission indicate what percentage of gross national product is devoted to
research by the Member States of the Community?
Answer
The 1981 edition of the annual report on the public financing of research and develop-
ment in the Member States of the Community, which is due to be published by the statisti-
cal Office of the European Communities in the next few months, provides the following
figuares to indicate public spending on R&D as a percentage of gross domestic product in
1980:
D F I NL B UK IRL DK EUR9
r.t4 1.13 0.47 0.97 0.62 1.11 0.49 0.45 0.98
The Statistical Office is not yet in a position ro collect data on the private sector. It can
nevertheless be estimated that the public and private sectors in the whole of the Com-
munity spent slightly less than 2% of GDP on research and development in 1980.
Question No 54, by Mr Maher (H-52/82)
Subject: Coasml erosion
In view of the serious situation arising as a result of the encroachment of the sea in cenain
regions of the south and south-wesr coasrsrof Ireland, would the Commission be prepared
to make finance available to have a study carried out in order to determine how best to
combar this very serious problem?
Ansoer
As far as the problem of coastal erosion in the Community is concerned, the honourable
Member is referred to what the Commission said ro Parliament on this marrer on l9June
1981.t
\7ith regard to the specific problem of the coasts of south and south-west Ireland, the
Commission has not yet received any request to finance a study of coastal erosion and
how to combat it in these areas.
t Official Journal of the European Communities, Debates of the European Parliament, Repon of
Proceedings from l5 co l9June 1981, No l-272.
+
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Question No 55, by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-t8/82)
Subject: Conquering TB by the year 2000.
A hundred years after Roben Koch's discovery of the TB bacillus, tuberculosis, although
drastically reduced, has not been eradicated in the industrialized counries and has
become widespread in the underdeveloped countries, where it was carried, together with
other infectious diseases, by the white man, and where each year it is responsible for the
death of at leasr three million people.
Just as it has been possible to eradicate smallpox simply by carrying out mass vaccinations,
the VHO has set itself the target of overcoming TB by the year 2000.
But in order to overcome tuberculosis it is necessary, above all, to solve the basic problem
of undernourishment, and this requires substantial funher expenditure and/or more pro-
trammes.
How does the Commission propose to contribute to the achievement of the !7HO's target
of conquering TB by the year 2000?
Ansaner
The Commission understands that the aim of the Vorld Health Organization programme
on tuberculosis is to reduce the levels prevailing in the developing countries by the year
2000 to those currently prevailing in the developed countries. The campaign will be based
on an expanded programme of immunization, such that all children will receive immuni-
zation by the year 2000.
The Commission's role with regard to the problems arising at Community level in connec-
tion with vaccines 
- 
it should be remembered that the Ministers for Health agreed at
their meeting in 1978 that these problems should continue to be dealt with as before by
the Vorld Health Organization and the Council of Europe.
\Tirhin the Community, tuberculosis still remains as an imponant and critical problem,
and although the Commission is not carrying out any specific work on immunization,
nevenheless the Commission is keeping a warchful eye on the problem of communicable
diseases in general, and the side effects of immunization in particular.
Concerning the problem of malnutrition, the Commission would like rc refer the honour-
able Member to the debates centring on 'Hunger in the world' which have been held in
Parliament over the last two years, and which will continue when the follow-up report by
Mr Michel is debated, hopefully in June 1982.
Question No 56, by Mrs Euting (H-59/82)
Subject: Accession negodations with Spain 
- 
Fisheries.
\7ill the Commission make a statement on the present ssate of accession negotiations with
Spain with panicular regard to fishery negoriarions?
Answer
On 23 July 1980 the Commission forwarded to the Council its first communication on the
fisheries sector in Spain.
This communication broadly describes the features of the Spanish fisheries sector and
makes an initial assessment of possible future problems.
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The Council has not yet begun consideration of the Commission's communication
because some aspects of the common fisheries policy are still in a state of flux and may
undergo major changes in the near furure.
Spain made a first sratement on fisheries at the fifth meeting of the Conference of Minis-
ters (21 July 1980).
In that statement, Spain indicated the main sectors in which im fisheries acrivity is based
and described its basic features, stressing the importance of fishing to some regions where
it is the main source of income. The cornerstone of the statement was [he call for equal
access ro and use of Community fishing grounds and of fishing righm as they stood on
3l December 1976.
Question No 57, by Mrs Scrioener (H-50/82)
Subject: Revival of the 'hard sell' system.
There has been evidence over the past fev/ months of a revival of the hard sell sysrcm by
cenain publishers.
Time Lioe International, for instance, has on several occasions used a method which con-
sists of offering consumers recently published works for free inspection.
Under rhis system the consumer must return a 'free inspection coupon' to the publisher;
experience has shown thar these coupons are not always actually signed by the person to
whom the work is [hen sent, or that the signature 
- 
and this can be proved 
- 
is of no
value. Ir is also conceivable that in some cases the publisher himself 'fabricates' these 'free
inspection coupons'.
This enables the publisher to send the book to the consumer and then to bill him for it if it
has not been returned within a period of ten days.
The consumer is rhus obliged either to take the trouble to return the book, or to agree to
pay for ir, failing which he may, in some cases be faced with recovery proceedings brought
against him at his own cost..
Can the Commission make enquiries with a view to putting a stop to such inacceptable
advertising and uading practices?
Answer
As already stated by the Commission in its answer 
- 
which the honourable Member
mighr be aware of 
- 
ro a similar written question, the practices referred to are examples
of insrances whereby the regulations which exist in most of the Member States are deliber-
ately flouted. These practices are contrary to all general rules of debt law and Community
consumers are comprehensively protected against such practices by national legislation. It
is the Commission's view that a remedy would not be found more speedily if it were to
make enquiries.
Question No 58, by Mr Enright (H-51/82)
Subject: Artists' resale righm.
Vhy has rhe Commission abandoned the idea of adopting a Community directive con-
cerning anists'resale rights? \7hy is the Council of Europe preparing a draft European
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convention which may solve the problem but without reference to the Commission? Is it
not the case that the Commission is hiding behind rhe coat-tails of the Council of Europe
in refusing to consider funher a directive concerning artists' resale righr?
Ansuter
In its communication to the Council entitled 'Community action in the cultural sector't of
22 November 1977, the Commission first put forward the idea that resale should be estab-
lished in those countries where they did not already exisr by law.
The Commission has certainly not abandoned this idea. It is still convinced of the need to
remove the inequality between artists in countries where no resale righm exist and artists
in countries where artists and their heirs are encitled to parr of the financial proceeds from
resales.
Secondly, the Commission decided to ask the Council of Europe ro join with it in extend-
ing resale rights for the following reasons:
1. these anists'rights will have greater effect, the wider the geographical area in which
they apply;
2. in panicular, a wider area of. application will weaken the objection often made ro
their general introduction within the Community countries alone: namely thar their
an markem would be less competitive than those (including at least one very impor-
tant one) of the Council of Europe counrries;
3. the question of resale rights offers an excellent opportunity r.o promore the widely
desired cooperation between the Community and the Council of Europe.
Lastly, it should be stressed that a European convention on resale rights in no way pre-
cludes, but rather facilitates, the subsequent adoption of a Community direcdve on rhe
matter, at the appropriate time.
Question No 59, by Mr Pattison (H-63/52)
Subject: Report on polludng effects of radioactive discharges from the l7indscale
Nuclear Complex.
Is the Commission aware of a report published recently in London2 concerning radioac-
tive discharges from the l7indscale Nuclear Complex on the Cumbrian coast of Brirain,
into the Irish Sea, which affect communities in Ireland, and nonhern Europe, as well as in
the UK; and what measures does the Commission have at its disposal to ensure the end o[
this activity, and how soon can it implement them?
Ansoer
The Commission has only read press accounts of the reporr ro which rhe honourable
Member is refering.
The Commission assumes that the Government of the Unircd Kingdom will ensure rhe
observance of the provisions of the Council directive of 15 June 1980 laying down basic
safery standards for the health and protection of the generil public and workers against
the dangers of ionizing radiation. There is no reason to fear rhar the population is exposed
to radiation in excess of the admissible level. There is therefore no reason for the Commis-
sion to take action.
I Bulledn,of the European Communities, Supplemenr 6/77, points 29 and 302 See lisb Times,Moiday,5 April 1982.
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Question No 50, by Mr De Gucht (H-54/82)
Subject: Refusal of subsidies by the Valloon authoriries.
Does the Commission consider that any refusal on the pan of the \flalloon authorities to
grant subsidies for public works on the grounds that thay are to be executed by a Flemish
contractor is incompadble with European regulations?
Answer
On the assumption that the honourable Member
by Oral Question H-37/82 by Mr Croux, he is
given to that question.
is referring to the same matter covered
referred to the answer which has been
Question No 51, by Mr Collins (H-65/82)
Subject: Payment to the retiring Commissioner Michael O'Kennedy
Vill the Commission say what justification there is for the recent substantial payment of
UKL 40 000 ro the retiring Commissioner Michael O'Kennedy? Can they say whether
they believe that his 14 months service to the Community was so valuable that this pay-
ment was warranted and do they not agree that such a payment must be understood as
offensive to the millions of people who are unemployed in the European Community at
this dme?
Ansuer
The Commission has the honour to inform the honourable Member that no payment of
UKL 40 000 was made to Mr O'Kennedy on his depanure.
Mr O'Kennedy having resigned with effect from 11.3. 1982, his rights will be fixed
according to the rules determining the emolumenr of the President and Members of the
Commission.l
The Commission requests the honourable Member to refer likewise to the answer to Mr
Balfe's written question l07l/802 and Mr Newton Dunn's verbal questionH-542/81.3
ll. Questions to the Council
Question No 74, by Mrs Lezzi (H-838(81)
Subject: Cultural cooperation between the Mediterranean countries
In recent months Mr Jack Lang, Mrs Melina Mercouri and Mr Vincenzo Scotti 
- 
the
Ministers for Cultural Affairs of France, Greece and Italy respectively 
- 
speaking on
Regulation No 422/67 /EEC, 5/67 /Euratom, OJ L 187 of 8 August 1967, p. l, last modified by
Council Regulation(Euratom,ECSC,EEC) 1416/81 of 19May198l,OJL142o[ 28May1981,
p. l.
OJ C 288 of6 November 1980, p. 25.
Official Journal of the European Communities, Debates of the European Parliament, No l-278(p. 165) of l6 December 1981.
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behalf of their various counries have repeatedly called for specific action to promote and
develop cultural cooperation between the Mediterranean countries.
Vhat steps has the Council of Ministers for Cultural Affairs of the Member States taken
so far to give fresh impetus to cultural cooperation 
- 
which has an imponant role to play
in getting under way again the Euro-Arab dialogue in a wider Nonh-South context 
-and funher to foster cultural relations between ACP and EEC counries?
Answer
The Council has received no Commission proposals in the areas mentioned by the hon-
ourable Member. At present, the Council does not therefore envisage holding a meeting
of the Ministers responsible for culture in order to discuss these matters.
In the context of the Euro-Arab dialogue the two sides have approved the publication of
the minutes of the Venice seminar on the ways and means of cooperating to promote
awareness of Arab culture and language in Europe. There is also to be rcchnical assistance
for the creation of an Arab centre for vocational and teacher training. A symposium on
relations between the two civilizadons is scheduled to be held in Hamburg in 1983.
Qaestion No 75, by Mr Van Miert (H-839/81)
Subject: Institutionalized links between the EEC and the United States
Vhat practical srcps does the Council intend to mke in the light of the statement made by
the President-in-Office of the Council following his working visit to the United Srates, to
the effect that 'consideration should be given to the establishment of permanent links
between the EEC and the Unircd States, possibly of an institutionalized nature'?
Answer
The Communiry and the United States, together with the other major industrialized part-
ners, including Japan in panicular, have a special responsibility for the smooth functioning
of the world economic and commercial system and the solidarity of the Vestern alliance.
It is clear that the disagreement which has recently developed may have serious conse-
quences in this resPect.
It highlights the fact that each of the panners must show more awareness of the possible
consequences for the others of cenain decisions which it may be induced to take in the
economic, commercial, or monetary sphere.
Vhile there is machinery for regular consultations between the Commission and the US
Administration (supplemenred by regular meetings between a delegation from your Par-
liament and the US Congress) it may be asked whether this machinery should not be
strengthened. It was along these lines that I personally made a number of remarks in
Vashington, and these remarks tie in with commenrs made by some of my colleagues, in
panicular, Miss Flesch, Mr Colombo and Mr Genscher.
At its recent meeting in Brussels on 29 and 30 March 1982 rhe European Council dis-
cussed this situation and adopted the following conclusions:
- 
first, it stressed the imponance for it of links with the United States and its artach-
ment to funher development of consultations between Europeans and Americans;
- 
secondly, it stressed that it looked to the Versailles Summit at the beginning of June
to lnstltute rncreased cooperation between the major industrial partners, panicularly in
the field of interest rates, exchange rates and the srrengthening of Nonh-South rela-
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tions. At its May meerint the Council will be discussing proposals to this end for the
Community to submit to its partners.
A number of practical steps have therefore been taken but I personally am convinced that
we should pursue the matter funher.
If the European Parliament so wishes, the Council is ready to panicipate 
- 
in the person
of the President-in-Office 
- 
in a debate on the links between the Community and the
United States.
Question No 75, by Mrs Hammerich (H-553/81)
Subject: Finance from the Community budget for meetings on security matters
Does she Council agree that there is no legal basis in the Treaties as they stand for the
action by rhe Political Affairs Committee of the European Parliament in setting up a sub-
commirtee on securiry matters, and will it therefore preven[ the use of Community funds
for that purpose?
Answer
The Council would first point out that each institution must act within the limits of the
powers conferred on it by the Treaties.
The Council funher notes that:
- 
pursuanr to Rule 97 of the Rules of Procedure of the European Parliament, a com-
mittee may, in the interest of im work and subject to prior authorization by the
enlarged Bureau, appoint one or more subcommittees;
- 
pursuanr to Anicle 142 of the EEC Treary and the corresponding Anicles in the other
Treaties, ir is up to the European Parliament to adopt its Rules of Procedure;
- 
pursuanr ro Anicle l8(2) of the Financial Regulation,'the requisite powers for the
implemenrarion of the sections of the budget relating to the European Parliament, the
Council, the Coun of Justice, and the Coun of Auditors are recognized by the Com-
mission as being devolved upon these institutions'.
tt
.rarl
Question No 78, by Mr Balfe (H-25/82)
Subject: Travel concessions
Vill the Council lisr for each Member State as at I January 1982 the nature and extent of
any ravel concessions either in cash or in kind, made available by the individual Member
States to Members of the European Parliamenr?
Ansuer
The Council does not have the information requested by rhe honourable Member.
+
,l :i
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Question No 79, by MrAlbers (H-54/82)
Subject: Financialaid to UNRVA
Is the Council prepared to increase financial aid to UNR\7A with a view to preventing rhe
closure of the Palestinian refugee camps?
Answer
The Community and the Unircd Nations Relief and !7orks Agency for Palesrine Refugees
ONR\7A) concluded a new Convenrion on 8 March 1982.on aid rc refugees in the
countries of the Near East. This Convenrion, which covers the period 1981 to 1983,
involves an initial period of one year, and may be extended with or without amendmenr,
by agreement between the two Panies. It provides for supplies in kind and payments in
cash to UNR\VA, to be used for rhe basic rations programme and rhe food support pro-
gramme.
For the initial period, the supplies in kind involve 29743 ronnes of wheat flour, 884
tonnes of skimmed-milk powder, 3 900 tonnes of butteroil and 5 086 tonnes of white
sugar. The payments in cash involve a flat-rate payment of 35 dollars per ronne of product
actually received as basic rations, and a contriburion of 3 million ECU to rhe running
costs of the food support. programme.
The Council has not a[ present received any proposal from the Commission for an
increase in financial aid to UNRVA.
The honourable Member will undoubtedly also be aware that UNRVA receives subsran-
tial contributions on a bilateral basis from the Member States as well. The Council is
aware of the financial situation of UNR\7A and it will take a keen interest in any propo-
sals which the Commission may see fit to submit.
lll. Questions to the Foreign Ministers
Question No 83, by Mr Penders (H-824/S 1 )
Subject: Europe-America friendship treaty
Vhat is the attitude of the Ten towards rhe suggesrion put forward by Mr Colombo in
Vashington on 18 February 1982 that a friendship treaty should be signed berween
Europe and America in order to consolidate democrary and cooperarion, and how does
this suggestion tie in with the Genscher-Colombo plan for joint action by the Com-
munity?
Ansuter
The suggestion that the Italian Foreign Minister, Mr Colombo, put forward in his speech
on 18 February 1982 for a Euro-American friendship pact strengthening democracy and
cooperation has not yer been discussed in European political cooperarion.
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Question No 8 5, by Mrs Euting (H-808/8 I )
Subject: ACP-EEC resolurion on the situarion in southern Africa
\7ill the Foreign Minisrcrs meeting in political cooperation srate whether they suppon the
resolution passed at the meeting of the Joint Consultative Assembly in Zimbabwe on
4 February 1982 following the joint ACP-EEC fact-finding mission to the frontline
States ?
Answer
The Foreign Ministers of the Ten meeting in political cooperation have not considered the
resolution adopted by the Joint Committee of the ACP-EEC Consulradve Assembly in
Zimbabwe.
Question No 86, by Mr Cabom (H-531/Sl)
Subject: Elections in El Salvador
On Sunday, 28 March 'elections' are to be held in E[ Salvador, 'elections' from which the
majority of the people and their representative political organizations will be excluded. In
view of the fact that these 'elections' are not democratic and will nor solve rhe divisions
within the country or legitimize the Government, will the Ministers state what sreps rhey
have taken to bring pressure to bear on the United States of America to realize rhe fudliry
of these planned elections?
Answer
\Tithin the framework of polidcal cooperation the Ten are continuing thcir exchange of
views and information on the elections of 28 March in EI Salvador. They are not yet in a
posidon to formulate a unanimous view on this subject.
Question No 87, by Mr Vandemeulebrouche (H-8 50/81)
Subject: Situation in Guatemala
The Guatemalan r6gime of Romeo Lucas Garcia is applying an escalating policy of terror
panicularly against lay preachers and missionaries. To dare one sixrh of Guatemala's priests
have been forced to leave the country, 32 catechism schools have been closed and a num-
ber of missionaries have been abducted and,/or murdered.'!/hat practical steps do the
Foreign Ministers intend to take in order to help call an immediate halt to the policy of
terror and repression in Guatemala?
Ansaner
This quesdon is no longer topical since the r6gime of General Lucas Garcia was over-
thrown on 23 March. The Ten are nevertheless following with a keen interest the
development of events in Guatemala where it appears that the takeover by the new r6gime
is viewed with great hope. The Ten have noted the new r6gime's statemenrc on the resto-
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ration on peace. They hope that the announced reforms will be carried out speedily and
that they will contribute to a lessening of the tensions which the country is suffering.
Question No 88, by Mr Gaoronshi (H-854/81)
Subject: Future of the European judicial area
Are the Foreign Ministers aware of repor[s to the effect that an Italian terrorist has been
released in France for reasons which remain unexplained? If the repons are true, does it
nor consider that serious harm has been done to the plan for a European judicial area?
Answer
The Foreign Ministers meetint in political cooperation have not exchanged views on the
case referred to by the honourable Member. He is undoubrcdly aware that no legal instru-
ment. creating a European judicial area has yet come into force because of the failure of
the Ten Member States of the Community to reach a consensus.
Question No 89, by Mr Israil (H-2/82)
Subject: Suppression of terrorism
'\flhat is the situation as regards ratification of the European Convention on the Suppres-
sion of Terrorism by the Member States of the European Community? To what extent has
the European Agreement on the Suppression of Terrorism, the Dublin Agreement, come
into force? Is the Council planning to take action in this imponant field?
Answer
The European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism was signed in the context of
the Council of Europe on27 January 1977.The convention came into force on 4August
1978.lt has been ratified by four Member States of the Community: Denmark, Germany,
Luxembourg and the United Kingdom.
The Dublin Agreement was signed on 4 December 1979 by all the Member States at chat
time in order to allow the application of the convention among all the Member States of
the Community. The agreement has not come into force as it has not yet been ratified by
anyone.
The Ten have often given voice to their views on international terrorism.
Question No 90, by Mr Moreland (H-5/82)
Subject: Relations with the South-\flest Africa People's Organization (SVAPO)
Do the Minisrcrs support any official contact between themselves, or the Council or the
Commission and the South-\7est Africa People's Organization (S\7APO) including the
provision of any Community funds to that organization?
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Answer
\Tithin the framework of political cooperarion rhe
of official contacts between S\7APO and the Ten.
Ten have not considered the question
As regards relations with the Council and the provision of Community funds, I would
refer the honourable Member to the competent authorities of the Community.
Question No 92, by Mr Rieger (H-34/82)
Subject: Adjournment of the CSCE follow-up conference in Madrid
Can the Foreign Ministers indicate what initiatives they inrcnd io take to contribute to the
successful resumption of the CSCE follow-up conference in Madrid which has been
adjourned until November 1982?
Answer
Vith the adjournment of the CSCE follow-up conference in Madrid the European Coun-
cil has paid attention to the meeting. It is a matter of regret for the Council shat violations
of the principles of the Final Act of Helsinki 
- 
of which repression in Poland is a particu-
larly serious example 
- 
may prevent a positive outcome in Madrid and may jeopardize
the whole CSCE process. The Council felt that the adjournment of the Madrid meering
was necessary in order to safeguard the CSCE process, to which the Ten are deeply com-
mitted. The Ten are still hoping for the adoption of a meaningful and balanced text.
The Council has also expressed the hope that the circumstances will be more conducive to
a positive outcome when the meeting resumes in November. To this end the Ten will con-
tinue to maintain close contacts, just as they have done during the previous stages of the
Madrid Conference. They will also have contacrc with allied and with neutral and non-
aligned countries.
Question No 93, by Mr De Goede (H-3t/82)
Subject: Death of four Dutch journalists in El Salvador
Can the President comment on the horrible death of four Dutch journalists in El Salvador
and the circumstances in which it occurred? \flhat approaches have been made to the
government of El Salvador as a result of these events?
Answer
It must be stated that the subject as such has not been discussed by the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation. The President is deeply shocked by the tragic death of
four Dutch journalisw in El Salvador on 17 March. Regretfully he is not in a position to
offer an explanation of the circumstances of their death.
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Question No 94, by Mr Fanti (H-38/82)
Subject: Serious acts of repression by the Israeli Governmenr
Do the Foreign Ministers not think that the serious acts of repression committed by the
Israeli Government against the Palestinian mayors and people in the Vest Bank, which
flagrantly violate inrcrnational law, call for the adoption of a firm srance by the EEC?
Do they not also think that the increase in tension between Israel, the PLO and the Arab
countries caused by these incidents requires a determined revival of the European Middle
East initiative?
Ansaner
The European Council reviewed the situation in the Middle East ar irs meering on 29 and
30 March. It was gravely concerned by the serious incidents on the \(est Bank and made
an urgent appeal for an end to the dangerous escalation of violence and repression. The
European Council condemned in panicular the measures taken against the Palestinian
people, such as the dismissal by the Israeli authorities of democratically elected mayors,
and the violations of the rights and freedoms of the inhabitants of these rerritories. Fol-
lowing Israel's action over the Golan Heights, these measures can only damage the pros-
pects for peace. The Council also reiterated the Ten's repeated determination to help find
a just and lasring settlemenr in the Middle East.
Question No 95, by Mr Lomas (H-45/82)
Subject: Nicaragua
Vhat is the Ministers attitude to the reports in the Bridsh press thit the Unired States has
a 19 million dollar programme for armed raids into Nicaragua to desnbilize Nicaragua's
economy by destroying power installations, bridges, etc., and has rhe Council opposed
this plan and, if not, will it do so in the interests of peace and sabiliry in Central America?
Ansuer
The Ten have not discussed the press reports to which the honourable Member refers but
are nevertheless deeply concerned about the increasing tension in Central America. In irs
declarations of 30 March 1982 rhe European Council stated rhat it welcomed any move
which could put an end to the violence and conribute to the restorarion of peace in rhe
areaby means of dialogue and in respect for democratic principles and human righrs, ar
the same time safeguarding national sovereignty and rhe wishes of rhe peoples.
Question No 95, by Mr Michel (H-a8/82)
Subject: Assessment of the first four years of application of the code of conduct for Euro-
pean undertakings and subsidiaries esnblished in South Africa
\7ith reference [o paratraph I 1 of the resolution on Southern Africa adopted by an over-
whelming majority by the Joint Committee of the ACP-EEC Consularive Assembly on
4 February 1982in Salisbury, are the Foreign Ministers in a position to give an assessmenr
rc the ACP and EEC of the four years of application of the code of conduct for European
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undenakings, their subsidiaries and branches established in South Africa, aimed at dis-
mantling the provisions and practices of apartheid in places of work, and also of what
remains to be done in implementation of this code?
Answer
The Member States of the Community have published two statements on the code of con-
duct for European undenakings and subsidiaries esmblished in South Africa. An initial
declaration by the Nine on 28 July 1980 was followed by a second declaration by the Ten
on 17 December 1981.
Sub ject:Israel'sr",,.r"T"r"'-,^i)r'r';?:::rr::':r::*t::'
Vithin the framework of the EEC-Israel agreement, and having regard to the Euro-Arab
dialogue, can the Ministers state, in the light of current developments on the 'West Bank
and in the Middle East, what line they are able to adopt, in particular in the United
Narions, with a view to bringing the most effective pressure on Israel to induce her to put
a stop to repression in the occupied territories and to abandon her policy of annexation of
those territories ?
Answer
For several years the Ten have made known at the UN the principles underlying their
posirion on rhe territories occupied by Israel since 1967 . At the ninth emergency session of
rhe General Assembly in February 1982 the Ten reaffirmed that there must be an end to
rhis occuparion as parr of a comprehensive, just and lasting settlement, that the provisions
of rhe founh Geneva Convention of tg+g applied ro all rhese rerritories, rhar Israeli settle-
ments in the Arab territories which have been occupied since 1967 
- 
as well as any
changes to rhe status and demographic structure of these territories 
- 
were illegal under
international law and contrary to the principle of the inadmissibiliry of acquiring territory
by war as stated in Resolution 242, and that these settlements were seriously hindering
prospects for peace in the area.
The Ten stared thar pending a peaceful settlement the military occupation was a tempor-
ary situarion which in no way entitled the occupying power to annex the occupied terri-
rory or to apply there its legislation, jurisdiction and administration.
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I call Mrs Ewing on a point of order.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
On a point of order, Mr President.
May I make a suggestion, that in fairness ro this
House, we should divide the dme available for urgent
debate by the number of urgency motions scrupulously
so that moves in this House to avoid the discussion of
plastic bullets will not succeed. As we all know this
device has been used in this House. I was nor a pany
to it because when I requested to be placed on the list I
stated that I was not asking for a specific place on the
list and I am quite happy to be last on the list. But I am
asking that we divide the time and that we have a vote
on this equally among the number of urgencies. It
seems to me eminently fair. This House is used to
rationing its speaking time and there is no reason why
it cannot exercise the discipline required. All the
groups could do it. !fle could divide the number of
hours available by the number of resolutions and give
everyone a fair opportuniry. This would prevent cer-
tain interests from stopping a certain discussion. It is
not good for democracy in the last analysis to try and
stop discussion on a topic.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
The agenda was drawn up yesterday,
Mrs Ewing, and it is no longer possible to change it.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Funher [o [hat point of order. I am not
asking for a change in the order paper, Mr President.
Vith all respect to you, Sir, I do not think you have
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Ewing
quite answered my point. My point is thar you have
the order paper here; rhat there is no reason what-
soever to refrain from putting to the House a proposal
that I see around me as getting quire a measure of sup-
pon, namely that you divide the time reasonably into
the number of urgencies. Everyone can have their say.
It is not unreasonable. In facr to refuse my suggesrion
is unreasonable.
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing, there is a rcral speaking rime
available !o those who are going ro speak rhis morn-
ing. If everyone keeps to the rime, we shall manage ro
comply with the principle you are advocating.
Rule 48 (3) smres:
The total speaking time for the groups and non-
attached Members shall be allocared in accord-
ance with the procedure laid down in Rule 55 (2)
to (4) within the maximum time for ropical and
urgent debates of three hours per pan-session.
'!(i'e are in fact mlking about rhe rotal speaking time.
I call Mr Enright.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Mr President, I did try to make this
point of order yesterday but was heedlessly disre-
garded by the Presidency. Could we in facr refer to
the Committee on [he Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions the manner in which we choose ropical and
urgent debates and the whole procedure thereof? It
gets us into problems every single session.
President. 
- 
V.ry well, Mr Enright.
President. 
- 
The mo[ion for a resolution (Doc.
l-142/81) by Mr Blaney and others on plastic bullets
has been withdrawn.
l. Votesl
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on four
motions for resolutions (Docs l-128/82, 1-133/82,
l-140/82 and l-l4l/82) on Argenrina.
I call Lord Berhell.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Mr President, before rhis vote on the
Falkland Islands, I wonder whether you are aware rhar
in the diplomadc gallery rhere is rhe head of the Falk-
land Islands' Government and a member of the Falk-
land Islands' Executive Council.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
I have received two amendments seeking
ro replace the four motions for resoludons by a new
tex[.
I call Mr De Goede.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL).Mr Presidenr, I note rhat you
are intending in fact to deal with so-called 'amend-
ments' Nos I and 2 by Mrs Castle and Mr Galland
respectively as if they were real amendments. This is,
as I see it, impossible, since an amendment is a modifi-
cation to a resolution or part of resolurion. However,
an amendment cannor simply replace four entire reso-
lutions. This would require a procedural morion or a
new resolution on which we would vote and which
would then render the other resolutions superfluous.
Thus, as I see it, an amendment is not the correct
instrument to be used in this case.
President. 
- 
Mr De Goede, I refer you to Rule 53 (2)
of the Rules of Procedure:
An amendment may seek ro change the whole or
part of a text, and may be directed to delering,
adding or subsrituting words.
The amendments we have here seek ro amend rhe
whole text, and this is in line with rhe Rules of Proce-
dure.
I call Mr Fanti.
Mr Fanti. 
- 
U7) Mr Presidenr, I requesr a separare
vote because s/e support a ban on arms exports to
Argentina but we are against blocking impons from
Argentina.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)
(Applause)
2. Combating youtb unemployment
President. 
- 
The nexr item is rhe motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-137/82), nbled by Mr Brok and others
on behalf of the Group of rhe European People's
Pany (Christian-Democratic Group), on combaring
youth unemployment.
I call Mr Brok.
I The repon of proceedings gives only those pans of the
vote which gave rise ro speec}es. For i detaileil account of
the votlng, see mrnutes.
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Mr Brok. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, my dear colleagues,
sometimes our attention should be focused nor only
on things happening in remote pans of rhe globe but
on the specific problems of young people in Europe.
(Applause)
As we saw yesterday during the vote on urgenr debate
some colleagues' commitment to humanity is so great
that they have not much commitment left for the
people themselves.
Youth unemployment is, I believe, the most urgent
problem facing the European Community, as far as
youth is concerned. Of our 10.5 million unemployed,
400/o are young people without any real prospecrs for
the future, because they often have no vocational
training. This is where, I believe, we must take the
necessary action.
Yesterday when listening to Mr Tindemans, I realized
with a shock that the detailed consultations on com-
bating youth unemployment may not be held early
enough to come within Belgium's Council presidency
because the Commission has evidently made lengthy
speeches so far but have not yet presented a deuiled
programme which is effectively ready to be adopted
and put into practice. This is why, in my view, we
must make it clear in a request for urgent debate that
the Commission and Council mus[ be committed to
aking specific decisions on this issue in rhe next few
weeks, and not sometime in autumn. Youth unem-
ployment is not a new development and it would be
disgraceful for the European Community if irc institu-
tions had to admit that they had no proposals on it.
In our resolution, we call upon both the Commission
and rhe Council to take action as soon as possible, and
we have also presented some specific proposals on this.
I need nor go into detail about them here as you have
gor rhem in writing. Apart from normal steps to com-
bat unemployment, special steps must be taken to
combat )'outh unemployment. They must be based on
practical requirements and formulated in cooperation
with the business sector because there are signs which
have been clearly confirmed by statistics, such as those
of OECD, that youth unemployment is proportionally
the lowest in countries with practice-based training. It
is time we had a clear commitment on this issue and
followed up our many years of discussions on youth
unemployment with pracdcal proposals and acrion.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mrs Viehoff. 
- 
(I'lL) The Socialist Group would be
the last to deny that youth unemployment is an
extremely urgent problem. Indeed, it has repeatedly
drawn attention to this point in recent years, it has
called on lhe Commission and Council to do some-
thing abolt the situation and has criticized the Coun-
cil, which claims to be deeply concerned about the
problem but does nothing about it in the budget.
However, we do not quite see why it should be more
urgent today than it was, for example, last year. Be
that as ir may, the resolution has been tabled and we
have no intention of voting against it. Nevenheless, I
should like to make a few commenr. Simply improv-
ing education based on existing work will hardly go
anywhere towards solving the problem of youth
unemployment. To suggest that it would, would be de-
ceiving not only the young people but ourselves as well,
since if we think we can solve the problem by simply
continuing along the same lines, $/e are obviously mis-
taken. New paths must be opened up on a large scale
in addition to the measures which have already been
proposed here in Parliament in connection with unem-
ployment. As we see it, the solution put forward. In
paragraph 6 of rhe resolution is not a real solution.
There is a great danger that cheap or free labour
would supplant other workers 
- 
which would mean
that the unemployment problem had not been solved
but merely shifted from young people to other catego-
ries. I have tabled an amendment, i.e. No 5, which is in
my name only since it was tabled at short notice.
However, my entire Group supports this amendment
and we hope therefore that it will be adoprcd. For the
rest, my Group intends to vote in favour in this motion
for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr McCartin. 
- 
Mr President, the first thing about
youth unemployment is the sadness of the fact that
when young people leave school and do not get a job
for two or three years, they ger the habit of collecting
social welfare, of being able to obtain a living without
having to work for it. This is dangerous and is one of
the worst aspects of youth unemployment.
Another thing I will say about it is that youth unem-
ployment is not the sort of phenomenon that people
tend to think it is. It is only natural that in a period of
slow economic growth and unemployment it should be
the young people coming onto the labour market who
are the ones to suffer.
My third point is that a few years ago, when house-
wives who before had accepted their role as working
in the home started to get jobs and came freely onto
the labour market 
- 
as they had a perfect right to do
- 
si'e did not understand that unless their work
created an extra demand for extra goods and so on,
we should not in fact see that buoyancy on the labour
market and on the markets generally that would ena-
ble us to offer full employment. This has not hap-
pened, and instead we have the situation where
women continuing to work in the professions and in
the public service in my country have certainly
excluded young people.
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My final point is that, at the moment, while we talk
about the idea of work-sharing, every person in my
country who is working is forced through his employ-
ment [o maintain another person who is not working.
Now if we have already accepted rhe principle of shar-
ing the money, we should not be squeamish about the
principle of sharing the work. I think it is a far health-
ier and more natural thing to share the work than ro
have one half working and the other half living off
them.
Finally, we have a particular problem in Ireland
because of the high percentage of young people com-
ing regularly onto the labour market. That is why we
had so many Irish Members yesterday speaking in
favour of a stronger Regional Fund for the poor areas.
In Germany and France, you can see the end of the
problem; you can see a situation in the next decade
where younger people will not be coming onto the
labour market in such numbers. In Ireland, however,
we have the prospect of renewed emigration. This
problem is so extremely urgent for us because of our
high dependency rate and because of the fact that the
traditional tendenry is towards emigration, not within
Europe, but to Canada, Australia, and the United
States of America. That is what is happening to the
young people on whom we have spent money for their
training and education, and we are extremely worried
abour ir.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
I would like to congratulate Mr Brok
on putting this motion down. Contrary to views
expressed in this House yesterday, this is not an eso-
teric subject 
- 
this is an urgent subject and I am
ashamed that ir was not instantly recognized as such
by all shades of political opinion in this House. Mr
Brok's motion very rightly gives priority to the role of
training in combating unemployment among young
people in our Community. His second paragraph in
particular I would like to draw your attention to, Sir,
for it makes the vitally imponant point that it is
urgently necessary rc bring training inrc line with
technological developments.
Mr President, through the fat. years of rhe 1950's a
great. many young people trained themselves in some.
pretty weird subjects and they obuined for rhemselves
some prerry thin skills which simply cannor be mar-
keted now. I think that rhe condirions in which we are
now living have rather shown up the folly of thar
approach by foung people but I do not believe rhat
Member States have fully caught up with the change
that has ovenaken rhem. I do nor believe rhat all the
Member States have yet grasped the essenrial impon-
ance of providing sufficient openings in the skills
which employers wanr.
Mr President, my colleague Roben Jackson rightly
drew attention to the priorities which this Parliament
sets for the 1981 budget and I hope that he will follow
me a little later and tell us something a litrle more
about his principal priority, which is employment. I
ought to say that I think the most important thing we
can do is to create the climate for employment in this
Community, the climate in which employers will
create jobs. I agree to some extent with the spirit of
Mrs Viehoff's amendment, but it does not tell us what
we really need to know about government investment,
and that is, that government investment will not create
jobs by flinging money at job creation, it will create
jobs by putting goyernment contracr in the hands of
private firms. Mr President, I am very pleased to sup-
pon Mr Brok's motion this morning.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Bonaccini, 
- 
(17) Mr President, the serious,
complex and imponant nature of this problem has
been stressed more than once in rhis Chamber, right
from the early days of this Parliament after its election
by direct universal suffrage. I therefore feel I am right
in thinking that we all agree about rhe general princi-
ples involved. But if you ask me, it is a mighty big step
to go from this point to reducing the whole problem
during this part-session to an impromptu statement on
the matter as it is and so thinking that we can come up
with a solution just like rhat in the few seconds ar our
disposal.
\7e had an opportunity 
- 
and I mean the debate on
the mandate of 30 May, a debate which was vored our
by the House 
- 
when we should have discussed the
proposals put forward by Mr Richard. Quite honestly,
a piecemeal lumping together of problems, which is
what we get with this motion for a resolution, is nor
the right answer.
This is why we are asking for this matter ro be referred
back to committee, so that it can be considered in a
proper manner without pany pressure.
President. 
- 
If I have understood you correcrly, Mr
Bonaccini, you are asking for referral to committee
pursuant rc Rule 85.
(Parliament rejected the requestfor referral to committee)
I call the Liberal and Democraric Group.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the reduction of
unemployment in Europe musr be our major priority,
but youth unemployment is unfonunately nor the only
problem at which our resolurions musr be direcred.
Youth unemployment is vrithout doubt a very impor-
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tant element, but the interests of all workers are at
stake. It is thus essential to coordinate employment
policy at Community level and, in particular, have a
very clear picture of employment trends in the various
sectors of our economy during each coming half-year,
since prevention is always better chan cure.
Vhat the Commission should present to us is a proper
strategy. And the authors of the resolution will, I
hope, not take it amiss that we have tabled a number
of amendments to their text. 'Sfl'e have done so purely
out of the desire to find an effective means of combat-
ing unemployment. Although we agree with the diag-
nosis of the problem, we are perhaps less agreed on
the medicine to be prescribed. But all our effons must
combine to reduce the excessively high inflation rates
in several Member States and, in panicular, as our for-
mer colleague, Mr Tindemans, was saying here yester-
day, increase the proponion of national budgets
devoted to investment in productive enterprise, espe-
cially the energy sector and the renewal of industrial
plant. \fle would also welcome details of the strategy
the Commission intends to adopt to fight unemploy-
ment in the light of the uade policies pursued by such
countries as the Unircd States, Japan and the countries
of Asia. Finally, since the major priority of the 1983
budget is to be the creation of jobs, we feel it would be
appropriate to use the supplementary appropriations in
the European Social Fund for the purpose of promot-
ing vocational training. This is an absolute necessity.
President. 
- 
I call the non-attached Members.
Mr Eisma. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the resolution
before us is a very fine thing, but it is somewhat
unrealistic in that it arouses too many hopes that the
problem of youth unemployment will be solved, and
this cannot be the case. Taking more account of the
requirements of the labour market in education and
extending the number of jobs will cenainly alleviate
the problem of youth unemployment to some extent,
but will by no means solve it. Vhat we find lacking in
this resolution, ,therefore, is attention to the problem
of preparing people, during their schooldays, to make
sensible use of their free time. This would be of grea-
ter benefit to a large proportion of future unemployed
school leavers. Young people will have to be prepared
for a period of less or no work. It will be difficult to
change the present-day mentality which sdll thinks in
terms of full employment, but we will have to start
with young people. Vorking less should be regarded
less as a disgrace in the future, and this is one of the
poinm which should be borne in mind in our youth
unemployment policy. This resolution also fails to
mention the relationship beween youth unemploy-
ment and part-time work or reduced working hours. It
is with young people that a start should be made on
introducing shorter working hours and other measures
aimed at job redisrribution. Finally, Mr President, the
hope which is expressed in this resolution, i.e. that a
Jumbo Council will be convened in the near future,
was yesterday shown, in the statement made by the
President of the Council and in the Council's answers
during Question Time to be a vain hope.
Mr President, I should like to conclude by saying that
we aie obviously not opposed to this resolution, but
we do feel that it is incomplete.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Horgan.
Mr Horgan. 
- 
I support this resolution in broad
terms although with reluctance because I believe that
although the sentiments it expresses are sincere, it also
provides us with an almost classic example of failure to
see a social problem in its correct perspective.
Most talk about youth unemployment is the language
of fear, dressed up in the rhetoric of concern. !fle treat
the young unemployed as if they were the carriers of a
mystery virus. \7e isolate them for longer and longer
periods in the all too sterile environments of educa-
tional institutions, training schemes and the like in the
hope that the disease will disappear as mysteriously as
it came. !(hen they have escaped from these sanitary
surroundings we funher exclude them from our view
by making it as difficult as possible for them to show
up on the unofficial unemployment statistics 
- 
a way
of solving a problem by making it invisible.
The problem is, of course, that many of these respon-
ses have positive aspects. It is vital for society that we
should develop our educational systems, our training,
but the effons to reform these systems have only
rarely been informed by real vision, by a readiness to
trust young people and to develop in them the con-
cepts of autonomy and independence and the spirit of
critical appraisal. After all, how can a society that is
itself authoritarian, hierarchical and characterized by
massive inequalities of wealth and power, hope to
develop without paying for institutions devoted to the
encouragement and development of the independent,
critical and free spirit? \7hy are we still surprised,
pained even, when the young whom we have schooled
for 12 years or more in the grammar of dependency,
respond with the fractured syntax of revolt?
Above a[, we have to face a number of essential reali-
ties: youth unemployment is not just, as this motion
has it, the predominant problem for a youth policy, it
is the predominant problem for social and economic
policy as a whole. And it is a problem not because, as
the motion states, it brings social, economic and struc-
tural consequences, but because it is the result of a
social, economic and structural situation from which
we religiously avert out gaze.
In this context, I must appeal for more realistic and
more fundamental approaches to the problems that are
expressed in the resolution, not least in my ow'n coun-
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ry of Ireland. \7e have the fastesr-growing young
population in Europe. Even in the palmy days of rhe
1960s we had an unemployment rate of 6-7010. For us
the problem is more uigent than anywhere else. Our
country is in a real sense a crucible of rhe future.
The solutions are not simple 
- 
it is easier to poinr to
those which have failed. Of course, as Phili Viehoff's
amendment states, socially responsive and productive
public investment is an essenrial part of rhe response.
Ve should also be thinking of giving more money ro
young people themselves, for cooperarive experimenrs
in job creation. Of course, some of it will be wasred,
even misspent, but have nor their elders wasred and
misspent a thousand times more and how will rhey
learn except by their mistakes?
One thing is cenain: as long as we persisr in rrearing
youth unemployment as the cause of social and econo-
mic problems instead of recognizing that ir is essen-
tially a symptom, nor a cause, we will fail and rhe
verdict of young people on our effons, when ir comes,
may not be a kind one.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Van Rompuy.
Mr Van Rompuy. 
- 
(NL) I am pleased that this Par-
liament is showing more interest in the problems of
youth unemployment and I should therefore like ro
give my suppon to the motion for a resolution tabled
by my colleague Mr Brok. I also welcome the fact thar
at the European Council all the Member States called
for measures involving supplementary vocarional
training or provision for rcmporary or permanent jobs
rc be provided for young persons between 15 and 18
years of age. The Council of Ministers of Labour and
Social Affairs also made a number of interesting
suggestions on 12 March. However, I regret thar there
are at present very few instruments which the Euro-
pean Community can use in a real fight against youth
unemployment. It would therefore be deluding our-
selves to assume that the European Community could
completely solve rhis problem ar rhis srage. Ve should,
I think, be wary of giving rhe public rhe impression
that Europe can really cope with the problem of
unemployment at this dme. This is nor the case.
It will only be possible to solve the problem of yourh
unemployment in due course if we manage to reviral-
ize the economies and create new and lasting jobs in
industry. This will require productive and profitable
investmenrs and structural changes in sectors and
undenakings wirh growth prospecrs. Ve must increase
investment and reduce production costs: only this can
result in new and lasting jobs. For this reason, we
must, in the medium term, fully implement rhe srra-
tegy proposed in the Fifth Programme and rhe Mem-
ber States will have to follow [o rhe recommendations.
In addition, however, a number of specific measures,
which are also mentioned in the motion for resolution
by Mr Brok, must be introduced.'!fl'e must spend more
on education, vocational training and retraining and
for this reason, the European Social Fund musr be
increased so as [o avoid a situation whereby more of
this Fund would have to be spent on young people and
less on others. The entire Fund musr be increased since
at present barely 15 000 million Belgian francs from
this Fund are allocated to the combaring of youth
unemployment, and this is far too little.
There must also be increased supporr from the
Regional Fund to structurally weak areas with high
levels of youth unemployment. However, this in itself
will not be enough and we musr also develop a srra-
tegy at European level for a reduction in working
hours accompanied by a corresponding reduction in
purchasing power or a reduction in working hours
which is made possible by increased productivity and
restricrion of the rise in incomes in real terms. This is
how we can create jobs.
Finally, I would like to put in a word for pan-rime
work as is also advocated in the opinion by Mrs
Desouches, and early retiremenr. I am pleased, there-
fore, thar this problem is being discussed here today.
'We must also urge for a Jumbo Council to be held in
the coming month, so that rhe European Parliamenr
can make its own conrriburion towards solving this the
mosl dramatic social problem of this generarion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr. R. Jackson.
Mr Robert Jackson. 
- 
Mr President, I would just like
to say a few words rc my friends in the Group of the
European People's Pany and especially to my col-
leagues in the Committee on Budgets, Mr Adonnino
and Mr Langes. I hope that they are listening to this.
I suppon Mr Brok's imponant resolurion this morn-
ing. I hope Mr Brok is listening too. I supporr his reso-
lution. It is an excellenr one, and I hope rhar rhis
means that the European People's Pany is going tojoin the Liberals, the Socialisrc and rhe Conservatives
this evening in supponing the proposal from the Com-
mittee on Budger and the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employmenr rhe proposal for a l3Oo/o
increase in Social Fund spending for training and forjob creation. A solid vore from the Parliament for a
precise target will be crucial in putting real and effec-
tive pressure on rhe Council for pracrical budgerary
measures to combat yourh unemploymenr which is rhe
subject of this resoludon. I rhink that all of us in this
House will be looking ro see how the European Peo-
ple's Pany votes [his evening on rhis resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Adamou.
Mr Adamou. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, rhe consequences
of the economic crisis in rhe EEC counrries are very
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painful for Greece, panicularly as regards employ-
ment.
There are between 220 000 and 250 000 unemployed:
100 000 building workers, 20 000 ship workers, 20 000
metal workers, 10 000 textile workers, with a similar
situation in other sectors. 620/o of [hem are young peo-
ple under 29 years of age. Only 75 000 receive official
assistance, but to be eligible for such assisrance an
unemployed person must fulfill many conditions.
Above all, he must have worked for at leasr 18 monrhs.
Vhat is more, there are thousands of qualified school
leavers who fail [o get jobs. The present Greek
Government has been able to provide jobs for only
2 500 of them. The rest are waiting around with no
hope of finding a job in the present economic situa-
tion.
As for the motion for a resolution, although it has
some positive points, we shall no[ be voting for it
because the group which has tabled it is largely res-
ponsible for the terribly high unemployment. 'We
agree with Mr Bonaccini that this proposal is a diver-
sionary propaganda ploy.
President. 
- 
I call Miss de Valera.
Miss de Valera. 
- 
Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, on behalf of my group, the European Progressive
Democrats, I would like to comment on the resolution
to combat youth unemployment. In Ireland we have
the largest populadon of young people in the Euro-
pean Community. The unemployment situation in Ire-
land for young people therefore deeply concerns me
and I fully support the fact that youth unemployment
is a priority objective for the Community.
If we are to tackle the problem we must be aware of
the likely trend and nature of employment in the
future. This must take into account the fact that youth
unemployment affects both males and females. Any
measures that are proposed at Community level must
take account of the need to promo[e employment
training for both sexes. The European Council at its
March meeting asked Member States to take measures
concerning more particularly the vocational training
of young people. As a first step the Member Srates said
that they would strive to ensure over the next five
years that all young persons entering the labour mar-
ket for the first time would receive vocational training
or initial work experience within the framwork of
special youth schemes of contracts of employmenr.
The Council was reques[ed to repon back rc the
European Council at the end-of-the year meeting on
the measures adopted to this end, both by the Member
States and at Community level. I would like to take
this opportunity to say thay I cenainly agree with this
proposal, and what is more I would like to see this
proposal being carried out.
On behalf of my group, Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, I would like to thank Mr Brok and his sup-
porters for putdng down this very imponant resolu-
tion and we are very happy to support it.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I am grateful to Mr Brok for having initiarcd this
debate and I am grateful to him also for the resolution
that he has proposed. I am not so grareful to him for
the terms in which he moved it, and I propose, there-
fore, to answer some of the specific criticisms. I think
it is perfectly fair, Mr Brok, that you should make the
criticisms; it is also fair that I should answer them.
I toully reject, on behalf of the Commission, the alle-
gation which was implicir and, indeed, explicit at some
stages, in your opening statement that all that we have
been doing, faced with the problem of unemployment
in Europe, is sitting down and making, in your own
words, lengthy speeches. Nothing, with respect, could
be funher from the truth. Not only do I totally reject
it, I slightly personally resent it because, as far as'I am
concerned, since I have been in this job, which is now
15 months, the one subject which has obsessed almost
the whole of my working day has been what on eanh
can the Community do to combat a situation in which
we have 10.5 million unemployed in Europe and the
number is sdll going up.
I merely say to Mr Brok that to categorize a situation
in which the Commission has proposed a set of
deuiled proposals for a straregy to combat unemploy-
ment in Europe, in which it has gone to the European
Council and in fact got the European Council a few
weeks ago to accept the very principle that Mr Brok is
now advocating, as sitting down doing nothing and
merely making lengthy speeches, with great respect, is I
think a misuse of language and a travesty of the truth.
'!(i'e started with the Joint Council last year. !7e hope
to get a Joint Council, towards the end of this year,
under the Danish rather rhan the Belgian presidency in
order, so to speak, to dot the'i's and cross the't's and
actually take concrete decisions.
Having said rhar, may I say something nice to Mr
Brok. As far as his resolution is concerned I welcome
it very much as part of a continuing commitment and
the susained action of this Parliament on the issue of
unemployment and particularly of youth unemploy-
ment.
Let me just say one other word about it. I do not think
that one should view youth unemployment as some-
how or other being a separate issue, apart from the
question of unemployment in general. I think some of
the comments that have been made in the course of
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this debase 
- 
I take the point Mr Horgan made that
in fact youth unemployment in a sense is a symprom
and not a cause 
- 
are quite right. I take the point that
somebody else made in the course of this debate that
we need actually to put much more money into job
creation. I take the point very strongly and, indeed,
welcome the point made by Mr Jackson that he wants
ro give me a 1300/o increase in my budget. I am
delighrcd. Not only would I like m accept it, I assure
him and the House that if he gives it to me and the
House gives it to me and the Council gives ir to me, I
would be able to spend it without any problem at all.
!7e would be spending it on creating jobs and, indeed,
specifically on trying to deal with unemployment in
general and youth unemployment in panicular.
I therefore welcome very much the proposals made in
point 7 and point l0 of the resolution which call for a
significant increase in Social Fund resources for youth
unemployment. I think this would be an initial move in
the direction of a youth guarantee, as we described it
in the Commission's earlier paper on job creation, and
was agreed in general principle by the European Coun-
cil last month. Our detailed proposals on the whole
concept of a youth guarantee and an integrated train-
ing provision for the 15-78 year age group are being
finalized by the Commission at the moment. They will
be out in the early summer. At the same time, of
course, our proposals on the review of the Social
Fund, which will be submitted shonly, will also aim to
make the Social Fund a more appropriate financial
instrument to implement Community policies on youth
unemployment and job creation.
Mr President, much more imminent is the fonhcom-
ing meeting of Education Ministers on 24 May. I am
very optimistic 
- 
and I hope Mr Brok will take this as
some evidence of movement and of urgenry on our
part 
- 
that at that meeting there will be a decision to
launch a second series of actions on the uansirion
from education to working life, paying particular
attention to the relationship between schools and the
local community.
Now let me say a word about the need to encourage
entrepreneurial skills among young people, as well as a
basic knowledge of new technologies. I think that
need is general, and I think that need should be
accepted and I think the Community should put
money into it. I think a specific action programme
on training in new rcchnologies will be produced by rhe
Commission in the next monrh. As far as rhe orher
aspects of job creadon are concerned, they are cenrral
to the work that we are doing. Following the Jumbo
Council last year and indeed again Mr Brok might be
interesrcd ro know, some detailed proposals are in fact
to be considered by the Standing Committee on
Employment at the beginning of next week.
Now the motion for a resolution, Mr President, being
debated today restates a number of useful principles in
the preamble and then goes on to make a series of
demands, some of which, perhaps, are not absolutely
and closely related to current. Community acdon, but
with the general thrust of which I find myself in agree-
ment.
I think it is necessary to distinguish between the prob-
lems of ensuring a basic social and vocational ptepara-
tion for young people and the more general problems
of stimulating job creation and economic development
in the regions most. affected by the crisis. Regional
Fund resources, for example, are not allocated with
reference [o the rates of youth unemployment. The
Commission would doubt also that the lack of capital
constitutes a major obstacle to enabling young people
to obtain economic autonomy, as set out in point 5 of
the resolution. I must say, as a priority group, I do not
think I would give unemployed graduates the same
high priority that Mr Brok would.
But, finally, Mr President, I may reiterate what I said
at the outset, that despite some of the somewhat abra-
sive words I may have used 
- 
this is after all a parlia-
ment and if one cannot use abrasive words in a parlia-
ment it is difficult to know where one can use them 
-I welcome the thrust of the resolution. I welcome the
continuing interest that Parliament is displaying in this
problem and I hope that the next time we come to dis-
cuss it I may even be able rc satisfy Mr Brok thar I
have done something more than make lengthy
speeches.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
( Parliament adop te d the re s o lat ion )
3. EEC-Cyprus trade agreement
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-1085/81/rev.) by Mr Herman and others
on the negotiations for the second stage of the EEC-
Cyprus trade agreement.
I call Mr Herman.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(FR) ln 1972, the EEC and rhe
Republic of Cyprus concluded a rrade agreemenr com-
prising two s[ages, each of five years, which was to
lead to a customs union agreement after 10 years.
The negodations on the second stage of the trade
agreement were scheduled to take place in 1977 but
have still not staned, rhe Council nor having been able
to agree on the negotiaring brief to be given to the
Commission. The trade agreemenr expired in 1981 but
was extended by both parties until 1 April of this year,
and unilaterally, that is by the EEC, until 30 June
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1982. It was therefore already urgently necessary last
month to press the Council to take a decision. But our
Parliament itself has not been able ro find the time ro
debate the matter, despite two attempts to do so. It can
rectify this omission mday and vote by alarge major-
ity, and I hope even unanimously, in favour of our
motion for a resolution calling upon the Council with
the utmost insistence to grant the Commission the
brief for which it has been waiting for many years. It is
time to meet our commitments to Cyprus which has
respected the commitments it itself has given; it is time
to do jusdce to our Cypriot friends whose feeling of
being a pan of the stream of European development
and civilisation has never faltered.
It is my hope that the Council will not turn a deaf ear
to this urgent request, panicularly since the objections
to acceptance raised by two States are minor objec-
tions, given the small quantity of products in question
in relation to demand in the Community, and that
these objections thus stem solely from ulterior motives
regarding Spain and Ponugal's entry into the Com-
munity.
This week, Parliament has hosted the visit of Mr
Ladas, President of the Cypriot Parliament. I am sure
that nothing could give him more pleasure than a mas-
sive vote in suppon of this motion which would pro-
vide a good basis for continued good relations with
the Republic of Cyprus and the Cypriot people.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Papantoniou. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the impasse
which has arisen in connection with the system of
trading relations between Cyprus and the European
Community for 1982 and 1983 has created a serious
political problem. As you know, 400/o of Cypriot terri-
tory is under Turkish occupation, 200 000 Greek
Cypriots have been driven from their homes and the
fate of 1 519 persons is unknown. Important economic
activities came to a standstill while the Association
Agreement did not pass into the envisaged second
stage in 1977. Subsequently the Agreement was
extended on several occasions and in November 1980
the Community made concrete undenakings to nego-
tiate the trade arrangements for the next two years in
1981. 198 I has passed, the summer of 1982 is
approaching and the Council has not even issued
negotiating directives to the Commission.
This situation is unacceptable for the following rea-
sons: firstly, the plight of the Cypriot people calls for
support and assistance, not economic sanctions.
Secondly, Cyprus offers the Community an excellent
opportunity to prove the sincerity of its declarations
on the opening up of the Mediterranean and the Mid-
dle East, especially when we consider that Cyprus is
perhaps the most European part of this geographical
area. Thirdly, the few agricultural products which
interest Cyprus are of marginal significance compared
with rhe global production and consumption of the
Community and it is unthinkable that the trade
arrangements with Cyprus should be used as negotiat-
ing card in the solution of internal Community differ-
ences. Finally, Cyprus, in contrast with many develop-
ing countries, offers preferential trade arrangements to
the Community, this being one of the basic reasons
why the value of its imports from the Community are
three rimes that of its expons.
Mr Herman's motion for a resolution misses the cen-
tral issue of the negotiations. It simply calls on the
Council to grant at last negotiating directives to the
Commission. An indictment of the obstruction prac-
ticed by the Council is che least contribution the Euro-
pean Parliamenr can make to resolving the impasse
afflicting rhe trade relations between Cyprus and the
European Community.
For this reason, the Socialist Group will vote for the
resolution. Mr Presidenr, as regards Mr Taylor's
amendments, they introduce discriminatory elements
into the territory and the populadon of the Republic
of Cyprus which are unacceptable under the terms of
international law and which run counter to a whole
series of decisions of the Security Council of the
Unircd Nations.
The Community must maintain relations with the
Republic of Cyprus as a single and united entiry.
For this reason, the Socialist Group will vote against
Mr Taylor's amendments.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr Kallias. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the history of the
links between Cyprus and the European Economic
Community is familiar and has been examined by Mr
Herman. I should like to thank Mr Herman very
warmly for his repon and for his survey of the ancient
civilization of Cyprus. It is regrettable that the Council
did not issue negotiating directives in time. The envis-
aged agreements were not signed in time. Thus the
trade arrangements in the Association Agreement with
Cyprus ser our in the Protocol of 19 December 1972
have lapsed and the situation today is that they have
been provisionally exrended to 30 June. Thus it is
essential [o vote immediately on the motion for a reso-
lution which calls on the Council to grant the Com-
mission negodating directives to renew and expand the
trade arrangemenrc with Cyprus.
The motion for a resolution was drawn up after a visit
by the President of the Association Council, Mr Her-
man, following a decision of the enlarged Bureau. Mr
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Herman was able to ascenain on the spot the wide-
spread active interest in effecring the Association
Agreement and in signing the trade arrangements
which will be in the inseresr of both parries. I was glad
to see that just yesterday the President of the Cypriot
Parliament, Mr Ladas, was here and that at a meeting
chaired by Mr Herman was kind enough ro provide
valuable information concerning the relationsship
between the European Community and the Republic
of Cyprus, its attachment to Europe and the presenr
situation on the island.
An additional reason for paying special ar[enrion ro
and taking an active interest in the Republic of Cyprus
is that we are speaking of a tormented country which
eight years ago was subjected to Turkish occupation
which, unfonunately, persists rcday. Cyprus is srrug-
gling to heal the wounds opened up by rhe foreign
invasion and to tackle rhe tragic problems resulting
from exisrcnce of 200 000 refugees, the military occu-
pation of 400/o of its territory and 700/o of the wealrh
of the island and the real anguish of thousands of fam-
ilies in their ignorance of the fate of 2 000 missing per-
sons who were arrested by the Turkish army.
I was astonished by the amendments tabled by our col-
league Mr Taylor. They fly in the face both of the
realities and the general policy of the European Com-
munity.
I am cenain that the motion for a resolution will
receive the full support of all the members of the
European Parliament.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Spiccr. 
- 
Mr President, I think we in this House
are all, or should be, friends of Cyprus, and with that
sentiment behind us, I warmly welcome this resolution
put forward so ably by Mr Herman. Because it should
express the disquiet that we all feel that with regard to
Cyprus, what has happened within the Community is
that we have said: 'This is too difficult, therefore we
will put it in the pending tray and we will do nothing
about it.' I consider that to be a disgraceful attitude.
After all, we are dealing with an association agreemenr
which dates back to l-971 ; and in my view it is incum-
bent opon our Community ro do all it possibly can,
not only to update rhe rading arrangemenr between
ourselves and the Republic of Cyprus, but also to do
all we possibly can ro ry and bring the two communi-
ties of Cyprus back together again.
It is in that connexion rhar I welcome this so very
much. So could I just say on a personal poinr, what I
feel about the rwo amendmenrs put forward by Mr
Taylor? I can quite understand that many people may
object to those amendmenrs, and ir may well be thar
the House will reject them; but I do think they
emphasize one point 
- 
that when we talk about
Cyprus, we are mlking about all the people of Cyprus.
Any trade agreement must be seen to take account of
the interests of all the people of Cyprus, and it would
be quite wrong for us to try and discriminate between
Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots. They are all,
above all, Cypriots, and those of us who have known
that lovely island for the last 20 or 30 years have so
much regret that the divisions that exist today do exist.
'!7'e can only hope that they will be repaired in the
future.
I give the full and heany suppon of our Group to Mr
Herman's resolution.
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Kyrkos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I would like ro
thank Mr Herman and the other members for the val-
uable words they have said on this subject. Both the
Commission and the Council have shown incredible
inconsistency as regards Cyprus 
- 
and this, I think,
testifies to the utter contempt which the representa-
tives of the Community feel in connection with this
subject. I shall go straight ro rhe quesrion. Do the
Council and the Commission perhaps believe that
Cyprus is responsible for the invasion it has suffered
and that it deserves to be treated with such con[empr?
\7hy during all these years have they shown abso-
lutely no interest in this tragedy? Has anyone in this
House 
- 
saving a few exceptions 
- 
or have we as a
Parliament shown any grief as regards the rragedy of
the 200 000 refugees in their homeland? Has anyone
shown concern for the anguish of t ZOO families who
every day live with the hope thar they may see their
missing relatives?
And so today after so many years we find ourselves
faced with an incredible inconsistency on the part of
the Community authorities in dealing with this prob-
lem.
I shall put the quesrion again. Does rhe Commission
perhaps feel that Cyprus is to blame for rhe occupa-
tion? This is a question which demands a clear answer.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the non-atrached Members.
Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, it is our
legal, moral and political dury to pur an end ro the
irregular situation which has been brought abour by
the delay in renewing rhe Agreemenr. Ir is our legal
duty because this delay runs counrer [o an agreemenr
of the European Community and I am sure thar the
European Parliamenr will not accepr violations of this
kind.
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It is our political duty because it is the least contribu-
tion we can make in opposing the unacceprable sirua-
don which was creared in the island after rhe Turkish
invasion of 1974, and it is our erhical obligarion to rhe
dead, to about 2 500 missing persons whose fate it is
impossible to ascenain as a result of rhe Turkish acdvi-
ties which have delayed and rendered impossible the
work of the inrernational commission ser up for this
purpose; finally it is a question of conscience for
Europe as a whole.
I would like ro srress thar the recent. observation made
by my colleague, who said rhat this agreemenr relates
to rhe entire Cypriot people, is true and essenrial, in so
far as all the Cypriot people 
- 
borh communities 
-consider thar they belong ro a sinBle srate wirh a single
legal personality. The Communiry has enrered inro
contractual relations with this single srate and all
attempts to create the impression that there are rwo
separate states run counter to rhe spirir of international
law and [o the inrerests of the Communiry.
Recently, Mr President, this Parliamenr promptly
approved by an overwhelming majority the resolurion
expressing the complete solidariry of rhe Communiry
with Great Britain in the crisis which arose after rhe
Argentinian invasion. It is rhe Communiry's dury ro
show similiar solidariry in the case of the other grave
violation of international law which has existed in
Cyprus since rhe Turkish invasion of lgl+.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Marshall.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Mr President, this whole Associadon
Agreement is a sad and sorry story of wilful delay by
the Council. Now I know that the British Governmenr
regards it as one of the uagedies of the UK Presidenry
that we could not get to the second stage of the Asso-
ciation Agreement during that time. By the Agreement
of 24 November 1980, the second srate should have
started on I January 1982. All that has happened is
that the first stage has been extended until the end of
June 1982. !7hat happens thereafter no one knows,
and this makes planning almost impossible for the
farmers and traders of Cyprus.
'Sflhilst the Community tarried in proceeding ro rhe
second stage, Cyprus has shown an enrhusiasm for a
customs union which is the evenrual rhird stage of the
Association Agreemenr. \7e must remember rhar
Cyprus impons three rimes as much from the EEC as
she expons to us, and rhat the economy of Cyprus is
heavily intenwined wirh that of the Communiry.
Expons from the Community to Cyprus provide many
jobs within the Community. The risks ro Community
employment from proceeding to the second stage are
almost negligible. There would be a small increase in
impons frorn Cyprus, which would mean almost
nothing to the Community but would mean a Ereat
deal to the economy of Cyprus.
'S7'e must remember thac in Cyprus the enemies of rhe
Vest have frequenily tried to curry favour with she
Clpriots: let us not by our inenia encourage rhem ro
go any funher. Anyone who has been to Cyprus must
be impressed by the energy and initiative of her peo-
ple. She wishes to increase her links wish rhe Com-
muniry. Let us encourageher. Let us demand action of
the Council, whose motto in this mawer, as on so
many other issues, seems o be tnaiana!
(Applaase)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Alavanos.
Mr Alavanos. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenr I would like m
make tvo observations on the motion for a resolution:
Firstly, it is unacceptable ro cornbiqe the rade and
economic reladons berween the European Conrmuniry
and Cyprus with political condirions and we regrel ro
see [hat this has been done by r]re representative of the
British Conservalives, a[ a time urhen his country and
his pany bear very grave historical responsibiliry for
the bloodshed and rhe presenr uagedy in Cyprus.
'!fle would like m believe rhar riere also exisr in Eng-
land other political forces, we would like to believe
that the representarives of the British Labour Pany in
rhe European Parliament will refuse ro align rhem-
selves with this essentially devisive proposal pur for-
ward by the representatives of the Brirish Conservarive
P^rty.
A second point vre would like ro srress is thar if Mr
Herman's motion happens to be approved, this does
not absolve either the European Community or 
-panicularly 
- 
the European Parliamenr. Conrrn'uniry
countries bear serious responsib.i,liry for the siruatioo
in Cyprus and the first requiremenc is polirical support
in rhe awempt to inrernationalize the Cyprus problern
and to,implement the decisions of the United Narions.
Ve feel thar despite rhe positive importance which any
other measures may have they may finally serve merely
as an alibi.
Presi<Ient. 
- 
I call rhe Commission.
Mr Rkhar{ Mernber of tbe Comnission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
denr, the Commission is grateful shat rhis subject has
had an airing rhis morning. It is an imponant one,
and, if I may say so, it is quirc right that dre Parha-
ment has considercd it wirh urBency and indeed. with
sofir€ symPathy.
The Commission regrets rhar relarions between che
Communiry and Cyprus are not at prescnr establi,shcd
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on a proper contractual basis. As the Council has been
unable to give the Commission a negotiating brief to
define trade arrangements for 1982 and 1983, the
Community has been obliged to renew unilaterally the
rade arrangements which expired on 3l December
last year 
- 
and this despite the fact that the Commis-
sion did its utmost throughout 1981 to see that satis-
facrory negotiating directives could be adopted by the
Council in good time.
Ir is true, I think, to say that the Council did not spare
its effons either, as the Commission readily acknow-
ledges. It devorcd several meetings to discussing the
negotiating brief. Unfonunately, it proved impossible
to define a Community position, because cenain
Member States wished to link the Cyprus question ro
the solution of a number of internal problems within
the Community. The Commission has always
expressed regret at such a link being made. Ve have
on many occasions reiterared, and do again today, our
desire to see [he Cyprus question dealt with on its own
merits.
However, Mr President, taking hean from the suppon
which Parliament can give it, the Commission intends
to pursue its endeavours in this matter. !(i'e aim, in
particular, to prevent Cyprus being penalized because
of the Community's internal problems. It is essential,
in our view, that the Commission is given a negotiat-
ing brief before the unilateral measures expire and that
those negotiations can produce trade arrangements
which will lasr unril the end of 1983, satisfy the expec-
tations of our Cypriot partner, but at rhe same time
take account of the interests which the Community's
Mediterranean countries may wish to preserve. 'We
hope this deadlock can be broken before the end of
May and that contractual relations with Cyprus can be
rescored in the spirit of the Association Agreement
which the Community has concluded with that island.
Finally, may I say that despirc the blandishments of
some of the Members who have spoken in this debate,
I think it would be right for the Commission to con-
fine its answer to the important, but relatively narrow,
point which Mr Herman had raised. I do not think it
would be right for me today [o comment on some of
the broader issues which have been raised, panicularly
by some of our Greek colleagues in the course of this
debate.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
( Parliament adop ted t h e re s o lution )
4. Demonstrations by young Europedns in the capitak
of seoeral \Varsaut Pact counties
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-143/82) by Mr Adonnino and others on
the peaceful and non-violent demonstrations by young
Europeans in the capitals of several '!?'arsaw Pact
countries.
I call Mr Adonnino.
Mr Adonnino. 
- 
(IT) Mr President and honourable
colleagues, this House was distressed and upset at the
news received on Monday lgth concerning the arresm
and the measures taken restricting personal freedom in
many cities in eastern Europe. These measures
affected citizens of other countries, who were demon-
strating quite peacefully. They wanted to draw the
atlention of those countries' governments to the rcrms
of a resolution of this Parliament and to a manifesto
drawn up by leading scientists on the critical problem
of world famine and the need to respect the righm of
individuals guaranteed under the Human Righm
Chaner and the Helsinki Agreements, and to get them
to take a stand on these issues.
In conjunction with many other members, I tabled this
motion for a resolution with a request for urgent and
topical debate since I am convinced of the need to
make solemn protest at the conduct of the govern-
ments concerned and to demand the immediate release
of the citizens arrested. The news today, and it is now
the 22nd, once more mentions prolonged detentions in
Prague, silence about one demonstrator in Budapest
and serious difficulties continuing in East Berlin.
It is inadmissible for Bovernments and regimes, which
applauded similar demonstrations in western countries
on other occasions where there was not even any
violent reaction from governments, to react so differ-
ently and so forcefully when such demonstrations
occur on their territory. Hypocrisy of this sort cannot
be tolerated and deserves to be severely condemned,
just as the solidarity of the free peoples of Europe, as
voiced by their Parliament, musr reach out to the citi-
zens hit by these harsh measures. That is why we are
asking for the young demonstrators being held in cus-
tody to be released immediately, and we call on the
Commission and the Council to do their u[most to
achieve this.
These events cannot, fail to focus the attention of all
once more on the problem of all the people suffering
throughout the world, dying of hunger or disabled as
a result of malnutrition.
This House has taken a stand on this issue. For a stan
it has stressed its seriousness as a human problem, and
consequently a general political question, quite apan
from any budget considerations. Obviously everything
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possible must be done to translate, albeit gradually, an
undenaking in principle into concrete terms which
may have a real effect on the problem.
These are the reasons why I am calling on you to
approve our motion for a resolurion.
(Applause from certain quarters)
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mrs Van Hemeldonck,- (NL) Mr President, one of
the lessons which we, as members of the European
Parliament, can learn from young people is that they
are showing ever increasing solidariry with all the
inhabitanrc of this world, including the Third world.
The cynicism of rhe arms dealers and the speculation
on the part of the multinationals in the food industry
are met by the indignation of young people, who are
horrified at the hunger in the world which results from
enormous food surpluses being simply discarded and
phenomenal sums spent on the arms race. Demonstra-
tions in countries refusing to grant food aid to devel-
oping countries have resulted in arrests, including that
of a young Belgian in Prague. Any persecution or
arrest of a person simply for openly and peacefully
expressing his opinions, in whatever country it may be,
makes a mockery of democracy and is totally unac-
ceptable to us Socialism. The Socialist Group therefore
strongly protests and calls for the immediate release of
the detainees while at the same time expressing its
admiration for the high ideals and courage of the
young demonstrators.
President. 
- 
i call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(17) Mr President and honourable
colleagues, I would like to give you a few details to
clarify the discussion on behalf of the Italian Com-
munist Pany. During the debate on the 1982 budget,
we voted in favour of the initial requests for food aid
for the poor countries. If I remember right, some other
political groups voted against the initial requests.
Secondly, we supported Italy's commitment towards
the poor countries in the Italian National Parliament.
Thirdly, the Italian Communist Pany took part offi-
cially in the demonstrations in Rome on Easter Sun-
day. Founhly, we have criticized the Soviet Union and
the Eastern bloc countries for their record in this field,
but we have also criticized the United States for its
attitude towards the North-South issue, which
resulted in the failure of the Cancun Conference.
As a pany we have drawn up a charter for peace and
development which constitutes an overall commitment.
to tackle Third Vorld problems. $7'e are declaredly for
the freedom to demonstrate and consequently against
any inacceptable restrictions which are not compadble
with the Helsinki Agreements.
'We note the way this motion for a resolution, tabled,
on the 16th and exploited for an event occurring on
rhe 19th, has been turned to account, though
obviously not by all irc signatories. That seems to point
to Community financing of an astrology programme.
Perhaps Mr Richard can provide confirmation.
The motion for a resolution does not take account of
the overall complexity of the problems involved, and
the attitude taken by some groups is somewhat ambig-
uous. Januslike behaviour of this son is really not on.
For these reasons, Mr President, we will be abstaining
from voting on this motion for a resolution, as well as
on the one on Lebanon, if I can give an explanation of
vote on the following motion in anticipation, because
we perceive an inadmissible duplicity in that case too.
One cannot get all worried and upset about some
things and forget or pass over other events of equal
imponance occurring in the last few days and which
therefore call for the same measure of responsibility
from all groups.
President. 
- 
I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
dination and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members.
Mr Pannclla. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should first like
to set Mr Veronesi's mind at ease. There musr cer-
minly be a mistake somewhere, since we tabled this
motion for a resolution on 19 April at 7.50 p.m. Your
remarks, Mr Veronesi, show the state of discomfiture
in which you find yourself and which I deeply regret.
It was my belief that all the groups in this House
would be in agreement on [he two main elements of
this motion. First, thar we should do what is incum-
bent upon us in response to the denial of the right of
non-violent and peaceful demonstration to [he young
people who were demonstrating in Moscow and else-
wheie in support of the European Parliament resolu-
tion, as we were, in Rome, Mr Veronesi, when your
Party and my Party marched together. Secondly, Mr
President, this Parliament clearly wishes to underline
that it has not changed im mind on the objectives set
out in the European Parliament Resolution which the
73 Nobel Prize'$Tinneri have now taken up and which
these young people, at their own risk, are coura-
geously and proudly bringing to the attention of rhe
whole world; and it emphatically urges the Com-
munity to take lhe measures proposed in our motion.
I thus believed that a unanimous vote was possible.
You have told us, Mr Veronesi, that you will not take
pan in the vote. \7e find this extremely regrettable,
especially since we cannot accepr your grounds for not
doing so. lVhy refuse to pass a motion simply because
other Groups which we do not esteem will do so? Ve
might as well have conducted this debate at a different
level.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
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- 
(FR) Mr President, we must not resitn
ourselves to accepting the manner in which the Soviet
Union treats the question of human righm, and each
time we are given the opponunity to express our
opposition to such treatment we should take that
opportunity.
'!fl'e have such an opportunity today. !7e must affirm
that we take the Helsinki Agreements seriously, just as
others in East European countries take them seriously.
Everywhere, one finds committees set up in support of
the Helsinki Agreements. '!fle cannot see how these
people can find vindicadon for their acrions if we, for
our part, do not provide such affirmation. This is why
what the young people under the guidance of Mr Pan-
nella are doing is so imponant, and I am absolurely
delighrcd at what is happening. By being imprisoned,
by being treated severely, these young people are
proving that the freedom to express ideas as defined in
the Helsinki Final Act is utterly disregarded.
I must add thar speaking ro rhe people of rhe Sovier
Union is much more useful than speaking to the lead-
ers of the Soviet Union. The young people there are in
no case committing acts of subversion; on the con-
trary, they are content to demonstrate that rhey have
some of that freedom which is the prerogative of
young people the world over and, in acting in this
open manner, deserve all our respect. !7e will there-
fore vote in favour of this motion.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I can be very brief indeed in answering this
today. I merely want, on behalf of the Commission, to
express our support for, and indeed our solidarity
with, the thrust of this Resolution insofar as it refers to
a denial of human righn and to breaches of the Hel-
sinki Agreement. I do not think it is necessary, Mr
President, for me in this Assembly to state that the
Commission remains, as ever, deeply committed to the
cause of human righm and respect for human rights.
This particular issue was raised during the course of
the political cooperation discussions at the Madrid
Conference, when the Presidency made a statement on
behalf of the Ten expressing concern at the failure to
implement the Helsinki Final Act on Human Rights.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
( Parliament adop ted t he re s o luti on )
5. Situation in Lebanon
President. 
- 
The next irem is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-l2l/82) by Mr Donnez and others on rhe
situation in Lebanon.
I call Mr Galland.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, when we asked
for an urgent and topical debate on Lebanon, we were
unfortunately well aware of how much urgency rhere
was. I would like to pay tribute to my friend Georges
Donnez for having been the moving spirit behind this
motion for a resolution to which he would have spo-
ken had he not been forced to go to Paris for an
important meeting. Ve are sorry [hat administrative
haste misled us into the mistake, I repeat, misled us
into failing to enlist the support of some of our col-
leagues, such as Olivier d'Ormesson, whose devotion
to the Lebanese cause is well known.
Yesterday Israel bombed south Lebanon, and some
people in this House will naturally take advantage of
this to condemn the effects while ignoring the cause.
'!/e asked for the urgent procedure before yesterday's
incidents because we know that this escalade in viol-
ence is inevitable in Lebanon.
Several of us went to Lebanon at the beginning of this
month. 'We came back sickened by what we saw and
what we could feel the future holds. In the face of the
international community's hypocrisy, we wanred the
European Parliament, on which the Lebanese rest
much hope, to show its determination, prod our smug
consciences and shake up our lethargic diplomam and
our listless Bovernments.
Here we have an occupied country pur to the fire and
sword, which miraculously refuses to lapse into
despair. !7e saw the Lebanese drama with our own
eyes, the omnipresent Syrian invader and oppressor,
growing more tyrannical every day, and the occupying
Palestinians, who have turned this Asian land into an
intrenched camp, drawing this country, once called
the Switzerland of the Middle East, into a bloody war
which really doesn't concern it.
'!fle cannot possibly save Lebanon today, but minimum
action is urgent and necessary. First of all, this should
aim to restore the territorial integrity of Lebanon and
the sovereignty of irs governmenr. Is it roo much to ask
for Lebanon to be given back to the Lebanese, of all
cultures and creeds? You see we were witnesses to the
new situation which was imposed following rhe strife
between the Lebanese, which was rhe excuse for occu-
pying the counrry.
It is true that a Lebanese resisrance has now come [o
the fore. This does not only involve rhe Christians,
who were disgracefully made out to look like an
obstacle to national uniry. This ever more evident res-
istance also involves Shiite and Sunnire Moslems, who
have risen throughout Lebanon against the Syrian and
Palestinian occupying forces.
These are not inherently opposed ro each other. rhey
are united in their will ro restore rhe territorial integr-
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ity of their country, form a sovereign national uniry,
and go ahead with free elections. The president of the
Republic of Lebanon is ro be elected before this sum-
mer. The presence and influence of rhe Syrians maked
the organization of free elections impossible for rhe
moment, and the Lebanese refuse to have a president
imposed on them by the Syrians. Lebanon's slogan is
ballot papers, no bullem.
Let us make our influence be felt. 'S7'e can pur our-
selves at their disposal as an instirurion, if their whole
community wishes, to help them to recover their free-
dom and a democratic way of life.
'!7'hatever the first srep is, be it a referendum on rhe
future they want in Lebanon or free legislative and
presidendal elections, it can only be the first step in
getting the peace process moving in rhis tormented
country.
Of course the Syrian occupation must cease. The
Palestinian refugees cannot be thrown out, but they
must come to regard Lebanon as a land offering them
asylum and not an occupied country to be used as a
military base. Lastly, the Israelis must take account of
all the facerc to the drama in Lebanon over and above
their own problem, and do their utmost rc abide by
the cease-fire signed on 2a July last year.
Lebanon is a challenge to us to look beyond our indi-
vidual problems. There can be no doubt that a settle-
ment. to the Lebanese problem would augur well and
provide a better basis for the restoration of peace in
the Middle East.
The voice of the European Parliament carries weight
for all Lebanese. Let us not weaken it by quarrelling
amongst. ourselves. Let us make the good offices of
this House available to Lebanon and the international
community, if. thar can help get the necessary demo-
cratic process in action, with the agreement of all con-
cerned. The difficuldes are enormous. They require us
to show our goodwill and set our scepticism aside. The
restoration of democracy and peace seemed an impos-
sible task in Zimbabwe, and yet the miracle took place
and still continues. Peace and democracy are possible
in Lebanon. This is a worthy cause for the European
Parliament to champion.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mr Galland
claims that he had the foresight to request urgency in
connection with this motion for a resolution even
before the Israeli raids had taken place. However, the
motion for a resolution with request for urgent proce-
dure unfortunately paints a completely different pic-
ture. The dramatic situation in the Lebanon involves
far more than the incidenr underlying this motion for
a resolution, i.e. the tragic murder of an official of the
French Embassy and his wife 
- 
and I might remind
you, furthermore, that the question of the responsibil-
iry for this murder has not as yet been clarified.
The situation in the Lebanon at the moment is charac-
terized by the reality of Israeli rocker attacks on Beirur
and Sidon, which result in not one or two but tens of
deaths, by the realiry of the breaking of a cease-fire
agreement and by the reality of a Security Council
meeting to be held today to discuss the Israeli attacks.
The situation in the Lebanon is one where everyone is
shoodng everyone else and in which the streets in Beirut
could be mistaken for the streets in a bombed post-war
German city. This is a climate, Mr Galland, in which
che question of whether ambassadors have to flee the
Lebanon is entirely of secondary importance. In their
motion for a resolution, Mr Donnze and his col-
leagues call for special protection but who is to be pro-
tected from whom and by whom? A certain kind of
protection already exists, in the Lebanon at anyrate, in
the form of the Arab peace-keeping force, and the
Lebanese government has only recently reaffirmed
that it wishes to keep this protection in spite of its limi-
tatlons.
Mr President, this resolution is also, as we see it, self-
contradictory in that paragraph 4 on the one hand ins-
ists on respect for the sovereignty of the Lebanese
government 
- 
which, as I have just pointed out, is
explicity in favour of maintaining the presence of the
Arab peace-keeping force 
- 
while at the same time
calls for the withdrawal of all foreign armed forces
from the country, obviously including the Syrian-Arab
peace-keeping force. The amendments to paragraph 4
are also completely one-sided if they condemn the
Syrian attack and call on the PLO of all people to
affirm the legitimacy and sovereignty of the Lebanese
government.
In the final reckoning, the question raised by this
motion for a resolution this morning is obviously a
very serious one. Is this text perhaps intended as an
excuse, a pre-emptive justification for a possible Israeli
invasion? The terminology is highly reminiscent of the
so-called 'Christian Falangists'. The Socialist Group
has no intention of falling in with this terminology and
will therefore vote against the motion for a resolution
and the amdments.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Party (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr d'Ormesson. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I put it to you that at the present time there
is no free man who does not rest his hopes on the faith
and courage of the Lebanese resistance forces under
the command of Bashir Gemayel, to save the country
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from occupation by two foreign powers. The occupa-
don of Lebanon by Syria and the PLO funhers rhe
interests of Soviet expansion as the People's Republics
do in eastern Europe. Furchermore, can we forget that
Libya and Algeria have banded together with Syria
with the aim of destabilizing the Middle East and
Africa using terrorists trained in camps based on their
territory to organize so-called liberation movements,
the aim of which is to bring this region of the world
into the Soviet sphere of influence?
Those who saw the shocking documentary on French
television last night about the assassination of the
French ambassador, Mr Louis Delamare, were shown
proof of the fact that this crime was committed by
Syria to counter the effons he was making with such
extraordinary and untiring courage to bring Christians
and Muslims toge[her. He was shot because the possi-
bility of reaching an understanding was beginning to
dawn and another diplomat and his wife were killed a
few days later in reprisal for France's attachment to
the freedom of the media because this film was to be
shown last night on channel I of French television.
This House, which was so right this morning in
expressing its total support of the United Kingdom on
the Falkland Islands dispute, will enhance its prestige
by approving the motion for a resolution presented by
Mr Donnez and his colleagues in the Liberal Group,
and Mr Taylor's two amendments. It will fulfil irc r6le
even more fully by showing the Council of Ministers
what its duty is, since Europe's real task is to contri-
bute towards restoring and maintaining peace on the
shores of the Mediterranean. This motion for a resolu-
tion calls on it to work for peace in the Middle East,
by mckling the problem at its root, that is by helping
Lebanon to regain its national sovereignty by means of
energetic diplomacy and, if necessary, by commitdng
imelf militarily. How can anyone forget that Lebanon
shares our faith in God and in Man, and our devotion
to all forms of freedom? \flho can forget the bonds
which blood and a shared culture have forged between
us and Lebanon? This Christian community on the
threshold of the Muslim world deserves Europe's aid.
The Community can and must respond.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Mr President, we have made a last-
minute subsritution.
For many years, there was peace between [he Lebanon
and Israel. A number of Members of this House srood
on the border between the Lebanon and Israel some
fifrcen months ago and rhar was not a milirary border,
it was a peaceful border. And the only reason why
there is trouble in the Middle East is rhat the evil men
of the PLO seek to use the bases in the Lebanon ro
pour poison and bombs against the people of Israel.
'!7here Mr Provan, Mr Hord and I srcod fifteen
months ago, within a matter of days that spot was des-
troyed by a PLO mortar; and that brought home to us
more strongly than anything else the evil of the PLO.
There will only be peace in the Middle East, Mr Presi-
dent, and there will only be peace in the Lebanon
when the PLO ceases its war of destruction against the
people of Israel. There will only be peace in the Mid-
dle East when all the Arab world recognizes the right
of the people of Israel to live in peace. Until that hap-
pens, incidents will occur. There will be loss of life,
but it is up to the men of the PLO and the men of rhe
Arab world to decide that Israel has a right to exisr.,
because the civilized world has accepted that right to
exist for many years.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Beyer de Ryke. 
- 
(FR) Mr President and hon-
ourable colleagues, after what Mr Galland and Mr
d'Ormesson said in favour of Lebanese territorial
integrity, which has been so knocked about it hardly
exists any more, I will speak of the factors contribut-
ing to finish off the demolition of Lebanon. It is diffi-
cult, you must agree, to speak diplomatically of a siru-
ation constituting a threar with tragic consequences
for all those performing diplomatic dudes.
The French Ambassador Louis Delamare was assassi-
narcd for wanting to bring together panies who had
become completely alienated and for having promoted
a Lebanese solution to the Lebanese problem.'We can
guess the name of the power behind this assasinarion
since we think we know the names of rhe three assas-
sins, who belonged to its secret service.
A good fonnight ago, Mr Delamare's successor was
stopped at a Syrian road block. He was not'treared
with due respec[ for his posirion and the country he
represents. Since it is inconceivable for a simple privare
soldier to take it on himself ro rrea[ an ambassador like
that, the incident was taken as a warning. \flas it 
- 
I
will not venture any answer 
- 
simply a tragic coincid-
ence? Several days later an official of rhe French
Embassy and his young pregnant wife were brutally
murdered.
Lastly, last Saturday the American assistant military
attache was wounded by a non-identified marksman
just as he arrived at the demarcarion line between the
Christian and Moslem secrors.
Several observers who are panicularly well informed
about the situation in Lebanon, claim that there is a
campaign to frighten off all diplomatic staff, so that
Lebanon's existence as a state comes [o an end once
and for all. Ve cannot assenr ro this and we demand
that the de factoauthoriries 
- 
I repeat the de facto and,
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not only de jure authorities which are unfonunately so
helpless 
- 
ensure that the lives of recognized diplom-
a$ are respected. Nevenheless, gentlemen in the
opposite seats, I will refrain from indulging in panisan
expressions of indignadon.
The most recent and most immediate events move me
to mention another of the tragedies besetting the
Lebanon. The Israeli air force struck yesterdey, p^ni-
cular around Beirut, and it just so happens that barely
a fonnight ago I visited one of these places, called
Damour. It a place which always seems to be in the
front line, whoever its inhabitants are. In the past it
held a Christian population which was decimated by
the Palestinians. Nowadays it holds the Palesdnian
survivors of the Tell el Zaatar camp, who c/ere trans-
ferred there and are enduring the Israeli raids.
Military objectives often intermingle with civilian
installations in Palestinian camps. Damour is a small
rown and I visited it on foot. I witnessed the distruc-
tion there, in panicular a school where twelve children
died last year. Nowhere in the small town did I see any
military installations, which are probably ourcide the
town limits.
In these circumstances, and may I be quite clear about
it, I should like a clear reply from the Israeli govern-
ment, explaining why the town of Damour ircelf has
been hit so frequently.
I want to end up with an appeal which you should all
endorse, to the Syrians, the Israelis and the Palesdni-
ans, to let Lebanon live.
IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, I went to a conference in
the Lebanon at the beginning of this month attended
by Members of Parliament from the following coun-
tries: Canada, Australia, United States, Mexico, Bra-
zil, Argentina, Switzerland, Norway. There were
many Members of the European Parliament from most
Broups; there was a big representation of French poli-
ticians of all colours. So it cannot be said that it was a
conference attended by one colour or another.
I would like to say that rhe attention of the world is
focused, when it talks of the Middle East, on the
Arab-Israeli conflict and I know that that is very
understa-ndable and I, myself, participate in any
debates on that subject.
Bul I should like to draw the attention of this House
to a matter of conscience. There are I '5 million 
-
about half the population of this beleaguered state of
Lebanon 
- 
Christians there who say 
- 
and I have
spoken to ever so many of them. I left the conference
and spoke to the people in the street 
- 
they are not
going to leave this place. They have been there for
2 000 years and very many invasions have tried to
remove the Christians from this place and they simply
say we are at the end and we are not going to go.
They are very devout, religious people; they are not
anti-Israeli or anti-Arab or anti-anything. They are
just pro-Christian and they say we have been here for
2 000 years and we are not leaving. \fle have a situa-
tion where every young person has a gun
admirable thing 
- 
but they are prepared to die, every
one of them, women, mothers and children. I have
never really seen in my lifetime such a situation. They
are occupied by Syria; they have taken in 900 000
Arabs. Some of them would not be taken in by many
an Arab state, let us face it. They have the PLO work-
ing there. Oddly enough, their natural allies in a cer-
tain way are the Israelis, because the Israelis are threa-
rened with extinction as well 
- 
and the Israelis are
also having a bash at their country. It seems an
extraordinary thing. But rightly or wrongly, whatever
you may have thought of that regime, whatever views
you had about whether it was conducting itself well
before or after, it is an independent state. It is occu-
pied by other people and you have there a beleaguered
I .5 million Christians who rightly or wrongly say we
are not leaving this place.
Lebanon is part of the conscience of the world. It gave
us the Bible. It gave us the alphabet. It is an ancient
place where they speak the language Christ spoke.
They have the feeling that Christ was just a fellow
who came from down the road; they are simply not
going to leave. And I just join in supporting this reso-
lution, on behalf of my group, in hoping that the con-
ference that was held there will help to awaken the
world to the fact that the Middle East has many prob-
lems and this is one that we should all take full
account of.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Human nature is such that it tends to grow
accustomed to enduring tragedies. From this point of
view the Commission is glad that the Parliament has
raised the Lebanese issue because the frequent recurr-
ence of tragic incidents tends to make us forget the
situation that country and the peoples in it are living.
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The Commission rhinks rhat consideration should be
given m direct action rc relieve suffering, borh in the
case of tragic events involving individuals suffering in
the coursc of tJreir duties like the ambassador Louis
Delamare and his young€r colleagues in the French
embassy and when it come to people enduring the
consequences of hbanon's helpless posirion which led
to yesterday's aueck by Israeli bombers. That is rhe
most important thing, if I can be quite frank about ir.
The marryrdom of these people mkes precedence over
the approval of resolutions on issues which manifesrly
are panly beyond our conrol.
(Applause)
Presidcnu 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parlinnent adopted tlte resolution)
6. South Africa
Presi&nt. 
- 
The next ircm is rhe joint debarc on rhree
motions for resoludoru:
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-1094/81),
nbled by Ms Clwyd on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on South A-frican press policy;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-1096/81),
abled by Mr Sieglerschmidt and Mr Glinne
on behalf of the Socialist Group, on the
charge of murder brought against two clergy-
men in the Republic of South Africa;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-1097/81),
tabled by Mr Van Mien and Mr Glinne on
behalf of the Socialist Group, on the release
of youth movemen! leaders in South Africa.
I callMs Clwyd.
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
Mr President, southern Africa is now a
major source of news and will remain so for many
years to come. Journalists are increasingly asking
themselves whether adequare coverage can be guaran-
teed given the conditions of the conflict, the repressive
nature of the regimes and their influence on rhe gath-
ering of news.
The International Press Instirute in its annual review
of press freedom around the world, purs Sourh Africa
into the partly free section ar rhe beginning of 1979.
The IPI, Mr Presidenr, is being roo generous. The for-
mal closing down of newspapers and the conrinuing
and worsening harrassment of journalisr means that
South Africa has crossed the divide when press free-
dom can no longer be said to exist in a satisfactory
form. The press in South Africa has, of course, fre-
quendy been the arger of angry salvos from the
Pretoria Governmenr. But this time, the press's critics
have wheeled up the biggest gun rhey can find. The
repon of the government-appointed Srein Commission
which was tabled in South Africa's whircs-only parlia-
ment, some months ago, contains the most damaging
proposals on the future of the press which the counrry
has yet seen. Under the guise of aiming to profession-
alize journalism, on a par with medicine, rhe law,
engineering and accountancy, rhe Commission recom-
mends a system of compulsory registration of all jour-
nalism. Only registered journalists would be allowed to
write. Those who fail to exercise due care and respon-
sibility on matters which may detrimenrally affect the
economy or the counrry's international position, may
be struck off the register.
Journalism, of course, is not a sacred occupation.
There are legitimare issues for discussion in any
society which wanrs ro ensure openess, objectivity,
accuracy and fair play in irs press. But to pretend that
the South African Governmenr is an unbiased panicr-
pant in this kind of discussion would be totally absurd.
The Stein Commission ,repon appears ro have been
written from within the government's perspective. Any
claim that it is concerned with press freedom rarher
than a narrow-minded concepr of whires-only narional
security looks weak when one sees irc suggestion thar
the old departmenr of informarion should be revived.
This, it may be remembered, was the depanment
which produced'Muldergate'.
The South African Governmenr has nor yer given its
considered verdict on rhe Srein Commission reporr. Ir
will probably do so next monrh. !7hen ir does so it will
presumably acr on rhe basis of what ir considers besr
for the government, no[ rhe press. The only way in
which it can be deflecred from endorsing Stein is if the
press itself 
- 
and I am coming ro an end, Mr Presi-
dent 
- 
and internarional opinion shows that the game
is not wonh the candle. South Africa still likes ro claim
that it preserves some vestiBes of democracy. To
endorse Stein, Mr President, would be [o remove a
few more of those vesriges of democracy, and I appeal
to my colleagues in the European Parliamenr to sup-
por[ the resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Herklorz.
Mrs Herkotz.- (DE) Mr President, I am speaking
on behalf our colleague Mr Sieglerschmidt, who is
unable to be here this week.
The motion for a resolurion contains a detailed and
forceful accounr of rhe facm. Ir deals with the rrial of
originally two, but larer four Lutheran clergymen from
Vendaland who are accused of murder. The uial
began on 12 February. The two pasrors Phosiwa and
Phasewane were accused nor only of murder and aid-
ing and aberting, but of violations of the Terrorism
Act. Three other clergymen no longer face charges bur
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will appear as witnesses for the prosecution. It must be
assumed that the testimony or confessions of all deni-
nees were obtained by means of torture. The arrest of
the Lutheran clergymen followed a guerrilla attack on
a police station in which two policemen were killed.
The president of the Ecclesiastical Foreign Affairs
Department, Dr Held, was in South Africa represent-
ing the Council of the Protestant Church in Germany,
and was in Sibasa at rhe time of the trial. At his
request, he was allowed to speak to the two accused
pastors. He was also able to visit their families and
attend the cour[ hearing on l2 February. However, Dr
Held was not allowed to speak to three other detai-
nees, including Deacon Farisani. For reasons not yet
known, Farisani had to be transferred to a hospital
twice while awaiting trial.
Now the first day of the trial before the Supreme
Court of Vendaland on 12 February did not last long.
It was suspended until further proceedings on 3 May.
This is soon: a matter of weeks, and the fact is that
according to local legislation, it is up to the accused to
provide evidence of their innocence themselves with-
out legal aid.
To conclude, dear colleagues, it is not a question of
launching invective against South Africa but of helping
people in dire straits. All that the motion for a resolu-
tion calls for is a fair trail without torlure or hin-
drance; I therefore ask you to accept this motion for a
resolution.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Van Miert.
Mr Van Mien. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and gen-
rlemen, when our Group Chairman and myself
decided to table this motion for a resolution, it was
out of a feeling that it was our duty not only to con-
s[antly expose the immoral apartheid regime in South
Africa, but also to repeatedly draw attention to the
violation of human rights in its various guises. The
many victims of these violations have a right to our
unremitting concern since this is one of the ways we
can help them and support them in their just struggle.
The growing opposition to apanheid in South Africa
irelf is accompanied by even harsher repression. It is
panicularly among the younger generations 
- 
not
only rhe coloureds bur the whites too 
- 
that this
opposition is growing and in the churches too things
have clearly starred moving in rhe direction of a criti-
cal mentality which also favours a radical change in
rhe apanheid regime. For this reason, I wanted to
draw panicular attention to this point by means of this
motion for a resolution. !fle have taken a specific case
for this purpose, i.e. the case of Cecil Sols, but this is
only one of tens of similar cases. Sols, the co-ordinator
of the Young Christian Students' Movemen[ was
imprisoned in Soweto under the General Law Amend-
ment Act which forbids all contact with other persons.
'Sfle are genuinely concerned at the fact that after
14 days one comes under the scope of title 6 of the
Terrorism Act and can be kept in solitary confinement
for an indefinite period. 'We know, incidentally, the
horrific results to which this can sometimes lead and
that people are sometimes found dead in their cells.
Ve therefore urge this Parliament to take this oppor-
tunity too of clearly voicing its disapproval of the
arresr of Cecil Sols and of the tens of similar cases. 'We
would also urge it to expose such imprisonment with-
out any forms of trial as in conflict with the United
Nations Charter and fundamental human rights. \7e
therefore suppon the young people's organizations
involved and reject practices of this kind.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the Europeans Peo-
ple's Party (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr Penders. (NL) Mr President, there are
obviously cenain differences between the various reso-
lutions on South Africa currently before us. For me
personally, the resolutions regarding clergymen and
young political leaders pose no problems, I even
intend to support them and I hope that many of my
colleagues will do likewise. To be honest, however, I
would have found it more fitting if those responsible
for tabling these resolutions had Bone to the trouble of
approaching other Groups on these humanitarian
questions so as to avoid any impression of party-politi-
cal pre-occupations.
This brings me to the motion for a resolution on press
policy and I wonder, Mr President, why urgent proce-
dure was required in this case. \(lould it not have been
betrer dealt with as pan of the Scott-Hopkins repon
on South Africa, which is under discussion in the Pol-
itical Affairs Committee? However, our leaders have
decided in their wisdom, which I obviously do not
share, that it should be dealt with as a matter of
urgency.
And now to the resolution proper. The Ste.in report is
indeed ominous from the point of view of the future of
the press in South Africa, nor do I personally think it
is a good report. However, I should like nevenheless
to make two other points, Firstly, it is ironical that the
freedom enjoyed by the press in South Africa is many
times greater than in most black African countries, and
secondly I would point out that the report has not yet
been adopted by the Government, i.e. the Government
has not yet come to its conclusions regarding this
report which does not yet, therefore, represenl official
policy.
For reasons of good order, therefore, I think it is pre-
mature and inadvisable to ask the Council to speak out
against this report at this stage. All in all, therefore, I
personally intend to vote in favour of the resolution on
the young polidcal leaders but to abstain from voting
on the motion for a resolution on the Stein repon.
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President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Mr President, these motions are nor
within the compercnce of the Community, they are
not topical and they are no! urgent. These motions
funhermore reflect a prejudiced and blinkered view of
southern African affairs. I can tell you rhar the morion
on rhe South African press is premarure, as the Sourh
African Government have not even considered the
Srcin Repon. The modon regarding the rwo clergy-
men is factually incorrect insofar as any criricism here
should be directed at the black Venda Governmenr,
independent of South Africa, because they are respon-
sible for these actions. I therefore exhort all Members
nor to support these prejudiced and largely inaccurate
motions.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Clwyd on a point of order.
Mrs Clwyd. 
- 
Mr President, a point of order because
I think it is imponant to correct misapprehensions. Mr
Penders obviously was not here at the beginning when
I spoke; otherwise he would have heard me say that
the South African Government is considering this
Stein Commission proposal in its parliamentary session
of May.
President. 
- 
I cannot allow you to resume the discus-
sion, Mrs Clwyd.
Mrs Clwyd. 
- 
\7e put our point of view. Mr Hord, I
am afraid, is just ignorant.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Habsburg.
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I really wonder
why the European Parliament has a subcommittee on
human righm when fundamental human rights issues,
which ought to be discussed in committee, are rushed
through an empty House as malters of urgenry and
upset the agenda, instead of being debated in a proper
manner. I request that the three motions be referred to
the relevant committees because what is happening
here is utterly ridiculous.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Clwyd.
Mrs Clwyd. 
- 
Mr President, I object to having all
three taken togerher. They should be nken separately,
and I propose rhar they are raken separarely.
President. 
- 
Your objection will be taken into consid-
eration.
I call Mr D'Angelosante.
Mr D'Angelosante. 
- 
(17) ln the case of motions of
urgency, Mr President, my view is that Rule 85 on
referral to committee does nor apply. The point is that
when we have voted on which morions for urgent
debate to accept or not to accept, we have already
decided that there will be a vote here in rhe House. If
you ask me, [hat motion cannot be referred back to
committee at rhis stage. I beg you to apply the rules in
this fashion.
President. 
- 
I am iorry but I cannot do as you ask. In
the first place, there has already been a vote this morn-
ing on referral to commirtee. Secondly, in accordance
with Rule 85 referral to committee can be moved at
any time.
(Parliament referred tbe tbree motions for resolutions to
committee)
7. Fixed linh across the Channel
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe joint debate on two
motions for resolutions :
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-ll4/82),
abled by Mr Seefeld and others on behalf of
the Committee on Transporr., on the financ-
ing of a fixed link across the Channel;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-131/82) by
Mr Cottrell and others on the Channel
, 
tunnel.
I call Mr Seefeld.
Mr Seefcld. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men. Ve have dealr with the consrrucrion of a firm
link between the Continenr and Grear Britain in this
House more than once already as you know. Ve have
expressed our interesr in and desire for a Channel run-
nel several [imes, over many years, and always with a
large majority.
At the beginning, rhe desire for rapid consrruction
most probably ourweighed any hopes of this. How-
ever, since Great Brirain has been a member of our
Community, the prospects of a successful ourcome
have gained substance. In May 1981, rhis Parliament
made a clear satemenr in a repon drafted by rhe
Transport Committee to rhe effect rhar the Com-
munity should not wait for Great Britain and France
to provide the necessary funds, and we recommended
that the project be completed ar all costs. On that
occasion, we designared the Channel Tunnel as a gen-
uine Community msk and, my dear colleagues, w'e
should continue ro do so roday. This kind of link will
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do more than bring the two countries concerned,
France and Great Britain, closer together: all our
Member States and other European countries, too,
stand to gain from this link in the final analysis.
For my colleagues in the Transport Committee and
most of those in my Group, however, Community par-
ticipation in the construction of this link, whatever the
form or level is a symbol of pannership. The Com-
munity is generally shon of symbols and this is the
kind we need. It is also a first and very important step
towards the fulfilment of a Community-wide infra-
structure programme. The Commission, we feel, must
mckle the financing problems once and for all. The
plenary session of May 1981, here in Strasbourg,
called for a report from the Commission on all ques-
tions connected with it. '!7e have not had this report
yeL.
'We are therefore in favour of urgent treatment of this
issue and call upon the Commission to present this
repon without further delay, since there are also signs
of progress having been made in the negotiations
between the two governments concerned.
And now I would like to say a final word to the Coun-
cil: the mo[ion for a resolution which has been tabled
calls for a reform of the Community transport infra-
structure. Agreement on this should be reached as
quickly as possible, but we know that the Council is
unfonunately often incapable of nking acdon; in this
case, it could prove the opposite to us once and for all.
There you have the arguments. As the first signatory
of one of the tabled Resolutions, I ask for approval of
the motion for a resolution and hope that, with our
declaration, we will be able to get the Commission to
act.'S7'e appeal to the Council and hereby demonstrate
our interest in this issue again.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Cotuell.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
Mr President, my motion is broadly in
parallel with that rabled by Mr Seefeld on behalf of the
Committee on Transport but is slightly nearer to the
problem that we face at the moment. Ve have recently
had a repon in the United Kingdom which appears in
some respects to be unfavourable to the concept of a
fixed link. At the same time there has been a healy
lobbying campaign by the Dover Harbour Board and
by cenain of the ferry owners who suggest that over
the remaining years of this century and into the next
rhe ferries can deal with all the traffic which is on offer
between France and the United Kingdom.
I submit, Mr President, that that is a narrow and
shon-sighted view and it is a narrow and shon-sighted
view typical of that which has characterized the his-
tory of this project for some 150 years. It totally fails
to take into account the positive fact of Britain's mem-
bership of the Community, her increasing trade with
other Member States, panicularly France and Bel-
gium, and the way in which a fixed link would in fact
generate traffic with those two countries and indeed
with other Member States of the European Com-
munity. 'We are expecting shortly the report of the
Anglo-French study group which I trust will report
favourably on the channel project or indeed whatever
form of fixed link it might commend.
This House, as Mr Seefeld has said so rightly, has
consistenly supponed this project through the De
Keersmaeker report and through the Moorhouse reso-
lution, which was subsequently endorsed by a majority
of the Members of this House. I believe that it is our
dury as members of the European Parliament with
breadth of vision to at last see this project under way. It
is not a question of looking to our relationship with the
rest of Europe in terms of messing about in boats for
the next 20 years. Let us get on with this project. Let
us provide work, encouragement, investment for the
people of Europe. Let us a[ last have an exciting
breadth of vision, the lack of which has deprived us of
the fixed link for something like ryo centuries and
ought not to deprive us of it for the nex[ [en years.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castle on a point of order.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
I am sorry to interrupt this debate but I
have hurried down here for the South African vote.
There has been no division bell any'where on the
premises. I have been waiting for it. I happened to hear
the relay of what was going on, caught some reference
to South Africa, hurried down here saying to people
on the way, look, it looks as though there is going to
be a South African vote. No division bell at any stage.
\flhen I arrive down here I find that the vote has
already taken place. A lot of my colleagues wished to
participate in it and could not.
Can rhe presidency please intervene with the Parlia-
ment's authorities to give us some indication by a divi-
sion bell as to when votes are imminent, because this is
nonsense. Ve cannot just sit waiting for it hour after
hour. \fle have to go to other meetings such as the
Falklands and others. Therefore I do ask you to see
rhat the services of this place work to a minimal stand-
ard of efficiency.
President. 
- 
I realise that the bell cannot be heard
everywhere but it is. generally.known that we always
vote on urgent motions immediately after the debate.
Be that as it may, the Bureau will do its best to solve
this problem in the future.
I call Mr Cottrell.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
Surely, Mr President, you should not
have to remind Mrs Castle that the word 'urgent'
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means what it says. If she supports these resolutions,
then she should get herself as a marrer of urgency ro
the chamber and listen to the debates and rhen vore ar
the end of rhem.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Funher to thar point of order, Mr
President, I would have hoped that my old colleagues
from the British system would have backed me on
what is a perfecrly reasonable demand. The claims on
our time at any session are multiple. For insrance,
there has been a most imporranr meering with visirors
from the Falkland Islands. It would have been wrong
to miss that. And rhere are orher meetings rhat one
goes to, one afrcr the other. Ir is impossible ro sit in
this chamber all morning. Ve demand a proper divi-
sion bell as in any sane parliamenrary institution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Berkhouwer.
Mr Berkhouwet 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we are nor in
London today, but in Strasbourg, and this is why we
want a Channel tunnel. As Europeans, we wanr ro link
United Kingdom with Europe so rhar Mrs Castle can
get from London to Strasbourg quicker and spend
more time in this chamber.
This Euro-tunnel is nol an Anglo-French affair, but
first and foremost a European affair from which every
European citizen can benefit. A tunnel of this kind
would enable us to travel from Paris to London in three
to four hours. This would be latter-day Tale of Two
Cities. I should like once more [o make an urgenr
appeal to the Commission and, in particular, the
Greek Commissioner, although this is not an Athenian
question. Could the Commission finally shake off its
lethargy as regards the Channel Tunnel.
The question at [he moment is rhar of financing and I
wholeheanly support Mr Seefeld who says thar financ-
ing poses no problems whatsoever. The various tech-
nical problems have been solved and there are no
financial problems outsanding eirher. Our grandpar-
ents laid the Russian railways and they paid dearly for
it, so why do we not organize a European system of
financing with low-denomination shares for small sav-
ers? '!7e have the European Invesrmenr Bank which
has built the bridge at Istanbul over rhe Bosphorus
somewhere in Asia so why should we nor be able to
build a tunnel between Calais and Dover in Europe? Ir
is incredible, Mr President, how we are wasting [ime
in mking advantage of rhe opponunity afforded by
technology.
This is all I wantcd ro say. Let us hope the Commis-
sion will now do somerhing ro ger rhe matter off rhe
ground.
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Pauwelyn-Decaestecker. 
- 
(NL) As you know,
the Liberal Group has always been an enthusiastic and
convinced supporter of the idea of building a Channel
tunnel to link United Kingdom with rhe Continent.
Might I also remind you of the great symbolic value
and imponance of this projecr, not only for the Mem-
bers States direcdy involved, bur for us all. This initia-
tive deserves all our encouragement and must not be
thwarted by objections of a technical and/or financial
nature. Vith rhe view to making the tunnel a reality as
soon as possible, we strongly urge for the necessary
Community aid rc be granred [o the projecr. In spire
of all the advantages which would result from rhis pro-
ject, we nevenheless feel rhar it can only be a Euro-
pean success if ir is accompanied by a number of ancil-
lary measures, and I would panicularly stress the need
for extensive developmenr and adaptation of rhe
access routes, panicularly on French territory, ro the
bordering Members States. Accounr musr be raken of
the fact that the tunnel mighr have certain negarive
repercussions for certain groups, such as those living
in the coastal areas of Belgium since rhe shift of some
of the goods and passenger rransporr ro France will
affect the hotel and catering secrors, self-employed
persons and the maritime secror, parricularly in Bel-
gium. Unless rhe road nerwork is developed or
adapted to the new situation, I am afraid rhar roo
many jobs will be jeopardized at a local level. Ve must
remedy this problem by laying decent roads and good
links between Calais and rhe coasral regions of other
Members States. If rhe construction of rhe Channel
Tunnel goes hand in hand with an improvement in rhe
transport infrasrructure, I have no doubr rhat the tun-
nel project will be of real benefit ro all the people of
Europe.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission.
(GR) Mr President, I should like to rhank rhe speak-
ers and panicularly rhe two rapponeurs, the Chairman
of the Committee on Transporr, Mr Seefeld, and Mr
Cottrell.
The Commission has repearedly stressed the impon-
ance it attaches ro rhe consrrucrion of a fixed link
across the Channel. Ir is convinced rhat such a link
could be included among those projecrs eligible for
priority aid from the Community. On behalf of the
Commission, I should like today to confirm rhis
interest.
The imporrance of this project in itself cannor be
doubted by anyone, but there are cenain problems
which stem from its narure and which have to be thor-
ughly studied. Alrhough consranrly aware of the fact
that this project is above all a matter for the counrries
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direcdy concerned, the Commission does not overlook
the role which the Community can play.
The results of a thorough study by the Commission on
the interest to the Community of the various rypes of
link have been taken into consideration by Parliament
and were used in the drawing up of Mr Keersmaeker's
excellent report. But the main rhing is that the two
Member States concerned should, after assessing their
mutual incerests and after taking account of any aid
which might be forthcoming from the Community,
agree in principle on rhe link and as far as possible on
the technical options available.
The Commission is keeping in contact with the Mem-
ber States concerned, considerable progress is, I can
assure you, being made and I hope that a decision of
principle can be taken very soon. !7ith particular
reference to paragraph 3 of Mr Cottrell's morion for a
resolution, I should like to say that the Commission,
encouraged by the Parliament resolution of 8 May
1981, cannot but incite and urge the Council to
approve the proposed regulation on aid to infrastruc-
ture projects of Community interest in the field of
transport. If the Council adopm this proposal, it would
be an effective contribution to rhe question of con-
srructing a Channel link. I must inform the Council
that recently, thanks to Parliament's assistance there
has been considerable progress towards a successful
outcome with regard to this Commission proposal. But
at the same time I should like to draw attention, as
cenain speakers also did, to the possibilities for pro-
moring the project which are offered by the already
existing Community financial mechanisms, panicularly
rhe European Investment Bank and the new Com-
munity instrument.
'!7ith regard to Mr Seefeld's demand, which was also
discussed previously, that the Commission should
present a specific report on this subject, I should like
to say that a full report on financing problems can be
drawn up on condition that the countries concerned
agree in principle on a specific project. As you know,
there are 10 different projects, the cost of which varies
from I .5 million ECU to 8 000 million ECU. Further-
more, the intentions of the two governments must
become known as to the proponions of the cost to be
covered by public and private funds respectively. This
point is imponant for carrying out a full study and
essential for fixing both the means of finance and the
form which any Community aid might take. However,
if Parliament insists on receiving a report within a
month, the Commission undenakes to prepare and
table it within this period. But I should like to say that
in this case the Commission's report will deal in a gen-
eral manner with the methods and possibilities of sup-
poning this project and will not be able, for lack of the
information to which I have referred, to give a precise
description of the project's requirements.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Boyes.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
A very minor point of order, Mr Presi-
dent, which will only take you seconds to deal with. I
understand that you closed the list of speakers at
approximately 11 o'clock this morning and that there
is some time left for Socialists. For a balanced debate I
think it would have been useful to have an anti-Chan-
nel tunnel viewpoint . . .
President. 
- 
f,n xnn6uncement was made before I
closed the list of speakers.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
I was just asking under what rule num-
ber you closed the list of speakers, thereby not allow-
ing a political group to use its time available.
President. 
- 
In accordance with the Rule of Proce-
dure speakers are called by the President. In order to
get an idea of whether we could manage to deal with
all the urgent motions, I asked at a panicular moment
if anyone still wished to put his name down and I said
that I would close the list of speakers at a given time.
I call Mr de Courcy Ling.
Mr de Courcy Lirrg.- Mr President, out of consider-
ation for Mrs Ewing I would ask Mr Boyes to exhibit
his characteristic sense of British fair play which hith-
erto I have always admired in him.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
( Parliament adopted both resolutions)
8. Fishery
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-117/82), tabled by Mrs Ewing on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats, on
the deplorable absence of a common fisheries policy.
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, may I thank the House
first of all for showing consideration to this breed of
fishermen of Europe, for allowing this urgent ircm. I
really am deeply moved by the support I have received
from all quarters of the House 
- 
really all quaners 
-
and I speak from the hean when I say'thank you'.
This is an admirable race of Europeans; they do not
want anything except to fish the sea; they are the last
huntersl I think they live a dangerous and brave life to
bring us this protein from the sea, and I feel it is very
sad that no time has been found for a general debate
on fishing in this Parliament for quite some months. I
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have deplored 
- 
and I really am regrerful ro say rhis
- 
very seriously the failure of the Council of Minis-
ters to debate fishing, because outside rhis House,
where we are warm and comfonable, there are ar this
very moment people sailing in gales. It is the life they
want; they do not nrant any panicular sympathy; but I
think we owe them some sympathy, because we need
the harvest of the seas. Also, bear in mind that every
one of these men has rcn men on the shore dependent
on him for their work. So we are concerned not only
with the men that go to sea, but with all rhe in-shore
ancillary industries.
Now in my resolution I have said the indusry is in
grave difficulty. I have said it is in a state of uncer-
tainty. This means thar we are all the losers, for it is an
indusry that raditionally ploughs a lot of its revenue
back into investment: instead of using their revenue to
live in grand style 
- 
on the whole fishermen live mod-
estly 
- 
they plough it back inrc the industry. There
cannot be many industries in which this is done to
such an extent.
They are in a state of uncenainty because we have nor
arrived at a common fisheries policy, and I often think
that if we had left it to the fishermen to talk about it,
just the fishermen of all our countries, we would have
achieved a common fisheries poliry long ago. But they
have been made pawns in a political game. Elections
come into it 
- 
Danish elections, or French elections,
all kinds of rhings. The Mandare of 30 May comes
into it. The agriculture pricei come into it. I rhink the
fishermen are fed up being treated as pawns in a game,
which has really to do with other marrers, when all
they want to do is go on[o the seas and catch the fish.
Now, I do not think that I need ro say very much
more because I think the House is with me, but the
absence of a common fisheries policy 
- 
and this is the
most serious thing I can say 
- 
is stoppint a genera-
tion from going to sea. The fathers are saying to the
children, do no go to the sea, my son 
- 
there is
nothing but worry and hassle and bank overdrafts that
we cannot. pay off. Do you know, Mr President, that I
have lived through five ragedies in my period as a
Member of Parliament? Some of these tragedies
involved bank overdrafts and staying at sea when they
should have been at home because rhey had to pay off
the bank loans. It is an intolerable siruarion that
Europe has allowed these men to get into, from all
countries, and I really welcome rhe suppon I think I
am going to get from rhis House.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mrs Pery. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, for years rhis House
has been approving morions for resolutions calling for
a real common fisheries policy to be worked our. Ve
must settle the access problem in accordance with the
Trea\, approve common measures to conserve fishery
resources, bring social welfare schemes in Member
States into line and achievr: efficient coordination in
the surveillance of Community waters.
The 1972 Agreement expires at the end of this year
and we are going to encounler a lot of trouble if a new
agreement is not reached in the meantime. Each Mem-
ber State will have to allow Community boats to come
and fish just off its beaches, for insrance. There will be
no longer any standard limits on catches and in the
long run the industry itself will be endangered.
Each Member State has ec<>nomic inreresrc which are
especially vital in certain regions where fishing and rhe
ancillary industries are the basic resources. It is there-
fore in the interest of all for an agreement to be
reached and a real common fisheries policy to be
implemented.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Commission.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission. 
-(G.R,) Mr President, the Commrssion shares rhe con-
cern expressed by the honc,urable members about the
serious consequences for C<>mmuniry fishermen of the
lack of a Community Fisheries Policy. The Commis-
sion has already made prop,rsals which are now before
the Council. Among these, J would like to mention the
proposals for technical conservation measures, the
measures for supervision and inspection of fishing
activity and the structural policy.
You are aware that the Council adopted in December
of last year, 
.afrcr years ol: inactivity, on a proposal
from the Commission, the regulation on organization
of the market in fisheries p,roducts. I think the adop-
tion of that regulation is already a step forward and
has great imponance for protecting the difficult jobs
- 
as Mrs Ewing pointed out 
- 
of Community fisher-
men.
In a few days the Commission will submit proposals
for the TAC and rhe 1982 quoras. It is following these
matters very closely and taking pan in developmenrs
which are uking place among the stares mainly con-
cerned wirh regard to the drafr of the basic regulation
which it submitted in March 1981 access ro fishing
areas. It is in fact rrue lhar no Fisheries Council has
been held since October 19ti2.
The Council which had been planned for 30 Novem-
ber and 14 December 1981 were posrponed on an ini-
dative by the then presidency of rhe Council which
considered that under the rgreemenrs then prevailing
no progress could be observed. The Commission was
simply informed of rhe ,Jecisions to cancel those
Council meetings.
Vith regard ro the mosr recent developmenrs I would
like to inform Parliamenr rhar rhe next Fisheries
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Council is planned for 18 May 1982. The Commission
agrees with Parliament on rhe need to reach agree-
ment on all the questions in the interests in the Com-
munity fishing industry. But I would like to repeat
once more that the Commission on its own cannol
find and impose an acceptable solution. Enormous
political advantages would flow from rhe drawing up
of a Community Fisheries Policy and rhese were
pointed out earlier.
Vhat the Commission can do is ro propose solurions
which it regards as logical, fair and beneficial for the
whole of the Community and encourage the Council
to take the appropriate decisions.
I would like to assure you [har the Commission, jusr as
it has carried out its msk hitheno, will continue to
perform it to rhe full in furure, so that a decision
can be taken on she drawing up of a complete fisheries
policy which alone can funher the interests of fisher-
men.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)
(Tbe sitting utas suspended at 1.10 p.m. and resumed at 3
p.n.)
IN THE CHAIR: LADY ELLES
Vice-President
9. Setting up of interparliamentary delegations
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-146/82), tabled by Mr Glinne on behalf
of the Socialist Group, Mr Barbi on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group), Sir Henry Plumb on behalf of the
European Democratic Group, Mr Fanti on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group, Mr Bangemann on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group and Mr
de la Maline on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats, on che membership of inrer-
parliamentary delegations.
I call the Committee on External Economic Relarions.
Sir Fred Catherwood, chairman of the Committee on
External Economic Relations. 
- 
Madam President, rhe
delegations of the European Parliament fill a very real
need in the external relations of the European Com-
munity. In our trade relations with other countries the
Community negotiates from a common position. Since
the development of the EMS on monetary policy we
have been aligned and we are actually aligned againsr
high American interest rates and the undervaluarion of
the yen. Political cooperation has developed rapidly;
how rapidly is shown by rhe spontaneous and abso-
lutely united response of the whole Communiry to
Argentinian aggression. The Community's develop-
ment programme touches most of the Third \7orld.
The rest of the world recognizes the unity of the
Community in exrcrnal relarions and the immense
power that that unity brings. Yer rhe Community has a
tiny overseas representation in contrast to the consid-
erable establishments of each member counrry so thar
the world has not known to whom rc talk. But gradu-
ally they are settling on rhe Parliamenr as rhe rrue
public spokesman for the whole Community. As one
diplomar said to me: the Council operares behind
closed doors. \fle do not know how or why it makes
its decisions. The Commission are bureaucrats 
- 
I am
simply reporting what is being said 
- 
and we have
concluded therefore that the righr people ro whom ro
talk are the Parliament because they represent the pol-
itical view of the whole Community.
So, without a foreign office, with hardly any diplom-
atic representation, the burden of dialogue with the
rest of the world falls on Parliament's delegadons. So
they cannot be, as they began, just murual friendship
societies. They have to bear a very much heavier bur-
den; rhe burden of discussing the hard issues thar arise
between the Community and other nations and groups
of nations, of defending Community policy and Com-
munity interests in a spirit of goodwill as well as pur-
ting to us the problems and constrainrs of rhe other
countries.
That is why I believe that this new motion under
Rule 106 before us now has become necessary. It is
not to make the delegations of rhis direcdy-elected
Parliament do anything new. They have actually
adapted already. It is rather to spell our exacrly rhe
function that they now havel the need to be briefed on
the issues by the main committees and debriefed when
they return, which large delegations like those to the
USA, China and Japan, and small delegations like
those to Israel, Switzerland and Portugal, already do
most carefully; the need occasionally ro rake a chair-
man or a rapporteur as experr on current and difficult
issues, the need, within the political balance that rhe
delegations must keep if they are to be truly represen-
tative of European opinion, ro include experts wirhin
the membership itself; and the need to discipline rhem-
selves to express the views of those who send them 
-that is us in this Parliament, as any diplomatic repre-
sentative must do.
Therefore, I believe that this motion, on which Mr
Vandewiele and others have worked so hard, is a great
step forward and I warmly commend it to the House.
(Appkase)
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President. 
- 
I would point out that this speaking time
does not come out of the speaking time allocated to
the groups. So I do hope that Members will agree to
respec[ this recommendation from the chair.
I call the Socialist group.
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
Madam President, I am afraid I am a bir
out of breath since the bell was not heard in the offices
once again. There was some dispute here this morning
about not hearing the division bell and some of my
colleagues prorested that they did not hear the bell
before the votes. I have been in my office now for the
last quaner of an hour and there was no bell to be
heard.
Please, would you investigate this, Madam President,
as I think it is imponant that Members are alened
when rhe sirting is about to stan?
President. 
- 
I will ensure that an inquiry is made
immediately. There may be a fault in the bell-ringing
system. I will have it looked inrc.
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
I speak on behalf of the Socialist Group,
particularly on the amendments to the motion for a
resolution which Mrs Gredal and myself have put
down on behalf of the Socialist Group.
I think one of the most sensitive matters concerning
delegations is, of course, the expense of delegations.
Many delegations now have cut back substantially on
their costings. Unfonunately, the same practice does
nor seem to be prevalent throughout the parliamentary
delegations of this Parliament. Recently, as President
of the Portuguese delega[ion, we held a meeting in
London. At the end of. rhe 2t/z days of the meeting in
London at Riverside House which, I was told, is a
place that your colleagues know very well, we were
presented with a bill for ! 5,000. Now I, as chairman
of the delegation, instructed the staff not to pay that
amoun! of money. However, as chairman of the dele-
gation, I was not involved in the administration or the
costing of the delegation. I asked the secretariat what
the costing was likely to be for the whole delegation
visit and I was told that that was not a matter for the
chairman of delegations. Now that seems to me to be
rctally stupid. That is why we have put down an
amendment suggesting that not only should the
enlarged Bureau be involved in the costing, budgetary
implications and resources available ro delegarions, bur
also that the chairmen of the appropriate delegations
should also be involved. And I am sure all my col-
leagues in this House will wanr ro suppon rhat panic-
ular amendment.
As the Socialist Group we also want ro withdraw rhe
third amendment we have down seeking to replace the
countries of Eastern Europe by Comecon. !7e with-
draw that panicular amendmenr.
On the rhird amendment, we think it important that
rhe political groups and the non-attached Members
should propose the names of chairmen, vice-chairmen
and members of delegations to the enlarged Bureau
rather than inform the enlarged Bureau of these
particular names.
I rhink it is imponant to state once again that all the
delegadons in this Parliament do a very imponant job
of work. Ir is very easy to write the kind of slick stories
that have appeared in the press recently attacking the
cost and the irrelevance of delegations. I would like rc
assure everybody who is interested that most of the
delegations that I know do a very good job of work
and it is toully unfair to treat them with derision. I am
sure that these resolutions, if we support them this
afternoon, will in fact ensure that delegadons will con-
rinue ro be taken seriously by the majoriry of Members
of this House.
President. 
- 
I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
dination and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(FR) Madam President, for once Ms
Clwyd must excuse me but I do not fully agree with
her. Perhaps her delegadon is necessary, but I do not
think that all our delegations are. That is why we have
tabled an amendment to cutback the number of dele-
gations to those which derive from treaties or agree-
ments berween the Community and States or parlia-
ments. I consider that the principle by which we
should all be a member of a delegation is neither prac-
tical nor sensible. If we want to carry out our work in
parliamentary sessions, committees and at national
level conscientiously, we can hardly find time to do
serious work in delegations.
I add that I am very sorry thar this fragmentization of
our work deprives the REX Committee of much of its
meaning, since institutional problems which should be
examined by this committee are very often split up
between the various delegations.
I therefore consider, Madam President, that the estab-
lished principle whereby each Member should take
part in a delegation calls for much too much financial,
intellectual and physical effon. I have tabled amend-
ments out of concern for transparency tha[ is, our
amendments mention the agreements already reached
between the leaders of groups on the ways msks
should be distributed between delegations, so that all
Members of this House are aware of them.
Funhermore, we are sorry to observe that our Group
has been ostracized once more, in spite of the provi-
sions of Article 106, paragraph 2 of our Rules of
Procedure.
President. 
- 
I call the non-a[tached Members.
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Mr De Gocde. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, although
this motion for a resolurion contains a number of ele-
ments which we can whole heartedly support, and
although I go along with a number of points made by
Sir Fred Catherwood regarding the usefulness of rhe
work done by our delegations, I also endorse the poinr
made by Ms Clwyd concerning the questionable rhings
that are going on in rhis area. Ir would be a good
thing, I think, if we could reorganize the work of our
delegations in such a way rha[ people like Mrs Casrle
and Mr Van Minnen would no longer be able or feel ir
necessary to find an excuse ro criticize rhe way the
work is carried our. 'We therefore feel that we would
be right in abstaining from voting on this resolurion
and I think ir is wonhy thar all the Group Chairmen
- 
with apologies to Mr Pannella 
- 
are conspicuous
by their absence now rhar we have come ro debate this
motion for a resolution. They probably rhought: Ve
have done our work: all rhe Plenary Assembly has to
do is to give irc agreement, since ir is we who make the
decisions. I hope this is not the case. I have three criri-
cisms to make. Firsdy, I join other people in wonder-
ing whether it is really necessary to mainrain expensive
structural contacts via delegations on the scale pro-
posed with all the countries mentioned. Secondly, as I
see it, the composition of the delegarions which, I
grant. you, is not what we are officially discussing
today, but which is apparently akeady being defini-
tively discussed by the Group Chairmen, deserves our
criticism 
- 
and by 'us' I mean the Non-atached
Members. To give an example, we have applied three
times in writing and orally two to take part in the con-
sultation on the distribution of rhe delegation posts.
Our application has been rejected 
- 
indeed, disre-
garded. The facr is that the crumbs which are by defi-
nition all that are left over for the Non-attached
Members are now being chopped up still smaller. In
the most recenr proposal, Mr Eisma has lost his place
in the ASEAN delegation, Mrs Spaak has lost her
place in the Israel delegation and Mr Pesmazoglou has
failed to get the place to which he had laid claim. Our
completely jusdfied and unexaggerated requests have
been disregarded by those gentlemen who obviously
make the decisions. I should like to protest against this
situation and call for at least some evidence of demo-
cratic respect when the rights of minorities are con-
cerned.
My last criticism concerns the costs. I myself was able
to take part in a number of delegarion visirs in the
ACP context and I have always wondered why there
are always so many staff compared with rhe number of
Members of Parliament taking pan in rhe alks. I am
more or less convinced that if a thorough investigarion
were to be carried out inro rhe scale and costs of these
visits, savings would clearly be possible. I am nor even
primarily concerned about the guilders or Ecus
involved in these delegadon visits, but more wirh the
unfavourable picture rhat resulm and which people
such as Mrs Castle and Mr Van Minnen use to justify
- 
righdy or v'rongly 
- 
their criticisms in the press of
the composition and costs of rhe delegations.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Miss Brookes.
Miss Brookes. 
- 
The previous speaker stated rhar he
wished leaders of the polirical groups were presenr a[
this debate. May I point out, please, that the leader of
the European Democratic Group, Sir Henry Plumb,
has been present from the commencement of rhis
debate. Just to clarify the position.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Madam President, may I also point out
that the leader of the Socialist Group, Mr Ernest
Glinne, has been absent all week because he is ill. fu I
am acting in his place the leader of the Socialist Group
is defacto present.
Mr Barbi. 
- 
(17) Madam President, I should like ro
propose that Mr de Goede be given a pair of specs !
(Laughter)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I think Mr De Goede has now been
corrected in his statement.
I call Mr Pottering.
Mr Piittering.- (DE) Madam President, may I also
point out that the Group of the European People's
Pany is represented at this important debare by several
of its representatives as well as by the leader of the
8rouP.
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
Madam President, there seems ro be
some evidence of discrimination. My group has failed
to get the amendments in English. Our secretariat has
just been out to the office and asked for the amend-
ments in English and we are told rhey are not avail-
able. Now I know that your group has them in Eng-
lish. Can you please ask your staff rc invesrigate the
matter because we are not in possession of the amend-
ments.
President. 
- 
Ms Clwyd, I rhink there may be some
misundersmnding. I, as ac[ing President, have my text
in English and all the amendments are here. I under-
stand that members of the European Democraric
Group who, as you know, mostly speak English, do
have their amendments. So possibly there has been a
hitch somewhere. Perhaps you would kindly ask your
secretariat to investigate. I, for my part., will enquire
from the parliamentary services if there has been a
hitch.
I call Mr Harris.
Mr Harris. 
- 
The explanation is quirc simple. The
European Democratic Group believe in self-help. Ve
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went out and got our own. The Socialists believe in
sending the secretariat, perhaps that is the mistake.
The amendments are there to be collected.
Mr Msller. 
- 
(DA) Madam President, you said that
the European Democratic Group had copies in Eng-
lish but we have nothing in Danish. I do not want. to
hold she debarc up, and I hope that I understand Eng-
lish well enough to take pan in the voting.
President. 
- 
I call Ms Ctwyd.
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
And a complercly unjustified criticism,
Madam President, because before lunch I went to the
office myself to collect them. It is now of course after
three o'clock and as I explained to you at the begin-
ning, there was no bell at the beginning of the sitting.
\fle have sent our secretariat out because I am now
involved in the debate, which seems to me entirely rea-
sonable. I cannot be in two places at once. However,
we have sdll not been able to obtain the amendments
in English. Can you please see that I have those
amendments. Otherwise I refuse to take pan in the
debate and so will my group.
President. 
- 
I think, Ms Clwyd, that the debate is
concluded. 'We are now taking points of order before
voting. It will be a question of whether your group will
be prepared to vote rather than continue the debate. I
wonder if we could close this discussion.
I will just call Mr D'Angelosante and then finish this
discussion. I will in the meantime try and see what can
be done about getting copies.
\7e shall now vote on the motion for a resolution sub-
ject to the English amendments bging available.
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
Madam President, I am not prepared,
and neither is my group, to vote until we have the
amendments, so I would ask you please as President to
ensure that the vote does not take place until we have
the necessary amendments.
Sir Fred Catherwood. 
- 
The amendments were not
over the counter. They were in the little place down
the side where you take them all out. You overlooked
that. They were all there. It was absolutely full up.
President. 
- 
I wonder if Ms Clwyd would be kind
enough to ask a member from her group to go and
look in front of the place where we get our papers,
where all the copies of the amendments have been
available throughout the morning.
(Applause)
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
Madam President, I am sorry, but this is
not true. Somebody from the secretariat is now here,
she has just come to me and has said she has checked
and they are not ivailable.
However, with uncustomary generosiry a kind mem-
ber of your group has let me have the amendments in
English. However, I must ask members of my group
whether they have the amendments in other languages
because if we do not have them in other languages
then again we are not prepared to participate in the
vote.
Mr Junot. 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I must protest
against all these delaying tactics which are holding
up rhe vote and making a laughing-stock of this
Assembly.
(Applause)
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, just a brief
word. Five minutes ago the amendments 
- 
31 of them
not available in Dutch. I have copies in Ger-
man in front of me and I suppon what Ms Clwyd said
about voting. It is not enough just to have the amend-
ments but we have to be able to read them as well.
President. 
- 
Mr De Goede, I understand that you do
not have the amendments in your language. There
have been protests. I rherefore propose that we put off
this vote until seven o'clock tonight and discontinue
this debate.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(FR) Madam President, we have
spent more than a quaner of an hour nlking about
this motion and there was a vorc scheduled. If you
like, Mr Moller, I have a copy of the rext in Danish
for you here.
Madam President, I withdraw all my amendments
apart from Nos 8 and 9.
I urge you not to put off the vote.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, I have already decided in
view of rhe discussions on the query as to the availabil-
ity of the amendments in the proper languages that we
shall take this vote at seven o'clock. This decision is
final.r
*-",,
I Vorcs: see Annex.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Junor on a point of order.
Mr Junot. 
- 
(FR) Madam President, what I have to
say will be very shon and the aim is ro suggesr that the
Presidency take some measures which could mean rhar
proceedings in future might be more ro the poinr.
A tragic event occurred this morning while we were
debating an urtent morion on rhe situation in Leba-
non. '$7'e learned of a bomb explosion in Paris which
left many dea.d and injured.
The attack hadoccurredtwo hours earlier and rhe rap-
poneur and other speakers were unaware of it. Ir
would be extremely useful if somerhing could be done
in cases like this so thar the President could keep rhe
discussion ab,reasr of events. A similar incidenr 
- 
a
significant incident, albeit less serious and rragic 
-occurred during the debate with rhe Council and the
Commission presen[ on the Hopper repon. Ir was a
chance event prompting a complete change to the reci-
tals of the report.
Could the House not make arrangemenrc so thar we
are kept in tc,uch with events, especially during urgenr
debates, whi,:h could radically change rhe course of
the discussion?
l).Guidelnes for the 1983 budget (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next irem is rhe continuation of the
debate on the Roben Jackson repon (Doc. l-97/82)
on the Eurol>ean Parliament's guidelines on rhe 1983
budget of the European Communiries.
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mrs Scrivenr:r. 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies and
gen[lemen, I should first like to congratulare the rap-
porteur on rhe method wirh which he has approached
his task.
Mr Jackson as a result has given the matter a quite
extraordinarl amount of thought and has this year
decided to adopt a new approach.
Now, in April, we have before us for the first rime
what we fer:l are clear choices on rhe quesrion of
budget priorities and both the European Commission
and the Council will therefore be obliged ro assume
their responsibilities.
The Liberal and Democraric Group also endorses rhe
ideas which the rapponeur has pur forward, since we
feel that the cenrral theme of the 1983 budget musr be
the fight against rhe scourge of infladon.
The Social Fund does indeed have a major role rc play
in this respect, bur in no evenr should it be considered
as the only weapon at our disposal. All Community
instruments are being and must be employed.
Second point: we share the concern of rhe Committee
on Budgets regarding the implementation of appro-
priations. This is an extremely fundamental poinr and
[here are no [wo ways in rhe matter. Either the appro-
priations approved can be spent, and the European
Commission must then use rhem, or rhey cannot be
spent, and then neither the Commission nor the Par-
liament should enter these appropriarions in the Com-
munity budget.
I hope that the very serious warning given during the
debates on the 1981 discharge will be heeded, and I
am confident that Parliament will keep a watchful eye
on the matter.
Thirdly, need I stress the imponance which we artach
to the question of the classification of expendirure?
Ve expect an agreement to be reached between rhe
three institutions before the debate on rhe adoption
procedure for the 1983 budger. We feel some concern
here, since we would like to see more progress being
made.
Finally, I will conclude by pointing our rhat rhe Liberal
Group has mbled a number of amendments. These are
designed to draw attention to the need to increase rhe
Community's own resources, since it would indeed be
strange if the resolution did nor menrion rhis express
request of the Parliament. And we wished ro point out
by this means that rhe common agricultural policy will
not. cease to account for such a large proportion of the
budget until the Member Srares have agreed to
develop other common policies.
That, for us, is the essential objective.
Madam President, ladies and genrlemen, that is all I
wish to say on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group.
I should, if I may, Mr President, like ro take rhis
opportunity to make a request concerning the agenda.
I request, under Rule 87 and because I am loosing my
voice and have to make a great effort ro speak, rhar
the report on the combating of drugs which I was to
presenr today be adjourned to the May part-session. I
would ask you to excuse me for making such a
reques[. I believe that rhis reporr is importanr, but my
voice will not hold out for the ten minutes or quarrer
of an hour which I need ro presenr ir. This repon has
had to wait for a very long time but, for once, the
delay will be due to force majeure.
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bombard.
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Mr Bombard. 
- 
(FR) Does Mrs Scrivener also want
her report on asbestos to be deferred?
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
I think, Mr President, that Mrs Scriv-
ener's request must be acceded rc right away, and the
consent. of the House sought on her request solely to
withdraw her repon on drugs. She is poorly, she is los-
ing her voice. Ve can give her the opponunity to relax
her voice so that she can perhaps present her impor-
tant report on asbestos a little later this evening. I sub-
mit that under the rule she quoted the House should
instantly vote and give her that which she requests.
President. 
- 
Mr Sherlock, will you agree to our post-
poning this item for 70 minutes?
Mr Shedock. 
- 
I submit, Mr President, that it is a
request under a point of order and, therefore, requires
the immediate attention of this House no matter on
what other business it may be engaged.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
On a point of order, Mr President.
You have just taken a vote of the House, I do not see
what difference [here will be in taking another vote of
the House if that is necessary. But Mrs Scrivener, as
rapporteur, has requested that this be taken off the
agenda, and I think she is perfecdy right at any time so
to do, and I submit that to you. I think it would be
highly unfonunate, Mr President, if you were to give
a ruling at this stage that would not allow Mrs Scrive-
ner [o retire and get well as soon as possible. I think if
you ask her to wait for another hour, it is really rather
ridiculous.
President. 
- 
Rule 87(1) of the Rules of Procedure
states :
Before or during a debate on an item on the
agenda, any Member may move that the debate be
adjourned to a specific date and time.
I propose that we take a decision at seven o'clock.
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Mr President, I am sorry to interfere
again but I do not think it is under that rule that Mrs
Scrivener made the request. I think she, as rapporteur,
was wanting to take it off the agenda and not seek clo-
sure of debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Scrivener.
Mrs Scrivener. 
- 
(FR) I think we are wasting a lot of
time, Mr President, but I should like this item to be
deferred until May. I shall wait until seven o'clock.
Having said that, I do think it is a little odd 
- 
and I
share the view of my Conservative friends on this 
-how people are being stubborn over this. Never mind,
let's carry on.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Price.
Mr Price. 
- 
Mr President, I move under Rule 87 that
this debate be postponed until the May part-session.
Under Rule 87 I may do that before or during a
debate on an item on the agenda. I am doing it before
the debate, namely now. I ask you to put it to the
House now.
(Parliament agreed to Mr Price's request)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now continue the debate on the
Roben Jackson report. I call the Group of European
Progressive Democrats.
Mr Mouchel. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, we are called upon to state our position on the
European Parliament's guidelines for the 1983 general
budger which Mr Jackson has already presented pre-
cisely in order to allow the House rc hold a debate at a
later stage in the procedure on the draft budget and
consider whether the latter is consonant with the aims
and intentions of this Parliament.
Following the transitional budgets of previous years,
rhe rapporteur thus proposes a 'progress' budget
whose central priority is the fight against unemploy-
ment. In his view, the necessary expansion should be
achieved by aking measures to restructure the budget.
These would essentially take the form of a strict con-
trol or even reduction of agricultural expenditure and
increased spending on other policies which, he main-
tains, will dp the balance in the favour of new jobs.
\7e wish to thank Mr Jackson for the new ideas which
he has put forward and which, it is our sincere hope,
will facilitate discussions with the other institutions in
the budget debate which will commence shonly, and
we are at one with him in recognizing the prioriry and
urgency of the fight against unemployment and the
need for the Community to use all the means at irc dis-
posal to fight it. On the other hand, we find the rap-
porteur's proposals for attaining these objectives
totally unacceptable.
'lfhat Mr Jackson is proposing is that expenditure on
the Common Agricultural Policy be brought under
control and the savings from these cum used to finance
new policies. Ve do not question in any way the need
to develop new policies; indeed, we must develop
other policies if we want the Community to have a
decisive influence both on the European economy and
in international politics whenever Community action
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appears more effective than measures taken bv indivi-
dual Member States. And, when these policies come
into being, Ee are prepared to provide the necessary
finance by proposing rc the Member States that the
ceiling for (lommunity VAT should be raised to
increase Community revenue, it being clear that the
failure to obtain the aBreement of the governments to
such a mov',' means that there is no prospect of
increasing thr: Community's own resources in 1983.
The rapporteur sees the strict limitadon of the appro-
priations allocated to the Common Agricultural Policy
as an essential requirement which must precede any
resrructuring of the budget which, he claims, is neces-
sary for expansion and progress. This is tantamount to
financing admittedly necessary measures by taking
away from the only truly common Community policy
part of the funds available to it. This is totally unac-
ceptable to the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats. Contrary to a widespread belief, the Common
Agricultural Poliry is not the cause of Europe's diffi-
culties, as Mr Jackson assumes, but on the contrary is
the foundation on which we must continue to build up
Europe. Therefore, by endangering the Common
Agricultural Policy by operations and manipulations
based on nothing other than a superficial assessment
of the imbalance of certain items in relation to actual
expenditure, we are running the real risk of no longer
being able to maintain in employment our some
8 5OO OOO farmers and adding to the very unemploy-
ment which we propose to fight. Thank you, Mr
President.
President. 
-- 
I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
dination and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I should like to
congratulatr: your supranational fellow party member,
Mr Jackson, on his clever tactics. I should like to
thank him for his sense of realism in recognizing the
fact thar no one feels any symPathy with this
Parliament's demand for more Power over the Com-
munity purs,e. Mr Jackson has entirely understood that
what the v,)ters are interested in is full employment
and he has r:herefore come up with the idea of harness-
ing the unemployed to Parliament's chariot. The peo-
ple are supposed to imagine or be uicked into believ-
ing that a 13Oo/o increase in the Social Fund will help
the employment situation, whereas even if the Social
Fund were increased tenfold, this would still be chick-
enfeed compared with the scale of the problem in the
European Community. In spite of the countless subsi-
dies, we are still unable to create jobs at the rate Mr
Jackson's fellow party members are capable of losing
them in the Unircd Kingdom.
The figurer; show that over the last year the number of
unemployed in the Unircd Kingdom has increased by
half a million. It will not be unemployment which
disappears if Mr Jackson gem his way; it is the
independence of the various countries which Mr Jack-
son wants to reduce and he wants to use an issue
which is very much in the minds of the public, such as
the fight against unemployment, for this PurPose.
'!fl'e are very familiar with these tactics from experience
in our own country, as the President will be able to
confirm since, when we were called on to vote on the
question of Community membership, we were told
that this was not a question of independence and that
saying 'yes' to the European Community was also say-
ing 'yes' to full employment. At that dme we had
22 OOO unemployed. In March this year we had
257 600 and if Mr Jackson gets his budget accepted
with a 1300/o increase in the Social Fund, we will prob-
ably end up with 3OO OO0 unemployed with no pros-
pects of us solving our problems within the Com-
munity context.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pesmazoglou.
Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 
Mr President, I shall speak in
English to convey some specific thoughr to our raP-
poneur, Mr Jackson.
I wish to congratulate, in the first place, Mr Jackson,
for the very significant overall presentation of the gen-
eral ideas which should provide the guidelines for the
1983 budget. My comments are very specific and are
comments of emphasis mainly.
The first one to which I attach great imPortance is that
the fight against unemployment should be waged
mainly by sdmulating growth. I think that this should
appear both in substance and in the presentation of
our budget.
The Social Fund and other activities can only be con-
ceived as ancillary to the main objective to stimulate
growth. I think that this should be made clear both in
order to encouraBe expectations, private investment
and enterprise as well as providing the main tool to
fight inflation and also unemployment.
My second comment is that development policy and
special emphasis on the Mediterranean project are an
objective not contradictory but complementary to the
stimulation of growth. I think this also should aPPear
in our resolution on the budget.
My third comment is that the reservations which have
been made by our rapporteur as well as by the Com-
missioner, Mr Tugendhat, on agricultural policies
should be rather on the re-arrangement of agricultural
policies and not on the principle which should remain
in line with the Treaty of Rome and of the original
agricultural policy as conceived in the early 1960's.
My fourth comment is that the budget should contain
specific remarks about the revenue side. On that Mr
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Jackson made some commenm and I am anxious ro
encourage him to include specific proposals about the
revenue aspecr specifically towards exceeding rhe l%
limit, a proposal which has been repeatedly voted by
this Parliamenr.
My fifth and last commenr is thar the budger should be
an overall budget and, therefore, capital transactions
should be included. I rhrnk both the inflows and out-
flows of capital should gradually be part of our budget
and constitute one of our main instruments ro influ-
ence policies within the European Community.
The principle which has been stated by Mr Jackson
and by Mr Tugendhar, namely that growrh policies in
the fight against unemployment are mainly rhe respon-
sibility of member countries and only an ancillary
objecdve of Communiry policy, is not I think, a valid
one. I would say rhe responsibilities of Member States
and of the Community are equivalent and I think we
should give emphasis ro our main objective, namely to
set in motion a growth process which is the only
means [o overcome unemployment.
President. 
- 
I call Ms Clwyd.
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I would like to poinr out
an error in the first page of the Jackson repon and
that is thar it has omitted ro record my name as being
present at the Commitree on Budgerc and since I
moved the successful amendment for a l3O0/o increase
in the budget, I rhink it is imponanr rhar my name
should be recorded.
Mr President, unemploymenr is rhe major rheme of
this report and, of course, I welcome thar facr. It has
been the main priority of rhe Socialist Group in this
Parliament for the last three years. It is, I rhink, politi-
cally essential for rhe European Communiry, if it is to
retain any credibility, to face up ro rhe problem of
unemployment which is expecred to rise to lJ million
by 1983. Ar rhe momenr nearly lO0/o of the Com-
munity of Ten's working population are unemployed.
They represent an increase of nearly 260/o in one year
alone, and over 400/o of those without work are under
25 years of age.
This week ar the ETUC Conference in The Hague,
the President told the delegates rhat no society can
afford ro send 400/o of school-leavers home wirh a
message rhat there is no place for them. No one can
turn a blind eye to rhe fact rhat mass unemploymenr is
fertile soil for political exrremism.
He drew arrention ro one of the most imporranr facm
and the mosr serious threar to democraiy: that very
large groups of the popularion are losing confidence in
what polirics can do for rhe man in the itreet. There is
a loss of confidence because of years of unwillingness
to tackle rhe root of the crisis. If this disraste for poli-
rics conrinues ro ear inro democracy, it can prepare the
way for unscrupulous men with simplistic answers 
-some[hing we have seen before in Europe and some-
thing we never wanr to see again.
This week a widespread sense of hopelessness among
people in a Velsh town with high unemploymenr is
reponed in a UK Governmenracked repon. The
survey concluded rhar what is so sad and telling is rhe
widespread feeling of hopelessness in ordinary people.
They do not believe that anything can be done locally,
and they feel impotent personally. The solutions are
long-term and difficult to achieve but the direcrion of
thought and action ought to be towards a srrengthen-
ing of the local economy.
Inevitably rhe European Social Fund has raised
increasing expec[arions among the people of the Com-
munity and it has been able ro sarisfy less and less the
demands upon it. So much so [ha[ it is, already esti-
mated by the Commission thar rhis year eligible appli-
cations for aid will exceed money available by abour
l30o/0.
Even in rhe key secrors of youth training and yourh
employment eligible applications in l98l exceeded by
750/o and 450/o the money available. Despite rhe consi-
derable increase in applications ro the Social Fund, the
proponion of the budget allocated to ir has failed rc
keep pace with rhe dramatic rise in unemployment in
recent years. Every minure of the working day anorher
five people are added to the dole queue.
The point I am making, of course, is that even if we
increase rhe Social Fund by 1300/0, the amount of
money we are talking abour is so small thar ir would be
like putting a piece of chewing gum on a broken water
maln.
The truth is that many of the policies which alleviare
unemployment lie in rhe gift of nadonal governments,
and to suggesr thar the Community has rhe means or
the money to combat massive unemployment would be
totally misleading.
One of the groups which suffers mosr ar times of high
unemployment are the disabled, and I would remind
you thar we have already got a policy, voted by the
Parliamenr last year. \fle agreed that the Commission
should incorporate in irc rules governing Community
tran6 a provision thar the granrint of funds to firms
will depend on the applicant's policy on rhe employ-
ment of disabled people. I shall be putting thar as an
amendment to Mr Jackson's reporr and I hope you
will suppon whar is already our policy.
Ve are asking for a 1300/o increase in the Social Fund.
That is only one-tenrh of the toml budget
renth of rhe budget ro deal with 11 million unem-
ployed in the Communiry. It is not that we are baying
for the moon, indeed I think we are being too modesi
in our demands.
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Mr President, I am coming to an end. The same con-
sideration must be given to the industrial sector as to
the farming sector. Money musr be found to deal wirh
the problem which is the gratest challenge to the coun-
tries of the Ten. That is a challenge we must face up to
as European parliamentarians. !7e have an obligation
to produce solutions, otherwise we shall have failed
the people who elected us. My group will be suppon-
ing Mr Jackson's report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pranchdre.
Mr PranchCre. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the breath
expended on the speeches given at the official cere-
monies has merely served to blow out the 25 candles
commemorating the anniversary of the Treaty of
Rome without providing a new impetus for the con-
struction of Europe and helping to solve the problems
confronting it: rising unemployment and inflation,
stagnating output and growing disparities and inequa-
lities.
The commercial posidon of Europe is diastrous for
workers. There is therefore but one ansver: one must
either decide to pursue a true reflationary policy to
halt the rise in unemployment or rely on the laws of
economic liberalism and suffer the crisis, trying to dis-
guise it with a gloss which, sadly, soon falls aw.ay.
In its repon on the guidelines for the 1983 budget the
Committee on Budgets has chosen the second path,
thus continuing the budgetary policy of previous
years, despite the larter's ever more evident failures.
However, being aware of Europe's poor public image
and wishing to improve that image, it has made the
fight against unemployment the central theme of the
1983 budget.
But magic words and good intentions alone do not
make a good policy. In spite of cenain interesting
changes, most of the supplementary appropriations
planned for the Social Fund and the Regional Fund
continue to reflect the continuation of the austerity
and restructuring policies and are designed to conceal
the absence of a true social policy in many Member
States.
The French Members in the Communist and Allies
Group will fight these guidelines throughout the
budget procedure by proposing that employment
should form the core of a true social policy, in contrast
to Mr Jackson, who wishes to call into question cer-
min advances on the social front when he states that
our employment protection policies have created infla-
tion. Ve will continue to advocate reflation through
improvements in purchasing power, the implementa-
don of significant new progress on shorter working
hours and better working conditions, vocarional train-
ing and professional qualifications. \7e will rigorously
oppose the guidelines in the Jackson Report, which is
aimed at bringing forward the restructuring of the
budget and financing new policies by continuing to
chop away at agricultural expenditure.
The Repon even goes so far as to claim that by exen-
ing greater pressure on agricultural prices, reducing
market guarancees and suppon and extending core-
sponsiblity to all production sectors, lower agricultural
spending is a principal means of combating unemploy-
ment. This is more than a mistake: it is a misconcep-
tion and an insult to all those forced to leave their
farms. There are none so deaf as those who will not
hear! You have compiled a list of European Parlia-
ment resolutions to back up your guidelines, Mr Jack-
son. Have the honesty not to disclaim knowledge of
those which dc . .t suppon your views and, in parti-
cular, to take into .'count the Resolution adopted at
the pan-session on agricultural prices. That Resolu-
tion contradicts your guidelines, since it is aimed at
stopping the fall in agricultural revenue and the des-
truction of the Common Agricultural Policy.
Ve must be consistent and adopt guidelines consonant
with what we have decided. This is essential to ensure
the development of our agriculture and within our
budgetary resources when one considers that in 1981
EAGGF expenditure declined by 3'50/0, and that it
accounted for only 620/o of the Community budget,
compared wirh 770/o in 1977 .
These in outline are the guidelines which the French
Members in the Communist and Allies Group will sup-
port during the budget procedure in order to safe-
guard the interests of French workers and ensure that
Community policy cannot hinder or prevent the imple-
mentation of a new economic and social policy in
France.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Delatte.
Mr Delatte. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, Mr Jackson's Report underlines the need to
approve substantial funds to make the fight against
unemployment the main theme of the 1983 budget.
I and the majority of my group unreservedly endorse
this proposal, since unemployment is currently our
worst social evil in this difficult period for the world
economy.
But let us be under no illusion. The overall Com-
munity budget represents only 0' 80/o ol the Com-
munity's gross domestic product and can therefore
have no notable impact at the macroeconomic level.
The sole exception, of course, is the Common Agricul-
tural Policy. I should like to make two remarks on the
subject, Mr President.
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The first is that I wish m contest the analysis made by
the rapponeur, who claims that agriculrural price
guarantees have a negative effect on employment and
adds that they fuel inflation and reduce comperirive-
ness.
I cannot accept this argument, knowing for a fact, and
I am supponed in this by the Commission, that by res-
training agricultural prices one is hitting farmers and
inevitably increasing unemploymenr. Agriculrural
policy is an instrument which can be used to combat
the drift away from the countryside, and rhus to fight
unemployment..
Moreover, by restricting outpu[ we would be depriv-
ing ourselves of the major natural resources provided
by agriculture. And one cannot talk of competitiveness
when one knows that ever country in the world pro-
vides aid to its farmers.
My second remark is this. The Repon analyses agri-
culture exclusively with a view to restricting budgetary
expenditure, whereas the positive aspects 
- 
important
positive aspects 
- 
seem to be ignored. Agricultural
policy must meet rhe objeccives set out in Anicle 39 of
the Treary of Rome.
Ve must therefore introduce new policies, but only if
we obtain the financial resources for such policies by
removing the excessively dght constraints, imposed by
the low VAT contribudon ceiling. That, Mr President,
concludes the remarks which I wished to make and is
the purpose behind the amendmenr tabled by the
Committee on Agriculture.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Georgiadis.
Mr Georgiadis. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in our view the attempt by Mr Jackson's
report on behalf of she Committee on Budgets to
make the fight against unemploymenr the main ele-
ment of the 1983 budget is mistaken, biased and one-
sided. Ve do not doubt that the fight against unem-
ployment is one of the main objecdves of economic
policy in the Community and in the Member States,
but we would point out that it is exaggerated to think
that the budget, panicularly the 1983 budget, can con-
tribute so much to finding a solution ro this problem.
Firstly, because the budger isself has not been resrruc-
tured sufficienrly for ir to have such major prerensions,
and secondly because there are other problems in rhe
Communitywhich aree quallypressing for the Member
States and their peoples. I need only menrion the gulf
between the developed and the less developed coun-
tries, the problem of the incomes of cenain categories
of producers in various regions of the Community,
and the problem of the lack of producrive investmenr
to promote the crearion of infrasrructures and rhe
development of industry and the economy in the less
developed countries. These are problems which the
Jackson Report ignores or passes over without attri-
buting panicular imponance to them. It is on the basis
of this one-sided approach to the many and equally
important problems facing the Community that we
have the proposal for the enlargement of rhe Social
Fund, with its being strengthened to such an exren[
that there will no longer be hardly anything left for the
other common policies if the proposed major increase
in the Social Fund is implemented, because we are all
aware that the budgetary resources are so limited that
a substantial increase in one sector would lead to a
smndstill or a reduction in other secrors.
Mr President, I have akeady mentioned some of the
problems neglected in the Jackson reporr. There are,
however, still others, ro some of which I should like to
draw attention, since I feelthat specific menrion should
at least be made of them in the 1983 budger. One of
these problems is the use of the budget and other
means to strengthen those procedures which could be
used to help new countries joining the Community,
such as Greece, and later Spain and Ponugal, so rhar
they can uckle the problems of adaptation which rheir
accession to the Community creates. This problem will
remain pressing and serious for the nexr few years,
and I think the budget should ar leasr sr.an ro help in
doing something about it. Another problem, Mr Presi-
dent, is the need to increase investment, parricularly in
infrastructures in 
- 
as I have already said 
- 
the
regions, and panicularly the underdeveloped regions.
However, Mr President, I should like to say in conclu-
sion that what I find missing in the Jackson Repon is a
decision that Parliament should finally state with all
the force at its disposal that the Community budget
will never be properly structured unless it provides for
the transfer of resources from the rich counrries of rhe
Community to the poorer ones, from rhe rich regions
to the less developed ones, as is in facr done in rhe
national budgets of mosr counrries.
For those reasons, Mr President, v/e have tabled a
number of amendments. Our amendments are
intended not to bring about the downfall of the Jack-
son Report, but only to add ro it certain elements
which will bring it into balance. \(hether we shall be
able to vote in favour of the report will depend on rhe
fate of these amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Alavanos.
Mr Alavanos. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenr, the Communisr
Pany of Greece has the following general commenrs
to make.
Firstly, the European Parliamenr's effons to foresrall
the Council with a vote on rhe 1983 budger are neither
sensible nor democratic, but will only lead, to fai*
dcconplis wich will reduce the powers of the national
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governments to suppon their national inrcrests within
the Council.
Secondly, the central feature of the new budget would
appear to be the fight against unemploymenr. How-
ever, the proposals in the Jackson Repon do not
include any effon to tackle the reasons which have led
to the unemployment of about 10 million people, with
new policies being implemenrcd which really do meet
the needs of working people. \7ith the proposals for
financing industrial and research policy etc., the
budget ircms will benefit those who created the unem-
ployment and not those who are experiencing it.
Thirdly, we must point out that unemployment is
being mken as an excuse for divening the lion's share
of Community resources to the large and developed
countries of the Community, with the result that fewer
resources are available for countries like Greece which
have much grea[er need of them and where the unem-
ployment is largely hidden.
Founhly, the Communist Pany of Greece would be
the last political force to defend the Common Agricul-
tural Policy as it stands a[ present, but we are categori-
cally opposed to reductions in agricultural spending as
a whole in the budget until such time as there is a sub-
stantial 
- 
and not iust notional 
- 
restructuring in
favour of small and medium producers and Mediterra-
nean products.
Fifthly, the coresponsibiliry levy, which is supported
yet again in the Jackson Report, is causing farmers to
go out of business.
Sixthly, proposals such as those for Community publi-
city programmes in the fields of young people and cul-
ture conflict even with the Treaties of Rome.
Seventhly, the general ourlines of the 1983 budget fail
to show any interest in a substantial strengthening of
the development programmes for the most backward
countries of the Community, in nckling the problems
of small and medium-sized undenakings, in develop-
ing relations with socialist and other countries which
might prove panicularly beneficial for our countries
erc. 
- 
all of these being questions which we consider
to be of crucial imponance.
For all these reasons we too are unable to vote in
favour of the Jackson Repon.
President. 
- 
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Robcrt Jacksoo, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr President,
could I thank those Members who have spoken in the
debate for their kind remarks about this resolution
even when they have disagreed with it. And, indeed, I
hope that this expanded debate on rhis occasion about
guidelines will be a useful element in this year's budget
procedure. I would also like in turn to thank the spe-
cialist committees for their contribution to this resolu-
rion. I have tried to take all the points that they have
made on board and cenainly I hope that we have suc-
ceeded in beginning a dialogue between the Com-
mirtee on Budgets and the specialist committees which
will become increasingly fruitful as the budget year
unfolds.
Mr President, the main question that has been raised
in rhe brief debate which has taken place concerns the
possible consequences of this proposed emphasis on
the Social Fund for other Community policies and
especially for the Community's regional policy. Now I
think that there is an element of misunderstanding in
some of the remarks that have been made in the
debate.
First, very briefly about the agricultural policy. Mr
Delatte was quoting from the working document
where I raised the question simply as a question for
consideration for Mr Delatte what the impact of the
common agricultural policy was on employment. But it
is not a feature of the resolution and so what I would
answer rc him and to Mr Michel who made the same
point is rhat ir is not the theme of this resolution that
we should cut agriculture in order to spend more on
the social policy. I would simply point out that in the
sections on the agricultural policy in this resolution
there is hardly a word which is not taken from the
European Parliament's basic resolution adopted last
year on improvements to the CAP.
Second, about the relationship between the Social
Fund and regional policy of the Community. I think
there is a misunderstanding here because it is not the
case that the Social Fund and the Community's
regional policy are completely distinct facsors and
forces. The fact is that 88% of Social Fund expendi-
ture takes place in the Community's regions and if the
House were to adopt the target of increasing the
Social Fund by 1300/0, this would, indeed, have a big
impact on expenditure in the Community's regions.
I would just like to say to Mr Georgiadis and to Mr
Alvanos, who were expressing scepticism about the
utility of the Community's efforts in this field, that it is
no small thing that the Social Fund pays for the
retraining of 400 thousand young people in a year, for
rhe creation of 300 thousand jobs in a year. That is
something and we ought to try to increase it. It is not
something to be neglected or treated as of no account.
Besides, the resolution makes, I think, abundandy
clear rhat all the Community's instrumenm should be
used in this campaign against unemployment and I
would draw the attention of Members panicularly to
the section on Community borrowing and lending
activities.
As far as the Regional Fund is concerned, we have
adoprcd today a resolution the De Pasquale resolu-
tion, which suppons the Regional Fund 
- 
of course
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we all suppon the Regional Fund 
- 
but which calls
for improvements in its operation. And all thar rhis
guidelines resolution does is to say that we will judge
what budgeury priority to give to the Regional Fund
when we come to our first reading in Ocrober in the
light of the progress that we hope will have been made
between now and then in improving the operation of
the Fund along the lines that the Parliament is advo-
cating.
Mr President, the last two years' budgets have been
frustrating budgets both for the Parliament and, per-
haps more important, for the Communiry as a whole. I
remember them very well. They were described, both
of them, as budgem of transition. Poor Mr Spinelli had
to preside over a budget of transition when I know
that he very much wanted to preside over a different
son of budget. Vell, we need to get away from budg-
ets of transition; we need a budget of progress, not a
budget of transition and this is how I hope that the
1983 budget will emerge from the guidelines that we
are setting today. Let us combine [ogether from all
sides of the House to make this a budget of hope and
above all a budget which will give better hope to the
millions of Europe's unemployed.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
11. Protectionfrom ishs related to asbestos 
- 
Dangerous
su b s tance s and preparations
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on two
reports:
- 
report (Doc. 1-903/81), drawn up by Mrs
Schleicher on behalf of the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on the proposal from the Com-
mission to the Council (Doc. 1-47/80) for a
directive amending for the fifth time Directive
76/796 EEC on the approximation of the
laws, regulations and administrative provi-
sions of the Member States relaring to restric-
tions on the marketing and use of cenain dan-
gerous substances and preparations;
- 
report (Doc. 1-916/81), drawn up by Mrs
Scrivener on behalf of she Commirtee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on rhe proposal from the Com-
mission rc rhe Council (Doc. 1-488/80) for a
second Council directive on rhe protection of
workers from the risks relared ro exposure ro
agents at work: asbestos.
The following oral question (Doc. l-71/82), mbled to
the Commission by Mr Collins and others on behalf of
the Socialist Group, is also included in the debarc:
Subject: Asbestos Congress in Canada
Can the Commission explain what were the cri-
teria in its decision to sponsor this conference in
Monreal in May 1982, and what form this spon-
sorship will take?
Vould the Commission explain why the Directo-
rate-General for Social Affairs had not been con-
sulted during preparatory work for this confer-
ence as other Directorates-General had been?
Are they funher aware that the ETUC, who were
not originally invircd to participate, have inrer-
preted this Conference as being merely a display
of publicity for asbestos producers and manufac-
turers and that this feeling has been reinforced by
recent threa[ening attitudes on the pan of the
Commission towards Sweden if they continue to
pass anti-asbestos legislation.
Does the Commission accept responsibility for the
con[ents of a letter sent by a Director General of
the Commission to the Swedish Governmenr, (a
letter which has been criticised in the Swedish
press), threatening possible sanctions within the
framework of GATT if the Swedish Government
pursues its proposed legislation on asbestos?
Does the Commission approve of the fact that, on
a certain number of occasions, specialism from
Asbestos International Association panicipated in
preparatory work on draft direcrives on asbestos,
sometimes in the guise of governmenr represenra-
tives and sometimes as represenratives of the
industry?
I call Mrs Schleicher.
Mrs Schleicher, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen. Today, we have [wo reports to
discuss, both on the subject of asbestos. One on guide-
lines for restriction of its use, which I will present, and
one on industrial safety guidelines ro be presented by
my colleague Mrs Scrivener. Mrs Scrivener stated
clearly before her committee that rhe work of the two
committees and their effons to achieve coordination
had unfonunately not led to any measure of agree-
ment between the two reports. In order to prevent an
endless discussion, I propose that Mrs Scrivener say
what there is to say on this subject when she presents
her report and that I simply presenr my guidelines.
The aim of the guidelines on rhe restriction of rhe use
of asbestos which I am presenting is to provide better
health protecrion for the public at large as well as for
employees of asbestos processing companies. The
Commission has done groundwork on rhis subject and
has done it conscienriously. In our committee, how-
ever, there were arguments about rhe of the general
scope of coverage of the guidelines.
The carcinogenic propenies of fine asbestos dusr are
the objective basis. In the committee, therefore, we
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ried to make a careful and responsible assessment of
the dangers that really exist and to escablish whether
the fear of cancer which is associated with asbestos is
justified and, above al[, whether asbestos is an envi-
ronmental problem, i.e. of danger [o [he public at
large. Professor Selikoff's latest work, for example,
should be mentioned in this context. His work which
is based on statistics indicates a much lower degree of
risk in jobs than his previous statements and estimates.
The most recent scientific long term studies, especially
those concerned with the risk to people living in the
vicinity of the Canadian asbestos mines, for example,
refute the increasing number of wild assertions made
in recent times, that all uses of asbestos and products
containing it are dangerous [o the environment and
hence to the public at large.
In my view, the general public is not at risk and this is
why the majority of the committee turned down the
demand for a total ban. There is very little point in
banning the use of asbestos because it occurs as a
mineral in many rock formations on this earth and
erodes naturally, which means that it is always present,
even if somebody bans it.
As far as the various articles of these guidelines on res-
triction of use are concerned, the committee passed by
majority vote the following resolutions which differ
from the Commission's draft:
1. A ban of the use of blue asbestos.
2. Further restrictions in the use of white asbestos.
3. The marking of products containing asbestos.
4. Compulsory substitution according to a catalogue
of substitute materials to be drawn up.
Vhilst I very much agree with rwo of these recom-
mendations, I, together with other members of the
committee, hold an extremely,critical view of the other
two recommendations for fundamental reasons. One
concerns a total ban of crocidolite, or what is known
as blue asbestos; this I oppose because it is not yet Pos-
sible to replace it without incurring a substantial
decline in quality in many imponant applications' As
far as the other recommendation on substitution is
concerned, i.e. substitute materials and products,
speaking as the Rapporteur, I am worried that the
majority vote will lead to rash action.
I regard overhasty demands for bans and substitution
irresponsible where there is no cenainty that the sub-
stitutes are innocuous. It was several decades before it
was discovered that asbestos was dangerous. The rul-
ing now demanded would make it compulsory to use
materials whose risk potential is not yet known. The
Commission has also confirmed this as well: the exper-
ience we have of most of the fibres which come under
a consideration as substitutes, especially from the
required epidemiological studies, is not as extensive as
our experience with asbestos fibres. The congress on
the biological effects of the most varied fibres being
held this very week in Copenhagen under the sponsor-
ship of the lforld Health Organization clearly shows
the magnitude of the risks they entail in several stu-
dies.
This is why many of my colleagues and I believe that
compulsory substitution is a more than dubious solu-
tion. First we have the problem of who is to draw up
the catalogue of substitute materials: if this is done at
the national level there will be no harmonization.
Secondly: who determines and guarantees that the
substances included in this catalogue are harmless? I
believe it would be much more responsible to make a
closer study of how the various advantages of asbestos
can continue to be used. \flhere a substance's risk is
known, it can be eliminated by controlled [reatment
and the use of materials with unknown hazards should
not be made compulsory.
I hope that, in spite of the very complicated nature of
the subject, my written report has given you sufficient
insight into the matter to draw the necessary conclu-
sions for the vote.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Scrivener.
Mrs Scrivener, rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) First of al[, Mr
President, esteemed colleagues, I should like rc apol-
ogize for any confusion that may have arisen.
I should like to begin by making a general point
regarding my report on the protection of workers
from the risks related to asbestos exposure.
The directive which concerns us, and hence the work-
ers themselves, is related to the other directive 
-
about which Mrs Schleicher has just spoken to you 
-
on the limitation and use of certain dangerous subst-
ances.
One of the major difficulties that we have encountered
stems from the fact that the European Commission has
not really co-ordinated im work on these two direc-
tives. As a result, the task of this Parliament has been
rendered extremely difficult. In its direcrive on the
protection of workers from asbestos, the Commission
sanctions the use of crocidolite or blue asbestos, with
the proviso that this should only happen when it can-
not be avoided; in the directive on dangerous subst-
ances, however, this substance is outlawed completely,
except in two precise cases. I agree that this is a very
ricky problem and I should not like anyone to take
my remarks as a serious reproach to the Commission,
but I think that it is vital to remember that consistency
in our work is all-imponant.
'!7e in the Committee on the Environment really did
try to be consistent but we were not entirely success-
ful, unfonunarcly. Vhile an amendment to Anicle 4,
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paragraph 3, of the directive on rhe prorecrion of
workers exposed to asbestos would indeed have made
the two directives consisrenr. by referring back to rhe
provisions of Article 5(1), of the directive on danger-
ous substances, a vote was mken within the Commitree
on [he Environment ro ourlaw crocidolite completely.
This complicated marrers but that is how life goes. As
the rapponeur, I can only regret such an outcome, as
we ought to submir a rext on which Parliamen[ can
base a highly considered vote, if we are to remedy the
situation 
- 
which is srill possible. I should like to
make this point very forcefully ro my colleaBues, as
once before 
- 
when voting on a similar directive con-
cerning the protection of workers from lead 
- 
we
committed errors and made a directive quite inconsis-
tent.
I shall now say a fev/ words abour the most crucial,
basic issue at stake. I must point our [har scientific opi-
nion is divided as to whether crocidolite is more or less
harmful than white asbestos. In this stare of doubt, rhe
Commitree on Healrh Protection decided to prohibit
the use of crocidolite, the sole exceprion being the
manufacture of large-diameter pipes and seals.
These are the only two cases where rhere is currenrly
no sa[isfactory substitute for crocidolite, given its dur-
ability and resistance to mechanical wear. But this
means, of course, that it is essential for workers
exposed to this type of asbestos to benefit from grearer
protection. In other words, the limit values for fibre
concentration should not exceed 0. I per cubic cenri-
metre in the case of crocidolite, whereas the corres-
ponding values for other tlpes of asbestos would be
0.5 per cubic centimetre.
Finally, the Committee on rhe Environment adopted
an amendment, that I consider crucial, which aims at
giving aid to firms so rhar rhey can step up their
research on the hazards of asbestos, investigate possi-
ble subsdtution products and, above all, perfect their
laboratory measuring equipmenr. !7e cannot over--
insist on this essential point, as ir is indispensable thar
sampling and monitoring methods are applied in the
same way in each Community Member State if we are
to make true comparisons.
Very briefly, that is what I have to say on rhis difficulr
directive, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, bur we
will have to be panicularly attenrive when rhe votes
are taken and I shall try my u[most, at that poinr, to be
as clear as possible.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Vebcr. 
- 
(DE) The hismry of asbestos pollution
is that of a consranr, increasingly tough power struggle
between scienrists, the workers affected, their families
and industry. This is clear when one realizes how long
this struggle has gone on already and how strongly it
has been fought for decades.
The first resulrs of srudies of rhe cancer risk caused by
asbestos fibres were obmined as early as rhe 1920s, and
new studies began in rhe 1950s, rhe results of which
have been available for over rwenty years now. In the
USA, for example, where probably the mosr dehiled
research has been carried out, long-term studies have
been conducted involving 16 000 dock workers who
were in direct conract with asbesros.
All these studies very quickly disappeared into the fil-
ing cabinets of industry, ar leasr in the initial phase,
and shose who carried our rhese studies 
- 
and rhere is
proof of this 
- 
were subjected to considerable pres-
sure, at least in rhe early years, not to publish the
results. Ve now find that rhis situation today is nor
very much better, when we consider how strongly rhe
asbesros lobby in the Federal Republic of Germany,
for example, reacted to a reporr of the Federal Minis-
ry of the Environment and how many court actions
are currently being conducted in the Federal Republic
against. people who have simply indicated in advenise-
menrs lhar asbestos products may be carcinogenic.
'!7'hen one sees rhis happening, ir becomes clear that a
power struggle is still underway.
Regardless of this knowledge we have had for over
[wenty years, asbestos consumption continues to
increase. It is now esrimared to total about 5.2 million
[onnes per year. A funher inreresting point, however,
and one which makes the whole issue so difficult, is
the fact that there is very narrow venical concenffa-
tion in the major companies, with control, in some
instances, of the whole processing line from the mine
[o the asbestos cemenr processing plant, as in the case
of the Schmidtheimy Group in Switzerland.
Now in rhe discussion on asbesros, and rhis has
already been made clear by the rwo rapponeurs, Mrs
Schleicher and Mrs Scrivener, rhere are a few points
which remain undisputed. The firsr is rhar asbestos is
considered throughout the world to be one of rhe ren
most dangerous carcinogenic substances in existence.
Secondly, asbestos causes various diseases: on rhe one
hand, asbestosis, the fibre disease, and on the other
hand various rypes of cancer such as lung cancer and
mesothelioma. This is imponant because they have to
be taken inro accounr when it comes ro taking action.
Thirdly, the carcinogenic effect of asbesros can no[ be
determined according ro the quantity of asbestos fibers
inhaled. This means 
- 
and ir has also been proved by
the Vorld Health Organization in irs international
cancer research institure 
- 
that only by applying the
zero [hreshold is it possible ro ensure complete elimi-
nation of the danger of cancer to employees.
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Fourthly 
- 
and this too is undisputed 
- 
the time
required by asbestos to take effect can vary, i.e. in
some cases as long as 20 to 30 years, and at the same
time, the period of exposure to asbestos fibres may
also vary. It is therefore very difficult to check
whether a person dying of lung cancer at the age of 50
or 60 may have been exposed to considerable quanti-
ties of asbestos fibres ar the age of 20. First it is
assumed that the person died because he was a smoker
and nobody thinks of performing an autopsy ro check
whether his lungs contain fibre residue, for example.
This is one of the main problems in this matter.
Fifthly, and this is directly connected with the previous
point, the effect of asbestos fibres unfonunately may
be increased by other harmful substances, such as ciga-
rette smoke or waste gases from industry and automo-
biles.
The next undisputed point, which again makes sub-
sequent. assessment very difficult, is the fact that con-
tamination may occur in many different activitres. First
of all, we have direct contact with asbestos, which is
the simplest to check and to provide protection
against.
\7ith products containing asbestos, however, the prob-
lem becomes much more complicated. It begins with
the demolition of old buildings in which asbestos was
used without inhibition. Danger also exists on new
building sites, however, where workers handle asbes-
tos cemen[ slabs which of course do not bear indivi-
dual warnings of risk from asbestos, with the result
that the workers still apply their tools to this material,
and thus increase the risk.
Fine asbestos dust is dispersed in the air. !7e find this
asbestos contamination not just in working areas, but
in our environment and coming not just from natural
sources but from asbestos products, too.
It is assumed that the emission from products is higher
than that of industry. This pollution is to be found
above all in areas of high population, but we are now
also finding it in areas previously considered to be
'clean'. On Austrian farms, in small villages, a much
higher fibre content is found in the vicinity of houses
with eternit-slate roofs.
It is also an undisputed fact that industry has introd-
uced substantial preventive measures to reduce the
fibre content of the air in line with laws and regula-
tions in all our Member States. However, the actual
effectiveness of this protection as far as asbestos pro-
ducts are concerned is illustrated by what I have just
said.
It is also clear that thousands upon thousands of peo-
ple would still be alive today if industry had tackled
the problem of asbestos fibre risk early enough and
with a sense of responsibility, that is, if it had
immediarcly drawn reasonable conclusions from the
studies, by replacing asbes[os products step by srcp
wirh less dangerous products. \7e would then have
been a good deal funher than we are today.
These points are in fact undisputed, altough there
were also members in the Committee who did not
accept them. If all this is correct, however, something
must be done as quickly and reasonably as possible.
Risk can only be prevented properly by substitution, as
the'!7orld Health Organization has said, also. Now
we are faced with the question of whether an imme-
diate ban of asbestos is justifiable? Ve have two pro-
posals for amendmenm on this subject. I believe that
this is hardly possible for the moment, although I
would prefer this solution. On the one hand, it is not
yet possible to use substitutes in all areas, and on the
other hand, it would not be possible to extend the
range of products to include alternative products
immediarcly except in a few companies: in all others it.
would take a little longer. However, we also find that
there has been a total ban of asbestos in Denmark for
two years now and this has not had a noticeably nega-
tive effect on the country's economy.
I now take the view that we need a period of ransition
which is acceptable from the environmental and
economic point of view. This period must be re-
stricted, however, otherwise the existing substitutes
will not be used and the pressure required to bring
about a real improvement in the situation will not be
exerted.
My motion, which is backed by the Socialist Group,
proposes the introduction of a gradual reducdon in
the use of asbestos over a period of ten years and the
immediate use of substitutes wherever [hese are avail-
able and can be used.
'!7e also believe thar a caalogue of substitute sub-
stances should be drawn up because many are not yet
aware of the wide range of substitutes which are
akeady available.
By way of an example, a large automobile company in
the Federal Republic produces brake linings without
asbestos for expon; the vehicles in the Federal
Republic, however, sdll use asbestos brake linings.
This, therefore, is an area where a switch from one
product to another could be made immediately with-
out problems or economic consequences.
And now we come rc the problem of crocidolite and
chrysotile. One section of this House 
- 
and I am glad
there is a majority for it in the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection 
-held the view that crocidolite should be banned
immediately because it is more dangerous. There are
other opinions on this, but very recent studies show
that more dust is circulated where crocidolite is pro-
cessed, the fibres are longer, thinner and therefore
more dangerous, they are tougher than other fibres,
and therefore penetrate very much funher into the
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body and remain there longer, and rherefore it is
assumed that they carry with rhem a much greater
cancer risk than all orher types of fibres.
The Commission has now tried to ban crocidolite in a
rather strante formulation. It has said somerhing like,
'the use of crocidolite is forbidden . . . excepr in rhe
following cases . . .' and then come rhe exceprions.
Strangely enough, one of rhese is rhe production of
large tubes, in fact precisely a secror where 940lo of the
products consist of crocidolite only 
- 
where crocidol-
irc really plays an imponant role. Neirher was rhe
Commission able to give the Committee a satisfacrory
answer on the reasons for irresolute attitude.
And now we come ro rhe question the substitute: Mrs
Schleicher has just spoken about them. There is no
point in going into demil about hitheno known risks,
but this does not mean rhar we should leave known
risks alone as well.
I do not think this would be in rhe inreresr of rhose
who have to work with these products. If we know
there is a risk, we must eliminate it immediarely. !7e
cannot simply say the risk is there, people are dying,
the people are wasting away with horrible, slow-acting
diseases 
- 
and then say '. . . we do not know whether
the other products are more dangerous or not'. Furrh-
ermore, it is an undisputed fact thar most substitures
have long proved much less harmful by reason of their
different fibre structure.
I have brought a cassette with me roday which has
made a very deep impression on me. This cassette
gives a detailed description of rhe dramaric procedure
for the recognition of occupational diseases as con-
ducted in a panicular firm. It contains the voices of
people who did not survive until the end of the proce-
dure. It shows how long, how degrading and inhuman
these procedures are, although their sole purpose is ro
ensure that the victims of these diseases for which they
are not responsible, at least obtain financial compensa-
tion afterwards, for which rhey have to fight for so
long, for themselves, and 
- 
since it is too late in most
cases 
- 
at least for their families.
I think we should draw the right conclusions from our
experience from the past and impose a gradual ban on
asbestos to improve the situation as quickly as possible
for all: for workers as well as for rhe population as a
whole.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (Chrisrian-Democraric Group).
Mr Alber. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men. Health is such an imponant asse[ tha[ we musr
do everything we can ro prorecr it, and it is betrer ro
do too much than rco lirtle. Nevenheless, we must nor
throw out the baby with rhe bath water, because
anyone who wants to remain healthy and live to a ripe
old age must give up earing, stop working and not go
out any more.
Anyone who talks of power struggles in this contexr is
throwing out the baby with rhe bath water. I rhink we
should keep ideologies out of these matters. The risks
presented by asbestos mainly stem from the facr that it
was used in a very uninhibited manner in rhe past, but
a greal deal has changed. Many processes, such as the
spraying merhod, have been discontinued and ir is
therefore unfair to refer ro reports based on com-
pletely differbnt circumsrances.
I say 'unfair', but I almost feel like saying 'frivolous'.
For the rest, asbestos occurs in large quantities in the
natural environmentl all the Alps are full of ir and
hence the warer, too, bur in this precise area there are
very healthy people, and very interesring people for
that matter, when I consider the Bavarians.
Ve cannot provide a substirute for everything ar pres-
enr, and to be fair, we should also talk about how
many lives asbestos has already saved as a means of
fire protecrion or material for car brakes. Menrion
should also be made of rhe water pipes which are par-
ticularly imponant ro rhe counrries of the Third
\ilorld, and countries like Zimbabwe, which are major
suppliers of asbestos.
I have therefore submitted an amendment proposal to
the effect that blue asbestos should be allowed for
large tubes with a minimum diameter of 800 mm,
because these rubes can be hardened only by using this
material. However, in order ro ensure rhat health is
really protected, my proposal makes provision for a
release quantity of 0.2 fibres per mm.
I think this will take accounr of any misgivings; we
should beware of discrediting cenain materials by way
of individual bans. As I have said, good health is an
asset we have to protect, but we must nor throw out
the baby with the bath water.
Prcsident. 
- 
The debate is adjourned.l
Tbe sitting utas suspended at 8.15 p.m. and resumed at
9.15 p.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the continuation of thejoint debate on [he reporrs by Mrs Scrivener (Doc.
l-916/81) and Mrs Schleicher (Doc. 1-903/81).
I Votes: see Annex.
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I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Prout. 
- 
Mr President, the Commission proposal
appears to have gone funher than the present state of
sciendfic knowledge jusdfies. There is no proof that
asbestos in all its forms is dangerous. Moreover, we do
not yet know whether any substitutes chosen will be
safe.
The grounds for prohibiting the use of chrysotile
asbestos in the listed products, as expressed in this pro-
posal, are based on fears that the fibres may be
released during application or service and inhaled by
persons nearby. But in many cases these fears are
unjusdfied. For example, in paints, mastics and adhe-
sives the asbestos fibres are dispersed in organic resi-
nous material and are not carried on rhe air as respira-
ble fibres.
This view has been supported by all relevant
authorities concerned with industrial health.
This list, therefore, should be confined to those mater-
ials and purposes acknowledged to represent a real
risk. This risk should be determined by a limitation of
exposure [es[ as defined in the committee's amend-
ments to the Commission proposal which mv group
will suppon.
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
I call the Communists and Allies Group.
Mrs Le Roux. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, a debate on
asbestos might appear primarily technical and remote
from the daily concerns of the public. But we are
avare that the word asbestos conjures up a highly legi-
timate disquiet in the minds of thousands of workers
whose health and lives are too frequently threatened
by the use of this material.
It is our awareness of this problem which makes the
French Communists and Allies share a keen interest in
the constructive comments raised by the Commission's
proposals for a directive and the two reports by mem-
bers of the Committee on the Environment.
The improvement of living and working conditions 
-circd as a target in the Treary of Rome 
- 
ought rc
occupy a much more central place in our common
concerns. The possibility of building a Europe with an
effective social policy lies in our desire to extend the
benefits of the most advanced bodies of legislation to
all workers in our various countries.
These two proposed directives 
- 
one aiming at pro-
[ecting workers from the hazards of exposure to
asbestos and the other at limiting the market availabil-
iry and use of asbestos 
- 
fit perfecrly rnto an
approach of harmonizing what is best through social
progress, and our group is happy to be able to make a
positive contribution to these developments. \7hile we
recognize the overall merit inherent in these proposals
for directives, we feel that some of the provisions
which they contain warrant critical assessment. To a
large extent, this would obviate the need to adopt
what are otherwise a cenain number of useful amend-
ments. To be specific, we consider it a drawback that
rhe two proposals for oudawing the use of crocidolite
- 
a variety of asbestos whose excessively dangerous
character is incontestable 
- 
are not [he same. '!7'e
should therefore like to declare our resenr'ations about
authorizing the use of blue asbestos. Indeed, the
authorization of its use goes against the principle that
employers are solely responsible for working condi-
dons. Talking about exposure limit values, we think it
would be a good idea to lower the threshold level 
-
as suggested by a number of amendments 
- 
and we
feel this panicularly because doubs remain regarding
the level of rcxicity capable of provoking cancer.
Finally, it is our belief that the effectiveness of any
social reform 
- 
wharcver its character 
- 
can only be
guaranteed by the wholeheaned panicipation of
workers and their representatives in its application.
That is the main point of our amendments. \il'e think it
is essential rc build up workers' capacity for defending
themselves so that they can be on their guard against
the consequences of working with asbestos or other
dangerous products and so that they can ensure that
the standards laid down to safeguard their health are
adhered to. To this end, one of our amendments pro-
vides for bodies representing workers to have the right
to veto the implementation of proposed decisions
which they deem dangerous.'!7'e believe that even the
best social provisions in the world are destined to
remain a dead letter without the experienced panici-
pation of workers in their application. Given the useful
nature of the proposals for directives and the potendal
for improvements embodied in a number of the
amendments, we trust that we will be able to approve
and vote for the two motions for resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Collins.
Mr Collins. 
- 
Mr President, nobody who has ever
visited the areas of the asbestos mines of the old
variety or who has met some of the people who once
worked in these mines can be in any doubt of the dan-
gers involved in the use in an uncontrolled way of
asbestos: diseases of the lung, reducing healthy work-
ers to nothing more than wrecks; diseases of the lung
producing death measured by trade unions over many
years of struggle rying to assert their righs. It is a
long time since the dangers were recognized and it is a
long time now, I suppose, since action was first taken.
Crocidolirc is already rctally banned in the United
Kingdom and I must say that it would be a great tra-
gedy if we were to have to retreat from that panicular
position there. But gradually the whole world has
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become aware and gradually controls have been
improved and substitutes have been developed in one
or two significant areas.
It is because of this realizarion thar rhe Socialist Group
has tabled the oral question which is pan of rhis
debate. Ve discover that ar the same time as rhese rwo
draft directives are being presented to rhis Parliamenr,
and at the same [ime as it appears rhat we are making
progress, it has been shown to us thar the Commission
has been involved in the prepararion of an inrerna-
tional symposium on asbesros in Canada, along wirh
the Canadian Governmenr and rhe Government of
Quebec and an organization known as the Interna-
tional Asbestos Association.
Mr President, I have no objection and the Socialist
Group has no objection to this. Indeed, we encourage
the Commission to panicipate in international sympo-
sia. !fle would even encourage the Commission rc help
to organize these and give them suppon. However,
the circumstances here are a little bit differenr and I
think are a litde bit disturbing. For example, it would
appear to us that the symposium is dominated by the
International Asbestos Association, and many people
in the trade union movement feel that the contents of
this symposium are biased towards finding a justifica-
tion for the continued use of asbestos in circumstances
that I think this Assembly will not approve of.
It is all u..y *.il for Mr Alber in his speech earlier on
to say'we should keep ideology out of this debate',
That is fine, Mr President, but there are many many
people in the trade union movement who sdll have
unhappy memories of their fight to have the suffering
from effects of asbestos recognized and they remem-
ber how reluctant were the employers to help them.
Therefore, Mr President, we want. to know why the
ETUC u/as not involved right from the beginning in
the preparatory work for this symposium.
Secondly, given the responsibility of the Social Affairs
Directorate-General for health and safety and recog-
nizing that health and safery must be a central pan of
any such symposium, we are a little bit surprised to
find that the Social Affairs Direcrorate-General was
not consulted until long after the original prepararory
work was done, and we want to know why.
Thirdly, to make marrers worse, we undersrand rhat
representatives of industry did panicipate wirh the
Commission in thar prepara[ory work and somerimes
the same people were indusrrial representatives and
sometimes they were government representatives.
Now that does not do anything for our confidence in
the intentions of the Commission and we ask, there-
fore, for them to clarify their position.
Founhly, we discovered rhat a letter has been sent
from rhe Commission ro rhe Swedish Government
containing a hint of a threat of action under GATT if
Sweden continued to improve its already high stand-
ard of protection against the dangers of asbesros.
Ve want to know whether the Commission agrees
with this letter. '!7e want to know how they can justify
it. Does it not seem to indicate that the suspicions of
the ETUC about the symposium are justified?
Finally, Mr President, the work of this Parliament is ro
open up the work of the Commission and of the
Council to public scrutiny. Parliament will become a
respected institurion in Europe only if it learns to ask
awkward questions. The orher Community institurions
will also be respected if they can show clearly and
without doubt that these quesrions can be answered,
that there is nothing rc hide; that there are no con-
tradictory, ambiguous and misleading policies being
followed. The oral question, Mr President, is there-
fore a contribution [o rhar spirit of openness which we
pursue in the Community and we look forward to a
clear and, I hope, doubt-dispelling reply. Bur I musr
say, Mr Presidenr, shat if we do not get a doubr-dis-
pelling reply, then the questions we ask will become
more and more awkward.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Protopapadakis.
Mr Protopapadakis. 
- 
(GR) Now that previous
speakers have developed the subjecr, I should like ro
dwell a little on the problem of crocidolire.
The motions for resolutions and the amendments
before us seek to ensure improved working conditions
in factories and mines where asbesros is produced. I
consider, however, that the proposal by the Com-
mittee on the Environmenr to prohibit crocidolite
without excep[ion is very final and absolute, while rhe
data on which those who are proposing it base their
views are indefinite and doubtful, as has been stressed
both by the rapponeurs and by the spokesman for rhe
Socialist Group, who repeatedly starcd rhat the data
currendy known to science concerning the effects of
asbestos on human health have nor yer been clarified.
On the other hand, it is absolutely cenain rhat with
the fuss we are making about asbestos 
- 
and we often
do the same with regard ro other similar marrers 
- 
we
are causing panic in public opinion, and if v/e ger [o
the stage of inciting consumers and workers to the
irrational fear rhar asbesros is a rerrible and deadly
poison, what will we have gained?
The only thing that will happen is thar we will make
even more workers unemployed, while the consumers
will look for other materials, which will be plastics.
And it is very likely that rhese plastics cause grearer
harm to man and to the environmenr rhan asbestos
does.
In order to avoid crearing such a panic without good
reason, we must. nor be absolute in our decisions. An
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appropriate restriction on crocidolite and on asbesros
in general, as originally imposed by rhe Commission,
is sufficient. In panicular I think that is would be use-
ful to exempt from the prohibition rhe production of
asbestos cement pipes and other substances the use of
which does not pollute the atmosphere.
It would be sad and pointless ro pur an end without
good reason to an industrial activity which has become
internationally established and which is a healrhy cell
in the Community economy. Perhaps the zeal, I
would even say the missionary zeal, of. those who wish
to bring about decisions for the protection of the envi-
ronment can, if exaggerated, develop in some cases
into over-protection. It can be compared to the pro-
rccrion given by the mother who wrapped her child up
so tightly to protect him from the cold that he died
from asphyxia. If we wish to protect workers, we must
propose measures to improve working conditions, not
close down industries and make the workers unem-
ployed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Verroken.
Mr Verroken.- (NL) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, I should first of all like to congratulate the two
rapponeurs on the dedication, sensitivity and discrimi-
nation with which they have carried out their difficult
and delicate task.
As I am sure everyone realizes, there is still an unre-
solved controversy regarding cenain aspects of these
two motions for resolutions in the Parliamentary
Committee too, as can be seen nol only from the lack
of unanimity in the voting on these reports, but also
from the disrurbingly contradictory nature of the texts
adopted.
The fact thar many quesrions of a sciendfic nature sdll
remain unanswered and the great disagreement
regarding blue asbestos, which is allegedly more dan-
terous, do not make our job easy. I inrcnd to call a
spade a spade and I will therefore make no bones
about the fact that my attitude is partly dercrmined by
the fact of the socio-economic situation and, in pani-
cular, by the exisrcnce of a number of cement works in
my country. The situation is easier for those Members
who come from countries where cement products of
which blue asbestos forms an essendal constituent are
not produced. In my country, a fundamental ban on
blue asbestos would result in the immediate shutdown
of a massive producdon apparatus and would threarcn
3 000 jobs at one fell sc/oop 
- 
which is a reladvely
large number of jobs for a small country such as my
own. At the present dme, a ban of this kind would
have disastrous social consequences which cannot sim-
ply be glossed over.
As a complete layman where asbestos problems are
concerned 
- 
even after being approached by rhe
indusry 
- 
I regarded it as my intellectual dury to
consult all the scientific, medical, rechnical, trade
union, administrative and policy-making bodies in my
country, both oumide as well as inside the industry,
which might possibly be competent on this quesrion.
This led to the following provisional conclusions:
1. that factories where asbestos is processed must be
subject to the most stringent safety regulations
and operate and produce under the most stringent
surveillance with a view to protecting both rhe
workers and the consumer;
2. that no substitutes have as yet been found for blue
asbestos;
3. that as a result of the great affinity between
cement and asbestos, subsequent release of pure
asbestos is vinually impossible and rhat asbestos
cemen[ is not a synonym for asbestos;
4. that all the so-called counter-arguments which
have been put forward have nothing to do wirh
the chemical processes and working techniques
currently in use but relate to the production and
processing conditions of at least 30 years ago.
Under these circumstances, therefore, it strikes me as
reasonable, subject to funher thorough sciendfic
investigation, to place our confidence in the original
Commission proposals.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Schleicher.
Mrs Schleicher. 
- 
(DE) I was pleased to hear Mr
Collins mention the progress that has been made in an
area which has already been a source of great concern
to us. It has been possible, over the last ten years, to
utilize the experience gained from scientific research
to push through improvements in works and factories,
and that 
- 
in my opinion 
- 
is something which has
been too little heeded. The fact is that a very great
deal has been done in this field 
- 
more in some coun-
rries than in others 
- 
and it is our job here to ensure
that what has been achieved so far in the interesrs of
those who have to work with asbestos is adopred like-
wise by those countries which are so far lagging
behind, in the interests of their workers too.
However, in the case of asbestos, certain parties in
cenain countries have, for some time now, been pur-
suing ideological ends with the aid of health policy
considerations, using statistics and estimates which
are, in my view, irresponsible.
For that reason, I should like to quote the occupa-
tional medicine expen, Professor Valentin, who said
that medicine is, to a very large extent, a factually-
based science, and who dismissed exrapolations,
model calculations, hypotheses and unproven wilight
satistics as speculation, especially in cases where they
were derived from the distant past or emanated from
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other countries with different technologies and infer-
ior safety provisions.
Fictitious or imaginary data are no basis for a modern
and socially aware industrialized country to enact
laws, regulations or provisions, and specifically
prohibiting provisions. In this case, I panicularly
deplore the two-faced morality with which cenain
people attempt to pursuade the public that risks can be
eliminarcd entirely from a modern indusrialized
society. Asbesros is only one of 900 known carcino-
genic substances, of which there may be as many as
2 500. I am quite sure that the solution to this problem
is not to be found in simply banning all these subst-
ances,
Mrs \fleber referred to the lobby which she claimed
was exening pressure. I get the impression from what
she said that, as far as she is concerned, 'lobby'equals
'industry'. Of course, I have received representations
from industry, but I have also been contacted by a
number of workers who have tried 
- 
successfully 
-to force through improvements at their place of work.
I have also received representations from the trade
unions, which I also regard as a lobby. In fact, a
'lobby' is to my mind a positive thing, in that it is up to
everyone with an interest in the matter at hand to state
his point of view.
That does not mean to say, though, that we listen to
only one side or the other. Everyone must have a
chance to Air his views. For instance, I was very sur-
prised to find that workers in factories put forward
suggestions which were different from those advanced
by the trade union leaders. The rade unions have
clearly decided at European level that asbestos must be
banned, but as you yourself said, Mrs Veber, such a
thing is simply not feasible at the present time. On the
other hand, we have the problems of the workers
themselves, who are confronted daily 
- 
or at least
very often 
- 
with the spectre of unemployment.
There must surely be a reasonable alternative to these
two extremes.
I believe that the directive, in its present form, incor-
porating the amendments, which are of course
weighted differently, provides the basis for a solution
at Community level in accordance with the nature of
the problem.
On the one hand, it is irresponsible rc unsettle rhe
public at large by overstating the dangers of asbestos
- 
as has cenainly happened.
On the other, it was also irresponsible in the past not
to devote to asbestos the kind of attention it should
have received in the interests of prorecring human
lives. That was everybody's fault, because no-one
pressed for improvements, and so I cannot single out
any one party now to take the blame for having done
nothing. The fact is that, when nothing is done, we are
all at fault.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kyrkos.
Mr Kyrkos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we shall be voting
in favour of all the proposals aimed at strengthening
the measures to protect the health of those working in
the asbestos indusry or with asbestos products. Major
scientific studies are already available as a basis for
establishing international criteria for the permissible
limit values. On this point, the regulations must be
strict and must provide for stiff penalties against viola-
rions under the supervision of the workers. Provided
rhat this condition is strictly fulfilled, we disagree wirh
the complete prohibition of the use of crocidolite,
which is already essenrial for the manufacture of
asbestos cement and special cement pipes, and because
there are as yet no sure substitutes for it. Moreover,
rhe scientific data, as was pointed out in the course of
the debate, are sdll conflicting, and such an exagger-
ated step at the present time would increase unem-
ployment in countries which have built up such an
industry on a major scale, such as Greece.
I have here a recent memorandum from the General
Vorkers' Confederation of Greece, issued after the
changes in irc leadership, and I should like to draw the
atrenrion of the Members present to the fact that it
may well be that major opposing interests will cast
their shadow over our discussions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Eisma.
Mr Eisma. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
make a few remarks in connection with the Scrivener
and Schleicher reports. It is a widely-known fact that
the inhalation of asbestos can lead to various illnesses.
Anyone who has driven along the nonh-east coast of
Corsica in a 2 CV, as I have, will still remember driv-
ing for kilometer after kilometer through enormous
dust clouds from the Canari asbestos quarry which can
be seen from a great distance. Fonunately, this breed-
ing ground for lung diseases has been shut for 17 years
now and it is a good thing, therefore, tha[ the old
directive for the protection of the consumer should
now be brought up-to-date and that a new directive
for the protection of workers has been submitted to
Parliament. In both of the resolutions before us today,
and in the Commission's proposed directive too, it is
recommended that we make a serious search for sub-
stitutes which are not harmful and which require
equally harmless substances for their production. '!7e
wholeheanedly go along with this but nevenheless
think that, for the time being, it is not possible to find
substitutes for all types of asbestos and therefore sup-
port the proposals by the Committee on the Environ-
ment. 'W'e iritend, therefore, to oppose those amend-
ments which advocate a total ban on the use of asbes-
tos. Ve would, however, like to draw artention to a
strange inconsistency in the work in the Committee on
the Environment. According to Mrs Scrivener's report,
the use of blue asbestos will only be permitted under
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the terms set out in Directive 76/769/EEC. However,
in Mrs Schleicher's report, the Committee on [he
Environment proposes a total ban on the use of blue
asbestos in this Directive. If this is adopted, there
would be no need for the use of blue asbestos to be
made subject to the provisions of the Directive.
Finally, Mr President, an explanation of our Amend-
menr No 17. The Commission proposal prohibits the
use of cenain asbestos fibres for air filtration. The
amendments by the Committee on the Environment
restrict this ban to filters for liquids. Ve propose
therefore reinstating the ban on air filters and I am
convinded that you will give your support to this
amendment.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Narjes, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, the Commission would like to begin by
thanking the two rapporteurs, Mrs Schleicher and Mrs
Scrivener, most sincerely for their excellent reports,
and to extend a word of thanks too to the Chairman
and members of the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection for all the
work they have put in.
In all the Member States of the Community, asbestos
is one of the central elements in public discussion of
environmental policy, something which rcday's debate
has underlined. This general discussion has led at
Community level too to various initiatives, including
the proposed directives we are debating today, with
the dual aims of restricting the marketing and use of
asbestos and providing protection for workers in the
industry.
In view of what is 
- 
in part at least 
- 
the great politi-
cal, economic, social and health imponance of the
proposals, greal care must be taken before any deci-
sions are made, and I feel bound to poinr out to those
ladies and gentlemen who are nking an interest in the
matter that the DM published a few weeks ago a very
good summary of the availability and use of asbestos, a
repon which might very well yield additional informa-
tion for cenain speakers so that this subject can be
dealt with on a proper factual basis.
Turning first of all to Mrs Schleicher's report, I should
like to point out that it was rhe European Parliament
itself which gave rise to rhis proposed directive in the
first place as a result of its resolution of 16 December
1977 on the health hazards of asbesros and of l1 May
1979 on environmental carcinogens. The aim of this
proposal, apart from ensuring the free circulation of
goods within the European Community, was first and
foremost to prorcct life and health, and therefore pro-
vides for extensive restrictions on the marketing and
use of cenain dangerous sons of asbestos.
In this case, the Commission thinks it right and proper
to amend its original proposal, which it forwarded rc
the Council two years ago, by adopting the amend-
ments ro Anicle I (5.2) and (5.3) proposed by the
committee, subject to a different wording.
The requirement here is that the use of the authorized
product should be prohibited unless the harmful
release of fibres is prevented. From my own visits to
works, I have gained rhe impression that substantial
progress has been made in this respect over recent
years in all modern works and I believe this must be
taken into consideration in our assessment of the
problem. 'W'e must not base our judgement on [he
production methods used in the 1950s and 1950s when
we come rc decide on asbestos in the present decade.
Our criterion is the same as is quoted in the draft
directive on the protection of workers 
- 
rapporteur
Mrs Scrivener 
- 
namely, one fibre per ml, a figure
that has been accepted by the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection. A
time restriction on authorized exemptions, as called
for in Amendment No 13, seems to us to be no longer
necessary, as, assuming that the amendments are
adopted, the health risk will be much less than for
many other products and activities. Perhaps I may be
allowed to point ou[ that the number of proven cases
of asbestos-induced illness for which compensation
has been granted is, in the case of the German trade
cooperative associations, something like 1.70/0, or
exactly one-tenth of the number of cases of silicosis
for which compensation has likewise been granted.
That is 
.iust to illustrate the magnitude of the problem.
As a result, the only provision which we do not regard
as immediately feasible is the amendment proposed in
Anicle I (5.1), calling for the prohibition of the plac-
ing on the market and the use of crocidolite (blue
asbestos) fibres or of products containing them. How-
ever, [he Commission is prepared to limit its original
proposal and allow exemptions only for pipes of a
minimum diameter of 800 mm, which is the point
made in Amendment No 3 nbled by Mr Alber.
Provision could also be made for a deadline for the
[wo exemptions, which would then only be extended if
it were ultimately found that there were really no sub-
stitute materials available. That, of course, is the risk
inherent in all deadlines 
- 
we do not know when
development work will be completed. '!(i'e can only
keep introducing into the discussion on an experimen-
ml basis. The Commission also feels that there should
be no immediate ban on products containing blue
asbestos which were already in use when the directive
came into force and which, by their very nature,
involve no particular health hazards.
As regards the proposed amendment to Article I (5.4),
rhe Commission feels that this point is jusdfied in prin-
ciple, but should be incorporated in point 8 of the
motion for a resolution on the grounds that a directive
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cannot, be addressed to the Commission 
- 
which is
coverd by paragraph 5.4 
- 
but merely to the Member
States. For that reason, this poinr must be included in
point 8. To accord with the requiremenrs ser our in rhe
proposed amendmen[, research work inro substiture
materials will have to be carried our, such rhar the
findings can be reflected in Community legisladon.
!7e shall be uking up rhis suggestion ro rhe exrenr ro
which it is feasible from the staffing .and financial
points of view.
As regards Mrs Scrivener's report, I should like to
point out ro begin wirh rhat the draft directive on
asbestos at work is based on the Council Directive of
27 November 1980 on the protection of workers from
the risks relating to exposure to chemical, physical and
biological agents at work, which calls on the Member
States to take steps with a view to keeping an adequate
check on the state of health of workers during the
period of exposure and of keeping workers informed
as to the risks inherent in conract wirh asbestos.
The outline directive provides for separate directives,
the aim being to lay down limit values and other
special provisions relating to a number of agents,
including asbestos. This is the second in the series of
separate directives.
The outline directive itself is based in turn on the
Council Decision of 1973 on rhe European Com-
munity programme of action on safety and health at
work. The present proposal is therefore a logical pro-
gression in the development of Community instru-
ments aimed at improved protection for workers
within the Community.
It rakes into consideration work which has akeady
been done at Community level, including the Euro-
pean Parliament's resolution on the health hazards of
asbestos of 16 December 1977.
Moving on the specific point of the limit values for
crocidolite, I am pleased that Parliament has accepted
the Commission's view and suppons our feeling that
crocidolite is more dangerous than other fibres. That
is precisely why the Commission has proposed lower
limit values for crocidolite, with a view to reducing to
a minimum the risk of cancer from this particular type
of asbestos.
The amendment proposing to make the limit value for
blue asbestos the same as for orher fibres runs counrer
to this view, as workers will continue ro be exposed to
crocidolite in rhe course of rheir work, for insrance, in
building demolition work or in the cutting of asbestos.
The Commission canno[ accep[ rhar insufficienr pro-
tection be afforded [o rhese workers, and for this
reason, we are unable to suppon the proposed amend-
ment.
The Commission can accepr mosr of the other amend-
men6 
- 
with the exception of No 38 
- 
from rhe
point of view of content, although our acceptance
must be subject to modifications to the wording and
coordination with the con[ex[ of the directive as a
whole.
The proposal advanced in Amendment No 38 is for
Anicle 15 rc be deleted entirely, the idea being rc do
away with compulsory regular health checks on work-
ers. The Commission is unable to go along with this
idea.
As regards the oral question tabled by Mr Collins and
others, the world symposium on asbestos to be held in
Montreal 
- 
Canada being one of the leading prod-
ucers of asbestos 
- 
is being staged, as far as the Com-
mission is aware, to enable the representatives of che
sciendfic communiry, the trade unions and industry to
put forward their views on the asbestos problem. It is
not an event organized by the Commis.sion. Nor are
we co-organizers of the project. The Commission has
merely been represented temporarily in the steering
committee by one of its officials ro enable us [o obtain
more detailed information on lhe nature of the confer-
ence.
Mr Davignon, who will be in Canada at the invitation
of the Canadian Government a[ the time of the con-
gress 
- 
albeit for other reasons 
- 
will be making a
speech on the periphery of the conference, as it were.
Otherwise, the Commission will be represenred at offi-
cial level under the auspices of the agreement on com-
mercial and economic cooperation between
Canada and the European Community.
The Commission believes it imponant that the sym-
posium make a positive contribution to the objective
evaluation of the dangers which might result from
asbestos, and of the chances of replacing asbestos by
materials of similar qualiry but with less health risk.
The Commission does not feel that, by panicipating in
this conference, it is violating the undenaking given ro
the European Parliament and the resultanr iniriatives
on the use of asbestos and the monitoring thereof. Let
me repeat: no plans have been made for the Com-
munity to contriburc financially to rhis symposium.
Moreover, all Directorates-General with any interest
in the subject have been consulted in the course of the
prepar^Lory work prior ro the symposium.
As regards the panicipation of rhe trade unions, rhe
Commission has been informed by its officials on rhe
srcering committee that the American rrade unions
attending the conference had undertaken ro guarantee
the representative and balanced participarion of all
rade union in[eres6, including rhe Europeans, and in
view of this undenaking, the Commission has taken
no steps imelf to ensure a European presence specifi-
cally from trade union circles.
Reference was made to a letter ro rhe Swedish
Government. I do not know whether rhe Honourable
Member is aware of the full text of this letter; if he is,
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I cannot quite understand the problem, because, the
fact is that, in the letter in question, rhe Communiry
- 
in the context of the usual contacts we maintain
with our major trading partners on the application of
GATI 
- 
points ou[ the possible consequences of
Swedish legisladon deviadng substandally from the
norm. The point at issue is asbestos, as is evident from
the draft asbestos legislation we are discussing here.
Given that it is normal in the context of GATT to deal
with differences of opinion on the application of regu-
lations according to the procedures laid down in
GATT, we have merely poinrcd out that the same pro-
cedure must be followed in this case too. There can be
absolutely no question of threats or intimidation or the
like. It is in fact 
- 
if you like 
- 
a purely routine mat-
ter, in that Community interests have been expressed
by the Director-General responsible in correspond-
ence with the third countries concerned.
Finally, as regards the panicipation of experts, the
Commission would like ro point out that, in drafting
directives, the Commission's officials consult all inrcr-
ested panies as a matter of course. The Commission
issues invitations to attend the meetings of the govern-
ment representatives to [he permanent rePresentatives
of the Member States. It is then up to the Govern-
ments to decide on the composition of their national
delegations, and their decision is accepted by the
Commission, even in cases where a delegation includes
representatives of industry. To be a representative of
industry is not to be branded unclean for the rest of
one's life, and if we find that a particular delegation
includes representatives of industry, we assume that
the government concerned regards them as particu-
larly expen in the field.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs !fleber.
Mrs Veber. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I was most sur-
prised rc hear Mr Narjes say that the Commission was
not one of the co-organizers of the Montreal Sympos-
ium. All the invitations and all the texts which have
been sent out on the subject of this Symposium name
as hosts the Canadian Government, the Government
of Quebec and the Commission of the European
Communities. I am sherefore astounded by Mr
Narjes's statement. Even if the Commission is not par-
ticipadng financially, the fact is rhat its panicipation is
on a very extensive scale. If the Commission had been
embarrassed about this, I am quite sure it could have
found ways and means of getting its name removed
from the invitations in this form.
In view of the autopsy findings in the case of people
who have died of asbestosis, mesotheliomas and lung
cancer, and where the cause of death has been found
to be asbestos fibres in their lungs or the other infected
parts of their bodies, it seems to me absolurely amaz-
ing and depressing that people should have been refer-
ring here to ficdtious data, unproven facts, exagger-
ated risks and unjustified fears. Given that so many
people have been shown to have died of asbestos
fibres, and that these people have unfortunately failed
to survive the complicated procedure of idendfying
their particular occupational disease, it really will not
do to go round using language like that. It remains an
indisputable fact that there is no limit value for the risk
of cancer caused by asbestos. Reducing the number of
fibres in the works, however well the monitoring sys-
[em works, will not reduce the cancer risk. That much
has been proved in any amount of scientific research,
and it is something which has consistently been con-
firmed by the \7orld Health Organization in all its
research. The effect is not to lessen the risk of cancer,
but only the risk of asbestosis. I would really ask you
to bear this point in mind. The point is not merely that
asbestos is one of the several hundred acknowledged
dangerous substances, Mrs Schleicher. In fact, asbes-
tos is one of the ten most dangerous substances in the
world, that is to say, one of the ten substances which
are responsible for most deaths. That is something we
must always remember.
As regards the protective measures, it is universally
acknowledged that the factories in which asbestos is
processed in its original form now rake maximum care
with regard to their precautionary measures. Thar is
something I said earlier. However, these precautionary
and monitoring measures are nor feasible at sub-
sequent processing stages, and my aurhoriry here is
not just any old fictitious reporrs or fictitous scienrific
opinions. Just go along ro the nearesr building sire and
see for yourself. I have done precisely that over recent.
months, and I have seen how asbestos products are
handled on many sites in a way which does not afford
the workers adequare prorecrion.
Mr Narjes, you referred to the small number of cases
which have been recognized as occupational diseases.
\7hen, as is rhe case for the entire area of Baden-
Vtintemberg and Bavaria, a total of only four build-
ing workers are officially recognized to be exposed to
asbestos fibres, you must surely admit that the proce-
dures used in the building indusry are clearly way
behind what is now accepted practice in orher indus-
tries. That is something which needs changing. These
things are not monitored adequately on rhe basis of
the directive in its present form, which means rhar it is
impossible to keep a check on whar is going on. For
this reason, I and my Group feel ir is sensible and
economically jusdfiable to call for rhe srep-by-step
replacement of asbestos by other materials, and it is by
no means pie in the sky to call for this process to be
completed within the next ren years.
Prcsident. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motions for
resolutions will be put to the vote at the next voting
ume.
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12. Animalfoodstffi and trade infresh meat
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe joint debare on lwo
rePorts:
- 
report. (Doc. l-977/81), drawn up by Mrs
Lenrz-Cornette on behalf of the Commitree
on the Environmenr, Public Healrh and Con-
sumer Protection, on the proposal from the
Commission ro the Council (Doc. 1-574/81)
for a decision on general conditions to be fol-
lowed for establishing microbiological crireria
for foodstuffs and feedingstuffs, including the
conditions for their prepararion, in the vereri-
nary, foodstuffs and animal nutririon secors;
- 
report. (Doc. 1-49/82), drawn up by Mrs
Krouwel-Vlam, on behalf of the Commirtee
on the Environmenr, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protecrion, on rhe proposal from the
Commission to the Council on fresh meat
(Doc. 1-585/81 
- 
COM(81) 503, 496, 504,
497,501 and 500 final).
I call Mrs Lentz-Cornerte.
Mrs Lentz-Cornette, rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presi-
dent, this proposal for a decision is the first element in
a body of Community legisladon which has ro be insti-
tuted in order to guaranree rhe hygienic srandards of
food for humans and animals alike.
It is common knowledge rhat foodstuffs and feeding-
stuffs can be classified according to their origin, by
which I mean wherher rhey are from the animal or
vegetable kingdom, their composirion, by which I
mean their nutritional value, and their appearance 
-colour, flavour, smell, mineral salt and viramin con-
tent, and also by whether they contain any hormones
and any microbes or nor.
A distinction must be drawn between harmless micro-
organisms presenting no dangers to man or animals,
such as those found in cheeses like Camemben and
Roquefon, for the bacreria, yeasts and moulds neces-
sary for the manufacture of orher cheeses, bread,
wine, beer and other products and, on rhe other hand,
those harmful micro-organisms which can cause ser-
ious illnesses in both men and animals. One example
are the salmonellas, which have become more and
more common 
- 
I don't suppose that there are many
people here today who have not, a[ some rime or
other, suffered from intesrinal complications due to
salmonellas 
- 
and closridium-botulinum 
- 
,l/ur-
stoergifier in German 
- 
which is capable of causing
severe poisoning in man and in some animals.
There are, therefore, countless varieties of micro-
organisms which can be found either in foods, or
which can be transmitted when foodstuffs are manu-
factured, stored or transported.
The proposal for a decision lays down a series of gen-
eral recommendations for the microbiological criteria
governing foodstuffs for men and animals. The super-
vision required must be effective, scientifically based,
and feasible. It should be applied equally in all Com-
munity Member States to avoid anomalies within the
Community. Some Member States already have very
strict regulations in this field. 'S7'e must harmonize
these laws on the basis of what is besr in the existing
regulations in the different countries.
Vith a view to rhe establishmenr of a Community
poliry on microbiological control of foodstuffs and
feedingstuffs, the proposal contains the following gen-
eral recommendations: the fixing of three levels of
microbiological criteria based on the nature of the risk
of contamination and its probability; the adoption of
common statistical sampling plans (number, manner,
size, time, place); choice of internationally recognized
detection tests; [he development of a procedure for a
product failing to satisfy a criterion; the proposal of a
lisr of food producrc for which ir is desirable ro have
Community microbiological criteria.
There are those who believe thar the supervision of
foodstuffs destined for human consumprion and of
feedingstuffs for animals should have been kepr separ-
ate. That is one way of seeing rhings but, to a large
exlent, the two sectors overlap since contaminating
agents accumulate in and are transferred from one ele-
ment to another in the food chain.
'What we are discussing now is only a framework deci-
sion which will lay down general principles for biolog-
ical control. Therefore, we are cerrain to dwell longer
on these subjects when it comes ro the practical appli-
cation of such a decision. The Committee on Agricul-
ture pronounced imelf in favour of this proposal and
our Committee on the Environment, Public Healrh
and Consumer Protecrion adopted it unanimously.
Moreover, I would point out that no amendments
have been raised. I therefore ask Members ro approve
this motion for a resolurion unanimously.
Mrs Krouwel-Mam, rdpportear. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, in the past only the Committee on Agriculture
was asked for its opinion on Commission proposals of
this kind. It is true that rhese Directives are aimed at
eliminating obstacles ro rrade, but nevenheless the
protection of the consumer in the Member States
forms the basis. I am as/are of the major trade interests
involved in the harmonizarion of these provisions, but
the health of the consumer should not be endangered
by meat of an inadequate quality. Vhat we are dis-
cussing here, after all, are health questions, and for
this reason it was a good rhing ro have rhe Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection srare its views on rhe marter. This Commis-
sion has discussed the quesrion in depth and I am
pleased to be able to inform you rhar it unanimously
supports this repon and has seen fir [o propose a num-
ber of changes and addidons in the form of amend-
ments with a view to improving and clarifying the
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Commission text. The opinion of the Committee on
Agriculture to the Committee on the Environment
contains a number of proposals some of which had
already been included in the draft repon and which,
for the rest, have been included in the repon befor us
today.
The number of directives regarding rade in fresh
meat, together with older technical annexes, is so vast
as to be vinually unmanageable. For those people who
cannot avoid working with them they rePresent a
maze of discouragement and an obstacle to Prac[ica-
bility. It must surely be possible to summarize a pack-
age of measures such as this in one or two directives,
which would make the situation more accePtable and
clearer to boot for those involved.
In addition, complicated legislarion means that inspec-
tion 
- 
which is a very imponant aspect 
- 
is inevita-
bly incomplete. \flhat do we in fact mean by 'Com-
munity inspection'? Inspection of inspection in the
Member States? Can the Commission tell us whether it
is adquately prepared for this task from both the quali-
tativs and the quantitative point of view? If not, we
can forget about effective inspection and we will
unfonunately have no adequate guarantee for the
application of all these directives. And who is to pay
for these inspections? Is it the government, the pro-
ducer or the consumer via price increases? I am very
taken, therefore, by the opinion of the Committee on
Agriculture, panicularly as regards the costs of veteri-
nary inspection, and for this reason, among others, I
calL on the Commission to draw up a horizontal guide-
line regarding these costs. '!7e as Members of Parlia-
ment are increasingly faced with directives and regula-
tions calling for checks on foodstuffs. \flhat we need is
a directive indicating precisely how the costs are to be
covered. This would create clarity and transparency as
regards the way in which the final price paid for a
product was arrived at. For the time being, the Com-
mittee on tke Environment aBrees with the Committee
on Agriculture that the costs must be borne by the
gorr.rn-.ntt of the Member States as is already the
i.s., o, at least pamly the case, in a number of Mem-
ber States. In cases of infringements of the relevant
provisions, it is obviously the offender who should
pay.
Mr President, it has repearcdly become aPparent in
recent years that there is a need for ad hoc measures !o
protect the consumer from harmful products. I am
thinking, for example, of the hormone scandal. There
is a great need for a positive list of substances and resi-
dues which are permitted in fresh meat. If we are
really to harmonize the EEC regulations, bilateral
agreemenrc which are not in line with Community
agreements must be discontinued. All fresh meats in
the Community must fulfill the requirements of these
Directives and this is one of the reasons for my
amendment to Ardcle 34 of the original text of the
directive since it would be foolish if it were possible to
get around the obligations imposed by this directive,
via Article 34 as it stands. Do we really want to elimi-
nate checks at the internal borders of the Community?
A considerable amount of meat from non-domesti-
cated animals comes onto the market from various
sources. How does the Commission intend, in the
interests of public health, to provide the consumer
with the guarantee that this meat also sadsfies the
requirements laid down in the directive? I might also
draw attention, in this connection, to the steady
increase in the number of holdings breeding animals
which until very recently have only been found in the
wild, such as wild boar and deer.
Mr President, let there be no misunderstanding 
- 
all
of these directives are intrinsically of great imponance
for the protection of the health of the consumer. Sub-
ject to a number of modifications and addidons as des-
cribed in the reports by the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, which also deals with consumer protection,
rhis Committee can give its support to the directives
proposed by the Commission. They represent
i-prore-ents for the funher liberalization of trade in
fresh meat and the guaranteeing of strict health stand-
ards in the interests of public health.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Eyraud.
Mr Eyraud. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, it is really going to be a Herculean task for me to
sum up, in under two minutes, all the ideas which I
have gathered throughout my long Practical exPeri--
.n.. of biology and of infected meat and foodstuffs of
animal origin. I will however try to list some of the
main points.
The first point that I want to make is that it is abso-
lutely essential that the staff responsible for the inspec-
tion of animals prior to slaughter and for post por,
mortem examination of carcasses are competent and
highly qualified. The level of qualificadon required 
-
which is a prime guarantee for consumers 
- 
must be
harmonized throughout the Community' The Com-
mission proposals constitute an initial step in the right
direction. It is necessary to go funher, however, and
desirable 
- 
as the Commission itself proposes 
- 
that
a critical assessment should be made after 20 years
with these regulations. The regulations themselves
must also be harmonized and must be made quite spe-
cific, both with respect to third countries and within
the Community itself. Only thus will we be able to
avoid the introduction of new or exotic diseases,
incompatibilities between the regulations and the
actual material resources available, and excess paper-
work.
One example of such incompatibility: it has been sug-
gested thai substance residue checks should be carried
out on between 10 and 50/o of animals slaughtered, but
the authorities should be made aware that the compe-
tent laboratories in France are hardly capable of deal-
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ing with a renrh of that figure and I am sure rhat in
other Member Stares, the figure is even lower.
An example of imprecision is the fact that no allusion
is made to pig carcasses in rhe proposed Directive
No 501. Yet we know the amounm of antibiodcs and
vermifuges or orher hormones absorbed by pigs thar
have been facrened by conveyor belt feeding in land-
less holdings. Another dangerous imprecision concerns
poultry. The water conren[ of poulrry mus[ be scrupu-
lously monitored if consumers are not to be deceived.
Since we are aware that rhis meat is subject ro immer-
sion trea[menr, rhe least we should do is to ensure [ha[
the water is free of microbes. Afrcr all, if we are going
to sell water ro consumers at the price of mear, the
least we can do is to make sure thar such water is
drinkable.
I will be sadsfied, ladies and genrlemen, if, by these
few remarks, I have managed to make a modest con-
rribution rc rhis debate in our Assembly and to
increase an aw'areness in those presen[ of the complex-
ity and gravity of the problem before us. Afrer all, it is
human health thar is at stake.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call rhe Commirtee on Agriculrure.
Mr Helms, drafisman of an opinion.- (DE) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the shon time available
this evening permits me ro make only a few cenral
points regarding the seven imponant proposals by the
Commission ro [he Council on fresh meat and stand-
ards for rhe manufacture and qualiry of foodstuffs and
feeding stuffs on which Mrs Lentz-Cornette has
drawn up her repon.
It should be panicularly sressed that the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection and rhe Committee on Agriculrure are in
complete agreement on this quesrion and I should like
to thank Mrs Krouwel-Vlam for emphasizing rhis
point. I hope the situation may remain this way in the
future too.
As draftsman of the opinion of the Commirree on
Agriculture I am very pleased [o nore that all the pro-
posals discussed and adopted by rhis Commitree in rhe
course of several meerings 
- 
a number of which have
been mentioned by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam 
- 
have also
been adopted by rhe Committee on Consumer Prorec-
tion. I see rhis nor only as a sign of effecrive coopera-
tion between rhe two Committees which, panicularly
in the field of foodstuffs, have much the same prob-
lems to deal with, bur ir also shows clearly rhat, is far
as_consumer protection is concerned and as regards
achieving rhe highest possible quality in foodstuffs in
all the Member States of the Community, rhe two
Committees have adopted the same principles and take
the same approach. This became apparenr to me lasr
year in connecrion with the oesrrogen directive and I
think it will be possible for us ro conrinue working
hand in hand.
My panicular rhanks, rherefore, are due not only to
the two rapporteurs, but also to the members of the
Committee on Consumer Protection for their support
and adoprion of all the proposals made by myself on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture. I am con-
vinced thar we will be able ro adopr rhem with a large
majority tomorrow.
Ve welcome the Commission's proposals since
replacement of all the old regulations is long overdue.
'Ve must finally put an end to the conflicr involving
barriers to [rade, boycott or the oestrogen case, of
which there have been far too many and which have
led to serious losses for the producers since both rhe
producers and rhe consumers are equally affecred by
such things. \Tirhour common rules there can be no
genuinely free, fricrionless internal market for high-
quality foodstuffs. 'We have already pointed our 
-during the discussion of the oestrogen directive in rhe
Nielsen repon of last year 
- 
that rhere is an urgen[
need for sertlemenr of the various quesdons which
have been broughr up today in these reporrs, panicu-
larly as regards the use of anribiotics in feedingstuffs
and we look ro the Commission ro amplify and amend
its proposals on the basis of rhe resolurion of the Com-
mittees and to recommend rhem ro the Council in
their revised form. I would refer you ro the text of the
resolutions by both our Commitrees. I will make no
secret of the fact that we are afraid rhat it will not
prove possible ro achieve an adequare degree of har-
monization and sarisfactory checks.
'I7'e 
must ensure rhal all the provisions on the produc-
tion of supplementary feedingsruffs 
- 
panicularly
Anicle 9 of Directive NoTO/524 
- 
the notificarion of
animal disease and the minimum requirements for
slaughterhouses e[c. are fully observed. I urge the
Council ro ensure rhat all the rules are correcrly and
uniformly applied in all the Member Stares.
I should now like ro draw arrenrion ro four panicular
points since they have nor yer been included in the
Commission's proposals. The motion for a resolurion
calls on the Council 'to bring the veterinary provisions
of rhe Member States into line at the mosi srringent
possible level.'Ve call on rhe Commission to submit
to the European Parliamenr, one year afrer the entry
into force of the direcrives in quesrion, a reporr on [h;
approximarion of legislation which has been imple-
mented and also to indicate which approximations of
legisladon; in rhe veterinary field are srill necessary
and are envisaged.
\7e call on rhe Council that ir should impose at least
the same conditions concerning vererinary, hygiene,
food and health provisions on mear for trad'J with
third countries as for inra-Communiry trade.
Finally, a word on rhe sysremaric use of antibiotics
which, when che meat has been consumed, produce a
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resistance in the human body. This systematic use
should be prohibircd in the breeding of animals for
slaughter and I am calling for this as a farmer s,ho can
speak for the farmers of Europe. I am speaking here, I
think, with the suppon of the entire Parliament. Con-
sumer protection is only possible if we act on a joinr
basis, if we discuss things together and reach a con-
census which we, the European Parliament, I am sure
can reach. It is dme for the Commission and Council
to act.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Kellett-Bownan. 
- 
Mr President, in the short time
available I want to thank the rapponeur in the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection for the repon putting forward
amendments to this directive concerning fresh meat.
The specific amendments to which I refer allow meat
inspection to be carried out by environmental health
officers. These people are very highly qualified and
dedicated to their work. I am proud to be a vice-presi-
dent of their institution and I would like to see the
HO- system in all Member States. I urge the Commis-
sion to accept these amendments rc the directive and
thus recognize the contributions EHOs make in the
public interest.
\flhilst on my feet, Mr President, may I also commend
Amendment No 22 put down by Mr Provan on behalf
of my group. Following the committee's work on this
directive this is a small improvement to the text and is
the only amendment we are putting forward.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Contogcorgis, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Mr President, I should like to stan by thanking
Mrs Lentz-Cornette and Mrs Krouwel-Vlam and con-
gratulating them on their repons, which suppon all
the Commission's proposals on this extremely impor-
tant subject of protecting the health of the consumers.
In particular, I should like to comment on one point
raised by Mrs Lentz-Cornewe 
- 
the fixing of micro-
biological criteria for foodstuffs and feeds, including
the limits for their preparation. I should like to assure
you that the general principles provided for in the
framework directive will be implemenrcd as soon as
we have the special directives for the inspection of
each individual product, becaus€ the special features
involved make it impossible to have a general directive
for such products as meat, meat products, milk and
eggs. Naturally, once these specialized proposals for
the practical application of the general principles to
the individual sectors have been studied and examined,
the European Parliament will be asked its opinion in
the usual way.
As regards the repon by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, I should
like rc thank Parliament for ir rapid processing of so
many proposals on health legislation problems, which
are all of paramount imponance for progress in this
field. May I comment as follows on some of the points
raised in the repon by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam.
As regards the indication of the date on vacuum pack-
aging, this is something which must be settled more
generally insrcad of being examined in a specific direc-
tive. Vith regard to the derogation in favour of inter-
national organizations in the case of meat imponed
from third countries, I accept that there may be a need
for more precise definitions, but I do not think there is
any reason not to put in a general reference lo them in
the text, because we must take into account the fact
that there are international agreements which are
binding. On the other points, I can assure you that [he
Commission considers this matter to be of paramount
imponance. I also recognize that a certain role can be
played by positive lists, but this should not exclude a
more general examination of the matter. The Commis-
sion has no evidence that the injection of tenderizing
agents into living animals does not involve a danger to
human health, and I do not think that we can be more
liberal, more flexible, than we are at present on this
subject.
As regards the responsibility for public health inspec-
tions and cenification, I appreciate that this represents
a panicular problem in the United Kingdom, and I can
tell you that we devoted a Ereet deal of attention to
the report of the special committee which looked into
this subject. The Commission would like rc see proper
recognition of the Environmental Health Officer 
-i.e. the official responsible for environmental health 
-at Community level. Our proposal in favourable on
this point. However, rhe responsibility of the veteri-
narian will also have to be maintained, since he has
had a fuller training in the fields of animal pathology,
microbiology, veterinary medicine and epidemiology,
which are essential for inspection of the meat and its
hygienic production. The Commission's guidelines on
veterinary requirements will ensure that the same
quality criteria are applied in all Member States. Our
proposals recognize that the officials responsible for
environmental health and the safety of the meat being
inspected play a major role in this field.
As far as the inspection costs are concerned 
- 
and this
was something which cropped up in this evening's
debate 
- 
I would remind you that this is an old prob-
lem. Unfonunately, we are not changing our view that
these costs must be chargeable to the product. The
current economic situation is not one in which we
cann call for a fundamental change in the system
which is already generally applied in the Member
States. It is clear that this principle must be applied to
all varieties of meat inspected in the Member States, so
that there is no discrimination in this context.
As regards informing Parliament, the Commission
agrees and accepts that there is a need for Parliament
to be duly informed, but it does not think that an
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administrative provision to rhis effect has to be
included in the rext.
Finally, as regards the problem of bilateral agreemenrs
with third counrries, I would point out that even
though I fully understand Parliament's concern in rhis
respect, I must make it quite clear that the Commis-
sion's view is that it is illegal to conclude such agree-
menr after the directive comes into force or, in the
case of existing atreemenm, if no special provision has
been made in the directive. \7e have no wish ro accepr
a text which leaves room for the interpretarion that
such previous atreemenrs can be revived.
Prcsident. 
- 
The debate is closed. The modons for
resolutions will be pur ro rhe vore ar the next voting
time.
13. Pollution
President. 
- 
The next irem is rhe poinr debarc on
three repons drawn up on behalf of the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Pro-
tection:
- 
report. (Doc. l-636/81) by Mr Muntingh on
the combating of photochemical polludon;
- 
report (Doc. 1-1073/81) by Mr Menens on
the proposal from the Commission ro rhe
Council (Doc. l-448l81) for a decision estab-
lishing a reciprocal exchange of information
and data from networks and individual sta-
tions measuring air polludon within the Mem-
ber States;
- 
report (Doc. l-976/81) by Mr Scrivener on
the proposal from the Commission ro rhe
Council (Doc. l-620/81) for a decision on
the consolidation of precaucionary measures
concerning chlorofluorocarbons in rhe envi-
ronment.
I call Mr Muntingh.
Mr Muntingh, rd,pporteur. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, like an ele-
phant with its trunk, we human beings are never seen
without our pollution, which is our mosr striking char-
acteristic. There is just no getting away from it. 'S7e
have pollurion of all kinds and in all sorts of degress:
water pollution, soil pollution, radiation, noise pollu-
tion and air pollution. All these types of pollution can
be funher subdivided. For example, in the case of air
pollution there is sulphur dioxide pollurion, carbon
dioxide pollution and photochemical pollution. This
last form is a panicularly nasty rype which is also
known as 'smog'.
Photochemical pollution occurs when primary pollu-
tant such as oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbons and
oxygen undergo a chemical reaction induced by rhe
sunlight to produce new harmful substances which
together form the poisonous fumes which we call
smog. Inhaladon of the smog, especially to a large
extent and over a long period, can have extremely
harmful effects on the health, panicularly in the case
of children, old people and asthmatics. Depending on
the concentration of the various constituenm, the
symptoms can vary from slight irritation of the eyes,
increased susceptibiliry to infecdon and minor asth-
matic attacks, rhrough various functional disorders
and structured changes in body rissue, ro chronic
inflammation, tissue loss, tumours and even premature
death.
Apan from its detrimental effects on health, phorc-
chemical air pollution is also undesirable from the
economic and financial point of view. Studies have
been carried our which suggesr thar air pollution costs
us three 
- 
quaners ro one and a half per cent of the
gross national product 
- 
which is a not insignificant
amount. About 100/o of this is in rurn due to photo-
chemical air polludon. !fle should therefore rackle this
form of pollution, panicularly as it appears likely that
it will start to increase again in the near future after a
period of relarive reduction. Studies have shown that
- 
for Europe as a whole 
- 
the besr way of approach-
ing this problem would be by artempting ro prevenr
and reduce pollution by oxides of nitrogen.
By far the larger proponion of these oxides of nitro-
gen come from indusry and motor vehicles. Our
sacred cow, the automobile, is a notorious pollurcr.
The same is [rue, incidenally, of the hydrocarbons. In
other words, we would like rc put in a word for public
transpon and for far more stringenr standards to be
imposed on engines. In this connecrion, rherefore, I
fail to understand how the Commission could proresr
to the Swiss governmenr in a recent letter against pro-
posals for more stringent legislation and standards for
the exhaust gases of moror vehicles in Switzerland. All
right, we have known for a long time that economic
issues were more imponant than the environment or,
in other words, Mr Narjes, that the Commission
thinks the elephant's tail is its trunk.
However, the Committee on rhe Environment, like the
ecological movemenr 'Anders Denken, Anders Doen'
is able rc make this disrinction. It finds phorochemical
pollution so serious rhat it calls on the Commission to
come up with measures aimed ar combating it. These
measures could consist of a) standards, b) the drawing
up of a list of prioriries and c) the dghtening up of
existing legislation.
Time is pressing, in view of the situation in Arhens, for
example, where people regularly 
- 
I repeat, regularly
- 
go our onto the streets ro demandthat something be
done and where the governmenr itself has already
been obliged to call on rhe people ro leave their fires
off and nor use rheir cars. As you will know, ar cenain
times they even go so far as to ban the use of cars with
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even numbers on one day and those with odd numbers
the next.
The situation there has become so serious that there
have been public disturbances.
I should like rc conclude by saying that the ball is now
in the Commission's coun. Parliamenr has done its
.iob.
Mr Mertens, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I hope it will prove possible for us to
amplify the three reports, in preparation for the joint
debate, at least sufficiently ro permit an organic
approach to the problems.
The repon which it has fallen to me to present on
behalf of the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Prosection refers to a proposal
by the Commission to the Council which in fact ulti-
mately dates back as far as 1976 inasmuch as the Com-
mission at that time introduced an information, data
and measurement network for the collection of data
relating, in particular, to sulphur dioxide. The aim of
this present proposal is to extend this network to cover
other imponant polluants, such as lead and other
heavy meal particulates, nitrogen oxides, carbon
monoxide and ozone. The Commission is of the opi-
nion that the relevans technology has in the meantime
developed ro such an extent as to permit such an
extension of the system.
The Commission welcomed this proposal and has dis-
cussed it. It now congratulates the Commission that it
can pass on the ProPosal to the Council with the who-
leheaned support of the Committee. In addition, how-
ever, in the light of the extension of this system, the
Committee would like to raise two funher questions.
Firstly, it would like to ask the Commission whether
or not, since the system has existed since 1975, the
Commission would be able to give the Committee
somewhat clearer information regarding the results
achieved, panicularly as regards the toxic SO2, so that
the Committee can consider the question of the uses to
which the system can be put? How can vre come to
grips with the problems?
Secondly, the Committee has stated that a measure-
ment sysrem of this kind should now be used with a
view to dealing with the very acute problem of 'acid
rain'. \7hat is meant by this rcrm? The problem of
'acid rain' results from the very toxic substances I have
.iust mentioned, i.e. substances resulting from the com-
bustion of fossil fuels which are released inrc the
atmosphere and are then returned to earth with pre-
cipitation and atnck Eees, poison needles and foliage,
finally work their way into the soil itself, attack the
root system and thus kill the trees.
Vhy do we attach such particular imponance to this
system and the problem of acid rain? Because this, as
we see it, has become a European problem which must
be approached seriously by rhe European Parliament.
Parliament must not only draw the attention of the
Commission to the problem, but it should also help it
in its search for a genuine solution to the problem. Ve
realise 
- 
and this is also clear from the proposals 
-that the scientist have by no means all the relevant data
at their disposal.
However, the pictures 
- 
I will just give a few exam-
ples 
- 
are disturbing enough for us to regard this as a
European problem. For example, in the nonh of
Czechoslovakia 
- 
in the Erzgebirge 
- 
large areas of
a formerly thriving forest have been turned into a
desolate waste as a result of the amounts of lignite
used as fuel in that country. The director of the Bavar-
ian Forest Nature Reserve has drawn attention [o the
fact that the Bavarian Forest will be a wilderness
within l0 years if this air pollution conrinues. Forestry
workers point out that it is the western slope of the
Black Forest 
- 
which is just on our doorstep here in
Strasbourg 
- 
which is particularly at risk: 50 000 ha
in the small Land of Baden-\fliintemberg alone and a
great number of other areas are affected too.
I am sure the various colleagues here in this House
will be able to provide some more examples from their
own countries and we also know that at the dme of
the thaws the lakes and rivers in the south of Sweden
are 'relieved of fresh water', i.e. they become acid and
their ecology is turned on its head.
Ladies and gentlemen, these pictures should make it
clear that we cannot afford to hesitate. Something
must be done. You should affirm the opinion of the
Committee that this is a European problem which we
must now tackle.
Finally, I should like to mention coal-powered power
srations as the main pollurcrs next to motor vehicles
and oil stoves. !7e are faced with the question of
whether or not .we will have to rethink our ideas once
more in the case of future energy supply? Can we
afford rc go on building these polluting coal-powered
power stations in Europe? This question too must be
given serious attention when dealing with this prob-
iem. !(i'e must draw the appropriate consequence with
a view to avoiding even more damage. Nature forms
the basis of human life, and we are all in favour of
protecting the health of ourselves and our fellow men.
Mrs Scrivenen. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gen-
rlemen, as raPportear, I am asking you to give your
assent to the Commission proposals on the consolida-
tion of precautionary measures concerning chlorofluo-
rocarbons in the environment.
The aim is to reaffirm the provisions approved in
March 1980, namely, a reduction of 300/o 
- 
in rela-
tion to rhe 1976 reference level 
- 
in the use of chlo-
rofluorocarbon CFC 11 and CFC 12 the filling in of
aerosol cans.
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The aim is also to reduce to a minimum the chloro-
fluorocarbon emissions inrc rhe armosphere for which
the refrigerarion, foam plastics and solvents secrors are
responsible.
Finally, the Commission is quirc rightly asking for the
results of any study or research on rhe possible dan-
gers resulting from the use of these products to be
communicated to it. In rhe past, a number of scientists
formed the opinion rhat there would be a serious and
imminent danger of the ozone layer of the atmosphere
being reduced due to rhe emission of chlorfluorocar-
bons into the armosphere.
The fear was in fact expressed that a reducrion in the
ozone layer and subsequent increase in the amount of
radiation reaching rhe eanh's surface would be har-
zardous to the health of human beings.
But, although work has been carried our, ir musr be
admined that rhis theory remains unproven after six
years of research. During that time, our knowledge of
stratospheric photochemistry has considerably
improved as well. Measurements of atmospheric ozone
have shown a slight increase in ozone during the last
decade, which is quite contrary to the forecasts which
were made.
\7hat is more, science is more capable now rhan in the
past of providing a system of alarm should the ozone
layer actually be reduced.
For all these reasons, which we have considered at
length, even rhough 
- 
I have to admit it 
- 
we envis-
aged a 35%o reduction instead of a 300/o one, but this
could nor be jusrified scientifically and would also
have enuiled serious disruptions for industry, we
believe that the mosr appropriate solution is to reaf-
firm the requesr for a 300/o reducrion throughour all
Member States.
Of course, it will be up to be Commission to check
that such a reduction is actually obtained in each of
the Member States.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mrs Seibcl-Emmerlint. 
- 
@E) The Socialist Group
welcomes the proposals on rhe exchange of informa-
tion and dara from the various measure.ent networks
and stations in the Member States. It is also very grare-
ful to the rapporreur, Mr Mertens, for his *oik in
which he has taken fair and conscientious account of
all our proposals too. Panly for rhis reason, we have
only one amendmenr on this difficult marrer.
A funher reason, however, is undoubtedly rhe fact
that this and the orher rwo reporrs, for which v/e are
also 
. 
grateful, have merely highlighted a problem
which Parliament should not leave until l l o,clock ar
night when there are only a handful of people left.
Together wirh the problem of ensuring a supply of
drinkable water and prorecrion against noise, the srare
of the atmosphere is one of the most decisive elements
affecting our exisrence. Anyone who is obliged to
breathe the air in our big ciries and is day by day
exposed to ever more complex air polludon, with all
its consequences, realizes just as well that this is the
stan of a long overdue debate as rhe person who walks
with his eyes open through our foresrs 
- 
or should I
say, what is left of our coniferous forests. Young and
centuries-old rees are dying at a disturbing rate. The
new catchword is 'acid rain'.
Are these dying trees jusr a foretaste of what funher
air pollution has in store for us? Agricultural advisers
are already sounding rhe alarm. Hitheno inen heavy
metals in the soil are being dissolved by the acid rain
to such an extenr that they are being absorbed in ever
increasing quantiries by planm and are hence finding
their *ay into the food chain.
\7e need this directive and we need it not only on
paper, which cosrs us still more rrees, but as the basis
for vitally urgenr work. Ve must be prepared ro acr as
swiftly as possible on all rhe conclusions which may
result from rhese srudies.
Ve also regard combined monitoring of illness as a
function of air pollution in the places where people
live and work as very imponant.
The big glossy magazines in my country are currently
running a series of advenisements rrying ro show rhe
advantages of the chemical industry from the point of
view of human life and health. I do not deny thar such
merits exist, but I am afraid thar rhe resuh of the
study called for by the Committee will show us the
highly disrurbing other side of the medal!
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (Christian-Democraric Group).
Mrs Lentz-Cornettc. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, emissions
of nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen compounds are
increasing in all indusrrialized countries as populations
grow, resources are exploited, industry expands and
more and more cars appear on the road.
Vhile emissions of various gases have been on the
increase, ar rhe same time, the heighr of rhe chimneys
of thermal power srarions has also increased, with t[re
result that the gases can be widely dispersed much
more easily.
Emissions of nitrogen compounds from cars are very
troubling, panicularly in large urban centres. ThL
nitrous oxides given off by vehicles ar ground level in
towns have both shon-and long-term effects.
Short-term effects include the formarion of photo-
chemical oxidizing agen6, due to a reaction with
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hydrocarbons when solar light is present, giving rise to
smog 
- 
so well described by Mr Muntingh 
- 
which
has a negative impact on health, provoking asthma and
other respiratory diseases in children and, abol'e all, in
elderly people.
Long term effects include the formation of acid rain,
and the destruction of foliage, particularly in planta-
tions of beans, tobacco, potatoes and conifers.
The only feasible solution 
- 
already voiced by all my
predecessors 
- 
is quite simply to reduce the emis-
sions. There is no point in neutralizing the acidity of
lakes, with lime, as the lakes in question would remain
sterile, whatever we did. Above all, we must make
provision for reducing these substances, by which I
mean that w'e must try to prevent their formation.
Nature produces enough of them aheady. It was
reponed in a conference held in Paris this winter that
the emissions from the volcano Mount Etna contained
as many nitrous compounds and sulphur compounds
as those produced by the gases which escape from all
the cars in Vestern Europe.
On behatf of the European People's Party, I should
like to voice my support for rhe motions for resolution
submitted by Mr Muntingh, Mr Menens and Mrs
Scrivener.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic ()roup.
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
Mr President, my first message to
those few faithful who remain must be the same mes-
sage that I have preached so often.
Here tonight we have nine reports 
- 
no less than nine
reports 
- 
from the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection. '!(i'e are
stuffed up the chimney inrc this late hour y'et again
and I object most strongly.
Next I would advise you, all of you, especially those
who can think enough perhaps to avoid the use of
your particular party whip, to recognize that nine
reporr have been produced by this committee which
has produced nine balanced, digested, sensible views,
several of them based on very good material originat-
ing in Commission and all of them dliberarcd very
fully, very fully indeed within that committee. And
that committee, I can assure you Mr President, is a
hardworking, very thoughtful committee representing
every sort of point of view that can be brought to bear.
It has to deal, and if I take just these three repons
tonight as my particular brief, with topics of extraordi-
narily difficult scientific background. It has to try and
digest them and reach a recommendation which takes
inrc account the politics that we all are here to repre-
sent. And in my opinion, it does a first-class job. If this
House tomorrow voted on those opinions just as they
have appeared it would not go politically or scientifi-
cally very far wrong.
To try and reach decisions on these various matters is
not easy. Hippocrates himself observed that the art is
long and life is short. He referred, of course, to mede-
cine. And everybody, of course, is his own doctor. Ve
have heard Frau Veber, for example, pondficating on
the subject of asbestosis as if she had been for the best
of her very short and very beautiful life entirely
involved in dissecting the lungs of the victims of this
thing. By the numbers she gives, I wonder that I was
able to stagBer up the stairs over the bodies of the mil-
lions of victims. But judgment, Hippocrates also
observed, was difficult and even experience fallacious.
I was so pleased that Mr Muntingh reminded us of the
elephant, that great creature of great sagacity. Mr
Muntingh's report, like all the others, is absolutely
first-class and we are going to work towards a clearer
atmosphere, but we have had contributions tonight
from both ends of the elephant.
The major suBgesrion is that we should, in all these
topics, pursue research. Those of us who leap to con-
clusions without continuing our studies stand a very
good chance of stepping right up to our necks, or even
beyond it, into the products, perhaps, of the nether
end of that worthy creature.
To the repon of Mr Scriuener I can add very little
except to say that this is the most refined of all atmos-
pheric problems, possibly the most serious. !7'e do well
to maintain our stance cautiously and carefully against
any deterioration. But I rejoice that that deterioration
has not been demonstrated, since we last talked about
rhe matter in this House, to have occurred.
If we put our trust in research, if we make our deci-
sions by sensible deliberation in a committee as good
as the one of which I have the honour to be a Mem-
ber, I think this House will not find itself shon of
good guidance.
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Adamou. 
- 
(CR) Mr President, it really was high
time that we discussed the problem of the pollution of
the atmosphere and of the natural environment in gen-
eral, since it is a burning issue which effects the living
conditions and health of millions of people in many
countries. As far as Greece is concerned, this problem
is taking on dramatic proponions year by year, esPe-
cially for the inhabitants of Athens and the Plain of
Artica, who represent almost 390/o of the population of
Greece.
Atmospheric pollution, the notorious 'smog', as the
Greeks call the suffocating mass of smoke loaded urith
nitrogen dioxide, sulphur dioxide and carbon monox-
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ide, has become a very real and direct threat ro rhe
lives of the Plain's 3 600 000 inhabitanrs.
According to dara collecred by the PAKOE ecological
monitoring institute, during rhe period from 2 March
to 13April alone, smog was responsible for a 3OOo/o
increase in respiratory and cardiac diseases and a
1500/o increase in the death rate.
The situation is panicularly dramaric in Elevsina, the
ancien[ town where Aeschylus lived, where environ-
menal pollution has in recent years been responsible
for a 700/o increase in rhe number of deformed babies
born. Scientists stress that unless measures are
immediately mken to eliminate pollution, today's chil-
dren will be the future generarion of cancer victims.
The Saronic Gulf, the sea which surrounds Attica, is
incredibly polluted. Thousands of tons of indusrial
effluent, together with 500 000 cubic metres of urban
sewage, flow into rhe Gulf every day and have caused
terrible pollution over a vasr area. From the steelworks
in the Elevsina region alone, more effluent flows inro
the sea than from all the inhabirants of Artica pur
together.
The Acropolis, that immonal monument of world cul-
ture, has suffered more damage from pollurion in the
last 25 years than in rhe rest of its 2 500-year history.
Pollution of rhe armosphere and the natural environ-
ment in Athens comes from rwo sources: 850/o of it
from the factories which have been highly concen-
trated in Attica and the remaining l57o from motor
vehicles. The situation is made worse by rhe almost
toul lack of trees. For each Arhenian there is hardly a
square meter of greenery.
This dramadc situation can, however, be dealr with. It
has been calculared that the cost of the necessary mea-
sures for Athens and Atdca would be 2 000 million
EUA.
In order to give some poinr to today's debate so rhat ir
is not a vain academic exercise, we propose rhat Arh-
ens and its region be included in rhose regions eligible
for aid and . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Adamou, you have greatly exceeded
your speaking time and I must interrupr you.
I call Mrs'!7eber.
Mrs Veber. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, wirh a view to
reduc.ing my speaking time, I should like, if I may, to
use the word 'chlorofluorocarbons' jusr once more
and hencefonh abbreviare it to 'CFC'. This should
reduce my speaking rime subsmnrially.
Estimates for the depletion of the ozone layer how-
ever, vary 
- 
perhaps one should say rhank God 
-
between 20/o and, 50/o in recen[ years. Fonunately,
improved measuremenr rechniques have clearly helped
to permit a more realistic assessment of the situation.
However, there is also the undoubtedly unexpected
tendency for the various kinds of air pollution [o can-
cel each other our to a certain exrent and this is
obviously responsible for pan of this reducrion.
Nevenheless, rhere is unfonunately increasing evi-
dence to the effect that certain types of skin cancer
increase even with very slight ozone depletion. For
example, it has been es[imared thar in the southern
states of America with rhe large amounts of sunshine a
mere 50/o reduction in the.ozone layer is responsible
for a 500/o increase in malignanr skin disorders and
even with a lesser reducrion, rhis risk is clearly presenr.
'We are therefore very pleased that, in her report, Mrs
Scrivener panicularly calls for reducing to a minimum
the CFC emissions for which the refrigerarion, foam
plasdcs and solvenrs secrors are responsible. Nevenhe-
less, we feel thar rhe pollurion from the source which
is most easily dispensed with, i.e. the use of CFCs as
aerosol propellants, should be reduced still further
since this risk is still clearly apparenr ro us. A number
of Member States have already ro a grear exrenr ful-
filled the Commission and Parliamenr's requiremenr in
that they have gone funher rhan rhe 300/o reduction.
As we see it, it is only logical that we should mke the
second step and introduce a 500/o reducrion.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Schleicher.
Mrs Schleicher. 
- 
(DE) I should like briefly, on
behalf of the Group of rhe European People's Pany ro
state our views regarding the report on 
- 
I will use
the abbreviation straight away 
- 
CFC, by Mrs Scrive-
ner. In the public debate, rhis roo 
- 
perhaps rather
like the asbesros quesrion 
- 
is a highly emodonally
and ideologically charged subject. There is still dis-
agreement among scientists regarding the findings
while, on the other hand, it has been possible only in
recent years as.a result of scientific srudies in rhe field
of space travel to make any improvements ar all in our
investigation of rhe situation.
As Mrs Scrivener has already said, rhe objective ser out
in the Community decision of 26 March 1980 i.e. ro
reduce producrion by 300/o by the end of 1981, has
been achieved and cenain Member Srares have even
gone funher rhan required. However, we should also
bear in mind that this reduction depended on volun-
tary agreemenrs berween the industries involved and
their respective governments and this shows that there
is-some point in appealing ro rhe sense of responsibility
of those involved.
As in the case of asbestos, there is the problem of find-
ing substitutes for CFCs. Other propellants can be
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used but they have the great disadvantage that they are
not only inflammable but also explosive which means
that their production involves considerable risks to the
workers. If, as advocated by Mrs Veber, there is a fur-
ther reduction to 500/0, what worries me is that this
will lead to increased quantities of the subsdtutes com-
ing onto the market and representing a greater risk
both to the production workers and to those using the
aerosol cans. At the beginning of this year there was
an accident involving an explosion at a factory in
Hanau producing aerosols and CFCs could not have
possibly have been responsible for it. The conse-
quences of the accident were substantial.
However, as the Commission says in its explanatory
note to the decision currently before us, there have
been no new scientific discoveries in recent years
which would justify the new reduction measures.
Quite the reverse 
-according to the reports of theenvironmental protection programm of the United
Nations 
- 
the measurements of the ozone concenlra-
tions in the entire atmosphere made by the worldwide
coordinated ground measurement network of the
'!7orld Meteorological Organization do not indicate
that the ozone layer is being depleted.
Over the last two years the case against CFCs has been
substantially weakened in that isolated observations
led to CFCs being held responsible for a far Sreater
degree of lon-rcrm ozone depletion, recently'-
however, the scientists are moving away from isolated
observations relating rc the CFCs alone, and more to
integrated mathematical models, and there is one
effeit which we must recognize and take account of
right away, i.e. the increasing levels of carbon dioxide
and nitrogen oxides in the atmosphere.
My Group takes the view that everything possible on
thi basis of present knowledge has in fact been done
and that no further measures should be nken at this
point. Ve therefore wholeheanedly support Mrs
Scrivener's repon and reject all the amendments which
have been tabled.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kyrkos.
Mr Kyrkos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I should like rc
congratulate the Members who brought up this matter
rhis evening. I would also refer to what Mr Muntingh
and Mr Adamou said about the panicular problem
affecting the Greek capital and I would ask you to
look favourably on the proposal, which I reserve [he
right to table separately, that an institurc for research
into photochemical pollution be set up in Athens to
study the phenomenon, its effects on health and the
environment, and to draw up standards for urban and
industrial sources of polludon in collaboration with
the compercnt Environment Ministries in the Member
States and with research and higher education esta-
blishments, as well as in the context of the decentrali-
zation of the European Community institutions.
\7e agree with the proposals and the solutions put'for-
ward in the reports. $7e should like to point out most
panicularly that a very great deal depends on a funda-
mental political decision and we hope that our debate
this evening will also serve to help in this direction.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(17) Mr President, we must
show interest in the Commission's decision to Protect
the environment from chlorofluorocarbons, which are
odourless, colourless, non-corrosive, uninflammable
and non-explosive: they are not directly dangerous to
man, but they are dangerous to the atmosphere that
supports human life. They destroy the ozone- in the
atmosphere, which is of crucial imponance for our
survival.
This explains why it is vital that we should pay Breat
attention to these chlorofluorocarbons, which we
encounter in aerosol scent, sPrays, hair lacquer, deo-
dorants and other products which do, to be sure, help
[o sveeten our lives. Given that these chlorofluorocar-
bons are so widely diffused, in such large quantities,
the Commission, following'the example of the Unircd
States, decided two years ato that the quantities of
these substances in aerosols should be reduced by 300/o
throughout the European Communiry. But the figures
collecied in 1976 which were to be used as a basis for
calculating the reduction of the chlorofluorocarbon
content of aerosol sprays vere distoned by a hasty
increase in production by the manufacturers, their aim
being that the threatened reduction of 300/o should
result in approximately the same situation as before. In
other words, a 300/o reduction in production is equiva-
lent to leaving things as they were before.
This is the reason for the amendments that I have pro-
posed and I regret that the raPPorteur 
- 
to whom,
naturally I extend all my sympathy for the indisposi-
tion she has suffered 
- 
cannot be present here today.
These amendments 
- 
I want to stress this 
- 
are
identical to the ones that were submitted when the first
draft of the report, which was subsequently modified,
was completed. I am asking for a reduction of 35o/0,
which, in practice, will mean a reduction in production
of 5o/0. And I ask that this should be achieved by June
1984, so that we can all feel safer, given that the
atmosphere that we breathe is indispensable for our
existence, and so that we can initiate a reversal of the
rend without indulging in any kind of ecological
terrorism.
The reduction in production of chlorofluorocarbons
that took place last December was moreover, not uni-
form throughout the various Member States of the
European Community: in some countries production
was reduced by 5Oo/o as compared with the 1976
figures, whereas in other countries it fell by very little,
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because the companies producing these substances rhar
were obliged by other counrries to leave rheir rerrirory
simply ransferred production ro rhese other counriei.
So, in other words, rhe reduction was not a homoge-
neous one and simply involved the shifring of produc-
tive capacity from one counr.ry !o another, without
any resuhing advantage for the atmosphere.
Studies on chlorofluorocarbons, which were very
actively pursued in the 1970s, are now gradually being
abandoned and a good deal of uncenainty has arisen
as a consequence.
I want ro conclude by expressing the hope rhat the
Commission will be albe ro make use of dara of irc
own and will not always have to depend on data pro-
duced by the manufaciurers. In addirion, I hope that
the Commission will be able to commission iurther
studies, so [har it will similarly not be dependent only
on studies carried out by the manufacturers.
I hope that Mr Sherlock will nor accuse me of pontifi-
cating: each one of us attempts to pondficate at meer-
ings of his own commitree according as his conscience
dictates to him and under rhe influence of the mandare
he has received from rhe vorers.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, the Commission would like ro thank rhe
three rapponeurs, Mr Scrivener, Mr Munringh and
Mr Mertens, for the very solid work they have done in
preparing a number of imponanr subjects for decision.
Ve also thank the Commirtee for the rhoroughness
which 
- 
as Mr Sherlock has also rightly poinrcd out
- 
it has again demonsrared rhis evening.
It should be pointed out in connection with Mr Mun-
tingh's repoft on phorochemical oxidants, thar rhis is
indeed a complex technical and chemical problem. The
main photochemical oxidanrs are ozone, peroxiacetyl-
nitrate and aldehydes, which are produced in the
atmosphere as a resulr of rhe effects of sunlighr on
other chemicals such as nirrogen oxides and hydrocar-
bons.
The Commission shares Mr Munringh's view thar this
is an increasingly serious problem which has even
reached a critical srage in cenain areas. It also goes
along with his firsr conclusion, i.e. that this forri of
pollution musr be acrively combated. However, as
regards rhe way rhis should be done, I musr poinr our
that, contrary to whar Mrs Pantazi assumes in Amend-
men[ No l, the Commission does no[ have the neces-
sary funds to provide special aid in panicular cases.
This is not provided for in the p.eseni budger. How-
ever, cerrain measures have already been taken:
Firstly, a draft Directive on nitrogen oxides, i.e. one of
the chemical precursors mentioned above. This draft is
currently being discussed with governmenral expens
and will be submirted to this House before the end of
the year.
Secondly, we are carrying out our own studies into the
current siruarion in the Community as regards meas-
urement data, the state of knowledge as regards the
relations between the precursors and rhe oxidants,
methods of analysis and the choice of a possible oxi-
dant indicator. Ir should also be possible to complete
these studies in the course of tggZ.
Thirdly, rhe implications of rhis problem for rhe limit
values for emissions of harmful subsmnces from motor
vehicles are being investigared and raken inro accounr.
The plans for sysremaric measuremenrs in the Member
States of photochemical oxidants 
- 
ozone and rhe
precursors of nitrogen oxides to be precise 
- 
are an
imponanr step, and in order to permit these studies to
be carred out, lhe Commission has included these
substances in its proposal for extension of information
exchange dealt with in rhe repon by Mr Menens.
Beefore I go into rhis report, I should like rc say a few
words on Mr Munringh's elephant theory. It is wonh-
while occasionally ro menrion the need to fix as uni-
form environmenral figures as possible in Europe and
not to apply slightly differenr figures in every indivi-
dual counrry as this would result in a subsrantial bar-
rier and considerable opportunities for abuse and pro-
tectionism and I think it would be in rhe interests of
the workers, in particular, to eliminate barriers of this
kind which could be wrongfully derived from environ-
mental protecrion. However, that is a subjecr for
another debate, but I do nor share your fears in this
respect.
This brings me ro Mr Merrens's reporr. The Commis-
sion proposal for rhe collection and evaluarion of data
for the measuremenr of air pollution is based on
experience from an earlier 3-year pilot study. The
presenr proposal would extend in field of applicarion
of this srudy. A funher importanr elemenr ii ihe pro-
posal that acrive participation in calibrarion and inter-
comparrson programmes is to be organized in such a
way as to permir swifter and more effecdve harmoni-
zation of the measurement procedures, panicularly in
the case of rhe newly-included pollurants.
In view of rhe limited time I have available, I will go
into only a few of the points contained in the repon.
As regards paragraph 3, I should like to express our
thanks for rhe affirmation that rhe ensuiing oT co-p"-
rabiliry of data is a marter of urgency. And then rhere
are rhe problems of acid rain dealt wirh in paragraphs
6-9. This is an extremely complex problem in whlch
ve are consrandy making completely new discoveries
concerning the interrelarion of the various fac[ors,
which in turn call for funher research. The measure-
ment.sysrcm proposed will undoubredly be extremely
useful in this respect. The Commission intends to givl
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priority to this problem with a view to finding a solu-
tion as soon as possible.
I would point out, in connection with rhe requesr.s
listed in paragraph 9 that the Commission produces a
series of smtistics based on daily and hourly data nor
only for each individual month, but for entire seasons.
It should be pointed out in connection with the collec-
tion of data on the incidence of disease that the selec-
tion of such data depends on the purpose for which
they are intended 
- 
your reques[ to include data on
bronchial complaints and diseases of the hean and cir-
culation is under consideration. The Commission is
already looking into the question of dereloping
'atmospheric pollution climatology', as you request, in
connection with a research programme.
Now to Mrs Scrivener's repon on chlorofluorocar-
bons. The aim of our pioposal is to consolidarc rhe
measures decided on as long ato as 26 March 1980.
Vr: also propose a reassessment of the situation in
19133 on the basis of all available information. The
Cc,mmission is grateful that the Committee is in agree-
ment with it in this respect. The Commission has
already put the programme aimed at the reduction of
emissions of chlorofluorocarbons in the refrigeration,
foarm plastics and solvents sectors into operatron and
we expect to have concrete results in a year or so.
Prr:parations have already begun for the world-wide
UI{EP Convention on the protection of the ozone
layer. It will srcp up the inidative aimed at reducing
the production and use of chlorofluorocarbons in
those countries which have not as yet introduced any
measures to this end. The Commission has received its
negodating brief from the Council for its panicipadon
in these preparations and will make every effort in this
direction.
As regards Amendments Nos 1-7 which concern either
changing the legal basis or making the objectives more
stringent, I would say that we do not think these
things would be possible or advisable given the current
economic and technical situation. Ve cannot, there-
fore, go along with these Amendments.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motions for
resolutions will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
I 4. Physical properties offoodstuffs
President. 
- 
The next ircm is the repon (Doc. 1-
1074/81), drawn up by Mr Provan on behal{ of the
Committee on [he Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-578/ 81) for a decision adopting a con-
cened action project of the European Economic
Community on the effect of processint on the
physical properties of foodstuffs (COST project
eoA).
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Provan, rapporter4r. 
- 
I had every intention, Mr
President, of introducing this repon only formally, but
I see we have at least one speaker, so I will very
quickly run through it.
The subject of these projects covers the physical pro-
penies of foodstuffs, and the Community's role is to
provide the financial and the administrative resources
necessary for coordinating this research on an interna-
tional basis within Europe. It is not only for Com-
munity counries, I might add, but for other countries
on the European continent.
'We consider that the collection of scientific informa-
tion on the physical properties of foodstuffs may lead
to improvements in food technology, to the benefit of
producer and consumer alike. And we welcome the
contribution that concened action is making rc the
coordination of research into this subject in the Com-
munity as well as the other European countries.
I think that is all one needs to say in introducing the
repon, Mr President. It went through the committee
unanimously. There is one amendment from Mrs
'!7eber, which came in at a late stage, and we are very
happy to welcome that and take it into the report. I
hope the Parliament will support it tomorrow.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Party (Christian Democratic Group).
Mr Ghergo. 
- 
(17) Mr President, the aim of the
second concerted action on the effect of Eeatment on
the physical propenies of foodstuffs, called Action
COST 2b, is twofold:
- 
rc bring the first concened action to a conclu-
sion and to promote the implemenation of
the results obtained by it;
- 
to make use of the experience acquired in the
field of implementation that has already been
studied (effect of water and rheological and
thermal propenies) by broadeninB the sector
of coordinadon to include other propenies 
-
mechanical properties, propenies of diffusion
and electrical properties 
- 
which we consider
we need to get to know better, as a matter of
priority, in order to improve the quality of the
producm supplied by the food industry.
It is deplorable 
- 
as the rapponeur, Mr Provan has
rightly pointed out 
- 
that Parliament has not been
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provided with any adequate information on the results
of the first concerted action. But there is worse: the
Commission informs us that it has had to organize an
entire series of 'parallel' researches which may be
expected to continue for approximately two more
years, in order to make the coordinarion which was
the aim of the first concerted action a feasible goal,
which indicates that when the original programme vras
planned it was not worked out in sufficient detail.
That being said, it must be poinrcd out that any initia-
tive designed to encourage sciendfic research is wor-
thy of our praise and our support, panicularly, as in
this case, when the research in question is likely to
have positive results on the preparation of foodstuffs
and, consequently, on public health.
Nevenheless, there are grounds for wondering
whether splitting research up into sectors, essential
though that is for the purpose of studying specific top-
ics in greater detail, is not in contradiction with the
need for an overall view of the problem, in the context
of which overall view the individual aspects of that
problem must be provided with a harmonious solution.
\7hat I am trying to say is that it is undoubtedly a
good thing to study the physical propenies of food-
stuffs, but there is also a need ro relate the results
obtained from research of this kind to results obtained
from other research programmes that are connected in
any way at all with the preparation and the preserva-
tion of foodstu{fs.
The motion for a resolution we are debadng today
provides for the setting up of an appropriate action
committee with the power to nominate subcommittees
in respect of the specific rcpics that the research is
concerned with.
In rhis respecr, it must be emphasized that a whole
variety of bodies have been set up under Community
auspices operating in fields which if they are not com-
pletely related to each other, are at the very least of a
kind that suggests possible interaction. The Scientific
Committee for Food, for example, plays a very impor-
tant role and consists of highly qualified expens in
fields connected with medicine, nutrition, toxicology,
biology, chemistry and other related disciplines. Apan
from bodies of a fundamentally scientific description,
there are others which are principally economic, social
and commercial in nature, such as the Economic and
Social Committee, with its various secdons, and the
Advisory Committee on Foodsruffs, which consists of
representatives of industry, the consumers, agriculture,
trade and rhe work force.
Given that the action programme menrioned in the
motion for a resolution under discussion now also
lends, over and above the immediate scientific resul6,
to promote the protection of public health from rhe
point of view of nutrition, and in this respect, pro-
vides, as I have already remarked, for the serting up of
an ad hoc committee, it would seem appropriate rhat
coordination amongst the various consultative bodies
and study groups should similarly be provided for, so
that the results may be relarcd to the problems as they
arise in reality, that is to say globally, and not divided
into sectors.
The consumer makes use of foodstuffs, in that they
reach him after undergoing various processes of pre-
paration and conservation. There is no doubt, for
example, that an investigation of food wrappings and
food containers for liquid and solid foodstuffs gener-
ally, should go hand in hand with research into the
physical propenies of the same foodstuffs.
'!7hilst, therefore, on behalf of my group I give the
s[rongest supporr to this initiative, I should like to
stress the need to see that the various actions pro-
grammes on scientific research are related to an over-
all policy for homogeneous foodstuff sectors, so that
we may avoid fragmentation and overlappings, which,
in the end, will make the results less incisive as regards
their practical utility.
(Applause from the centre)
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, I should first of all like, on behalf of the
Commission, to thank Mr Provan for his excellent
work. The aim of the COST 90A project is to build on
the work accomplished under COST 90 and to extend
the scope of the work to cover three new propenies of
foodstuffs, i.e. mechanical propenies, diffusion pro-
perties and electrical propenies. In addition, a small
group will also be responsible for continuing the com-
piladon and dissemination of information from the
technical and sciensific literature.
I should like to thank the Committee and its members
in panicular for the posidve attirude they have
adoprcd to the effons of the Commission to coordi-
nate the various research projects. However, the Con-
clusions contain a number of criticism of the Commis-
sion. As regards reporting to Parliament on the pro-
gress made under COST 90 I should like to point out
that only a few days ago a brief repon by the COST
Concened Action Committee was adopted and will be
disributed as soon as the translarions are available.
The increase in costs resulm mainly from the fact that
the new project is to run for four years, compared
with three years in the case of the original COST 90
project, and the need for more staff.
Paragraph 20 of the Conclusions, which refers to the
failure to jusdfy the discontinuation of research in cer-
tain areas, is based on a misunderstanding. The Com-
mission agrees with this House rhar the text could be
clearer and will propose appropriate amendments. !7e
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do not see any problems as regards the amendments
proposed either.
The Commission proposes, in accordance with
Amendment No 1, that the following recital should be
insened after the eighth recital: 'whereas the co-ordi-
nation of research work initiated under the above-
menrioned concerted action project should conrinue.'
As regards Amendment No 2, Annex A of the propo-
sal should include a new Section 5 which should read
'completion of current work (rheolofy, absorption
and thermal propenies)'.
As regards Amendment No 3; the word 'four' should
be deleted from Annex B, Section 1, paragraph 5 in
order to make it clear that a Sub-committee can be set
up for all of the subjects mentioned in Annex A, in
particular for the new Section 5, which I have just pro-
posed.
Vhat this means in practice is that the collection of
data on rheology, absorption and thermal propenies
will not only be continued, but can also be brought to
a proper conclusion. The Commission therefore feels
that account has been mken of the wishes of this
House.
President. 
- 
The debase is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
15 Community inter-institational information system
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. 1-41/
82), drawn up by Mr Seal on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the
proposals from the Commission to the Council
(Doc.1-431/ 8l) for:
I 
- 
a decision relating to the coordination of
the activities of the Member States and
Community institutions with a view to
setting up a Community inter-institu-
tional information system ;
II 
- 
a decision concerning the coordination of
the actions of Member States and the
Commission related to activities prepara-
tory to a long-term programme for the
use of telematics for Community infor-
mation systems concerned with Lmports-
expons and the management and finan-
cial contiol of agricultural market organi-
zations.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Seal, rupporteur. 
- 
Mr President, in view of the
late hour I will confine my gemarks to a few brief
comments about the need to let these projects under
way.
The INSIS project is intended to provide for much
greater use of the new information technologies for
communications amongst Community institutions and
also between the Community institutions and the
national administrations and between the Parliament
and the Member Sntes. If it is successfully imple-
mented, it could not only greatly improve the work-
ings of the Community but, by providing a major new
test market, it would be a spur for the development of
new information technologies in the Community. It
could also assist in the process by setting appropriate
standards for these new technologies.
It might well be of direct significance for our everyday
work as Members of this Parliament. Ve could pro-
vide, for instance, electronic transmission of com-
mittee agendas and Parliament and Commission docu-
ments and data. Those responsible, I understand, for
the INSIS project in the Commission are already
working on one such application 
- 
the handling of
written parliamentary questions.
The CADDIA project, whilst not directly dependent
upon the INSIS project, may eventually be an applica-
tion of this project, because it will provide for the
computerized handling of expon and impon data in
the agricultural and customs fields, and it will greatly
strengthen the implementation of Community policies.
For instance, one application might be to improve
Community surveiilance of sensitive imports coming
into the EEC from third countries. So between [hem
INSIS and CADDIA are of great porcntial signific-
ance for strengthening the internal market, for Com-
munity industrial policy and for the more efficient
conduct of Community business.
I must, however, sound a note of warning. Eventually
rhe CADDIA and INSIS projects will lead to the
installadon of compurcrs at each country's customs
points, and these will then be linked. It will be possible
to flash information quickly around the Member
States. Ve must be very careful about the qualiry of
this information. I understand that personal informa-
tion concerning immigration is already being carried
on the Heathrow computer.
'We must ensure that any subjective information is
carefully monitored and kept under strict control. For
example, if someone is categorized by some over-zeal-
ous official as a right-wing subversive, without their
knowing it they could be banned from entering any of
the Member States. Already we know there are prob-
lems with migrants entering Germany, problems due
to difficulties with names; and these difficulties could
be multiplied a thousand-fold with the extensive use of
compulers.
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Bearing that in mind, however, my report before you
today, Mr President, approves rhe broad lines of these
projects. At the same rime, it poinrs out thar this is
only a first step towards gerring Council approval for
further project development by rhe Commission and
getting the national administrations much more closely
involved. I believe that the Parliamenr also should be
more closely involved with rhe further implemenration
of these projects. '!7'herever possible, I feel rhere
should be a representative from Parliament at rhe var-
ious symposia, the various workshops which are being
planned. For example, the question of accepting the
new technologies in the workplace is one subjecr of
concern. Another is wherher it will be Community
firms or competing firms from third countries, in
particular the United States and Japan, that will ben-
efit from the market opponunities that are going to be
created. These and other issues must be carefully
monitored.
Ve should also like to make suggesrions on possible
funher applications. \7e must keep track of rhe differ-
ent issues which are going ro be posed ro rhe Com-
munity by the setting of new srandards.
I feel, Mr President, that these projects musr go ahead,
that the Commission and the Member State' govern-
men6 must guarantee that people's civil rights will be
safeguarded. 'S7'e must beware of the misuse of per-
sonal information with computers. These links will
lead rc super compu[ers, and unless we are wary we
may get super misuse of the personal information thar
they store.
'!7ith these warnings, I ask the Parliament ro suppon
this repon.
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Leonardi. 
- 
(17) Mr President, I wanr ro say very
briefly that we are in agreement with Mr Seal's motion
for a resolution supporting the CADDIA and INSIS
projects.
Ve simply wanr [o srress rhe need, which he also
emphasizes, for democratic parliamentary conrrol, so
that these two sysrcms may operate openly, and so rhat
v/e may consider them above all as catalysrs for funher
development.
Obviously, any dara-processing system funcrions
firstly on rhe basis of the information fed inro ir, so the
introduction of these two sysrem raises problems of
standardization and improvemenr of informarion at
every level and, secondly, in accordance with rhe pur-
poses for which it is used.
There is no doubt that rhe introduction of these sys-
tems does not mean thar there is no more need for
political decisions, in order, for example, to eliminate
the absurdity of having Parliament working in three
different centres, or in order to eliminate internal cus-
toms barriers within our Community and to improve
the system of external customs.
These are political decisions, which the compurer sys-
tems which we have adopred will merely make more
obvious, but which they will cerrainly nor make super-
fluous.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, the Commission would like to thank Mr
Seal for his excellent reporr. It is pleased ro nore [har
the resolution will lead to closer coopera[ion between
the Community Instirutions and will play an important
part in aiding rhe developmenr of a common market or
new information technologies.
In view of the late hour, I shall be very brief and who-
leheanedly endorse the points made by rhe rwo pre-
vious speakers. !7e are aiming for increased growrh in
productivity in this secror. Ve are well aware of the
dangers and risks involved, bur we also see whar
opponunities are offered. Ve want ro avoid building a
son of electronic tower of Babel in the Community
and to continue the requisire basic studies which may
lead to INSIS, which is the germ for rhis enrire pro-
ject, serving the interests not only of the Commission
but of all the Community bodies and insritutions.
\7hile INSIS is concerned wirh the fundamental prob-
lem of the exchange of information, i.e. rhe problem of
incompatibility of communication equipment resulring
from the applicadon of different srandards, CADDIA
is aimed at quite specific types of use and informarion
system, panicularly in rhe field of rrade and agricul-
tural policy.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be pur ro rhe vote at rhe next voting
tlme.
16. Inoestment within the Community
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the joinr debate on two
reports by Mr Moreau on behalf of rhe Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs:
- 
report (Doc. 1-89182) on the common posi-
tion of rhe Council (Doc. l-652/81) on rhe
proposal from rhe Commission ro the Council(Doc. 1-581/80) for a decision empowering
rhe Commission ro conrract loans for the pur-
pose of promoring investmenr within rhe
Community;
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- 
report (Doc. 1-87/82) on the proposal from
the Commission to the Council (Doc. l-928/
81 
- 
COM(81) 790 final) for a decision
applying for the first time the EEC decision
empowering the Commission to contract
loans for the purpose of promoting invest-
ment within the Community.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Moreau, rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, first of
all I would like rc say that I regret the absence of the
Council of Minisrcrs because some of the issues which
we are going to raise concern it direcdy.
Second point: while a lot is being said at the moment
about the European revival and the twenty-fifrh anni-
versary of the signing of the Treary, and while the
three instituti the Council, the Commission and
Parliament 
- 
are convinced of the need for the NCI,
paradoxically however we cannot seem !o agree either
on the form this NCI should take or the relations
which should exist between the various institutions in
this matter.
The two reports which I am going to discuss concern
firstly the results of the conciliation procedure
between the European Parliament and the Council of
Ministers on the basic decisions on NCI and, secondly,
the implementing decisions on NCI. If, in spite of the
difficulties which we have encountered, and in spite of
the unwillingness displayed by the Council ol Minis-
ters 
- 
some of our fellow members were dismayed by
the fact that during this conciliation procedure our
discussion partner was not the Council of Ministers as
a whole but the President of the Council of Ministers,
and that the necessary dialogue between Parliament
and Council could not take place, and if in spite of the
fact that the Council of Ministers did not agree either
in spirit or in practice to carry on the conciliatron pro-
cedure as we wished and as it had been laid down in
the agreements, we are asking the European Parlia-
ment not to oppose the implementation of NCI 2, then
it is only for political reasons. Allow me just two min-
utes to explain this point.
In fact, some of our colleagues may be surprised that
as the Committee on Economic and Monetaq'Affairs
we are asking Parliament, unanimously, not to oPpose
the first tranche of NCI 2. Our opinion is chat in view
of the present difficuldes in Europe, the economic dif-
ficulties in our various countries, it would be improper
of Parliament to add to these by refusing Conrmission
the means to act. However, if as the Committee we
have opted for this course 
- 
and I hope that it will be
ratified by Parliament tomorrow 
- 
we feel tlso that
the Commission and the Council of Ministcrs must
not misjudge the significance of this decision of Parlia-
ment in that I must again stress that Parliament in no
way renounces the positions it has taken and which it
has presented, namely in the Gouthier report and in
the Pfennig report on the problem of the NCL
There must be no mistake either about Parliamenr's
determination to enter into a veritable conciliation
procedure, into a veritable discussion with the Council
and in this context we have taken note of the Commis-
sion's undertaking to propose to us, in the relatively
near future, basic decisions on NCI 3 
- 
sufficiently in
advance and before definidve decisions have been
taken as regards loans under NCI 2 
- 
so that we have
time to take the necessary steps to ensure that [his
conciliation procedure with the Council can proceed
under the right conditions.
Those are, Mr President, the reasons why we are ask-
ing Parliament not to oppose the opening of NCI II, it
being understood of course thar we expect the Council
of Ministers not to use this position of Parliament as a
pretext, for remaining inflexible and we therefore
expect from its part a gesture showing that our action
has notjust been one-sided.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Rogalla. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I am sorry to have to begin my brief contribution
by deploring the fact that we are forced to deal with
such an important issue in'such a short time.
'!7e have two reports to decide on. These reports have
their legal basis in Rule 38 (4) of the Rules of Proce-
dure according to which we must debate the results of
the conciliadon with the Council. As the raPPorteur
has just pointed out, there has not actually been any
conciliation, and this point has already been made
briefly in this parliamentary act of mourning which is
the reason why I am speaking now.
It is regrettable, and the President of this House
deplored this fact in his address on the 25th anniver-
sary of the signature of the Treaty of Rome, that the
relations between Council and Parliament are in a very
bad way. On the one hand, we have a directly-elected
European Parliament looking for influence and formal
competency with great deal of understanding of the
matrer in hand and substantial democratic .lustifica-
tion, and on the other hand we have the Council going
it alone with im entirely un-European approach, which
is dictated by the zeal of the national expens, and its
continuing total lack of willingness to change direc-
rion. It is neither here not there whether rhe Council
commits itself to involvement and consultation of the
European Parliament 
- 
what happens in practice is
that everyrhing is done at the last minute and the date
alone of rhe consuhation, i.e. 15 March 1982, which is
also the date of the decision, speaks volumes! This
means that my Group too firmly condemns the atti-
tude of the Council on this question since ir was at no
point willing to conduct a serious conciliation.
In spite of these procedural shortcomings, time is
pressing and the need for more money is too great in
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numerous areas. '!7e must, [herefore, whether we like
it or not and in spirc of the serious objections which
might be raised, decide to adopt the rapporreur's pro-
posal and rake note of the events, so as nor to stand in
the way of the applicadon of the NCI II any longer.
However, this in no way means that we approve of the
way the Council has acted and we should like to draw
particular arrenrion to this fact here in this House and
in spite of the larc hour. In this Communiry, we must
not always work on the principle thar there are always
judges in Luxembourg to fall back on, and I hope that
we will be spared the need for a new judgment by the
European Court of Justice to remind the Council of its
obligarions, as in rhi isoglucose case.
And now to my second poinr. This consists principally
of the fact thar we go along with rhe amendmenr
tabled by Mr Albers according ro which possibilities
must be opened up in the areas he menrions for using
the New Community Instrumenr in the financing of
vocational training and the crearion of jobs for
school-leavers.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Party (Christian-Democrar.ic Group).
Mr Herman. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, ladies and genrle-
men, my Group srrongly supporrs any decision
authorizing the Commission to conr.racr loans ro
promote investment in rhe Communiry. It will there-
fore vote in favour of rhe Moreau reporr. but it wishes
to emphasize the subsrantial disparity which still exists
between Council's views and rhose of Parliament
whether it be as regards rhe permanent nature of the
instrument, the authorization procedure or rhe budge-
tization of the borrowing and lending mechanism. On
all this we do not agree and we conrinue ro oppose rhe
Council. However, in view of the urgent nature of rhe
issue, as previous speakers s[ressed, we will agree [o
the release of the first tranche.
Ve fully agree with the objectives and priorities
adopted by the Commission for the use of this tranche
of t OOO million ECU. Energy saving, infrastrucrure
contributing to the developmenr of rhe regions, of
small and medium-sized firms are also our priorities
on condition, however, that by infrastructure is also
understood, for example, rhe telematic network. Also
it goes wirhout saying rhar all small and medium-sized
firms should nor enjoy the same priority. It is not suffi-
cient thar they be small, they musr be well managed,
financially srable and above all their activity and their
investment musr be forward looking, i.e. rhey musr use
new technologies or be situated in advanced technol-
ogy sectors. In view of rhe lareness of rhe hour, Mr
President, rhat is mainly what I wish ro say now.
President. 
- 
I call the Commitree on Budgets.
Mr Balfour, drafisman of an opinion 
- 
Mr Presidenr,
I am authorized by the Committee on Budger of this
House to register the strongest possible objection to
the flagranr disregard by the Council of Ministers of
the wishes of rhis House. They have tonlly refused to
observe the basic courresies of conciliation and they
have challenged the budgeary authority of Parlia-
ment.
The so-called conciliation of 15 March was a disgrace.
It was an unparallelled insulr ro this House and it was
delivered in the presence of our President. It is diffi-
cult sometimes to believe that the individuals whb
from time ro [ime make up the Council of Minisrers
are the product of parliamentary democracy.They are
utterly insensitive ro rhe legitimarc rights and aspira-
tions of this Parliament. This is perhaps excusable in
the non-budgetary field but it is totally objectionable
and unacceptable in the budgemry one.
In this struggle between Council and Parliamenr ir is
this House which will triumph. Ve may nor yer have
the legislative powers or traditions or pomposity of an
established narional parliament bur we have all rhat
matters 
- 
the votes of rhe electorate of Europe. It is
right that our voice should be heard and right thar,
when it is heard, ir should be lisrcned rc and heeded. It
is we jointly with the Council who must exercise con-
trol over all Community expenditure, even rhat which
is lent rather rhan spent.
On behalf of rhe Committee on Budgem of this Parlia-
ment I must tell rhe Council of Ministers thar we
violendy object to rhe procedure which led .to their
decision and ro rhe limited and unsatisfacrory narure
and content of rheir decision.
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Groups.
Mr Bonaccini,- (17) Mr President, rhe, as ir were,
intimate nature of this debate should not lead us to
overlook the enormous imponance of the problem we
are dealing-with. Vhat is more, the medium-rerm pro-
gramme, the documenrs prepared for the 'Mandare of
the 30 May' and the discussions we have had on the
economic situation in rhis very House, have more rhan
once demonstrated the need for an efficient policy on
invesrmenrs. If we want ro counteract the objectively
recessionary impact which the internarional monetary
system is having a[ presen[ on the world economy, if
we want to overcome rhe difficulries we have come up
against in the atrempr ro recycle capital efficiently, in
order to make up for the capiral deficiency which is
the root cause of unemployment in many of our Mem-
ber Srates, including the Srare i live in and of which I
am a citizen, we need rhis policy. This is why we sup-
port Mr Moreau's repon and why we also suppon all
initiatives thar are likely ro promore the objectives I
have jusr menrioned.
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Bur permit me to emphasize 
.iust one aspect of the
matrer. At times the Council too has appeared to be
worried by this situation; however, its decisions have
subsequently suffered a mysterious fate upon which
we are not permitted to have any information, whilst,
from time to time, rumours reach our ears of attemPts
by various Member States to outdo each other in stin-
giness regarding the size of a panicular loan' or the
overall quantity of funds which are expected to be
lent.
I want to stress 
- 
and the Moreau rep<ln also
emphasizes this 
- 
that this problem of the ceiling on
loans must be tackled and the investment policy and
the poliry on loans for investments made to the Com-
.unity must be approached from the point of view of
a permanent policy, capable of breaking out of the res-
tr"ints 
"t present imposed 
upon it, which have hitheno
prevented the attainment of the results we all hope for'
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic (iroup.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Mr President, can I suggest to you that
it is true to form. '!7e have no representation from the
Council and perhaps not only the report should go
forward so the Council, but also the transcript of the
speeches tonight, with a request that, perheps they
would respond in writing if they cannot be here to res-
pond verbally.
I must say it has taken a certain strength of wrll to stay
up this late to be here but my SrouP feels- so strongly
that I have been asked to rePresent them here tonight
and to make the srontest possible objections on
behalf of the European Democratic Group rc the long
delay the Council rcok to respond to our request for
conciliation.
The fact is that that conciliation was a complete sham,
and I stress that we are only acceding to the request
for urgent consideration of this because we realize that
the oily sufferers will be the potendal recipients of
those loans.
'!fle deplore the cavalier attitude which even, I suspect,
the Council will come to regret in time yet ahead of
us. '!7e emphasize in panicular paragraph 10 of Mr
Moreaus's second repon but we reserve the right to
re-initiate conciliation if we continue to meet the
Council's ignoring of our legitimate desires.
As to the deail, we welcome extension of the NCI to
small business in panicular and would stress that the
service sector should not be ignored, indeed it should
be encouraged.
It is regrettable that the Council still considers the
NCI as an instrument for periodical renewal with, as
Mr Bonaccini said, fixed and very limited ceilings and
with severe restrictions on the treasury manatement
and flexibility.
The objective must be a long-term' constructive and
ongoing borrowing and lending policy. And while we
quit. 
"gr.. thar we must avoid the .trap 
of whirc ele-
phants,- it should be combined with imaginative but
well-justified Community policies involving long-term
capital projects, perhaps projects with higher.risk or
lower piojected financial returns than would otherwise
be commercially acceptable.
But the fundamenal problem is the attiude of the
Council of Ministers, not just to the NCI but in almost
everything: its shon-term, myopic, nationalistic, pro-
crastlnatlng arrogance in its attitude not just to the
Parliament but to the people of Europe.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, in spite of the imponanc-e of the
subject, I will be particularly brief since it is after mid-
night.
First of all I would like to thank Parliament, and parti-
cularly Mr Moreau, for the remarkable application
which he has displayed in this matter. His political
attitude is marked by a great sense of responsibiliry in
a very sensitive area for Parliament 
- 
I am referring-
to thl conciliation 
- 
and it is an action which is of
immense real and symbolical value in helping us to
emerge from the crisis. That is my first comment.
Second comment, I have taken note thar this in no
way signifies that Parliament has renounced its views
which on many points are akin to those of the Com-
mission. I am ieferring for example to the duration of
the instrument in question and to the budgedzation
problems. I mention this simply in order to point out
ihaq having lived through this conciliation procedure,
Parliamenihas maintained its position inmct; this is
how I have understood it.
Thirdy, funher discussion is necessary as the recent
conci[iation procedure was not fully satisfactory. Such
a discussion must take place very soon. As requested
by Mr Moreau, I wish to confirm that in the coming
weeks the Commission will propose NCI 3 which will
give us an opportunity, so to speak, with our minds
iefreshed and urder more normal conditions when we
are less hurried, and when we sdll have NCI 2, to dis-
cuss very seriously the basic issues which have
remained open since the discussion a month ago.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I should like co thank Mr Onoli for
remaining with us until such a late hour.
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The debate is closed. The motions for resolutions will
be put to the vote ar the next voting time.l
(Tbe sitting was closed at 12.05 a.m.)
ANNEX
Votes
(The Annex to rhe Repon of Proceedings conrains the
rapporteur's opinion on rhe various amendments and
the explanations of vore. For a demiled account of rhe
voting, see Minutes)
- 
De Pasquale
adopted
Report (Doc. 1-51/82):
The rapponeur w'as:
- 
in favour of Amendments Nos l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7,8,
10, 11, 12,13,14,15,16,17,19, 1g, 20,21,22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 29, 30, 31, 46, 47, 4g, 51,
55,77/rev.,80, 91, 108, 109, 113, 116, ll7, 127
and 128;
- 
against Amendments Nos 41, 42, 54, 56, 58, 63,
67, 69, 7 7, gl, gg, gg, 94, 95, 96, 97, gg, lol, 102,
103, 104, 105, 1 18, l2l, 122 and 123.
I Agenda for next sitting: see minutes.
Explanations ofoote
Mr Pearce. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, I am not entirely
clear whether you are going ro call for a vore on rhe
repon from Miss de Valera or nor, but what I have to
say remains the same in either case. I am driven ro
abstain on [he repon as a whole because of the inrcr-
ventions thar have come in this very curious way from
the Commitree on'!7omen.
Madam President, I am nor at rhis srage mlking abour
the consritutional poinrs: I am mlking about thJ philo-
sophy of this. I am really tired of the whole quesrion
of the women's angle being introduced into this Pa.-
liament as though ir were something special. Ir is time
we realized thar while yromen have their righrs, so do
men; it is time we stopped rhis nonsense that some
Members of this House Lau. 
-o.. righrs than orhers.
Heaven knows, what could we do, Madam presidenr,
if this \7omen's Committee believes rhat, philosophi-
cally or inre.llectually, there is a special women,s angle?
In this week, we could have had a woman,s view on
exposur ro asbesros, on drug abuse, on battery cages
for hens. It just shows the nonsense that is perpetraied
by believing that in regional policy or in anphing else,
the female angle is somerhing special. I resent, as a
member of the male half of this species of ours, what is
being done. I am opposed to the philosophy rhar goes
behind this, as well as ro the procedural abuses which I
submit have taken place.
For thar reason, Madam Presidenr, I am driven ro
abstain on rhe De Pasquale resolution and on the de
Valera one if in fac you take it to the point of a vore.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Madam President, I am going ro vore
for this repor[ even though I see in it stilf a number of
serious defecrs. I am sorry ro have [o say rhis, because
I fully appreciate the immense amount. of thought and
work_ thar has been pur inro rhese proposals, both by
the Commission and by rhe Commirtee on Regional
Policy and Regional Planning. The most serious defect
that I see in it is rhe exclusion of housing from any
regional development, because if we want to keep peo-
ple panicularly in the remorer and more underdivel-
oped areas, we shall not succeed unless we have rea-
sonable housing for rhem.
I am concerned about women jusr as may colleague
Miss de Valera is, but in a differenr son of way. I do
not like ro see women ser apan and separated. I wanr
to see condirions made sufficiently arrracrive for them
to keep rhem in rhe country 
- 
sufficient of them at
least, because if we do nor have young women in rhe
country,,we shall nor have young men in rhe country.
And wirhour young men and young women, rhe.e ls
no wonhwhile developmenr possible.
\7hat I wanred ro say was thar I vore thar we srart to
work on this now and that we work on pilot schemes
that we all know to be ready in varioui parts of the
Community.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) It is cenainly rrue ro say
that a more fruirful regional policy would be useful
and desirable in this Communiry. However, rhe exrenr
to which this theory has already been ovenaken by
practice can be seen from a very telling example in
Nonhern Ireland where there is a plastics facrory. If
they made plasric bullets, rhere *ould probably be no
shonage of orders. However, rhey make texriles and
the facrory is being closed down over rhe heads of
more than 1 000 workers who have nor been informed
or consulted.
The factory is in Antrim, which is one of rhe last
peaceful areas left in Ulsrer, and which will soon have
over 500/o unemployment 
- 
and we know whar sort
of an explosive siruation rhis implies. The company
responsible is a Dutch mulrinarional of dubious repu-
tation, i.e. AKZO. You do not need to be from Nonh-
ern Ireland yourself to be shocked or from rhe Neth-
erlands to be ashamed.
Mr Presidenr, I intend ro vore in favour of rhis repon,
but rhe facr thar we are calling for a more effective
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regional policy here today immediarely makes ir parti-
cularly clear how much we need effective moasures to
deal with the multinationals who first of all exploir and
then abuse regional poliry.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
Madam President, I think that, faced
with a massive task, the Commission has made a sport-
ing attempt in this document to shift the emphasis of
regional poliry. They have made some helpful propo-
sals about putting their effon into smaller enterprises
and in panicular into service industries. I am intrigued
by r.he idea contained in the new Anicle l6 of encour-
aging local potenrial, though I have to say that I do
nor much care for some of the addidons which rhis
Parliament has put into rhe anicle. Nevenheless, I
think that it must make a lot of sense, and in particular
in the rural areas. The ERDF has concentrated heavily
on areas of industrial decline and their problems are
undoubcedly spectacular. The people who tend to drift
aw^y ere the people of working age, often wrth fami-
Iies who go with them.
These new measures offer the chance to Europe to be
more active in the rural areas, and for this reason,
Madam President, I want to suppofl. them.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Madam President, I shall vorc for the De
Pasquale report, despite the fact that the Bureau of
this Parliament inflicted a separate interim -- and I
srress, 'interim' 
- 
report from the Committee of
Inquiry into the situation of women. If ever there was
an example of waste of paper and time and an abuse of
the competence of the Committee of Inquiry, the
separate de Valera report. was just that. One single
amendment from the Committee of Inquiry was all
that was necessary to cover the feminist view, instead
of rhe many thousands of sheets of paper that we used.
It is essential, Madam President, that this issue be
invesrigated by the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions and by Parliament's Bureau.
(Applause)
Lord O'Hagan. 
- 
Madam President, I shall rote for
this repon, but I shall vote for it with regret 
- 
not
because its intentions are poor or the way that it has
been prepared is weak, but because of its continued
discrimination against the people of the counties of
Devon and Cornwall. I am sure that Commrssioner
Giolitti, whose interest in our problems we welcomed
when we visited him recently, will have felt from dme
to time during the proceedings this afternoon that his
proposals were being affected perhaps adversely by the
acdvities of Parliament and perhaps beneficrally, I
hope, as well. Nevenheless, I should alen him and the
officials of the Council that unless this manifesr injus-
dce is rectified this will be as nothing aginst the
hounds of hell that will be unleashed on him and the
other Institutions of the Community if Devon and
Cornwall are not given fair treatment, based on fairer
statistics than those supplied so far.
'!7ith that happy note I thank you, Madam President,
for chairing this Assembly this afternoon in its jolly
and awkward nrood.
Miss de Valcra. 
- 
Madam President, I should like to
join with Lord t)'Hagan in congraculating you on get-
ting through thc business so efficiently.
I would also, as I am speaking on behalf of the Euro-
pean Progressi.re Democrats, say that we shall of
course be votinl; in favour of the De Pasquale repor!,
and I would lik: to take this opportunity on behalf of
every member ,rf my group [o congratulate Mr De
Pasquale on hi; tremendous work and his achieve-
ments here tod:ry. It is no easy matter to get such a
repoft together and to get it through this Parliament
with such a goorl response and indeed support..
Vith regard to the Vomen's Committee, I feel I must
make a few comments on this because there have,
regrettably, been so many attacks this afternoon, on
the Committee of Inquiry into the situation of women
in the ten Member States. (I have three minutes, as I
am speaking on behalf of the group). As I was saying,
I am very sad indeed to see the anti-feminist position
taken up by a number of people here, including,
unfortunately, sc,me here on my left 
- 
they are on my
left as they sit in the Parliament but I do not think they
are on my left .vith regard to political viewpoints. I
would make rhe point rhar not once did we in the
'!(/omen's Comnrittee refer to women exclusively in
any amendment At all stages we referred to both
sexes: to take jur;t one example, Amendment No 115,
which I am glad :o say uras adopted by this House this
evening, referre<l to both men and women and to
young people. Sc, the'STomen's Committee is not just
concerned with the problems rhat relate to women
exclusively, but atso those that concern every secror of
our Community.
As I have said, :he Group of European Progressive
Democrats are very happy to support, this repon,
because we feel tlat the amendments put forward this
afternoon go to improve the whole of the Regional
Fund. The Regional Fund is one of the major instru-
ments of this Co nmunity, and in my view should be
even given great(r cognizance than it receives at the
moment.
I would like to trke this opponunity, Madam Presi-
dent, of asking dre Commission whether they intend
ro accept rhe amendmenB that were put to the House
this afternoon, with panicular reference to the
'!flomen's Committee.
That is all I have to say at this panicular stage. Once
again, thank you for your cooperation and the coop-
eration of the othr'r Members.
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- 
(17) Madam President, I should have
liked rc speak in this debate, since I took an active parr
in the work of the Committee, but unfonunarely I did
not have the time. I should like rc congrarulate you,
Madam President, Parliament and the rapponeur, Mr
De Pasquale, for the excellent work that has been
done.
It must nevertheless be clear that the new Regulations
does not solve all the problems, and neither does it dis-
sipate all the uncenainties in the present common
policy; however, it does constitute an undoubted step
forward as compared with the previous state of affairs.
It has been possible to introduce imponant innova-
tions, in spite of one or two restrictive tendencies of a
political nature and sometimes, even of a narional
nature. This is panicularly true regarding the increase
in the non-quota section, but I must emphasize the
imponance of not stopping here and of going on, in a
not too distanr future, to a substantial increase in the
overall appropriations voted for the Fund.
Consequently I shall vore in favour of this repon, even
though I voted against the amendment on [he founda-
tion of a patent bank, which does not seem to me to be
an instrument specifically designed for providing aid
to regional economies.
In conclusion, I hope thar we shall all consider this
regulation as a mere step towards the goal of redress-
ing the imbalances in the regional economies which we
mus[ pursue by means of funher adjustments and
innovations, a goal to which we should like to know,
as of now, that the Commission is committed.
Motionfor a resolution by Mr Glinne and others (Doc.
I - I 46/82)
Explanations ofoote
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, I am obviously disap-
poinrcd that my amendments have not been passed. I
must say that my experience in this Parliament is that
when people come up to me and rcll me that amend-
ments I have put down are dreadful and are rubbish,
the Parliament tends to pass them. Vhen I pur down
amendments and everybody comes up ro me and says
how sensible of you to rise the topic, they knock rhem
down. Vhether there is a lesson here for me or for
somebody else I do nor know.
But the point thar I want ro make is rhar I am really
not knocking delegarions. I am a srrong supponer of
delegadons. I hope rhat we have seen the end of the
knocking of delegations in rhe press. Ir is abour rime
we stood up and said thar rhey are good for the rela-
tionships between the Community and rhe rest of this
world and that they do a grear deal of good.
I might say personally that they do a great deal of
good in increasing in my friendly relations with other
Ilembers of this Parliament on the delegations. I hope
t'hat those people in this Parliament who have tried to
k.nock the delegations and put out half-truths and
iraaccuracies to the press will now stop it and that we
can get on with delegadons that are useful and con-
structive.
IvIr Radoux. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I was chairman of
the delegadon responsible for relations between Par-
liamept and the countries of Eastern Europe and(lomecon up to the rtime when the parliamentary
delegations had to be reappointed in accordance with
r>ur Assembly's rules of procedure. I see from the
rlocument that has been handed out for the purposes
of the present vote that rcn additional members are to
be specially appoinrcd to the delegation in question for
,rur relations with Romania. To my knowledge, rhere
has never at any time been question of such a division
,)perating within our delegation. I rrust that I am cor-
rect in supposing that some kind of error has
occurred, an error which is nevenheless important
enough to cause me to abstain. If ir is nor merely a
mistake, however, I would consider it a grave fault.
President. 
- 
I should like to make a brief statement of
my own. Once a delegadon has been set up, I think
chat it is simply good manners to esnblish contacr as
quickly as possible with the country in question, thar is
to say, with the other half of the delegation in order to
ascertain whether the country concerned is interested
in, and approves, the initiadve taken. I recall rhat rhis
prac[ice was neglected in 1979, giving rise to problems
with the countries with which ir was hoped to establish
relations.
Robert Jachson Report (Doc. 1 -97/82): adopted
The rapporteur was:
- 
in favour of Amendmenrs Nos 7, 73, 74, 17, 20,
27, 32, 33, 47, 55, 57, 58 and 63;
- 
against Amendments Nos 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8,9, 70,
ll, 12, 15/rev., 76/rev., 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 25,
27, 28, 29/rev.,30, 31, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 42, 43,
44, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 59,61,
62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69, 69,70,71,72,73,74,75,
76,77 and78.
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Mr Kirkos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, Mr Jackson's
report and the subsequent debate have creared prob-
lems for all of us as regards the ma.ior priorities for
1983, i.e. the fight against unemploymenr, [he resrruc-
turing of the budget and the measures ro remove
regional imbalances. In our view, however, rhese
priorides are not reflected in the essential pan of the
report., particularly as regards the rectification of
regional imbalances. The enlargement of the Com-
munity is essentially disregarded, as are the special
problems facing the Mediterranean regions, while the
emphasis placed on limiting agricultural expenditure is
such that it will endanger the balance of their econ-
omres.
I shall be voting against on behalf of the Greek Com-
munist Party (of che Interior).
Mr Gouthier. 
- 
(lT) Mr President, on behalf of the
Italian Members of the Communist and Allies Group I
wish rc say that we shall be abstaining on this motion
for a resolution.
Ve are in favour of an increase, even a hefty one, in
the resources of the Social Fund. However, the way
this motion is worded 
- 
even if it has been improved
in pans 
- 
seems in our view to be trying to turn the
Social Fund into something it cannot be. It seems to be
trying to make it encourate development. To our way
of thinking, encouraging economic development and
with it youth and female employment can, in the first
place, come only from the coordinated use of all struc-
tural means.
It follows then that we cannot go along with this
steady adaptation of the basic thrust of this Parlia-
ment's policy. One of the basic aspects of this policy
has been the idea of increasing our own resources,
without any strings attached. This is a dangerous
attempt to set up the Social Fund against the Regional
Fund and in this respecr it is a deliberate attempt to
confuse the issue of convergence within the Com-
muniry, which is still the number one probleln.
Consequently we shall be abstaining. \fle shall observe
funher developments on the budget problems which,
of course, we are greatly concerned about.
Mr Baillot. 
- 
(FR) Earlier during the general debate,
Mr President, my colleague Mr Pranchire Bave the
opinion of the French Members of the Comn,unist and
Allies Group. The fundamental criticism which he
voiced about the Jackson repon explains why we shall
be voting against it.
The fact is that the farm budget is seen just as a source
of cuts which will allow us to develop other essential
but ill-defined policies. !flhat is more, we cannot
accept the idea that cutting farm spending is an essen-
tial element in combating unemployment. I should
think that the common agricultural policy itself was a
way of tackling the exodus from the countryside and
hence the unemployment which the rapponeur wanted
to make the key theme of the 1983 budget.
Mr Georgiadis. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I shall be very
brief. For the reasons I stated in my speech, and
because the voting on the amendments has enabled a
lot of conflicting elements to find their way into the
Jackson Report, we Greek Socialists will not be able to
vote in favour. This means that, while we welcome the
positive elements in the Jackson report, we cannot
accepr those elements of the report which reject the
budget as a means of reducing regional imbalances.
\fle shall therefore be abstaining.
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Subject: Financial backing from the OPEC countries
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alternative energy sources.
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IN THE CHAIR:IADY ELLES
Vice-President
(The sitting opened at 9 a.m.)l
1. Energy-saoing
President. 
- 
The next irem is rhe repon (Doc. l-99/
82) by Mr Pfennig, on behalf of rhe Commitree on
Budgets, on the problems of budgetary law and policy
connected with rhe proposals from the Commission
to the Council (Doc. l-526/80) for
I For items concerning approval of the Minutes, documents
received, applicarion of the Rules of Procedure, member-
ship of committees, procedure without repon and repons
without debare, see t'he Minutes of Proceedings of this sit-
ting.
As regards the votes, rappofteurs' opinions on amend-
menr and explanations oT vote are reproduced in rhe
Annex; for funher details, see rhe Minutel.
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concluded aBreements with the OPEC coun-
tries for financial backing amounting to 5 000
million EUA for development projects in the
alternative energ'y sector ?
2. If these reports are true, can the Commission
give its opinion on these agreements and state
how far they are consistent with a European
programme on alternative energy?
3. lVhat benefits will Community countries not
pany rc these agreements derive from them?
I call the rapporteur.
l!t1 pf6nnig, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
ladies and Bentlemen, I have just had a brief discussion
with the authors of the amendmenrc. There is a chance
that these amendments will be withdrawn, which
would greatly simplify matrcrs.
I should like to keep the presentation of my report
relatively brief, because, as everyone will recall, we
had a debate on this problem when the Committee on
Energy and Research was still the committee respon-
sible. At that time, Mr Turcat said that the Committee
on Energy and Research felt unable to deliver an opin-
ion on the 'ceiling' regulations proposed by the Com-
mission because, as Parliament saw it, they would
result in an inadmissible restriction of its budgetary
powers. Our position is still basically the same. Parlia-
ment adopted rhe Turcat repon unanimously at the
time and called on the Council to join in preliminary
conciliation in this matter to establish the compatibility
of the European Parliament's legislative and budgetary
powers.
Allow me to remind you what is involved here.'!(i'e are
zor delivering on opinion on whether the energy con-
servation projects are right and acceptable. They are
right and acceptable, and we of the European Parha-
ment very much. want the Commission to finance
energy conservation projects. Ve have made this
abundantly clear, as you will see from the explanatory
statement in my rePort, by approving far more
resources for the Commission's energy conservation
projects than the expenditure the Council is asked to
apProve at present.
The reason why we are still not prepared to deliver an
opinion on the Commission's proposals is that during
the budgenry procedure we have stipulated amounts
for energy conservation which in the last five years
alone have totalled some 243m EUA. \7hen you com-
pare this with what the Council intends to set aside for
these energy conservation measures 
- 
a total of 150m
EUA 
- 
we can only ask what our decision on the
non-compulsory side of the budget is in fact wonh.
'We approve action by the Commission which has been
deemed acceptable and correct and we approve ade-
quate resources for this purpose 
- 
more in fact than
the Commission itself wanted 
- 
so that the Commis-
sion could now implement [he energy conservation
projects in full. But then the Council comes along
during the financial year and says:we do notwant [o
spend as much on energy conservation measures in the
current year as Parliament has approved, and we want
the Commission to propose a regulation that will
spread these resources over several years. In other
words, less money is to be spent.
If we tolerate this kind of procedure on the non-com-
pulsory side, where Parliament has the final say, we
may well find the Council in future constantly going
back on the whole of the budgetary procedure where
it concerns non-compulsory expenditure. This would
result in Parliament taking a Breat deal of trouble to
enter resources in the non-compulsory sector 
-enerry policy, transport. policy and also social policy
and to some extent regional policy 
- 
and have them
fixed during the financial year, only to find that the
Commission is not using them at all because of pres-
sure from the Council to propose and adopt 'ceiling'
regulations deleting these resources again.
If we put up with this, we shall be abandoning our
budgetary rights in this sector, and that is the crux of
the repon I have submitted and the crux of our dispute
with the Council. I repeat: the point at issue is not the
Commission's enerBy conservation programme,
because we are in favour of that and we have entered
substantial resources in the budget for that purpose.
The Commission must simply be forced to implement
the budget with these resources. It has not yet had the
courage to do so, because it is under Pressure from the
Council of Ministers to propose 'ceiling' regulations
limiting expenditure.
The motion for a resolution the Committee on
Budgets has submitted to you attempts to resolve the
conflict between the Council's legislative powers and
Parliament's budgetary powers by urging the Commis-
sion, firstly, to take up Parliament's ideas and
secondly, to withdraw its proposal for a regulation,
which concerns only those amounrc which can be
spent this yearo unless the Council declares that the
amounts referred to in the regulations are purely indi-
cative and that the volume of action mken will there-
fore be dictated solely by the budget.
That is the opinion of the Committee on Budgets on
the subject. \7e are not, that is to say, delivering an
opinion on the Commission's proposal for a regulation
in the formal sense of the procedure for consulting this
Parliament: in view of Parliament's desire to safeguard
its budgetary rights, including such rights as it has
ois-ti-ztis the Council in this respect, we are calling on
the Commission to use its influence to stoP the Coun-
cil interfering with those righm.
'$7e have taken a small precautionary measure in para-
graph 3, because you never know where you are with
the Council. If the Council should simply take a deci-
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sion without receiving a valid opinion from Parliamenr
in this matter, we should at least expecr i[ to engage in
preliminary conciliation with Parliamenr, as we have
long urged ir to do. This has always been refused
because the Council considers that it alone has the
right rc decide in this matrer. I hope that everyone
now appreciares the problem and that Parliamenr can
see its way to adopting this resolution unanimously, as
it did the resolution rabled by Mr Turcat.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Adam. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, first of all I would
like rc congratulate Mr Pfennig on a commendably
brief repon on a difficult and complicared subject. I
think there is a lesson for many Members in the length
of that particular reporr.
I want to respond also ro his call that we should adopr
the repon unanimously by indicating thar I will with-
draw my two amendments. I undersrand the rhird
amendment will also be withdrawn.
'!7hat the repon does is ro indicate very clearly the dif-
ficulties that Parliamenr experiences in achieving satis-
faction in budgetary dispurcs with rhe Council. As far
as this particular issue is concerned, Parliamenr has
rwo clear objectives. First of all, we wanr ro end this
dispute with the Council on the quesrion of budgetary
ceilings. Now since the Council has already agreed on
previous occasions budgetary figures which exceed rhe
ceilings that they have laid down, I cannor see why
there is such great difficulry in reaching agreemenr
over this particular issue. If you agree a level of
expenditure in the budget, ir is surely quite unneces-
sary to put anificial ceilings into the procedure and to
prevent the achieving of the policy objectives rhar we
have set out in [he budget. The resolution, in para-
graph 1, emphasizes the imponance we atrach to rhe
role of the Commission in helping Parliament to
defend these budgetary powers.
The second objective for Parliament is to ensure that
these demonsration projects of the type that we are
discussing go ahead, because thay are an imponant
contribution to energ'y investment and they are a
recognized Communiry prioriry. Ve have had fre-
quent reports from the Commission, those of us who
are on the Commimee on Energy and Research as well
as the CommitteeonBudge6, as ro how they tackle rhis
panicular job and the amounr of consultation thar
goes on about which project should be accepted and
so fonh. I cannot for the life of me see why the Coun-
cil then seeks to have a right of veto over every single
project thar is put up by the Commission after all this
consultation process is completed. Therefore, we fully
supporr. the sentiments in paragraph 10 of Mr Pfen-
nig's explanarory s[aremenr calling for an end ro rhis
practice of financial ceilings er a very early date. \7e
want the demonstration projecrs to go ahead and we
want these limirs ro be removed.
Nevenheless, I hope that while we are preserving Par-
liamenr's objection rc the ceilings and the requesr for
consultation, the working arrangemenr which the
Council is proposing is an interim measure to release
the 55 million European units of accounr for projects
which the Commission has already put up. I hope that
it will be possible for rhat to be released very soon and
for those Commission proposals ro go ahead.
Although I understand thar Mr Aigner and Mr Noten-
boom are withdrawing their amendment, I hope the
Commission will also indicate without any reservarion
that it is going ro execure its existing powers up ro [he
budgenry limim rhar we have.
I also would ask the Commission to give us an assur-
ance rhar rhis panicular quesrion will be looked eLvery
seriously when the review of these regularions comes
up later in the year. Ve do have an opponunity later
in this year for a further look at this problem in our
relations with the Council, and I hope the Commission
will give us an assurance rhal that will be an imponant
pan of their thinking.
The Socialist Group is now looking to the Council ro
take up the demand contained in paragraph 3 of this
resolution that we should have an understanding on
this question of budgemry ceilings and some consul-
tation. Now that discussions are going on between the
Council and rhe Commission and the Parliamenr on
an even more vexed question 
- 
that of rhe classifica-
don of expendirure 
- 
it surely is not too much to
hope that the way is now clear for rhe Council ro
agree to consultation on rhe issue of ceilings as well.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (Christian-Democraric Group).
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, I merely
wish to inform you rhar, as Mr Adam has already said,
the ambndment rabled by Mr Aigner and myself is
hereby withdrawn. As Mr Aigner is in hospital, I am
acting on his behalf. !7'e are withdrawing the amend-
ment for the sole reason rhar we do not wish ro dis-
tract attention from rhe main issue of the Pfennig
rePor[.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Price. 
- 
Madam President, I srand four square
behind the Pfennig resolurion. I think this is a marrer
of major consriturional significance which will have an
effect on the relarionship between all three Com-
munity institutions in rhe future as to what is done
about rhis topic. \7har ir relarcs to is the flouting of the
provisions of the Treaty regarding the budget. If Par-
liament acceprc such a clear-cut abuse, then we shall
be slackening our grip upon rhe limired budgemry
powers that we have. Thar is why this topic is so
imponant. Ir relates [o a sector of energy and research
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which is of course non-compulsory expenditure and
where, if we are ever to get the son of development
that most of us in this Parliamen[ want, it is crucially
imponant that Parliament should not just hold onto its
existing powers but develop them and ensure that in
future it has a means of ensuring that this sector of
expenditure is expanded.
Now if we want ro do that, rhen clearly we need the
support of the Commission. In the resolution we are
asking the Commission to stand with us and, if the
Council indicate that they intend to continue in their
presenf, course of action to withdraw their present pro-
posal. Now that is not because we regard the energy
demonstration projects as unimponant and purely
expendable in a constitutional argument. This is an
important sector and the energy demonstration pro-
jects form an imponant pan of our total energy policy
as it exists at the moment and for that reason it is
important to get this decision righr At the moment,
world oil and gas reserr'es are still being depleted at a
rate faster than new reserves are being found. So di-
versifrcation of sources anda strong conservation policy
diminishing consumption are both imponant. That is
precisely what these demonstration projects are all
about.
The European Council and the Council of Energy
Ministers have reflected these same priorities in their
decisions. So are the Council of Finance Ministers
going to regard finding ways of circumventing the
European Parliament's budgemry powers as more
imponant than these priorities? Often we have come
across that fragmentation within the Council which is
one of its fundamenal weaknesses. If that problem
occurs here, it is up to the Heads of Government, who
have declared their priorities elsewhere, to ensure [hat
those priorities are carried out by the Council of
Budget Ministers.
The role of the Commission is crucial, because we call
upon them to withdraw their proposal if the Council is
not prepared rc abide by the Treaty in effect.
In considering their next course of action, the Com-
mission should bear in mind that Parliament has three
reserve powers. The power to reject the budget was
something which Parliament used in 1979. Its power
to refuse a discharge it came very close to using earlier
this week when a decision was taken to defer the grant
of discharge. Im third major power, that of censure
and, therefore, dismissal of the Commission, is one
which Parliament has not yet used. If it came to do so,
I believe that it would probably be on an imponant
constitutional issueof this kind that Parliament would
be so moved. \Thether it be on this particular issue
alone or more [han just this, I believe the issue we have
before us rcday is of fundamental imponance in the
relationship between Parliament, Commission and
Council, and we look to the Commission for a very
strong sand on our side in this debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Moreland.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Madam President, perhaps I should
point out to you that the speech that I am going to
make relates to the oral question with debarc that has
been mken with this report. You have not, as yet,
called the authors of the question, and I think it would
be more appropriate if I followed them.
I would also suggest to you that it would be more pro-
per to finish Mr Pfennig's report, because, quite
frankly, as I think he would agree, the oral question is
a quite separate subject.
President. 
- 
I call the rapponeur.
Mr Pfennig, rdpportet'tr. 
- 
(DE) I endorse the propo-
sal that we consider my report first and then go on to
the oral question.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Madam
President, the Commission has been invited to and
would now like to make one or two points in answer
to the report and motion for a resolution by Mr Pfen-
nlg.
First of all, we are of one mind with Parliament in
atmching considerable imponance to the Community's
promotion of demonstration projects in the energy
field. It was in this light that in October 1980 
- 
I
repeat, 1980 
- 
the Commission proposed an increase
from 150 million units of account to 310 million units
of account in the target figure which we would like to
spend on implementing this programme.
Secondly, the Council, as everybody knows, has so far
refused to approve this proposal. Parliament, because
of a dispute with the Council, has not yet delivered its
opinion. Naturally the matter did not, and indeed it
could not, rest there, and in fact Parliamen[ enrered
83 million units of account in the 1981 budget and
4l million units of account, in the 1982 budget, thus
making available to the Commission a sum in excess of
the original rarget ceiling of 93 million.
On the basis of those budget entries, the Commission
- 
and I must say I am sorry that there is no mention
of this in the motion for a resolution 
- 
presented to
the Council a number of financing proposals for
demonstration projects which exceeded the previous
target ceiling. In this way the Commission, I think, did
two things: it demonstrated irc determination to imple-
ment [he Communiry's energ'y policy and, a[ the same
time, demonstrared ir determination firmly to respect
Parliament's prerogatives as far as budgetary matters
were concerned. That, perhaps, is an answer to some
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of the requesrc which have been made in chis debare
for a firm expression of the Commission's opinion as
far as that is concerned.
There is, however, one factor which I think Parlia-
ment has left out of account: namely, thar the regula-
tions laying down the managemenr procedure for
demonstration projects require that projects approved
by the Commission musr also be accepted by rhe
Council. So, with great respecr ro Mr Pfenning, rhis is
not purely a budgemry mar[er. It is rhis requiremenr
which the Council is using ro block implemenration of
the projects submitred by rhe Commission, despite the
fact that the experts are agreed on rhe projects' tech-
nical merits and on their suitabiliry for financial sup-
port. Now, faced with this stalemare, I think it is righr
that the Commission should define im srand, as indeed
I have been asked to do. Thar is what I now propose
to do, and I hope the House will feel I am being frank
with ir.
\(/e have abeady shown our willingness [o use appro-
priations which Parliament makes available ro it in
passing the budget. Given that rhe expenditure in
question is clearly non-compulsory, we shall conrinue
to submit projects for rhe approval of the Council
within the limits of the funds entered in the budget.
In so doing we are again- and I emphasize 
- 
ack-
nowledging the powers of this House, to which, as I
hope the House knows, we attach great importance.
The Commission, however, sees no reason, in view of
what I have just said, to withdraw its earlier proposals,
since in our view itwillhelp us to obtain rhe Council's
agreement for the expansion of our policy on demon-
stration projects, particularly as the most recenr
Energy Council has accepted our suggestion rhat an
in-depth debate on demonstration projects be held in
July in an anempt to break the deadlock.
Parliament, I think, should realize thar the Council
has the power ro withhold approval for the use of
funds, not on budgetary giounds, but because ir has ro
approve by qualified majority the lisr of projecrs pro-
posed by the Commission and, for the time being, this
qualified majority cannor be raised for the reasons I
have already described. This is one of the factors
which have prompted the Commission's decision to
propose new regulations on support. for demonsrration
projects. Parliament will, of course, be asked for irs
opinion on rhose regularions.
Finally, I assure you thar the Commission will press
the Council to accede ro rhe request for conciliarion
referred to in paragraph 3 of rhe motion for a resolu-
tlon.
So, Madam President, the Commission's position is
briefly this: we find ourselves in the middle of a major
dispute 
- 
and perhaps ir is of major constirurional
imponance, as Mr Price said in his speech 
- 
between
the Parliament and the Council as far as budgetary
authority is concerned. Ve have a number of demon-
stration projects which we are anxious ro conrinue.
'!7'e are prepared to spend our money up ro the limits
to which we are borh able and entirled to spend it.
Unfortunately, this is not a purely budgemry marrer
because of the powers of the Council under the exist-
ing regulations for the approval of demonstration pro-
jects. \fle are ar presenr trying to amend those regula-
tions and, as I understand ir, there will be an in-deprh
discussion in the Council of Minisrers in July.
President. 
- 
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Pfennig, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Commissioner, I
can only reply to your remarks in a language which is
not officially accepred in rhis Parliament: O si tac-
uisses, pbilosophus mansissesl If you had remained si-
lent, it would have been berter!
I can only remind you of what Mr Price said. Ve have
had enough of the Commission's stories in rhis marrer.
This is really very poor, Mr Commissioner. Commis-
sioner Davignon tells us in the Commirtee on Budgets
that the Commission will accept Parliament's propo-
sals and if necessary, if there is no orher way our.,
withdraw the proposals for 'ceiling' regularions bur
sdll implement the Commission's projecrs with whar it
has, even if there are no regulations. But you refer
here to some figures or orher and say thar you intend
to increase the Commission's proposals from 150m to
310m EUA and to do various other things. But thar
has nothing at all to wirh our problem. 'We are not
here to express our views on rhe figures. The figures
are to be found in rhe budger. As a Commissioner,
perhaps you would like to take note of rhat. The
budget contains a figure, and you know very well that
this figure will not be matched by the Council's deci-
sions, because the Council would nor dream of going
as high as 310m EUA in its 'ceiling' regulation. There
has been talk of an additional sum of a mere 25m
EUA, making 175m instead of 150m EUA 
- 
and now
take a look at the budget! You will see rhat the last
five years produce a figure of 243m EUA.
If you can assure me rhar the final resulr in the 'ceiling'
regulation will be 243m EUA, I do not mind ralking
about it, but yousimplycannor give me thar assurance.
You know that very well, and you cannor therefore
expect Parliament to accepr what you have jusr told us.
You should reconsider whether you wanr ro say any-
thing more on the subject here or whether we should
not leave it at whar Commissioner Davignon said in
the Committee on Budgers.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Committee on Budgets.
Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Budgeu. 
-(DE) I did not really intend ro speak to this subjec,
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but I am afraid I shall have ro do so now rhat the
Commission's representative has expressed himself in
such a way that it is obvious he eirher is unaware of
the circumstances thar have led to rhis morion for a
resolution or chooses to ignore them.
By letter of 8 March, rhe Council informed Parliamenr
that it had been awaiting Parliament's opinion on this
matter for many months. Parliament had delivered its
opinion long ago, but had included a requesr that the
Council discuss the matter with Parliamenr before
considering the proposal, that it enter inro a kind of
preliminary conciliation procedure. The Council was
clever enough to say that, as there was absolutely no
provision for this, it would not agree. The Council's
treatment. of Parliament was thus far from satisfactory,
and it also resoned to untruths in subsequenr corres-
pondence. In ir letter of 8 March, the Council exened
pressure on Parliament to deliver its opinion 
- 
one
way or the other 
-by 2a April by threatening that itwould otherwise withdraw its request for Parliament's
opinion.
I should like rc know who advised the President of the
Council to sign this letter, because the Council simply
cannot do this, especially after the recent judgments of
the European Coun of Justice. This is the crux of the
procedural dispute between the Council and Parlia-
ment. The Commission's representative should realize
that too, and he should also pass the information on to
those who advised him to speak as he has done, other-
wise we shall go on talking at cross purposes.
In these circumstances we are unable to deliver an opi-
nion on the subsmnce of the matter. Nor is it for the
Committee on Budgets to do so. Under the agreement
between the Committee on Energy and Research and
the Committee on Budgets, all we are concerned with
at the moment is the procedure. But as procedural dis-
putes between institutions sometimes assume a clearly
political complexion, Parliament must surely react as
the Pfennig report proposes.
I therefore call on the House to approve the motion
for a resolution tabled by Mr Pfennig, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, as it stands. \7e shall then
have to continue the sruggle with the Council in this
matter, but it must be made clear to the Council that
we cannot. accept what it is proposing to do. Because
of im attitude, the Council will also be receiving an
appropriate report from the President of Parliament
strongly denouncing and rejecting the Council's atti-
tude towards Parliament and im conduct in this affair.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Moreland.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Madam President, as the authors of
the question for debate are not here 
- 
which I regard
as a pretty poor show 
- 
and I am the only speaker on
the oral question, I am not going to speak. I would
suggest that we move on to our legislative business
rather than take up the time of this House, for I know
that we have a lot of important business to deal with.
President, 
- 
I must point out that, of course, the oral
question with debate was subsumed into the debate on
the report of Mr Pfennig.
Mr Richard, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Madam
President, I would particularly like to reply to some of
the things that Mr Lange said. I am glad to see that he
is still here and listening. I really think that Parliament
is asking ra[her a lor of rhe Commission. Parliament
has pur in the Pfennig report 
- 
perfectly fair and legi-
timate; Mr Lange has said that we should take note
and rry and understand the Parliament's view on this.
If I were in his position I would feel exacdy the same
way as he does, and I am sure that if he were in my
position, he would be saying exactly the same sort of
things as I have been saying. But it is a nice dialogue,
this, across the tablel
(Laughter)
Let me now try and clear up some misunderstandings.
!flhen the Pfennig report is presented, I think it is
right that the Parliament should get as clear a state-
ment as it is possible for the Commission to give in the
very difficult situation that we find ourselves in . . .
Mr Lange. 
- 
But related to the case at stake!
Mr Richard. 
- 
. . . I think it was right in these circum-
stances that the Commission gave as clear a statement
of its position as it could. !7e are, after all, in
Mr Pfennig's resolution being asked to withdraw cer-
tain proposals. That is really what we are being asked
to do in that resolution.
I tried ro explain, as best I could, two things. One was
that the Commission is with the Parliament in, if you
like, the constitutional dispute between the Parliament
and the Council of Ministers and we are anxious
indeed to try and preserve the Parliament's preroga-
tives and its constitutional rights in relation to the
budget. Fine. On the other hand, I also tried to explain
to Parliament that the Commission really did not think
it made sense at this moment to withdraw those pro-
posals. Mr Lange may not like the position but at least,
I hope, he will be clear as to what the Commission's
position is by the time I am finished. I then ried to set
out why we were not going to withdraw those propo-
sals, particularly because we are trying to amend the
regulations so as to remove from the Council of Min-
isters the power that they have at the moment m hold
up these demonstration projects and secondly, because
in any event there will be an in-depthdiscussion at a
Council of Ministers' meeting in July.
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Now, with great respect, I hope that I will have satis-
fied Parliament that although we are not prepared to
withdraw the proposals, ne venheless, as far as your
Parliament's constitutional prerogatives are con-
cerned, the Commission has done in the past, and will
continue to do in the future, what it can to uphold
those prerogatives.
Having said that, I must also say to the Parliament
that we do attach imponance to these demonstration
projects. It is a matter of great regret to the Commis-
sion that it finds itself in the middle, as Mr Lange him-
self put it, of a procedural conflict between the Coun-
cil and the Parliament. In those circumstances all we
can do, it seems to me, is ro try to preserve the projects
as best we can, try to get more money for the son of
projects that Parliament and the Commission would
like ro see implemented, and at the same !ime, do what
we can ro negoriate that with the Council. That is
what we are doing.
Finally, may I say one word in answer to Mr Pfennig.
\7hat I have given this morning I trust he will take, as
indeed the Commission intends it to be, as a definitive
statemenr of the Commission's position as of today. It
is not a matter, frankly, of what one Commissioner
has said in one committee or what another Commis-
sioner has said in the plenary sitting of the Parliament.
It will be no surprise to Parliament, I am sure, to know
that the Commissioner responsible for this, Mr Davig-
non, and I have indeed had close consulrations as to
whar the Commission position should be, and indeed
it is as I have stated it this morning. If all that means
thar what I am doing is what Mr Lange wanted me to
do, namely, taking note of what the Parliament has
said, I take note of it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets. 
-(DE) I thank Mr Richard for mking note of these
things, because this give us some assurance perhaps
that the Commission appreciates Parliament's position.
I repeat: we are not concerned with the substance of
the matrer. On that, our position is absolutely clear.
The only issue is the relationship between the Council
and Parliament, nothing else. It is true to say that
there may be some trouble with things dear to the
Commission and something thar is close to our hearrs,
but we surely cannot waive powers which we enjoy
under rhe Treary but which the Council seeks ro ques-
tion at every available opponunity.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
(Parliament adopted the motionfor a resolution)
The Chaii must requesr that the whole of this debare
be sent to the President-in-Office of the Council. The
Chair also expresses grear regre[ that there is no Mem-
ber of the Council present to listen to what is
undoubtedly a very important constitutional debate.
(Applause)
I call Mr Purvis.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Madam President, we had the same
problem last nighr wirh the Moreau report, when the
Council were not present. It affected them too, and I
suggested to the Chair that the transcript of the whole
debate be passed to the Council with a request for
their written specific response to the points raised. I
suggest you do that again today.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Purvis. Your proposal
has been noted.
2. Securities
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc. l-48l
82) by Mr Dalziel, on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee, on
rhe proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-891l80) for a directive coordinating the
requirements for the drawing up, scrutiny and dis-
tribution of the prospectus to be published when
securities are offered for subscription or sale to
the public.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Dalziel, rdpporteur. 
- 
Madam President, we in the
Legal Affairs Committee certainly welcomed this pro-
posal from the Commission, and I hope that some of
the warmrh with which we received it has been rrans-
mitted in my report and motion for a resolution.
This may appear to some people ro be a rather rech-
nical subject, and indeed it is; but we in rhe Legal
Affairs Committee thought it of sufficient imponance
to devore a fair amount of time to it. As Members may
know, it is merely one of a series of proposals for
directives on the security of indusry and follows logi-
cally from the preceding proposals, some of which, I
have to say, have already been adopted and have been
implemented in national law.
There is a legitimate argument for working rowards
the creation of a European capital market. One has to
avoid the temptation of thinking that one can creare a
capital market overnight. These things do not happen
in that way. They develop, rhey mature and rhey are
often amalgams of existing operations rather than a
single new creation.
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As I say, we welcomed the proposal from the Commis-
sion. 'S7'e felt, however, that it was in cenain respecrs
rather imprecise, and so ve [)ut forward some amend-
ments which I hope the Cornmissioner will accepr in
their entirety and in the good sense that they were pre-
sented to him.
'!7e have cenain points which I can itemize fairly
quickly. Our primary concern, clearly, was to srrike a
balance between protecting the investor and bearing in
mind that an investor, by definition, is somebody who
himself has to evaluate risk and reward, and in any
case one did not want, in any way, to stifle the crea-
don of a European capital market. Equally, following
on from what I said earlier, it was our feeling that one
should certainly move towards a greater interpenetra-
tion of the capiml market; but there could well still be
cenain areas which are best handled by national legis-
lation or by national stock-exchanges and which,
indeed, should continue to be so handled. My amend-
menm contain reference to two of those points pani-
culary 
- 
the prior vetting of prospectuses by the com-
petent authority of the Member State and the amount
of disclosure to be insisted upon in those prospectuses.
One of the most imponant issues before us, at least in
this proposal for a directive, was how one defines a
public issue as opposed to a private placement. The
view expressed in the amendments accepted unani-
mously by the Legal Affairs Committee was that we
should strive towards a Community-wide definition of
private placement as opposed to public issue, and I
hope very sincerely that the Commissioner feels capa-
ble of responding positively ro those suggestions.
Equally, and this is again contained in the various
amendments, we felt unanimous in the committee that
there were certain types of issues, certain rypes of cap-
ital-raising activities, which did not lend themselves to
inclusion in this directive. Ve have therefore quite
clearly specified cenain exemptions which in Do wirl,
we feel, would detract from the protection we
obviously wish to give investors, but whose omission
would rather add further and unnecessary encumbr-
ances to what are at present quite efficient and suc-
cessful money capital market operations. These are my
comments on the amendments, on the most imponant
things which we have been trying to incorporate, and I
hope the Commissioner can accept them in their
entirety.
Obviously, we in the Legal Affairs Committee were
anxious to ensure that there was a suitable legal basis
for this directive. Here we have Article 54, Anicle 100
and indeed the preamble to the Treaties. So, without
any doubt at all, there is an impeccable legal back-
ground to the directive. It follows logically and nicely
from previous directives which have already been
accepted, and I think it marks an important step for-
ward in the development, admittedly on a rather long
timescale, but necessarily so, of a European capial
market of a more inrcgrated nature, which we encour-
age and are keen to pursue in the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee.
By way of conclusion, Madam President, let me say
that the Legal Affairs Committee adopted, with only
one abstention, my report and my motion for a resolu-
tion. That reflects a certain degree of unanimity in the
committee. I think ir also indicates rhe imponance
which it attaches to this panicular subject. Ve should
like to use this opportunity to ask the Commissioner
to make every effon to be as accommodating to our
proposals as he possibly can and to recognize that we
are putting forward these amendments in a spirit of
friendship and cooperation, rather than in any other
way.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Richard, Metnber of the Commission. 
- 
Madam
President, I will do my best to respond as positively as
I can to those remarks. As far as the Commission is
concerned, may I start by expressing my thanks and
appreciation to the rapporteur, Mr Dalziel, for the
excellent report he has drawn up. His work and that of
the Legal Affairs Committee and the Committee on
Economrc and Monetary Affairs will be, I think, of
invaluable help to us in presenting our modified pro-
posal. The Commission attaches considerable import-
ance to this proposal, representing as it does a signifi-
cant funher step in the Commission's overall informa-
tion policy concerning securities.
Three directives have been adopted in the securities
field in the last three years. They rightly emphasize the
imponance of information concerning securities, but
their scope is limited to securities admitted to lisdng
on the stock-exchange. A srock-exchange is, of
course, a market-place where securities are bought
and sold, and it is right that investors should be given
information on which to base their purchase and sale
decisions. There is, however, an earlier moment when
investors need information just as much, and that is
the occasion when the securities are offered to the
public for the first time, i.e., on the occasion of the pri-
mary offer, and this is the aim of the present proposal.
I think it would not only help to bring about a better
level of investment protection in the Member States,
but also, as Mr Dalziel emphasized, contribute
towards the creation of a European capital market.
As regards the amendments proposed to the draft
report, I think I can be very brief, because we accept
all of them. In saying this, I should perhaps leave the
Commission a little room for manoeuvre concerning
the precise way in which the amendments are actually
incorporated into the text of our modified proposal,
because, as I am sure the House will recogniz-e, there
is occasionally a need to formulate the text in a some-
what different way or a need to adapt, or add to it to
some ex[ent. More particularly, on Amendment No 9,
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I would like to take this opponunity to say that the
suggested special scheme for small local companies
might warrant extension into a general smndardized
procedure for small and medium-sized companies.
This would be fully in accordance with Parliament's
resolution of 19 February 1986 on rhe situation of
small and medium-sized enterprises in the Com-
munity, more particularly with paragraphs 4 (c) and
a (d) of that resolution. It would likewise be consistent
with the Commission's effons in this field.
In any event, Madam President, the imponant thing is
that we agree with the spirit of each one of the sug-
gested changes. Ve consider they will enable us to
improve the proposal substandally
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
(Parliament approoed the drafi directizte and adopted the
resolution)
3. Feeding ofanimak
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
1-1092/81) by Mr Newton Dunn on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on
the.proposal from the Commission to rhe Council
(Doc. 1-900/81) for a regulation amending Regu-
ladon (EEC) No 1119/78 laying down special
measures for peas and field beans used in the
feeding of animals. '
I call the rapponeur.
Mr Newton Dunn, rapporteur. 
- 
Madam President,
this is a proposal to introduce a wider use of MCAs.
The great majority of Members have shown by their
votes on many occasions in this House that they are
opposed to MCAs because MCAs diston and hinder
the achievement of a true common market. Nevenhe-
less, both the Committee on Agriculture in its report
and the Committee on Budgets in its opinion ask the
House ro approve this funher introduction of MCAs,
specifically in the field of peas and beans for animal
feeding.
The reason why this is necessary, or thought to be
necessary, is that the movements of currencies belong-
ing to the different Member Srares have created
uncommon or unequal prices for peas and beans in
different Member States. Therefore, manufacturers of
feedstuffs who buy the peas and beans go ro buy them
in those countries whose currencies have fallen, at the
expense, of course, of growers in other countries
whose currencies have risen. This has led ro grear ine-
quity among growers in different countries in the
Community.
The esrimated cost ro the budget is approximately 0.32
million ECU in 1982. So though, Mr President, we are
all against sin in the form of MCAs, we ask the House
to be in favour of a little temporary sin in practice,
particularly if it does not cost too much.
There is one outstanding question which the com-
mittee would like the Commission to answer. Back in
1978, when the original regime was introduced to pro-
vide support for peas and beans for animal feedstuffs,
it was foreseen that this support would stimulate prod-
uction of these vegetables in the Community and
thereby reduce impons from third countries of alter-
native feedstuffs, in particular oilseed and oil cake.
\7hat we want, in other words, in the Community, is
our animals to be full of beans. \7ill the Commission,
therefore, please rcll us how near we are to this univer-
sally desirable goal?
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\7IELE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Mr President, the present regime of Community
support for peas and beans used in animal feedstuffs
was enacted, as Mr Newton Dunn mentioned, in
1978. h is a regime that fits in with the broad frame-
work of Community policy in regard to the provision
of animal feedstuffs rich in proteins, and indeed this
system was intended particularly to encourage the
production of such products within the Community.
The Community suffers from a lack of protein-rich
materials. Consumption within the Community
amounts to about l5 million tonnes per year, nearly all
of which is either imported in im final form, or pre-
pared within the Community from imponed seed.
The Community approved this policy of development
for peas and beans because these are crops ideally
suited to the climate and conditions prevailing in the
Community, rhe intention being that they should
replace impons from abroad.
In reply to Mr Newton Dunn's specific question, I
would like to say [har since the establishment of the
said system, the output of these products in the Com-
munity has increased from 165 000 ronnes in 1978 to
400 000 tonnes in 1981.
The regime established in order to provide conditions
favouring this increase in production is a deficiency-
paymenm regime that envisages the granting of sup-
port to those manufacturers of animal feedsruffs who
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have accepted the obligation to pay the growers a
price at least equal to the minimum price guaranteed
by the Council for each trading period. The purpose
of this suppon is to ensure that the price paid by the
users of animal feedstuffs within the Community will
be on a par with the prices obtaining on the world
market. Nevenheless, the minimum price and the sup-
port in question are both constituents of the common
agricultural poliry, and are expressed in ECUs. It
follows that they have to be convened to national cur-
rencies with the aid of the 'green' exchange-rate,
which, however, is often different from the central
exchange-rate or from the current daily exchange-
rate.
This situation creates distonions in transacdons
berween the Member States, owing to the fact thac the
final price for the user, under present conditions, will
not always be on a par with the world market price in
all the Member States. The prices for peas and beans
in the Member State of origin and in the Member
Stace where they are used may not be the same. Pre-
cisely in order that such anomalies may be eliminated
or reduced, and taking into account the increasing
importance of these products, the Commission has
proposed the introduction of an elastic system of cur-
rency regulation that aims to correct these anomalies.
In its proposal the Commission estimated that the cost
rc the Community budget would amount to 320 mi[-
lion ECUs.
I would like to thank Mr Newton Dunn, because his
own proposal indicares that the Agricultural Com-
mitrce has accepted the Commission's proposal.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament approoed the draft regulation and adopted
the motionfor a resolution)
4. Laying bens hePt inbattery cages
President. 
- 
The next item is the second repon by Mr
Tolman, on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
(Doc. 1-95l82), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-452/81) for a directive laying down mini-
mum standards for the protection of laying hens
kept in battery cages.
I call Mr Hord on a point of order.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Mr President, I rise on a point of order
in regard to the Tolman report. I wish to advise you
that the Tolman report, as you will recall, was debated
by this House in December last year, and after the dis-
cussion we had under Rule 36, initiarcd by Mr Her-
man, as the Commission were not prepared to accept
Parliament's amendments, the rapporteur agreed to
take the matter back.
As Rule 85 was not at any time mentioned in rhe
debate, I submit that it was sent back under Rule 35,
and in those circums[ances the rapporteur had no
authoriry to produce a new repon. I believe, therefore,
that this report is out of order.
But what I would like to say, Mr President, is that this
is a serious matter; we have already got too much
business. It seems absurd that we should be discussing
this matter twice, and I would request that rhis matter
be dealt with by the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions and by the Bureau.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, you appreciate
that the quesrion that has now been raised is an impor-
tant one, but when we took rhe decision to put the
Tolman repon back on today's agenda, the matter was
examined by the Bureau.
I propose that we do not begin a procedural discussion
on that subject now. If we continue to quarrel over lhe
question whether there is any conuadiction between
the two Rules referred to, then I must simply ask the
Assembly rc decide whether it wants m begin the
debate and setde the question straight away.
'$(i'e are concerned with Rules 36 and 85 of the Rules
of Procedure. Rule 35 says, among other things, in
paragraph 2:
In this case, the committee shall repon back to
Parliament within one month or, in exceptional
cases, any shoner period decided by Parliament.
I am aware that, in all the political groups of this Par-
liament, the will is there to deal with this report. If
procedural problems are now to be raised by referring
[o another Rule, I propose, as occupant of the Chair,
thar we stick to Rule 35 and so begin the debate.
I call the rapponeur.
Mr Tolman, rapporteilr. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, there
is absolutely nothing new about what Mr Hord tells
us. He is repeating what he has already said in the
Committee on Agriculture, where his views were dis-
missed by a very large majority. Other Members have
also urged that this second repon be considered as
quickly as possible. After the discussions that have
been held in various places, I feel that the time has
now come for this report to be debated and put to the
vote.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Hord.
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- 
Mr President, I am, of course, in your
hands. All I have done is to draw atrenrion to whar I
believe to be a most unsatisfacrory siruarion which, I
believe, warrants an enquiry.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, Mr Hord is very
accommodaring. He leaves rhe marrer ro me; I must
therefore make a proposal. It is my earnest wish thar
we begin this debate. That is my proposal.
I call Mr \foltjer.
Mr '!/oltjer. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I think it is
imponant for the Bureau ro provide a clearer defini-
tion of this procedure for future reference. 'S7har we
are doing here this morning is absurd: we are doing
something we have already done. The report was senr
back to committee for a specific reason. The problem
that led to this has not been solved. Parliamenr now
intends to take a second vore on somerhing thar has
already been approved. !7e have this problem because
the rapporteur failed to understand what he was
instructed to do. I believe the Bureau musr prevenr a
recurrence of this in the future.
President. 
- 
I wilt not press you any more. Ve musr
now bring to an end this discussion on procedure. On
behalf of the Bureau, the Chair undenakes to refer
these qudstions, which have been rightly raised, to the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peritions,
but in view of the fact that the Committee on Agricul-
ture has once more expressly requested that rhis matter
should not be delayed any funher, I ask the House
now to begin the debate and listen to Mr Tolman.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Tolman, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I shall keep my pre-
sentation brief.This is the secondreading of my report,
and I see my task as rapporteur as being briefly to
indicate what changes have been made to the previous
version of the repon.
There are two distinct differences. The firsr reporr
referred to 450 cm2; after due consideration, this was
changed by a clear majoriry of the Commirree on
Agriculture to 500 cm2. Then there is rhe year in
which the provisions should enter into force 
- 
and
this is a departure from the Commission's proposal:
this has been changed from 1995 to 1990, !7e are
therefore in agreement with the Commission's propo-
sal where it concerns the area available to each hen.
Mr Presidenr, I believe ir is a good thing we are deal-
ing with these problems now. I have always said we
must pay heed to rhe welfare of animals 
- 
and rhis
includes the welfare of laying hens 
- 
and also of the
workers who have ro contend wirh these problems.
The increase to 500 cm2 will mean enlarging the liv-
ingspace of laying hens by abou 250/o or slightly
more, and that is a distinct improvement; but to permit
an objective and correct appraisal, I would refer ro
two disadvantages connected with rhis proposal. There
is no denying, of course, that increasing the space lay-
ing hens have will have a considerable effect on the
production process, will mean higher costs and rhe
consumer having to pay more for the prouct.
Secondly, the European Community's competitive
position will be weakened by rhis proposal. The Com-
munity occupies a srrong position in the poulrry sec-
tor: 1981, for example, was a successful year; exporr.s
rc third countries were tripled. However, this position
will be affected to some extent by the proposed mea-
sures, if they are implemented. I refer in particular ro
competition with rhe Unircd States, where barrery
hens have between 310 and 340 cm2. Our competitive
position will therefore be affecred, and rhat will have
an adverse effect on employment, a subject in which
we take so much interesr.
A great deal of attention has been paid to improving
the welfare of laying hens, bur there are limits. The
rapporteur feels that the absolute maximum has been
achieved with this proposal. The Commirtee on Agri-
culture approved the proposal by avery large majority.
I hope, Mr President, that Parliament will follow suit.
President. 
- 
I call the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Prorection.
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling, drafisman of an opinion. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection made its opinion absolurely clear to
the House at the December pan-session. It noted wirh
satisfaction that a large number of Members, though
unfonunately not enough, agreed wirh its proposals.
These Members joined wirh us in opposing rhe legiti-
mation of a situarion in which living creatures are
forced into completely inadequare receptacles, and
refused to be party to the situation described by our
vice-chairman, Mr Johnson, in some ways very con-
vincingly, in his extremely cynical amendment No 27.
The committee hoped thar rhe wirhdrawal of Mr Tol-
man's first repon would lead to a definite improve-
ment. It finds that this was a vain hope. The second
Tolman report again takes insufficient account of all
the basic proposals which I presented ro you in detail
on 17 December and to which I refer you once more.
This report will nor give rhese animals reasonable liv-
ing-space, although we are grareful for rhe slight
increase, it will not enable them ro carry our rhe move-
ments peculiar ro rhe species and it does not provide
for reasonable transitional periods.
My commitree has advocated a five-year transitional
period and considers this perfeccly adequate. Even Mr
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Tolman's claim that the animal welfare associations
approved of his proposals, a claim which I have
refuted, is again to be found in the explanatory sta[e-
menr despire rhe correction and despite protests, for
example, from the Eurogroup of Animal '!7elfare, the
umbrella organization of animal welfare associations.
My committee finds this very regrettable.
The decision to send the repon back to the Committee
on Agriculture meant that my committee had to decide
whether to draw up a new opinion. In January, we
decided unanimously to abide by our original opinion
and to retable the amendmenls ve tabled last time,
which I hereby do. \7ith your permission, Mr Presi-
dent, I would like the explanadons I gave of those
amendments on 17 December included in the record.
Our opinion has not changed in the slightest, nor,
unfonunately, has the future lot of laying hens,
although it will now have the European Parliament's
stamp of approval. If, ladies and gentlemen, you are as
opposed to this as my commirtee and I, if you too feel
that the area called for here and also recommended by
the Commission is really more suitable for an egg than
for a living, full-grown laying hen, I beg you to
approve our amendments, which can be attributed to
my committee's three areas of responsibiliry, all of
which it takes very seriously and for which I hope to
find supponers among you.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Voltier. 
- 
(NL) As I have just said in the discus-
sion on procedure in this matter, I think it is absolurcly
wrong that this completely different repon should
again be presented by Mr Tolman without a single
reason being given.for his depanure from the position
originally adopted by Parliament. The Committee on
Agriculture has, as it were, entered into negotiations
with Parliament. First we had 450 cm2, and this has
now become 500 cm2. Parliament wanted to put a
forceful proposal to the Commission and to change
this rc 600 cm2; but now we have Mr Tolman saying
that we have gone as far as we can, because otherwise
agriculture will be placed at a serious disadvantage. I
find that a rather cryptic remark. Only a few months
ago, Mr Tolman and his group were saying that they
were opposed to a levy on imponed feedingsstuffs
because this would greatly increase the burden on the
poulry farmers. All we are now asking is that laying
hens be given a little more space in their cages.
Since we believe that the position originally adopted
by Parliament must be upheld, my group has again
tabled all the amendments which were adopted at that
time so as to give Parliament another chance [o vote
for them and thus reassert our position.
I come rc my final comment. Mr Tolman says he feels
that 500 cm2 complies with the public's desire to see
the treatment of laying hens improved. I am surprised
that rhe agricultural world has not taken note of this
obvious desire for better treatment. I am on the
farmer's side, but I do think that agriculture must do
something about improving the treatment of animals.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Mr President, as has been mentioned
before, the rapporteur has had no authority to prod-
uce the new report. I think it is fair to say that the rap-
port-eur has not only ignored the previous views of
Parliament, but has defied Parliament. Therefore I
think that he ought to think again about coming for-
ward,with 500 cm2: perhaps he would reflect that Par-
liament's decision should override the rapporteur's
own view and the view of the committee concerned.
Mr President, I ask myself how many times we are
going to go through this ritual. Mr Tolman started off
wirh 450 cm2; this time we are on 500 cm2; have we
got to go back two more times before he gets to the
600 cm2 which was decided by this House back in
December?
One of the things which I said when I was speaking on
this subject in December was that the Commission's
proposals were half-hearted and half-baked. I think
most of us were concerned that they did not really
grapple with this imponant subject. I would submit,
particularly as the Commission itself is calling for
much more detailed research into the question of bat-
tery hens, that the Commission should withdraw this
proposal and get involved immediately with this out-
standing research and then re-table new proposals
which, one hopes, will recognize not only the results
of that research but the mood of this House and many
other parts of the Community and so constitute a set
of proposals which can be respected. Therefore, my
feeling is that at this stage we should perhaps send the
whole thing back and ask for a better report.
In conclusion may I say, Mr President, this is a matter
which clearly exercises the minds of many millions of
people in Europe. I do implore the Commission to
recognize the concern that exists on this subject and
respect the views of this Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, I am delighted to be
called on in this way, though rather to my surprise. I
share the condemnations that have been made of Mr
Tolman. I am here to support the protests that have
been made about the Tolman repon by my vote, and
of course I have amendmenm down.
I believe three things are essential in our approach to
this matrer. The first is that any improvements that we
are voting on are only interim ones. They are going to
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be inadequate as a long-term solurion. The research
mus[ be pressed ahead into alternarive methods of
housing hens.
Secondly, even in this interim period the standards for
which we should be aiming musr be the 500 cm2 mini-
mum and not any lesser figure than rhat. But as the
600 cm2 is still an inadequate solurion to this problem,
I have an amendmenr down, and orhers have,
demanding that the inrerim period should only be five
years. Now I rhink that would help to meer Mr Hord's
point that we know the Commission has not finished
its studies. 'We know this is nor a final solurion, and
underlining the urgenry of the situation by stipularing
only a five-year period would concentrare minds won-
derfully in my view and compel us to look at rhe
whole situation in a more fundamental way. Certainly,
more than five years would be inrclerable. It really
would be absurd ro say we are going ro spend 10 years
getdng down to 500 cm2 and then, if another arrange-
men[ is visualized, have another long interim period in
order to meet rhe financial difficuldes of the poultry
industry. Ten years is just absolute nonsense, and it
means that nothing really fundamental is inrended to
be done.
People say that the five years are impracticable in view
of the fact that people in the poulry indusrry have
invested capinl on which they have no[ yer received
their return. I believe rhat rhe period for gerring one's
money back has been estimared at about 10 years. But
they have not all just put in new battery cages, for
heavens sake! They have been doing it for years past.
Probably many of the existing battery cages have come
to the end of their useful life, and in the end the finan-
cial problem might turn out to be much smaller rhan
we have visualized. In any case, I personally would be
perfecdy prepared to consider some sysrem of com-
pensation for the poultry indusrry in those cases where
the alteration of their presenr arrangemenrs and rhe
introduction of more generous standards cause diffi-
culties. But they would have ro be examined on their
merits and I repeat, I think they would be less than
people visualize. Ve have all mlked in rarher a general
way about this and the Committee on Agriculrure has
never had any specific figures put to it.
So I am here to fight for a much higher interim stan-
dard, a much shorter interim period and the insistence
that research musr go on inro alternative methods of
housing which will enable us ro ger rid of batrery cages
altogether in due course.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Mr President, ro my mind there is
another argumenr in this issue, and it is rhe very simple
matter of pracricaliry. Production is dependenr on rhe
welfare of the laying hen. The poulrry indusrry in the
United Kingdom accounrs for approximately l5o/o of
total agricultural ourpur, and rhe bartery-cage system
has evolved as the besr sysrem for producing eggs. Ve
must ask ourselves why. It is all very well for people to
stand up in this House and say rhere has nor been a lo[
of research. There is a lot of basic research and there is
also practical evolution. So we ask the question why
has it evolved the way ir has.
Of course the hens are housed in near-optimum con-
ditions. You will discover thar in bartery cages rhe
death-rate is 20/o per annum, whereas in deep-litter
systems you have a death-rate of 8% and in free-range
systems a death-rate of up ro 20010.
Now what are we really talking about? Are we talking
about the welfare of the hen or whar people think rhe
hens actually want.? The advantages of rhe bartery
cages are that you ger clean eggs and you know where
to find them. You know when they have been laid, and
you gel value for your money. The hen is content as
well. Now if, as we have heard roday, you go up ro rhe
level of 500 cm2 per hen, you ger aggression in the
birds. It has been proved by research rhat once you go
over 500 cm2 you have ro de-beak rhe hen. Now is
that what the environmenal lobby really want to see
happening? I would submit ro rhis Parliamenr, Mr
President, that interfering with rhe beaks of hens is far
more inhumane rhan acrually purting them into condi-
tions in which you know rhey are going to survive.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Evraud.
Mr Eyraud. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I have no wish ro
prolong a debate that has in my view gone on for far
too long already. I would simply like ro say rhar one
could go along wirh the figure of 600 cm2 provided
there was a longer transirion period of, say, ren years
or so. This would do rwo rhings: firsdy, it would allow
small producers who have fitred rhemselves out with
battery units to 'digest', if I may so pur ir, rhe invesr-
ment they have made, and it will also result in berter
conditions for rhe hens as and when the equipment is
changed over.
I would also urge the need to inrroduce a register ro
be kept by barrery farms in which losses would be
recorded, since this would allow more effective moni-
toring of rhe health aspecr.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, I can be very brief,
because what I wanted to say has almost enrirely been
said already by Mr Provan. The people w.ho are
opposing rhe Tolman reporr, as it now stands and as it
has been revised, have nor a scintilla of evidence ro
prove that what they are looking for is going to be
better or more comfortable or more suitable for hens
in battery cages. The facr of the matter is rhat that evi-
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dence is not there. I think we should wait until we
have it.
A point that has not been made is that there is no support
whamoever for the poultry industry rhat may have ro
change from a smaller cage to a much larger cage.
This will cause very considerable expense. There has
been no reference co the fact that it is estimated rhar
the price of the end product, the eggs, will go up by
l0% and it is the consumer who will have to pay for
that. I think that these are very serious omissions.
Most of the opposition that we have had to the Tol-
man report. today was opposition to the chairman's
ruling, which was an extraordinary thing, I thought
instead of discussing the merits of the repon before us.
In my view regardless of what has been said, immense
improvements have been effected on the original
document that came before the House. The size of the
cage has been considerably increased and the time for
bringing this larger cage in has been reduced by five
years. So what does the House want?'!tre want some
balance in this House and we don't want to Bo crazy.
'We are not half as concerned, may I say, about hous-
ing conditions for human beings.
President. 
- 
I call the rapponeur.
Mr Tolman, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Perhaps it would be
better if I commented now, before the Commission
replies. Although we are not to speak to the procedure
again, you must allow me one remark. Mr Hord has
said 
- 
and I cannot let this pass 
- 
that I have defied
Parliament.
Mr President, this cannot be true. This is not a one-
man show. After my first repon had been debated, I
requested leave to withdraw it. Parliament agreed to
rhis by a large majority. I then went back to work and
drew up a different report, afrcr a great deal of con-
sultation with various authorities. That is llow things
were. First my methods are criricized, and now Mr
Hord is saying this new report must be withdrawn and
replaced with a better one. He is now advocating thal
I do what he began by criticizing. I believe I need say
no more on the subject.
President. 
- 
I appreciate your brevity. Mr Hord
adopted a friendly tone, and after all, he left the deci-
sion to the Chair. You have mentioned his name once
more: strictly speaking, he could ask for the floor to
make a personal statement, but I urge you to bring this
procedural discussion to a close. \fle still have a large
number of amendments to vote on, and I hope rc get
the whole thing finished.
I call the Commission.
Mr Contogeotgis, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Mr President, the Commission has followed
with grear attention the previous discussions in this
House, and today's as well. A number of conflicting
poinr of view have been expressed in connection with
the need to establish cenain preconditions for the pro-
tection of laying hens, of the economic situation and
the market, of health and quality, and of existingprac-
tices. I believe the Commission's proposal strikes a bal-
ance between all the points touched upon by the var-
ious speakers, and for this reason I think the Commis-
sion should stand firm by its present proposal, which
certainly represents some progress and also, as Mr
Clinton pointed out, achieves a degree of compromise
between the conflicdng views expressed.
As regards the dmetable for implementing the pro-
posed directive, vre believe that a period of transition
will have to be provided for, of sufficient length to
allow the amortization of existing installations, since
otherwise egg-producers would suffer great financial
damage. However, the Commission can give some
considerarion to reducing the period that it proposes
in the direcdve, in the light of today's discussions.
As for the question of supervision and control, I
recognize the wish that has been expressed for the
founding of a Community supervisory organ. How-
ever, perhaps that proposal goes too far under today's
conditions. The responsibiliry for the day-to-day
implementation of the directives and its surveillance
should remain with the Member States. The function
of the Commission is to check whether [hese measures
are being implemented uniformly by the Member
States.
As regards the dimensions of the cages, the opinion of
the Commission after studying all the scientific data is
that there are no grounds to justify a modification of
its proposal that envisages a lowest acceptable limit of
500 cm3, as Mr Tolman has pioposed in his report. Mr
President, I would like to assure the House that the
Commission will continue its examination of the prob-
lem of alternative accommodation and will rake into
account as many aspects of the problem as possible.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.r
5. Fisberies
President. 
- 
The next ilem is a joint debate on
- 
the report by Mr d'Ormesson, on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture (Doc. l-82/82), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-1054/81) for a decision on the conclusion
of the Agreement between the European Econo-
mic Community and the Government of the
I For the votet see the Annex.
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Republic of Senegal amending the Agreement on
fishing lff the coast of Senegal signed on
15 June 1979, the Protocol and the Exchange of
Letters referring thereto ;
- 
the repon by Mr de Courcy Ling, on behalf of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation (Doc.
l-96/82), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-1054/81) for a decision on the conclusion
of the Agreement between the European Econo-
mic Community and the Government of the
Republic of Senegal amending the Agreement on
' fishing off the coast of Senegal signed on
15 June 1979, rhe Protocol and the Exchanges of
Letters referring thereto;
- 
the repon by Mr Battersby, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture (Doc. l-81/82), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-35182) for a regulation laying down for
1982 cenain measures for the conservation and
management of fishery resources applicable to
vessels registered in the Faeroe Islands;
- 
the repoft by Mrs Pery, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture (Doc. 1-91l82), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-43182) for a regulation laying down cer-
tain measures for the conservation and manage-
ment of fishery resources applicable to vessels
flying the flag of cenain non-member countries in
the 2OO-nautical-mile zone off the coast of the
French depanment of Guiana;
- 
the repon by Mrs Pery, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture (Doc. l-90l82), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-44/82) for a regulation laying down for
1982 certain measures for the conservation and
management of fishery resources applicable to
vessels flying the flag of Spain;
- 
the report by Mr Provan, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture (Doc. 1-80/82), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-67/82) for a decision on rhe conclusion
of the Agreement in the form of an exchange of
letters between rhe European Economic Com-
munity and the Government of Denmark and the
Home Government of the Faeroe Islands establish-
ing measures for salmon-fishing in the Nonh
Atlantic warers.
I call the rapporreurs.
Mr d'Ormcsson, rdpportear. 
- 
(FR) Listening to the
important discussion on rhe dimensions of batrery
cages brought to mind, thinking about the repon tha[
was to follow, Baudelaire's cry: 'Free man, you will
always love the sea'; but of course no one has ever
asked the hens what they thought.
The repon which we are considering here today and
which has been discussed in the Committee on Agri-
culture concerns the modification of a previous agree-
ment linking the Community with Senegal. It sets out
two imponant changes. The first provides for a relaxa-
tion of the rules regarding the validity periods of li-
cences for fishing righr, certain kinds of vessels being
allowed to obtain licences for as little as four monrhs.
The second provision is'for the Community to under-
take to finance a Senegalese scientific programme at a
cost of 100 million CFA francs. The Commirree on
Agriculture gave a favourable opinion in both cases.
Finally, my committee has taken this opponunity to
call for a report to be prepared on the state of negotia-
tions with other countries such as Guinea, Sierra
Leone, the '!7est African coastal States, Mauritania
and on passage righr for the Community's tunny fleet.
I understand irorn th. Commission that this repon
may be available to my committee this autumn. I feel
that this could lead to a very interesting debate.
Indeed, in our discussions among ourselves wirhin rhe
fisheries subcommittee, which is presided over with
such disdnction by Mr Battersby, we frequendy dis-
agree on the problems of quotas inside the territorial
waters of the Community. But, if we had the will to
seek solutions with the countries of Africa that would
be willing to conclude agreemenrc with us on the west
coast of Africa, I am quite sure that we would find
there a solution to our problems, and that would be an
enormous step forward in the North-South dialogue.
Mr de Courcy Ling, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I am
rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation for this joint debate on fisher-
ies. I should therefore like to draw the House's atren-
tion to the developmental advantages in fisheries
agreements of this kind with African countries. I con-
gratulate the Commission on the proposal it made to
the Council, and I congratulate rhe Council on accepr-
ln8 rt.
The form of the agreemen[ was, to a considerable
extent, influenced by the repon of Mr Enright, my
good colleague in the Committee on Developmenr and
Cooperation, and the effects of his repon are to give
greater attention to technical training by the Com-
munity at the expense of the European Development
Fund under the rcrms of rhe Lom6 Convention; and,
of course, it is imponant that rhe conclusion of these
agreements should be of value not only ro the Euro-
pean Community but ro the host African country. It is
good to support this panicular agreemenr wirh Sene-
gal because, as the House knows, Senegal is one of
Europe's tradidonal parrners in Africa and has been
ever since her independence under her first president,
L. Senghor.
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I hope that more and more of these agreemenr will be
concluded with African countries for developmental
reasons and, of course, to the benefit of the European
fishing industry. The European Community is a mari-
time power. The European Community has a maritime
vocation and whereas Japan, for example, is now con-
suming 90 kilos of fish per head per year, France and
the United Kingdom, for example, are eac'h consum-
ing less than 12 kilos per head per year. -fhe conse-
quence of this diminution of consumption is increasing
unemployment in the fishing industry at home 
- 
in
Mrs Ewing's constituency, for example. There is also
the consequence that our fishermen think L:ss and less
in terms of long-range operations, and I particularly
welcome the facility which will be available to Euro-
pean Community fishermen, to the fishermen of Brit-
mny, increasingly to those from Italy and from
Greece, to use these Senegalese waters.
Ve know from the events of recent weeks that the
civilian fleet is as imponant to European security out-
side the NATO area as are the naval forces. France,
for example, has far-flung territories such as Saint
Pierre de Miquelon. Ve in the United Kingdom have
far-flung territories in South Georgia and the British
Antarctic territory which wlll have to be delended per-
manently. \7e will never cede sovereignty over these
territories, whatever happens, and we need ro maintain
our long-range maritime vocation in order to defend
those interests.
In conclusion, I would like to point out, Mr President,
that this is an agreement concluded under Anicle 113
of the Treaty and therefore the Parliament's input is a
consultative input in the committee. The Committee
on Development and Cooperation has extremely good
relations with DG VIII of the Commission, and this is
largely due to Mr Pisani, to whom I would like to pay
tribute. I hope we shall continue to have very close
consultations with the Commission about the negotia-
don of future such agreements, because alrhough we,
of course, have no power in the Parliamemt immedi-
ately to invalidate an agreeement of this kind, it follows
that it is in the Commission's and the Crtmmunity's
interests to consult the Parliament at an early stage
before future such agreements are negotiarcd. This
particular one will expire on 15 November 1983, and I
therefore look m the Commission to come to my com-
mittee in about June 1983 wich some ideas about the
successor aBreement.
Mr Battersby, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, before I
present this repon I should once again, as chairman of
the fisheries working group, protest at [he shunting of
fisheries, which is a sec[or where agreement is vital
and urgent, to the end of the line. And I must insist
that in the May pan-session, when we have a further
fisheries debate, fisheries be assured a much earlier
place on the agenda so that we can get due attention
for this very imponant sector of our business.
To turn, Mr President, to my report: I would first of
all like to congratulate the Commission on concluding
this fisheries agreement with the Faeroese and on
achieving, ar least on paper, some degree of control
over the potentially highly dangerous Faeroese high-
seas salmon fishery. I say 'some degree of control on
paper'. I must emphasize that only tight and efficient
policing of this fishery will protect the North Atlantic
salmon from extinction.
In my report I have also emphasized the need to
ensure in negotiations with the Faeroese that our fisher-
men are able to catch the quotas agreed and are not
prevented from so doing by excessive restrictions 
-geographical, fishing-gear, time or bureaucratic delay.
I have also drawn attention to the need to achieve a
closer and more advantageous balance in cod equiva-
lent for the indusry. In this connection, I would like
to suggest that the conversion factors for cenain spe-
cies be re-examined to ensure where cenain stocks are
concerned that the system is not working to our disad-
vantage.
Once again, Mr President, we have demonstrated that
in fisheries we can, as a Community, always achieve
agreement with third countries external to the Com-
munity. Yet the togal policy for our own vaters con-
tinues to evade us. Admittedly, we have made some
progress, for example on internal marketing policy,
but critical questions, such as the exclusive l2-mile
national limits, must be resolved this year. The total
common fisheries policy covering controls, surveil-
lance, conservation, structure, allocation of resources
- 
the whole integrated system of fisheries manage-
ment 
- 
must be agreed, esablished and be working
efficiently before Spain and Portugal, with their enor-
mous fleets, mentioned by .y colleague John de
Courcy Ling, join our Community.
The basic internal administrative work by the Com-
mission was completed many months ago. The budget-
ary resources for the fisheries policy have been
approved by this Parliament and by the Council. All
that is lacking is the political will of the Member States
in the Council. So I say to the Council and to the Bel-
gian Presidency: for heaven's sake, get on with it and
finish this job at next month's fisheries meeting of the
Council in Luxembourg or Brussels! Our fishermen
are righdy disillusioned and frustrated with the Coun-
cil and we expect next month that the Council will
reach agreement and give our fishing indusry the total
common fisheries policy it so desperately requires.
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Mrs Pery, rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, the first
motion for a resolution for which I am rapporreur
concerns the European Community's agreement with
non-member countries fishing in the 200-nautical-mile
zone off the coast of the French depanment of Gui-
ana. This documenr covers three points.
The first is a proposed regime, to run for one year 
-from l April 1982 to 31 March 1983 
- 
forvessels of
the United Srares, Japan and Korea which fish for
shrimp and compulsorily supply processing undertak-
ings situared in the French depanment of Guiana. In
1981, 81 licences were granted ro these counrries. At
the present time, five new French vessels are under
construction. The Commission is accordingly propos-
ing that the licences granted ro rhese third countries in
1982 5e reduced by that number. The fisheries work-
ing-pany and the Committee on Agriculture would
like this decision to be deferred unril such time as
these Communiry fishing vessels have acrually been
built and are operational. Ve do not inrend ro allow
supply problems to affect the operarion of processing-
plants in Guiana.
The second point concerns vessels of Trinidad and
Tobago which have not complied with the notification
requirement laid down in Community regulations. The
Commission is proposing to reduce the number of li-
cences and quotas by 300/o.In our view, this sancrion
is too harsh, given that rhe failure ro norify srarurory
information appears to be due to organizarional diffi-
culties rather than any lack of willingness to comply.
Ve urge that these quotas and licences be reduced
only by 10%.
The third point concerns vessels of Barbados and Guy-
ana which did not apply for any licences in 198 l. The
Commission is therefore proposing not to granr any
quotas or licences in 1982. Ve feel rhat fishing can
play a not inconsiderable role in the economic
development of these countries. Ve are accordingly
asking that the quotas and licences allowed in l98l be
carried forward to 1982.
In suggesting rhese three alterations, we have been
motiva[ed by a desire ro help rhese countries. The
Community's interests are in no way affected. The
Committee on Agriculrure and Fisheries and the rap-
porteur hope, therefore, ro receive the support of Par-
liament and thus influence the Commission's proposals
and the Council's decision.
Mr Presidenr, the second report rhar I am presenting
concerns rhe agreemenr berween the EEC and Spain.
This agreemenr was concluded on 26January 1982,
and Spanish vessels are currenrly authorized to fish in
Community waters by virtue of an interim arrange-
ment which expires on 30 April, whence rhe urgency
of our vote. This agreemenr fits in wirh rhe outline
agreement concluded between the EEC and Spain on
15 April 1980.
In 1981, 142 licences had been granted for hake-fish-
ing, as against 130 in 1982. This agreemenr was con-
cluded with difficulry. The reduction in the number of
licences provoked a sharp response from the Spanish
fishermen and their governmenr. The Franco-Spanish
frontier was closed, and imports were banned for sev-
eral weeks, causing chaos on the markets and a slump
in prices in cenain Member States.
It has to be acknowledged that the siruation is a tricky
one.
Fishing has for a long time been of grear economic
importance to Spain, a big consumer of fish. Since rhe
introduction of the 200-mile Communiry fishing zone,
the Spanish fishing-fleet has been experiencing a ser-
ious crisis and the counrry is having to impon a consi-
derable proportion of the fish ir consumes. Various
means have been used ro overcome this situation.
Some Spanish vessels have resoned ro registering in
one of the coastal Member States and are [hus now
flying a Community flag. Orhers have changed their
fishing methods in order to benefit from conversion
rates. Large trawlers become small trawlers, so that lhe
130 licences granted enable more vessels to pu[ to sea.
Practices like these are arousing anger among Com-
munity fishermen, and there were some regretrable
incidenrc at sea lasr month. If such 'showdowns' are to
be avoided in furure, ir is essential that all the Member
States enforce rhe agreemenr as ir sr.ands.
Spain is about ro enrer rhe Common Market. The
strength of im fishing-fleet poses a problem for the
Community fleet. Ve know that the fisheries quesrion
is one of the delicate points in the negotiations. For
this reason I ask you, first, to accepr the Commission's
proposal and, second, to invite it to repon to us on
the following five poinm:
- 
the state of fish-stocks in which there is com-
mon interesr, panicularly stocks of hake, in
the Nonh Arlantic, including the Bay of Bis-
caY;
- 
rhe market ourlook for each pany in rhe event
of the accession of Spain ro the Communiry;
- 
the imponance of fisheries for the Spanish
economy;
- 
measures for rhe reorganization of the Span-
ish fishing-fleer which could be considered by
borh panies ar rhe presenr slage;
- 
rhe desirability of granting'pre-accession' aid
to Spain ro enable ir to reorganize its fishing-
fleet.
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These are questions which pose some problems. It
would be as well to face them and to seek solutions to
them right away, given the prospect of the inroduc-
tion of a common fisheries poliry and Spain's acces-
sion to the European Community.
Mr Provan, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I think it is
fair rc say that this aBreement and the signing of let-
ters between the Faeroese and the Community would
have gone through unnoticed if it had not been
pointed out that salmon catches by the Faeroese since
1978 have increased, not by 50/o or 100/o or even
1000/0, but 2 5OO0/o.In circumstances like that, I think
it was right for the subcommittee on fisheries in the
Committee on Agriculture to have a look at the situa-
tion.
Salmon are fresh-water-spawning fish and yet they live
most of their life in sea water. Thus the Atlantic sal-
mon is an international fish crossing the Atlantic sev-
eral times during irs life and crossing international
boundaries. Salmon can spend up to four years in fresh
water and up to about four years, whilst feeding, in
the sea.
The main Atlantic salmon-harvesting nations are the
Faeroese and the Greenlanders. They, of course, are
the responsibility of our Community partner, Den-
mark. Thus there will have to be an agreed European
policy for the high-seas management of the salmon
stocks, bearing in mind the fact that only three Mem-
ber States produce salmon stock in their rivers, namely
the United Kingdom, Ireland and France. So we have
got quirc a conflict of interests within the Communiry
that must be resolved. It is for that reason that we as a
Community are signatories to the new North Atlantic
Salmon Convention, which, we hope, will be com-
mencing work this August. But that will be the subject
of another report.
I think it is imponanr that we realize what is going on
in the rural areas of the Community because we are
talking about rural areas when we talk about Scotland
and the Irish rivers and even the French riversl we are
ulking about pan of the rural economy that is being
damaged by this massive increase in salmon-catching
at sea-. It means that the spawning rivers, which for
centuries have been responsible for part of the tourist
trade in the rural areas, are suffering. This year, in
Scotland alone, the catching of salmon in the rivers is
very very small, indeed, even by average standards. I
know, and I have been made aware of the same situa-
tion in Ireland.
There are two reasons for this, Mr President. One is
of our own making by allowing draft netting to take
place off the coast of the countries where they catch
the salmon prior to their entry into the rivers. But the
second and most imponant one, as I have tried to
point out already, is the Faeroese increasing their catch
of salmon from 30-40 tonnes in 1978 to I 100 tonnes
this year. They have been able to identify in the high
seas the route that the salmon take every year from
their breeding grounds to their feeding grounds. I
think that is a situation that we have to get under con-
trol.
The committee suBgests, Mr President, that it would
be wrong at this rime to try and upset the arrange-
ments that the Commission has made for this year and
request the Faeroese to limit their total tonnage caught
to 750 tonnes. Therefore, as far as 1982 is concerned,
we approve those proposals. But for 1983 we suggest
that the Commission goes back to renegotiate with the
Faeroese. !fle think it is wrong for this to get estab-
lished at such a high rate for catches at sea.'!7e believe
that instead of agreeing to 525 tonnes for next year's
allocation, it should be reduced to 400 tonnes and that
from 1984 onwards the whole thing should be submit-
ted to the Nonh Atlantic Salmon Convention for pro-
per negotiation between all the Member States con-
cerned, and that, of course, includes the Community
as a Partner.
Mr President, I hope that Parliament will approve the
proposals.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Mr President, because of the lucid,
logical report which has been produced by Mr de
Courry Ling, and upon which I congratulate him, and
also because of the very full and effective speech he
has made on this rcpic, I can be very brief.
It will not have passed your notice, Mr President, that
there are absolutely no amendments to this repon, and
that is because Mr de Courcy Ling has restored the
good name of his group by consuldng with this group
very carefully at all stages, from the very beginning.
The result is absolute cohesion and agreement, unlike
the discouneous and bungling way in which one of his
colleagues acted over the Falklands. However, I can
forgive the group that, because any grouP can make a
mistake in its choice of spokesman and it always has
time to put that right.
I should like rc deal specifically with one thing in the
report and that is in paragraph 7. Ve have in fact
asked before for an evaluation of the consequences on
the economic development of Senegal. In panicular,
we wish to see how the infrastructure, the freezing
machinery and so on, is affected and who is nking the
profim out of that. I would like to know from the
Commission whether such information is in the course
of being prepared or whether they have overlooked it,
or whether in fact they have let it settle down for a
year before they stan sensibly evaluating it.
So once again, I congratulate Mr de Courcy Ling.
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President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Contogeotgis, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Mr President, I would like to begin by thanking
the rapponeurs, Mr d'Ormesson, Mr de Courcy Ling,
Mr Battersby, Mrs Pery and Mr Provan, for rheir
excellent repons, which suppon the Commission pro-
posals connected with the signing of fishing agree-
men6 ben/een the Community and third countries.
Referring specifically ro Mr Battersby's commenr
about the need, at long last, to determine a common
fishing poliry, I would repear rhar the Commission
fully shares Parliament's concern about this poinr, and
that we are doing all that we can ro encourage the fin-
alization of decisions. As I announced yesterday, the
next Fisheries Council will meet on 18 May: we may
hope that progress will be made and the final nrger
achieved on that occasion or rhar the finishing rouch.s
will be pur ro a common fisheries poliry during rhe
present six-month term under the Belgian Presidency.
Turning now to rhe comments made concerning each
atreement individually, this is what I have ro say:
As regards the agreemenr with Senegal, rhe experience
gained from the fisheries agreemenr between rhe
European Economic Community and Senegal signed
on 15January 1979 guided us in negotiaring a more
flexible form for the more imponant activities, those
of the transatlantic trawlers, while the working condi-
tions for the other categories of vessels 
- 
trawlers
without refrigeration, tunny-fishing vessels withour
refrigeration and transatlantic runny-fishing vessels 
-have remained almosr the same.
To be specific, Senegal has recognized that fishing
activities in her waters all the year round are possible
only for a pan of the fleet, which could even now
select a period of four months wirhin the peak period
that stans in April and ends in Seprember for deep-sea
trawling. \Thereas previously we had been allowed to
fish with refrigerator rawlers of a total capaciry of up
to 12 300 ronnes, rhe new agreemenr has changed this
figure rc 5 000 tonnes for year-round fishing and to
9 000 tonnes for the peak period of April-September.
On the face of it, the quantiry now seems to be smaller
than 12 300 ronnes. In fact, however, rhis is nor rhe
case, because ir was not previously possible to urilize
our potenrial to the full and rhe amounrs actually
obmined v/ere considerably below l2 300 ronnes.
Under the new agreement, which, as I have said, is
more elastic, we hope [o use rhe porenrial offered ro
the full, and this all the more so now rhat from I Janu-
ary last year, Greek fishing-vessels have joined rhe
Community fleet. The movemenrs of the fleet, which
is based ar Dakar, and the modification of rhe equip-
m-ent of some vessels, necessitated a slight adaptation
of the tonnage in rhe case of the smalf runny-iirhing
vessels and the trawlers. To give the owners grearer
security of employment, we preferred to negotiare the
terms for two years in spite of the fact that rhe frame-
work agreement envisaged ayearly period.
I would also like ro menrion rwo new facrors: the par-
ticipation of the Community in rhe costs of a scienrific
programme of fishing, ro rhe exrent of 100 million
Senegalese Francs, and the conrracrual liabiliry of the
owners for the cost of an observer on each vessel, to
ensure adherence to the terms of the agreemenr. Apart
from rhis paniciparion in the programme of fisheries
research, the burden on the Community's budget
remained unchanged.
\fle fully agree with Mr de Courcy Ling's comment
that our approach to the subjecr should be a regional
one, since we shall have to face the possibility of nego-
tiating fishery agreemenrs wirh many African coun-
tries. As the rapponeur will know, there are enormous
difficulties to be faced and we are nor very hopeful
that all these difficulties can be overcome in the imme-
diate future, rhough we shall continue to srrive
towards this. On rhe orher hand, it is not out of the
question that regional agreemenrs may be negotiated
with the counrries of rhe Gulf of Guinea for the fish-
ing of tunny, or even with,rhe couniries of the River
Mono Union, comprising Sierra Leone, Liberia and
Guinea (Conakry).
I now turn to rhe Faeroe Isles agreemenr.
The motion for a resolution on rhe Faeroe Isles calls
upon the Commission ro ensure that Community fish-
ermen will be able to benefit fully from the quotas
agreed for them in the waters of the Faeroe Isles. In
this connection, I can assure this House that during
the course of our deliberations with the Faeroe Isles to
establish the agreement, the Commission was well
aware of the problem of restrictions imposed in
Faeroese waters on Community fishing-vessels, and in
1981 we achieved subsuntial improvemenrs over ear-
lier years with regard [o these zonal resricrions. As for
the size of the quoras, which was rhe subjecr of nego-
tiation for 1982 as also in 1981, these were reduced in
relation to previous years because the Community's
vessels had not been able to make full use of rhe quo-
ras negoriated in 1979 and 1980.
The motion for a resolurion also calls upon the Com-
mission ro negotiate a more advantageous balance
between the quotas granted by the Communiry ro the
Faeroe Isles and those reciprocally granted by the Faer-
oes to the Communiry. On this point, I would empha-
size the fact thar the framework agreement of tgZg
recognizes the special dependence of the.Faeroe Isles
upon the fishing indusrry and that rhis too is a matrer
that must be borne in mind when applying rhe agree-
ment. In recognirion of this fact, thoughout the years
during which rhe agreemenr obtained, rhe Commis-
sion negotiared quotas such rhat wha[ was conceded
by the Community ro rhe Faeroe Isles was slightly
higher than the reciprocal concessions of the latter ro
the Community's fishing fleets. In recenr years, rhis
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advantage in favour of the Faeroes has amounted to
about 150/0, and I do not think that this is excessive if
we take into account the degree to which these islands
and their population are dependent on the fishing
industry.
I agree with the rapporteur that it is imponant for the
Community's fishermen not to be impeded from fish-
ing in the waters of third countries during the early
months of the year. The comment in paragraph 5 is
very interesting, even though I think this would not be
easy to achieve in the event that the failure to reach
atreement before the end of the year was not due to
lack of time but to some substantial disagreement
between the Community and the third country. In the
Community's case, I recognize that we have some pro-
cedural difficuldes in passing the requisite regulations
within a very short period of time, as is often neces-
sary. However, the Commission intends to submit a
proposal to the Council of Ministers, which will be
debated in Parliament, in order to make possible the
rapid ratification of agreements in general, but in
panicular agreements that relate to restricted periods
of ti-., where time must not be wasted so that fishing
can begin straight away.
I now turn more specifically, while still on the subject
of the Faeroe Isles, to salmon-fishing, mentioned by
Mr Provan in his very detailed report and speech.
Vith this agreement. the autonomous government of
the Faeroes undenook the obligation to restrict sal-
mon-fishing to the fishing-zone of the Faeroe Isles,
and salmon-fishing by Faeroese vessels on the high
seas to levels significantly lower than in the season of
1980-81, when catches did indeed atain the levels
mentioned by Mr Provan. 'We have now achieved a
considerable reduction in these figures, and we feel
this will help considerably to preserve salmon stocks
coming from the rivers of the Community.
As Mr Provan has also pointed out, the proposed
agreement approves in principle the arrangements
rn-"d. fo. the iarly smges 
- 
that is the restriction of
salmon-fishing for the period 1981-82 
- 
but calls
upon the Commission to reneSotiate for the following
year.
I would like to assure you that the Commission has
done the best it can in this connection, and that even
the agreement concluded, which covers the two years
1981-82 and 1982-83, was arrived at with very Ereat
difficulty. I think that under the present conditions it
would not be possible to achieve any better result. As
for the years after 1983, it is almost cenain that the
Nonh Atlantic Salmon Convention will have come
into force. The parties to this recently-signed agree-
ment, including, of course, the Communiry and Den-
mark on behalf of the Faeroe Isles, have undertaken to
work together within the framework of the organ-
ization recommended by the Convention. Conse-
quently, I am convinced rhat this organization will
come to some agreement concerning salmon quotas in
Faeroese waters, esmblishing levels that will indeed pro-
tect this source of wealth for the fishing industry and
s4feguard the interests of the countries in whose rivers
the salmon are spawned.
As for the agreement with Guiana, in common with
the Agricultural Committee I, too, think that we
should not expose the supplies of processing industries
to any risk by reducing too rapidly the number of
licences for vessels to unload the whole of their catch
in French Guiana. To ensure that these supplies will
be mainained, each vessel whose licence is withdrawn
will have to be replaced by a Communiry vessel.
To begin with, the French authorities had announced
that during the course of the year the Community fleet
was to bJ enlarged by 5 to 7 vessels. However, the
most recent information available indicates that
between now and the end of the year, 7 vessels will
commence fishing operations 
- 
two by the end of
April, two in June and three in December. For this
reason, I decided to request the Commission to mod-
ify the previous proposal to allow for three funher
three-month licences in addition to rhe 76 already
envisaged. These licences will be renewed so long as
no n.* French vessels are Put into service. However, if
new French ships do come into services, then, Mrs
Pery, the licences will not be renewed. 'I7e are cenain
that this measure will ensure that the local processing
indusriy continues rc be supplied by at least 81 ships
all the year round. I feel that this amendment fulfills
Parliament's expectations, as Mrs Pery described
them, and that it safeguards both the interests of the
procdssing industries and those of Community fisher-
As for the 100/o reduction in quotas and numbers of
licences for vessels from Trinidad and Tobago, instead
of the 300/o envisaged in the Commission's proposal, I
can say that I agree with the Agricultural Committee
and accept this reduction. Nevenheless, I would point
out that our seruices are in contact with the authorities
of that country, with whom they expect to collaborate
sincerely and ensure that Community regulations are
adhered to. Should this not prove to be the case, then
the Commission's proposal for the fishing regime
during 1983 will, and should, certainly be stricter.
Finally, as regards the suspension of quoas and licen-
ces for Barbados and Guiana, which Mrs Pery also
mentioned, I regret that I cannot agree with the Agri-
cultural Committee. Specifically, we conclude that
these countries are not interested in fishing off French
Guiana, since they applied for no licences in 1981 and
have expressed no intention of applying for any in
1982. For this reason, I feel that the Commission's
proposal is logical and serves as a reminder to third
tountries that the fishing-rights granted them by the
Community are not automatic, but are granted only to
countries which express interest in this connection. In
any case, I would remind you that the Commission has
noi e.ased the names of those countries from its pro-
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posal, but refers ro them wirh pro memoiq and is
quite prepared ro review irc position during the year if
and when proper applications for fishing licences a.e
submitted.
In connection with Spain, I should like to say the fol-
lowing:
In common with rhe Agricultural Committee, rhe
Commission too has attentively followed develop-
menm in rhe registrarion of Spanish fishing-vessels
under the flags of cenain Member Sates, with rhe
result thar these vessels are considered Communiry
vessels and can fish under the same condirions as the
latter. However, rhe Commission must emphasize that
Member States rhemselves are responsible for rhe
registration of fishing vessels and that rhis marter is
regulated by their legislation. Bearing in mind the
effects of these registrations on rhe adapmtion of the
Community's fishing-fleet ro existing fishery
resources, I have asked the Commission's fishery ser-
vices to examine the possibility of taking some action
at Community level. As soon as this has been investi-
gated and full information is available, if action of this
kind is deemed necessary, the Commission will not fail
to face up to the matrer and do what must be done.
As for the negodarions concerning Spain's enrry into
the Community, panicularly in connection with fisher-
ies, I must remind Parliament rhar progress in rhis res-
pect is indoubtedly influenced by our own discussions
and by the esmblishment of a common fisheries policy.
This is a major ropic in the negotiations, and when the
appropriate momenr comes I will nor fail to keep Par-
liamenr informed of developments in this area.
As for Mrs Pery's proposal for a study of the marrers
she mentioned concerning relations berween Spain
a_nd the Community over rhe fisheries issue, I musr say
that many of rhese poinm have been raken into
account in the Commission's proposals for negotia-
tions concerning fishing, and I must add rhat we shall
of course complere this study so as really to integrate it
and cover the areas that Mrs Pery referred ro.
More specifically, for rhis year's agreemenr, which
forms a pan of the framework agreement as a whole, I
would remind you that rhe framework agreemenr
envisages a progressive reducrion in the licences
gr.antg{ rc Spain for fishing in the Community. This
principle has been applied in spirc of the fact that
Spain has doubrs about it: we persisted, and I must say
there came a point when colliborative relations in thl
domain of fishing were broken off, so that we had
great difficulry in imposing the solution envisaged by
the tramework agreement 
- 
that is the annual reduc_
tion of-the MERLU quota. However, as I have said,
this difference of opinion did not prevenr the comple-
don of the yearly deliberarions, as is in any case shown
by the proposal now submirred for approval of the
aSreement.
That is what I wanted to tell you, as quickly as I
could, abour the present group of fishing agreemenm
between the Communiry and third countries. I would
again like rc thank the rapponeurs, and to thank Par-
liament for approving the Commission's proposals.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.l
6. Adjoamment oftbe 3ession
President. 
- 
I declare adjourned the session of the
European Parliamenr.2
(The sitting closed at 1.30 p.n.)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Newron Dunn.
Mr Newton Dunn. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, avery small poinr
on yesterday's minutes if it is an appropriate
momenr to raise it. The voting lists were nor circulated
at the beginning of the morning. I went and got a
copy, and on looking rhrough rhe Falkland Islands
series of vores, Mr Fanton, who resigned last monrh
amidst great celebrations or commiseiations, is actu-
ally recorded as having voted throughout rhe Falkland
klands debate yesrerday. Presumably somebody has
got his card. Vould it not be sensibie if the minutes
were corrected?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Enright.
Mr Enright. 
- 
On a point of order, might I indicate
to the House rhat today is St Georgi,s Day and
nobody has wished rhe English a happy binhdayl yer
here we have been doing our dury,-outnumbering all
other nationalities by over 2 ro l.
(Laugbter)
For the votes, see the Annex.
For motions for resolutions enrcred in the resister(Rule a9), membership of committees, time-limit" for
tabling amendmenm, forwarding of resolutions adoored
during the sitting, and dates for-the next pan-sessionj see
the Minutes.
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Votes
This Annex indicates rapporteurs' opinions on amend-
ments and reproduces the text of explanations of vote.
For funher details of the voting, the reader is referred
to rhe Minutes.
Scrioener report ( Doc. 1 -9 1 5/8 1 ) : adopted
The rapporteur spoke
infaoourof. Amendmenm Nos 4, 5,6,7,9,10,11,
14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 39,
44 and 45, and
- 
against Amendments Nos 8, 12, 73, 15, 16,28,29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42 and
43.
Explanations ofoote
Mrs Squarcialupi 
- 
(17) Madam President, we shall
vote in favour of this proposal for a directive, even
though we believe it is inadequate to cope effectively
with the problem of health risks related to asbestos. It
is true, however, that in some countries where there is
no legislation in this field, the directive might be of
some use. This is the reason for our favourable vote.
Unfonuriately, in rimes of economic crisis it is thought
'ideological' to care about the health of the workers,
but among the demands of the working class the claim
to health protecrion is becoming ever more insistent,
and people refuse to be blackmailed into choosing
between health and jobs.
If it is indeed ideological to think of banning sub-
stances which are cenainly harmful and cancer-prod-
ucing, we choose to profess this ideology, and we shall
continue to fight and hope for she replacement of
harmful substances with ones that are compatible with
health and work.
Mrs Hammerich. 
- 
(DA) The directive contains
norms and rules less far-reaching than the Danish
norms and rules governing asbestos; but since this is a
minimum directive, more stringent Danish rules can be
accepted.
All the same, the People's Movement against the EEC
can support neither the Commission proposal nor the
repon, even if the latter includes certain improvements
on the Commission report.
The reasons may be set ou! as follows:
First, there is cause for concern [hat even minimum
direcdves can cut back Danish legislation as a result of
economic pressures for favourable conditions of com-
petition, including labour costs, economies and secur-
ity of employment.
Secondly, we continue rc believe that labour market
conditions, including the working environmen[, are
quirc separate national concerns and that it is the
effons of the workforce at national level that create
the necessary improvements.
Thirdly, implementation of this directive will inevita-
bly conflict with the implementation of another asbes-
tos directive, which is designed to remove technical
obstacles to trade.
** *
Schleicber report (Doc. I -903/8 I ): adoprcd
The rapporteur spoke
- 
in faoour of Amendments Nos 8, 9, 71, 12 and 17 ,
and
- 
against Amendments Nos 1, 2, 6, 7 , 10, I 3, 14, I 5
and 15.
Explanations of oote
Mr Pantazis. 
- 
(GR) Madam President, since the
amendments have been rejected I withdraw the
explanation of vorc.
Mr Alavanos. 
- 
(GR) Madam President, the Com-
munist Party of Greece is panicularly sensitive to mat-
rcrs concerning the protection of workers and
consumers.
There is some asbestos production in Greece, and we
think it necessary to revise and updarc the legislation
in order to eliminate health risks. In spite of this, and
in contrast to our position on the Scrivener repon, we
shall not participate in the voting on the Schleicher
report. This is because we were sorry to see, during
yesterday's debate, that behind several proposals for
the safeguarding of consumers or workers, one can
discern the plans of certain multinationals to close
down their competitors by striking at the national
asbestos production in our country. .!(/e think that in
the name of interest on behalf of the consumers or the
workers, cenain parties could in fact throw many
workers on the dole. Our country must urgently enact
strict measures for avoiding the negative consequences
of using or processing asbestos, mus[ live up to inter-
national standards in this respect, bu[ we have no need
of help from cenain uninvircd advisers.
Mrs Hammerich. 
- 
(DA) The Commission proposal
seeks to deal at one and the same time with free trade
and occupational health and, as expected, occuPa-
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tional health takes second place to industrial earnings.
This should surprise no one who knows anphing
about the Treaty of Rome in its letter and spirit, since
its precise purpose is to protect freedom of movement
of goods and capital, not human beings. It ii for this
reason [hat the majority of Danish workers have
always been against EEC intervention in the sphere of
employment, especially the working environment.
In this connection, I should like to quote a few words
from the Danish Trades Union Congress: 'If the
directive is adopted, it will mean considerable resrric-
tions on Danish regulations . . . and Svend Auken (for-
mer employment minister) is prepared ro go to any
lengths ro see that the directive is not adopted in its
present form'.
Consequently, we can adopt neither the Commission
proposal nor the report.
Mr Petersen. 
- 
(DA) Ve have two directives here:
one is the subject of the Scrivener report, which is sup-
posed to deal purely with the working environment 
-a safeguards directive 
- 
while the other, which is
dealt with in the Schleicher repon, is a trade-barriers
directive bearing on the working environment.
In principle, the Danish Social Democrats can sub-
scribe to this first directive and hence, too, to the
Scrivener report. Here we are dealing with minimum
harmonization, which means on the one hand an
improvement in the working environment in certain
parts of the EEC and ar the same rime sets no limits of
what a Member State may do to develop its working
environment.
'!7e have nonetheless certain objections which we have
set out in a number of amendments. These are con-
cerned mainly with replacing the proposal's provisions
on medical supervision with actual preventive care.
The directive on asbestos, the trade-barriers directive
dealt with in the Schleicher repon, I cannot accept. If
the repon were to go through, it would mean that we
in Denmark would have to cut back on our asbestos
regulations. This we canno[ agree to.
'\7e do not wish to remove obstacles to trade where
they affect the working environmen[ in a Member
State. There must be limits to the free exchange of
goods, and these are reached when we come ro public
safety and health in a Member Stare.
I have therefore submirred a number of amendments
rc the Schleicher report which call for a general ban
on the use of asbestos and at the same time allow for
possible derogations 
- 
for a limircd period 
- 
by the
Member Stare.
Muntingh report ( Doc. 1 -636/8 I ) : adopted
The rapporteur spoke
- 
against Amendments Nos 2 and 3.
**'*.
Mertens report (Doc. 1-1073/81): adopted
The rapporteur spoke
- 
against Amendment No 1.
Explanation of oote
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Madam President, in about two
months' time the House will be getting a repon from
the Committee on Energy and Research on the Davig-
non proposals on coal, for which I am the rapporteur.
Those proposals cover to some ex[ent the question of
acid rain, and I should like to express my appreciation
to Mr Menens for covering this subject and therefore
relieving me of some work.
I would, however, like to express one reservation even
though I shall be voting for this motion. That is that
while I entirely endorse what he says in his explana-
rory statement, in the motion itself I think it is impor-
tant not to overemphasize the role of sulphur dioxide.
As he himself says in his explanatory statement, nitro-
gen oxides and hydrogen chlorides are also major con-
tributors. Strictly speaking, I think his resolution is
correc[, but it may give the wrong impression and may
be unfair to many of the coal-mining and coal-using
areas of this Community. On those grounds I would
like to express that very minor reservation, but in gen-
eral to suppon all that he has said.
*.",,
Scrioener report (Doc. I -976/8 1 ): adopted
The rapporteur spoke
- 
against Amendments Nos 1, 2,3, 4, and 5.
:t :i-
Proaan report ( Doc 1 - I 074/8 1 ) : adopted
The rapporteur spoke
- 
infaoourof Amendments Nos 1, 2and3.
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Seal report (Doc. 1 -4 1 /82J; adopted
The rapporteur spoke
- 
infaoourof AmendmentNo 1.
**'*
Tolman report (Doc. 1-95/82): adopted
The rapponeur spoke
- 
infaztourof Amendments Nos 33 and 34, and
- 
against Amendments Nos l, 2, 3, 4,5,6,7, 12, 13,
74, 75, 15, 18, 79, 20, 27, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 3l
and 32.
ExPknations ofoote
Mr Hutton. 
- 
Mr President, I will be brief' I have to
admit that I do not actually know what makes a hen
h.ppy, and from what I have heard this morning, I do
noiii,ink anybody else here does; but certainly I know
that hens came from the jungle originally, and I have
never seen a happy hen in a nonh European rainstorm.
Mr President, 50 years ago, consumers were cam-
paigning against free-range eggs because they were a
health hazard, so poultry producers went out of their
way to find other ways of producing eggs, and I must
say, I am getting rather tired of being bombarded by
people who are awfully keen to see poultry producers
putting their money where somebody else's mouth is.
(Applause)
I am very interesrcd to see those people who are in
favour of dearer eggs but are not prepared to stand up
and say so openly.
'S7e need more research. All the objective tests that
have been done on subjects like social harassment,
monality, hygiene, disease and environment all show
- 
and 
"lso, I might add, the working conditions ofpoultrymen show 
- 
the present system to be better
than any known alternative.
The Commission has to get on with considered
research with the backing of this House, and that is
why I am supponing the Tolman proposals.
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I shall
vote against this resolution in anger and disgust and
also wiih the passion that mankind should feel for suf-
fering animals. The scientific studies I have read with
Breal care mostly say 
- 
that is, when they have not
been paid for by groups with a very definite interest 
-that what w'e are doing here is wrong' On no account,
therefore, will I give my vote to an arrangement of this
kind, which is incompatible with the interests of the
environment, health and the consumer.
Mrs Munting h. 
- 
(NL)t t. pr.rid.nr, we must call a
spade a spade. Once again it is clear, hard cash has the
edge on flesh and blood and far more subtle marters
such as the ethics and morality that find expression in
the love of animals and human comPassion.
The cash in man's pocketi and the metal used to
oppress animals have triumphed under Mr Tolman's
lCadership. But nature and animal lovers do not mind
that so much: we are used to it.
My motives for voting against this resolution are not
so much those of a nature lover as those of a politi-
cian. Last dme this Parliament instructed Mr Tolman
to exercise a certain degree of moderation. Mr Tol-
man has not done this. Through Mr Tolman's doing,
we now have a different resolution before us' As a
token protest, Mr President, I shall therefore be voting
against this resolution.
Mr Skovmand. 
- 
(DA) Mr Tolman's second rePort is
a little less improper than his first. At least, it makes no
inroads on the Commission proposal. Mr Tolman now
also agrees that battery hens should have at least
500 cm2 space.
500 cm2 is very little 
- 
less than a sheet of wridng pa-
per, and it is less than'the minimum in Denmark of
600 cm2, which is little enough as it is.
Vhen poultry batteries were legalized in Denmark,
they were described as cruelty to animals, but this pro-
test was rejected on the grounds of EEC regulations.
Denmark could not say no to egg impons from other
EEC countries. Consequently, for the sake of compe-
tition, farmers had to be given better conditions and
poultry, worse conditions.
And now it looks as if our poultry is to suffer once
more because of our being in the EEC, for if this is
adopted, Danish batteries will naturally be replaced by
smaller ones. Vorse sti[], it is not even necessary' EEC
countries are not forced to impon from abroad eggs
that are produced under unacceptable conditions.
Therefore we can, with a clear conscience, demand
rhat poultry be allowed sufficient space. However,
neither the Commission nor Mr Tolman are agreeable
to this. This being so, we shall vote against.
D'Ormesson report (Doc. 1-82/82): adopted
de Courq Ling report (Doc. 1'96/82): adoprcd
Battersby report (Doc. 1-81/82): adopted
Pery report ( Doc. 1 -9 I /82).' adopted
Prooan report (Doc. 1-80/82): adopted
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Expknation ofoote
Mr Skovmand. 
- 
(DA) The Faeroes are a lirrle com-
munity which has been severely hit with rhe introduc-
tion of the 2O0-nautical-mile zone in the l970s. This
has meant rhat rhe fishing industry has had ro reorgan-
ize ircelf complerely, so that now over half of it is iar-
ried on around the Faeroe Islands.
One of the places where rhe Faeroese fisheries have
most declined is that pan of the Nonh Sea which is
controlled by che European Communiry. But one finds
little understanding for that in Mr Battersby's reporr:
he wants to get more from rhe Faeroes fishermen and
to give them less than even the Commission had in
mind.
'!7e of the People's Movement against the EEC musr
oppose this way of thinking. Ve would funher poinr
out that the Faeroes have a surplus from fishing only
in Greenland warcrs; and when this is lost in 1984, the
European Community will be obliged ro make more
fish available ro rhe Faeroe Islands.
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